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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas Alva Edison, a

citizen of the ITnited States, residing at Llew-
ellyn Park, in thecountj^of Essex and State

5 of New Jersey, have invented a certain new
and nsefnl Improvement in Phonogram-Blank
Carriers, (Case No. 8!)9,) of which the follow-

ing is a sijecification.

My invention relates to devices for sup-
lo porting and protecting phonogram-blanks or

recording-surfaces on which a phonographic
record has been or is to be recorded.
Phonogram-blanks ai"e ordinarily made of

wax or wax-like material, and this material

15 is easily nicked or scratched by contact with
rough or hard surfaces and is abraded by
being rubbed against other surfaces, and
such treatment so roughens the surface as to

render it impossible to make a perfect record,

20 or, if the record has already been made, to in-

jure it. The object of this invention is to

produce a carrier for the blanks which shall

obviate or largely reduce the difficulty above
indicated.

25 In the accompanying drawings, which illus-

trate the invention. Figure 1 is alongitndinal
section through a carrier and the phonogram-
blank thereon, and Fig. 2 is an end view of

a carrier made in accordance with this in-

30 vention.

1 is a cylinder of hard rubber or other ma-
terial which 'is sufficiently rigid to stand the
blows and strains to which it may be sub-
jected and which is otherwise suitable for the

35 purpose. The inner bore of the tube is made
slightly tapering and of the proper size to fit

the phonograph-cylinder with which it is in-
~^ tended to be used. When the phonogram-

blank is to be i;sed, it is not removed from the

40 carrier, but the cai-rier itself is slipped onto
the phonograph-cylinder. It is preferable to

have the carrier somewhat longer than the
blank, in order that the flanges will be so far

removed from the ends of the blank that no

45 part of the recorder or rei)roducer or the car-

rying devices therefor will touch the flanges

as they approach the end of the blank. At
each end of the cylinder is a flange. At the
left in Fig. 1 the flange 2 is formed bj' a

50 ring slipped onto the end of the tube and

held in place by rivets or similar devices 3.

Said ring is grooved around its periphery, and
in the groove is held a soft rubber or other

soft and elastic tire or ring 4. Around the 55

end of the tube, under the ring 2 and prefer-

ably flush with the surface of the tube, is a

strengthening-band 5. At the opposite end
of the tube 1 the flange is formed by a screw-

threaded ring G, which fits on a screw-threaded 60

portion of the tube. This ring is also grooved
around its periphery and is provided with an
elastic tire -1. This ring being removable, al-

lows the blank to be slipped onto the carrier,

after which the ring is put in place. 7 is the 65

phonogram-blank in place on the carrierabove

described. It will be seen that the flanges at

the end of the carrier, or at least the elastic

tires 4, project from the surface of the car-

rier to a greater distance than the i)hono- 70

gram-blank, so that wlien the blank and car-

rier are laid upon a flat surface the blank
will be entirelj^ out of contact therewith, and
that all wear caused by rolling or moving the

blank around will be taken up by the carrier. 75
It will be evident that it is not essential that

the elastic tire 4 be used in just the form de-

scribed. The .same purpose would be served

by elastic bearing-blocks at intervals around
the flange. So, too, it is not essential that one 80

of the flanges be permanently secured to the

carrier as described, since both may be screw-

threaded.
Having thus described the invention, what I

claim is

—

85

1. A phonogram-blank carrier consisting of

a tube adapted to fit a phonograph-cylinder
and having a flange at each end, substantially

as described.
2. A phonogram-blank carrier consisting of 90

a tube adapted to fit a phonograph-cylinder
and having a flange at each end, one flange

being removable, whereby a blank can be
placed on or removed from the carrier, sub-

stantially as described. 95
3. A phonogram-blank carrier consisting of

a tube adapted to fit a phonograph-cylinder
and having a flange at each end, one flange

beiiig screw-threaded and fitting a screw-

thread on the carrier, substantially as de- 100

scribed.
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4. A plionogTam-blank carrier consist! nj!^ of
a tube adapted to fit a plioiiograpli-cylindor
and having a flange at each end, and elastic
bearings on said flanges, substantially as de-

5 scribed.

5. A phonogram-blank carrier consisting of
a tube of rubber or other suitable material,
a strengthening-ring at one end, a ring serv-
ing as a flange on the same end of the tube,

lo and a flange at the opposite end, substan-
tially as described.

6. The combination, with a phonogram-
blank carrier having flanges at each end, of
a phonogram-blank between the flanges and

of loss thickness than the flanges, substan- 15

tially as described.
7. A phonojL'ram-blank carrier consisting of

atubeof rubber or other suitable material, and
a flange or flanges mounted on the carrier

and having elastic bearing-surfaces, whereby 20

a blank supported on the carrier will be pro
tected, substantially as described.
This specification signed and witnessed this

17th day of November, 1890.

TIIOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

Harry F. Miller,
Thomas Maguire.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Isaac W. Heysinger,

ofPhiladelphia, in the county of Philadelphia,
and State of Pennsylvania, have invented a

5 certain new and useful Improvement in Sound
Recording and Reproducing Tablets for Pho-
nographs, of which thefollowing is a full, clear,

and exact description, reference being had to

the drawings accompanying and forming part

lo of this specification, in which

—

Figure 1 is a view in cross-section of the

collapsible tablet expanded into a cylinder,

as when placed upon the cylinder of a pho-
nograph" for use. Fig. 2 is a like view of the

1$ same flattened down or collapsed for mailing
purposes or permanent preservation. Fig. 3

is a perspective view of a like tablet collapsed,

but not quite flattened, and having its surface
partly written over in the phonograph, and

2o also shows the transverse line upon which
the surplus maybe cutoff for subsequent use
and to lighten the tablet for mailing or other
purposes. Fig. 4 is a sectional view taken
upon one side of the tablet and in which the

25 section is across the lines and grooves formed
by the stylus of the phonograph, and Fig. 4*

a top view of .the grooves P* and P''.

The lettering in all' the figures is uniform.

The subject-matter of my present applica-

30 lion originally formed a part of my applica-

tion for Letters Patent, Serial No. 263,282,

filed February 7, 1888, and has been di-

vided therefrom to include the tablet in a
separate patent. ' The said original applica-

35 tion comprised a working phonograph with
•which, the tablets which form the subject-

matter of this divisional application were
adapted to be used, and reference is made to

that application to show such manner of use,

40 though tiie tablets herein shown, described,

and claimed are adapted to be used with any
suitable phonograph, and are not limited to

the specific devices shown and described in

said original application; and the said sound

45 .recording and reproducing tablets, surfaced

as herein described and claimed, are not lim-

itedin my invention to thespecificformshown,

with referencetothe machine described in my
originally-filed application,^ but are applica-

50 ble to macbines using tablets of other form,

and my tablets iqay be constructed in other

shapes than those herein specifically shown
without departing from the principles and
scope of my invention-

. My invention relates to the construction of

a phonograph-tablet, or " phonogram," as it is

sometimes called, upon which the stylus of

a phonograph traces an indented, waved, or

other inscribed record adapted to be subse-

quently reproduced in articulate speech by a
reproducing -phonograph, in which I make
my tablet in a cylindrical form having a flexi-

ble foundation of paper, cloth, or other suit-

able substance, upon which the plastic record-

ing-surface is made by the application of a
suitable composition, adherent thereto and
having a; surface adapted to be indented or

inscribed by the stylus of a phonograph.
Along the two opposite sides of this cylinder

from end to end I cut through the composi-
tion down to the foundation, making a nar-

row slit along each side. When^placed upon
the cylinder of a phonograph for use, these

slits are closed and. the tablet forms a com-
plete cylinder; but when removed from the

machine the sides maybe collapsed upon the

foundation along the slitted lines, and the

tablet becomes flat, having a double thick-

ness and hinged joints at the sides and ca-

pable of being again erected into a cylinder

at any time to be put into a similar machine
for subsequent use to reproduce the .sounds

the record of which it may bear or to receive

such ^record in case it has not been previ-

ously written upon. It is in its collapsed or

flattened form very suitable for s,ending

through the mails, and may be put, like a
letter-sheet, into an ordinary envelope, and,

if the surface be such as I prefer to use^ and
which will be hereinafter described, it will

bear any amount of hard usage without in-

jury. These collapsed tablets also occupy
very little space and may be tied up or

packed in bundles, like postal-cards, for trans-

portation, sale, use, or preservation after hav-

ing received an inscribed record. I do not

always make.these tubular or cylindrjical tab-

lets with a single slit or cleft down each side;

but more than two slits may be cut and more
than two hinged joints may be used, if so de-

sired. The plastic composition must of course

be suflSciently flexible to permit the sides to

55
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be collapsed or flatteued, or nearly flattened,

though with an elastic surface of hard mate-
rial the flattening may not be complete, but

. is made so by tying in bundles, inclosing in

5 envelopes, or compression in other ways, af-

ter the cylinder has been collapsed. In cer-

tain cases these slits may not extend entirely

down to the foundation, and in other cases
V they may extend partly through the founda-

K tion, while sometimes strips of flexible mate-
rial may be glued or otherwise attached to

the inside surfaces at the joints to form the
hinges, or the whole tube may be made

^> collapsible at any part. In manufacturing
15 these tubular tablets I make them in long

lengths and prefer to use a material woven
or knitted into tubular form, which, stretched
upon a flat former with parallel sides, or, pref-

erably, upon a cylindrical mandrel, I paint or
20 coat over with my plastic composition until a

requisite thickness of surface has been se-

cured, which may be about the one-twentieth
of an inch, using the composition hot and jn

. a fluid or semi-fluid state. When cooled and
hardened, I run a graduated slitterdown each
3ide and cut through the composition to the de-

sired depth. Thelocgtube then removed from
the mandrel, I cut it into suitable lengths for

use, and, as shown in my former applioa-

30 tion of February 7, 1888, with the machine
therein described and claimed, I prefer to cut
these lengths longer than the cylinder of the
machine, so that the tablet applied thereto
may project from the free end of the cylinder

35 thereof. When a portion has been inscribed
by the stylus of the machine, the remainder
may be clipped off with a pair of scissors,

when flattened, and used again until the
whole has been written over without waste.

40 My invention also relates to the composi-
tion of the plastic surface of a plionograph-
tablet; and it consists in using a material or
composition therefor which, when used in the
machine for receiving a record, will be soft

45 and plastic, but which said composition, after

receiving the said record, is rendered hard
and resistant, so that the record once made
may be reproduced indefinitely under the
stylus of a reproducing-phonograph without

^o abrasion or injury to the record, and also

that these tablets, bearing their records, may
be piled up in bundles, sent through the
mails, and subjected to rough usage without
crushing down the record or impairing its use

55 for reproducing the sounds of the same.
Referring to the drawings, in Figure 1 I

have shown in transverse section a tubular
foundation of flexible material P^, formed
from a woven tube or by pasting together

So the edges of a strip of paper, muslin, or like

substance. A suitable paste or glue for this

purpose is made of fish-glue, with boiling

water, the joint treated with ai solution of bi-

chromate of potassa afterward, (which ren-

5 dors the glue insoluble,) and then washed, if

desired. This joint is both flexible and in-

solable. Upon the outer surface of this tubu-

lar and flexible foundation P^ is applied the
plastic composition P* to the requisite thick-

ness, the outer surface being smooth and even. 70
It maybe made so in a lathe, if desired, before
removal from the cylindrical mandrel upon
which the tube P^ is fitted; but for use in the
machine which forms the subject of my ap-

plication of February 7, 1888, no special ac- 75
curacy of surface is required, as the plow-
point therein described will cut to a definite

distance from the foundation of the cylinder,

irrespective of variation of the surface, and
the record produced at the bottom of such 80

grooves will be regular under the same cir-

cumstances.
The composition which I prefer to use and

which forms a part of this invention is made
by mixing gutta-percha with resin and melt- 85
ing the same together with or without the ad-
dition of other fusible or miscible substances
to render the composition more or less soft

and plastic when cold or when warmed for

use in the machine. Gutta-percha and resin 90
melted together in equal parts, the proportion
varying with differences inherent in different

samples, make a composition hard and elastic

at ordinary temperatures, but soft, plastic,

and inelastic at a temperature of from 110° 95
to 140° Fahrenheit, and will answer the pur-
pose very. well. It becomes fluid at or below
the boiling-point of water and can be readily

applied with a brush or otherwise to the
foundation P* repeatedly, if necessary, until 100

a proper thickness is secured. This compo-
sition or a similar one so modified by like

temperature I prefer to use, when I soften the
plastic surface of my tablet by artificially-

applied heat at the time the record is being 105

made and allow the said surface to harden
by exposure to the ordinary temperature ofthe
atmosphere, the same being repeated &s often

as desired, as shown and described in my ap-
plication of February 7, 1888; but I some- no
times prefer to harden my composition by the
action of chemicals applied to the surface
thereof in solution or otherwise, and in such
case I usually add more or less starch to the
said composition when being prepared, and 115

such composition is very readily rendered
hard and elastic by a solution of chloride of
zinc or other concentrated chlorides. Such
methods of hardening substances afe numer-
ous and are well known for many purposes 120

in the arts. I also sometimes use alcohol as
a solvent instead of moist or dry heat, and in
such case I increase the proportion of resin

used with my gutta-percha or use a resin-

soap, so that the solvent action of alcohol ap- 125
plied to the surface will render the same soft

and plastic until the said alcohol evaporates,
when the said surface will resume its nor-
mally hard and elastic condition. I also use
other well-known mechanical equivalents be- 130
sides the modifications enumerated above;
but for cheapness, readiness of application,

and convenience I prefer to use a normally
hard and resistant surface, softened tempo-
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rarily while being written upon bj'^ artificially-

applied heat and subsequently restored to a
hard and resistan*; condition by the coolness

of the atmosphere at ordinary temperatures.

This softening may be accomplished by plac-

ing the tablet for a few minutes in a pail of

moderately-hot water and then applying the

same to the machine to receive the record

made by the stylus thereof. A tablet thus
heated will remain soft if made of approxi-

mately equal parts of gutta-percha and resin

with or without the addition of a few drops
of glycerine or molasses for a period of from
ten to twenty minutes; but I prefer to em-
ploy the heating device shown, described,

and claimed in my application for Letters

Pateat hereinabove mentioned, as being more
under control and capable of continuous use

at any time. Such a surface, when thus
written upon, may be subsequently used
again, the former record having been ex-

punged by passing a hot iron or the like over
it and melting and smoothing down the same
to form a* new surface. Gutta-percha has a
special value as an ingredient because, while

most substances expand by heat and contract

by cooling, the reverse is the case with 'gutta-

percha, so that when this substance is used
and the tubular tablet placed upon the cyl-

30 inder of the phonograph and heated it not
only becomes soft and plastic, but contracts
upon the cylinder, so as to present a smooth,
firm, and oven surface for the stylus of the
phonograph. The composition, thus applied

35 to the foundation, as shown in the figures, and
allowed to harden upon a mandrel, is divided
longitudinally by the clefts or slits P' P^
which, as shown, extend down to the foun-
dation. These slits may be made in the com;

40 po.sition P* when soft or after partially or
wholly hardening. The hard elastic-surfaced
cylinder cut into suitable lengths when re-

moved from the mandrel or former presents
a surface resistant against injury, which may

45 be readily collapsed upon the binges P' P^,

as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. As the cylinder
or mandrel upon which the foundations are
laid is the precise diameter of the cylinderof
the phonograph, this tablet may be readily

50 sprung open and slipped over the free end of

the cylinder pf the machine, when the clefts

P' and P* will be closed and the surface of

the tablets present a smooth outer side. If

removed from the cylinder of the machine
55 when warm, it will flatten down completely, as

shown in Fig. 2; but if allowed to harden be-

fore removal it will only partially collapse, as
shown in Fig. 3; but in either case it may be
made flat or cylindrical at will, and may be

60 put into an ordinary envelope for mailing,
like a common letter, or may be bundled up
with others and stored away without the ne-
cessity of any special precaution, the com-
position being unaffected by water or moist-

65 nre, mold, time, or accidental knocks or blows.
As shown in Fig. 3, these tablets, whenmade

longer than required, may be readily cut off

upon the line xx xx and the surplus used
again. This is easily done when the tablet is

collapsed by a pair of scissors or other means.
In Fig. 4 are shown the grooves P^ made bj'

the stylus of the recording-phonograph, cor-

responding in the figure to those made by my
special machine, as described in my other ap-
plication aforesaid; but the grooves of the
record may be of any form and made by any
sort of recording-stylus, and the tubular col-

lapsible tablet maj'^ be modified to conform tc

the special requirements in any case and used
with phonographic recording and reproduc-
ing instruments of other form and construc-
tion than the machine specifically shown, de-

scribed,and claimed in my other application

—

to wit. Serial No. 263,282, filed February 7,

1888—^yith which my tablet as shown in the
figures is especially adapted fo;* use.

In certain cases, with a very flexible sur-
face, it may not be necessary to cut the slits

P' P^ to any considerable depth, and in some
cases the tablet in tubular form may be made
collapsible without the use of specially-in-

scribed clefts, the foundation being thinned
at certain places, or otherwise; but I prefer
the form shown and above described, as the
record is not in anywise impaired by the col-

lapsingof said tubular tablet when such slits

are used, however frequently the same may
be repeated.

In Fig. 4 the groove P® is divided at the
bottom thereof into two slightly-separated
parallel channels P^ P^ and, as shown and de-
scribed in my application for Letters Patent
for a phonograph aforesaid, each of these
grooves at its bottom contains an indented
line of sound-record produced by the dia-

phragm of a phonograph acting at the Same
time upon two parallel styluses, one slightly
in rear of the other, and producing an iden-
tical record in the slightly-separated sub-
grooves P* and P^, but one of said records
slightly in rear of the other as the said tablet
rotates in the machine. A small part of such
duplicate record is seen in Fig. 4*, in which
P^ is the same as P*,bnt slightly in advance,
as shown by the direction of the arrow, so that
onerecordcrossesthecleftP'atatimewhenthe
other record is upon the solid surface Of P^ and
any inequality due to the cleft P' is compen-
sated for by the parallel record, acting through
a duplicate reproducing-stylus at the same
time and upon the same diaphragm. This
duplicate record I use with the phonograph as
shown, described, and claimed in my other
application aforesaid; but it is not strictly

necessary, the slits P' and P'', if properly
made, making a very slight difference, and, if

the surface P* is hardened scarcely any, the
blunt reproducing-stylus crossing the closed
slit very readily; but the duplicate. records
assist in compensating for irregularity of sur-

face generally or for variation in the sub
stance, as was fully explained in my former
application, and they are of use for other
reasons, as in case of defect of the recording
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or reproducing stylus of the machine or of
the cylinder or working parts thereof. For
use in ordinary phonographs they may be
dispensed with, if desired.

In making my composition for the surface
of my tablets other gums or resins may be
used, and linseed-oil may be used as one of

the ingredients, as well as caoutchouc, in lien

of gutta-percha, a large number of like equiva-
lents being known for all such substances in

the arts; and I do not specifically confine
myself to the use of any single ingredient,

except as enumerated in the specific claims
of those which hereinafter follow.

Having now described ray invention, what
I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat-
ent, is

—

1. A phonograph-tablet for the record and
reproduction of sounds, consisting of two or
more flexible leaves hinged together at their

sides and adapted to be expanded into a cyl-

inder to be extended over the e'j'linder of a
phonographic machine, said leaves having
surfaces adapted to receive the indentations
or other record of sound produced by said
phonograph, the said tablet adapted to be
subsequently flattened upon said hinged sides
when removed from said phonograph and
subsequently expanded for use upon the cyl-

inder of a sound -reproducing phonograph,
substantially as and for the purposes de-
scribed.

2. As an article of manufacture, a phono-
graph sound recording and reproducing tab-

let; consisting of a flexible foundation of pa-
per, fabric, or the like formed into a tube,
and a surface of plastic substance attached
thereto, said surface adapted to receive and
retain the sound-produced record of a pho-
nography the said tubular tablet flexible and
its sides adapted to be flattened together or
collapsed for mailing or other purposes with-

out destruction of said record, substantially
as herein set forth.

3. As an article of manufacture, a later-

ally-collapsible tubular phonograph -tablet

adapted to receive a phonographic record
when expanded, to be subsequently collapsed
and afterward again expanded for use in a
reproducing-phonograph, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. In a phonograph-tablet, the combination
of the flexible tubular foundation P^, the plas-

tic recording-surface P*, and the longitudinal
clefts P' P^ extended through said surface P*
down to said flexible foundation P^, substan-
tially as and for the purposes herein shown
and described.

5. The laterally-flexible collapsible tubular
phonograph-tablet having the surface thereof
longitudinally divided into two or more seg-

ments and provided with flexible hinged
joints at the sides of said segments, substan-

tially as described.

6. In a recording and reproducing tablet, a
flexible foundation and a plastic surface

formed into a tubular case, said surface hav-

8<;

ing clefts extended along the sides of said
tube through said plastic surface, said sur-
face adapted to have a continuous record in 70
.said plastic material extending in parallel
lines around said tube and crossing the clefts

thereof, said tube adapted to be collapsed or
flattened, and whenagainexpanded,as around
the reproducing-cylinder of a phonograph, 75
having said lines of record on adjacent sides
of said clefts match with each other as origi-

nally produced and produce a continuous rec-

ord therefrom, substantially as described.
7. The tubular phonograph-tablet having a 80

flexible foundation and a plastic surface, the
same adapted to be collapsed or flattened for
mailing or other purposes, said tubular tablet

made longer than the cylinder of the machine
upon which it is to be used, the surplus length
adapted to be cut off with a pair of scissors

or the like when the same is flattened, both
sides cut simultaneously, if desired, said sur-

plus serving for subsequent use as a separate
tablet till all is used, substantially as and for 90
the purposes described.

8. A tubular collapsible tablet for phono-
graphs, having a flexible foundation of fabric

or the like and a nornially hard and resistant

surface of considerable thickness, said sur- 95
face adapted to be softened and made plastic

by heat or otherwise for use in said record-
ing-phonograph and subsequently hardened,
substantially as described.

9. A collapsible tubular phonograph-tablet
adapted to be flattened for preservation in

bundles for mailing or other purposes and
having a surface of considerable thickness
composed of a substance adapted to be made
plastic for use with a recording-phonograph
and to be subsequently hardened and made
resistant, substantially as described.

10. A phonograph-tablet consisting of two
flat yielding surfaces, the edgesthereof united
by flexible hinges and the whole adapted to be
expanded to form a cylindrical tablet extend-
ing over the cylinder of a phonograph for use
therewith, said surfaces having a composi-
tion applied thereto to receive and reproduce
the record of said phonograph, and said com-
position acted upon by the stylus of a record-

ing-phonograph in a soft and plastic state

and subsequently hardened for use under the
stylus of a reproducing-phonograph, substan-

tially as described.

11. In combination with the resistant and
elastic surface P*, adapted to be softened by
heat and subsequently hardened, the flexible

tubular foundation P^, attached to and sup-

porting said surface, and the longitudinal

clefts P' P^ extended through said surface

down to said foundation, the whole adapted
to be flattened when not in use and to be ex-

panded to form an open tube or cylinder to

closely fit over the cylinder of a phonograph
and to be softened to present a plastic' sur-

face for receiving the record from the stylus

of said phonograph, said surface subsequently
made hard and resistant for the retention or

100

105

iro

115

120
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130
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reprodnction of said record, substantially as
described.

12. Iq a phonograph recording and repro-

ducing tablet, the surface composed of a bod}'

5 of gutta-percha with or without the admix-
ture of modifying substances, said surface
adapted to be softened by artificial heat for

receiving the phonographic record and sub-
sequently made hard and elastic by the ordi-

10 nary atmospheric temperature, substantially
as and for the purposes described.

13. A phonograph-tablet composed of gutta-
percha and resiu applied in a heated and
fluid or semi-fluid state to a flexible fouuda-

15 tion and forming a body thereupon, said body
and said foundation composing a recording
and reproducing tablet for phonographic pur-

poses, substantially as described.
14. A phonograph-tablet composed partially

2o of gulta-percha,adaptedtobesoftenedbyheat
and hardened by cold or chemicals for pres-

ervation subsequently to receiving the phor
nographic record, substantially as described.

15. A recording and reproducing tablet for

25 phonographic purposes, consisting of a sur-

face composed of substances adapted to be
made more or less plastic by temperature or

the application of chemicals and made hard

and resistant subsequently to receiving the

record of said phonograph by other temper-
ature or chemicals, the whole constructed to

be used for receiving the record in a soft and
plastic condition and to be used for repro-

ducing the said record in a hard and resist-

ant condition, the said surface supported by
a laterally flexible and collapsible foundation
adapted to be flattened or folded together,

substantially as described.

16. As an article of manufacture, a col-

lapsible flexible tubular phonograph-tablet
having a surface of considerable thickness to

receive and retain the record made by the
stj'lus of a phonograph or the like, said sur-

face composed of a material softened by a
moderate heat artificiallj'^ applied thereto

and subsequently hardened by the cooling ef-

fect of an ordinary atmospheric temperature,
said tubular tablet adapted to be expanded
for use upon the cylinder of a phonograph
and at other times preserved in a collapsed or

flattened state, substantially as described.

ISAAC W.
Witnesses:

J. L. Heysinger,
M. B. Fenninger,

HEYSINGER.
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To all luhom it viajj concevii:

Be it known that I, Willia:vi Bruening, a
citizen of the United States, and a resident of

East Orange, in tlie conntj^ of Essex and State

5 of New Jersey, have invented certain new
and usefullmprovements in Plionographs,of
which the following is a specification.

My invention has reference to improve-
ments in phonograplis, and has for its object

ro to iDrovide at a reduced cost a phonograpli
adapted to give a clear and distinct repro-

duction of the sound recorded thereon.

To tliis end my invention consists, essen-

tially, in a phonograph provided with a pho-

1 5 nogram-blank or phonogram-holder having a
reciprocating motion, means for feeding the

holder transversely to the plane of recipro-

cation, and a recorder or reproducer, all of

which, together with other novel features of

20 my invention, is more fully pointed out in

the following specification and claims, and
illustrated in the accompanying drawings, in

which—
Figure 1 represents a side elevation of a

25 phonograph constructed according to ray in-

vention. Fig. 2 is a front elevation thereof.

Fig. 3 is a vertical central section on a larger

scale than the preceding figures. Fig. 4 is a
horizontal section in the lilane x x, Fig. 1,

30 drawn to the same scale as Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is

a face view of the diaphragm and attach-

ments. Fig. 6 is a centi'al section of the same.
Fig. 7 is an enlarged sectional view of the

style. Fig. 8 is a cross-.section illustrating

35 details of construction. Fig. 9 is a side ele-

vation of a modified form of the phonograph.
Fig. 10 is a front view of the same, with the

recording device removed. Fig. 11 is a simi-

lar view of a second modification. Fig. 12 is

40 a vertical section in the plane y ij, Fig. 11.

Figs. 13 and 11 illustrate the construction of

the dipping-frame used to construct the pho-
nogram-blanks. Fig. 15 is a face view of a
phonogram.

45 Similar letters indicatecorresponding parts.

In the drawings, referring at present to

Figs. 1, 2, and 3, the letter A designates a
frame or standard, to which is pivoted at a a
pendulous arm B, carrying at its lower end a

50 carriage C, i^rovided with transverse grooves
or ways h h. In these ways is held, by means

of the lugs c c, the phonogram or phonogram-
blank holder D, which is fed transversely to

the swinging or reciprocating motion of the
carriage by means of a feed-screw E, having 55 .

bearings at opposite ends in the arm A.
F is the recorder (or reproducer) contain-

ing a suitable diaphragm d, which has affixed

Ihereto the style G, the latter being adapted
to engage with the mass of the phonogram- 60
blank P. The recorder is hinged at e to the
frame A and can be readily swung out of the
way when it is desired to insert the phono-
graln-blank or to remove tlie phonogram. It

is adjusted to its proi^er position with relation 65
to the phonogram bj^ means of a screw/, pass-
ing through the recorder-frame, and througli
a block g, engaging a socket h in the rigid part
of the frame A. (See Fig. 3 especially.) How-
ever, any other usual means could be employed 70
to accomplish this end.
An oscillating motion is imparted to the

arm B by any suitable means—such, for in-

stance, as the crank i and link j, actuated
either by a clock-movement or by any other 75
known motor. In order that the carriage C
may travel smoothly, it is provided with a pad
or pads l; bearing against a rail I on the frame,
a spring vi bearing against the opposite side
of the rail, holding the carriage to the latter 80
and conipensating for wear. (See Fig. 8).

To feed the holder forward once for each
stroke or vibration of the arm B, any suitable
means may be employed. For instance, as
shown in tlie drawings, a ratchet-wheel m' is 85
secured to the upper part of the feed-screw E,
which is alternatelj^ engaged by spring-pawls
n and n', secured to the frame on opposite
sides of tlie feed-screw. The pawls are ad-
justably secured to the frame for permitting 90
the feed to be varied, and cushions may
be provided to deaden the noise. The nut II'

engaging the feed-screw is best made split to

permit the holder to be readily removed, if

found necessaiy. 95
In the operation of the phonograph the re-

cording-point will cut into the phonogram-
blank a series of approximately parallel
tracks p p of varying depth, corresponding
to the intensitj^ of the sound vibrations, said 100
tracks being jointed alternately at opposite
ends, in which the reproducing-point subse-
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quently travels. It is evident, however, tliat

if the feed takes place just beyond the edges
of the x)honogram-blauk, a series of discon-
nected approximatelj^ parallel tracks will bo

5 the result. It will be seen that these success-
ive tracks are cut, traced, or indented by
the sound-vibrations in opposite directions,

consequently when the reproducing-point is

placed in the track it must for a correct re-

lo production travel in said track in the same
direction as the recording point had pre-

viously traveled in forming said track, other-

wise the reproduction will be unintelligible.

If it be found that the reproducing-point is

15 traveling in the wrong direction, one of the
pawls n or n' is lifted out of contact with the
feed-wheel m', thereby causing the feed to be
missed once, consequently the reproducing-
point on the continued motion of the phono-

20 gram will travel in the proper direction in

said track. In order that the recording de-

vice may also serve as a reproducer, the style

G extends on both sides of the diaphragm.
One end thereof has a sharp-cutting edge,

25 forming the recording-point g, and the other
end a blunt or rounded edge r, forming the re-

producing-]3oint, so that by reversing the dia-

phragm the recorder can be changed to a re-

producer. The stj^le G may be made in two
30 parts, or, as illustrated in Fig. 7, it is made

integral and secured to the diaphragm by a
screw-and-nut connection. In order that the
recording-point can cut from both sides, it is

pointed from four sides, as best seen in Fig.

35 7. To prevent the diaphragm from buckling,
the opposite parts of the style are best guided
in spiders s, located on opposite sides of the
diaphragm, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6, said

spiders consisting of metallic strips secured

40 to the rim at their outer ends, and beai'ing at

their inner ends plates having central holes,

through which the opposite parts of the style

pass. The diaphragm can be secured to the
recorder-frame,by any suitable means, and is

45 made adjustable by a screw t and nut u con-

nection. In the example here illustrated I

have provided the recorder-frame Avith two
ears d', which embrace the recorder-rim at

opposite sides. Figs. 1 and 2, and within

50 which the recorder can be moved up or down
by the adjusting device.

To secure the phonogram or lahonogram-
blank in the holder D, the latter is provided
with a clamping-frame v (see Fig. 3) hinged

55 thereto. Suitable pins, as xv, i)laced in the
holder at proper distances apart, serve as a
guide to place the blank in its proper posi-

tion, said pins passing through holes in the
blank and entering corresi)onding recesses in

60 theclamping-frame to securely hold the blank.
In preparing the phonogram-blanks a mar-

gin extending about the four sides is left un-

coated, withwhich margin the clamping-frame
engages. When the face of the holder is in-

65 clined, as shown in Fig. 3, the uncovered mar-
gin is slit diagonally at the four corners, or

else the blank is first i)ressed to tlie proper
shape in a suitable form.
A pointer, as II, secured to the carriage, and

a scale, as I, Fig. 1, applied to the holder may 70
be employed, the pointer being hinged, so that
it can be thrown to one side when the clamp-
ing-frame is to be opened. By the use of the
scale certain parts of the recorder can be
noted for rei^etition. 75

If desired, the holder G can be centrally
pivoted to a carriage located and working in

the carriage C, whereby it can be adjusted
about its center to cause the tracks on the
Ijhonogram to correspond with tlie arc in 80
which the arm swings in case the holders of
different phonographs should not exactly cor-

respond.
It is evident that various modifications, all

including a reciprocating motion of the phono- 85
gram or phonogram-blank holder, can be con-
structed, therefore I do not wish to restrict

myself to any particular reciprocating motion.
In Figs. 9 and 10 I have shown the carriage

formed on a pivotal arm as before, but on the 90
outer end of the same the phonogram-blank
being curved and presenting a segmental sur-

face to the style.

In Figs. 11 and 12 the carriage is shown to

reciprocate in a vertical j)lane in suitable 95
ways formed in the frame A and the phono-
gram-holder feed at right angles thereto.

The means for imparting the reciprocating
motion in the two latter cases are similar to

those shown in the first example and need 100
not be more fullj^ described.

It will be noticed that the tracks produced
by the recorder of the two latter i^honographs
will be parallel.

In place of reciprocating and feeding the 105
phonogram-blank holder, the recording or re-

producing device could have the two motions
imparted thereto and the holder remain sta-

tionary; and, furthermore, instead of having
the recording or reproducing device placed no
with its diaphragm parallel to the phonogram-
holder, it could be placed at right angles there-
to to obtain transverse vibi'ation.

When a wax compound is used for i^hono-
gram-blank, a suitable dipping-frame, such 115
as shown in Figs. 13 and 14, is made use of.

It consists of two jaws J and K, hinged to-

gether, each of said jaws being made of an
open frame-work and provided with a handle,
as L and M. The blank is placed between 120
said jaws and repeatedly dipped into the
molten mass until the requisite thickness is

obtained. When only one side of the blank
is to be covered with the mass, two blanks
are placed in the dipping-frame at one time. 121;

What I claim as new, and desire to secure
b}' letters Patent, is

—

1. In a phonograph, a reciprocating phono-
gram-blank or phonogram-holder, means for
feeding the holder transversely, and a re- 130
corder or a reproducer, substantially as de-
scribed.
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2. In a phonograph, ci reciprocating carriage,

a phonogram orphonogram-bhxnk liolder mov-
ing with said carriage, means for feeding tlie

hokler transverselj', and a recorder or a repro-

5 dncer, substantially as dscribed.

3. In a lihonograph, a reciprocating carriage
provided witli ways, a phonogram-blank or

phonogram-holder adapted to slide in said

ways, and a feed-screw for advancing the
ro holder, substantialUy as described.

4. In a j)honograph, a i)honogram-blank or

a phonogram having a reciprocating motion
imparted thereto, means for feeding said ijho-

uogram-blank or phonogram transversely, and
15 a recorder or reproducer, substantially as de-

scribed.

5. In a phonograph, a diaphragm having a
style formed on opposite sides with a record-

ing-point and a reproducing-poiut, ard guides
i-o for said style, substantiallj^ as described.

G. In a phonograph, a reversible diaphragm
provided with a style formed on opposite sides

with a recording-point and a reproducing-
j)oint, substantially as described.

25 7. In a phonograph, a holder for the pho-
nogram-blank or phonogram, consisting of an
open frame, means for securing the phono-
gram-blank or phonogram therein, a scale I

on said holder, and an index H, substantially

30 as described.

8. In a phonograj)h, the reciprocating car-

riage C, the holder D, having a feed-motion
transverse to tlie motion of the carriage, and
the hinged adjustable recorder F, substan-

35 tially as described.

9. A i^honograra in which the successive
tracks are cut from opposite directions, sub-
stantially as described.

10. A i)lionogram having parallel or ap-
proximately parallel tracks cut from oi^posite 40
directions, substantially as described.

11. A phonogram having parallel or ap-
proximately parallel tracks thereon joined al-

ternatelj' at opposite ends, substantiallj' as
described. 45

12. A phonogram having parallel or ap-
proximately ijarallei tracks thereon joined al-

ternately at opposite ends, the successive
tracks being cut from opposite directions,

substantially as described.
, 50

13. In a phonograph, the frame A, provided
with a guide or guides, a carriage fitted to

said guides, means for imparting a recipro-

cating motion to the carriage, a phonogram-
blank holder, a feed-screw, and a recorder, 55
substantially as described.

14. In a phonogram, a reciprocating car-

riage, a phonogram-holder moving with said
carriage and having a feed-motion transverse
to the same, and means for interrupting said 60

feed, substantially as described.
In testimony that I claim the foregoing as

my invention I have signed my name, in pres-
ence of two witnesses, this 10th day of Janu-
arj^ 1891.

WILLIAM BRUENING.

Witnesses:
Chas. S. Hayes,
A. Faber du Faur.
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To all luJiOTii it viay concern:
Be it known that I, Henry T. IIoltz, of

tlie city of Washington, District of Columbia,
have invented certain new and useful Ini-

5 provements in Phonographs, of which the fol-

lowing is a specification, reference being had
to the accompanj'iug drawings.

Ojie object of my invention is to produce a
start-and-stop device for phonographs or talk-

lo ing-machiues in which there shall be a mov-
able part that I will call a "prime mover,"
adapted by its operation to start and stop
the motor and the machine and connect and
disconnect the diaphragm-pin with the cylin-

15 der, so that an operator may have ample time
to transcribe a sentence or a part of a sen-
tence, or can allow any period of time to elapse
between the time of making transcriptions,
and while he is transcribing or during such

?o period of time the machine Avill be at rest.

Another object of my invention is to pro-
duce a start-and-stop device for phonographs
operated by electricity, whereby the labor of
transcribing recorded speech is facilitated

25 and the machine is operated at a considerable
saving of the electric current. Phonographs,
although adapted to be run by any suitable
motive power, are to a large extent operated
by electric motors. The source of electricity

30 emploj^ed is in many cases a portable pile or
battery which has a limited capacity—that is,

it may produce a required energy for a lim-

ited number of hours, after which it has to

be renewed. It is the practice at present in

35 transcribing the records of a phonograph to

take .a sentence from dictation, as it w^ere,

and after the machine has repeated that sen-
tence to interrupt its feed and transcribe its

record. This is usually done by raising a
40 lever by hand or by some species of clutch

mechanism by which the motor is disengaged
from the feeding mechanism of the phono-
graph. The motor, however, continues in mo-
tion and the electric energy is wasted. One

45 reason for the motor being allowed to run
uninterruptedly has been that its velocity

must alwaj'S be equal or nearly equal in re-

peating speech to that which was emploj^ed
A difficulty, therefore, hasin recording it.

55

k. 60

been in attempting to prevent the waste of 50
the electric current and at the same time pro-

duce the best effects that the velocity would
in the beginning be too greatlj' diminished
and part of the record would after each in-

terruption be obscured or lost. By my in-

vention I provide for starting the motor so

far in advance of lowering the needle against
the face of the revolving ejdinder that the
motor shall have first attained the requisite

speed befoi'e the machine begins to speak
By this means I secure the most perfect prac-

tical results in the oj)eration of the phono-
graph itself, am able to save about one-half

the electric current ordinarily used in oper-

ating it, and consequently am able to run the 65
machine at one-half the ordinary cost. In
addition to the advantages above recited, by
employing mechanical means for lifting the
needle from the face of the revolving cjdin-

der and returning it thereto I insure the re-

turn of the needle after each interruption to

the same place from which it was raised.

The needle, being secured to a disk which is

hung upon a pivoted lever, cuts into the sur-

face of the cylinder in lines about one one-
hundredths of an inch apart. It is therefore

necessary, in order to reproduce speech, for

the needle to follow evenly in the groove as

originally cut. When, therefore, the machine
is in operation and the needle is raised away 80

from the face of the cylinder for the purpose
of transcribing a sentence which has been re-

peated, it is necessary, when the needle is

again let down, that it should strike exactl3'^

in the same groove. This may be done b}'^

hand; but a slight pull to one side or the other
will throw the needle out of place. This possi-

bility, as above suggested, is entirely avoided
by my invention.
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

a front elevation of a phonograph with motor
equipped with my device. Fig. 2 is a similar

view showing a modification of the same.
Fig. 3 is an elevation of a portion of my device,

showing the cam-frame in section. Fig. 4 is

a top plan view of the cam. Fig. 5 is an end
view of the cylinder of the phonograph and its

adjacent parts, showing the relation of my

70

75

85

90

95
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15

20

30

raising and lowering device to tliediaphi'agni.
Fig. G ioa detail view of a portion of tlie niodili-

catiou shown in Fig. 2.

Keferring to the letters on the drawings, A
indicatesthetableof an ordinary phonograph.
B indicates the recording-cylinder of the

machine, which is oi^erated through mechan-
ism of such well-known construction as not
to require particular description here. It is

driven bj' a motor C, communicating with the
source of electricity D by means of the wires
E through the electric switch F, which may
be of any ordinary construction—such, for in-

stance, as fixed plates G and II, insulated
from each other, and a sliding plate I, adapt-
ed to slip over the surfaces of the fixed plates
and make connection between them. To the
sliding plate is fastened a rod J by any suit-

able means, preferably so as to be insulated
from it. This rod should be bent or con-
structed so that its main portion maj' run par-
allel with the lower edgeof the table and pref-
erably a little below it.

K indicates bearings of any suitable sort

25 for supporting the rod and should be adapted
to allow it to move freely through them.
L indicates pins fixed to the free end of the

rod and projecting from itasuitabledistance,
between which is the vertically-movable lift-

ing-bar A^, which is firmly carried in suit-

able bearings ISI" against tlieface of the table.
The lifting-bar is provided across its upper
end with a horizontal lifting-piece O, whicli
extends the entire length of the cylinder of

35 the phonograph and immediately beneath
the path of the disk-lever P. (Clearly shown
in Fig. 5 of the drawings.) The location of
this lifting-i^iece is such that it will engage
Avith and lift the disk-lever at any point of

40 the travel of the cylinder. It will with equal
certainty lower the disk-lever in place when
desired. The lifting-piece, when the machine
is in operation, is separated from the disk-
lever, so that it offers no impediment to the
freewoi'kingof the machine. Upon the lower
end the lifting-bar is provided with a cam-
disk Q, secured thereto by means of the
screw R.

S indicates a frame secured to the lower
side of the table and provided at its lower
end with a band T, which encircles the cam
and carries the fixed pins U, that enter the
groove V in the side of the cam.
W indicates a lever, which in this instance

55 is the prime mover, secured at one end to the
cam, by means of which the cam may be
turned upon its axis through the slot A' in

the band, and the lifting-bar thereby raised
or lowered. The normal position of the hori-

60 zontal lifting-piece is in engagement with the
disk-lever, and consequently! provide within
the top of the cam-disk a volute spring X,
fastened at its inner end to the lifting-bar as
an arbor and at its outer end to the wall of
the disk. To rotate the disk, therefore, it is

necessary to overcome the resistance of this

45

50

65

si)ring, which, when pressure is relieved, re-

turns the cam to the normal i)Osition. be-

tween the pins L of the rod .1, I fasten by a

set-screw Y or other suitable means to the 70

lifting-bar a cam-collar Z, so located that

when the lifting-bar is raised or lowered one
or the other of the faces of the cam-collar

strikes against one or the other of the pins L
and moves the rod .J horizontally one way or 7;,

the other, thereby operating the electric

switch to make or break contact. This col-

lar must be located with reference to the hori-

zontal lifting-piece O, so that it will begin to

operate the electric switch as soon as the 80

slightest motion is imparted to the lifting-

bar and somewhat in advance of the disen-

gagement of the horizontal lifting-piece from
the disk-lever. Consequently when the lift-

ing-bar shall have been operated by the lever 85

W the electric switch will have first been
operated to set the motor in motion and time
will have been allowed it to reach the re-

quired velocity before the machine begins to

speak. 90

In order to interrupt the free motion of the

horizontal rod J after the operation of the

electric switch, a spring-actuated plunger B'

may be provided. This i^lunger is fixed in a

case C to the bottom of the table in the path 95

of the rod, so that the rod, after having oper-

ated the swatch, will strike it and be impeded
by it.

In Fig. 2 a modification is shown by which
the cam mechanism for raising and lowering locj

the lifting-bar may be dispensed with. In

that figure the lifting-bar is shown as pro-

longed and fastened to a spring - actuated

pedal D', that maybe fastened to the floor

and operated by foot. 105I

The operation of my invention is as follows:

Assuming that a record has been made upon
the cylinder in the machine and that the op-

erator is engaged in transcribing it, we will

suppose that he has written out a sentence no
and desires to take up the record where he
he left off. The machine being in its nor-

mal condition of rest, he will with the knee
touch the lever "W and swing the cam-disk
around, whereupon connection is made at the 115

electric switch and the motor set in motion.

SufScient velocity will have been attained by
the time the continued rotation of the cam-
disk lowers the horizontal lifting-piece enough
to bring the needle carried by the diaphragm 120

in contact with the cylinder, so that as soon
as this occurs the machine begins to speak
clearly and distinctly. It will continue so to

speak until its operation is interrupted by the

release of the lever W, when the machine im- 125

mediately returns to rest and all flow of elec-

tric current is interrupted,

I do not desire to confine myself to the de-

tails of construction herein described, be-

cause they may be varied in many ways with- 130

out departing from the scope of my invention.

What I claim, broadly, is

—
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!1. lu a phonograph Of talking-macliiuo, the
combination of a prime movei*, a motor con-

nected therewith so as to be started and
stopped b}' the motion of the prime mover,

5 the cylinder, and a diaphragm and needle
also connected with the prime mover so as to

be lowered and raised into and out of contact
with the e.ylinder bj'tiie motion of the prime
mover, substantially as set forth.

lo 2. In a phonograjjh or talking-machine, the
combination of a revoluble cylinder, a prime
mover, an electric circuit, one member of

which is connected with the prime mover so

as to be thrown into and out of circuit there-

15 b}', and a diaphragm and needle, also con-
nected with the prime mover so as to be
thrown into and out of operative connection
with the cylinder thereb}', these elements be-

ing so arranged that a slight or j)artial move-
20 ment of the prime mover will complete the

electric circuit and a further movement will

connect the diaphragm-needle with the cjd-

inder, substantiall}' as set forth.

o. The combination, with a phonograph
25 provided with an electric motor and a source

of electrical supi)ly, of a switch interposed be-
tween the latter and the motor, a lifting-

piece adapted to raise and lower the dia-

phragm of the phonograph, and connecting
30 mechanism between the switch and the lift-

ing-piece, whereby ihey may be operated, sub-

stantially as sot forth.

4. Tiie combination, with a phonograph
provided with an electric motor and a source
of electrical supplj', of an electric switch in- 35
terposod between tiie latter and the motor, a
lifting-piece adapted to raise and lower the
diaphragm of the phonograph, and mechan-
ism connecting the switch with the lifting-

piece and arranged so as to operate the 40
switch before operating the lifting-piece, sub-
stantialh' as and for the purpose specified.

5. The combination, with a phonograph
and its table provided with an electric motor
and a soui-ce of electrical supply, of a switch 45
interposed between the latter and the motor,
a lifting-piece adapted to operate the dia-

phragm of the phonograph, a lifting-bar se-

cured to the lifting-j)iece and moving in fixed

bearings upon the table, a cam secured to 50
the lifting-bar, a rod connecting the switch
thereto and adapted to be operated by the
cam, and means for raising and lowering the

lifting-bar, substantiallj^ as set forth.

In testimony of all of which I have here- 55
unto subscribed mj^ name.

HENRY T. IIOLTZ.
Witnesses:

Joseph L. Atkins,
S. G. Hopkins.
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United States Patent Office.

HENRY T. IIOLTZ, OF WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ASSIGNOR OF
ONE-HALF TO WILLIAM M. LERCII, OF BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.

STARTING AND STOPPING DEVICE FOR PHONOGRAPHS.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 463,990, dated Novembar 24, 1891.

ipplication filed July 11, 1891. Serial No, 399,197. (No model.)

To all wliovi it may concern:
Be it known that I, Henry T. Holtz, of the

cit}' of Washington, in the District of Colnm-
bia, have invented certain new and useful Iin-

5 provementsin Starting and Stopping Devices
for Phonographs or TallciQg- Machines, of

which thefollowiug is a specification, reference

being had to the accompanying drawings.
'^\d object of my invention is to produce

lo impioved means of starting and stoijpiug

phonographs, by which their working speed
and accuracy maj^ be increased with a sav-

ing of electricity, which is the motive power
ordinarily employed in operating them. The

15 method now in general use is to operate by
hand an electric switch and by the same
means a separate lever which carries the
diaphragm of the machine. Care must be
taken in securing repetition of the recorded

20 speech that the machine is well in motion
befot'e the needle on the diaphragm comes in

contact with the inscribed cylinder, and in

order to accomplish this the motor must be
first set in motion before the diaphragm is

25 lowered.
My invention consists in improved com-

bined means of setting the motor in motion
^ at the proper time and depressing the dia-

phragm—by the pedal extremities, for in-

30 stance—whereby the hands are left free for

transcribing, as upon a typewriter, as more
particularly defined in the appended claims.

In the accompanying drawings. Figure 1 is

a front elevation of a phonograph with my
35 invention attached. Fig. 2 is a top plan view

of the cam mechanism detached. Fig. 3 is a
front elevation of the same, and Fig. 4 a cen-
tral vertical section thereof,

of a modification of my invention

40 a vertical sectional view in detail through
the stylus, lever 6, and lifting-rod 8.

Referring to the figures on the drawings, 1

indicates a phonograph provided with a mo-
tor 2 and a source of electrical supply 3—as,

45 for instance, a battery.

4 5 indicate binding-posts upon the motor
and battery, respectively.

6 indicates the ordinary diaphragm-lever,
adapted to carry the diaphragm across the

50 face of the cylinder 7.

8 indicates a vertically-moving bar carried

Fig. 5 is a view-

Fig. 6 is

in suitable bearings in the table and pro-

vided with a cross-piece 9, that maj^' be ad-

justed 'by means of a thumb-screw 10. This
cross-piece extends in the path of the dia- 55
phragm-lever and is adapted to raise and
lower it at any point of its travel away from
or toward the surface of the cylinder. The
adjustment of this part of the raising and
lowering of the bar 8 is such as to accurately 60

operate the diaphragin-lever.

Any suitable means for raising and lower-

ing the bar may be employed—such, for in-

stance, as a cam mechanism illustrated in

Fig. 3 of the drawings, in which a cylindrical 65
head 11 is revolubly fastened to the lower end
of the lifting-bar and is fitted within a cylin-

drical case 1 2, that is carried by suitable hang-
ing arms 13 beneath the table and is provided
in its sides with cam-slots 14, in which work 70
pins 15 IG. The pin 16 constitutes one mem-
ber of the electric circuit, which is completed
by the wing-shaped contact-piece 21 when the
two are in contact. The cylindrical head 11

may be regarded as a i^art of the bar 8, being 75
intimately connected with it, as shown in the
drawings, and being susceptible of more in-

timate relation by slight changes of construc-
tion if such at any time not inconsistent with
my invention should be preferred. One of the 80

pins 10 is provided with a lever-handle 17, that
is adapted to be rotated by the knee of the
operator. This lever is what I call the " prime
mover." The movement of the pins through
their slots tends to raise and lower the head 85
11, to which they are attached, and to impart
the same motion to the lifting-bar 8. The bar
is kept in the elevated position by a coiled

spring 18, fastened at one end to the cylindri-

cal head and at the other to the cylindrical 90
case.

19 indicates a suitable block of insulating
material. 20 indicates a binding-screw pass-
ing through the same and establishing elec-

trical communication with the cylindrical ease 95
12 and through that with the cylindrical head
11 and the pin 16.

21 indicates a resilient wing-shaped con-
tact-piece fixed upon the block 19 and insu-
lated thereby. This contact-piece is cut away, 1 00
as indicated at 22 in the drawings, so that
when the pin 10 is in its normal position un-
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der the action of tlie spring IS tliey will be
Sepai'ated by a short distance and prevent
electrical communication. Throughout the
remainder of its extent the contact-piece ex-

5 tends in the path of the pin IG and presses
against it.

In practice one of the binding-posts on the
batterj' is united directly to one of the bind-
ing-posts on the motor by a conductor 23. Con-
ductors 24 and 25 respectively connect the
other binding-post of the motor and of the
battery with the binding-screw 20 and the con-
tact-piece 21, respectively. It is apparent,
therefore, that when contact between the pin
16 and the contact-j)iece 21 is made the mo-
tor will be set in motion and when it is broken
the motor will cease to run. There is a cer-

tain amount of lost motion in rotating the
cylinder 11, so that the pin IG strikes the

20 contact-piece 21 before the bar 8 begins to

descend under the operation of the cylin-

der. By the time its complete descent has
been made and the needle on the diaphragm
is brought into contact witli the surface of

the cylinder the motor will have had time
to come into perfect operation, so that the
machine is ready to do its work instantly
as long as the lever 17 is held against the ten-

sion of the spring 18. As soon as released it

30 flies back to its normal position under the
tension of the spring, leaves the bar 8, ele-

vates the diaphragm, and stops the motor.
While this is taking place the operator may
transcribe the record of the machine and re-

35 peat the operation as often and for as long
an interval as is necessary to take down the
record readily and with accuracy.

Instead of tlie means above described for

raising and depressing the bar 8, a pedal may
40 be employed, as Illustrated in Fig. 5 of the

drawings, in which an oscillating foot-piece

25

20 is attached to the prolonged end of the bar
and is kept normally in the elevated position

by a spring 27. Electrical communication is

established through this pedal and a contact-

piece 28 in the same manner and for the same
purpose as above described.

I do not claim everj'thing set forth in the
above specification as a part of my present
invention, having already embodied part of 50
it in my previous application, Serial No.
390,101, filed April 23, 1891.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with a phonograph,
electric motor, and source of electrical supplj'-, 5^
of a vertically-movable bar adapted to raise

and lower the diaphragm of the phonograph,
a pin carried with the bar, a contact-piece in

the path of the pin, adapted to make and break
electrical communication, respectively, when 60

the pin touches the contact-piece or is sepa-

rated from it by the raising and lowering of

the bar, and conductors between the motor,
the source of electrical supply, the bar, and
the contact-piece, respectively, substantial!}^ 65

as set forth.

2. The combination, with a phonograph,
electric motor, and source of electrical supply,
of means for making and breaking connec-
tion between the motor and its source of sup- 70
plj', one part of said means being directlj'

connected with the diaphragm-lever of the
phonograph, whereby its being raised or low-

ered from the recording-cylinder makes or

breaks connection, as set forth. 75
In testimony of all which I have hereunto

subscribed my name.

HENRY T. HOLTZ.

Witnesses:
Thos. S. Hopkins,
Joseph L. Atkins.
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It is hereby certified that Letters Patent No. 464,476, granted December 1, 1891,

upon the application of George H. Herrington, of Wichita, Kansas, for an improve-

ment in "Phonographs," were erroneously issued to said Herrington as sole owner ot

the invention ; that said Letters Patent should have been issued to said George H.

Herrington and Edicard H. Johnson, jointly, each being owner of one-half interest, as

shown by the record of assignments in this Oflace; and that said Letters Patent should

be read with this correction therein that the same may conform to the record of the

case in the Patent Office.

S
I

Signed, countersigned, and sealed this 8th day of December, A. D. 1891.
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[SEAL.]
OYEUS BUSSEY,

—
; Assistant Secretary of the Interior.
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^ Commissioner of Patents.
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GEORGE IT. IIERRINGTON, OF WICHITA, KANSAS.

PHONOGRAPH

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 464,476, dated December 1, 1891,

Original application filed September 11, 1886, Serial No, 213,278, Divided and this application filed August 22, 1888, Serial No,

283,459, (No model.)

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, George II. IIerring-

TON, of Wichita, in the county of Sedgwick,
in the State of Kansas, have invented a cer-

tain new and useful Improvement in Phono-
graphs, of which the following is a .specifica-

tion.

In my aiDplieation filed September 11, 188G,

Serial No. 213,278, of which this applix;ation

is a division, is set forth and claimed a method
of recording sound-vibrations, in which the

recording mediumis first renderedplastic,then
passed under the vibrating point or needle
of the recording-in.strument while in such
plastic condition, aud finally allowed to

harden to set the impression and produce a
permanent record. My present invention re-

lates to the apparatus for carrying this

method into effect, which apparatus is shown
and described, but not claimed, in the appli-

cation referred to, I having been required by
the Commissioner of Patents to embody the
apparatus in a separate application.

In carrj'ing my invention into effect I em-
ploy as a recording medium to receive the
needle-indentations a material capable of be-

ing softened or made plastic and of after-

ward becoming hardened. I cause such sur-

face to receive the indentations while in its

.softened or plastic condition, and it retains

them when it becomes hard again. I prefer

to employ a substance, such as boiled tar,

pitch, resin, asphalt, dental Avax, or similar

hard substances or compounds which become
plastic when heated, and by the employment
of heat I soften to the desired degree this sur-

face as it passes under the point of the dia-

phragm-needle, and then by cooling harden
the surface to give the record permanency.
The heat-affected medium is preferably ap-

plied as a coating to a suitable supporting-

thread, strip, or sheet of metal, fabric, paper,

or rubber, and this supporting-body is also

preferably flexible, so as to be readily wound
upon spools and passed around wheels or

drums. The recording-surface may also be
covered with an extremely thin metallic foil

or be powdered to prevent sticking to the

needle or to the wheels or rollers while in a
plastic condition. The heat may be applied
in any suitable way, and air, water, or steam

may be used, the recording medium passing

through a heating-chamber or over or around
heating drums or rolls just before reaching

the diaphragm-needle. The cooling may be 55

effected by an air or water chamber, or by
drums, or bj^ other suitable means.
The phonograph may have a motor to move

the recording medium under the point of the

diaphragm -needle, and the same machine
may, by the removal of the heating and cool-

ing devices, be used to reproduce sound from

such a record as has been described.

The same method and essentially the same
apparatus can be employed for recording the

movements of telephonic or telegraphic ap-

paratus, so as to register messages sent by
such instruments without departing from the

spirit of my invention.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a

part hereof. Figure 1 is a vertical section of

a simple form of apparatus, illustrating the

invention. Fig. 2 is a similar view of some
of the principal parts of a modified form of

apparatus. Fig. 3 is a cross-section of the re-

cording-strip used with the apparatus of

Figs, land 2. Fig. 4 is a side elevation and
Ijartial section illustrating the application of

the invention to the ordinary form of phono-

graph, and Fig. 5 is an edge view of a record-

ing-sheet such as would be used with the ap-

paratus of Fig. 4.

.

The recording strip A or sheet A' has a

flexible body a, of thin metal, fabric, paper,

rubber, or other suitable material, provided 85

with a surface h of the recording medium,
such as boiled tar, pitch, resin, asphalt, hard
dental wax, or other similar substance or com-
pound, and this surface may or may not be

powdered or covered with extremely thin me- 90

tallic foil, as before set forth.

In the apparatus shown in Figs. 1 and 2 a

suitable box or frame B is provided for sup-

porting and inclosing the parts. The ordi-

nary phonograph-diaphragm C is supported 95
in an opening in the top of this box, and be-

neath the diaphragm is the needle c, mounted
in the ordinary wa3\ Directly below the

needle c is the roller D, over which the re-

cording-strip A passes in a suitable guid-

ing-groove, this roller serving to bring the

recording -strip into contact with the point

63
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of the diaphragm-needle. Heating and cool-
ing chanibei'S E and'F are supiiorted in the
box B on opposite sides of the roller D, and
are provided with wheels or rollers / for

.S
guiding and directing the recording-strip. A
lamp G is shown for heating the chamber E
and the recording-strip passing through it.

Thermometers rj are shown, by which the tem-
perature of the chambers E F can be seen and
regulated. Rollers 11 I carry the recording-
strip, and a motor K gives the necessarj"
movement to the strip.

In Fig. 2 the wheels or rollers / of the heat-
ing and cooling chambers are arranged so
that in passing around them the recording-
surface of the strip will not touch these
wheels or rollers.

In Fig. 4 an ordinary phonograph-cylinder
L is shown upon which the sheet A' is placed.

20 The phonograph mouth-piece is shown at M.
. A lamp N is shown for heating the recording-
surface of the sheet to a plastic condition as
it passes under the diaphragm-needle. The
recording-surface is cooled by the air as it

25 passes from the influence of the lamp.
The recording medium is made as plastic

as possible without injury as it passes under
the diaphragm-needle, thus giving the great-
est possible freedom of movement to the dia-

30 phragm, while the subsequent cooling by the
atmosphere or artificially gives the recording
medium a permanent hardness. When a mes-
sage or communication has once been regis-

tered on the strip or sheet by a phonograph,
35 telephone, or telegraph instrument, it can be

I'epeated any number of times and can be
handled without injury to the imj)ressions
and sent to any distant point to be repeated
without the aid of a skillful operator at that
point.

By removing the lamp or other heating me-
dium the same apparatus may be employed
to rej)roduce the sounds by running the strip

40

i

or slieet under the diaphragm-needle, so that
its point will follow the sound-wave impres- 45

sions or indentations.
It will be understood that I do not limit my-

self to the use of any particular material or

compound as a recording medium, as any ma-
terial or compound may be employed which 50
when heated is sufficiently yielding or plastic

to readily receive impressions and which will

set and retain the impressions when cold.

What I claim is

—

1. Thecombination, with a phonograph dia- 55
phragm and needle, of a traveling recording
medium composed of a material or compound
capable of being made plastic by heat, and
means for heating and cooling such medium,
substantially as set forth. 6a

2. The combination, in a phonograph, of a
stripor sheet phonogram-blank having a flexi-

ble body and a covering or surface of a mate-
rial or compound capable of being made plas-

tic by heat, and means for heating said ma- 65

terial or compound, substantially as described.
3. The combination, with a phonograph dia-

phragm and needle, of a traveling recording
strip or sheet having a flexible body and a
surface of a material or compound capable of 70

being made plastic bj'^ heat, and means for

heating and cooling the surface of such strip

or sheet, substantially as set forth.

4. Thecombination, with a phonograph dia-

phragm and needle, of a traveling recording 75

medium capable of being made plastic by heat,

a motor for moving such medium, and means
for heating and cooling such medium, sub-
stantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 80

2d day of August, 1888.

GEORGE II. IIERRIXGTOX.

Witnesses:
John P. Rogers,
A. T. Owen.
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To all ivliom it may concern:
Be it known that I, John F. Ott, a citizen

of the United States, residing in Orange,
county of Essex, and State of New Jersej',

have invented a certain uew and useful Ini-

l)rovement in Attachments for Phonographs,
of wliicli the following is a specification.

My invention relates to means for return-

ing tlie reproducer of a phonograph to the end
10 of the phonogram-blank at which the record

commences, and is especially adapted to that

class of phonographs tlie use of whicli is con-
• trolled by a nickel or other coin or token.

The invention consists in the apparatus
15 hereinafter described for accomplishing the

object above mentioned.
In the accompanying drawings, which illus-

trate the apparatus, Figure 1 is a plan view
of the attachment. Fig. 2 is a view at right

20 angles thereto. "Fig. 3 is a side view of the
coin-passage and the coin-controlled devices,

a part of the coin-passage being broken away.
Fig. 4 is a view looking in the same direction,

the coin-passage and several other parts be-

25 ing omitted ; and Fig. 5 is a detail view of the
coin-releasing lever or trip.

It is common in phonographs to have a fine

screw driven by an electrical or other motor
to move the reproducer slowly along the

30 phonogram-blank at the same time that the
blank rotates and to have a second screw of

greater pitch and rotating in an opposite di-

rection or having an oppositely - inclined

•screw-thread for rapidly returning the repro-

35 ducer to the beginning of the phonogram. In
the present device the returning-screw is

preferably not rotated by the phonograph-
motor, as is usual, but by a hand-crank 1, the
•shaft of which is journaled in suitable bear-

ings in the frame 2. This shaft is provided
with a gear-wheel 3, engaging with wheel -i

on the return-screw 5, which preferably has a
left-hand screw-thread. On the shaft, also,

and having a frictional connection therewith
are two arras or links G G', in which the screw
5 is supported. At the left end of screw 5 is

a smooth wheel 7, on which spring 8 bears for

the purpose of producing resistance to the
rotation of said screw. On the link which
carries this spring is mounted a projecting
lug 9, which when the apparatus is at rest is

below the extension 10 on the spring-pressed

pivoted lever 11, but when the apparatus is

40

45

.so

being used is raised above said extension and
is held up thereby. 55
The arm or link G' is provided with an ex-

tension 12, whicli in turn has an angle-exten-

sion 13, one end of whicli is beveled, as indi-

cated at 14. A catch 15 normally engages with
13 and holds it and link G' from movement. 60

Said catch is rigidly mounted on an axle IG,

at the opposite end of which is an arm 17, hav-
ing a cam-shai)ed end extending into the coin-

passage of the tube 18, which tube communi-
cates with the coin-receiving slit 19. This is 65

clearly shown in Fig. 3.

20 is a spring which norjnall}' holds 15 and
17 in their forward position.

21 is an angle-lever pivoted at 22 and hav-
ing a bent end 23, extending into the coin-pas- 70
sage just below the cam-.shaped end of 17. (See
Fig. 3.) A plan of this lever is shown in Fig.

1. Under the outer end of said lever is a
post 24, carried by the extension of the mov-
able link G'. 75
In Fig. 1, 25 indicates the ordinary feed-

screw of a phonograph, driven, preferably, by
an electric motor, and 2G is the feed-arm or
other feeding device, connected with the re-

producer in tlie ordinary manner. 27isthepho- 80
nograph-motor. (Sliown diagram matically.)

28 is the motor-batterj-. One terminal of the
circuit is connected to a platinum or other
conducting plate 29, which is mounted on but
insulated from the frame, and the other ter- 85
minal is connected to the pivoted lever 30.

At the opposite end of the frame is a second
pivoted lever 31. 32 is a rod connecting levers
30 and 31. 33 is an arm carried hy the feed-
arm and adapted to strike lever 31 as it moves 90
toward the right and to strike lever 30 as it

moves toward the left.

The apparatus above described is operated
in the following manner: The feed-arm being
at the extreme right of the screw, as indicated 95
in Fig. 1, when it is desired to move said arm
and the reproducer toward the left, a coin

—

for example, a nickel— is droiiped into the
coin - passage, and as it falls it strikes the
cam-face of the pivoted arm 17, and the weight too
and size of the coin are such that it presses
arm 17 and at the same time arm 15 toward
the right. The coin comes to rest in position
to liold the arm 17 in its retracted position,

the coin resting on the end 23 of the arm 21. 105
As the crank is turned by the hand the screw
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is rotated, and since the catcli 15 has been
retracted the frictional connection between
the shaft and the screw 5 is sufficient to bodily
raise said screw against the foi'ce of gravit}',

bringing it into working contact with the feed-

arm of the phonograph, whereby the repro-

ducer will be moved toward the left bj' con-
tinued movement of the screw. As the screw is

raised thelug9snapsover the detentorholding
device 10 and holds the screw in its elevated
position. When thefeed-arm reaches thelimit
of its motion toward the left, the extension 2G'

strikes the pivoted lever 11, moving it back
against the force of its spring, thereby moving
the projection 10 from nnder lug 9 and allow-

ing the screw to resume its norjaal position.

The upward movement of the screw above
described raised post 24 against the outer end
of the pivoted lever 21, thereby withdrawing
the end 23 from the coin-passage, allowing the
coin to fall into a suitable receptacle. AVhen
the screw is released and returns to its nor-

mal position, as above described, the beveled
face 14 of the extension 13 rides over the in-

clined end of the catch 15 and the parts re-

same the position shown in Fig. 4. When
the apparatus is in the position shown in Fig.

1, the motor-circuit is open. When the arm 33

reaches its extreme position toward the left,

it carries lever 30 of the circuit-controller onto
plate 29, closing the circuit. The circuit re-

mains closed until the arm 33 moves back to

its first position, when the circuit is again
opened.

It will be evident that the parts may be
varied in form to a considerable extent, and
I do not confine mj'self to the exact construc-

tion desci'ibed and shown.
Having thus set forth* the invention, what

I claim is

—

1. The combination, with the feed-screw for

advancing the reproducer of a phonograph, of

a return-screw for the reproducer, normally
out of engagement with the feed-arm, and a

45 coin-operating device controlling the move-
ment of said return-screw toward said feed-

arm, substantially as described.

2. The combination of a return-screw for

the reproducer of a phonograph, normally out

50 of engagement with the feed-arm of the pho-
nograph, a catch holding the return-screw, an
arm controlling the catch and extending into

the coin-passage, whereby the catch may be
released by the insertion of a coin, substan-
tially as described.

3. The combination, in an attachment for

phonographs, of a return-screw for the pho-
nograph-reproducer, and means for moving it

toward the feed-arm of the reproducer, and
means for turning the screw, a catch to hold
said screw from movement toward the feed-

arm, a coin-operated device for releasing the
catch, and a trip for the coin, substantially

as described.

4. In an attachment for phonographs, the
combination of a shaft and means for turn-

ing it, a gear on the shaft, arms or links on

1=;

20

^5

30

35

40

55

60

65

the shaft, a return-screw for the reproducer
at the opposite end of the links, and a gear
on said screw engaging the first-mentioned 70
gear, substantially as described.

5. In an attachment for phonographs, the
combination of a shaft and means for turn-
ing it, a gear on the shaft, arms or links on
the shaft and havinga yielding frictional con- 75
nection therewith, a return-screw for the re-

producer at the opposite end of the links, and
a gear on said screw engaging with the first-

mentioned gear, substantially as described.
G. In an attachment for phonographs, the 80

combination of a shaft and means for turn-
ing it, a gear on the shaft, arms or links on
the shaft and having a yielding frictional con-
nection therewith, a return-screw for the re-

producer at the opposite end of the links, a 85
gear on said screw engaging with the first-

mentioned gear, and a catch or detent to hold
the screw from movement, substantially as de-
scribed.

7. The combination, in an attachment for 90
phonographs, with a shaft and means for turn-
ing it, of a return-screw for the phonograph-re-
producer, means for transmitting motion from
the shaft to the screw, and a frictional con- ,

nection between said shaft and screw, sub- 95
stantially as described.

8. Tiie combination, with the feed-screw
of a phonograph and a feed-arm for the re-

producer, of a return-screw normally' out of
range of the feed-arm, and means for moving loc

the screw against the feed-arm and for turn-
ing the screw, substantially as described.

9. The combination of a return-screw for a
phonograph-reproducer, normallyout of range
of the feed-arm of said reproducer, means for ice

moving the screw against the feed-arm, means
for turning the screw, and a detent for hold-
ing the screw in such elevated position, sub-
stantially as described.

10. The combination, with the feed-screw iic

of a phonograph and a feed-arm for the re-

producer, of a return-screw normally out of
range of the feed-arm, means for moving the
screw against the feed-arm, means for turn-
ing the screw, a detent for holding the screw 1 1

1

in such elevated position, and a releasing de-
vice for the screw, operated at the close of the
return movement of the reproducer, substan-
tiallj^ as described.

11. The combination, with a feed-screw of

a phonograph and a feed-arm for the repro-
ducer, of a return-screw normally out of range
of the feed-arm, means for moving the screw
against the feed -arm and for turning the
screw, and a circuit-controller moved to open
and close the phonograph-motor circuit, sub-
stantiall}' as described.
This specification signed and witnessed this

20th day of December, 1890.

JOHN F. OTT.
Witnesses:

Charles M. Catlin,
RiCHD. N. Dyer.
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United States Patent Office.

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF LLEWELLYN PARK, NEW JERSEY.

PHONOGRAPH.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 465,972, dated December 29, 1891.

Application filed November 18, 1889. Serial No. 330,789, (No model.)

To all whom it Tnay concern:
Be it known that L Thomas Alva Edison,

a citizen of the Ignited States, residing at

Llewellyn Park, in the county^of Essex and
5 State of New Jersey, have invented certain

new and useful Improvements in Phono-
graphs, (Case No. 847,) of which the following

is a specification.

The object of my invention is to increase

lo the simplicity in construction and operation

of the phonograph by decreasing the number
of parts of which the macliine is composed,
by lessening or avoiding the necessity for ad-

justment of the various parts in practice, and
15 bj' increasing the convenience of manipula-

tion of the machine. To this end I have made
many changes in the machines described in

my previous patents and applications, all

with the objects of increased simplicity, con-

20 venience, and efficiency.

Heretofore I have employed separate dia-

l^hragms and liolders therefor for the record-

ing and reproducing points, these being held

in the two eyes of a spectacle - frame, sup-

25 ported so that either could be swung into po-

sition over the phonogram-cylinder.
One feature of my invention is an improve-

ment upon this arrangement; and it consists

in attaching both the recording-point and the

30 reproducing point to the same diaphragm,
and so arranging the parts carrying such dia-

phragm that by a simple movement either the

recording or the reproducing point may be
])laeed inoperative position. Isoconnectthese

35 parts with the diaphragm that no adjustment
of tlie recording-point is required to give the

light depth to the record, it being so arranged

that it will itself assume the proper position

on the record-surface. In addition to this

40 feature, wliich is perhaps the most important

of tlie improvements which constitute my
present invention, I have further improved
the construction and use of the turniug-off

tool for removing the record from the cylin-

45 der, the devices for supporting the frame
whicli carries the recorder and reproducer

and for raising the same off the phonogram
surface, tlie feeding devices for moving the

recorder and reproducer along the cylinder,

50 the means for attachment of mouth-pieces or

ear-tubes to the machine, and the means for

holding the cylinder in pla/:-o.

My invention is illustrated in the accom-
panying drawings.
Figure 1 is a top plan view of the phono- 55

graph embodying my invention, the motor or

other means for revolving the cylinder being
omitted and the holder for the turning-off

tool being shown in longitudinal section; Fig.

2, a transverse vertical section of the ma-
im-

4, a

60

chine; Fig. 3, a vertical section of the
proved recorder and reproducer; Fi
bottom plan view of the same; Fig. 5, an en-

larged bottom view of the recorder and re-

producer without the diaphragm and frame; 65
Fig. G, an exaggerated .side elevation and par-
tial section of the recording and reproducing
points; Fig. 7, a sectional view of my im-
proved feeding device; Fig. 8, a bottom view
of the same; Fig. 9, a perspective view of the 70
mouth-tube used: with the machine, and Fig.

10 a perspective view of a part of the ear-

tube.

The machine is mounted upon a suitable
base A. 75
B is the cjdinder-shaft, provided with the

feed-screw C.

D is the phonogram - cjdinder, and E the
phonogram-blank placed thereon.
The shaft B is rotated by a belt passing 80

over the pulley F from a suitable motor or in

any other convenient way. The rocking hold-
ing-arm G is carried by a sleeve II, sliding on
the rod I, and such sleeve carries the traveler-

arm or feeding device, which consists of a flat 85
spring J, secured to a collar L, which is

clamped upon the sleeve 11 bj- a screw a.

The spring J is split at its outer end and
carries two nut -sections // h, which engage
the feed-screw C and are provided with fine 90
threads corresponding to the thread C. This
furnishes a more simple arrangement than
that, heretofore used by me. The flexibility

of the spring holds the threads in engage-
ment, and the spring being split a divided 95
arm is formed, so that in case one nut-section
fails to engage the feed-screw the other will,

they being substantially independent. Viy

means of the slot a' the feed-arm is adjusted
in the manufacture of the machine to the 10c

right position.

The rocking arm G carries at its outer end
a single circular receptacle 31, instead of an
adjustable spectacle - frame, as heretofore.
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The receptacle M holds the combiued recorder
and reproducer, tlie external parts of which
are made substantially as lieretofore. The
annular frame c is set in the receptacle M

5 and adapted to turn therein, being held by
two spring-clips h' b', and such frame holds
the diaphragm d, and the tube attachment e

is screwed into said frame. Attached to the
center of the diaphragm by cement or in any

lo suitable manner is a post e', from which ex-

tend two links /, connected with which is a
lever g, Avhieh is also pivoted between lugs li,

depending from the flat plate i, which is piv-

oted at k on the frame c and supported at its

15 other end by the head of a small screw I.

Fixed upon the free end of the lever gr is a
cross-piece vi, which carries the recording
and reproducing points. These are prefer-

ably of the character shown and described in

20 a previous application filed April 10, 1889,

Serial No. 306,670, the recording-point^havijig

a circular gouging edge and the reproducing-
point being in the form of a ball or sphere.
The recording-point ?i is held in a sleeve at

25 an angle across one end of the cross-piece m,
and the reproducing-point p is carried in a
similar sleeve 0', extending directly from the
face of said cross-piece.

It will be seen that by turning the collar c

30 in the receptacle M either the recording-point
or the reproducing-point will be brought into

operative position on the phonogram-blank.
As Illustrated in Fig. 6, the recording-point is

in contact with the surface and the repro-

35 ducing-point is thrown off; but by turning
the holder it will be seen that these positions

will be reversed, the reproducing-point will

be brought against the cylinder and the re-

cording-point thrown outof contact therewith.

40 For convenience of manipulation I provide
a handle q upon the outer ring of the holder
and the receptacle M. I place a stop-pin r
and an adjustable screw r' for limiting the
movement of said handle and so determining

45 the movement which may be given to the re-

cording and reproducing points.

In order that the position of the reproduc-
ing-point may be adjusted laterallj' when
necessary to bring it into the track of the

50 record, I make the stop r' on one side adjust-

able, -^^o other adjustment is required for

either the recording or reproducing point, as
will be explained. I place on the exterior of
the diaphragm-holder a pin &• and on the re-

55 ceptacle M, I place another bent pin t, which
extends over the holder in the manner shown.
I make the speaking-tube N, which fits upon
the machine, with a plate O at its inner end,

such plate having two notches u u' opposite

60 each other, so that when the tube is placed on
the machine with the pins s t in the position

shown in Fig. 1 the notches ii u' will fit over
the said pins. The said pins are thus situ-

ated when the recording-point is on the cyl-

65 inder, which is the time when the tuba N is

to beused; but when the parts are turned to

bring the reproducing-point into oi)eration

the pin s is moved away from its first posi-

tion, so that the mouth-piece cannot be placed
on thq machine. I provide the ear-tube N' 70
with a plate O' at its inner end, with notches
V i^' in such position as to engage the pinss t

when the reproducer is in position. This de-
vice furnishes an indication of which point
is on the cylinder, since only the proper tube 75
for use at each time can be attached to the
machine.
The outer end of the receptacle M rests

upon a guide-rest P, as heretofore, and is

provided, in addition to the handle Q for rais- 80
ing it off the record, with a pivoted handle R,
having a cam-head, of which one side p' is

square and the other side
x^"^

is curved. In
lowering the receptacle upon the cylinder the
handle R is held, together with the handle Q, 85
so that the head is turned and the curved
side li^ reaches the guide-rest before the re-

ceptacle M and before the recording or repro-

ducing point strikes the record. The handle
R then being allowed to fall, the cam-head 90
turns to its flat side and lets the point easily

down upon the record. Raising the handle
R, so as to turn the cam-head, lifts the recep-
tacle sufficiently to raise the point off the
record and disengage the nut-sections from 95
the feed-screw, so that the forward move-
ment of the recorder or reproducer is stopped,
so as to allow the parts to be slid back to the
starting position.

No adjustment for anj' part is required at 100

the guide-rest, as heretofore, by reason of the
provision of the weight i. Such weight is

made such as by its pressure on the recording-

point to cause the same to enter the record
material to the desired depth. 1 he material 105

used is preferably' of a hard and brittle na-
ture. The resistance to the entrance into

the material of the gouging recording-point
increases the farther it enters, and when it

reaches the desired depth such resistance be- no
comes so great as to lift the weight, and the

point will penetrate no farther. This is the

same no matter how 'he size of the cylinder

may be decreased hy turning it off, of course

within the limits for wliich the machine is 115

constructed. The reproducing-point will of

course go to the bottom of the record, it be-

ing adjusted laterally, if necessary, by screw
?•'. The weight i also serves as a retarding

device, such as is described in a prior patent 120

permitting the sound-vibrations -to be trans-

mitted to and from the diaphragm, but tak-

ing up any movements due to irregularities

in the shape of the cylinder and preventing
such movements from affecting the dia- 125

phragm.
By arranging the recording and reproduc-

ing points as described I am enabled to place

the knife which I employ for turning off the

surface of the cylinder to remove a record at 130

a distance froni the recording and reproduc-
ing points. I place it at the rear portion of

the rocking holding-arm, and I arrange it so

that the depth of the cut may be precisely
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determined. I place tlie knife at the end of

a stem -wlucli is co)istautly held forward by
a spring, and I provide an adjustable stop

engajring the cylinder surface, which enables
tlie distance to which the knife is pressed for-

ward to be altered according to the size of

the cylinder, and which is swung off the cyl-

inder by the turning movement thereof. I

provide, also, a simple device for moving the

knife off the cylinder and for locking the

knife against the cylinder and away from it,

and I so arrange this that the throwing back
of the rocking holding-arm will trip such de-

vice and move the knife back, so that when
the arm is lowered again to bring the record-

ing-point into position the knife will be off

the surface.

The rocking holding-arm has a rearwardly-
extending projection R', one side of which is

flat, and to this is secured by screws a square
guide S', in which slides a square stem T',

which carriesatits end the knife XT'. Secured
by a set-screw d' to said stemisthemetal chute
e'-^'for conveying the shavings from the knife,

the stem passing through such chute and pro-

jecting through a small hole against the cylin-

der, so that the material removed by the knife
passes through the hole into the chute and
is couveyed awaj^ from the ejdinder. Piv-
oted on a screw g', which passes through the
guide-wall is a lever V, which passes out
through a slot A;' in said guide, and whose
head plays in said slot and in slot h^ opposite

it. The head of said lever has a notch 7i' to

engage a pin i' on the stem T' and a projec-

tion Z' arranged to strike the end of the slot

Jc'. The outer end of the stem T' is cored
and receives a light spring F, which presses

the stem and knife forward. The leverV is

of such length as to strike the back of the
machine when the rocking holding- arm is

thrown back.
Pivoted loosely at the side of the stem T',

between the chute and the end of the guide,

is a pin m', having a head n' adjustable lon-

gitudinally on said pin, the other end ?i^ of

said pin being weighted.

In operation, when it is desired to use the
turuing-off tool, the rocking holding-arm is

lowered upon the cjdinder, the head n' being
adjusted so as to cause the knife to enter the

cylinder to the requisite depth, the spring forc-

ing the knife forward. The lever is then low-

ered into the position shown in Fig. 1, and
this gives tlie screw a turn and sets it against

the stem T', so that such stem is held in po-

sition and i)revented from moving in either

direction. The revolution of the cylinder

moves the head of the loose pin away from it,

so that it will not injure the surface. AVhen
the turning-off operation is concluded, the
handle may be tripped by hand, if desired,

the same being tlirown back, so as to loosen

the screw, and the notch engages the pin and
moves the stem T' back Tiie notch passes
over the stem so that the edge >c' rests against

tlie pin and the edge w^ against the lower enrl

8S

90

of the slot Ji', whereby the knife is held back
and does not touch the cylinder when the
rocking holding-arm is again lowered. In- 70
stead of tripping the handle bj' hand, if the
rocking holding-arm is thrown all the way
back the end of the handle will strike the
back of the machine and be moved therebj%
so as to lock the.knife in its rearward posi- 75
tion, as explained. During the turning-off
operation the diaphragm -handle may be
turned to its middle position, so that both the
recording-point and the reproducing -point
will be removed from the surface, or of course, 80
if desired, a new record may be made while
the old one is being removed.
Another improvement is in the clamping

device for the swingingarm at the end of the
cylinder.. This consists in the use of a spring
for holding said arm in place. The arm is

represented at S, being pivoted at T, and the
clamping device is pivoted, as heretofore, at
IV and enters from below a slot in the end of
the arm S. The head a; for moving the clamp-
ing device has heretofore been made adjust-
able, so as to be screwed up against the arm
S. I now provide the clamping device with
a sliding sleeve ij, containing a stationary
spring z, which, when the clamping device is 95
raised, holds the sleev^e y against the arm S
and locks the parts without any further move-
ment on the part of the operator.
What I claim is

—

1. In a phonograph, the combination, with
a diaphragm, of a recording-point and a sepa-
rate reprodueing-point connected therewith
and adapted to be brought alternately into
operative relation with the same surface, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. In a phonograph, the combination, with
a diaphragm, of a recording-point and a sepa-
rate reproducing-point connected with said
diaphragm on the same side thereof, substan-
tially as set forth. tio

3. In a phonograph, the combination, with
a diaphragm, of a recording-point and a re-
producing-point connected therewith and
means for moving said points so as to bring
either of them into operative position with 115
relation to the same surface, substantially as
set forth.

4. In a phonograph, the combination of a
diaphragm, an arm connected therewith, and
a recording-point and reproducing-point at- 120
tached to said arm at different angles, sub-
stantiall}' as set forth.

5. In a phonograph, the combination of a
diaphragm supported so as to have a turning
movement and a recording-point and repro- 125
ducing- point carried thereby at different
angles, substantiall.y as described.

G. In a phonograph, the combination of a
diaphragm set in a movable frame and a re-
cording-point and a reproducing-point con- 130
nected therewith and adapted by the move-
ment of said frame to be brought alternately
into operative relation to the same surface,
substantially as set forth.

100

105
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7. Ill ;i pliouogrjipli, llio ooiiibiiialiou of ;i

)'Ocoptiiele,.i(liai)1iragiiilicl(l luovabl}- in saic'

receptacle, a liaiulle connected with said dia
pliiagin, and a recording-point and a repro-

5 dncing-point carried bj'said diapliragm, sub-
stantially as set forth.

8. In a phonogTai)h, the combination of a
diaplii'agm, an arm pivotaliy connected with
said diaphragm, a.eross-pieccou said arm, and

lo a recording-point and reproducing-point car-
ried at the ends of said cross-pierce, rcspect-
ivel}', substantially as set forth.

0. In a phonogiaph, the combination of a
diaphragm, an arm pivotaliy connected with

i'5 said diaphragm, a cross-piece on said arm, a
recording-point held at an angle across one
end of said cross piece, and a reproducing-
point extending fi'om the face of said cross-
))ieco at its other end, substantialh' as set

2o forth.

] 0. In a phonograph, the combination of the
diaphragm, the recoi-ding and reproducing
points connected with said diaphragm, and a
retarding device common to both points, sub-

25 stanlially as set forth.

11. In a phonograph, the combination of a
diaphragm, a lever connected therewith, sepa-
rate recoi-ding and reproducing i:)oints car-
ried by said lever, and a retarding device for

30 said lever, substantially as set forth.

12. In a phonograph, the combination of a
diaphragm, a recording-point and a reproduc-
ing-point connected therewith, and a loose
weight pressing upon said points, substan-

35 tiall^' as set forth.

13. In a phonograph, the combination of a
diaphragm, a lever connected therewith, a re-

coi-ding- point and a reproducing-point at-

laclicd to said lever, and a loose weight press-

40 iiig upon said lever, substantially as set forth.

14. In a phonograph, the combination, with
the turning diaphragm carrying both the re-

corder and the reproducer, of tlie guides for
determining the position of the spej?,king-tube

45 and eai--tul)e, substantially as set forth.

15. In a phonograph, the combination of the
receptacle, the annular frame turnina' therein,
the diaphragm held b}' said frame, the record-
ing and reproducing points connected with

50 tlie diaphragm, the guide-pin on the turning
frame, the gnide-pin on the stationary recep-
tacle, and the speaking-tube and ear-tube hav-
ing notches differently- situated, substantial!}-

as set forth.

55 IG. In aphonograph, thecombinationof the
feed-screw, the movable part can-ying the re-

corder and reproducer, and the divided feed-
ing-arm engaging said feed-screw, substan-
tially as set forth.

60 17. In aphonograph. thecombinationof the
feed-sci'ew, the movable part carrjing the re-

corder ami reproducei', and the split spring
carrying the nut-sections engaging said feed-
sci-ew, substantially as sot fortli.

65 IS. Inaphonograph,thecombination of the
pivoted holder carrying the recorder and re-

producer, the guide -rest, and the pivoted

handle for said hoidei', having a cam-head,
substantially as set forth.

It). In a phonograph, the combination of the 70
rocking liolding-arm carrying the recorder
and reproducer, the feed-screw, the traveler-
arm connected with the rocking holding-arm
and engaging said feed-screw, and the pivoted
handle for the rocking holding-arm, having a 75
cam-head engaging said guide-rest, substan-
tially as set forth.

20. In a phonograph, the combination of the
turning-off knife, the guide in which said
knife slides, and the spiral spring within said 80
guide behind said knife for pressing said
knife forward, substantially as set forth.

21. In a phonograph, the turning-otf knife,
in combination with a spring for pressing the
same forward and the adjustable pivoted stop 85
for limiting the forward movement, substan-
tially as set forth.

22. In a phonograph, the combination of the
turning-off knife, a spring for pres.sing the
same forward, and a clamp for locking the 90
same in position, substantially as set forth.

23. In aphonograph, thecombinationof the
guide, the knife-stem sliding in said guide, a
clamp for locking said stem in any position,
and a handle for inoving said clamp, substan- 95
tially as set forth. -

24. In a phonograph, the combination of the
guide, the knife-stem sliding therein, a clamp
for holding said stem in position, and means
for releasing said clamp, operated by a move- too
mentof the rocking holding-arm, substan tially
as set forth.

25. In a phonograph, thecombinationof the
rocking holding -arm, the turning-off knife
slidingthronghaguideonsaid arm, the clamp 105
for locking said knife, and a projection from
said clamp, adapted to strike the back of the
machine when the arm is thrown back, sub-
stantiall}'^ as set forth.

2G. Inaphonograph,thecombinationof the no
slotted guide, the knife-stem sliding therein,
and the locking and releasing handle for said
stem, projecting through said slot, substan-
tiallj' as set forth.

27. In a phonograph, the combination of the 115
slotted guide, the knife-stem sliding therein,
and the pivoted handle having a cam-head
for moving said stem, sub^autially as set
forth.

28. In a phonograph, the combination of the t 20
guide, the knife-stem sliding therein, the set-
screw adapted to set against the stem, and
the handle ijivoted on said screw for moving-
said stem, substantially as set forth.

29. In aphonograph, the combination, with 125
the turning-off knife, of the conveying-chuto
supported upon said knife, substantially as
set forth.

30. In a phonograph, the combination of a
conveying-chute and a turning-off knife pass- 130
mg through said chute, and with its edge pro-
jecting through an aperture in said chute,
substantially as set forth.

31. In aphonograph,thc combination of the
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movable diaphragm carrying- both the record-
ing-point and tlie reproducing-poiut, and the
stops limiting the movement of said dia-
phragm, substantially as set forth.

32. In a phonograph, the combination of the
movable diaphi-agm carrying both the record-
ing-pomt and the reprodiicing-point, and the
stops limiting the movement of said dia-
phragm, the stop which controls the move-
ment for throwing in the reprodncing-point
bemg adjustable, substantially as set forth.

oo. In a phonograph, the combination of the
recoi-ding-point and reproducing-point ear-
ned by the same diaphragm, means for mov-
ing said points so as to bring either of them
into operative position, and means for adjust-
ing the position of the reproducing-point lat-
erally to the record, substantially as set forth.

64:. In a phonograph, the combination, with
the movable diaphragm, and the holder carry-
ing thereeording-pointandreprodueiag-point

of the spring-clips for holding the same in
place, substantially as set forth.

35. In a phonograph, the combination of a
gouging recording-point and a spherical re-
producing-point carried by the same dia-
phragm, substantially as set forth.

36. In a phonograph, the combination of a
cutting recording- point and a blunt repro-
ducing-poiut carried by the same diaphragm
substantially as set forth.

'

37. In a phonograph, the combination, with
the swinging arm for holding the cylinder in
place, of the spring-lock for said arm, sub-
stantially as set forth.
This specification signed and witnessed this

lith day of November, 1889.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

D. H. Driscoll,
William Pelzer,

25
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To all whom it vunj concern:
Be it known that I, John II. "White, of

Washington, District of Columbia, have in-

vented a new and useful Improvement in

. 5 Phonographs, of which the following is a
specification.

This invention relates to that class of in-

struments known as "phonographs"' or

"graphophones," wherein the sound-waves
10 impinge upon and operate a vibratory dia-

phragm, which in turn operates a style acting

to produce a record-groove of variable depth
in a wax-like surface, the record thus pro-

duced being in turn used to set in motion a

IS style or other equivalent device actuating a
diaphragm, which reproduces the recorded

sounds.
My first improvement has reference to the

connections between the recording-style and
2o the diaphragm, and is intended to secure the

production of a more faithful record and a
correspondingly accui'ate reproduction of the

sounds free from the usual nasal and me-
tallic tones. In most of the successful instru-

25 ments now in use the lever or stjde acting at

one end on the record-cj'linder and connected
at the other end with the overlying diaphi"agm
is mounted at its middle on a pivot carried

by a gravitating arm or weight, so that the

30 style and its fulcrum may rise and fall bod-
ily. The sound-waves impinge on the top of

the diaphragm, depressingthe same, and there-

by lowering the heel end of the underlying
style toward the cylinder in the same direc-

35 tion that the gravitating arm tends to carry

the fulcrum. The result is that the fulcrum
offers a diminishing resistance when loud or

violent sounds suddenly depress the dia-

phragm, so that the style produces a record

40 of less than the proper depth. In order to

overcome this defect, I so arrange the parts

that the sound-waves are directed against the
inner or under side of the diaphragm and
caused to urge the heel end of the style up-

45 ward in opposition to the depressing influ-

ence of the gravitating arm, thus bringing
the weight and inertia of the arm effectively

into play to insure the cutting of the record
by the style to the proper depth, while at the

50 same time the capacity of the parts to yield

under excessive strains is retained.

In the drawings I have shown mj/ improve-
ment embodied in the preferred form; but it

is evident that the details may be varied,

provided the essential feature—that of having 5 5

the sound-waves act to move the heel end of

the style in opposition to the tendency of the
yielding support—is retained.

Another part of my invention consists in

combining with the gravitating stjde-sup- 60
porting arm an adjustable counter-weight, to

the end that the downward iDressure exerted
upon the style may be modified as circum-
stances demand.
Another part of my invention relates, par- 65

ticularly, to those instruments in which a re-

cording-style and a reproducing - style are
connected with one diapragm and the parts
so arranged as to admit of either style being
brought into operative relation to the record- 70
surface at will. Heretofore it has been the
custom to arrange the styles in divergent
lines and to throw them into and out of ac-

tion by a latei'al motion seen red by rotating
the diaphragm-support. I employ styles in 75
the form of levers and arrange the two stjdes

end to end—that is to say, in the same ver-

tical plane transverse to the axis of the rec-

ord-cylinder—and I throw one into and the
other out of action by moving them in said 80

plane either with a sliding or with a rocking
movement, thus doing awaj^ with the neces-
sity for a lateral adjustment and with the
many evils attending the same.
My invention also includes various minor 85

improvements, which will be hereinafter ex-

plained.

For purposes of illustration I have rep-
resented the several improvements as em-
bodied in a graphophone of the construction 90
represented in Letters Patent of the United
States No. 429,827, issued to me on the 10th
day of June, 1890.

With the exception of the improvements
herein described and constituting the subject 95
of the present invention the instrument may
be constructed in all respects in accordance
with said patent.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1

represents a vertical cross-section through the 1 00

instrument with the recording-style in oper-
ative position. Fig. 2 is a top plan view of
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the diaphragin-frame and attendant parts.

Fig. 3 is a transverse section of the diaphragm
and its supporting-frame on the line 3 3, Figs.

1 and 2. Fig. 4 is a bottom plan view of the

5 diaphragm-frame and its adjuncts. Fig. 5 is

a side elevation of the principal parts with
the reproducing-style in operative position.

Fig. 6 is a side view of a modification.

Referring to the drawings, A represents the
lo horizontal record-cylinder, having a wax-like

surface and mounted to revolve in the direc-

tion indicated by the arrows.
B is the diaphragm-supporting frame, joint-

ed or otherwise attached to the supporting-

15 carriage C, which is arranged to travel slowly
under the influence of the operating-screw E
along the guide D, lying parallel with the rec-

ord-cylinder, whereby the recording and re-

producing styles are caused to traverse the
20 cylinder from one end to the other, as in ex-

isting instruments.
The diaphragm-frame B, as shown in the

drawings, is connected to the carriage C by a
horizontal pivot -pin b, extending through

25 horizontal slots &', so that the frame may be
turned upward out of action or moved, when
in operative position, forward and backward
in a direction at right angles to the axis of

the record-cylinder, and this in order to throw
30 one or the other of the styles into operative

relation to the cylinder, as will presently ap-

pear. The diaphragm - frame is supported
and carried wholly by the carriage, so that

its weight is not received to any extent upon
35 the cylinder.

The diaphragm F, of sheet metal or other
suitable material, is confined at its perijihery

within the frame^so that its central portion

may vibrate freely, as usual. The frame is

40 closed on the under side, so as to form a cham-
ber beneath the diaphragm, this chamber be-

ing extended at one edge bej'ond the dia-

phragm and provided with an opening to re-

ceive the end of the sound-conducting tube

45 K, so that the sound-waves are projected be-

neath and caused to act on the under side of

the diaphragm with a lifting effect, urging
the same from the record-cylinder instead of

toward the cylinder, as usual.

50 To the under side of the diaphragm-frame
there is connected by a horizontal pivot g a
gravitating arm or plate G, the falling mo-
tion of which is limited at its free end by
the adjustable stop-screw g', seated in the

55 frame. H represents the recording style or

lever, mounted midway of its length on a
horizontal pivot seated in ears depending
from the plate G, one end of the style being
turned downward and suitably fashioned to

60 form the record in the surface of the cylin-

der, while the opposite or heel end is con-

nected with the diaphragm bj^ a thread or

wire J. It will be observed that under this

arrangement sound-waves directed -through

65 the tube into the chamber beneath the dia-

phragm tend to force the latter upward and
that the rising diaphragm acts in turn to lift

the heel end of the recording-style II and force
its opposite end more deeply into the record-
surface, so as to increase the depth of the 70
record -groove. It is to be particularly no-
ticed tliat this elevation of the heel end of the
style to force its active end downward is in
opposition to the downward pressure of the
arm G, so that the sudden upward pull on the 715

heel end of the style is in opposition to the
weight of the arm, the diaphragm tending to

move the arm in one direction, while the
weight tends to move it in the other. Thus
it is that lam enabled the more effectively to 80
utilize the weight and inertia of the arm to

keep the style down properly to its work.
Tlie foregoing parts constitute a complete

and operative recording apparatus, and may
be used in an instrument having an entirely 85
independent reproducing mechanism or used
in connection with reproducing devices such
as hereinafter described. It is to be under-
stood, however, that so far as the action of
the gravitating arm upon the recording-style 90
is concerned it is not in any manner depend-
ent upon the construction or operation of the
reproaucing devices.

It is to be noticed that under my arrange-
ment the connection J between the diaphragm 9:^

and the style is kept under tension. This
.permits the use of a thread or other flexi-

ble connection, which is found in practice to
give better results than a wire or other rigid
connection, although the latter may of course 100
be emjjloyed.

I represents the reproducing-style in the
form of a lever pivoted midwaj' of its length
to ears in the under side of the gravitating
arm, one end being suitably adapted to trav- 105
erse the record -groove, while the opposite end
is attached to the thread or wire J, leading to
the diaphragm, the one connection serving,
as will be seen, to operate the two styles.

I prefer to joint the heel ends of the two no
styles together, as represented in Fig. 4-, one
being forked and carrying a horizontal pivot,
which passes through a slot in the end of the
other. The two styles are arranged, as will

be seen, end to end in line transversely of 115
the cylinder—that is to say, in a vertical
plane lying at right angles to the axis of the
cylinder. Under this arrangement the hori-
zontal sliding motion of the diaphragm-frame,
before referred to, as allowed by the slots &', 120
serves to carry the end of one style out of
contact with the record-cjdinder as the other
is brought into contact therewith.
When the frame is slid back, as shown in

Fig. 1, the record-style is in operative posi- 125
tion, and when it is moved forward, as in Fig.

5, the reproducing-style is in operative posi-
tion. This movement of the frame to throw
one or the other of the styles into action may
be secured in any suitable manner. 130

In Figs. 2 and 5, L represents a shifting-le-

ver pivoted on the carriage C and connected
by link I to a stirrup Z',which engages the two
ends of the pivot h, so that bymoving the lever
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L to and fro the diai)liragm-fraine is moved
back and forth.

Another serviceable construction which
avoids the necessity for using the lever and

5 stirrup is indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 5,

in which h^ is a rigid arm extending down-
ward and rearward from the diaphragm-frame,
with an uprising lip at its extremity to en-

gage in notches b^ on the under side of the
lo carriage C, so as to hold the frame in either

its forward or backward position, as demand-
ed, the frame being unlocked by lifting its

I

forward edge so as to throw the arm h^ out of

engagement while the frame is being shifted.

15 Instead of sliding the frame to and fro to

throwthe respective styles into and out of ac-

tion it may be connected to the carriage, as
shown in Fig. G, by horizontal journals h^,

which admit of its being given a rocking rao-

20 tion, as indicated by dotted lines, in order to

throw the end of one style downward against
the record-cylinder and at the same time carry
the end of the other upward out of contact
therewith.

25 Having thus described my invention, what
I claim is

—

1. In a sound-recording mechanism and in

combination with a record-receiving body, a
pivoted style acting on the record-body, a

30 yielding style-supporting arm tending to move
the style toward the record - surface, a dia-

phragm connected to the style, and means for

directing the sound waves or impulses against
the diaphragm in such direction that it tends

35 to urge tlie style toward the record in oppo-
sition to the tendency of the yielding arm.

2. In a sound-recording mechanism and in
combination with a record-receiving surface,
the diaphragm, the gravitating arm, the style

40 pivoted to said arm and connected at one end
to the diaphragm, and means for directing the
sound-waves against the under side of the
diaphragm.

3. In a phonograph, the combination of a

45 record-cylinder, a carriage movable in the di-

rection of the length of the cylinder, a dia-

I)hragm-supi)orting frame connected to and
sustained by the carriage and having an air-

confining chamber beneath the diaphragm,
means for directing the sound-waves into said 50
chamber, and a recording-style connected with
the diaphragm.

4. In a phonograph and in combination with
the diaphragm, the pivoted style connected
therewith, the gravitating style-supporting 55
arm, and an adjustable weight or counterpoise.

5. In a phonograph, the combination of a
record-surface, a diaphragm, and a recording
and a reproducing stjde arranged end to end
in the same vertical plane. 60

G. In a phonograph and in combination with
a record - surface, a diaphragm - supporting
frame movable in a vertical plane, and a re-

cording and a reproducing stjde, both sus-

tained from said frame and arranged to be 65
thrown alternately into and out of action by
said movement of the frame.

7. In a phonograph, the record-cylinder, in

combination with the diaphragm, the record-

ing and reproducing styles connected with the 70
diaphi'agm, and means for moving said parts
in a path transverse to the axis of the cylin-

der, whereby either stjde may be thrown into

action and the other thrown out of action at

will. 75
8. In a phonograph, the combination,\vith a

diaphragm to actuate the same, of the two
pivoted styles jointed together at one end,

substantially as described and shown.
9. In a phonograph, the combination, with 80

the carriage, of the diaphragm - supporting
frame connected thereto by a sliding joint,

and the lever and link mounted on the car-

riage for the purpose of adjusting the dia-

phragm-frame. 85
In testimony whereof I hereunto set my

hand, this 19th day of May, 1891, in the pres-

ence of two attesting witnesses.

JNO. II. WHITE.
Witnesses:

W. R. Kennedy,
P. T. Dodge.
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To all luhovv it may concern:
Be it known that we, Francis M. Criswell,

a citizen of the United States, residing at
Washington, in the District of Columbia, and

5 James A. E. Criswell, a citizen of theUnited
States, residing at Brooklyn, in the conntyof

' Kings and State of New York, have invented
a certain new and useful Improvement in

Phonographs, of which the following is a full,

lo clear, and exact description.

The object of our invention is to produce
a continuousl}^ and automatically repeating
phonograph.

In carrying out our invention we have con-

15 structed the record-cylinder with mechanism
whereby when it has made its full lateral

travel it is returned automatically to the
stai'ting-point and its revolution and j)ro-

gressive lateral motion continued indefinitely

20 in accordance with the length of run or mo-
tion of the motor.
We will describe the principle of our inven-

tion first and the best mode in which we have
contemplated applj'ing that principle and

25 will then particularly point out and distinctly

claim the part or improvement which we claim
as our invention.
In the accompanying drawings, in the sev-

eral figures of which like parts are similarly

30 designated. Figure 1 is a sectional elevation
illustrating the application of our invention
to the image of a crow. Fig. 2 is a front ele-

vation, partly in section, of the phonograph;
and Fig. 3 shows in perspective portions of

35 the repeating mechanism. Fig. 4 is a sec-

tional elevation similar to Fig. 2, showing our
phonograph arranged to be worked by hand.
Fig. 5 is a similar section showing our repeat-
ing mechanism applied to the Edison and

40 kindred phonographs. Fig. 6 is a sectional

elevation showing a modified form of our re-

peating mechanism; and Fig. 7 is a vertical

cross-section taken, essentially, in the plane
of line X X oi Fig. 6, but showing the foot m

45 to be in engagement with the latch 5.

One of the inventors of this invention has
adopted for use in advertising his manufac-
ture of a proprietary remedy for corns a
stuffed crow, or a representation of a crow,

50 and to add to the attractiveness of such ad-

vertising device we have combined therewith

a phonograph; but while our phonograph has

this special adaptation we do not wish to be
understood as limiting our invention thereto.

The letter a designates the representation 55

of a hollow crow, which may be made of metal,

papier-mache, or other material, and h is a
perch or pedestal therefor. In the interior of

the image of the crow is arranged the phono-
graph and a motor therefor, the latter in the 60

illustration given being a clock-movement,
although, obviously, other sources of power
may be employed and located elsewhere than
within the image.
In the phonograph c is the resonator, fZ the 65

vibrating diaphragm - chamber, and e the

stylus.

//' are standards for supporting the dia-

phragm-chamber and other working parts of

the phonograph.
g is the record cylinder or drum, and h the

record-surface thereon. The record-cjdinder

is provided with a hub i, projecting laterally

from one side, and this cylinder is fixed to a
shaftj,which is adapted to slide in thedirection

of its length in bearings /^and A;', arranged in

the standards /and / '. The bearing fc is pro-

vided with a circular flange /t^, which is fitted

into a corresponding opening in the standard

/ and removably held therein on one side by 80

screws Ti^ and on the other by the cylinder-

spring I, which bears against it. The other

bearing h' may be fixed. The removable bear-

ing admits of the ready removal of the cylin-

der, its shaft, and the spring. The hub i is pro-

vided with a screw-thread on its outer surface,

and this screw-thread is engaged hy a corre-

spondingly-screw-threaded foot 7», which is

fixed in relation to the frame, so that as the cyl-

inder is revolved the engagement of the screw-

thread of tlie foot with the screw-thread of

the hub will cause such cylinder and its shaft

to move laterally from the foot. This foot

has a stem m' arranged in a tubular socket

n' and is provided with a spring 7?i^, which
tends normally to force the foot into engage-
ment with the hub. The socket ?i' is secured
to the standard /' by a bracket n. The stem
m' of the foot m is jointed to a lever 0, which
in turn is fulcrumed to a post o' on the bracket 100

70

75

^5

90

95
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n, and the othei- end of this lever is engaged
by a latch p at certain periods, and this latch
is held np to the lever by a spring q. Nor-
mally tlie latch and lever are disengaged.

5 The latch p is pivoted at its lower end to a
post p' on the standard /', and said latch ter-

minates in a toe or tappet j?^ which extends
therefrom in the direction of the length of
the shaft _;' and toward the record-cylinder.

lo A cam ? is fixed to the shaft j next to the hub
I and is adapted to engage and lift tlie foot

m. and the toe or tappet p^, as will be de-
scribed. The lever o is provided with an arm
0^ to lift the stylus e in the return movement

15 of the record-cylindei*.

In the accompanying illustration of our in-

vention the phonograph-cylinder is arranged
to be rotated by a clock-movement A, and for

this purpose the shaft j is provided with a
20 crank s on one end, and this crank engages

a slotted pinion t, which is in train with the
main shaft u of the clock-movement. The
crank s is as long as the length of movement
of the shaftJ, so as always to be in engagement

25 with and to be rotated, by the pinion t. A
stop V (show^n as a screw arranged in the
standard/') is emijloyed to limit the return
movement of the cylinder.

The clock-movement as a motor for our pho-
30 nograph is selected for the purpose of this

specification and without intending to limit
our invention to it, and hence the following
description of the operation must be under-
stood with this reservation: The clock-move-

35 ment having been wound up and the record-
cylinder surface inscribed in the usual man-
ner, the record-cylinder is rotated, and as it ro-

tates the footm gives to it and its shaft a pro-
gressively lateral movement. The spring I is

40 compressed during this movement until the
cam r comes into contact witli the foot 77i, at
which time the said foot is lifted by the cam
out of engagement with the screw-thread of
the hub, when the spring is free to i-eturn the

45 cylinder to its starting-point. By the lifting

of the foot the arm 0^ is also lifted, and it

raises the stylus from the record - surface.

When the foot is lifted, of course the oppo-
site end of its lever o is depressed, and when

50 so depressed the spring q forces the latch into

engagement with the lever and holds the foot

lip. The cylinder continues to rotate during
this movement, and when the cam again comes
uppermost it is in the plane of the toe or tap-

55 pet p', and, lifting, such toe, rocks the latch
and disengages the latch from the lever o,

thereby permitting the spring m^ to throw
down the foot into engagement with the screw-
threaded hub and removing the arm o'^from

60 engagement with the stylus, and thus permit-
ting the phonograph to go on with its work.
These operations are repeated so long as the
power liolds out, and hence a record on the
cylinder may be repeated continuously Avitli-

65 out, as heretofore, renewing the power after

each complete movement of the cylinder. It

is this automatic and continual repetition of

the record which distinguishes our invention

and which also renders our invention pecu-

liarly adaptable for advertising purposes, al- 70

though, it need scarcely be said, the same
characteristic of our invention fits it for more'

extended use.

The spring-foot and itslifting,latching,and

releasing mechanism may be designated gen- 75

erally and for the purposes of this specifica-

tion as an " automatic clutch." Any clutch-

ing mechanism having the functions and mode
of operation of these parts may be substituted

for them, and hence we mean not to limit our J^o

broad invention to any mere details of con-

struction.

The image of the crow will have a suitable

opening—for example, a partible bill—for the

emission of sound, and such image is con- 85

structed also with a partible or separable body
for gaining access to the phonograph. The
body of the image is made sufficiently strong

to receive the frames of the phonograph and

its motor. 9°

Instead of operating the phonograph by
power we may mount the slotted disk t upon

a shaft or arbor ^' in a bracket t^ and apply

thereto a crank or clock-key or other turning

device //", as illustrated in Fig. 4. 95
Obviously our invention of repeating mech-

anism is applicable to the Edison and kindred
phonographs, wherein the record - cylinder

slips on the shaft and the shaft has no slid-

ing movement. (See Fig. 5.) In this case the 100

cam r may be made upon the hub of the rec-

ord-cylinder or upon a collar and fixed to the

shaft, and the ordinary handle s' may be sub-

stituted for crank s for operation by hand,

or the shaft ./ may be geared for driving by 105

power.
In Figs. G and 7 we have shown a modifica-

tion of our repeating mechanism. The foot

m is made as a lever pivoted at 2 to the stand-

ard /' and normally borne into contact with no
the screw-threaded hub i by a spring 3, which
is fastened to the standard /'. The heel of

the foot is made with a jog 4, which is engaged
by the cam r to lift the said foot out of en-

gagement with the threaded hub to permit 115

the spring I to return the record-cylinder. A
latch 5, pivoted to the standard /', swings
laterally of the foot m to engage a notch 6 in

its rear end to hold up said foot nntil the

reeord-cjdinder returns. A spring 7_, acting 120

upon the latch 5, normally forces said latch

toward the foot m. As the cam r comes up-

permost when the latch is in engagement
with the notch G, it strikes the nose of said

latch and forces it out 'of said notch, and 125

thus the foot is released to re-engage the

screw-threaded hub and repeat the movement
of the record -cylinder. The foot ?n in this

form of our invention raaj"^ carry also a stylus-

lifter. 130

Instead of connecting the shaft j with its

power-motor by means of toothed gears, we
may use belting or other form of connection.

In applying our repeater to the Edison and
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15

I
20

25

I
30

other forms of plionographs, we do not limit

our invention to the use of the peculiar form

of shaft-bearings here shown, but may use

other forms.

What we claim is

—

1. In a phonograpli, a record-cylinder hav-

ing a screw-threaded hub and usual means

for receiving and transmitting a record, com-

bined with means for rotating said cylinder

continuously, a spring normally tending to

return said cylinder, and a spring-foot screw-

threaded to engage such hub, a lever to which

the foot is jointed, a latch for periodically en-

gaging such lever, and a cam for alternately

lifting the foot and vibrating the latch for

effecting the progressive movement of the

cylinder to transmit its record and to return

it automatically to the starting-point and re-

peat these operations, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. In a phonograph, a rotary record-cylin-

der and usual means for receiving and trans-

mitting a record, said cylinder having a screw-

threaded hub, combined with a complemen-

tally screw-threaded foot, a cam connected to

move with the hub, and intermediate mech-

anism acted upon by the cam for effecting

the engagement of the foot with said hub ancl

to disengage and re-engage the two automati-

cally during the rotation of the cylinder to

effect repetition of the record continuously,

substantially as described.

3. In a phonograph, a rotary record-cylin-

der, a shaft to which it is fixed, bearings in

which said shaft has longitudinal motion, and 35

usual means for receiving and transmitting a

record, said cylinder having a screw-threaded

hub, combined with a complementally screw-

threaded foot, a spring to hold it in engage-

ment with the hub, a lever from one end ot 40

which the foot is suspended, a latch to engage

the other end of such lever, a spring normally

tending to return the cylinder, and a cam to

disengage the foot and hub and cause the en-

gagement of the latch and lever and there-

after when the cylinder is returned to release

the latch and lever and permit the foot to en-

gage the hub, substantially as described.

4. In a phonograph, a phonograph-cylinder

having a screw-threaded hub, a shaft to which

it is fixed, and a cam on said shaft and bearings

in which the shaft has a longitudinal move-

ment, combined with a spring-foot to engage

such hub, a lever to which the foot is jointed,

and a latch adapted to engage such lever, sub-

stantially as described.

In witness whereof we have hereunto set

our hands. • „^ ^
FRANCIS M. CRISWELL.
JAMES A. E. CRISWELL.

Witnesses as to Francis M. Criswell:

Chas. E. Gross,
Geo. F. Graham.

Witnesses as to Ja^aes A. E. Criswell:

Paul Johst,
W. Mayville Twitchell.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it kno\Yn that I, Edward L. Wilson, a

'' citizen of tlie United States, residing at New
York city, in the countj^ of New York and

S State of New York, have invented certain
new and useful Improvements in Coin-Con-
trolled Apparatus for Gramophones; and I do
hereby declare the following to be a full, clear,

and exact description of the invention, such
lo as will enable others skilled in the art to which

it appertains to make and use the same.
My invention relates to a coin-controlled

\
appai'atus for gramophones.

In a machine called the "gramoi)hone" the
15 voice is first traced in curvilinear lines on

the face of a rotating metal plate covered
with a very delicate layer of fatty etching-
ground by a recording-stylus, which is made
to travel across the face of the rotating disk.

20 From this etched record the voice can then
immediately be reproduced by an apparatus
having a reproducing-stylus. This is effected

by giving the stylus a vibratory movement
by and in accordance with the sinuosities of

25 the record-groove, and these vibratory move-
ments are transmitted to a diaphragm through
a tube to the listener.

The object of mj' invention is to operate
such a reproducing apparatus by a lever

30 aided by a dropping of a coin of some speci-

fied denomination in a slot or chute, therebj'

setting in motion a system of levers and meeh-
r anism, which in turn will actuate the repro-

ducer.

35 My invention is illustrated in one form in

the accompanying drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a side view in elevation, partly

in section; Fig. 2, a plan of a carriage with
its operating mechanism; Fig. 3, a detail end

40 view, partly in section, of a coin-chute, a car-

riage, and operating- lever and coin-receiver;
and Fig. 4, an enlarged plan view of the car-
riage.

Referring to the drawings, A is a bar or rod

45 supported on standards B, rising from a suit-

able base C. The bar A is so supported as
to have a free longitudinal and up-and-down
movement on the standards B. On the bar
A is carried a gramophone-reproducer con-

50 sistiug of a diaphragm E and a stylus F.

6 is the circular record-disk of the gramo-

phone, and D is a tubular transmitter of

sounds from the diaphragm E. The stylus

F is normally at the end of the inscribed rec-

ord, which is at a point near the center of the 55
disk 6. The disk G is rotated by a suitable
electric motor H and battery connection I.

The bar A of the gramophone is provided
with a contact-point a', connecting with a line

a^ to the batterJ' or other source of electricity. 60
J is a spring-controlled sliding bar sliding

in supports m m on a fixed plate L, to which
plate is connected the opposite line a^ of the
electric circuit. The bar J has a contact a*

to connect with contact a' on bar A. A spi- 65
ral spring M is employed to return the bar J
to its normal position with the circuit broken,
after the apparatus finishes its operation, as
hereinafter described. One end of spring M
is connected by a hook 1 to the plate L, and 70
the other end of the spring is connected by a
hook 2 to the bar J.

O is a chute supported on an upright R' to

guide a coin i of predetermined weight and
denomination into the apparatus and to a slot 75
R' in the side wall of a carriage P, and O' is

a suitable receptacle at the bottom of the ap-
paratus which finally receives such coin.

Over the coin-receiver is placed the carriage

P, mounted and sliding on rods P', which are 80

secured to brackets P- and T, rising from the
base of the machine.

P^is a spring, one end of which is connected
to the carriage P and the opposite end to a
stationary upright T', (a part of the frame- 85
work,) and the function of this spring is to re-

turn the carriage to its normal position after

having been moved forward in the manner
and for the purpose to be described. The
backward movement of the carriagePis lim- 90
ited by the stops T^ on rods P'. The car-

riage P is provided with two ijosts P^ P", one
in advance of the other, the rear post P" being
higher than P^ and having its top opposite to

the end of the bar A. On the carriage is car- 95
ried a box P^ This box is provided with
ledges h b, on which the coin is received after

it comes from the chute, and the coin rests in

front of a slot K, formed in the front end of

said box. 100

R is a lever pivoted to a stationary upright

R', rising from the base at one side of and ex-
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tending above the carriage P and provided
with two arms r' r'^. This lever is to be actu-

ated by hand, and its range is limited by a

set-screw r^ on bracket R'. It is held nor-

5 mally in position against said screw by a
spring ?* on an arm on the upright R'.

S is a lever pivoted to an arm S', rising

from the base of the machine, and provided
with short arm S^ the long arm of vrhich le-

lo ver is located in front of the post P^' on the

sliding carriage. The bar A is provided with
a lug a*, with which the arm S^ of the lever S
is adapted to come in contact. The bracket
T, rising from the base of the machine, has a

15 shelf-like top t', extending parallel with the

rod A and adjacent to the lug d^ on the bar A.
The operation of my machine is as follows:

When a coin is dropped into the chute O, it

passes down and through slot R^ in the box
20 P^ and rests on ledges & in front of the armr'

of lever R. This lever R is then depressed
by hand. This ijressure is exerted against
the force of the spring r"^, to which the upper
end of the lever R is attached. The lever-

25 arm r' is then pressed against the coin and
the carriage is forced forward. As said car-

riage is forced forward its front post P" is

carried against the long arm of lever S, which
I)ressure serves to raise the short arm S^ of

30 said lever against the lug a' on the bar A of

the gramophone. The raising of the bar lifts

lug a' on a level with a shelf f of post T and
also lifts the gramophone diaphragm and
stylus from off the record-disk. The contin-

35 uing downward pressure of lever R carries

the rear arm r^ against the rear upright wall

P^ of box P^ forcing the cari'iage still farther
forward. This movement brings the rear

post P" against the end of the bar A. Bar A
40 is then carried forward, the lug a' thereon

riding on the shelf t' of the post T and for a
distance sufficiently far to carry the repro-

ducer-stylus to the side of the record-disk

and at the beginningof said record. The lug

45 a' then drops otf the shelf t' and the stylus

drops on the record - plate. At the same
time the circuit connection is made with the
motor through the contact-points of arm A
and the bar J and the gramophone set in

50 operation. In the meantime the coiu has
been carried forward in the box P^ until it

meets a spring X, rising from the base in front

of slot K in the box, and is then forced off its

supports and falls into the receptacle O'.

55 When the spring X meets the coin, thearm r'

of lever R will have I'eleased it. The range
of movements of lever-arms ?•' r^ is indicated

in dotted lines in Fig. 1. After connection is

made with the motor the latter, connected by
60 suitable bands to the shaft which carries the

record-disk, rotates said disk, and the point
of the stylus, resting in the sinuous groove on
face of the disk, is carried along said groove
toward the center of the disk and to the end

65 of the groove, which is also the end of the

message or matter communicated to the ear
through the diaphragm and ear-tube. The
carriage P is drawn back by the force of the
spring P^ The circuit-connecting bar J is car-

ried back by spring M until stop m' thei'eon 70
reaches a support ?n, and the apparatus is

then ready for another operation.
Many of the parts of the apparatus may be

changed without departing from my inven-
tion. 75
What I claim is

—

1. A gramophone-reproducer, in combina-
tion with a sliding and lifting bar on which
said reproducer is mounted, a lever to lift

said bar, a spring-controlled longitudinal re- 80
ciprocating carriage having arms to operate
said lifting-lever, a coin attachment to hold
a coin, and a spring-controlled lever to oper-

ate against the coin to move the said carriage
forward, substantiallj' as described. 85

2. In a coin-controlled apparatus for gramo-
phones, a bar mounted on a suitable support
and having a vertical and horizontal move-
ment in said support, in combination with a
gramophone -reproducer connected to said 90
bar, a lever for giving said bar the vertical

movement, a lever-operated slide for giving
said bar a horizontal movement, and an up-
right support onto which said bar is lifted by
said slide and moved therebj'^ a certain dis- 95
tance horizontally after being lifted and then
dropped by gravity to permit the stylus to fall

upon the disk, substantially as described.
3. In a coin-controlled apparatus for gramo-

phones, a coin-chute, in combination with a 100

longitudinally-moving carriage beneath said
chute to first receive the coin, a receptacle
beneath the carriage to finally receive the
coin, said carriage having supports for the
coin, and a wall having a slot against which 105

said coin rests, a spring-actuated lever to

force said coin against the said end of the
carriage and force the carriage along a cer-

tain distance, and a spring-bar to come in

contact with the coin through the slot and no
throw it into the said receiitacle, substantially

as described.

4. The combination, with an electric motor
and circuit, of a longitudinally-reciprocating
bar carrying the gramophone-reproducer and 115

provided with a contact-point, a spring-actu-
ated reciprocating bar carrying the opposite
contact-point and connecting with the motor,
and a longitudinallj'- reciprocating carriage
and lever for carrying forward the said repro- 120

ducer-bar, the latter being carried backbysaid
motor, and a spring for retracting said car-

riage, substantially as described.
In testimonj^ whereof I affix m3'signatnrein

presence of two witnesses.

EDWD. L. WILSON.

Witnesses:
Walter Carroll Low,
Percival L. Waters.
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I

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, James L. Skillin, a

citizen of the United States, residing in the
city, county and State of New York, have in-

vented an Improvement in Phonographs, of

which the following is a specification.

Phonographic instruments have heretofore

been constructed with tapering cylinders,

upon which are received the phonogram-
blanks to receive impressions from the vi-

brating point of the instrument in producing
the phonogram, and these cylinders have been
removable, so as to be re-entered upon the cyl-

inder to reproduce the record, and in these
phonograph-instruments when used for com-
mercial, literary, and law purposes it is usual
to stop the instrument and remove the phono-
gram that is full from the cylinder and to

substitute another phonogram-blank. This
has heretofore occupied some time and re-

quired personal attention and often dexterity

of manipulation. Hence during these opera-

tions the flow of thought from the author or

dictator is interrupted and the chain of cii"-

cumstances lost.

In coin-actuated phonographic instruments
it is usual to provide a cylinder rotated auto-

matically and a lever that can be moved when
a coin has been introduced into the instru-

ment, in order that the reproducing - dia-

phragm may be brought to the starting end
and the cylinder set in rotation; but hereto-

fore it has been impossible to produce more
than a repetition of the same tune, speech, or

other phonographic reproduction on onecylin-
der, and by the insertion of a second coin

there is a simple repetition of the first phono-
gram.
The object of my invention is to provide

for the presentation to the rotating devices of

one of a series of phonogram-cj'linders, or to

present such cylinders in succession to the
rotating device, so that in machines that are
made use of for taking down dictation for

commercial or literary purposes the instru-

ment can be stopped when one cylinder is

full, and by the simple movement of a lever

the full cylinder is carried out of position and
an empty cylinder or phonogram -blank is

brought into position and connected to the ro-

tating device, so that very little interruption
occurs to the dictator and very much time is

saved in the production of ai)honogram,and
where the phonographic instrument is made
use of in exhibitions or in coin-actuated de- 55
vices the carrier can be moved around to

bring any desired cylinder into position for

connection with the rotating device, so that

by providing a number of phonogram-cylin-
ders in one carrier either cylinder desired 60

can be brought into position for connection
with the rotating device, so that any tune,

speech, or other phonographic reproduction
can be brought into position and reproduced
upon the instrument at the option of the per- 65
son introducing the coin into the slot of the
machine.
In the drawings. Figure 1 is an end view

of the cylinder-carrier. Fig. 2 is a plan view
of the same, showing, also, a portion of the or- 70
dinary phonograph-instrument. Fig. 3 is a
section of the lever and supporting-bridge
carr^'ing the center for the phonogram-cyl-
inder.

The shaftA is provided with a screw-thread 75
upon it, and it is in line with and is used to

rotate the phonogram - cylinder, and the
mouth-piece B and indenting-point upon the
diaphragm are of ordinary construction, and
this mouth-piece is upon an arm C, extending 80
out from and suijported by a slide-bar D,
there being a sleeve upon the slide-bar to

connect the arm C with an arm C, passing
out to the screw portion of the shaft A. These
devices and the motor for rotating the shaft 85
A are to be of anj?^ desired or usual charac-
ter in lAonograph-instruments, and may be
varied to suit the phonograph or grapho-
phone, and the instrument is to be adapted
to recording or to reproducing the phono- 90
graphic records.

Instead of only providing one phonogram-
cylinder E axially in line with the shaft A
and connected to or removable therefrom, I

provide a number of phonogram-cylinders E, 95
set in a carrier or reel F, having a central
shaft G, to which the heads of the carrier

are connected, and this central shaft G is

supported in suitable bearings orframe-work
11, and around the peripherj'of the carrier or loo

reel there are notched bearings for the shafts
3 of the phonogram-cylinders E, and the dis-

tance between the central shaft G and the
shafts 3 corresponds to the distance between
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'5

such central shaft G and the shaft A, so that

as theshaft G and carrier F are rotated the axis

of each phonogram-cylinder will be brought
around in succession into exact line with

5 the axia of the shaft A, and there is to be
upon the end of the shaft A and the end of

each shaft 3 suitable coupling or connecting
devices—such, for instance, as a central point

on the one part, a recess on the other, and in-

o terlocking crown -teeth or any equivalent
coupling connection, as at 14—and around
each shaft 3 and between the same and the

adjacent carrier or head F there is a spring

4, so that the phonogram-cylinder is moved
endwise by the spring to disconnect the

clutches, so that the carrier and its cylinders

are free to be rotated, and after being stopped
with any one cylinder in line with the shaftA
the couplings or clutches at 14 are caused to

connect with each other by giving the shaft 3

that is in line with the shaft A an endwise
movement toward such shaft A.

The carrier and the phonogram-cylinders
supported by it can be rotated by any suit-

able means. I prefer a ratchet-wheel I, hav-

ing as many teeth as there are phonojrram-
cylinders, and a pawl G upon the lever K can

be used advantageously for rotating such car-

rier and cylinders, and the movement of the

lever K should be limited by suitable stops,

so that at this limit of movement one of the

l^honogram-cylinders E will be brought into

line with the shaft A.
Each phonogram-cylinder E is to be of any

desired construction. Usually it will be ta-

pering and receive upon its surface the pho-
nogram-blank of wax or any other suitable

material E^, removablj' applied upon the sur-

face thereof, and the shaft of each phono-
gram-cylinder can be supported in the carrier

or head F in any suitable manner.
I have represented the carrier- heads as

notched around their peripheries for the re-

ception of the shafts of the phonogram-cylin-

45 ders, and there are springs 7 that can be
swung over the journals or shaft of each pho-
nogram-cylinder to retain such shaft in its

proper position in the heads of the carrier,

and bj'^ turning such springs to one side the
cylinder and its shaft can be taken out and a
different phonogram-cylinderinserted, as may
be desired, and the bearings in the heads of

the carrier for receiving the shafts of the
phonogram-cylinders should be sufficiently

55 loose not to produce unnecessary friction as
the phonogram-cylinder is revolved by the
shaft A, and it is advantageous to have the
centering-point upon the shaft A enter a cen-

ter hole in the shaft 3 and to make use of a
6o centering-point 8 at the other end of the

shaft 3, so that such shaft and the phono-
gram-cylinder may be revolved by the motor
usually emploj'ed with such instruments, and
this centering-point 8 is to be supported by a
lever L, pivoted at 10, so that it may be
swung laterally for withdrawing the center-

ing-point 8 from the cavity at the end of the

25

30

35

40

50

65

shaft 3 of the cylinder that is in line with the
shaft A; or when this lever L is moved in the
other direction the centering-point 8 is to pass
into the cavitj'' of the shaft "3 and sufficient

pressure is to be applied by the lever L for

moving such shaft 3 endw^ise against the ac-

tion of its spring 4, thereby causing the coup-
ling or clutch 14 to connect the shaft 3 to the
shaft A.

It is to be understood that the lever L is

drawn back for freeing the cylinder that has
been in use from the shaft A, so that the car-

rier and all the cylinders can be turned
around upon the central shaft G to bring any
other one of the phonogram-cylinders into

line with the shaft A, and this may be ac-

complished by moving the lever L and pawl
6 once, twice, or more times, and the carrier

F may be rotated by any other suitable means.
It is, however, preferable to make use of the
lever K in moving the lever L and j)oint 8.

With this object in view I provide upon the
lever L an incline 11, adjacent to one side of

the lever K, which incline 11 is made as a rib

upon an arm 18 of said lever K, and the lever

K may also be Inclined, as at IG, where it

comes into contact with the incline 11, and
this incline 11 is sufficiently steep for the le-

ver K to move the lever L the projier distance
to withdraw the point 8 before, the pawl G

comes in contact with the next tooth upon the
ratchet-wheel I, and it will be apparent that

the lever K, remaining in contact with the
downward projection, which is a continuation
of the incline 11, keeps the points away from
the shafts 3 during the time that the carrier

F is being rotated to bring another cylinder
into position, and when the lever K receives

its reverse or return movement the same passes
above the incline 11 as- it assumes a normal
position, so that the lever L can be returned
into its position, with the centering-point 8

in the recess at the end of one of the shafts

3, and there may be a spring 13 applied to the
lever L sufficiently powerful to overcome the
spring 4 and to move the shaft 3 and phono-
gram-cylinder endwise to couple the same to

theshaft A and to keep the parts properly in

contact while the motor is rotating the shaft
A and the phonogram-cylinder, and, if desired,

a swinging button or holder may be applied
at the end of the lever L, as usual in phono-
graphs, for holding such lever in position with
the centering-point at the end of the shaft of

the phonogram-cylinder.
With coin-actuated phonograph-machines

it is preferable to actuate the leverK byhand
from the outside of the inclosing case, and to

construct such inclosing case with a dial or
other indicating device moved by the carrier

F to denote the tune or other reproduction
upon each cylinder that is brought around
into position, and by so providing the coin-

actuated phonograph the revenue derived
from the same is increased, because there can
be so many more cylinders for phonographic
reproductions that parties are likely to intro-

70

75

80

90

95
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duce several coins in succession in order to

hear the different phonographic reproduc-

tions. It will also be apparent that my present

improvements are available with any of the

5 mouth-pieces, diaphragm - points, speaking-

tubes, and other appliances now provided or

usually employed in phonographs or grapho-

phones in producing the phonogram or in re-

producing the audible sounds.

10 In this specification I have referred espe-

cially to phonographs, but by that expression

I intend to include graphophones and all simi-

lar instruments. ,

I claim as my invention

—

15 1. The combination, with a phonographic

motor -shaft, of a carrier and two or more

phonogram -cylinders and their shafts sup-

ported by sueii carrier, and coupling devices

for connecting the shaft of either phonogram-

20 cylinder to the motor- shaft when in line with

the same, and the screw-shaft, diaphragm, and

arm carrying the same, substantially as set

forth.

2. The combination, with the phonographic

25 motor-shaft, of a carrier adapted to receive

two or more phonogram-cylinders and their

shafts, a lever, pawl, and ratchet-wheel for ro-

tating the carrier to bring any one of the

phonogram-cylinder shafts into line with the

30 motor-shaft, and a swinging lever and center-

ing-point for supporting the shaft and phono-

gram-cylinder while being rotated, substan-

tially as set forth.

3. The combination, with the motor-shaft

35 in a phonograph-machine, of a carrier having

two heads with notched bearings in their pe-

ripheries, two or more phonogram-cylinders

and their shafts received into such bearings

in the carrier, a spring applied to each motor-

shaft to move the same endwise, coupling de- 40

vices upon the cylinder and motor-shafts, re-

spectively, that are disconnected by such

springs, mechanism for rotating the carrier

and bringing the phonogram-cylinders around

successively into line with the motor-shaft, a 45

swinging lever and central point, and means
for pressing the centering-point against the

en d of the phonogram-cylinder shaft to couple

the same to the motor-shaft, substantially as

set forth. 5°

4. The combination, with a carrier and its

sapporting-shaft, of two or more phonogram-

cylinders and their shafts received into and

supported by such carrier, a motor-shaft and

coupling devices for connecting the motor 55

with either of the phonogram-cylinder shafts

in line with the same^ a centering-point, a le-

ver for supporting the same, and a lever for

rotating the carrier progressively and for

moving the centering-point and its lever out 60

of or into contact with the phonogram-cylin-

der shaft, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination, with the phonograph
motor-shaft, of a carrier, two or more phono-

gram-cylinders and their shafts supported by 65

the carrier, and mechanism, substantially as

specified, for moving the carrier to bring the

shafts of the phonogram-cylinders into line

with the motor-shaft successively and for

removing and replacing the support for the 70

outer end of the phonogram-cylinder shaft,

substantially as set forth.

Signed by me this 10th day of September,

A. D. 1890.
JAMES L. SKILLIN.

Witnesses:
Harold Serrell,
William G. Mott.
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To all ivliom it may concerv.-
Be it kuown that we, Louis Rosenthal

and Salomon Frank, both residing at Frank-
fort -on -the -Main, Germany, have invented

5 new and iiseful Improvements in Apparatus
for Reproducing Sounds, of which the follow-
ing is a specification.

This invention relates to phonographs, and
has for its object to obviate the difficulties in-

lo cidental to phonographs and graphophones,
particularly in regard to the disk and dia-

phragms, the object being to produce durable
and efficient phonograph disks and dia-

phragms.
IS In our improved instrument we actuate the

phonograph-disk by a friction-wheel, which
preserves a constant position in relation to

the stylus, while it actuates the disk at a
gradually-variable radius corresponding to

20 that of the stylus, so that the angular ve-
locity' of the disk is diminished exactl}' in pro-
portion as the point at which the stylus acts
recedes from the"center of the disk. We are
enabled therebj' to produce a record from

25 which an accurate and uniform reproduetion
of the sounds may be obtained.

In the drawings forming part of this speci-

cation. Figure 1 is a top or plan view of the
improved graphophone. Fig. 2 is a side view

30 thereof, partially sectional. Fig. 3 is an end
view of the same. Fig. 4 shows a special ar-

rangement of the recording-diaphragm; and
Fig. 5 shows the arm carrying the transmit-
ting-diaphragm and stylus, which are only

35 partly shown in the first three figures.

The table C, supporting the phonograph-
disk, is mounted and rotates on an axis a^,

carried by the sliding carriage B, which is

supported on the frame A. The table C is

40 trav^ersed under the stylus / by the screw-
shaft F, which engages said carriage B by
means of flanges H H' and fits a fixed nut J.

This screw-shaft F is driven by the bevel-gear
D E, the gear-wheel D beingsecurel^' fastened

45 to the table C and the other gear-wheel E be-
ing splined to the screw-shaft F. The nut J
is by preference made in two parts, which are
respectively connected with levers K and L,

that are pivoted to the frame A at M'and M.
50 The one end of lever K is actuated by the

spring t, which prevents the upper half of

the screw-nut from becoming engaged with

the screw-shaft F. An arm ??z^ of the lever

L, which connects to the lower half of the

screw-nut J, reaches under the lever K, as in 55

Fig. 3, and thus by the spring A: the lower

half of the screw-nut is also kept away from
the threaded portion of the shaft F. By press-

ing on the handle N of lever L both halves of

the screw-nut are simultaneously thrown into 60

engagement with the screw F, in which posi-

tion the.yare retained bya spring-latch orother

catch O. When the shaft Fis rotated by the

bevel-gear D E, it moves longitudinally by
means of the nut J and carries the carriage B, 65

together with the table C, along. As soon as

the stud P, which is fastened to the carriage

B, strikes the latch O the screw-nut halves J
are pulled apart by the spring !<,. This will

cause the carriage B to remain stationary and 70
nevertheless allow the shaft F and table C to

rotate. When thus released, the carriage B
is free to be traversed bj' hand back to its

starting-point, the phonogram-table C being
then raised out of contact with the friction- 75
roller Q by an eccentric n or other device.

The phonogram-table is rotated about its axis

a- on the carriage B \iy the frictional contact

of the roller Q, which receives its motion from
the shaft S and pullej' R, and which is situ- So

ated at its under side immediately beneath
the stylus /, so that the radial distance of

said roller Q from the center of the table al-

ways corresponds or bears a fixed relation to

that of the stj'lus. The part of the phono- 85

gram upon which the stylus is for the time
acting will alwaj's travel under the stylus at

a constant velocity, and the sound-waves are
recorded uniformlj' over the whole phono-
gram-disk. On the table C rests the real 90
phonogram-disk T, which is preferably made
of zinc and which is fastened to the table C
by a clamp-nut LT or otherwise.

Near the frame A is erected on its base-
plate Z or otherwise the frame V, which car- 95
ries the large sound -recording diaphragm.
This diaphragm Y is clamped marginally to

a concave or casing W, having at its back a
central tube X, which is held in a fixed clamp
and to which the trumpet-shaped mouthpiece 100

is connected. The diaphragm Y is clamped
tightly to the casing W by a ring a. To the
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center of the diapliragm is conuected a swivel-
pin e, to whicli one arm of a bell-crank le-

ver d is pivoted, the lever at its elbow being
fulcrumed at h to the easing or frame, the

5 other arm carrying the stylus/ by means of

the clamp y, said stylus being made of suit-

able hard material. The advantage of this

lever over those heretofore used is that the
transmission to the diaphragm of vibrations

lo of the stylus, caused by the working of the
instrument or bj^ inequalities of the phono-
gram-disk, is prevented. When large dia-

phragms are used, a sti-ong check-spring p.
Fig. 4, is applied to act on the diaphragm at

r5 its center joint e to prevent false or disturb-

ingoscillations. The unusual stoutness of the
diaphragm enables the stylus to indent the
record of the most delicate sound-waves di-

rectly in the phonogram-disk in which the
2o sound-wave is produced in the form of a close

spirally-wound sinuous or serpentine line or

furrow.
The reproduction of the sound is effected

by means of another diaphragm /, (illustrated

25 in Fig. 5,) supported by a swinging arm lo,

mounted on pivot S. As it has not to perform
the same mechanical work as the recording-
diapliragm, it maj' be made of much smaller
dimensions, the stylus being carried bj' an

30 arm jointed to the center of the diaphragm,
which is so held by its supporting-bracket
that when brought into position over the pho-
nogram the stylus and arm will beat an acute
angle to the plane thereof. When this dia-

35 phragm is brought into use, the recording-
diaphragm Y is turned round in its clamp V,
loosening the screw tn, so as to lift the record-

ing-stylus/offi the table. Thereupon the i*e-

producing- diaphragm / and its st3dus are
40 brought into action by turning their support-

ing-bracket u.

Having described our invention, what we
claim is

—

1. The combination of a diaphragm Y, el-

45 bow-lever d, pivoted at its inner end to a cen-
tral stud on said diaphragm, clamp g, secured
to the outer end of said lever, stylus/, adjust-
ably secured in said clamp at right angles to

the plane of said lever and parallel with the
50 plane of the diaphragm and receiving its de-

sired lateral motion therefrom, table C, and
mechanism for moving said table under said

stylus, all said parts being arranged and
adapted to operate substantially as described,

and for the purposes set forth. 55
2. The diaphragm Y, combined with the

tension -spring |), elbow -lever d, pivoted to

said diaphragm Y between the tension-spring

p and the diaphragm, and stylus /, substan-

tially as and for the purposes herein shown 60

and described.
3. The combination of the rotary table C and

its shaft a^ with the sliding carriage B, screw-
shaft F, divided nut J, pivoted lever K, con-

nected to the upper portion of said divided 65
nut, spring k, automatically controlling said

lever K, lever L, connected to the lower por-

tion of said divided nut and provided with an
arm at its inner end adapted to bear against

the lever K, and handle N, secured to the 70
outer end of lever L and adapted, in connec-
tion with spring k, to operate both levers K
and L for opening or closing said divided nut,

all substantially as described, and for the pur-

poses set forth. 7S|
4. The combination of the rotary table C

and its shaft a'- with the sliding carriage ]?,

having prong P, screw-shaft F, divided nut J,

levers K L, spring k, and catch O, all ar-

ranged substantially as herein shown andde- 8oj

scribed.

5. The combination of the table C with the
stylus / and friction -Avheel Q for rotating

said table C, said stylus and wheel being-

placed on opposite sides of said table and in 85

direct line with each other and at an equal
distance from the axis of the table and with
the screw-shaft F, gearing from the table C to

the shaft F, carriage B, nut J, levers K L, and
spring k, all arranged substantiallj^ as and for 90
the purposes specified.

In testimony whereof we have signed our
names to this specification in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses.

LOUIS ROSENTHAL.
SALOMON FRANK.

Witnesses:
Friedrich Oskar Kiehlmann,
Franz Borg,
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To all wlioTih it may concern:
Be it known that I, Louis S. Clarke, a resi-

dent of Pittsburg, in the count}' of Allegheny
and State of Pennsyh^ania, have invented a

5 new and usefullmprovementin Phonographs;
and I do hereb}" declare the following to be a
full, clear, and exact description thereof.

My invention relates to phonographs, its

object being to improve these instruments or
lo machines in certain particulars. It is well

known that both in the "phonograph" and
the " graphophone," as they are termed, it has
been considered necessary to employ two dia-

phragms, one for recording and the other for

15 reproducing, these two diaphragms in the
phonograph being arranged in a frame, and
it being necessary to swing the frame in order
to bring the one or the other diaphragm into

position, and in thegraphophone-machine the
20 different mechanisms for recording and for

reproducing being formed separate and the
one removed from the machine in order to

apply the other thereto.

,• One object of raj* invention is to overcome
251 this difficulty by so improving the machine

that thesame diaphragm is employed for both
recording and reproducing, the shifting of a
small lever being all that is necessary to make
the change.

30 Another object of my invention is to pro-

vide for the useof the phonograph recorder and
reproducer upon the graphophone-machine.
It is also found very desirable to provide for

the moving back of the diaphragm for a short

35 distance during reproducing in order to pro-

vide for the repetition of part of the record
made on the cylinder, and bj' my invention I

provide a simple means for obtaining this

result.

40 My invention has als^o certain further ob-

jects, all of which will be hereinafter more
fully set forth, and the special imi^rovements
embodied in my invention will be i)articu-

larly claimed.

45 To enable others skilled in the art to make
and use my invention, I will describe the

same more fully, referring to the accompany-
ing drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a side view showing the instrn-

50 ment in position for recording and showing
the diaphragm in sectional view. Fig. 2 is a
sectional view, partly in side elevation, show-

ing the machine in position for reproducing,
the driving-gearing being omitted. Fig. 3 is

a like sectional view, partly in side elevation, 55
showing the position of the machine when
the mechanism for drawing the diaphragm
backwardly is in operation. Fig. 4 is a top
or plan view of the machine. Fig. 5 is a de-
tail back view of part of the machine. Fig. 60
6 is a detail bottom i^lan view, and Fig. 7 is

a detail top plan view, of the diaphragm and
reversing mechanism.
Like letters of reference indicate like parts

in each figure. 65
My invention is illustrated as applied to a

graphophone-machine, though it is evident
that it can be well applied to the ordinary
phonograph - machine, such changes being
made therein as would be required, such as 70
in the supporting of the frame and the con-
nections with the feeding mechanism.
As illustrated in the drawings, the frame

A of the machine carries the cylinder-holder
a' by which the recording-cylinder a is sup- 75
ported, this ej^linder-holder being driven by
the pulley a^ and driving, through the gear-
ing a^ 0^, the shaft a^ and from it by suitable
gearing the feeding-screw &. The shaft a* ex-
tends the full length of the machine-frame, as 80
in the ordinary graphophone-machine. The
feeding-screw h is mounted in the upper part
of the machine-frame and inclosed in a sheath
l)\ and the frame B, carrying the diaphragm-
frame E, is mounted on the shaft a^ and the 85
sheath Z>', which incloses the major portion
of the feeding-screw 6.

The frame B has two side bars or plates W
extending down from the sleeve V, fitting
around the sheath 6', these two side plates 90
having the inwardly- extending portions If,

with forks 6" at the base thereof, which fit

around the shaft «* and the frame being thus
supported.
The frame B carries the concave face or 95

sectional nut c, which by the spring c' is
pressed upwardly into contact with the screw-
bar &, the frame being fed forward by the rota-
tion of the screw-bar when it is in engagement
with this nut c. The nut c has the extension 100
c^ which fits into a seat within the frame, its

base pressing upon the spring c', and this ex-
tension c^ has an arm c^ extending outwardly
through a slot in the frame into such position
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25

3°

45

5°

55

6o

striking against

as to engage with the mechanism for with-

drawing the nut, as hereinafterdescribed. For
the ordinary purposes of sliding the frame
back and forth on the bars on which it is

5 mounted to disengage the nut from the screw-
bar I employ the sliding bar d, having the

thumb-piece cV at the upper end thereof and
mounted in the lugs or bearings cF cV' of the
frame B, the coiled spring cZ* being confined

lo between the lower bearing (F and the collar

cV, secured by a set-screw to the bar fZand ex-

tending out into position to engage with the
arm c^ of the nut e, and so draw down the

nut when the sliding bar is pressed down-
T5 wardly. The rod has also the collar cV eon-

fined thereon by a set-screw to limit its up-

ward movement, said collar

the bearing cP.

The frame E, carrying the diaphi'agm F, is

2o mounted on the frame B at e, and it may
swing upwardly in said bearing, the frame E
having the spring e', which can engage with
the shaft a* to hold the diaphragm in its raised

position, as clearly shown in Fig. 3.

The frame E is formed in two parts—namely,
the diaphragm-carrier F' and the rear exten-

sion E'—these two parts being connected by
the bolt e* and being formed in two parts for

convenience in securing together the differ-

ent parts supported in the frame. The dia-

phragm-carrier F' is simply a ring having an
extension/' at one end and having a seat to

receive the ring/, within which the diaphragm
is clamped, which ring is held therein by tlie

35 set-screw/^, the diaphragm being supported
above the recording-cylinder a. Secured to

the ring / or diaphragm - carrier F' is the

weight g, which is employed with the Edison
reproducer, this weight being pivoted at the

40 forward end of the ring or carrier, as shown.
For the purposes of recording and reproduc-
ing I employ the lever h, having the record-

ing-stylus i directly under the diaphragm F
and having the reproducing-stylus Ic at the
other end, this lever h being pivoted at h' to

the weight g and being connected by the
link /' to the diaphragm F, this link being
pivoted at the forward end to the lever h
just above the recording-stylus i and at its

upper end to the lug i^, attached direetlj' to

the diaphragm. By such construction it is

evident that in making the record, when the

recording -stylus i is brought into position

upon the recording-cylinder, the vibrations

imparted to the diaphragm F are imparted
directly through the link i' to the recording-

stylus, said stylus being in such case sup-

ported by the bearing h'. When, however,
the reproducing-stylus k at tiie other end of

the lever is brought into contact with the

cylinder, as shown in Fig. 2, the vibrations

imparted by the c^'linder to the stylus are

transmitted through the lever h and link i

to the diaphragm F, so reproducing the sound.

65 This employment of a pivoted lever having the

recording-stylus at the one end and a I'epro-

duciug-stylus at the other end is one of the

main features of mj'^ invention, and the lever
maj' of course be mounted in anj' suitable

way, so as to give the desired i-esult—namel}',

the recording of the sound and the repro-

duction of the sound through the same dia-

phragm.
For the purpose of recording, as shown in

Fig. 1, it is desirable that the weight g shall

be held stationary, in which case the bearing
li' thereon acts as a stationary bearing for the
movement of the lever in recording, and for

this purpose I provide an adjusting-screw g',

passing through the diaphragm-carrier F',

against which the arm g'^ of the weight g
presses, this adjusting-screw (/'providing for

the necessary adjustment of the stylus in re-

cording. To hold the weight g up against the
screw g', I employ the spring-bar g^, secured
to the weight and extending forward, so as to

engage with the sliding reversing:-bar J,
mounted in suitable guides in the frame E, as
hereinafter set forth, the spring resting on the
upper surface of said bar when holding the
weight g up against its seat or adjusting-
screw, as shown in Fig. 1, but passing down
over the inclined forward end I' of the bar I,

when the apparatus is reversed for reproduc-
ing and permitting the weight to swing on its

pivot g*, so as to bring the reproducing-stylus
into contact with the recording-cj^linder, as
shown in Fig. 2, the weight being then free to

move and to hold the reproducing-stylus in

contact with the recording-cylinder, as in the
ordinary operation of the Edison reproducer.
It will be noticed that the weight g has thereon
what might be termed a "smoothing" block or
bridge g^, which travels in front of the re-

cording-stylus and supports the diaphragm-
frame at its forward end on the recording-
cylinder, raising and lowering the diaphragm-
frame according to any inequalities found in

the surface of the recording-cylinder. This
bridge also serves the purpose of smoothing
the surface of the cylinder and preparing it

for the making of the record thereon, and it

also acts in connection with the set-screw g'

to regulate the average depth of the record
made by the stylus.

It will be noticed that during the recording
operation the forward end of thediaphragni-
frame, which is heavier than the rear end
thereof, is free to rest upon and be supported
by the bridge resting on the recording-cylin-
der, as above stated, but that in reproducing
the rear end of the diaphragm-frame is de-
pressed and the frame is held in that position,
this being necessary to bring into proper po-
sition the reproducing-needle and to permit
the weight to move in its bearing to hold that
needle in contact with thereproducing-cj^lin-
der. In the mechanism shown this is accom-
plished by means of what I have termed the
"reversiug-bar" I, this bar extending over the
rear portion E' of the diaphragm-frame E and
being mounted in guideways or bearings e^ e^

thereon and having at the rear end the in-

clined face P, which engages with a like in-

70

75

80

i

8b

95

105

"5

f25

13c
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ciined face d' at the base of the releasiiiij-bar

d, so that wlien the bar I is in its forward po-

sition, through the spring g^, J^ holds the

weight g up against its seat and at the same
tTmerasTts rear inclined face does not engage
with the bar d, it permits the forward end of

L the diaphragm-frame to descend and be sup-

I ported bj' the recording-cylinder, as above set

* forth; but on the reversal of the apparatus
lo as this reversing-bar slides back it drops the

weight g, as above described, and at the same
time it passes under the bar d in the frame
B, as shown in Fig. 2, and presses down the

rear end of the diaphragm-frame E, and so

15 raises the forward end thereof from contact

with the recording-cylinder, the inclined face

F of the bar I passing under the inclined end
' d" of the bar d. As the forward end of the

diaphragm-frame is thus raised, it necessarily

20 lifts the recording-stylus i from contact with

the cylinder, and as the rear end of the weight

g is i)erraitted to drop it lowers the bearing

li' of the lever h, and these two movements
act to lower the reproducing-stylus Jc at the

25 rear end of the lever h and to bring it into

contact with the recording-cylinder, as shown
in Fig. 2. To produce this movement of the

reversing-bar I, I employ the lever m, which is

located at one side of the diaphragm and with-

30 in easy reach of the operator's finger, this

lever being pivoted at 7u' and extending down
through the diaphragm-holder F', and hav-

ing at its base a crank m^, which engages with

the reversing-bar /, extending into a seat F

35 thereon. THe movement of said lever m,
which is shown in the two positions for re-

cording and reproducing in Figs. 4 and 7, re-

spectively, is all that is necessary to change
the machine from recording to reproducing,

40 or vice versa, the lever carrying a plate n,

extending over an indicator-plate 11', contain-

ing the words " Recorder " and " Reproducer,"
so that the movement of the lever over the plate

01 discloses to view the name of the particular

45 styluswhich is in contact with the recording-

cylinder. ThetwopartsF'E'ofthediaphragm-
frarae E are bolted together, as above stated,

in order to secure the several parts in their

proper positions, and the forward end of

50 the reversing bar lis bent to one side, as shown
at l^, Fig. 7, so as to pass the bolt e, securing

the two parts of the diaphragm together. In

order to hold the reversing-bar in whichever
way is desired—such as for recording or re-

55 producing—I provide the spring-clip p, se-

cured to the rear portion of the frame E and
having the pintle j^' passing through the rear

bearing e^ of the reversing-bar I and engag-

ing with seats e^ in the reversing-bar. It" is

60 of course desirable to protect the points of

the recording and reproducing needles when
not in use, as these parts are very delicate,

and for this purpose it will be noticed that

the recording-needle is located close to the

65 bridge g'', and when the instrument is ar-

ranged for reproducing, as the weight g car-

rying this bar is lowered, the bridge is brought

below the stylus, and it is protected from in-

jury. Forthe same purposel form in the for-

ward end of the reversing-bar I a notch k', 70
into which the pointof the reproducing-stylus
enters when not in use, these two delicate
parts of the machine being thus protected
from injury.

It is often found desirable in these machines 75
to have the last few lines recorded upon the
cylinder repeated—such, forexample,as where
a dictation is interrupted and the operator
desires to ascertain the last sentence record-
ed—and as the instrument having the above- 80
described improvement applied to it can be
quickly changed from recording to reproduc-
ing, it is extremely desirable to have a means
for carrying back the diaphragm a short dis-

tance, in some cases shorter than could well 85
be accomplished by means of the hand-bare/,
above described. For this purpose I provide
a second or supplemental screw-bar r, which
has a coarser thread upon it than the feeding-
screw and might be termed a "receding" or 90
" return " screw. This screw-bar is mounted
in the machine-frame A, and has at one end
thereof a gear-wheel r', which meshes with
the gear-wheel d\ above referred to. The
acrew-bar passes between the frame B and the 95
bar d, just above the lower bearing cP of said
frame, and extending out from the frame B
are brackets s', in which is pivoted a lever S,

which extends to the forward part of the ma-
chine, as more clearly shown in Fig. 4. This 100
lever has rigidly attached thereto an arm s^
which extends forward over the screw-bar r
and carries at its forward end the sectional
nut s, which engages with the screw-bar r, so
that when the lever S is depressed the nut s 105
will engage with the screw-bar, and by the ro-

tation of the screw-bar will cause the frame
B,and with it the diaphragm-frame E and the
parts carried thereb}^ to be drawn back-
wardly. The pitch of the screw-bar and nut 110
and the speed thereof can be regulated ac-
cording to the speed to which it is desired
to recede or draw back the frame B. It is

evident, however, that as the nut c is nor-
mally in engagement with the main or feed- 115
ing screw b before the frame can be drawn
back ir, would be necessary to disengage the
nut c from the screw-bar b. In order to pre-
vent tlie stylus, either recording or repro-
ducing, which is in contact with the record- 120
ing -cylinder from scratching said cylinder
and to prevent injury to the stylus, it is

also necessary that the diaphragm-frame and
mechanism carried by it be raised. For this
purpose I provide the arm .s^ with a finger- 125
bar t, having the finger t', wliich extends
over the collar fp, secured to the sliding bar
d, and when the lever S is depressed this fin-

ger-bar acts to draw down the sliding bar d
and cause it to press upon the rear end of the 130
frame E or the rear end of the reversing-bar
I, and so depress the rear end of the dia-
phragm-frame and raise the forward end
thereof, and as the collar d-' is drawn down it
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engages with the arm c^ of the nut c aud draws
it out of engagement with tlie feeding-screw
h. A separate finger ou the finger-bar t might
engage with the arm c^ but it is not neees-

5 sary. These parts are held in this position
as long as the operator's finger is continued
on the lever S, and the nut s held in engage-
ment with the receding screw-bar ?'. As soon
as the lever S is released through the spring

lo d* on the sliding bar or other suitable mech-
anism the parts are carried into their normal
position, the nut .s being disengaged from the
screw-bar r, the nut c caused to engage with
the screw-bar h, aud the regular feeding oper-

15 ation is resumed.
The oi^eration of the apparatus brieflj' tie-

scribed is as follows: After the insertion of
the recording-cylinder in the cylinder-holder
the operator shifts the lever 711 until the re-

20 cording-stylus is brought into contact there-
with, aud he talks into the tube in the same
way as the phonograph is ordinarily used. If

he desires to reproduce the record so made,
all that is necessarj' is to press upon the slid-

25 ing bar d, which acts by pressure upon the
end of the diaphragm-frame to raise the dia-

phragm from the cylinder, and at the same
time through the collar cP and arm c^ of the
nut c to disengage said nut from the feeding-

30 screw ?>, and he slides the frame B backwardly
on its supporting or guide arms. Hecantheii,
by simpl3' shifting the lever 711, bring the re-

producing-stylus into contact with the cylin-

der in the manner above described when the

35 apparatus is ready for reproducing, the shift-

ing of the lever causing the backward move-
ment of the reversing-bar I, which by pressing
upon the base of the bar d causes the depres-
sion of the rear end of the diaphragm-frame E,

4c raising the forward end thereof aud drawing
up the recording-stylus, while at the same
time, through the inclined forward end of said
reversing-bar,the weight 5^ is lowered, thereby
lowering the bearing h' of the lever h, and the

45 reprodueing-stylusisbroughtintoeontactvvith
the recording-cylinder. Ileean thus shift from
recording to reproducing by the movement of

said lever and by the opposite movement of
the lever shift from I'eproducingto recording,

50 the movement in such case being, briefly

stated, to draw forward the reversing-lever Z,

so permitting the rear end of the diaphragm-
frame to rise and lowering the forward end
thereof, so lowering the recording-stylus, and

55 through the incline at the forward end of the
reversing-bar pressing on the spring g'^ to

raise the weight g and raise thereproducing-
stylus away from the recording-cylinder, the
weight of the forward end of the'diaphragm-

60 frame being supported on the bridge (7I The
recording and reproducing of the sound is thus
accomplished with the single diaphragm
through the medium of the lever /;, carrying
the recording-stylus at one end and the re-

65 producing-stylus at the other, and the neces-

sity for separate diaphragms for this purpose

is entirely overcome, the appai-atus being ar-
ranged as above described having by practi-
cal tests been shown to give as perfect results
as could be desired.
For the convenience of the operator—such

as where it is desired to read a few lines which
have been dictated and recorded—the instru-
ment has very great advantages, as all that
is necessary is to depress the lever S, when,
through the mechanism above described, the
frame will be drawn back as far as is consid-
ered desirable, and by shifting the lever m
from recording to reproducing the operator
can ascertain what was recorded, and as soon
as he reaches the end of the record can simply
shift the lever m from reproducing to record-
ing and continue his dictation to the instru-
ment.
The instrument is for its purposes simple

in construction, overcomes many of the objec-
tions to both styles of phonographs now on
the market, and practically combines all their
advantages and supplies many of the defi-

ciencies in the former machines in points re-
quired for practical business use.

I do not claim, broadly, the combination, in
a phonograph, with the diaphragm, of a re-
cording-point, and a separate reproducing-
point connected therewith and adapted to be
brought alternately into operative relation
with the same surface, as I am not the first

inventor thereof.

What I claim as my invention, and desire
to secure bj'^ Letters Patent, is

—

1. In a phonograph, the combination, Avith
the recording-surface, of a diaphragm and a
pivoted lever below the same and connected
thereto and carrying the recording-stj^lus at
one end and the reproducing-stylus at the
other end, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. In a phonograph, the combination, with
the reproducing -cylinder, of a diaphragm
above the same, and a lever pivoted below the
diaphragm and having one end connected by
a link to the diaphragm and provided with a
recording-stylus at the end connected to said
link and a reproducing-stylus at the opposite
or free end, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

3. In a phonograph, the combination of a
pivoted frame carrying a diaphragm at its

forward end and supported at its forward end
by a bridge resting upon the recording-cylin-
der, and a lever pivoted under the diaphragm
and having a recording-stylus at one end
thereof and that end connected to the dia-
phragm and a reproducing-stylus at the op-
posite or free end, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

4. In a phonograph, the combination of the
diaphragm, the weight (/, pivoted to the frame
thereof and havingthe bearing /i',andthelever
7t, pivoted in said bearing and having the re-

cording-stylus at one end thereof and that
end connected to the diaphragm and the re-
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pi'odueing- stylus at the other or free end
thereof, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

5. In a phonograph, the combination of the

5 diai^hragin, the weight g, pivoted to the frame
thereof and having the bearing h\ the lever

li, pivoted in said bearing and having the re-

cording-stylus atone end thereof and that
end connected to the diaphragm and the re-

lo producing -stylus at the other or free end
thereof, and means for holding said weight
rigid or permitting the free movement thereof,

substantial!}^ as and for the purooses set

forth.

IS 6. In a phonograph, the combination of the

diaphragm, the weight g, jiivoted to the frame
thereof and having the bearing li\ the lever

h, pivoted in said bearing and having the re-

cording-stylus at one end thereof and that
2o end connected to the diaphragm and the re-

producing -stylus at the other or free end
thereof, and the spring r/^ and sliding bar I,

having an inclined forward end engaging with
said spring, substantiall}^ as and for the pur-

25 poses set forth.

7. In a phonograph, the combination of the
diaphragm-frame carrying the weight g, pro-

vided with thebridge (y''and having the bearing
h', and the lever li, pivoted in said bearing and

30 connected at one end to the diaphragm and
having the recording -stylus at that end and
having the reproducing-stylus at the opposite
or free end, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

35 8. In a phonograph, the combination, with
the pivoted lever 7i, connected to the diaphragm
and having the reproducing-stylus at its free

end, of the sliding bar I, having a notch h' to

receive the reproducing-stylus when not in

40 use, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

9. In a phonograph, the combination of the
frame B, the frame E, pivoted therein, and
the sliding bar on the frame E, adapted to en-

45 g?^gQ with the frame B and to press down the
rear end of the diaphragm-frame E and so
raise the diaphragm, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

10. In a phonograph, the combination of the
50 frame E, pivoted in the frame B, the revers-

ing-lever m, and the sliding reversing-bar /, en-
gaging at its forward end with the lever and
having the inclined face V to engage with the
frame B and so depress the rear end of the

55 diaphragm-frame, substantialh^ as and for the
purposes set forth.

11. In a phonograph, the combination of the
frame E, carrying the diaphragm at its for-

ward end, the weight g^ pivoted to the dia-
60 phragm-frame, and the reversing-bar I, hav-

ing the inclined face V, acting to raise the
weight g, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

12. In a phonograph, the combination of the

pivoted diaphragm-frame E, the sliding re- 65

versing-bar /, having seat e^ therein, and the

spring-clip jj, engaging with said seat e^ sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

13. In a phonograph, the combination of a

diaphragm-frame carrying thereon an indi- 70

eating-plate, and a reversing-lever provided
with a plate extending over said indicating-

plate and acting in its movement to cover part

thereof and expose part thereof, and the re-

versing-bar I, operated by said lever, substan- 75

tially as and for the purposes set forth.

1-1. In a phonograph, the combination of the

feeding-screw &,the nut c, engaging therewith
and having the arm c'^, and the frame B, hav-
ing the sliding bar d, provided witb a collar 80

cV, engaging with said arm c'\ substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

15. In a lAonograph, the combination of the

frame B, carrying the sliding bar d, having an
inclined lower end, and the diaphragm-frame 85

E, pivoted in the frame B and carrying the

sliding reversing-bar I, having the inclined

rear end V, substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

IG. In a phonograph-machine, the combi- 90
nation of the receding screw r, the frame B,

and the lever S, pivoted therein and having
the arm s^ rigid therewith and carrying the

sectional nut s, engaging with said receding
screw r, substantially as and for the purposes 95
set forth.

17. In a phonograph, the combination of the

feeding-screw h and its nut c, engaging there-

with, the receding screw r, the frame B, and the

lever S, pivoted therein and having an arm s^, 1 00

carrying the nut s and carrying the finger-

bar t, engaging with and acting to withdraw
the nut c when the nut s is thrown into en-

gagement with the screw-bar r, substantially

as and for the purposes set forth. 105

18. In a phonograph, the combination of the

receding screw r, the frame B, carrying the

sliding bar d, engaging at its base with the dia-

phragm-frame, and the lever S, pivoted in the

frame B and having the arm s^, carrying the iic

nut s, engaging with the screw-bar r and hav-
ing the finger-bar /, provided with the finger

engaging with the collar fp on said sliding

bar d, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth. 115

19. In a phonograph, the combination of the
machine-frame A, having the shaft a*, the

frame B, and the diaphragm-frame E,iiivoted
in the frame B and carrying the spring e', en
gaging with said shaft a^ substantially as 120

and for the purposes set forth.

In testimony whereof I, the said Louis S.

Clarke, have hereunto set my hand.

LOUIS S.

Witnesses;
J. N. Cooke,
ROBT. D. TOTTEN.

CLARKE.
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To all ivJiovi it viay concern:

Be it knowu that I, Leon F. Douglass, a

citizen of tlie United States, residing at Wash-
ins^ton. District of Columbia, have invented

certain new and useful Improvements in Meth-
ods of and Means for Duplicating or Trans-
ferring Phonographic Records; and I herebj'

declare the following to be a full, clear, and ex-

act description of the same, such as will enable

others skilled int heart to which it appertains

to make and nse the same.

My invention relates to a new and useful

method of duplicating or transferring phono-
graphic records; and it consists, generallj'

stated, in delivering the sound-waves emitted

by the reproducing-diaphragni to a receiving-

diaphragm carrying the cutting-stylus, which
causes said diaphragm to move successively

or in the order of the force of the sonnd-waves
2o and cut like forms of sound-waves upon the

receiving phonogram-blank, thus making a

duplicate of the record.

A second feature of the invention resides

in iiroviding means for confining and direct-

25 ing the sound-waves from one diaphragm to

the other.

A third feature resides in delivering the

sound-waves through a channel or conduit of

rarefied air or air at a reduced pressure, and,

30 finally, in the construction and arrangement
of the several parts, whereby these features

are obtained, all as will hereinafter be de-

scribed, and afterward pointed out in the

claims.

35 In the accompanying drawings, forming a

part of this specification, like symbols of ref-

erence refer to like parts wherever they oc-

cur, in which

—

Figure 1 is a plan view showing the dia-

40 phragms in position on the respective cylin-

ders and the flexible conduit for conducting

the sound-waves from one diaphragm to the

other. Fig. 2 is a cross-section through one
of the diaphragms, showing the air-tight con-

45 nection of the conduit therewith.

In the drawings, 1 indicates the phonogram-
record, mounted upon a mandrel of any ordi-

nary or approved construction, which is

turned by the screw-shaft 2 in the usual man-

50 ner.

3 is the guide-rod, mounted in supports 4,

upon which is mounted the sleeve 5, carrj-ing

the arm G, which supjiorts and carries the dia-

plu-agm or reproducer, said arm and its con-
tained diaphragm orreproducer being moved 55
along by a feed-arm (not shown) and which
co-operates with the screw-shaft 3. The re-

ceiving - phonogram blank 100 is similarly
mounted and operated by mechanism which
may be connected with or l)e operated inde- 6c
pendentlj^ of the mechanism which operates
the record-phonogram; but this I deem un-
important, as it forms no particular feature
in this present invention.
The record diaphragm orreproducer is pro- 65

vided with an arm or extension 7, the func-
tion of which being to throw the reprodueing-
stylus 9 into or out of engagement with the
phonogram-record cylinder. This arm or ex-

tension I also prefer to mount upon the re- 70
ceiving-diaphragm, in order that either or
both diaphragms may be put into or out of
engagement with their respective phono-
grams. I connect the reproducing and receiv-

ing diaphragms by a conduit or flexible pipe 75
connection 10, said pipe extending through a
thimble 11 and into a nose or extension 12 on
the respective diaphragms.

13 indicates a conical-shaped flexible thim-
ble or ferrule fitting tightly around the ends 80
of the connecting- conduit 10 and into the
noses 12 of the diaphragms, thus making an
air-tight connection between the same and
confining the sound-waves therein. I prefer-
ably rarefy or reduce the atmosphere in the 85
conduit 10, in order to more readily transmit
the sound-waves and make the diaphragms
more susceptible to vibration on account of
pressure of the outside air.

To reduce the air in the conduit, it is only 90
necessary to compress the same before inser-

tion, which will exclude a portion of the air

therefrom, and the conduit will of its own as-

sertion of elasticity resume its normal position.

I have illustrated in Fig. 1 the ordinary- 95
means of operation of the several phono-
grams; but I do not wish to be understood as
confining myself to such construction, as it is

obvious that any suitable mechanism may be
substituted and employed to accomplish the 100
same results without in the least departing
from the nature and principle of ray invention.
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Having thus described my invention, what I

claim, and desire to secure by Letters Patent

of the United States, is—
1. The method herein described of dupli-

5 eating or transferring phonographic records,

which consists in delivering the sound-waves

emitted by the reproducing- diaphragm in

contact with the record-phonogram to a re-

ceiving-diaphragm, which actuates the cut-

lo ting-stylus in contact with the receiving-pho-

nogram blaniv, thereby making a copy of said

sound-waves upon the receiving phonogram-

blank, substantially as and for the purposes

described.

IS 2. The combination, with the record-phono-

gram, of a receiving-blank phonogram, a dia-

phragm for receiving vibrations from the rec-

ord-phonogram, and a diaphragm for trans-

mitting vibrations or sound-wave forms on

2o the receiving-blank phonogram, substantially

as and for the purposes described.

3. The combination, with the record-phono-

gram, of a diaphragm adapted to be vibrated

thereby, a diaphragm adapted to be vibrated

by the sound-waves emitted by the first dia- 25

phragm, and a receiving-blank phonogram for

receiving the vibrations from the latter dia-

phragm, substantially as and for the purposes

described.
4. The combination, with the record and re- 30

ceiving-blank phonograms, of diaphragms in

juxtaposition thereto, provided with repro-

ducing and cutting stjdi, and a conduit of

rarefied air connecting the two diaphragms,

substantially as and for the purposes de- 35

scribed.

In testimony whereof 1 affix my signature,in

presence of two witnesses, this IGth day of

March, 1892.

LEON F. DOUGLASS.

Witnesses:
AVm. a. Easterday,
F. R. Cornwall.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, James P. Magenis, of

North Adams, in the county of Berkshire and
State of Massachusetts, have invented a new

5 and Improved Telephonograph, of which the

following is a specification, reference being

had to the annexed drawings, forming a part

thereof, in which

—

Figure 1 is an end elevation, partly in sec-

10 tion, of my improved telephonograph. Fig.

2 is a sectional elevation of the magnetic pho-

nograph-cylinder. Fig. 3 is a diagram of the

telephonograph, showing the electric connec-

tions. Fig. 4 is a transverse section of a modi-

15 fied form of diaphragm-cell, showing the mag-
net arranged above the stylus-lever; and Fig.

5 is an inverted plan view of the same.
Similar letters of reference indicate corre-

sponding parts in all the views.

The object of my invention is to construct

a combined microphone, telephone, and pho-

nograph by means of which while the oper-

ator is telephoning to a distant station a rec-

ord of the words uttered by the operator will

be made upon a phonograph-cylinder at both

ends of tlie line, so that a record may be pre-

served and the necessity of transmitting the

phonograms from one place to another may
be avoided.

.

My object is also to construct a magnetic
phonographic cylinderby means of which the

pressure of the stylus upon the record-cylin-

der will be augmented by magnetic attraction

instead of by gravity; also, to provide means

35 whereby the recording-stylus of the phono-

graph will be assisted by the microphonic and
telephonic action.

My object is also, furthez-, to provide means
for cutting, a groove in the phonographic cyl-

40 inder preparatory to making a record by the

cylinder.

My invention consists in the combination,

in a phonograph, of a diaphragm-cell, a sty-

lus-carrying lever provided with an armature,

45 and a magneticphonograph-cylinderarranged

to act upon the armature of the stylus-carry-

ing lever.

It also consists in the combination, with the

stylus- carrying lever, of an auxiliary arma-

50 ture, an electro-magnet arranged to act upon
the armature, and a microphone connected

20

25

30

with the mouthpiece of the phonograph and
connected up in circuitwith the distant-stylus-

lever-operating electro-magnet; also, in the
combination, with the stylus-carrying lever, 55
of a telephonic magnet for assisting the dia-

phragm in the producti'on of the record.

It also consists in a novel arrangement of

carriage-feeding mechanism, all as will be
hereinafter more fully described 60

In the frame A of the phonograph is "jour-

naled a shaft B, which receives motion in any
convenient way and upon the overhanging
end of which is placed the phonograph-cylin-
der C. The said cylinder is made of mag- 65
netic material, and its ends are chambered to

receive the magnet-coils a a', the terminals

of which are connected with the rings h V;
carried on the shaft B, but insulated there-

from. The current for charging the coils a 70
a' and energizing the cylinder C is taken
from the contact-springs c c', which bear upon
the rings h h' and are connected with the
local battery in the manner presently to be
described. " 75

In the frame A are supported the rods D
E, parallel with the shaft B. Upon the rod

D is placed the arm F, which carries the
diaphragm-cell G, containing the diaphragm
d, which is clamped by its edge in the usual 80

way. The diaphragm-cell is provided above
and below the diaphragm with resonance-
chambers d' cZl The free end .of the arm
F is provided with a saddle e, which is swiv-

eled to a screw /, passing through the end 8.5

of the arm F. By means of this screw the
diaphragm -cell G is raised or lowered, ac-

cording to the requirements. IBetween ears

g, projecting from the under surface of the
diaphragm-cell G, is fitted a stylus-carrying 90
lever H, which is furnished with armatures h
h\ which are within the in flueuce of the mag- 1

netic cylinder C. To the diaphragm d is at-

tached the upper end of the stylus i, the lower
part of which is pivoted in the lever H. The 95
stylus i is adapted to act upon the phono-
gram-cylinder I, carried by the magnetic cyl-

inder C, the said cylinder C being made
slightly tapering to insure the perfexit fitting

of the phonogram-cylinder I. The lever H io(

is prolonged beyond the diaphragm-cell and
provided with an armature j, which is held
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within the field of an electro-magnet m, at-
tached to the arm F by means of the bracket
k and the clamping-screw I, the said bracket
having an elongated opening for the screw to
permit of adjusting the magnet in along the
lerfgth of the arm F, as may be required.
The magnet m may be eitlier a polarized or
a plain electro-magnet. AVhen a polarized
magnet is required, the core of the magnet
and the bracket k for supporting the same
are made of steel tempered and magnetized.
To the arm F is also adjustably secured a
bracket n, provided at its lower end with
bearings, in which is journaled a shaft 0, car-
rying a cutter 2h which is narrower than the
stylus, for forming a groove in the surface of
the phonogram -cylinder I, the said groove
being formed in the path of the stylus i, so
that when the said stylus makes its record it
will be formed principally at the edges of the
groove. The cutter^? is rotated by connection
with any rotating part of the phonograph.
The tube J, connected with the monthpiece

K, is branched, one end thereof being in com-
munication with the central aperture q of the
diaphragm-cell G, the other end being con-
nected with the microphone L, which mavbe
of any approved construction, and will not,
therefore, require a special description.

In the frameA is journaled a feed-screw M,
to which is fitted a half-uvit?', cor ^cted with
the arm F by a bowed spring s. The screwM is located below and slightly in front of
the rod D, so that when the arm F is raised
it will disengage the half-nut r from the screw
and will re-engage it as the arm is lowered.
The microphone L is connected up in the

local telephone-circuit, as shown in Fig. 3,
with the battery i and primary wire of' the
induction-coil N, and the coils, a a'of the
magnetic cylinder C are in the shunt-circuit.
The amount of current sent through the coils
a a' of the cylinder C is regulated by the va-
riable resistance ?i, and the amount of current
sent through the microphone is regulated by
the variable resistance v. The secondary
wire of the induction-coil N is connected
with one terminal of the magnet m, the re-
maining terminal of the said magnet being
connected with the ground, as shown. The
other terminal of the secondary wire of the
induction-coil N is connected with the line-
wire, which leads to the secondary wire of
the induction-coil of a similar instrument at
a distant station and tlirough the said in-
duction-coil to the magnet ?» andthoground,
as in the first instance.
When sounds are uttered in the mouthpiece

K, the diaphragm d in the cell G is vibrated
and a record is produced upon the phono-
gram-cylinder I while it is rotated, and at the
same time the diaphragm of the microphone
Is vibrated, transmitting impulses to the dis-
tant station, which, acting upon the magnet
m, cause the stylus -carrying lever II to vi-
brate and produce a record upon the distant

phonogram-cylinder similar to that which is
produced at the transmitting-station. In ad-
dition to the effect thus described, the mag-
net m assists the voice in producing the roc- 70
ord at the transmitting-station.
Instead of simultaneously transmiuing

speech by the microphone and making a rec"-
ord by means of the phonograph at the trans-
mitting-station, a phonogram may be placed 71
on the cylinder C and made to vibrate the '

diaphragm d, and the vibrations thus pro-
duced may be transmitted to the microphone
through the branched pipe J, and the mes-
sage may thus be transmitted to adistantsta- 80
tion. The resonance-chamber d- is provided
with a tube d\ which is connected with a
stethoscopic ear -tube. The operator may
transmit speech and hear by the use of the
stethoscopic tube. As the instruments at op- 8<;

posite ends of the line are exactly alike, a de- "

scriptionof one will suffice for both.
In the modifications shown in Figs. 4 and .5

the diaphragm d^ in the cell G' is rectangu-
lar in form and is bound only at its ends, 90
leaving the spaces e' at its edges. In ears
projecting from the diaphrarrra-cell G'is piv-
oted a lever H', connected with the diaphragm
and carrying a stylus i'. An electro-magnet
m', supported by the diaphragm-cell above 95
the lever ir, acts upon an armature j', carried
by the said lever.

Having thus described my invention, I claim
as new and desire to secure by Letters Pat-
ent

—

1. In a telephonograph or phonograph, the
combination of a record-cylinder, a recording
and reproducing stylus or styluses, a raag^
netic cylinder, and a stylus-operating lever
furnished with one or more armatures held in
the field of the magnetic cylinder, substan-
tially as specified.

2. In a telephonograph or phonograph, the
combination, with the mouthpiece and stylus-
carrying lever of a phonograph, of an arma- no
ture attached to the stylus-carrying lever,
an electro-magnet adapted to act upon the ar-
mature, and a microphone attached to the
phonograph mouthpiece and connected up in
an electric circuit with the stylus-lever mag- 115
net, substantially as specified.

3. In a telephonograph or phonograph, the
diaphragm-supporting arm, the guide-rod for
supporting one end of the same, the feed-
screw, the curved spring attacned to the arm, 120
and the half-nut carried by the curved spring
and adapted to engage the screw when the di.v
phragm-supporting arm is in the position of
use, substantially as specified.

4. In a telephonograph or phonograph, the rz?
combination, with the diaphragm - carrying
arm F, of the adjusting-screw /, the saddle
e, swiveled to the adjusting-screw, and the
guide-rod E, substantially as specified.

5. In a telephonograph or phonograph, the 130
combination of a rectangular diaphragm
bound at the ends and free at the edges, an

100

10c
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eleetro-iiiaguet, and a lever carrying a stylus

and armature and adapted to be operated by
thp joint action of the diaphragm and elec-

tro-magnet, substantially as specified.

G. In a telephonograph or phonograph, the
combination of the magnetic cylinder C, the
stylus-carrying lever IT, provided with the ar-

matures 7), 7i', and J, the magnet 771, the micro-
phone or transmitter L, and the battery and
line connections, substantially as specified.

7. The combination, in a telephonograph or

phonograph, of a magnetic rccord-cjdinder, a
vibratory diaphragm carrying a recording-
stylus, and an armature connected with tlie

stylus and supported in the field of the mag-

netic record-cylinder, substantially as speci-

fied.

8. In a telephonograph or phonograph, the
combination, with the phonograph-diaphragm
and recording-stylus, of a microphone ar-

ranged to be operated simultaneously with
the phonograph-diaphragm, armatures con-
nected with the recording-stylus, and fin elec-

tro-magnet arranged to act upon the said ar-

mature and placed in the circuit of the dis-

tant microphone, substantially as specified.

JAMES P. MAGENIS.
Witnesses:

Smith Jay,
George B. Torrey.
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To all wJiom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Vinzenz Lahola, a sub-

jectof the Emperor of Austria-Hungary, resid-

ingatVienna,intheProvinceofLowerAustria,
S in the Empire of Austria-Hungary, have in-

vented certain new and useful Improvements
in Phonographs; and I do hereby declare the
following to be a full, clear, and exact descrip-
tion of the invention, such as will enable oth-

lo ers skilled in the art to which it appertains
to make and use the same, reference being-

had to the aecompanj'ing drawings, and to

letters and figures of reference marked there-
^ on, which form a part of this specification.

1 5 This invention relates to phonographs, and
has for its object certain improvements ap-
plicable to phonographs in which the phono-
gram-carrier is driven by a spring or like

motor requiring to be wound up, and certain
2o improvements applicable to phonographs gen-

erally.

The invention consists in structural fea-
'' tures and in combinations of co-operative

elements, as will now be fully described, ref-

25 erence being had to the accompanying draw-
ings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional view.
Fig. 2 a left-hand end elevation. Fig. 3 a cross-

section on line ic a: of Fig. 4, and Fig. 4 a top
30 plan view, of a phonograph embodying some

of my improvements. Fig. 5 is au under
side view of the producer or reproducer and
part of its supporting-lever. Fig. 6 is a sec-

tional view thereof, taken on line y y oi Fig. 5.

35 Fig. 7 is a sectional elevation illustrating mj^
improvements in the construction of the pro-
ducer or reproducer and its arrangement rela-

tively to the blank or phonogram cylinder
carrier, and Fig. 8 is a sectional view thereof.

40 Fig. 9 is a sectional end elevation of the pho-
nograph, showing the motor. Fig. 10 is a per-
spective view of the stop mechanism for the
motor governor or fly, and Fig. 11 is a like
view of a portion of the motor.

'45 Similar symbols indicate like parts wher-
ever such may occur in the above-described
figures of drawings.
The carrier for the phonogram-blank or for

the phonogram may be revolved by any suit-

50 able motor, and in the drawings I have shown
a spring-motor, with which I have combined

means whereby the revolution of the carrier

is automatically stopped as soon as the mo-
tor is about to run down and whereby the
overwinding of the motor-spring is avoided. 55
Referring more particularlj' to Figs. 2, 9,

10, and 11, on the winding-arbor a^ is secured
a gear-wheel 1, that meshes with a wheel 2 on
an arbor 12, which latter also carries a pin-

ion 3 in gear with a wheel 4 on the arbor 13 60
of the motor-spring S, whose ends are re-

spectively secured to said arbor 13 and to a
pin secured to the frame-plates a and a'. By
means of the described gearing the spring S
is wound up by the revolution of the arbor 65
al The gear-wheel 2 also meshes with a pin-
ion 5 on an arbor G, which latter carries a
radial arm 7, that has pivoted thereto a pawl
8 in perpetual engagement with the teeth of

a ratchet-wheel 9, formed integral with or rig- 70
idly secured to a worm-wheel 19, in gear with
a spirally-threaded j^ortion of the governor or
fly spindle 14. The ratchet 9 and worm-wheel
19 are loosely mounted on arbor 6, which
latter also carries a pinion 16, in gear with 75
a pinion li^on arbor /«', that carries the radial

arms h^, to which the rods h, that revolve the
blank or x)Jionogram carrier, are secured, as

hereinafter explained. It will thus be seen
that when the motor-spring S is wound up the 80
arbor 6 will be revolved, thereby revolving
the blank or phonogram carrier, returning the
same to its starting-point. Inasmuch as the
ratchet-wheel 9 and worm-wheel 19 are loosely

mounted on the arbor, and inasmuch as the 85
spindle 14 for the governor or flj^ of the motor
is locked against rotation during said wind-
ing up, as will be described presently, the
pawl 8 will ride idly over the teeth of ratchet

9, the arbor G revolving in the direction of 90
the arrow. Fig. 11.

The winding-arbor d^ has a radial lug a^
Figs. 1 and 4, and has its outer end attenu-
ated. On the attenuated end of the arbor o?

is mounted a coiled spring cZ', that has bear- 9c

ing upon a collar at the end of said attenu-
ated portion of the arbor and upon an annu-
lar shoulder formed within the barrel of the
winding-key D, said barrel having at its end
a flange or collar (Z, from the inner face o. 1

which projects a lug d', adapted to engage the

lug a^ on arbor a? and cfcryii he same along
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when the key is revolved. As is readily seen,

the spring cV on arbor a- tends to move the

key D, with its lug cV, into engagement with
the lug a^ on arbor a^, thereby insuring the

5 revolution of the latter arbor when the lugs

are in engagement and the key is revolved in

the proper direction for the purpose of wind-
ing up the motor-spring S. When the motor
is in operation, however, the lug d' on key D

TO is held out of engagement with the lug a^ on
arbor a~, as will be described.

The arbor for the motor-spring, as well as

all the arbors for the train of gearing de-

scribed, have their bearings in frame-plates

15 a and a', and in said plates is also pivoted a
shaft h', that serves as a fulcrum for two le-

vers B and B', respective!}". The lever B is

secured to the shaft h' at the left end outside

of the end fi-ame plate a in such a position as

20 to lie on the collar d of the winding-key when
said key has been moved inwardly to bring
its lug d' into engagement with the lug d^ on
the winding-arbor ct? whenever it is necessary
to wind up the motor-spring, or said lever B

25 may be interposed between the collar d and
frame-plate a to hold the said lugs out of en-

gagement with each other when the motor is

running.
The lever B has near its free end a i)rojec-

30 tion h, and on the spindle 14 of the governor
or fly of the motor are secured two radial

arms c c.

When the lever B is interposed between the
collar d of the winding-key and the frame-

35 plate a, the motor is free to operate, the pro-

jection h on lever B then occupying a position

below the arinsc c. When, however, it is de-

sired to stop the motor, either for the purpose
of winding up the motor-spring S, or for any

40 other purpose, the lever B is lifted from be-

tween the collar d and frame-plate a suf-

ficiently to allow the key J) to be moved to-

ward said frame-plate, so that the lever B
will rest on said collar, in which position the

45 projection h on said lever will lie in the path
of the arms c c on the governor-spindle and
arrest the motion thereof, and consequently
the operation of the motor, as will be readily
understood and as can be clearly seen by an

50 inspection of Figs. 2, 5, 9, 10, and 11.

In order that the motor may be automati-
cally stopped when the motor-spring S is

nearly unwound and in order to avoid over-
winding of said spring, the arbor 13 of the

55 spring carries a double-tootiied cam 30, Fig.

3, whose teeth alternately engage the teeth of

mutilated gear 31 as the spring-arbor re-

volves, thereby revolving the said mutilated
gear also, the number of teeth on the gear

60 being such that after a given number of rev-

olutions of the arbor 13 in one or the other
direction one of the teeth of the cam 30 will

impinge upon the untoothed portion of the
mutilated gear, whereby the further rotation

65 of the arbor 13 is prevented, but said arbor
is free to revolve in an opposite dii-ection.

Supposing that the spring is unwound, or

nearly so, when the cam 30 and gear 31 are
in the relative positions shown in Fig. 3, it is

obvious that said arbor is held against rota- 70
tion in the direction of arrow 37, but not in

a reverse direction, so tliat said spring may
be wound up, and when nearlj^ fully wound
one of the teeth of cam 13 will again come
in contact with the untoothed portion of the 75
gear to prevent the arbor 13 from further ro-

tation.

By the devices described the motor is au-
tomatically stopped as soon as the motor-
spring is unwound or wound up again, while 80

the said motor maj^ be locked against opera-
tion at anj' time through the medium of the
lever B, by means of which the winding-key
is also thrown out of operation.
The blank or phonogram carrier cylinder E' 85

has screw-threaded bearings and is mounted
on a correspondingly-threaded shaft If, as

usual, the unthreaded left end Ji' of which has
its bearings in the motor-frame i)lates a and
a', said unthreaded portion having an inte- 90
riorly-threaded socket in its end for the re-

ception of a locking or binding screw h^, Fig.

2, by the loosening of which screw the shaft

maj' be adjusted about its axis, for purposes
hereinafter explained, the shaft being pro- 95
vided with suitable handles 7t'l

On the shaft 11 is loosely mounted the pin-

ion h^, from whose hub ijroject two radial arms
Ji^, to each of which is secured a rod li, here-

inbefore refei'red to, that extends through ico

suitable holes in the left-hand head of the car-

rier-cylinder E', the said pinion being driven
by the winding-up gear-, so that in winding
the motor-spring the carrier E' is returned to

its normal position—that is to say, from its 105

position shown in Fig. 1 toils position shown
in Fig. 4.

The producer and reproducer E is secured
to a lever L, that is fulcrumed or j)i voted to

a post/, rising from the main frame F of the no
phonograph, and carries at its outer end an
adjusting-screw rj,hy means of which the de-

gree of contact between the producing or re-

producing point e and the blank or phono-
gram cylinder is regulated. In winding up 115

the motor-spring it is desirable that this con-
tact should be interrupted to avoid wear of

the record, and to this end the shaft h' car-

ries at its right-hand end the lever B', here-
inbefore referred to, from the free end of 120

which projects a pin h'^, that extends under
the outer or free end of the producer and re-

producer carrier-lever L.

It will readily be seen that when the lever
B is lifted onto the flange c? of the key-bai'rel 125

the lever B' is also lifted, thereby lifting le-

ver L and the producer or reproducer and in-

terrupting the contact between the point or

style e and the blank or phonogram cylinder
E'. On the other hand, when the key D is 130
drawn outwardlj^ against the stress of its

spring to disengage the lug d' from the lug
a^ on the winding-arbor the lever B, as well

as the lever B', drop, thereby starting the mo-
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tor and re-establishing tlie contact between
the point or style e and the blank or phono-
gram cjilnder, said lever B preventing the

key D from again moving inward, thns allow-

ing the motor to drive the carrier E' until said

lever B is again lifted or until the motor has
run down. It is therefore not possible to ar-

rest the motor and wind the motor -spring
without interrupting the contact between the

blank or phonogram cylinder and the point e

or start said motor without re-establishing the

contact.

In phonographs as heretofore constructed
the driving-shaft that drives the blank or pho-
nogram cylinder or that moves the producing
or reproducing point has about one hundred
threads to the inch to avoid loss of space. It

is not only very difficult and tedious to cut so

fine a thread, but as a rule these driving-shafts
have been made very slender and compara-
tivel}'^ short to avoid any deviation thereof
from a straight line. It is of course desirable,

especially when the carrier is moved longitudi-

nally instead of the producer or reproducer,
to jirovide a sufficiently-strong supporting-
shaft, and to avoid the necessitj'^ of cutting a
verj' tine thread on such a shaft I make the
same adjustable about its axis, so that the
blank or phonogram cylinder may be prop-

erly adjusted for the production or reproduc-
tion of the phonogram tracks or threads be-

tween the track or thread of a phonogram
traced thereon. By these means any desired

pitch within certain limits may be given to

the screw-thread on the shaft H, so that in

producing or reproducing a phonogram after

a line or thread of the record has been pro-

duced or reproduced a partial revolution may
be imparted to the shaft H, while the carrier

remains stationary, so that the producing or

reproducing point will register with the space
between the first record track or thread, and
this may be repeated as many times as the

space between the first record ti'ack or thread
will permit. I am thus enabled to obtain with

a comparatively coarsely-threaded shaft a
record the tracks of which are as close to-

gether if not closer than those obtained with
a finely-threaded shaft, as will be readily un-
derstood.

In phonographs as heretofore constructed
the producer or reproducerhas been arranged
so that the producing or reproducing dia-

phragm lies in a plane tangential to the blank
or phonogram cylinder, the sound being trans-

mitted to and from one side of said diaphragm.
I have found that the vibrations of the dia-

phragm in producing and the reproduction
of the sound in reproducing can be greatly

intensified by transmitting the sound to and
from both sides of the diaphragm, and this

arrangement I have shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

The producer or reproducer E, as shown, is

arranged with its longitudinal axis parallel

with the shaft II, and consequently parallel

with the longitudinal axis of the blank or

phonogram cylinder, the diaphragm e' being

85

secured in the casing, so as to lie in a plane at
right angles to the shaft H, said casing being
provided with two branches e~ e^leading to the 70
opposite sides of the diaphragm for the con nec-
tion of the mouth or ear piece or pieces. In
producing, the connecting-tube will be pro-

vided with two branches leading to a single

mouthpiece, while in reproducing, two tubes, 75
each provided with an ear-piece, may be con-
nected with the branches e^ instead of a
branched tube, as has been the case hereto-
fore. In this manner the sound has been
transmitted to or from both sides of the dia- 80
phragm, the vibrations or sound reproduc-
tions of which being greatly intensified, the
reproduced sounds being more distinct, clear,

and sharp than is the case with a reproducer
arranged as usual.

The vibrations of the diaphragm e', instead
of being transmitted directly to the produc-
ing-poiut, as is the case in phonographs as I

now constructed, are transmitted to an inter- \

mediate element— as, for instance, a rock- 90 /

shaft—to which the producing or reproducing !

point is secured and which maybe called the
" point-holder," which shaft or holder is adapt-
ed to be oscillated or rocked by the dia-

phragm. The holder, as shown, is centered 95
on cone-screws and connected with the dia-

phragm by a connecting rod or wire E^, se-

cured in a button e', attached centrally to said
diaphragm, said holder having an arm pro-

vided with a sleeve for the reception of the 100
producing or reproducing point e, said sleeve
being made tapering, so that the point may
be firmly pressed into and held therein. It

is obvious that the point e may be directly

connected with and vibrated bj^ the dia- 105
phragm e'; but the provision of a holder for

the point admits of the interchangeable use
of producing and reproducing points. This
feature is of great importance in such cases
where the record is to be repeatedly repro- no
duced, as it is well known that if the produc-
ing-point is used for reproducing the record
the latter Avill soon wear away and be oblit-

erated entirely. If, however, a reproducing-
point narrower than the record track or thread 1 1

5

is employed this is not the case, as the sounds
will be reproduced i^rovided the point is in
contact with the bottom of the track, so that
if the latter is made comparatively wide—as,

for instance, by a chisel-point—and a pointed 120
reproducing-point is used there is not only
considerable mai'gin for adjustment, but the
track is not so liable to be obliterated. In
these adjustments the advantages of support-
ing the producer and reproducer from a lever 125
and providing the adjusting-screw g will be
readily understood.
Having thus described my invention, what

I claim as new therein, and desire to secure
by Letters Patent, is

—

130
1. In a phonograph, the combination, with

the blank or phonograph cylinder carrier, of
a producer or reproducer arranged above said
carrier and comprising a casing, a diaphragm
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20

arranged therein with its axis parallel to the
axis of rotation of the cylinder, two sound-
ducts leading to opposite sides of the dia-

phragm, a stylus-carrier adapted to rock in

bearings on the under side of said casing,

said stylus-carrier being connected with the
diaphragm by an arm E-, a hinged support
for said producer or reproducer, and an ad-

justing device for adjusting the same rela-

tively to the phonograph-carrier, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination, with a revoluble car-

rier for the blank or phonogram cylinder, said

carrier being provided with interiorly-thread-

ed bearings, of a stationary screw-shaft ad-
justable about its own axis, for the purpose
set forth.

3. The combination, with the blank or pho-
nograph carrier, its motor, the producer or re-

producer arranged above said carrier, and a
hinged support for said producer or repro-

ducer, of two connected levers adapted to stop
the motor and simultaneously lift the producer
or reproducer support from the carrier.

25 4. The combination, with the blank or pho-
nogram cylinder carrier, its motor, and the
produceror reproducer, of two levers adapted
to operate jointly to stop the motor and move
the producer or reproducer awaj^ from the car-

30 rier, for the purpose set forth.

5. The combination, with the blank or pho-
nogram carrier, its motor, the winding-shaft
thereof, the winding-key having endwise mo-
tion on theshaft,and interlocking devices con-

35 nectedwith the shaft and kej' to interlock the

same, of a lever having bearing on the wind-
ing-key at or about at its point of interlock-

ing with the winding-shaft and adapted to

drop on said winding-shaft when the key is

40 moved out of engagement therewith, said le-

50

55

ver being provided with a projection in the
path of the governor or fly of the motor when
said lever rests on the winding-key, for the
purposes specified.

G. The combination, with the blank or pho- 45
nogram carrier, its motor, the winding-arbor
thereof, the winding-key having endwise mo-
tion on the shaft, interlocking devices con-

nected with the shaft and key to interlock the
same, and the produceror reproducer, of a le-

ver having bearing on the winding-key at or

about at its point of interlocking with the
winding-shaft and adapted to drop on said
winding-shaft when the kej'' is moved out of

engagement therewith, said lever being pro-

vided with a projection in the path of the gov-
ernor or fly of the motor when said lever rests

on the winding-key, and an auxiliary lever
actuated by the motor-locking lever and adapt-
ed to hold the producer or reproducer away 60

from the carrier when said motor-locking le-

ver rests on the winding-key, for the purpose
set forth.

7. The combination, with the producer or

reproducer, the motor-governor, the winding-
shaft of the motor, provided with a radial lug
or projection a^, and the keyD, provided with
a flange d and a lug or projection adapted to

engage the radial lug a^, and a spring exert-

ing its power to hold said lugs in engagement,
of the lever B, provided with the lug or pro-
jection b, the lever B', provided with the pin
b^, and a fulcrum common to both levers, for

the purposes set forth.

In testimony whereof I affix mj' signature in

presence of two witnesses.
VINZENZ LAHOLA.

Witnesses:
W. B. Murphy,
Carl Zouets.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it kuowQ that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Park, in the county of Essex and

State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

5 new and useful Process for Duplicating Pho-

Dosraras, (Case No. 751,) of which the follow-

ing is a specification.

The object I have in view is to produce a

practical process for the duplication of pho-

10 nographic records, so that the new art of

phonographic publication can be established.

Generally I propose to construct a suitable

matrix, preferably in metal, and by its iise

mold duplicate phonograms with the pliono-

ij graphic records thereon, such phonograms or

the surface thereof being preferably con-

structed of a material too hard for the satis-

factory indentation thereof by the phono-

graph-recorder; but the duplicate phono-

2o grams may be made of a softer material. For

the construction of the matrix I employ the

process of vacuous deposit described in my ap-

plication, Serial No. 118,942, filed January 28,

1884. The original phonogram is preferably

25 constructed with a surface of wax or a similar

material. This is placed in a suitable phono-

graph and the phonographic record produced

thereon. The phonogram so impressed with

the phonographic record is placed in a high

30 vacuum,inwhichanelectricarc,continuousor
discontinuous, is produced between electrodes

of metal or in which metal vapor is otherwise

produced. The electric arc produces a vapor

of the metal of which the electrodes are com-

35 posed, which vapor or a metallic vapor other-

wise produced within said chamber is depos-

ited on the indented surface of the phono-

gram, forming a layer of metal thereon, which

follows accurately all the indentations of the

40 record, however minute, owing to the highly-

comminuted condition of the metal deposited.

The phonogram while the deposit is taking

place in the vacuum -chamber is revolved

slowly by a suitable power connection, and

45 this is especially necessary when the form of

the phonogram is cylindrical, which it pref-

erably is. The vacuous deposit is continued

until the layer of metal is sufficiently thick,

when the covered phonogram is removed
50 from the vacuum - chamber aud is further

55

65

70

covered by a more rapid process to give

strength and body to the covering. A fur-

ther covering of metal may be produced by
electroplating a metal upon the vacuous de-

posit in the usual manner of electroplating,

or the vacuous deposit may be backed up by
casting upon it type-metal or other metal or

alloy having a lower fusing-point than the

vacuous deposit, or this may be done after

electroplating upon the vacuous deposit, or 60

the vacuous deposit may be backed up by a

a cement or gum or by plaster-of-paris; but
a metal backing is preferred. The material

of the original phonogram is then dissolved off

of the metal covering, leaving in the case of

cylindrical phonograms a hollow metal cylin-

der or one internally faced with metal, carry-

ing the phonographic record in relief upon its

inner surface. This metal cylinder isthen split

longitudinally by a very thin saw into a num-
berof parts—say, for illustration, threeparts

—

which are suitably mounted upon levers, so

that a mold is formed, which can be closed to

receive the material to be molded and opened
to permit of its being taken out. The dupli- 75

cate phonograms are produced by means of

this mold by pouring therein and preferably

around a suitable core placed in the mold
suitable substances, such as wax or wax-like
material, resin, or plaster-of-paris, the material 80

being preferably too hard to be satisfactorily

indented by the phonograph, or the duplicate

phonogi'ams may be made by taking sheets

of smooth material, like waxed paper or tin-

foil, and pressing them upon the surface of 85
the mold by a plunger or otherwise, the sheets

being afterward backed up by a wax, resin,

or cement. The latter way of making the
duplicate phonograms is especially applicable

to flat-surface phonograms, although it may
be used for phonograms with cylindrical sur-

faces. The production of the first layer of

metal upon the phonograph-record by means
of the vacuous deposit has great advantages
over doing this by electroplating. In elec-

troplating the wax-surface must first be cov-

ered by plumbago or gold-leaf or silver salts

reduced by chemical reagents in order to form
a conducting basis for the plating. The plum-
bago and gold-leaf do not bring out the fine 100

90

95
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vibrations and produce rougli reproductions
while the silver salts do not run well on the
wax surface. The vacuous deposit, however,
adheres uniformly to the wax surface and
reproduces the record with great perfection.
The invention is illustrated for convenience

in connection with a cylindrical phonogram.
In the accompanying drawings, forming a

part hereof, Figure 1 is an elevation of an
original phonogram; Fig. 2, a cross-section of
the original phonogram with a thin vacuous
deposit thereon; Fig. 3, a view similar to Fig.

2, with a further backing; Fig. 4, a view the
same as Fig. 3, with the original phonogram
dissolved out; Fig. 5, a sectional view of tlie

divided mold or matrix; Fig. 6, an elevation
of a duplicate phonogram produced by the
mold, and Fig. 7 a cross-section of such du-
plicate phonogram.

20 A is the original phonogram, having a rela-

tively-soft wax or wax-like surface a and the
backing of harder material h, or it may be en-
tirelj^ of wax. The phonographic record is

produced upon the surface a. The metallic

25 vacuous deposit is shown at c, and the fur-

ther backing, preferably of metal, is shown
at d.

Bis the divided mold, produced as has been
stated and having the phonographic record in

relief.

C is the duplicate phonogram, produced by
the mold and having a surface e, indented
with the phonographic record and preferably
of harder material than could be practically

or satisfactorily indented directly by the
phonograph.
My invention herein is limited to construct-

ing the matrix or mold by covering the phono-
graph-record by a vacuous deposit.

The broad invention of duplicating phono-
graph-records and of producing matrices for

that purpose, not limited to the use of the
vacuous deposit as a step in the process of re-

producing the phonographic record or con-

45 structing a matrix for that purpose, is not
claimed herein, such broad subject-matter be-

ing covered by an application for patent filed

30

35

40

by me January 5, 1888, Serial No. 259,895, of
which this specification is a division.

What I claim is

—

1. The process of forming a matrix or mold
for the duplication of phonographic records,
consisting in covering the phonograph-record
with a deposit of metal by vaporizing metal
in a vacuum in which the record is placed,
substantially as set forth.

2. The process of forming a matrix or mold
for the duplication of phonographic records,

consisting, first, in indenting the original rec-

ord on a phonogram; second, covering the re-

cording-surface of such phonogram with a de-

posit of metal by vaporizing metal in a vacu-
um in which such phonogram is placed, back-
ing up such deposit to give it strength, and
then removing the original phonogram, sub-

stantally as set forth.

3. The process of forming a matrix or mold
for the duplication of phonographic records,

consisting, first, in indenting the original rec-

ord upon a phonogram having a wax-like
surface; second, covering the recording-sur-

face of such phonogram with a deposit of

metal by vaporizing metal in a vacuum in

which such phonogram is placed, backing up
such deposit to give it strength, and then re-

moving the original phonogram, substantially

as set forth.

4. The process of duplicating phonograms
carrying a phonographic record, consisting,

first, in indenting the original record upon a
phonogram; second, constructing a matrix
or mold of such original record by depositing
thereon a coating of metal by vaporizing
metal in a vacuum in which the record is

placed, and, third, producing duplicate phono-
grams from such matrix, substantiallv as set

forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

17th day of January, 1888.

THOS. A. EDISON.

AVitnesses:
William Pelzer,
E. C. Rowland.
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To all ivJiovv it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Llew-
ell3'n Parlr, in the county of Essex and State
of New Jersej', have inveiitedanewandnsefnl
Improvement in Phonograph Cutting-Tools,
(Case No. 8G1,) of which the following is a
specification.

In practice it is found that after phono-
graphs have been in use for a time the articu-
lation of the speech reproduced is not so
smooth and clear as when the phonograph was
first put in use. While the articulation is

sufficiently good to be intelligible, the false
or extraneous vibrations are such as to cause
uniDleasant and sometimes confusing noises at
the reproducer. I attribute this to the fact
that by continued use the cutting-edge of the
recorder and of the turning-off tool and the
bearing point or end of the reproducer be-
come roughened and this causes false marks
to be made on the phonogram-blank. The
recording-surface of the phonogram-blank is

ordinarily of wax or_astearateor hard me-
tallic soap oT oOierlva^Slike'lualeriaToFcom
pdSiTltm; and it would naturally besupposed
that a tool of steel of the best quality would
be entirely satisfactory for use in connection
with such a comparatively-soft substance. I

have, however, found that such tools are sub-
ject to the objection above set forth. This is

due to the chemical action of acids or other
substances found in the wax-like material or
composition of which the phonogram-blank is

made and to the dulling and roughening ac-
tion of fine particles of silica or other hard
material which become mixed with the wax-
like material during the manufacture of the
blank or which become lodged on the surface
thereof. After many trials I have found that a
sapphire or other similar jewel co-operates in
the most effective manner with the wax-like
phonogram-blank, since the acids thereof do
not attack these substances, they are not
rusted by moisture, and they ai-e adapted to

withstand the dulling action of the hard par-
ticles referred to.

The present invention consists in a cutting-
tool (which maybe either the recording-point
or the turning-off tool) for a phonograph of a
jewel or similar substance which will with-
stand the corroding action of acid and in cer-

tain conibinations which will be hereinafter

described and claimed.
The reproducer is notclaimed herein, since 55

it forms the subject of another application

filed on even date herewith.
In the accompanying drawings, which illus-

trate the invention. Figure 1 is a side view,

partly in section, of a phonograph of well- 60

known form with the improved cutting-tools

attached. Fig. 2 shows the recorder on a
larger scale, and Fig. 3 is a viesv of a turn-

ing-off tool of slight Ij'-different shape from
that illustrated in Fig. \. 65

lis the wax-like phonogram-blank,mounted
on a cj'linder in the ordinary manner.

2 is the arm carrying the recorder and
sleeved onto the guide-rod 3 and movable
thereon. 70

1 is the guide-rest, on the upper edge of

which the recorder - frame bears and along
which it slides.

5 is a cam-lever for raising the frame and
thereby removing the recorder from the sur- 75
face of the blank.

G is the recorder, preferably of sapphire, as

above described. In the form shown the re-

corder is in the shape of a cylinder, the outer

end being hollovved out, thus leaving a curved 80

sharp edge for cutting the surface of the

blank. This particular form does not consti-

tute a part of the present invention, since it

isclaimedinm}'aDDlication,SerialNo.306,670,
dated April 10, 1889. This cutting -tool is 85
mounted in a socket or sleeve at one end of

the pivoted lever 7, the opposite end of which
is connected to the phonograph-diaphragm.

8 is a cutting -tool, which is technically

termed the "turning-off" tool, and which is 90
used for removing a previous record and for

giving a smooth and even surface to the blank
on which to impress a new record. Tliistool

is also made of sapphire or of quartz, agate,

or similar hard material not readih' affected 95
by the acids. In tiie construction shown it is

clamped to the carrier 9, which is movable in

the holder 10, and 11 is a handle for moving
the cutting-tool onto or off from the surface

of the blank. loc

I have found that a turning-off tool which
does not have a sharp cutting-edge, but has
such edge ground away to form a right angle
or approximately a right angle, so that the
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edge will not enter beneath the surface of the
material, can be used to advantage. As such
an edge cuts the material, it breaks it above
the cutting -edge, so that the chips do not
carry with them any portion of the blank be-
low the line of cutting. This form of turn-
ing-off tool is illustrated in Fig. 3, where 8 is

the sapphire cutting -tool supported in the
clamp 12. This tool is supported, as indicated,
so as to present its cutting-edge obliquely to

the surface of the phonogram-blank.
Having thus described my invention, what

I claim is

—

*^

1. In a phonograph employing phonogram-
blanks of wax-like material, and in combina:
tion with a holder for such blanks, a jewel

cutting - tool situated with relation to said

holder, so as to operate upon the blank held
thereby, substantiallj' as set forth.

2. The combination, in a phonograph, with
a phonogram-blank of comparatively-soft ma-
terial, of a jewel recorder, substantially as
described.

3. The combination, in a phonograph, with
a phonogram-blank of a wax-like material, of

a sapphire recorder, substantially as set forth-

This specification signed and witnessed this

24th dav of May, 1890.

THOS. A. EDISON,
Witnesses:

A. O. Tate,
Thomas Maguire.
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To all ivhoDh it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Llew-
ellyn Park, in the county of Essex and State

5 of New Jersey, have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Phonograph-Re-
producers, (Case No. 8(;2,) of which the follow-

ing is a specification.

In practice it is found that after phono-
lo graphs have been used for a time the articu-

lation of the speech reproduced is not so
smooth and clear as when the phonograph was
first put in use. While the articulation is

sufficiently good to be intelligible, the false

15 vibrations are such as to cause unpleasant
and some times confusing noises at the I'epro-

dueer. I attribute this to the fact that by
continued use the cutting-edge of the recorder
and of the turning-off tool and the bearing

20 point or end of the reproducer become rougli-

( ened. The recording-surface of the phono-
i gram-blank is ordinarily of wax or a stearate

I or hard metallic soap or other wax-like mate-
> rial or composition, and it would naturally be

25 supposed that a tool of steel of the best qual-
ity would be entirelj' satisfactory for use in

connection with such a comparatively-soft
substance. I have, however, found that such
tools are subject to the objection above set

30 forth. This is due to the chemical action of

acids or other substances found in the wax or

composition of which the phonogram-blank
is made, and to the dulling and roughening
action of fine particles of silica or other hard

35 material which become mixed with the wax
during the manufacture of the blank or vvliich

become lodged on the surface thereof. After
many trials I have found that hard crystals,

earthy oxides, and gems—such, for example,
40 as sapphire, quartz, or garnet, all of which

maj' be termed "jewels"—co-operate in the
most effective manner with the wax-like pho-
nogram-blank, since the acids thereof do not
attack them, thej^ are not rusted bj' moisture,

45 and they are adapted to withstand the dulling
action of the hard particles referred to.

The present invention consists, in a repro-

ducer for phonographs, of a jewel possessing

the characteristics above mentioned.
The recorder and turning-off tool are not 50

claimed herein, since the.y form the subject-

matter of an application filed by me on even
date herewith.

In the accorapanyingdi'awings, which illus-

trate the invention. Figure 1 is a view of the 55
reproducer bearing on the surface of a pho-

nogram-blank. Fig. 2 is a detached view, on

a larger scale, of the reproducer.
1 is the surface of the phonogram-blank.
2 is the jewel reprodueing-point, the bear- 60

ing end of which is preferably spherical or

rounded. This jewel is held in any suitable

manner at one end of the pivoted lever 3, the

opposite end of which is connected to the pho-

nograph-diaphragm by means of the post 4. 65

Reproducing - points made as above de-

scribed not only are more durable than those

of metal, but they move more readily over

the record and do not introduce false vibra-

tions into sounds rei^roduced. 70

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim is—

1. The combination, in a phonograph, with

a phonograph-blank of wax-like material, of a

jewel reproducer, substantially as described. 75
2. The combination, in a phonograph, with

the phonogram-blank, of a rounded jewel re-

producer, substantially as described.

I

3. A reproducer or bearing-point for phono-
graphs, consisting of a jewel not affected by 80

chemicals or chemical action of the wax-like

material of the phonogram-blank, substan-
tially as described.

This specification signed and witnessed this

24tli day of May, 1890.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
A. O. Tate,
Thomas Maguire.
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To all ivJiom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Llew-
ellyn Park, in the county of Esses and State

5 of New Jersej', have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Phonographs,
(Case No. 8G5,) of which the following is a
specification.

The present invention relates to a weight
lo or retarding device on which the operating-

point (recorder or reproducer) of a phonograph
is carried, and to which it is connected bj' a
pivotal or jointed connection in a well-known
or any suitable manner.

15 The invention consists mainly in a support
for the operating-point in the form of a bal-

anced block or plate, and in certain features
of construction and combinations in connec-
tion therewith, as hereinafter described and

20 claimed.
The device is an improvement on the form

heretofore employed, in which the weight
supporting the operating-point was pivoted at
one edge and was therefore not balanced. I

25 have found that by having the weight bal-

anced, and more especially by having it

slightly overbalanced on the side at which the
point is attached, increased efficiency of op-
eration is attained.

30 In the accompanying drawings, which illus-

trate the invention. Figure 1 is a cross-section
of a phonograph-reproducer embodying the
improvement, and Fig. 2 is an inverted plan
of the same.

35 The phonograph-diaphragm 1 is supported
between the ring 2 and the adjustable ring 3

with elastic or yielding washers or cushions
around its edge in the usual manner.

4 is a tubular extension, to which a hear-

40 ing-tube may be connected. From the ring
2 extend two posts 5 0' at diametrically-oppo-
site points. These posts are perforated for
the reception of pivot-screws 6 6', b^ween
which is hung the counterbalanced weight or

45 retarding device 7, which is a plate or block
of metal or other suitable material. In the
plate or block 7 is a slot 8, extending from
one edge of the block to the center. From
ring 2 a post 9 extends into or in line with

50 the slot, and to this post is pivoted a lever 10,

to which the operating-point of the phono-
graph (here shown as a reproducing-point) is

pivotally connected. A link connects lever

10 to the pin 12 and a link 13 connects the

diaphragm to the operating-point. 55
As before indicated, it is preferable to give

the retarding device a slight bias toward the

phonogram-blank 15 on that side of the axis

which carries the operating-point. In the in-

strument illustrated a spring 14 is supported 60

on the lower edge of ring 2 and presses down-
wardly on plate 7 for the purpose of thus

counterbalancing or overbalancing said plate.

This may, however, be done in other ways, as

by pivoting the plate at one side of its center 65

of gravity or by adding a weight on one side

of the pivot.

The operation of the apparatus above de-

scribed is as follows: When the phonogram-
blank is turned in the ordinary manner, the 70

operating-point follows the phonogram-rec-
ord and transmits the same to the diaphragm
without appreciably moving weight 7, owing
to the fact that it has sufficient mass to give

it considerable inertia; but should there be 75

any large irregularity in the surface of the

phonogram-blank the weight will be tilted by
means of the operating-point, pivot 12, and
intermediate parts, thus avoiding false and
disturbing movements of the diaphragm. 80

The advantage of pivoting the retarding

device adjacent to its center of gravity in-

stead of pivoting it at one edge, as heretofore,

is that the weight of the plate or a greater

part thereof is removed from the operating- 85

point, while at the same time the inertia of

the weight holds the supporting-pivot of the

operating-point stationary during normal op-

eration of the instrument and allows said

pivoted and connected parts to move when 90

necessary, as above described.

It will be evident that with this arrange-
ment of -the several elements described the

instrument may be used readily in other po-

sitions than a horizontal with equally-good 95
results.

The shape and location of the spring and
several of the other elements may be varied
to some extent without departing from the
invention. 100

Having thus fully described the invention,
what I claim is

—

1. In a phonograph, the combination, with
a diaphragm suitably supported, of an oper-
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ating-point connected therewith and sup-
ported on a weight pivoted adjacent to its

center of gravity, substantially as described.
2. In a phonograph, the combination, with

a diaphragm suitably supported, of an oper-
ating-point connected therewith and sup-
ported on a plate or block pivoted adjacent
to its center of gravity and means for over-
balancing the plate, substantiallyas described.

3. The combination, in a phonograph, of a
diaphragm, a reproducer connected there-

with, and a counterbalanced plate or block on
which said reproducer is supported, substan-
tially as described.

4. In a phonograph, the combination, with
a diaphragm, of an operating-point connected
therewith, the weight pivoted adjacent to its

center of gravity and slotted at one side of

the center, a pin carried by the weight, and
a link connection between the pin and oper-
ating-point, substantially as described.

5. In a phonograph, the combination, with
a diaphragm, of an operating-point connected
therewith, the weight i)i voted adjacent to its

center of gravity and slotted at one side of

the center, a compensating spring, a pin car-

ried by the weight, and a link connection be-
tween the pin and operating-point, substan-
tially as described.

This specification signed and witnessed this

5th day of July, 1890.

25

30

THOMAS A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
E. COURAN,
W. Pelzer.
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To all luhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, William Bruening, a

citizen of the United States, residing in the
townshii> of East Orange, in the county of

5 Essexand State of New Jersey, have invented
a new and useful Improvement in Apparatus
for Recording Speech or other Sounds, of

which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to the apparatus for

10 directing the sound-waves upon the dia-

phragm or other vibrating mechanism in a
phonograph, to the improved apparatus for

recording sound-waves, and to the means of

heating a recording-style used for the pur-

15 pose.

The objects of my invention are to obtain
a more perfect action of the diaphragm and
btyle in making a record of sound-waves in or

on solid resisting material and of providing
20 an efficient method of imparting heat to the

style for the aforesaid purpose.
I attain the objects of my invention bj'the

means set forth and described in this specifi-

cation and illustrated in the accompanjing
25 sheet of drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view of a
part of the horn or sound-conveyer, of the
diaphragm, sound-wave reflecting devices,

stj'le, and section of a phonographic record or

30 tablet. Fig. 2 is an enlarged sectional view
showing the construction of style in connec-
tion with the diaphragm and tablet and the
method of establishing the same in an elec-

trical circuit. Fig. 3 is a modification of Fig.

35 1, showing variations in the method of sup-
porting the diaphragm and heating the style

by electricity when not in circuit; and Fig. 4

is an enlarged view of the last -mentioned
part of the same.

40 Similar letters represent similar parts
throughout the figures.

H is the horn or part of the horn or sound-
conveyer, which is provided at its smaller
end with theinwardly-projectingannularcon-

45 cave reflector D.
C is a deflector, preferablj' of cone shape,

and is held within the horn H by the brack-
ets B, leaving the annular space F between
its large end and the inside of the horn,

50 throughwhich sound-waves are deflected upon
the annular concave reflector or reflecting-

surface D. The large and forward end or

base of the cone-shaped deflector C has the
shape of a concave reflector E, which may be
spherical or parabolical, and has in front of it 55
the diaphragm D', the center of which is lo-

cated at the focus of tlie spherical reflecting-

surface E, supported either upon the back or

convex side of the defleeting-surface, as shown
in Fig. 1, or bj'arms A and stem M, as shown 60
in Fig. 3.

The style S, Figs. 1 and 2, which may be of

any suitable shape and construction and is

made of electrical resisting material, is lo-

cated in an electrical circuit of which W W' 65
are the wires.

G G' are spi-ings, preferably made flat and
of good conducting material, bearing upon the
post P of the diaphragm and located in the
circuit, and thej'are electrically connected at 70
one end by the style S. Strips of mica K K'
properly insulate the two springs, the ends of

the style, and all these parts from the post of
the diaphragm.
U is a rubber band or strip, (Shown in 75

section in Fig. 2.)

The post P, supporting the style and cir-

cuit, may be made of non-conducting material,
which is wound around the springs and in-

closed micastrips for insulating purposes and 80
for the purpose of securing the parts together.
B' is a hard-rubber block which gives in-

sulated support to the springs and style.

O O are shoulders for securing the horn in

its frame or holder by means of set-screws or 85
a clamp or other suitable device.

The operation of the apparatus is as fol-

lows: Sound-waves developed vvithin the horn
H are deflected through the annular passage
F upon the refleeting-surface D, thence upon 90
the concave refleeting-surface E behind the
diaphragm D', and therefrom upon the cen-
ter of the adjacent side of the diaphragm D'.
The force exerted by the sound-waves is there-
by applied to the least resisting part of the 95
diaphragm and a better effect obtained than
when it is directed upon the whole surface
thereof.

When the apparatus is about to be operated
for the purpose of making the record, thecir- 100
cuit of the wii-esW W' is closed and the stjde
S becomes heated by the friction of the elec-

trical current, and by the action of the style
and the aid of the heat imparted thereby re-
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cords the sound-waves in the material of the
tablet E', which is composed of some fusible

material or material which may be softened
by heat and which is firm at ordinary tem-

5 peratures. It is unnecessary to describe the
style in detail, except to say that it must
be of such construction and dimensions and
such material that a suitable electrical cur-

rent will heat the style to a sufficient extent
lo to make the record in or on the aforesaid re-

cording material and in such manner, accord-
ing to the recording method employed.

Figs. 3 and 4 show modifications in the
method of supporting the diaphragm and also

15 in the method and apparatus for heating the

style, which consists of a coil, preferably of

platina wire T, surrounding the style S. The
stj^le is properly insulated from the dia-

phragm if the latter is an electrical conductor,
20 and, as shown in Fig. 4, by washers of non-

conducting material between the diaphragm
and the shank and shoulders of the style, and
the platina wire being located in an electri-

cal circuit and heated by an electrical cur-

25 rent heat is communicated to the style either

by conduction or radiation for the purpose
of making the record in the recording mate-
rial or tablet. I preferably support the style

S, and to some extent the diaphragm D', in

30 one—say the most forward—of the coils of

the platina wire T, and through the contact
given by such support the heat generated in

the platina wire maj' be transferred to the
style by conduction, and heat may also be

35 transferred to the style from the other parts
of the coiled platina wire which do not make
contact therewith by radiation; but I do not
confine myself to either radiation or conduc-
tion exclusively, since the amount of heat

40 required depends largely upon the fusibility

of the material composing the tablet and in

which the record is to be made.

The horn or sound-conveyer and reflector,

as well as the style herein shown, may be
used in connection with my apparatus shown
in my application already allowed in phono-
graphs. Serial No. 377,724, filed January 14,

1891.

I claim as my invention

—

1. In a phonograph, a horn or sound-con-
veyer, one end of which projects inwardly
and forms a concave annular reflector, in
combination with a spherical reflector, a dia-

phragm which presents its inner side to the
concave surface of the spherical reflector and
is supported by its frame on the convex sur-

face of the annular reflector, and a recording-
style which is supported on the outer side of
said diaphragm.

2. In a phonoeraph, a style consisting of a
loop of an electrical circuit, the two limbs of

which are insulated from each other and from
the diaphragm, and the end of which loop is

provided with a suitable point for making the
record in a phonograph record-blank.

3. In phonographs, a style S, consisting of a
loop of an electrical circuit-wire, the point of

which is formed by an acute angle in the
bend of the loop, the two sides of the loop in-

sulated from each other by the insulating ma-
terial K and the whole being insulated from
the diaphragm.

4. In phonographs, the style S, springs G G',

and insulating material K K', in combination.
5. In phonographs, the style S, springs G G',

insulating material KK', and rubber block B',

in combination.
6. In phonographs, the style S, springs G G',

insulating material K K', rubber block B', and
rubber band U, in combination.

WILLIAM BRUENING.
Witnesses:

James A. Skilton,
Edward S. Berrall,

45
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To all tcJioiii it Tiiay concern:
Be it known that I, William Bruening, a

citizen of the United States, residing in the
township of East Oranga, in the county of

5 Essex and Stateof New Jersey, have invented
a new and useful Improvement in tlie Art of

and in the Product of the Apparatus for Re-
cording Speech or other Sounds, of which the

following is a specification.

ID My invention relates to the apparatus for di-

recting the sound-waves upon the diaphragm
or other vibrating mechanism in a phono-
graph and the record produced thereby; to a
damping device or method for damping the

15 diaphragm; to the method of suspending the

diaphragm in relation to therecording-body;
to means for supporting the style in relation

to the recording-body hj, in, or through a

sound-wave reflector; to the devices, means,
20 method, and art whereby the record is made

and whereby it is or becomes more perma-
nent and durable when used to reproduce the

sounds by reason of its increased hardness
subsequent to the making of the record; to

25 the record so made, and also to the combina-
tions of these devices, means, methods, and
arts.

My invention has for itsobjects to provide
a durable sound-record from which sounds

30 may be effectively reproduced and an effi-

cient method and apparatus for recording
sound; and it consists in improvements
which will further sufficiently appear in con-

nection with the further description of the

35 apparatus and method or art and method of

operation to follow, and in the claims annexed
hereto.

I attain the objects of my invention by the

means, mechanism, method, and art set forth

4c and described in this specification and illus-

trated in the accompanying sheet of draw-
ings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view of a
part of the horn or sound-conveyer; of the

45 diaphragm and style; of the sound-wave-re-
flecting surface; of the damping device, and
of the means for supporting the diaphragm
and style in relation to the recording-sur-

face, together with a part sectional view of

50 a lamp for heating the style. Fig. 2 is a ver-

tical sectional view showing a different alter-

native method of supporting the diaphragm.

style, and damping device at one end, together
with a gas-jet.

Similar letters represent similar parts 55
throughout the figures.

H is the horn or part of the horn or
sound-convej'er, which is preferably made of
thin sheet metal or other hard substance, and
has a continuous spiral thread or raised con- 60
secutive rings or corrugations, with the con-
vex side placed inward, to be covered on its

outer surface with felt, rubber, paper, or other
suitable soft material to check or prevent
waste of energy through vibration of the horn 65
itself when in use. The object of the spiral
thread, rings, or corrugations is to deflect the
sound-waves developed wilhin the horn.
D is a concave or dome-shaped sound-wave

reflector, secured to the horn by screw-threads, 70
as shown at E, or iu any usual manner. A
grooved annular ring or projection R on the
outer side of the horn H or the reflector D
serves the purpose of or is the means for hold-
ing the device in aproper relative position to 75
the recording-body, whereby it may be sus-
tained, as in a clamp, frame, or other suitable
device-

D' is the vibrating diaphragm, and S is the
style or recording-instrument secured to the 80
center of the same, and may be of any re-

quired shape to make a groove of any re-

quired form in cross-section. As shown in
Figs. 1 and 2, the diaphragm D' is secured to
the front end of a cone C, which last is made 85
of sheet metal, and is suspended at one end
either by a stem M, supported in a cross-bar
B, (see Fig. 1,) or by a spring-lever M', secured
to an arm A, projecting from one side of the
horn. (See Fig. 2.) I surround the stem Miu 90
the one case with a sjjiral spring S',which rests
against the cross-bar B atone end and at the
other end against a collar located at the apex
of the cone, the object of which is to press
the style S toward and into the recording body 95
and material gently, but with sufficient force
to keep it in proper relation thereto. This
proper relation consists in keeping the point
or end of the style constantly in the record-
ing body and material—that is, below its sur- 100
face. Fig. 1 shows the stem M with a button
or collar P attached, and Fig. 2 a stop P' on
the arm A, against which the lever M' abuts.
The style S passes through the center of the
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reflecting-dome and also through the guide
G, which holds it in position primarily in re-

lation to the recording body or material, and,

secondarily, so as to check foreign vibrations.

E' is a section of a recording- body, which
may be curved or plane.

L is the lamp or gas burner, the flame of

which is brought in such relation to the style

S as to heat the same when in use, and pro-

vision is made for regulating the dimensions
of the flame and the amount of heat to be
conveyed to the style by raisin jr or lowering
the cannula surrounding the wiek-tube. I pre-

fer to support the style S by means of a guide
between the flame and the recording bodj^ or

material for obvious mechanical reasons; but
if the guide G be omitted the style S may be
supported and guided in and bj' the I'eflector

D, through the center of which it passes, and
in that case it will be advisable to shorten
the style in that part which projects beyond
the reflecting-dome. When sound-waves are
developed within the horn H, it is intended
that they shall be guided between the inside

surface of the horn and the opposite conical

surface C, all around, toward, and through the
annular space F around the base of the cone
against the inside of the dome D, to be re-

flected therefrom u]3on the diaphragm and
30 approximately focused to the greatest possi-

ble extent upon and around its center, to

which the style is secured. In this way I

concentrate or condense the sound-waves or
their force and action on the diaphragm near

35 to and around the style, and thereby secure
a stronger, quicker, and better vibratory ac-

tion of the diaphragm and control of the style.

Where the sound-waves are distributed and
take effect equally on all parts of the dia-

40 phragm, as heretofore described and directed,

the active effects upon the style and upon the
recording surface or body must be less than
where the same amount of force is expended
around the style near the center of the dia-

45 phragra. Behind the diaphragm D' is a coni-

cal air-chamber, the air of which is in con-

tact with the rear side of the diaphragm D'
and acts as a damper or as an elastic medium
bearing upon the inside of the diaphragm in

50 such a way as to damp it, prevent false or

foreign vibration, project its active center
into its normal forward position, and therebj'

cause it to produce a more perfect record.

I do not desire to confine my invention to

55 the cone-shaped deflector and air-chamber,
and recognize that those of other forms will

to some extent perform the same functions.

I show two ways of producing a spring-

pressure upon the cone C, carrying the dia-

60 phragm D' and style S, for the purpose of

maintaining tiie relations of the style to or in

a record ing-bodj'. In one case I use the style-

spring S', and in the other case (shown in

Fig. 2) the alternative method in which the

C^ spring S'^ reacting upon the lever which sup-
ports the end of the cone, produces a similar

effect thereon.

The apparatus, as far as described, maybe
used in connection with an 3'' of the previously-
known methods or mechanisms for recording
sounds, but I prefer to use a new method and
recording material adapted thereto.

Heretofore sound-records,from which sound
is directly reproduced, have been made by a
stjde vibrated by sound- vibrations, indent-
ing or impressing on the surface of yielding
material which is supported on a grooved cyl-

inder or wheel or on other material. By the
pressure exerted on the surface of such ma-
terial the material under the style recedes
and causes the motion of the surrounding ma-
terial. This has been found in practice to

produce a defective record by changing the
form of a recorded sound wave or waves by
the action of the style and the movement of

the material in recording a succeeding wave.
This defect has been obviated by cutting or
engraving a groove containing a sound-rec-
ord in solid resisting material with a vibrat-

ing cutting-style, wherebj' the material is re-

moved in small pieces, chips, or shavings,
which, however, offer great resistance to the
action of the stj'le and diaphragm and give
rise to annoyance by a part of such removed
material clinging to the record and causing
imperfect reproduction. A more perfect rec-

ord is obtained by causing resisting material
which is in the path of a style to become non-
resisting and by the driving action of the
style urge it to flow, mov^e, or drift from such
path, while the material which is not in the
path of the style remains firm or in place.

The displaced material is disposed on the
edges of the path in a mass and becomes
firm, and for this purpose I use in the tab-
let or blank recording material which is firm

at ordinary temperatures and which may be
fused by heat, and I fuse the material and
form the record by means of a style acting
and heated as herein further described. For
these purposes I use different kinds of wax,
gum, soap, or asphaltum alone or in the form
of compounds, and also varnishes, hard rub-
ber, celluloid, gutta-percha, and any easily-

fusible metals or their alloys or amalgams, or
any other substances or materials upon which
heat has similar effects. The recording tab-
let or blank maj^ be made wholly of or merely
covered by the materials mentioned. Since
these substances differ in their capacity to

resist the action of heat in the respects men-
tioned, the temperature of the style is to be
varied or graded to meet the corresponding
characteristics and resistances of the particu-
lar one of the materials mentioned that may
be in use, and in each case the temperature
must be co ordinated with or accommodated
to the speed of the mechanism and the ra-

piditj' with which the record is made or to be
made. Of course with the same temperature
of the style the recording body or tablet ma}^
be moved more rapidly where the more easily-

yielding materials are used than where hard
rubber or most of the fusible metals are used.

70

75

80

85

90
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Different kinds of wax even will require dif-

ferent temperatures; but the temperature

must be sufficient and the speed sufficiently

slow to produce the desired effect upon the

5 recording material or tablet by removing the

material from the path of the style and dis-

posing it on each side thereof, but without in

any way removing the material from the

tablet.

10 In operation, when the tablet provided with

solid fusible material is placed in the phono-
gram-holder of my phonograph shown in the

application Serial No. 377,724, filed January
li, 1891, or of any other such mechanism, and

15 the recording apparatus is placed in position

on the diaphragm-holder of such instrument,

and the flame or other source of heat is ap-

plied to the style, the intensity of which may
be regulated, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the

2o style is thereby heated to a sufficiently-high

temperature to fuse or melt the recording ma-
terial and is brought into contact with the

substance of the tablet and fuses the mate-

rial thereof by such contact, which allows the

i25 style to be sunk therein to a desired depth

by displacing the mass of fused or melted

material, while the material beyond the con-

tour of the stj'le remains firm or in place.

Having determined the depth of the intended

30 groove and secured the heated style in proper
position, the style is vibrated by imparting
sonorous vibrations thereto and is progressed

1 in relation to the tablet, either by the move-
ment of the tablet or of the style, or of both,

35 and it fuses or melts the material in its path,

which is in the substance of the tablet through
and beneath its surface, and causes the move-
ment or drift of such fused or melted mate-

rial by detaching it from the firm material

40 forming the margin of the path and driving

it forward and outward upon the edges of

material which remains in place there to form
ridges which increase the depth of the groove.

The record is formed, mainly, by the anterior

45 half of the surface of the style, which, so far

as it makes contact, bears against the re-

cording material directly in front of it and
detaches it by fusion and drives it out of its

path, whereby the greater part of the resist-

50 ance of the material is borne by the progress-

ive movement of the style, while but a mini-

mum of resistance is offered to its vibratory

movement. When the contact with the heated
style has ceased, the material congeals and a

55 groove is thereby formed, the irregularities

of which correspond in form to sound-vibra-

tions, and the surface of its walls and of the

ridges presents a glazed or semi-fused appear-

ance. The action of the plowshare and its

60 mold-board in displacing and turning up the

soil and molding it into ridges on the edges
of the furrow is an action analogous to that

of the heated style in this invention, except
that here the fused or melted material flows,

65 moves, or drifts in a coherent or viscous mass.

The advantages of this method of making a
sound-record, which consists in applying heat

to that part of the recording material which
is in the path of a style of a temperature cor-

responding to that of its melting-point by 70
means of the style which is heated for that

purpose and to that extent and thereby fus-

ing and driving such material from that path,

lie in tlie greatly-decreased resistance which
such fused or melted material offers to the 75
action of the diaphragm and style and with
the same force necessary to cut a sound-rec-

ord in a solid body or to indent or impress
such record on the surface of foil or of merely
sof'ened wax sound-waves of greater ampli- 80

tude are recorded, and that as in this inven-
tion only such material is fused and moved
which is directly in the path of the style

every motion of the style is reproduced in the

recording material without marring or de- 85
forming any part of the previously-made rec-

ord, while in a record made by indenting or

impressing on a jdelding or softened surface
the material directly under the style is pressed
against the adjacent material and causing 90
movement thereof the shape of the surface
previously traversed by the style is changed
and the record caused to be defective, and as

the contour of the heated style in this inven-
tion determines the shape of the walls and 95
surface of the record they are smooth and
polished, while in cutting a record in more or

less brittle material they are chipped and
rough, and here no particles of recording ma-
terial adhere to and clog the heated style as 100

they are fused or melted and flow therefrom.
The displaced or detached material is herein
utilized to serve a useful purpose in increas-

ing the depth of the groove, and thereby guid-
ing the reproducing-style more securely,where 105

in other records it causes disturbance. As
sounds are more accurately recorded by this

method, a more effective reproduction of

sound results from such a record, which may
be made in material particularly adapted to no
make it durable. In speaking herein of the
path of the style such part of the recording
material is meant thereby which is traversed
by the style in its vibratory movements, as
well as in its progressive movement relative 115
to the tablet.

While I prefer to make the stj'le with a
rounded point, I do not limit this invention
to any particular form or length of style; but
the style may be of any usual construction [20

capable of being heated. I find it to be the
simplest and cheapest way to heat the style

by the use of the flame of some kind of lamp
bearing directly upon the style, as shown in
Fig. 1; but the stj^le may be heated by elec- 125
tricity in several ways, two of which are
shown in a companion application filed here-
with at the same date, and with substantially
the same effect or general results. While I

contemplate the use of these devices in mak- 130
ing the record by cutting, engraving, or in-

denting without heating the style, I prefer to

use them in connection with the kind of rec-

ord and method of action described, for the
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reason that the eifects of the heated style di-

minish to a minimum the demand made upon
the diaphragm to make the record—that is to

say, I can use the apparatus to advantasje in

5 making the record without heating the style.

The recording body, tablet, or material, the
horn, diaphragm, air-chamber, reflectors, and
deflectors, and the heated style herein de-

scribed may all or any of them be used in

lo connection with my phonographic apparatus
and invention described in my application
in phonographs already allowed and passed
to issue, Serial ISTo. 377,724, filed January 14,

1891.

15 I claim as my invention

—

1. In a phonograph, a style supported at

two or more points, in combination with an
applied flame or other source of heat.

2. In a phonograph, a style supported at

20 two or more points, in combination with a
flame or other source of heat applied between
the support that is adjacent to the record-sur-

face and the diaphragm-support.
3. A phonographic diaphragm provided on

25 the side presented to the mouth of the horn
with a shield having a cone, convex or dome
shape, which prevents contact of sound-
waves with that side.

4. In combination, a phonographic dia-

30 phragm and a cone-shaped shield covering
and protecting the diaphragm on the side

presented to the mouth of the horn from the
contact of the sound-waves, and the outside
of which has a sound-wave-deflecting surface,

35 arranged to deflect the same through an an-
nular space around the diaphragm and into a
chamber in front of the same.

5. A phongraphic diaphragm provided on
the side presented to the mouth of the horn

40 with a cone-shaped shield against the contact
of sound-waves,which on its outerside deflects

sound-waves into and through an annular
space around the diaphragm upon a dome-
shaped reflector.

45 6. A phonographic diaphragm provided on
the side pi*esented to the mouth of the horn
with a cone-shaped shield against the contact
of sound-waves, which on its outer side de-

flects sound-waves into and through an annu-
50 lar space around the diaphragm upon a dome-

shaped reflector and thence upon the dia-

phragm.
7. In combination with a diaphragm of a

65

phonograph, the concave or dome-shaped de-

flector jjlaced between the diaphragm and the 55
recording-surface so as to deflect sound-waves
upon the front or adjacent face of the dia-

phragm.
8. A horn or cone shaped sound-conveyer

closed at the small end by a concave or dome-
shaped cap, in combination with a diaphragm
provided with a style which passes through
the cap toward the recording body or material,

upon which diaphragm sound-waves are re-

flected from the concave surface.

9. A horn or cone shaped sound-conveyer
terminated at the small end by a dome or con-
cave cap, an inner cone-shaped shield cover-
ing and protecting one side of a phonographic
diaphragm from the action of sound-waves,
and the diaphragm pi'ovided with the style

projecting through the cap toward the record-
ing body or material, all in combination.

10. The diaphragm of a phonograph pro-

vided on the side presented to the mouth of 75
the horn or sound-convej'er with a shield,

which prevents the contact of sound-waves
therewith, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

11. Adiaphragmof a phonograph provided 80

on the side presented to the mouth of the
horn or sound-conveyer with a closed air-

chamber, the front side of which consists of

the diaphragm, substantially as shown and
described.

12. A horn or cone shaped sound-conveyer
provided at its small end with a concave or

dome-shaped deflecting-cap, a phonographic
diaphragm provided with an air-chamber on
the side adjacent to the mouth of the horn or 90
sound-conveyer, and with a style projecting
through the deflecting-cap of the horn toward
or into the recording body or material, all in

combination.
13. A phonographic diaphragm provided 95

with a frame and style, in combination with
a horn or sound-conveyer, means for movably
supporting said diaphragm and style in said

horn, and a spring bearing on the frame of

the diaphragm to press the style toward the loo^

tablet.

WILLIAM BRUENING.

Witnesses:
James A. Skilton,
Edward S. Berrall,

85
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To all whom it may conoern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Park, in the county of Essex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

5 new and useful Improvement in Phonographs,
(Case No. 77G,) of which the following is a
specification.

My phonograph is provided with a cutting
tool for turning off the surface of tlie wax pho-

to nogram blank so that the blank may be used
over again after it has once been filled with a
record. This tool I have heretofore mounted
on the rocking holding arm, which carries the
recorder and reproducer, bat near the pivot

IS of such arm, so that the tool acted upon the
opposite side of the phonogram blank from
the recorder and reproducer. This made it

necessary for me to adjust the recorder out
of action while the cutting tool was in use for

2o turning off the surface of the phonogram
blank; hence it became necessary to wait
while this was being done before the phono-
graph could be used for recording. I have
found, however, that by mounting the cutting

25 tool so as to act upon the surface of the pho-
nogram blank near to the point of the re-

corder the old record can be turned off and a
new record made at the same time; the re-

cording point being adjusted slightly deeper
30 than the tool so as to record the whole ampli-

tude of the loudest vibrations. When the
recording point and cutting tool are placed at
a distance from each other as heretofore,
their radial distances from the center on

35 which they turn being widely different, when
they are adjusted simultaneously they do not
move to the same extent, and consequently
the depth to which they enter the surface is

widely different; but I now place the points
40 in such proximity that they have substan-

tially the same radial distance from the cen-
ter or pivot of the rocking holding arm, and
this enables them to be moved to the same
extent and therefore to be adjusted simulta-

45 neously and permitted to operate simulta-
neously upon the phonogram blank.
My present invention relates to providing

the phonograph with a cutting tool which
will be adapted for action simultaneously

50 with the use of the recorder.
In the accompanying drawings forming

part hereof,—Figure 1 is a side view of the
holding arm and attached parts showing the

cutting tool and recorder in simultaneous
action;—Fig. 2 is a view, from the opposite 55
side, of the holding arm, showing graduated
head for adjusting the depth of the cutting

tool; and Fig. 3, a plan view of the phono-
gram blank showing the relative positions of

the cutting tool and the recording point. 60

A, is the rocking holding arm carrying on
its upper end the swinging frame B, on which
is placed the recorder, whose cutting or re-

cording point is shown at a. To the side of

the rocking holding arm A near to its upper 65
end is pivoted a lever C at the point &, which
lever carries a cutting knife D projecting

forward close to the recording point a. This
cutting knife is removably attached to the

lever so that it can be replaced when required 70

by a new knife. The lever C projects in rear

of its pivot and has a spring fork c at its rear

end drawn together upon a cam d by a screw
e. This cam d is mounted on a turning stem;
the head/' of which is provided with scale 75
marks or graduations as shown, so that the

extent to which the cam is turned may be
accurately determined. The frame B is pro-

vided with a set screw /which bears upon the

guide rest E. The head g of the screw /is 80

provided with scale marks or graduations as

shown so that the point of adjustment of the
screw can be accurately determined. The
bearing of the screw /on the guide rest E de-

termines the limit of forward movement of 85

the rocking holding arm, and the frame B at-

tached to it, and by adjusting the screw / the

recording point a, as well as the cuttingknife
D, are moved toward or away from the sur-

face of the phonogram blank and substan- 90
tially to the same extent hj reason of their

close proximity.
In using the instrument, after a blank has

once been filled with a record, the cam d will

be adjusted so as to bring the point of the 95
knife D into the proper relation to the re-

cording point a; the screw /will then be ad-
justed so as to let the recording point a and
the knife D the proper distance into the wax
surface of the phonogram blank. The knife 100

D is of course considerably wider than the
recording point a, so that a smooth track will
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be cut by the knife D in advance of the r

cording point, the knife being set in advance
of the recording point in the direction of the
longitudinal movement of said point, as is

illustrated in Fig. 3. The machine being
started, the knife D will turn off the record
already on the blank, while the recording
point a will record the sounds which are pro-

duced in the speaking tube connected with
the recorder, and thus a new record can be
made without the delay of first turning the
old record off.

What I claim as my invention is:

1. In a phonograph, the combination of a
recorder and a cutting tool mounted upon the
phonograph, with their points in close prox-
imity and having common adjusting means
for adjusting their position together and
practically to the same extent with relation

to the surface of the phonogram blank, sub-
stantially as set forth,

2. In a phonograph, the combination of a
recorderand a cutting tool having their points
in close proximity and having a common
meansfor adjusting them togetherand practi-

cally to the same extent with relation to the sur-

face of the phonogram blank, and adjusting
means for varjungthe relative position of the
recording point and the cutting tool, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. In a phonograph, the combination with
the rocking holding arm, of a recorder mount-
ed thereon and a cutting tool carried by such
rocking holding arm and having its point in

such close proximity to the recording point, 35
as to be at substantially the same radial dis-

tance from the pivot of said arm, substan-
tially as set forth.

4. In a phonograph, the combination with
the rocking holding arm, of a recorder and 40
cutting tool carried thereby and having their

points in such close proximity, as to have sub-
stantially the same radial distance from the
pivot of said arm the guide rest and the ad-

justing screw riding on such guide rest, sub- 45
stantially as set forth.

5. In a phonograph, the combination with
the rocking holding arm, of a lever pivoted
thereon carrying a cutting tool at its forward
end and having a forked shank embracing a 50
cam, by the turning of which the position of

the cutting tool is adjusted, substantially as

set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

26th day of Maj^ 1888.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
William Pelzer,
A, W. Kiddle.
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To all whom it may concern.
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Park, in the county of Essex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

5 new and useful Improvement in Phonograph-
Reproducers, (Case No. 774,) of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

The object I have in view is to improve the
reproducer of my phonograph so that it will

ro be more durable, will better maintain its ad-
justment under varying conditions of heat
and moisture and will more effectively repro-
duce the sound vibrations. I accomplish
these ends by an improved construction of the

IS reproducing diaphragm and of the means for
connecting the reproducing point therewith.
The improved diaphragm I make of thin fab-
ric such as silk preferably of bolting cloth.

This is stretched in a frame and is then shel-
laced or varnished after which it is dried and
is ready to be cut to the proper size for the
reproducer diaphragm, or the fabric may be
stretched in the frame of the reproducer and
then shellaced or varnished. The result is a
diaphragm which while exceedingly thin and
flexible and well adapted to reproduce the
sound vibrations, is not liable to stretch, is

impervious to moisture and i.s exceedingly
hard and resonant. The diaphragm, there-

30 fore, does not become warped by changes in
the temperature and moisture of the atmos-
phere, and the reproducing point maintains
the proper position relative to the phonogram
blank.

35 For the reproducing point I use a wire of
phosphor or aluminium bronze. It is secured
to the frame at one side projects toward the
center of the diaphragm and substantially
parallel therewith, and is turned down to form

40 the point. Instead of connecting this point
with the diaghragm by an elastic strip or band
of rubber I have found that a solid block of
gum rubber is better for the purpose, since_
there is less loss in loudness of articulation

45 due to the elasticity of the medium between
the point and the diaphragm. The wire is

sprung away from the diaphragm so that
when the block of rubber is cemented both
to the diaphragm and the spring wire the dia-

50 phragm will be under a slight tension.
In the accompanying drawing forming a

part hereof the flgure represents a sectional

view of a reproducer embodjung my inven-
tion, the spring wire being shown in dotted -

lines in the position it assumes before being 5j
secured to the solid block of gum rubber.
A is the diaphragm which is made of a

fabric sueli as silk bolting cloth which is

stretched and then shellaced or varnished
eitlier before or after it is secured in the frame 60

B of the reproducer. The reproducing point
is formed of a metal wire C secured to the

frame B at one side and extending toward
the center of the diaphragm where its end is

bent downwardly as shown. This wire is 65
sprung away from the diaphragm as shown
hy the dotted lines. It is attached to the cen-

ter of the diaphragm by a solid block D of

gum rubber which is cemented both to the
diaphragm and the wire, the wire being drawn 70
in for the purpose so that the diaphragm will

be normally held under tension.

What I claim is:

1. The combination, in a phonograph re-

producer, of a diaphragm composed of a fab- 75
rie filled with a hardening material, and a re-

producing point operatively connected there-

to, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, in a phonograph re-

producer, of a diaphragm composed of a 80

stretched fabric such as boltingcloth filled

with shellac or varnish, and a reproducing
point operatively connected to .said dia-

phragm, substantially as set forth.

3. In a phonograph reproducer, the combi- 85
nation with the diaphragm and reproducing
point, of a solid block of gum rubber con-
necting such diaphragm and point, substan-
tially as set forth.

4. In a phonograph repi'oducer, the combi- 90
nation with the diaphragm and reproducing
point having a spring tension away from such
diaphragm, of a solid block of gum rubber
connecting such diaphragm and point, sub-
stantially as set forth. 95

This specification signed and witnessed this

22d day of May, 1888.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

William Pelzer,
A. W. Kiddle.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, a

citizen of the L'uited States, residing at Llew-
ellyn Park, in the county of Essex and State

5 of New Jersej', have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Phonogram-
Blanks, (Case No. 812,) of which the following

is a specification.

The object of this invention is to provide
ID phonogram blanks or surfaces for receiving-

sound records in the phonograph, which shall

be of a convenient and simple form and can
be cheaply and readily manufactured, and
which will be adapted to be conveniently

15 packed in boxes and inclosed in envelopes for

transmission by mail.

The main feature of the invention consists

in the use of thin flexible sheets of wax or

wax like material, which sheets either bj^

20 themselvesor combined with backings of other

suitable material, are used as the recording
mediums in phonographs. I may form such
sheets of plastic flexible material, by rolling

or pressing such material into sheets, but I

25 prefer to produce them by forcing the mate-
rial through an aperture of the desired form
in a press. The sheets thus formed may be
used in a variety of waj^s. Such sheets may
themselves form flat recording surfaces for

30 the phonograph, or they may be attached to

backings of paper or similar flexible material

and used as flat recording surfaces, or they
may be formed into cylinders, either with or

without an internal backing of paper or like

35 material, or they may be placed upon rigid

cylinders and used in the phonograph, or used
in various other ways.
There are many compounds of wax or wax

like material which maybe employed for the

40 purposes of my invention. What I prefer to

use is a mixture of asphalt with Japan wax
or pitches made from the distillation of fatty

oils or combinations of fatty acids, any of

which materials are equivalents of wax for

45 the purposes of this invention. The propor-

tions of the different substances will vary as

the conditions differ and as sheets of differ-

ent degrees of flexibility are required. Be-
ginning with the asphalt alone, which is brit-

50 tie even in thin sheets, the flexibility may be

brought to anj' desired degree by adding more
or less of the Japan wax or equivalent flexi-

ble substance.
My invention is illustrated in the accompa-

nying drawings: 55
Figure 1 illustrates the use of the squirting

press for forming the thin sheets. Figs. 2 and
8 are bottom views of different forms of the
press; Fig. 4 shows the preferred method of
placing such thin sheets upon a paper back- 60
ing; Fig. 5 illustrates a cylinder thus formed;
Fig. 6, a cylinder formed from the plastic
sheetalone;andFig.7showsacylinderformed
of a number of plastic sheets which are in-
tended to be torn off as they are used. 65
A quantity of the material, such as above

described, is placed in the press A in the bot-
tom of which is usually a slot or elongated ap-
erture B, (Fig. 2.) The material is raised to
such temperature as will insure its easy pas- 70
sage through the aperture, and the pressure
is then applied, and the material forced in
the form of a thin sheet C through the aper-
ture, as illustrated in Fig. 1. I prefer to al- >

low it to pass directly into water, so as to set 75
it immediately, and prevent distortion while
it is in a heated condition. After it is dry, it

may be coated with fine powder, such as talc
or kaolin, to prevent the surface from adher-
ing to other objects, and the strip which has 80
come from the press is then cut up into sheets
of the required size. These sheets may, as
above stated, be used in many different ways.
The sheet may be bent around a forming cyl-
inder and the ends overlapped and pressed 85
together, the surplus material being removed
by a cutting or scraping tool, or preferably
the ends are made to meet and are joined to-
gether by the application of a heated wire or
by the addition of a small amount of the soft- 90
ened materialalongthe joint. By this means
cylinders like that shown in Fig. 6 are formed.
Instead of this however, a sheet of thin paper
may be cut to the proper size and formed into
a cylinder with its edges joined, and this cyl- 95
inder is then collapsed into a flat double sheet
as illustrated in Fig. 4, the collapsed cylinder
being shown at D. The double sheet D is

placed between two sheets E E of the flexible
wax like material and the whole is submitted 100
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to pressure. The backs of the sheets E, or the
sheet T) being previously moistened with a
solvent of the flexible material, such as ben-
zol, the sheets E are thus made to adhere
firmly to the sheet D, whereby a collapsed
phonogram blank is formed, which can be
drawn out into a cylinder and placed upon
the cylinder of the phonograph, or upon a
false shell placed thereon. A cylinder drawn
out into form for use is shown in Fig. 5.

Instead of a backing of paper, the thin flexi-

ble sheets formed into cylinders like Fig. 6 or

used in sheet form, as flat recording surfaces,

may be covered with a varnish, such as a so-

lution of a suitable gum, like gum balata, in

a solvent such as bi-sulphide of carbon. A
number of sheets of this character can be
formed into a composite cylinder as shown in

Fig. 7, the different layers, one of which is af-

2o fected at a time by the phonograph recorder,

being torn off as they are used.

The squirting press may have an annular
aperture as shown in Fig. 3, whereby the ma-
terial may be forced out in the form of cylin-

ders instead of in sheets.

What I claim is;

1. A collapsible phonogram blank consist-

10

IS

25

ingof a cylinder of flexible material with sep-

arable sheets of flexible wax or wax like ma-
terial placed thereon, substantially as set 30
forth.

2. A composite phonogram blank, consist-

ing of two or more separately removable lay-

ers of recording material, each layer being of

such thickness that a record impressed on one 35
layer will not be transmitted to a succeeding
layer substantially as set forth.

3. A composite phonogram blank, consist-

ing of a cylinder of two or more separately
removable layers of recording material, each 40
layer being of such thickness that a record
impressed on one laj^er will not be transmit-
ted to a succeeding layer substantially as set

forth.

4. A phonogram blank having in combina- 45
tion super-imposed separable laj^ers of flexi-

ble wax or wax like material, substantially as
set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

10th day of January, 1889.

THOMAS A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
W. Pelzer.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be itknown that I, Henry HoESCHEN, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Omaha,
in the county of Douglas, State of Nebraska,

S have invented certain new and useful Im-
provements in an Automatic Coin-Controlled
Phonograph; and I hereby declare the follow-

ing to be a full, clear, and exact description
thereof, reference being had to the accompa-

10 nying drawings, wherein—
Figure 1 is a rear elevation of a phonograph

having applied thereto devices embodying my
invention; Fig. 2 is an enlarged detail view of

a portion of a phonograph, with a series of the
15 devices embodying my invention applied

thereto. Fig. 3, is an enlarged detached view
of devices embodying my invention.
Like symbols refer to like parts wherever

the}'' occur.
20 My invention relates to the construction of

that class of coin controlled mechanism in-

tended for purposes of trade, and while of

general utility for various forms of vending
apparatus—as for instance where gases or

25 fluids are to be automatically dispensed—has
been especially devised for phonograph serv-

ice and as an adjunct to coin controlled power
actuated apparatus intended for public use.

The main feature of my invention consists

30 in the combination with a tube, of a power
actuated valve arranged within the same, and
a coin chute provided with a trip and detent
arranged to hold the valve against its power
mechanism and normally close the tube.

35 A subordinate feature of the invention em-
braces the combination of the aforesaid de-
vices with a phonograph and mechanism for

closing the valve said mechanism actuated
by the carriage or spectacle frame of the pho-

40 nograph.
There are other, minor, features of inven-

tion, all as will hereinafter more fully appear.
For purposes of illustration I have chosen

to show my invention attached to a phono-

45 graph A operated by a motor (not shown)
controlled by coin chute mechanism E—such
as is covered by Letters Patent No. 431,883,
granted to L. F. Douglass, .July 8, 1890; but
as said devices form no part of the present

30 invention—and have their equivalent in any
coin controlled power operated phonograph

—

I shall not herein described the same, nor
shall I describe any portions of the phono-
graph except such as combine with my de-

vices— 55
I will now proceed to describe ray inven-

tion more fully, so that others skilled in the
art to which it appertains may apply the same.

In the drawings 1 indicates a tube provided
with a valve 2, adapted to be moved in one 60

direction by a spring 3, a weight or equiva-
lent motor, and having one arm 5, which is

adapted to engage with a pivoted dog or de-

tent 6 to lock the valve and hold it against

the power of the motor, said dog or detent 65

forming part of, or being arranged in a coin

chute 7, so as to be tripped by a coin depos-

ited in said chute. The valve 2 has also a
second arm 8 adapted to be operated from a
moving part of the apparatus to overcome 70
the power of the spring weight or valve mo-
tor, move the valve 2 in reverse direction to

that given it by the motor and to cause the

arm 5 to engage with the detent or dog 6 of

the coin chute. 75
It will be evident to a skilled mechanic that

the valve may be either a flap—a rotary—or

a slide valve, and that the motor may, in its

simplest form be either a spring or a weight

—

but it will be equally evident that the rotary 80

valve and the spring are the preferable de-

vices, therefore while not limiting my inven-
tion thereto, I prefer to employ devices con-

structed substantially as shown in the draw-
ings—that is to say, the tube 1 is provided 85
with a nipple 1^ to receive the end of the
eduction tube—and, if a single or detached
tube is used it may be enlarged as at l*" fsee

Fig. 3) to receive the end of the induction
tube which latter, if of flexible material will 90
serve to pack the valve and prevent its vibra-

tion.

The valve 2, which should be accurately
fitted, so as to move easily, yet without leak-

ing, is preferably a rotary or plug valve pro- 95
vided with a short arm 2=^ to which the power
spring 3, that moves the valve in one direc-

tion, is attached at one end, the other end be-

ing secured to some fixed point. The rotary

valve 2, is also provided with a second short 100

arm 4, which is bifurcated to form the arm 5

that engages with detent 6 and the arm 8 by
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which the valve is moved against the power
of spring 3. In order to limit the movement
of the rotarj' valve it is provided with a pro-

jection 2" which engages a pin 9 in the tubs
5 or valve shell. In order that the valve may
be set if desired by the direct action of a re-

ciprocating object—such as the carriage of a
phonograph— it is necessary that the arm 8

should be held in a yielding manner, so as to

lo permit the passage of the object in one direc-

tion only—and to accomplish this, I provide
a second small spring 3^ interposed between
the arm 2^ and the stop 9, as shown in Fig. 3.

Where it is desired to apply to a phono-

15 graph but a single additional coin controlled

valve of the character hereinbefore described,

so as to accommodate a single additional
auditor—I prefer to secure the tubel and the
chute 7 to a base strip 10 (see Figs. 1 and 3.)

20 and attach the same to the phonograph by
means of the usual bodj' holding screws, con-
necting the induction end 1"^ of the tube 1

with the reproducer R by the flexible tube h,

and securing the hearing tube a to the nip-

25 pie 1^. In order to close the valve from the
carriage, a striker 11 is attached to the spec-
tacle arm clamp screw, or at some other suit-

able point on the carriage. To adjust the
relation of valve arm 8 to striker 11, the

30 strip 10 is provided with an adjusting screw
12. AVhere it is desirable to employ a num-
ber of coin controlled valves, I prefer to in-

terpose a main conducting tube 13 (see Fig.

2) the open end of which is connected with

35 the reproducer R by the flexible tube b, said
main conductor 13 having a series of branches,
each provided with a power actuated valve,
trip mechanism, and coin chute of substan-
tially the character hereinbefore specified;

40 and instead of a single striker 11, 1 attach to

the spectacle arm clamp screw, or to an 3' other
suitable point on the carriage, a bar 14 hav-
ing a series of strikers at intervals corre-

sponding to the position of the several valves.

45 It is of course understood that the coin
chutes and valve mechanism will be inclosed
within a suitable case having coin-slots cor-

responding with the chutes—but as the con-
struction of such a case is within the knowl-

50 edge and skill of the ordinary mechanic I

have not shown or described the same.
In the case of the apparatus shown, the

circuit to the motor having been closed by
dropping coin in the coin-chute E—the pho-

55 nograph carriage will be set in motion, and a
single auditor may use the usual hearing tube
A' of the apparatus which is attached directly

to the rei)roducer R.
Any number of additional auditors, for

60 which provision has been made, can at the
same time hear the instrument by each one
depositing a suitable coin in one of the chutes
7 to operate the valve interposed between the
recorder R and the additional hearing tube

65 chosen by the said auditor. The coin de-
posited in said chute 7 in its descent strikes

the pivoted dog or detent 6 actuating the

same to release the arm 5, whereupon the

power spring 3 moves the valve 2 in one di-

rection and opens communication between 70

the reproducer R and the hearing tube a held

by the additional auditor. On the reverse or

return movement of the phonograph carriage

the strikerll corresponding to the given valve

2 strikes the arm 8 overcoming the power of 75

springs and reversing the movement of valve

2 until the tube 1 is closed thus cutting off

communication with the reproducer R. AVhen
this is accomplished the detent or dog C, en-

gages arm 5 and holds the valve closed until 80

a coin is again deposited in said chute.

The combined valve, trip mechanism or de-

tent and setting mechanism, herein described

is simple and effective, and may be applied

to a variety of vending apparatus, other than 85

that shown; and in the case of phonographs
and like apparatus, any character of motor,

controlled by any suitable mechanism may
be employed, without departing from the

spirit of mj' invention. 90
Having thus described my invention what

I claim and desire to secure by Letters Pat-

ent is

—

1. The combination with a tube, of a power
actuated valve arranged therein, a coin chute, 95
and a trip and detent arranged therein and
in such relation to the valve of the tube as

to hold the valve and normally close the tube;

substantially as and for the purposes speci-

fied. TOO

2. The combination with a phonograph and
its reproducer, of a hearing tube, a power
actuated valve arranged in the hearing tube,

a coin chute, and a trip and detent arranged
in the coin chute and with relation to the 105

valve of the hearing tube to hold the valve

and normally close the hearing tube; sub-

stantiall3^ as and for the purposes specified.

3. The combination with a phonograph, its

carriage, and reproducer, of a hearing tube no
provided with a power actuated valve, a coin

chute, a trip and detent arranged in the coin

chute with relation to the valve to hold the

valve and normally close the hearing tube,

and means on the carriage for bringing the T15

valve within the control of the detent and
trip, substantially as and for the purposes
specified.

•4. The combination, with a phonograph and
its reproducer, of a series of hearing tubes, a 120

main conducting tube having a series of

branches, each provided with a normally
closed valve said main tube interposed be-

tween the reproducer and the hearing tubes,

and power mechanism for opening the valves 125

when released by the detents a series of in-

dependent coin-chutes having detents which
control the respective valves of the main con-

ducting tube; substantially as and for the
purposes specified. 130

5. The combination, with a phonograph and
its reproducer, of a series of hearing tubes, an
interposed main conducting tube, having
branches, each provided with a normally
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closed valve a series of coin chutes having
detents which control the respective valves of
the main conducting tube, and means for act-

uating the several valves from the carriage of

5 the phonograph to place the valves within the
control of the respective detents; substan-
tially as and for the purposes specified.

6. The combination with a tube of a power
actuated rotary valve, a stop to limit the ro-

[o tation of the valve bj' the power devices, an
arm which projects from the valve, and a
coin chute provided with a trip and detent
arranged in the path of and adapted to en-

gage the arm which projects from the valve—

;

15 substantially as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

7. The combination with a tube, of a power
actuated valve having a bifurcated arm pro-
jecting thei'efrom, a coin chute having a trip

20 and detent arranged with relation to the bi-

furcated arm of the valve to engage one fork
thereof, and suitable means adapted and ar-

ranged to move in the path of said bifurcated

arm, and engage the other fork of said arm;
substantially as and for the purposes sped- 25

fled.

8. The combination with a tube, of a power
actuated valve having a bifurcated arm pro-

jecting therefrom, a coin chute provided with
a trip and detent arranged in the path of one 30
fork of said arm, means adapted and arranged
to move in the path of said bifurcated arm
and engage the other fork of said arm, a stop

for said valve, and a relief spring which per-

mits the bifurcated arm to recede before the 35
reverse movement of the device which moves
the valve into engagement with the detent;

substantially as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature, 40
in presence of two witnesses, this 1st day of

October, 1890.

HENRY HOESCHEN.
Witnesses:

Erastus a. Benson,
J, B, Carmichael.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Gianni Bettini, a sub-

ject of the King of Italy, and a resident of

New York, in the county and State of New
York, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Methods of and Apparatus
for Recording and Reproducing Articulate or

other Sounds, of which the following is a
specification.

ro In order that my invention may be fully

understood, reference is had to the following

specification taken in connection with the ac-

companying drawings, which specification is

a full, clear and exact description of the in-

15 vention, such as will enable others skilled in

the art to which it relates, to make and use
same.
My invention is directed particularly to im-

provements in novel methods of and means
20 for automatically regulating the position of

a phonographic diaphragm with relation to

the recording or reproducing cylinder in such
manner as to obtain from such apparatus a
more perfect record and a better reproduc-

25 tion thereof, than is now obtainable with any
existing apparatus of a kindred nature known
to me.

It is a well known fact that in the use of

the phonograph the record cylinders are often

30 of irregular surface before the record is pro-

duced thereon; or, even if the surfaces have
the desired conformation at the time of pro-

ducing the record, the cylinders often warp
or change their configuration from changes

35 in temperature, careless handling, or, various

other reasons It is also a fact that with ex-

isting forms of phonographic apparatus dur-

ing the production of the record there results

often times a production of a false record due
40 to extraneous sounds acting upon the under

surface of the diaphragm at the same time
that the operating sounds are entering the

apparatus through the proper channel on the
upper side thereof.

45 My invention has for its object the avoid-

ance of these objectionable features, and to

this end it consists

—

First—In a novel method of and means for

supporting the diaphragm whereby it may al-

50 ways assume a proper relation to the cylin-

der regardless of the conformation thereof

—

Second—In novel means for protecting the

diaphragm from the evil effects of extraneous
sounds—Third—In details of construction
hereinafter set forth, and particularly pointed 55
out in the claims at the end of this specifica-

tion.

Referring now to the drawings in all of
which like letters of reference represent like

parts wherever u.sed—Figure 1 is a side ele- 60
vational view illustrating my improvement

—

Fig. 2 is a plan view of the same—and Fig. 3

is a cross sectional view thereof taken on line
3—3 Fig. 2.

C represents a phonogram cylinder sup- 65
ported in the usual manner upon a rotary
axis (A).

B B represent parts of the frame, which
carry adjustably the diaphragm supporting
arm (E;) said arm being enlarged in the usual 70
manner at its lower end and provided with a
slot at its upper end for securing it adjust-
ably in position through the agency of a
thumb nut (T) the lower portion of the sup-
porting arm being provided with a fork (K) 75
in which is secured the adjusting screw (I)

threaded into a lug or arm (Q) which in turn
is fixedly secured to the part (B).

D represents the diaphragm made prefer-
ably of metal having attached to its lower 80
side a stylus, or recording, or reproducing
point (s) the same being secured to the dia-

phragm by the agency of a spider (S) substan-
tially as desci'ibed in a prior patent No. 409,004
granted to me on the 13th day of August, 85
1889. This diaphragm is secured in position
in a supporting ring (N) and securely held in

place by a washer (O) and a sound" concen-
trator (G) by a'ring nut (H).

F is a crossbar adjustably secured to the 90
supporting arm (E) by a pair of screw rods
{t t) and thumb nuts [n n' n n'.) At the cen-
ter of this cross bar is secured a mouth piece
(M) the lower end of which projects down-
ward into the upper or extended portion of a 95
sound concentrator (6) so as to convey all of
the sound which enters the mouth piece (M)
to the surface of the diaphragm. The lower
end or throat portion of the mouth piece (M)
is sufficiently diminished in size to permit of 100

the necessai'y vibratory movement which may
be given to the surrounding sound concen-
trating portion (G) as the diaphragm tilts

back and forth upon its pivotal supports,
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which will now be described. The diaphragm
supporting ring (N) is pivotallj^ secured in

position to the supporting arm (E) by a pair
of screws (P) located on diametrically oppo-

5 site sides and in a plane parallel with the
axis (A) of the phonogram cylinder, e e

are set screws for securing the screws (P)
when in proper adjustment. P' is a thumb
screw for uniting the diaphragm ring fixedly

lo with the arm or support (E) when desired.W is an adjustable weight secured on the
screw threaded end of an arm («i) carried at
the lower edge of the diaphragm ring (N). J
is a protector or shield made preferably of

15 non-resonant material for shielding the lower
side of the diaphragm from the effects of any
extraneous sound. This shield (.1) is prefer-
ably of conical shape, as shown, being secured
to the diaphragm ring (N) by screws {w iv)

20 and provided at its apex with an opening (V)
of sufficient size to permit of the free move-
ment of the stylus (s).

The operation of the apparatus is as fol-

lows:—The diaphragm having been properly
25 adjusted as to the delicacy of its pivotal or

rocking motion by the screws (P P) (e e) and
through the agency of the adjustable weight
(W) with the recording stylus (s) in the posi-
tion shown in Fig. 1, the apparatus is ready

30 to make or reproduce a record. It will be
noticed, as shown in Fig. 1, that the record
producing or reproducing stylus (s) does not
bear normally upon the phonogram cylinder
(C) and that inasmuch as the diaphragm is

35 pivotally supported and is acted upon by the
weight (W) which tends to move the stylus
forward in a reverse direction to that of the
phonogram cylinder, it will therefore be ap-
parent that if any inequalitj' occurs in the

40 surface of the cylinder this adjustment will

compensate for it by causing the recording
or reproducing stylus to assume different an-
gular positions with relation to the axis of
the cylinder and to operate at all times with

45 the best effect and to make a clear and well
defined record. The diaphragm D and its sup-
porting ring N secured in the arm or support
E will therefore be given a rocking motion
by the stylus s as it follows the irregularities

50 of the surface or record of the phonogram
cylinder C which rotates in the direction of
the arrow (see Fig. 1) and inasmuch as the
major portion of the weight of these parts is

thus supported free of the cylinder or surface

55 delicate adjustment is effected by the weight
W, and the stylus will follow the surface or
record giving always an approximately uni-

form pressure, therebj^ assuring either a per-
fect record or a perfect reproduction thereof.

60 It will be noticed also that by virtue of the
adjustable mouth piece (M) and the sound
concentrator (G) I am enabled to obtain a
maximum effect upon the upper surface of
the diaphragm and to transmit through this

65 diaphragm and its spider sustained recording
stylus, all of the sound waves. It is also ap-
parent that there can be no material effect

produced upon the under side of the dia-
phragm from any extraneous sounds, because
of the protector or shield (,J). The lateral 70
and vertical adjustments of the diaphragm
with relation to the phonogram cylinder are
effected through the agency of the thumb
nut (T) the thumb screw (I) yoke (K) and
support or lug (Q). 75

It will of course be understood that all of the
improvementsherein describedare equally ap-
plicable to either the recorder or reproducer
of a phonograph at will.

I am aware that attempts have heretofore 80
been made to overcome the defects due to
irregularities in phonogram cylinders by va-
rious means—as for instance:—By pivoting
the recording or reproducing stylus to the
diaphragm and regulating the throw or move- 85
ment of such pivoted stylus by a weight or
analogous device, and I do not claim broadly
means for accomplishing this result.

I am also aware that it is old in the art to piv-
otally sustain a recording or reproducing dia- 90
phragm so that the weight of the entire dia-
phragm and its supporting ring or frame is

sustained by the stylus resting upon the
phonogram surface, and I make no claim
hereinafter broad enough to include such a 95
structure. I am not aware, however, that any
one has heretofore pivoted the diaphragm
proper in a sustaining frame over the phono-
gram cylinder or surface so that the weight
of the diaphragm and its attached parts is roo
sustained independent of the phonogram sur-
face and in such manner that irregularities
of said surface cause the diaphragm to turn
about its points of support and the point of
the stylus to assume different angular posi- 105
tions with relation to the axis or the phono-
gram cj'linder, and my claims are generic in
this particular.

I am aware also that it is old in the art to
convey the sound waves to an inclosed cham- no
ber located beneath the diaphragm, the said
diaphragm having its upper surface entirely
inclosed or protected from extraneous sounds,
the recording or reproducing stylus extend-
ing through a perforation in the lower cham- 115
ber and being provided with link and lever
connections, as shown and described in pat-
ent to J. H. White No. 467,530, granted Janu-
ary 2G, 1892, and I make no claim upon this
feature of my invention broad enough to in- 120 >

elude such a structure. With such a struct-
ure as shown in Figs. 1 and 3 of the draw-
ings of the afoi-esaid patent air is confined in
the chamber above the diaphragm without
any means of escape acting therefore as a 125 ,

cushion, while in the structure described and
claimed by me the chamber above the dia-
phragm is used to receive the sound waves
without any vent or escape, the lower or pro-
tecting shield being provided with a perfora- 130 1

tion tlirough which the stylus passes, thereby
permitting the escape of the air and avoiding
the evil effects of an air cushion. It is also
to be understood that although I have shown
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and described a phonogram ej'linder of the
nsual type in connection with ray improve-
ments I ma,j use a phonogram surface of any
preferred form, the application of the novel
principles hereinbefore described and here-
inafter claimed being equally as well adapted
to such surfaces as to cjdinders.

Having thus described my invention what
I claim and desire to secure by Letters-Pat-

ent of the United States is:

—

1. The described method of compensating
for the effects of irregularities in a phonogram
cylinder or surface consisting in supporting
the weight of the diaphragm and its attached
parts free of the cjdinder or surface and simul-
taneously giving to it a rocking motion as
the cylinder or surface moves or advances,
whereby the recording or reproducing stylus
is caused to assume different angular posi-

tions.

2. The described method of compensating
for irregularities of a phonogram cylinder
consisting in supporting the weight of the
diaphragm and its attached parts free of the
cjdinder or surface and simultaneously vary-
ing the angular relation of the stylus to the
axis of the cj'linder, said stylus being rigidly

secured to the diaphragm.
3. The described method of compensating

30 for irregularities in the surface of a phono-
gram cylinder consisting in giving to a rigidly

supported stylus a vibrating motion in the

10

15

20

25

direction of the cylinder's rotation and about a
fixed or axial line of support in a plane substan-
tially parallel with the axis of the cylinder. 35

4. A stylus carried by a diaphragm pivot-

ally secured to a support and provided with
adjustable means as a weight for causing the
stylus to vary its angular relation so as to con-
form to the phonogram surface, substantially 40
as described.

5. A phonograph having a diaphragm pro-
vided with a sound receiving chamber on one
side with an inlet thereto for the sound waves
in combination with a protecting shield on the 45
other side which covers the entire surface of

the diaphragm and has a perfoi^ation through
which the recording or reproducing stylus ex-
tends substantially as desci*ibed.

6. A phonograph provided with a sound 50
protector or shield which covers the entire
face of the diaphragm and has an opening
thi'ough which the recording stylus projects,

substantially as described.
7. A phonograph having a pivoted dia- 55

phragm with a sound concentrating chamber
on one side and a sound protector or shield
on the other through which the stylus pro-

jects substantially as described.

GIANNI BETTINI.

Witnesses:
C. J. KiNTNER,
F. Griessman.
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United States Patent Office.

GIANNI BETTINI, OF NEW YORK, N. Y.

PHONOGRAPH.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 488,380, dated December 20, 1893.

Application filed Haroli 14, 1892. Serial 'So. 424,814. (No model.)

To all luhovv it may concern:
Be it known that I, Gianni Bettini, a sub-

ject of the King of Italy, and a re.sident of New
York, in the coiiutj' and State of New York,

5 have invented certain new and useful Im-
provements in Phonographs, of which the fol-

lowing is a specificatiou.

Mj' invention will be fully understood bj^

reference to the accompanying drawings, in

lo which

—

Figure 1 represents aside elevational view
of a phonogram cjiinder, and a phonogram
provided with my improvements— Fig. 2 is a
part cross sectional, part end elevational view

15 showing a portion of the apparatus— Fig. 3 is

an enlarged detailed sectional view of those
parts of the ai)paratus shown on the right
hand in Fig. 2—Fig. 4 is an enlarged eleva-
tional view of the opposite sides of the regu-

20 lating weight with the words "recording"
and "reproducing" situated on opposite faces
thereof.

Referring now to the drawings in detail in

all of which like letters of reference repre-

25 sent like parts—B B represent parts of the
frame which carry the adjustable diaphragm
supporting arm (E) secured at the upper end
by a thumb nut (T) and at the lower end bj'

a fork (K) standard (Q) and adjustment
30 screw (I), the enlarged portion (R) of the

support (E) constituting a ring in which the
diaphragm is pivotally sustained in a sup-
port _(N)' by pivots (P P').

M is a mouth piece adjustabh' sustained by
35 two pairs of nuts (B^ F') upon screw rods (G)

adapted to be screwed into the screw holes
(T T) in the ring (R), the mouth piece being
supported entirely independent from the dia-

phragm, and the latter having a spider (S) on
40 its lower side to which the stylus is attached.

The apparatus as so far described is fully

disclosed in my prior application above re-

ferred to, and the J)resent invention embodies
the additional feature of a record producing

45 stylus (a) and a reproducing stylus (s) both
lying in the same plane and attached to a
single standard (e), which, in turn, is secured
to the spider (S). On the outer end of the
pivot (P') which carries the diaphragm sup-

50 porting ring (N) is secured, by a set screw ((5'),

a short standard (H) in the upper end of

which is pivoted a rotatable standard (;??.')

held in place by a set screw (/) and provided
at its upper end with.a pivoted extension (???),

screw threaded at its free end to receive an 55
adjustable weight (W), on one side of which
is printed, engraved, or otherwise prepared
the word "recording" and on the opposite
side the word "reproducing."
The operation of the ajiparatus is as fol- 60

lows:—Suppose the phonogram cj'linder (C)

upon the axis (A) to be revolving in the di-

rection of the arrow, and the weight (W) in

the position shown on the left in full lines.

Under this condition of affairs the record pro- 65

ducing stylus (a) is held in contact with the
surface of the cylinder and is caused to make
a record on producing sounds in the mouth
piece (M), while the record reproducing stylus

(s) attached to the same spider (S) is held 70

out of contact with the cylinder. After the
record is thus produced and the cylinder re-

stored to its starting point in the usual way
the operator rotates the standard [jn') through
an angle of one hundred and eighty degrees 75
carrying with it the weight (W) and pivoted
extension (???). As soon as it is released,

therefore, the weight' (W) causes the dia-

phragm to be tilted upon the standards or

pivots (P P') into the position shown in dot- 80
ted lines, therebj' placing the record repro-

ducing stylus (s) in contact with the cylinder
and removing the record producing stylus

(a) so that when the cylinder is again set in

motion the record will be faithfully repro- 85
duced from the same diaphragm.
When the apparatus is in the position

shown in full lines in Fig. 1, the word "re-

cording" will be in full view of the operator,

thus indicating to him that the recording 90
stylus (a) is in operative position. When,
however, the weight (W) and arm (ni) are re-

volved into the other position shown in dot-

ted lines so that the reproducing stylus is in

operative position the word " reproducing" 95
will be in full view of the operator. It will

be apparent therefore, that I provide a simple
means of indicating to the operator, whether
or not the apparatus is in condition for pro-

ducing or reproducing a record, thus avoid- 100

ing the possible mutilation of a cylinder upon
which a record has already been produced.
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I am aware that it is not broadly new with
ine to utilize a single diaphragm in connec-
tion with two independent styles, one of

which is designed to make a record, and the

5 other to reproduce it, as I know that a phono-
graph has heretofore been constructed in

which two styles have been pivotally secured
to a pivoted bar or rod, which, in turn, was
secured to a single diaphragm, and I make

lo no claim hereinafter broad enough to include
such a structui-e. I am not aware, however,
that any one has heretofore rigidly secured
a record making and a record reproducing
stylus to a single diaphragm in such manner

15 as to adapt it to act for producing or re-

producing a record at will, and my claims in

this particular are of a generic nature. Nor
am I aware that any one has heretofore de-

vised a pivoted diaphragm carrying two
20 styles, one of which is adapted to make a rec-

ord upon a phonogram surface, and the other
to reproduce it in combination with indicat-

ing mechanism which serves the double func-
tion of an indicator and a means for holding

25 the styles m operative relation with the sur-

face, and ray claims are also generic in this

particular.

Having thus described my invention what
I claim and desire to secure by Letters-Pat-

30 eut of the United States is:

—

1. A phonograph having a record producing
stylusand an independent record reproducing
stylus, said styles being attached bj^ a rigid

support to the diaphragm or other resonant

35 medium substantially as described.
2. In a phonograph a pair of styles secured

by a rigid support to a diaphragm and located
in the same plane whereby one may be util-

ized for producing a record and the other for

40 reproducing it—substantially as described

—

3. In a phonograph a pair of styles secured
to a diaphragm by a spider, one style being

adapted to produce a record and the other to

reproduce it—substantially as described

—

4. In a phonograph a pivoted diaphragm 45
having a record producing stylus and a second
or record reproducing stylus rigidly secured
to it—substantially as described

—

5. In a phonograph a pivoted diaphragm
having a record producing stylus, and a sec- 50
ond or record reproducing stylus rigidly se-

cured to said diaphragm in combination with
means for causing either stylus to bear upon
the phonogram surface—substantially as de-

scribed

—

55
6. In a phonograph, a loosely pivoted dia-

phragm having a pair of styles rigidlj^ secured
to it in combination with adjustable means
for causing either stylus to act at will—as de-

scribed

—

60
7. In a phonograph a loosely pivoted dia-

phragm; a pair of styles rigidly secured to

said diaphragm in combination with reversi-

ble adjustable means for utilizing either style

at will—as described

—

65
8. In a phonograph a pair of styles located

in a vertical plane and rigidly secured to the
diaphragm—as described

—

9. In a phonograph a pivoted diaphragm
carrying a pair of styles in combination with 70
a reversible weighted indicator adapted to in-

dicate which style is in contact with the sur-

face and to maintain it in that position until

reversed, substantially as described.
10. A phonograph having a pair of inde- 75

pendent styles rigidly secured to a pivoted
diaphragm and a reversible weighted lever
adapted to cause either style at will to bear
upon the phonogram surface.

GIANNI BETTINI.

Witnesses:
C. J. KiNTNER,
H. Jarvis Patten.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 488,381, dated December 20, 1892.

Application filed March 14, 1892. Serial M"o. 424,815. (No model.)

To all ivliom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Gianni Bettini, a sub-

ject of the King of Italy, and a resident of
New York, in the countj' of New York and

5 State of New York, have made certain new
and useful Improvements in Phonographs, of
which the following is a specification.

Mj^ invention is directed particularly to a
novel apparatus for duplicating phonographic

10 records, and its object is to simplify and
cheapen the present expensive methods of
making records where it is desired to place
the same record upon many phonogram sur-
faces or cylinders. I accomplish this object

15 with the apparatus hereinafter described, but
particularly pointed out in the claims at the
end of this specification.

In order that my invention may be fully
understood reference is had to the accompa-

20 nying drawings, in all of which like letters of
reference represent like parts wherever used.

K All of the figures of the drawings (four in
" number) are sectional views of modified forms

of my novel apparatus designed to accomplish
25 the result above indicated

—

Referring first to Figure 1—A represents
the axis—and C a phonogram cylinder carried
thereby, and upon which has been placed a
record which it is desired to duplicate me-

30 chanicallj'.

B B repi'esent parts of the frame of the ap-
paratus which sustain my reproducing device.
C represents another phonogram cylinder

upon which it is desired to make a duplicate

35 record, this cylinder being carried by an axis
(A') parallel to the axis (A).

G G' are pulleys carried by the axes A and
A' and connected together \>y a belt or cord
so that they will rotate with the axes (A and

40 A') and cylinders (C C).
N is a diaphragm supporting ring in which

is secured a diaphragm D, this ring being in

this instance pivotally supported on an axis
parallel with the axes (A and A') and provid-

45 ed with a regulating arm and adjustable
weight (W). To the upper side of the dia-

phragm is attached a record reproducing
stylus (f) and to the lower side of this dia-

phragm is secured a pivoted recording or rec-

50 ord producing stylus (if) the fulcrum of which
is attached to a lever (L) the arrangement be-
ing such that the free end of the pivoted re-

producing stylus [t') is adapted to bear upon
the surface of the duplicating phonogram cj^l-

inder(C'). The lever (L) it will be observed is 55
pivoted at one end to the ring (N), and the

arrangement is such that the reproducing
stylus (t') will follow accurately the move-
ments of the stylus (/).

The operation of this apparatus is as fol- 60

lows:—The axis (A) is set in motion in its

usual way in the direction of the arrow, the

stylus (/) having been properly adjusted in

connection with the original record upon the

phonogram cylinder (C) and the recording or 65
record producing stylus it') having been prop-

erl,y adjusted to bear upon the surface of the

cylinder (A') with the desired pressure through
the agency of the adjustable weight (W).
The pulley (G) therefore, transmits to the 70
pulley (G') motion in the direction of the

lower arrow, so that the cylinder (C) rotates

in the same direction as does the cylinder (C),

and a correct record is therefore, transmitted
from the stylus it) through the link (e) and 75
diaphragm (D) to the pivoted recording or

record producing stylus (^'), thus causing the

part r' to cut or produce in the cylinder (C)
an accurate duplication of the record on the

cjdinder (C). After the record has been thus 80

duplicated the second cylinder (C) may be
removed and the operation repeated with du-
plicate cylinders for an indefinite number of

times. In the form shown in Fig. 2 the dia-

phragm (D) is fixedly secured to the parts 85

(B) of the frame and the adjustable feature,

[which is attributable in Fig. 1 to the pivoted
diaphragm, adjustable weight (W) and piv-

oted lever (L)] is effected through the agency
of two pivoted levers (L and L') adjustable yo

weight (W) and a third lever (n) the latter

pivotally secured to one part (B) on a stand-
ard id) with its short arm under the free end
of the upper lever (L). In this instance it

will be noted that the styles (/ and t') are piv- 95
oted respectively to the levers (L and L') and
are joined to each other through the agency
of the diaphragm (D) and a rigid wire or con-
necting link (e).

The mode of operation of the form shown 100

in Fig. 2 is net essentially different from that

shown in Fig. 1.

In the form shown in Fig. 3, the diaphragm
is rigidly supported, the same as in Fig. 2 and
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adjustable weights (W and W) are secured
to the outer ends of the levers (L and L') the
styles {t and t') being pivotally secured to

these levers and attached to each other

5 through link {e) and diaphragm (D).

In Fig. 4 the diaphragm ring (N) is pivoted
to the parts (B B) the same as in Fig. 1, and
the stylus {t) is attached directly to the free
end of the lever (L). This lever is pivoted at

lo its other end directly to the diaphragm ring
(N) and its free end connected directly to the
diaphragm by a piece of cork (c), the dia-

phragm, in turn, being connected to the lower
stylus (//) by a link (e). The stylus {t') is

15 pivoted as in Fig. 1 to a lever (L').

In Figs. 3 and 4, the pulleys (G and G') are
not shown although it will be understood that
some means of operatively connecting the
two phonogram cylinders (CC) will always be

20 required. Of course other means than pul-
leys maj'be utilized for rotating the cylinders
(C and C') together. The operation of these
modified forms is entirely obvious in view of

the description and the mode of operation of

25 the modified forms illustrated in Fig. 1.

I do not limit myself to the specific forms
of mechanism herein shown and described for

duplicating phonogram records, as I believe I

am entitled to claim broadly apparatus for

30 duplicating such records through the agenej'
of connected pivoted styles and my claims
are generic in this particular.

I am aware of the record reproducing appa-
ratus shown in Figs. 1 and 2 of the drawings

35 of patent to S. Taintor, No. 341,287, granted
May 4, 1886, and I make no claim hereinafter
broad enough to include such a structure or
any method involved in the use of such
structure.

40 Having thus described my invention, what
I claim and desire to secure by Letters-Pat-
ent of the United States is:

—

1. A pair of independent phonogram sur-

faces, one of which has a record on its face;

intermediate gearing as a belt and pulleys
for causing said surfaces to move simultane-
ously; a stylus adapted to follow the conforma-
tion of the record, and a second stylus with in-

termediate connections adapted to reproduce
the record on the second surface—substan-
tially as described

—

2. A pair of independent phonogram sur-

faces, one of which has a record on its face;

intermediate gearing as a belt and pulleys
for causing said surfaces to move together; a
stylus resting on the record on the first sur-

face; a second stylus resting on the face of

the second surface, and an intermediate elas-

tic or yielding support as a diaphragm with
adjustable connections, as described

—

3. A pair of independent phonogram cylin-

ders sustained bj' parallel axles geared to-

gether, one of said cylinders having a record
on its face; a reproducing stylus adapted to

follow this record; a recording stylus attached
to the reproducing stylus by intermediate
connections, and adapted to make a dupli-

cate record on the face of the second cylin-

der—substantially as described

—

4. A pair of phonogram cylinders sustained
by parallel axles geared together, one of said
cylinders having a prepared record on its

face; a pivoted reproducing stylus fulcrumed
to a lever; a pivoted record producing stylus

resting normally on the face of the second
phonogram cylinder and fulcrumed to a sec-

ond lever with connections between said styles,

whereby a duplicate record is made upon the

face of the second cylinder, as the two are re-

volved—substantially as described

—

GIANNI BETTINI.
Witnesses:

C. J. KiNTNER,
F. Griessman.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Marcus O. Anthony, a

citizen of tlie United States, and a resident of
Cincinnati, in the county of Hamilton and

5 State of Ohio, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Automatic Feed and
Return Mechanisms for Phonographs, of

which the following is a specification.

The object of my invention is to provide an
10 automatic coin actuated feed and return

mechanism for phonographs, whereby the ma-
chine maybe entirely inclosed and protected
from injury either from carelessness ignor-

ance or rough handling, bj' thoughtless or

IS evil disposed persons. It is especially intend-
ed for that class of exhibition machines which
are placed in publicplaces to reproduce popu-
lar music or declamations for the amusement
of those who may drop a coin in a slot in the

2o case inclosing the machine. In instruments
of this class now in use, a push rod or lever
projects through the case which is connected
to the sensitive mechanism within. It is requi-

site to operate this rod or lever after the coin

25 is dropped in, in order to set the machine in

motion. I have found by experience that the
handling of this rod or lever by careless or
inexperienced persons deranges the sensitive

mechanism of the phonograph, frequently in-

30 jures the phonogram and causes a drawling
sound at the commencement, and ending, of

the piece upon the phonogram. All of these
defects are remedied by my invention, which
I will now proceed to describe in detail, in con-

35 nection with the accompanying drawings, af-

ter which I will particularly refer to and point
out its novel features in the claims.

Referringto the drawingsin which likeparts
are indicated by similar reference letters and

40 numerals wherever they occur throughout the
various views. Figure 1. is a plan view of a
phonograph detached from its inclosing case,

and provided with my improvements. Fig.

2. is a front elevation of the attachment.

45 Fig. 3. is a transverse vertical section taken
through line x, x, of Fig. 2, looking to the left,

with the parts in position they occupy when
the reproducer carriage or spectacle frame is

coupled to the lead screw, which is formed
50 upon the shaft of the phonogram carrier. Fig.

4 is a similar view with the carriage or spec-

tacle frame disconnected from the lead screw
and coupled to the retracting screw. Fig. 5

is a similar view in the same plane with the
parts in position shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 6 is a 55
detail view in front elevation of the device for

coupling the carriage to the retracting screw.
Fig. 7. is a detail view in vertical section
through line y-,y,oi. Fig. 2, looking to the left.

In Fig. 1 A represents the plate upon which 60

thebodyof the well known Edison phonograph
is mounted, the phonogram cylinder B, lead
screw B', traveling carriage C, the coupling
arm C, I'ocking spectacle frame C^ whicii car-

ries the reproducer, and the mechanism for 65
actuating, them as well as the bearings or
supports in which they are mounted, are well
known and need not therefore be specifically

described.
All of my improvements are mounted upon 70

or supported in a standard or frame which is

secured by a pivot screw upon the cabinet top
in front of the phonograph.
The frame in which my improvements are

mounted consists of basebarD, end uprights, 75
d, cV, and intermediate uprights cP, d?, and cZ*,

all of which are preferably east in a single

piece.

The return screw E, which has a much
greater pitch than the lead screw, is mounted 80
on centers e, e',in the end uprights cZ,d'. The
screw shaft E, is revolved by a belt e^ pass-
ing over pulley e^ which is secured upon the
shaft near one end, and over a pulley driven
by the motor which operates the phonograph; 85
the belt is kept tight by a coiled spring e*, one
end of which is secured to the frame D, and
the opposite end by a screw to the cabinet
top. (Not shown.)
F is a frame swung upon pivot pins dp,

which are secured to the uprights d', d% and
pass through the arms of the frame to allow
the frame a limited longitudinal movement.
The frame is counterpoised by a weighted le-

ver arm/', which is fulcrumed at, /^, upon 95
the upright d^, the inner end of this lever
bears upon the under side of the free end of

the frame, and the opposite end of the lever
is provided with a weight/^.
To the front end of the rocking arm C^, ico

which carries the reproducer, is detachably
secured an arm G, which extends transversely

90
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across the frame F; the frame F, is slotted

loiigitudinallj', the screw shanks of the mov-
able stops F', pass through this slot and have
tightening screws underneath. Against one

5 of these stops the arm G, strikes as it is cai'-

ried in one direction by the lead screw B',

and against the other one when carried in the

opposite direction by the retracting screw E;
the frame F, is carried a short distance by

lo the arm G, as it strikes either stop, and bj'

this means the frame C, is automatically con-

pled to the lead screw and disconnected from
the retracting screw when the frame is car-

ried to the left by the arm G, and autoniati-

15 cally coupled to the retracting screw and dis-

connected from the lead screw when the frame
F, is carried to the right. This coupling is

accomplished by the depression of the free

end of the frame in one case and the eleva-

20 tion of it in the other. It is understood of

course that the elevation of the frame dis-

connects the reproducer from the phonogi-am,
and its depression connects the reproducer
and phonogram.

25 The free end of the frame F, is supported
in its lower position upon the upper end of

the upright cV, and in its upper position upon
the upper end of the bar H, which is pivoted
upon the front edge of the upright cP, a foot

30 /*, projects down from the frame F, to rest

upon the top of the pivoted bar H. In the
lower position the rocking frame C, C', C^, is

uncoupled from the retracting screw and cou-
pled to the lead screw, the reproducer is also

35 in contact with the phonogram. In the up-

per position the rocking frame is coupled to

the retracting screw and uncoupled from tlie

lead screw and phonogram. The arm II, is

drawn and held in its vertical position b}^ a

40 coiled spring 7;., which pulls it against a stop h'

.

Upon the reduced right hand end of the
screw shaft E, is secured a disk e*, and loosely

fitted upon this reduced end is a cam I, in

proximity to the disk, a pin e^ pi'ojects in-

45 ward from the side of disk e*, and a similar

pin i, projects from the adjacent side of the
cam, both pins are arranged the same dis-

tance from the axis of the screw shaft E so

that when the cam is pushed in the direction

50 of the disk it is revolved with the disk by the
pin e^, striking the pin i. Depending down
from the end of the frame D along side of the
cam I, is a rigid arm (P, which has an offset

above the lowest part of the cam when the

55 frame F, is in its lowest position.

Pivoted to one side of the arm G, is a ja}',

J, which extends down below the retracting
screw E, and has a hooked arm to pass under
the screw, the upper side of this arm is

60 curved and spirally inclined to engage the
screw threads and couple the arm G, to the
retracting screw E, when the frame F, is

thrown to the upper position. The upper
horizontal arm J, of the jay is a spring and is

65 perforated to pass over a pin j', which pro-

jects from the arm G. The purpose of this

arrangement is to hold the jay firmly in place

and to permit it to be thrown from under the
screw when it is desired to raise the rocking
frame C^ and arm G, which may be done by 70
drawing out the spring arm j, until it is dis-

connected from the pin j', when the jay may
be swung around upon its pivot ./"'^.

In the position shown in Figs. 2 and 3 the

frame F, is depressed, the jay J, disconnected 75
from the retracting screw the arm C, coupled
to the lead screw and the reproducer bearing
upon the jihonogram. The machine is thus
in the position it occupies when reproducing
the piece upon the phonogram. Now as the 80

spectacle frame C^, with arm G, connected to

it moves to the right, the arm G, will strike

the stop F', and carry the frame F, to the
right until the arm cP, strikes the cam I, and
carries it in the direction of the disk e*, by 85
the same movement of the frame F, the up-
per end of the pivoted bar H, is pressed to

the right by the foot /*. Now as the disk re-

volves the cam I, under the offset of the arm
cZ", the free end of the frame is elevated, dis- 90
connecting the arm C, from the lead screw
and coupling the jay with the retracting

screw, so soon as the foot/^, is elevated above
the top of the bar H, the spring li, draws it

back to its vertical position under tlie foot/*, 95
the frame F, is thus held in its upright posi-

tion until it is moved in the opposite direc-

tion which is done by the arm G, carrying it

to the left, a sufficient distance to pull the

foot off of the bar H, when the frame again 100

drops to the position shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

At the same time a spring i', which is coiled

around the shaft E, between the cam I, and
the disk e*, presses the cam away and discon-

nects the pins e^ and i. 105

I will now describe the means by which the
machine is automatically set in motion, and
automatical!}^ stopped: From the frame F, a
leg/^ extends downwardlj' opposite the stand-
ard (V', which projects up from the base D, a no
contact spring L, is secured to one side of this

leg, but insulated from it by the plate of fiber

/, or other insulating material. The spring
extends around the under side of this leg and
is inclined upwardly and outwardly from it. 115

In the upper slotted end of the standard d^,

is journaled a lever M, upon the inner end of

which is formed a bar7u, which overbalances
the long arm m', of the lever, which carries

and holds the bar m, against the standard cZ', 120

and out of contact with the spring L. The
long arm of the lever M, is slotted to receive

but not pass a coin, which is dropped into a
chute N, the outer end of which extends
through the case or cabinet and the inner end 125

of which terminates above and I'egisters with
the slot in the lever arm so that when the coin

is dropped into the chute it will fall into the
slot in the arm m', depress the lever, and
bring its inner end in contact with the spring 130

L, thus closing the circuit through the frame
of the attachment. The electric wire 1, con-

nects to the spring L, and the wire 2, connects
to the upright cZ', the pin /", projects out from
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the leg /^ to stop the lever in nearly a hori-

zoutal position until the frame F, is moved
to the left a suflBeient distance to draw the
pin from over the bar m, of the lever when

5 the weight of the coin throws the long end of

the lever down the coin will roll off into a re-

ceptacle in the cabinet, when the lever will

be returned to its normal position to receive
another coin. The movement of the frame

lo to the left also draws the foot/*, off from the

top of the pivoted bar H, when the free end
of the frame drops down and brings the base
of the spring L, upon a spring 0. This again
closes the circuit which remains closed until

15 the arm G, is carried to the right a sufficient

distance to engage the stop F', and carry the
frame along with it until the cam I, engages

. with the leg and elevates the frame F, and
breaks the circuit: The contact surfaces are

20 preferably tipped with platinum to prevent
injuiy from " sparking" when contact is made
or broken. From the foregoing it will be seen
that so soon as the piece upon the phonogram
has been given off the frame F, is elevated,

25 the circuit broken, causing the mechanism to

stop, the spectacle frame C*, uncoupled from
the lead screw and coupled to the retracting
screw, ready to be returned, and the piece
again given off by the introduction of another

30 coin into the chute. The stops F', F', are set

to correspond to the length of the piece upon
the phonogram. To prevent jar when the
frame F, is carried to the left by the arm G,
I interpose a coiled spring/^, around the pin

35 cV, between the arm /, and the upright cP.

I do not limit myself to the exact construc-
tion and arrangement of the parts shdwn that
it is evident that many mere mechanical
changes maybe made to accomplish the same

40 result. I would therefore have it understood
that I shall consider such mere mechanical
changes as within the spirit and scope of my
invention.
What I claim is^

—

45 1. The combination, with a phonograph hav-
ing a sliding and rocking carriage with an arm
carrying a reproducer and an arm adapted to

be engaged with the lead screw when the car-

riage is depressed, and disconnected from it

50 when the carriage is elevated, of a standard
or frame, a carriage retracting screw mounted
in said standard, a vibrating frame also

mounted in said standard, an arm secured to

and extending from the reproducer carriage

55 or spectacle frame over said vibrating frame
to be actuated by the vibrating frame, a jay
secured to said arm to engage the retracting
screw when the arm is elevated, and to be re-

leased from it by the depression of the arm,
60 stops secured upon said vibrating frame in

the path of the extended arm by which the
vibrating frame is moved longitudinally, a
support lo hold the vibrating frame in its ele-

vated position, a cam actuated by the retract-

65 ing screw to elevate the vibrating frame upon
said support, electrical contacts upon the vi-

brating frame and the standard, a pivoted le-

ver adapted to receive a coin, and be actu-
ated by said coin to close the circuit and set

the phonograph in motion, and the electric 70
wire, one connected to the standard and the
other to the vibrating frame and passing
thence to the motor whereby the motor is set

in motion to reti'act the carriage, the carriage
depressed and carried forward bj^ the lead 75
screw, elevated, the circuit broken, the ma-
chine stopped, and again brought into posi-

tion to be set in motion by an inserted coin,

substantially as shown and described.
2. In a phonograph attachment the combi- 80

nation of the standard, the retracting screw
and vibrating frame mounted thereon, the
arm G, resting upon the vibrating frame and
secured to the rocking frame of the phono-
graph, supports for the vibrating frame in its 85
upper and lower position, means such as
shown to elevate the vibrating frame upon
its upper support and to throw it therefrom,
an open circuit through said support and
standard to the phonograph motor when the 90
vibrating frame is elevated, a coin actuated
lever to close the circuit and set the machine
in motion and return it to its normal position

when the coin is discharged substantially as
shown and described. 95

3. In an automatic coin actuated attach-
ment for phonographs the combination sub-
stantially as hereinbefore set forth of the
frame or standard D, d, cV , cF, cF, cF, the re-

tracting screw E, and vibrating sliding frame loo
F, mounted in said standard, the extension
arm G, resting upon said frame, the stops in

F', in said frame in the path of said arm, the
coupling jay J, secured to said arm the down-
wardly extending leg /^„ the contact spring 105
L, carried bj'' said leg, the electric wire 1 con-
necting said spring and the motor battery,

the pivoted lever M, for closing the circuit

through said spring, the electric wire 2, con-
necting the battery and standard D, the spring 1 1 o

contact O, connected to the standard and
means such as shown for elevating and de-
pressing the frame V, coupling and uncoup-
ling the lead screw, and retracting screw, au-
tomatically by the introduction of a coin. 115

4. The combination of the standard D, and
its connections the electric wire 2, connected
to said standard, the vibrating and sliding
frame F, carrying the insulated contact spring
L, the wire 1, connected to said spring, and 120
the coin actuated lever M, for closing the cir-

cuit through the frame and setting the ma-
chine in motion, substantially as shown and
described.

5. The combination in a phonograph at- 125
tachment of the vibrating frame for connect-
ing and disconnecting the reproducer from
the phonogram, of the lead screw for carrying
the frame and reproducer over the phonogram,
the retracting screw, arm G, and jaj% J, for 130
returning the frame and reproducer when dis-

connected from the phonogram and lead screw
the cam I, and disk e*, actuated by the re-

tracting screw to disconnect the frame from
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the phonogram and lead screw and couple it to

the retracting screw, the supports for the said

frame in its upper and lower positions, the
electric contact pieces L, 0,and coin actuated

5 contact lever M, for closing the circuit and
setting the machine in motion.

6. In a Tjhonograph of the character de-

scribed the combination of the vibrating frame
and retracting screw located in front thereof,

lo the arm G, secured to the spectacle frame of

the phonograph and extending over the vi-

brating frame, the coupling jay secui'ed to

said arm and having its hooked end extend-
ing under the retracting screw to engage said

15 screw when the vibrating frame is elevated
and be disengaged from it when the frame is

depressed, the stops F', F', to be engaged by
the arm G, and move the frame in either direc-

tion the contact spring L, connected to the
20 frame the lever M, having the weight or bar

m, to hold it normally out of contact with said

spring, and slotted arm m', to deliver an in-

serted coin in the slot in the arm, the contact
spring O, connected to the frame D, of the

25 attachment under the spring L, and the elec-

tric wires connecting the vibrating frame and
frame D, and the phonograph motor whereby
the machine is automatically set in motion by
the insertion of a coin and automatically

30 stopped and reset for the reception of another
coin after the piece on the phonogram has
been reproduced substantially as hereinbe-
fore set forth.

7. In an automatic coin actuated attach-

35 ment for phonographs the means hereinbefore
described for makingand breaking the electric

circuit, which consists of the vibrating frame
F, carrying the terminal L, the standard D,
carrying the terminal O, the lever, M, m, in',

for closing the circuit through the attachment 40
when the frame is in its elevated position, the
chute for delivering the coin on said lever,

the said terminals L, and O, arranged one
above the other and adapted to be brought in

contact by the depression of the frame, com- 45
bined and arranged substantially as shown
and described.

8. The combination in a phonograph at-

tachment of the standard, lead screw, and vi-

brating frame mounted therein, the spectacle 50
frame, the extension arm G, secured thereon
and extending over the vibrating frame; jay
J, pivoted upon said arm G, and adapted to

be held rigid for the connection with the screw
E, or to be swung around on its pivot to es- 55
cape said screw and permit the spectacle frame
and arm G, to be thrown up substantially as

shown and described.
9. The combination substantially as here-

inbefore set forth of the standard having up- 60

rights d\ cP, and pins d'\ projecting from said

standards, the vibrating frame F, swung upon
said pins, the weighted lever,/', p, pivoted on
standard cF, having its unweighted end bear-

ing against the under side of the frame F, to 65

counterpoise it substantially as shown and
described.

MARCUS O. ANTHONY.

Witnesses:
Frank L. Davis,
Geo. J. Murray.
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United States Patent Offices

EDWARD L. WILSON, OF WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

SOUND-RECORDING INSTRUMENT.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 489,666, dated January 10, 1893.

Application filed August 11, 1892. Serial No. 442,836, (No model.)

To all ivliom it mm/ concern:

Be it known that I, Edward L. Wilson, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Wash-
ington, in the District of Columbia, have in-

5 vented certain new and useful Improvements
in Sound -Recording Instruments; and I do
hereby declare the following to be a full, clear,

and exact description of the invention, such
as will enable others skilled in the art to which

lo it appertains to make and use the same.
My invention relates to improvements in

gramophones and similar sound recording in-

struments, and it has for its object to give to

the diaphragm greater flexioility, while main-

15 taining a proper tension, whereby louder and
more distinct articulations of spoken language
and better results in the recording of musical

notes, are produced, which better results of

course will follow in the reproduction of the

20 same sounds. In such instruments, in which
the record surface of a metal plate is im-

pressed by a stj-lus attached to a transmitting

vibratory diaphragm it is necessary to employ
what is known as a damper to give to the dia-

25 phragm a certain amount of pressure to pro-

duce such a tension of the same as will prop-

erly receive the sound vibrations, and at the

same time maintain its flexibility. But if this

tension is too great the flexibility is impaired

30 or destroyed and the sounds indistinctly re-

corded.
My invention is illustrated in the accompa-

nying drawings in which
Figure 1 is a side view in elevation partly

35 in section, and Fig. 3 is a similar view of a
modification. Fig. 2 is a similar form of ap-

paratus now in use and is given to illustrate

the difficulties my invention is designed to

obviate.

40 Referring to Fig. 1, A is the frame of a

sounding box composed of a circular disk and
ring, between which, at the rim, a diaphragm
D is rigidly secured.

C is a stylus hinged on a rod, or otherwise

45 pivoted, at the point ^ on a supporting frame,

and adapted to operate on the record plate B.

The support S is attached by screws R to the

rim of the sounding box.

H is a sound receiving tube secured to a

50 support I by a screw, J, and provided with a

screw thread on one end by which it is

screwed into the box A, so that the inner end

of the tube is opposite the ceuter of the dia-

phragm.
G is a circular piece of hard rubber secured 55

to the center of the diaphragm and provided

with a finger E, of the same material, adapted

to contact with the shank of the stylus.

G' is a piece of soft rubber secured to the

center of the rubber piece G. 60

F is a damper, consisting of a screv^^, which

is inserted from the outside of the sounding

box and diaphragm, through the support S,

and directly against the center of the soft

rubber piece G'. Preferably the damper should 65

be applied at the center as here described,

but some variation may be made in this re-

spect without departing from my invention.

In some instances the stylus has been used

as a damper, but not with good results, when 70

thus used both as a stylus and sound re-

corder, but by my method it will be noticed

that the damper and stylus are arranged in-

dependent of each other, so that each is per-

mitted to do its own work independently. It 75

will also be noticed in this form of my inven-

tion that as the damper is outside of the dia-

phragm the latter is forced against the sound

waves.
In one known method, illustrated in Fig. 2, 80

the damper, L, is mounted in the tube H' and
is forced against the rubber bearings K, rig-

idly secured to the diaphragm D'. The dia-

phragm is also held between the inside rub-

ber bearing K and the outside hard rubber 85

bearing K' secured on the opposite side of the

diaphragm, and carrying the finger connected

with stylus. By thfs method the diaphragm
is rendered more inflexible, as the pressure

of the sounds against the diaphragm is added 90

to by the pressure of the damper in the same
direction. The tension thus produced on the

diaphragm is too great to produce the best

results.

In Fig. 3 I have illustrated a modification 95
of the principle of my invention which is to

force the diaphragm, by the damper tension,

in the direction from which the sound pro-

ceeds. In this modification the damper con-

sists of a spring, M, secured in the tube H, 100

on a rod, O, which is adapted to be turned, so

as to regulate the tension of the spring by the

thumb nut, P. The opposite end of the spring

is secured to the double rubber bearing R, on
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n

20

25

the diapViragm, and the outside portion of

which is provided with tlie finger connecting
with the stylus. In addition to the advantage
mentioned of forcing the diaphragm against
the sound there is a great advantage in the
convenience of manipulating the damper by
having access to it outside of the sound re-

ceiving tube, as shown by my improvements
in Figs. 1 and 3, and comparing them with the
arrangement shown in Fig. 2. By this easier

access to it the damper can also be better ad-
justed to give greater steadiness and support
to the diaphragm, especially when the damper
is to be placed and operated at any point on
the outside of the sound receiving tube.

It will be noticed that my invention is ap-
plicable to other instruments in which it is

desirable to regulate the tension of a sound
receiving diaphragm.
Having thus described my invention what I

claim is:—

,

1. The combination with a sound receiving
tube of a diaphragm and a damper, said dam-
per arranged outside of said tube and ad-
justed to bear directly on or near the center

of said diaphragm, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

2. In a sound recording instrument the com-
bination with the stylus, of a record plate, a
damper and a diaphragm, said damper ar-

ranged to operate on or near the center of the
diaphragm, and on the outside thereof, and
the stylus and damper arranged to work in-

dependently of the other, substantially as de-

scribed.

3. In a sound recording instrument the com-
bination with a sound receiving tube, of a
transmitting vibratory diaphragm and stylus,

a rubber pad secured to the center of said

diaphragm and pi'ovided with a finger to con-

nect with said stylus, and a damper located

outside of said tube and diaphragm and
adapted to be forced against said pad, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature in

presence of two witnesses.

EDWD. L. WILSON.
Witnesses:

Jos. II. Blackwood,
Roy. F. Heck.
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United States Patent Office.

WILLIAM LEONARD MADGEN, OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

COIN-FREED MACHINE.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 490,450, dated January 2 J, 1893.

Application filed April 10, 1890. Serial No. 347,407. (No model.) Patented in England December 7, 1888, No, 17,937,

To all wliom it may concern:
Be it known that I, William Leonard

Madgen, residing at London, England, have
invented an Improvement in Coin-Freed Ma-

5 chines for Reproducing Sound and Advertis-
ing by the Same, (for which I liave obtained
Letters Patent in Great Britain under No.
17,937, dated December 7,1888,) of which the
following is a specification.

lo My invention relates to coin-feed automatic
machines such as those used for selling match-
es, sweetmeats, photographs and such arti-

cles, and has for its object the arrangement
and construction of mechanism alone or in

15 combination with such machines so that they
shall give forth sounds, such as songs by cele-

brated singers, or sentences advertising peo-
j)le's goods upon the insertion of a coin, or

token into the machine, either for the pur-
20 pose of obtaining a box of matches or sweets

or other goods or for hearing the re-produc-
tion of a song by a celebrated artist, or of a
combined effect of the re-production of sound
accompanying the automatic delivery of

25 goods.

I wish it to be distinctly understood that

[ there are many methods by which my inven-
tion may be carried into effect without de-

parting from the essence of the same, but in

30 order that it may be the better understood I

will now proceed to describe one form of ma-
chine in relation to the drawings hereunto
annexed, reference being had to the letters

marked thereon.

35 Like letters and numerals refer to like parts
throughout the figures.

Figure 1 is an end sectional elevation of

one form of my apparatus. Fig. 2 is a side

elevation with the coin directing chutes and
40 the casing in section, one side being arranged

for hand operation, the other side by an elec-

tro motor. Fig. 3 is a plan of Fig. 2. Fig. 4
is a side view of the retaining catch for lock-

ing the machine when mechanically worked
45 by hand. Fig. 5 is a view of the ear tubes

which may be conveniently used to hear the
reproduction of the phonograph record. Fig.

6 shows a simple method of supporting the
impression cylinders so that they may be

50 easily changed. Fig. 7. is a sectional view of

the coin carrying frame or receptacle on the
diaphragm lever. Fig. 8 is an outside view of

an automatic match-box machine with my ap-
pai'atus attached thereto.

To carrj^ out my invention I mount a eyl- 55
iuder, or other block A, upon which the sound
vibrations are registered in such a manner
that it may be suitably driven by clock work,
electric, manual, or pedal power so that upon
a coin, or token being dropped into the re- 60
ceiving slot the clock work or other mechan-
ism is released, or the circuit of an electric

motor is completed, and the mechanism is ac-

cordingly opei'ated. I may cause either the
phonograph cylinder to move longitudinally, 65
relatively to the diaphragm or equivalent by
the diaphragm to the cjdinder.

In Figs. 1, 2 and 3 I show the diaphragm B
adapted to move longitudinally along the
phonographic cylinder. This diaphragm is 70
mounted upon a lever C. pivoted upon a rod
D. supported in the side frames. At one ex-
tremity of the lever C. a receptacle E. for
holding a coin is attached, a hole being pro-
vided in the bottom of this receptacle E., 75
which will allow of a half penny passing
through, but which is small enough to retain
a penny. Upon the opposite end of the lever
C. a counter balance weight F., is arranged,
which, when the lever C. is not depressed by 80
the weight of the coin, raises the diaphragm
B, away from the periphery of the cylinder A.
Upon each side of the parallel rod D. I ar-
range two screws G. G.' having threads of the
same hand. These screws are geared together 85
by cog wheels II. and H.' Upon the opposite
end of the screw G, I arrange another cog
wheel I, which gears into the cog wheel K.,
upon the cylinder A.

I have shown in Figs. 2 and 3 alternative 90
methods of driving the mechanism, the right
hand phonograph being adapted to move by
hand through a crank lever and friction
clutch, and the left hand by an electro-motor.
In the first case the friction clutch is attached 95
to a spindle G", and in the second case a pul-
ley L is attached to the spindle G^- and con-
veniently connected to the electro-motor M'
by means of a strap.

The coin receptacle E. is so made that when ico
the coin drops from the slot it shall rest with-
in the receptacle as shown in Fig. 7, and as
the lever B. nears the end of its travel along
the cylinder A the projection N comes in con-
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tact with the coin, and pushes it from the re-

ceptacle into a box, or into another receptacle

or passage which shall convey it to the coin

freeing mechanism, match box, or other ap-

5 paratus as the case may be.

Fig. 4 shows a view of the catch O arranged
for retaining the mechanism in the hand
driven machine illustrated on the right hand
side of Figs. 2 and 3. This catch is pivoted

10 npon a support on the frame casing and is

maintained in the position shown in Fig. 4

by a counter-balance weight O' resting on a
small stop 0. The lever C is shown in section

in its lower and upper position, the upj)er one
15 being dotted. When the lever C has reached

the extreme end of the phonographic cylinder

and the projection N has pushed out the coin

from its receptacle E the counter -balance
weight F lowers the hand lever C from the

20 dotted position to that shown in full, when
then the lever at the end of its travel comes
in contact with the catch O its upper end is

depressed and the counter -balance weight
lifted allowing the passage of the lever C

25 which latter when passed allows the catch O
to drop down into the position shown in Fig.

4 similar in connection to the ordinary latch

of the door.

The edge wall of the coin slide, is recessed

30 to receive the shutter P, which passes in be-

tween the side walls of the slide as shown in

Fig. 1, this shutter having a right angled ex-

tension as at Q, serving as a pivot and pass-

ing through the side wall A' of the coin slide,

35 This shutter has a weight g, shown in Fig. 2,

which tends to keep the shutter normally in-

tercepting the coin passage, but the shutter

is moved out of thepassageby ai)rojection4,

on the end of the lever C, coming in contact

40 with the arm p projecting from the pivot of

the shutter.

Fig. 5 shows a usual form of ear tubes which
may be suitably arranged on the machine in

order to convey more perfectly to a person

45 listening any sound that may result from the
working of such phonograi)h,

I may arrange two or more record cylinders

within the same machine for examj)le having
records of songs by various singers as shown

5c in Figs, 1, 2 and 3. The coins are directed to

the respective cylinders on one side or the
other of the receptacle by the arm R pivoted
at the apex of the two slides, with its end pro-

jecting into the space leading to both, and
55 this arm may be operated by a handle on the

outside.

In order to easily replace or substitute the
phonographic cylinders in the machine for

others I mount them upon spring-pressed cen-

60 ters s s thus affording great facility in the
manipulation of replacing the same.

Fig. 8 shows the ordinary form of a coin-

freed match-box machine having my phono-
graph fixed at T, the handle M and the listen-

65 ing orifice S being shown. The coin after

leaving the coin-receptacle E, may as usual

in many such machines, operate a second de-

vice, such as a match-holder or the like.

The operation of my mechanism is as fol-

lows,—The coin being inserted through the 70
slot A', falls into the receptacle E and de-

presses the coin end of the lever C against the
counterbalancing action of the weight F caus-
ing the diaphragm B to rest upon the periph-
ery of the cylinder A at the same time cans- 75
ing the half nut h, to engage itself with the
screw G' and at the same time disengaging
\)y lifting from the catch O which will make
a closed electriccircuit or release a clockwork
escape, or when the machinery is hand driven 80
will enable the lever c, Fig, 4, by being raised

to pass over the retaining point of the catch
O so that upon the revolution of the appa-
ratus either by the handle M and spring
clutch VI or by electric, or or other motive 85
power through the pulley L, the cylinder A,
will be revolved, and the diaphragm lever C,
will be moved along its length. Upon the re-

ceptacle E nearing the end of its stroke it

comes in contact with the projection N,the end 90
of such projection gradually forces the coin
from the receptacle E until it falls into anj'

suitable box or coin slot of the match box or
similar coin freeing mechanism. Directly
the coin has left the receptacle E the weight 95
F throws the lever round about its center D.
so as to remove the diaphragm B away from
the cylinder surface and disengages the half

nut & from its screw^ G and engages the other
half nut h'. with its screw G'. so that by the 100
continued revolution of the mechanism the
diaphragm lever C is brought back, xmtil its

end F depresses the upper part jDivoted catch
O raising the lower part which breaks the
electric motor circuit indicated by 4^, Fig. 2 105

;

or locks the escapement movement of a clock
work motor or when rotated by hand engages
behind the lever C. directly it has passed the
same and come home on the buffer t and pre-

vents the further operation of the motive no
mechanism or machine until the lever has
been again depressed by the insertion of an-
other coin.

What I claim as ray invention and desire

to secure by Letters Patent is.

—

115;

1. In combination with a rotating impres-
sion cylinder, a counterbalanced pivoted le-

ver, a vibrating diaphragm carried therebj",

a coin receptacle also carried by said lever,

the said lever and the impression cylinder 120
being adapted to move longitudinally, with
respect to one another, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. In combination with a rotating impres-
sion cylinder, a counterbalanced pivoted le- 125
ver, a vibrating diaphragm carried thereby,
a coin receptacle also carried by said lever,

means for moving the lever back and forth,

and a pivoted retaining catch O, substantially
as described. 130

3. In combination with a rotating impres-
sion cylinder, a weighted pivoted lever, a vi-
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brating diaphragm carried thereby, a coin re-

ceptacle also carried by said lever, means for

moving said lever longitudinally of the oyl-

inder, a coin slide, a shutter P for obstruct-

ing the said coin slide, said shutter being op-
erated by the end of the pivoted lever, sub-
stantially as described.

4. In combination with a rotating impres-
sion cylinder, a weighted pivoted lever, a vi-

brating diaphragm carried thereby, a coin re-

ceptacle also carried by said lever and paral-

lel screws driven from a source of power, and
engaging said pivoted lever to move it back
and forth, substantially as described.

5. In combination with a rotating impres-

sion C3dinder, driven from a source of power,
parallel screws driven by gear connections
with the cylinder shaft and each other, a
weighted lever pivoted between the screws
and driven therefrom, a diaphragm carried
by said lever, a coin receptacle also carried
thereby, and a catch O, substantially as de-
scribed.

In testimony whereof I have signed my
name to this specification in the presence of
two subscribing witnesses.

WILLIAM LEONARD MADGEN.
"Witnesses:

RiCHAKD A. Hoffmann,
Francis W. Catford.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it knowu that I, William G. Hender-

son, a citizen of the United States, residing
at Washington, in tlie District of Columbia,

5 have invented new and useful Improvements
in Supports for Phonograph Speaking-Tubes
or other Purposes, of which the following is

a specification.

My invention relates to devices for snstain-
lo ing speaking or sound transmitting tubes and

is especially well adapjed for the speaking
tubes used in connection with the phonograph,
graphophone and kindred machines. Hereto-
fore it has been the practice to hold the speak-

15 ing tube with one hand while dictating to the
machine. This very often is very inconven-
ient, and allows the operator the use of only
one hand for handling papers or for other
uses. It is very desirable often that the op-

2o erator may have the use of both hand.s, and it

is with the foregoing difficulties in mind that
this invention has been devised to remove
them and to give to the operator the freedom
of both hands while dictating to the machine,

25 and also to avoid the necessity of picking up
the tube when the dictation is to be made and
to lay it down when the dictation is to be sus-
pended.
To the accomplishment of the foregoing ob-

30 jects the invention consists in providing for
the tube a support which will sustain it inde-
pendent of the hands as herein described.
There maybe many modifications of the sup-
port but the form preferred is one which will

35 not only sustain the tube but also permit it

to be adjusted up or down to different angles,
and also that will permit it to be turned lat-

erally or sidewise, so that it may be brought
into the position that will be most convenient

40 for the operator under the conditions or cir-

cumstances that may exist at the time.
One or more constructions that will serve

the purpose in view will now be particularly
described reference being had to the accom-

45 panying drawings forming part hereof and in

which
Figure 1 is a perspective of a phonograph

speaking tube with my invention applied
thereto. Fig. 2 is a similar view on a smaller

50 scale, and in which is also shown by dotted
lines two of the many positions to which the
tube ean be adjusted. Fig. 3 is a modified

form of the device. Fig. 4 is another form in

which the operative parts are formed of wire

with the ball of any suitable material. Fig. 55
5 is a perspective of one form of socket and
tube band, being the same as the correspond-

ing parts shown in Fig. 4 but on a larger scale.

Fig. G is another form in which a simple socket

is used with a contractile spring for regulat- 60

ing the frictional contact between the ball

and socket and for taking up wear, and which
also serves to hold the ball to the socket if

the ends of the socket fingers are made to

terminate below the medial line through the 65

ball. Fig. 7 is another form showing two cups
or sockets the points of the fingers of both be-

ing made to cross the medial line of the ball.

Fig. 8 is another form showing two cups or

sockets with the points of the fingers termi- 70
nating short of the medial line of the socket,

and a spring employed for holding the ball

and socket together. Fig. 9 is a perspective

of the upper socket of Fig. 8 with the extend-
ing arm thereon. Fig. 10 is a side elevation 75
of another form with the ball in section and
formed of two semi-spherical shells held to-

gether by a connecting pin and containing an
expansion spring for forcing the sections from
each other and making frictional contact be- 80

tween them. Fig. 11 is a perspective of the

lower part of Fig. 10 showing the lower shell

in full lines.

In the drawings the numeral 1 designates
the speaking tube of the flexible form in com- 85

mon use and having the usual mouth piece

and coupling by which it is attached to the
diaphragm of the machine not shown. Near
the mouth-piece 2 a clamp 4 of anj' desirable

form is made to clasp the tube. It is illus- 90
trated in this instance in Fig. 1 as composed
of the band 5 having a tightening screw G

passed through its free ends so that it may
be adjusted to the diameter of the tube and
made to clamp the same. This clamp is also 95
shown as formed with a socket 7 in which fits

the ball 8 whereby is formed a universal joint

of the ball and socket order so that the tube
at that point can be adjusted within all the
limits allowed by a universal joint about a ico

rod or arm 9 extending therefrom. While
such mode of connecting the tube and rod to-

gether is preferred it is not meant to be re-

stricted thereto.
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The rod or ai-in 9 may be of any desired
construction but for purposes of illustration
is represented in Fig. 1 as composed of a
flattened bar formed with an elongated slot

5 10, and is shown as adjustably connected to
another similarly formed rod or arm 11, hav-
ing an elongated slot 12 and provided at its

end with a ball 13 fitting into a socket 1-4

formed upon the band 15 of the clamp 16
10 which is shown as encircling the tube 1 and

held thereto by a screw 17 passed through
the free ends of the band. All that has been
stated in regard to the clamp 4 and its con-
nections applies to the clamp 16 and its con-

15 nections. It may here also be stated that if

desired the clamp 16 may be omitted entirely,
and the socket 14 be formed upon the coup-
ling 3 as indicated in Fig. 1, in which ev^ent
the ball end of the rod or arm 11 would fit

2o into the socket and operate the same as if tlie

clamp 16 were used. The socket may as in-

dicated in Fig. 1 be made of two parts hinged
together so as to be swung open in inserting
the ball and when closed be held by a screw

25 fastening 18, or otherwise.
The two rods or arms 9 and 11 may be re-

garded as constituting one arm in two parts
connected together by suitable means and
constructed so as to permit an adjustment of

30 the tube.

The means illustrated in Fig. 1 for connect-
ing the two sections 9 and 11 together consists
of a well known form of threaded bolt 19
passed through the slots in the two sections

35 and provided with a thumb nut 20 for hold-
ing the sections together, and by loosening
which the sections can be shifted to raise the
tube as shown by dotted lines in Fig. 2, or to

lower the tube as shown by the lower dotted
40 lines in the same figure, or to such other ad-

justment as may be desired. When the ad-
justment has been effected the arras or sec-

tions will be held to their shifted position by
simply tightening the nut on the bolt 19.

It will be apparent from the foregoing state-

ment that the tube can be brought into the
position required to suit the convenience of
the operator whether high or low, and that it

can also be turned laterally or sidewise as the
position of the operator relatively to the table
or machine may make it desirable, the uni-
versal joint permitting such movement.

If desired set screws 21 may be passed
through the sockets and be made to bear

55 against the balls so as to firmly hold the parts
in the position in which the tube may be
placed. These, however, are not essential to

the invention. The sockets may be made in

any well known waj\ In one place they are
60 illustrated as made of two parts hinged to-

gether, but thej' may be made in two parts
with threaded shanks screwed into the clamp-
ing bands so that when screwed into place
they will be held together.

65 The descriijtion given sets forth one con-
struction that will accomplish the objects in

view, but as stated in the beginning there

15

50

may be many modified formsof the invention

to accomplish the same objects or some of

them and which would be embraced within
tlie scope of the invention; and in Fig. 3 of

the drawings I have illustrated one modifica-

tion of the supporting arm and of the means
for lengthening and shortening the arm. In
this modification the sections or arms 10 and
11 are composed of light steel rods having
their adjacent ends threaded, one having a
right and the other having a left thread, and
held together by a turn-buckle 22 provided at

one end with a milled head 23 by which the

buckle can be turned so as to draw together
or separate the sections and thus effect the

shifting of the sections for the adjustment of

the tube. This modification, however, may
not admit of the same extent of movement as

the first form but still it will serve to support
the tube and allow it to be adjusted up and
down, while the ball and socket joints with
which the rods will be provided at the clamps
as in the first form will allow the lateral ad-

justment of the tube.

The two constructions shown and described
are sufficient for an illustration of the inven-

tion in a practical form, but it is obvious that
the modifications may be greatly multiplied.

For instance, in Fig. 4,1 have illustrated the
socket 24 of the ball 8 as made of wire bent
into the shape of finger clasping the ball with
their outer ends passing the medial line of

the ball so as to hold the ball in its socket.

The wire maj- have sufficient elasticity to

yield to the ball when pressed into its socket
and then close around the ball or it ma^'^ be
pressed down upon the ball after the ball is

set into the socket; and the friction between
the ball and socket may be sufficient to hold
the ball at any position to which it maybe
moved. In the same figure the wire forming
the socket is also, represented as bent to form
the band 25 which will encircle the tube to

clamp the socket to it, and eyes are formed by
turning the wire at its ends, and through the
eyes will be passed a threaded bolt 26 pro-

vided with thumb-nuts 27 for securing the
band around the tube. The ball, socket and
band at the two ends of the tube maybe dupli-

cates of each other and therefore the same ref-

erence figures will apply and be used for both.

But the ball next to the end of the tube that

couples to the phonograph carriage will be
provided with a short arm 28 preferably made
of wire and secured in any suitable manner
to the ball and preferably curved upward as
illustrated. This arm will correspond to the
arm 11 of Fig. 1 and will have secured to it

by thumb-nuts 29 and bolt 30, or otherwise,

the lower end of the arm 31 preferably formed
of wire bent into the shape shown and secured
at one end to the ball at the other end of the
tube, which arm corresponds to the arm 9 of

Fig 1. By loosening the thumb-nuts 29, one
rod can be adjusted upon the other so as to

raise or lower the tube to the adjustment de-

sired as described in connection with Fig. 1.
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Anotbei' form is illustrated in Fig. 5 in

which the lower socket 24 and its band 25 are
the same as in Fig. 4 but one end of the band
wire is turned as shown to form the threaded

5 bolt 30 which will pass through the e3'e in the
opposite end of the band.
Another form is illustrated in Fig. G in

which the lower socket and its band will be
formed as in Fig. 4 but in this form the ball 32

lo is formed hollow or with an opening through
it for the reception of a spring 33 which is

preferablj" of the spiral order and which is

secured at its lower end to the socket and pro-

vided at its upper end with a threaded por-

15 tion 34 on which is screwed a thumb-nut 35,

the same bearing against a washer 36 which
is preferably made to conform to the shape of

the ball. By the construction just described
the friction between the ball and its socket

20 may be regulated at will by adjusting the nut,
and in the same manner any wear may be
taken up. Furthermore, under this form, the
points of the fingers need not pass the medial
line of the ball as the ball can be held to its

25 socket by the contractile power of the spring,
the tension of which will be regulated by the
adjustment of the nut. In this form the arm
28 is shown as having one end bearing against
the ball and the other threaded and screwed

3c into the ball.

A still further form is illustrated in Fig. 7

in which the lower socket is formed similar
to Fig. 5 and the ball 8 held therein by the
upper ends of the fingers extending above the

35 medial line of the ball. There is also used an
upper socket formed of wire and in which the
arm 3G corresponding to the arm II is formed
integral with the socket. The lower ends of
the fingers to the upper socket pass below the

40 medial line of the socket and play between
the fingers of the lower socket. These fl ngers
may have sufficient elasticity to spring over
the bailor may be bent down about it aft6r the
ball is placed in position. If desired the ball

45 and socket may be caused to fit so close to

each other, or otherwise formed so that the
frictional contact between them will be suffi-

cient to hold the ball and socket to any posi-
tion to which they may be adjusted.

50 Another form is illustrated in Fig. 8 in
which the lower socket will be formed like
the lower socket in Fig. G while the upper
socket with its arm corresponding to the arm
11 will be formed as clearly illustrated in

55 perspective Fig. 9. The ends of the fingers
to the lower and upper sockets terminate re-

spectively below and above the medial line
of the ball 32 which corresponds in structure
to what is illustrated in Fig. 6, and the fin-

60 gers terminating as described permit the fin-

gers to pass each other without interference

1^
of one with the other whereby a wider range
of adjustment is obtained. A spring 33 cor-

responding to the spring in Fig. 6 and like-

65 wise formed with a threaded portion 34 and nut
35 working thereon is pi'ovided for holding
the ball and socket together, there being no

washer as in Fig. G as the nut will bear
against the portion 37 of the socket and the

arm 38 will be formed integral with the wire 70

forming the socket.

Another form is illustrated in Figs. 10 and
11 in which the lower socket is formed of a
shell 39 of sheet metal or other suitable sub-

stance stamped or otherwise formed into 75
hemispherical shape and having brazed to it

the wires 40 constituting the band to pass
around the tube 1. The upper portion con-

stituting the ball is formed of a hemispheri-
cal body 41 fitting into the sockets 39 so as to 80

turn therein. The two hemispheres are held
together by means of a flexible jointed pin
42 connected to and extending from the lower
hemisphere 39 while its upper end is passed
through the hemispherical body 41 and its 85
end threaded for the application of a nut 43.

The two hemispheres are thus held together

and the pin having a flexible joint between
its two ends formed by a link 44, or other-

wise, the hemispherical body 41 is free to be 90
moved into any position desired and a uni-

versal joint of the ball and socket order is

thus formed. An expansible spring 45 en-

circles the connecting pin 42 and exerts an
outward expansive pressure against the two 95
hemispheres and thus tends to force the same
apart and hold the spherical surface of one
against the other by frictional contact suffi-

cient to hold the upper portion at any point
to which it may be adjusted. A bifurcated ico

arm not shown but similar to the arm 28 of

Fig. 4, may be brazed to the portion 41 so as

to have the arm 31 coupled thereto.

The foregoing are some of the forms in

which the device maj' be made but they may 105

be varied almost indefinitely without depart-
ing from the spirit of the invention as is ob-

vious.

The several parts will preferably be of

metal and will be made as light as possible no
consistent with strength and durability, and
being graceful and light in proportion will

not detract from the appearance of the ma-
chine or the tube. The weight too will be so

comparatively little that it will not interfere 115
with the perfect and easy working of the ma-
chine carriage with which it will be moved
just as it is now. This is deemed much pref-

erable to connecting the support to an inde-

pendent stand, in connection with which, 120
however, some features of the invention
might be combined or used.

It will be understood that the invention is

not intended to be confined to phonograph
speaking tubes where it can be used with 125
good results in other forms of sound trans-

mitters but it is as hereinbefore stated par-
ticularly well adapted to phonograph and
kindred machines.

It will also be apparent that the invention 130
is capable of very wide application, the forms
illustrated in Figs. 4 to 8 admitting of the ball

being turned in the socket or the socket
turned on the ball to carry an arm extending
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therefrom to various angles of adjustment up
or clown or horizontally.

The same features of construction can be
used in a support constituting a telephone

5 holder or an incandescent electric light sup-
port, as well as in other kinds of supports.
For instance, of the two arms or extensions
projecting one from the ball and the other
from the socket, one of them maybe used for

lo attachment of the device to abase or support
and the other for attachment thereto of the
incandescent lamp. The two extensions can
be varied in their form to adapt them for the
particular use to which the device maybe in-

15 tended to be applied. Not only is the "trans-
mitter " carried by the carriage but also the
transmitter-support, and this feature of hav-
ing the "support" carried by the carriage
whether connected directly- or indirectly to

2c the carriage I consider broadly novel.

Having described my invention and set

forth its merits, what I claim is

—

1. The combination with a flexible sound
transmitter and means for its attachment to

25 and detachment from a movable carriage, of

a support sustaining the outer end of said
transmitter and adapted to be carried by the
carriage, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

30 2. The combination with a flexible sound
transmitter and means for its attachment to

and detachment from a movable carriage, of

a support adapted to be carried bj' the car-

riage for sustaining the outer end of the trans-

35 mitter,said support beingadjustable for hold-
ing the transmitter at various angles of in-

clination, substantially as and for the pur-
poses sot forth.

3. The combination with a flexible sound
40 transmitting tube constructed to be attached

to and carried along by a movable carriage,

of a jointed support adapted to be carried by
the carriage for sustaining tha outer end of

the tube, said support permitting the outer
end of the tube to be turned sidewise, sub- 45
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. A support for a flexible sound transmit-
ting tube comprising arms or extensions mov-
able one relatively to the other, and means
for attaching them to the tube, substantially 50
as and for the purposes described.

5. In a support for a flexible sound trans-

mitting tube, the combination with a mem-
ber capable of sustaining the outer end of the
tube when attached to a base carried by a 55
movable carriage and jointed to permit ad-

justment of the tube, of means for securing
said member to the tube so as to be carried

along therewith, substantiallj' as and for the
purposes described. 60

6. A sound transmitter support provided at

diff'erent points with means for attachment to

said transmitter so that the support may be
sustained by said transmitter and said sup-
port sustain the outer end of the transmitter, 65

substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed.

7. The combination with a flexible sound
transmitter, of a support for the outer end of

the transmitter, said support being sustained 70
from and carried by said transmitter, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

8. The combination of a plurality of sock-

ets provided with attaching means, an arm
connecting both sockets and having a raov- 75
able and elastic connection therewith, and
means for regulating the tension of the con-

nection between the arm and at least one of

the sockets, substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 80

my hand in presence of two subscribing wit-

nesses.

WM. G. HENDERSON.
Witnesses:

James L. Norris,
James A. Rutherford.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known Uiatl, Ellsworth E. Flora, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Chi-

cago, in the county of Cook and State of Illi-

5 nois, have invented a new and usefulluiprove-

mentin Coin-Operated Phonographs, of which

the following is a specification.

My invention relates to an improvement in

the class of attachments for use upon the pho-

to nograph to cause it, by the insertion of a coin

or token, (intended to represent the price for

the pi-ivilege of using the instrument,) into a

coin-chute, in turn to close the circuit, and
thus induce operation of the phonograph,

15 then release the coin, and, finally, effect the

return of the carriage to its initial position.

My improvement, while it relates, gener-

ally, to the entire coin-actuated meclianism,

relates especially to the device for effecting,

20 automatically, the return to its initial posi-

tion of the phonograph-carriage; my main ob-

ject being, in that connection, to provide a

simply constructed, readily and reliably op-

erating, and durable returning apparatus.

25 Farther objects are to afford generally im-

proved means for producing the automatic

operation of a phonograph by the insertion of

a coin or circuit-closing token into a slot.

In the accompanying drawings—Figure 1 is

30 a plan view of a phonograph provided with

ray improvement; Fig. 2, a section taken at

the line 2 of Fig. 1, viewed in the direction of

the arrow, and showing the construction of

the coin-chute and circuit controlling raech-

35 anism thereon; Fig. 3, a section taken at the

line 3 of Fig. 2 and viewed in the direction of

the arrow. Figs. 4 and 5 are sections taken,

respectively, on the line 4—5 in Fig. 3, the

former showing the parts of the chute in their

40 relative positions with a coin inserted, and the

latter showing their subsequent relative po-

sitions. Fig. 6 is a section taken on the line

6 of Fig. 1 and viewed in the direction of the

arrow; Fig. 7, a bottom plan view of a detail;

45 Fig. 8, a section taken at the line 8 of Fig. 1

and viewed in the direction of the arrow;

Fig. 9, a view in broken front elevation of

the automatic returning mechanism; Fig. 10,

a section taken at the line 10 of Fig. 9, viewed

50 in the direction of the arrow and enlarged;

and Fig. 11, a perspective view of a broken

portion of the endless band of the returning

mechanism supporting the dog.

A is the metallic coin-chute supported,

preferably as shown, on the shaft r of apho- 55

nograph, which shaft carries the phonograph-
carriage involving the sliding sleeve r' sur-

rounding the shaft rand carrying the stylus-

device B and the finger g, which engages at

its free end with the thread on the screw- 60

shaft p carrying the cylinder ^Z.

To support the chute A, I provide, to ex-

tend from its rear side, a split collar, o, the

parts of which are secured together around
the shaft r, by screws t and t\ (the latter fas- 65

tening the chute and collar together) where-

by it may be readily loosened to permit the

chute to be adjusted on the shaft nearer to or

farther from the end thereof, toward which
the carriage travels in the operation of the 70

phonograph, depending on the extent of travel

desired for the carriage.

Near the lower end of the upper side of the

chute, which should be open along a portion

of its under side to permit the inserted coin 75

to drop out when released in the manner here-

inafter described, is an opening, n, into which
projects a flat metal spring, s, extending from
the lower end of the chute, from which it is

insulated, being secured in place by a bind- 80

ing-post, X. Another spring, s', projects later-

ally at a right-angle to the spring s, being se-

cured by the same means that fasten the last-

named spring and bent over the side of the

chute beyond which it projects, as shown. A 85

metal lever, y,fulcrumedbetween its extremi-

ties to the side of the chute A at which the

spring s' projects, extends at one end into

contact with the spring s' , being controlled,

to tend normally to make such contact, by a 90

spring, w. The opposite upper end of the

lever v is provided with a finger, v' , bent to

extend, under the chute, parallel with the

shaft r into the path of the sleeve r'.

The circuit runs as follows: By the wires a;', 95

cc^from the battery (not shown) respectively

to the binding-post x on the chute, and the

terminal 11 of the phonograph-motor (not dis-

closed); the opposite terminal being con-

nected by a wire, x^, with the screw t on the col- i c o

laro. Thus, as will be seen, if contact be pro-

duced between the lever and spring s', or
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the springs be electricall3' connected with the
ehnte A, the circuit will be closed, thereby
setting the motor in operation, and, through
the medium of the gearing illustrated, driv-

5 ing the screw-shaft p, the rotation of which
produces the travel of the carriage in the
usual and well-known manner in phono-
graphs.
When the carriage is in its normal initial

ro position, as represented in Fig. 1, the end of

the sleeve r' on the shaft r, nearest the col-

lar 0, bears against the finger v' of the lever
x\ thereby forcing the lower, contact-end, of

the latter inward, and maintaining it out of

15 contact with the sijring s' until the sleeve r'

is moved to advance on its route and permit
the sirring iv, by thus freeing it, to operate to

force the lower end of the lever into contact
with the spring s'. Therefore, the carriage

20 being, normally, in the initial position re-

ferred to, obviously the circuit is normally
open, owing to the separation of the spring
s' and lever I', and of the spring s at its free

end, from the chute A.
25 By inserting a coin, C, (Fig. 4) into the

chute A, it slides down the latter until it

makes contact with the springs, thereby pro-

ducing electi'ical connection between that
spring and the chute, being prevented from

30 falling out of the open under side of the
chute by the normally inward projecting lat-

erally enlarged end v^ of the lever y; so that
when the coin is inserted, it closes the cir-

cuit and operates the phonograph. When
35 the sleeve r', in the operation of the instru-

ment, has moved away, on the route of the
carriage, sufiieientlj^ far to remove its end
from the finger v' of the lever r, thus freeing
the latter, the spring iv, controlling it, isper-

40 mitted to act to force the lower end v'^ out-

ward, thereby depriving the coin of its sup-
port and allowing it to drop out (into a suit-

able receptacle, not shown). While this

dropping out of the coin breaks the eleetri-

45 cal connection between the chute A and
spring s, it does not open the circuit, since

before that connection is broken, another is

made between the lever v and spring s',

which latter continues the operation of the

50 instrument until the carriage is returned to

its initial position, wherein it effects open-
ing of the circuit and thus stoppage of the
motor, by the bearing of the sleeve ?'' against

the finger v'.

55 The gear-mechanism referred to between
the motor and screw-shaft p may be of the
well-known or any suitable construction,

though inasmuch as it is desirable that the
coin-operating attachment constituting the

00 subject of my improvement, shall be appli-

cable to the instrument without in any, at

least appreciable, manner, disfiguring it, I

prefer to construct, accordingly, the connec-
tion between the pulley m, from which to

65 drive my automatically operating returning
mechanism, hereinafter described, and the
pulley device D, through the medium of which

the governor-shaft I is geared to the screw-
shaft p. To that end, I make use of the stops
m^, in the form of screws (Figs. G and 7) which 70
are commonly inserted transversely into op-
posite sides of the hub extending upward
from the pulley D, and provide on opposite
sides of the pulley m, pins, in', to extend ver-
tically downward from opposite sides of the 75
center of the pulley, being far enough apart
to embrace the said hub between them, thus
permitting the pulley m to be adjusted by
placing it on the hub, causing the pins ??i'to

embrace the latter, and turning it until 80
stopped by contact of the pins with the stops
?nl The tapering bearing m^, supported in

the bracket ??i'', engages the upper side of the
pulley tn.

The returning-mechanism for the carriage, 85
hereinbefore referred to, involves the follow-
ing construction: E and E' are two guide-pul-
lej^s, supported in suitable bearings, Jc and h',

extending from opposite ends of a lever, F,
which should be provided, longitudinally,with 90
a guide-slot, i. This bar may be supported
on the instrument in any desired or suitable
manner, as by forming the cross-head of a
bracket to be secured to the base of the in-

strument. As shown, (F'ig. 9) I fasten the bar 95
F, by screws, y, to the frame of the instru-
ment supporting the shafts p and /'. An end-
less band, G, is supported around the periph-
eries of the horizontally disposed pullej'S E
and E', and carries, rigidly secured to it, a 100
dog, G', having its upper edge inclined down-
ward from a backward-inclined stop, li. The
under side of the pulley E is provided with a
beveled gear-wheel, (7, to be engaged hja, bev-
eled pinion, g', on a sleeve,/, surrounding a 105
portion of the length of a rod, H, loosely sup-
ported, in the manner hereinafter described,
in the bearing h, through which it passes, and
toward its opposite end, in a bearing, Ic^, hav-
ing a set-screw, /t^, on a bar, F', forming an no
extension of the bar F, to which it is secured,
and propped by a leg, z. I also provide, in
the bar F', a horizontally disposed set-screw,
e', (Fig. 1) to bear against the frame of the
machine and serve for springing the bar out- 115
ward and inward, with reference to the frame,
to adjust it and thereby tighten or loosen the
belt e^, connecting the pulley m with a verti-

cally disposed pulley e on the adjacent end
of the sleeve/, thereby' to rotate the latter on 120
its supporting-rod II and thus drive the bev-
eled pinion g'. The pinion cf tends normally
to engage with the gear (/ by a spring, d, ex-
tending from the bearing /v against the under
side of the adjacent portion of the longitudi- 125
nally adjustable rod H, the spring being ad-
justable to bear with greater or less pressure
against the rod, by a set-screw, (V (Fig. 9).

The meshing of the pinion g' and gear g is

prevented, however, during the travel of the 130
phonograph-carriage from its initial position,
by a tongue, I, on the stylus-device B resting
upon the rod H and thus bearing down upon
it, thereby springing it toward its free end to
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maintain the two gears out of mesh, tlie open-

ing c (Fig. 10) in the bearing Ic' for the pas-

sage of the rod, being elongated to permit this

transverse movement of therodll. When, in

S the travel of the carriage, it passes bej'ond

the end of the rod H, the latter is free to be
raised by its controlling spring d, thereby pro-

ducing engagement of the pinion g' with the

gear-wheel g. The tongue I should be sepa-

lo rably connected with the end h of the stylus-

device B, being secured in position by a set-

screw, a, in order that in respect thereto also,

the original instrument need not be altered

in the application of my improvement.
15 The entire operation of the device is as fol-

lows: On inserting a coin C into the chute A,
it produces, in the manner already described,

electrical connection between the spring sand
chute, and, by the consequent closing of the

20 circuit, actuates the motor to drive the screw-

shaft p and thus produce the travel of the

carriage in the common manner. While the

carriage is moving forward, it maintains the

pinion g' out of mesh with the gear g by the

25 bearing of its tongue I against the rod II, so

that although the pinion rotates constantly
while the circuit remains closed, (since the
pulley VI geared to the pulley e on the sleeve

/carrying the pinion must rotate, being se-

30 cured to the pulley D) it performs no work
until the tongue I clears the rod II. The ex-

tent of the portion of the rod H upon which
the tongue bears may be increased or dimin-
ished, bj^ sliding it in the proper direction, to

35 increase or diminish the extent of forward
travel of the carriage. In moving, the sleeve

r' is withdrawn from its bearing effect against
the finger v' of the lever v, thereby permit-
ting the spring y^ to act to remove the lower

, 40 end of the lever to the contact-spring s', and,

by thus I'emoving the support from the coin,

permitting it to drop out of the opening in

the back of the chute A, but, as already ex-

plained, without opening the circuit. When
45 the tongue I has passed the end of the rod H,

the spring d raises the latter, producing en-

gagement of the pinion g' with the gear-wheel

g, rotating it and, through it, the pulley E.

This causes the endless band G to travel,

50 whereby the dog G' is eventually brought
against the tongue I and raises it to turn the
stylus-device 13, and through it the sleeve ?',

back on the shaft r, and thus also raise the
finger q out of engagement with the thread

55 on the shaft p, freeing the carriage to enable
it to be returned without obstruction. The
return is produced by the continued travel
of the band G, causing the dog G', at its stop
h, to push the carriage at the tongue I along

60 ahead of the dog, until the sleeve r strikes

the collar 0, which stops the carriage, the dog
clearing the tongue by passing under it, which
it does without material obstruction there-
from, owing to the inclination of the stop h.

65 As the sleeve r reaches the end of its return-
route, it bears against the finger r' and there-

by breaks the contact between the lever v

and spring s', thus opening the circuit, stop-

ping the motion of the driving-mechanism,
and placing the parts into their relative posi- 70
tions illustrated, in which they are adapted
to be again actuated by an inserted coin.

Obviously my improved circuit-controlling

mechanism may be used with a phonograph
independently of my particular, or any, car- 75
riage-returning mechanism; and my auto-
matically operating returning mechanism
may be employed with advantage on the pho-
nograph with any circuit-closing device,

whether coin-operated or not. 80
The broad principle involved in my im-

provement is that of employing an endless
carrier to operate, when the carriage reaches
a predetermined point, to return it. Hence
I do not wish to be understood as limiting 85
my invention to the exact means shown and
described for producing automatically the
return of the carriage, as these may be vari-

ously changed without thereby departing from
the spirit of my invention. 90
What I claim as new, and desire to secure

by Letters Patent, is^
1. In combination with a phonograph and

its motor, a coin-chute, A, in circuit with the
motor and supporting two contacts, the one 95
closing the circuit by an inserted coin, and
the other closing the circuit on the escape of

the coin from the chute, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. In combination with a phonograph and loc

its motor, a coin-chute, A, in circuit with the
motor, and supporting a contact, s, closing
the circuit by the insertion of a coin, and a
contact, s', and a lever, i\ normally controlled

by the phonograph-carriage to support the 105
coin in the chute and released by the ad-
vance-movement of the carriage to engage
with thecontact s', and free the coin, substan-
tially as described.

3. In combination with a phonograph and no
its motor, a coin-chute, A, in circuit with the
motor, and having an opening for the escape
of the inserted coin and supporting a contact,
s, in the path for the coin, and a contact, s',

and a spring-controlled lever, v, extending at 115
one side of its fulcrum into the path of the
phonograph-carriage, and at the opposite side
thereof into proximity with the contact s'

and said opening in the chute, substantially
as described. 120

4. In combination with a phonograph and
its motor, a chute, A, adjustably supported,
in circuit with the motor, on the shaft r, and
supporting contact-mechanism for closing the
circuit by a coin inserted into the chute, sub- 125
stantially as described.

5. In combination with a phonograph and
its motor, a coin-chute. A, in circuit with the
motor and having an opening for the escape
of the inserted coin and adjustably supported 130
on the shaft /•, a spring-contact, .s, in the path
for the coin, a spring-contact, s', a spring-con-
trolled lever, 7', tending, under the influence
of its controlling-siiring, to engage, at one
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end, the contact s', and extending at its op-

posite end into the path of the plionograph
carnage, and normally maintained by the
carriage out of engagement with the contact

5 s' and in position to support the coin in the
chute, substantially as described.

6. In combination with a phonograph and
its carriage, an endless carrier, G, engaging
means upon the endless carrier and phono-

lo graph - carriage, driving- mechanism for the
endless carrier actuated from a motor and
normally out of gear with the endless carrier,

and mechanism, substantially as described,

for throwing the driving-mechanism into gear
15 at a predetermined point in the progressive

movement of the carriage to actuate the end-
less carrier to return the carriage, substan-
tially as set forth.

7. In combination with a phonograph, an
20 endless carrier, G, provided with a dog, G',

extending therefrom to engage with the pho-
nograph-carriage, and provided with a stop 7;

from which the upper edge inclines downward,
driving-mechanism for the endless carrier act-

25 uated from a motor and normally out of gear
with the endless carrier, and mechanism, sub-
stantially as described, for throwing the driv-

ing-mechanism into gear at a predetermined
point in the progressive movement of thecar-

30 riage to actuate the endless carrier to return
the carriage, substantially as set forth.

8. In combination with a phonograph, an
endless band, G, on horizontally disposed pul-

leysE and E', a dog, G', on the band, a tongue,

35 I, on the phonograph carriage, extending into
the path of the dog, a gear-wheel, g, on the
pulley E, a spring controlled rod, II, supported
in bearings and surrounded bj' a sleeve,/,

carrying a pulley, e, at which it is geared with
40 the driving-mechanism, and a pinion, g', nor-

mally maintained out of gear with the wheel
g by the tongue I bearing down on the rod H
against its spring the whole being constructed
and arranged to operate substantially as de-

45 scribed.

9. In combination with a phonograph, an
endless band, G, on pulleys, E and E', sup-
ported on bearings, k and A', extending from
a bar, F, having a longitudinal guide-slot, i,

for the endless band, a dog, G', on the band 50
G, a tongue, I, on the phonograph-carriage ex-

tending into the path of the dog, a gear-wheel,

g, on the pulley E, a bar, F', forming an ex-

tension of the bar F and provided with abear-
ing, k'~, a spi'ing-controUed rod, IT, supported 55
and longitudinally adjustable in the bearings
k'^ and k, and surrounded by a sleeve,/, car-

rying a pulley, e, at which it is geared with
the driving-mechanism, and a pinion, g', nor-

mallj' maintained out of gear with the wheel 60

g by the tongue I bearing down on the rod H,
the whole being constructed and arranged to

operate substantially as described.
10. In combination with a phonograph and

its motor, a coin-chute. A, in circuit with the 65
motor and having an opening for the escape
of tlie inserted coin and supporting a contact,

s, in the path for the coin and a contact, s',

and a spring-controlled lever, v, extending at

one side of its fulcrum into the path of the 70
phonograph-carriage and at the opposite side

thereof into proximity with the contacts' and
said opening in the chute, an endless band,
G, on horizontally disposed pulleys, E and E',

a dog, G', on the band, a tongue, I, on the pho- 75
nograph-carriage, extending into the path of

the dog, a gear-wheel, g, on the pulley E, a
spring-controlled rod, H', supported in bear-

ings and surrounded by a sleeve,/, carrying
a pullej', e, at which it is geared with the driv- 80
ing-mechanism, and a pinion, g', normally
maintained out of gear with the wheel g by
the tongue I bearing down on the rod H, the

whole being constructed and arranged to op-

erate substantially as described.

ELLSWORTH E. FLORA.

In presence of

—

J. W. Dyrenforth,
M. J. Frost.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Ellsworth E. Flora, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Chi-
cago, in the county of Cook and State of Illi-

5 nois, have invented a new and useful Im-
provement in Coin-Operated Phonographs, of
which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to an improvement
upon the phonograph, or analogous instru-

lo ment, whereby it may be caused to operate
by the insertion of a coin representing the
price for the privilege of operating it.

My object is to afford to the general public,
by placing my improvement in localities ac-

15 cessible to them, opportunity, at small cost to

each individual using the instrument, to be-
come acquainted with and be entertained by
the phonograph, and thereby, also, to provide
a source of revenue from the device.

20 In the accompanying drawings—Figurelis
a top view, regarded along the plane of the
line 1 of Fig. 2, of a phonograph provided
with my improved attachment for permitting
it to be operated by the insertion of a coin.

25 Fig. 2 shows mj' attachment in elevation as
applied to a phonograph, of which only so
much is represented in the view as will serve
for the illustration of my improvement, in-

cluding, as an important feature the inclina-

30 tioa whereby the reproducing stylus may be
returned automatically to its initial position
after each use of the instrument. Fig. 3 is a
diagram showing the circuits operated by the
insertion of the coin; Fig. 4, a plan view of

35 a switch-detail; Fig. 5, a section taken on the
line 5—0 of Fig. 1 and viewed in the direc-

tion of the arrows; and Fig. 6, a view in side
elevation of the coin-chute and its immediate
attachments.

40 The details of the construction for an im-
provement such as mine, or rather so much
thereof as relates directly to the operation by
inserting a coin, are preferablj^of anature en-
abling them to be combined as an attachment

45 tobe applied to a phonograph or analogous in-

strument,without requiring the latter to be in

any way especially adapted to permit the ap-
plication, thereby not onlj^ avoiding difficulty

in the application but also mutilation of the

50 phonographic instrument. Accordingly I pre-

fer to provide my improvement in the form

of a readily removable and adjustable at-

tachment, without however intending to be
understood as limiting my invention to a con-

struction essentially involving the attachment 55
as a distinct part of the instrument, inas-

much as I desire to claim a coin-operated pho-

nograph as broadly as the state of the art will

permit.
A is a phonograph, and B my improved at- 60

tachment for permitting it to be operated by
the insertion of a coin.

As the application of my improvement does

not, as constructed, involve any alteration of

the construction of the phonograph i^roper, 65

which is well-known, the latter is not shown
in all its details in the accompanying draw-
ings, and need not be minutely described

herein.

Inside the box C, below the block r, is the 70

motor A' (merely indicated in Fig. 3) of which

g and g' are the binding-post terminals; xj is

the switch; D, the governor, the horizontal-

pulley-device, geared to the governor by the
band x, and by the band, a;', passing around 75
the guide-pulleys 0?, to the pulley n on an
end of the screw E, carrying, toward its op-

posite end, the cylinder E', which supports
the waxed-cylinder (not shown) to receive the
record from the stylus-device F, extending 80

from the sleeve p on the guide-rod 2>'andcar-
rying the stylus-actuating arm jf^ normally
engaging with the screw E.

On the extension C'^ of the base C of the
box C, (where it is common to provide a type- 85

writer attachment) I provide a bracket, G,
having secured to its vertical portion an elec-

tro-magnet, H, provided with the pivotal ar-

mature, H', extended from its free end as a
finger, m. At opposite ends of the cross-head 90
G' of the bracket G are sockets, I, to receive
posts, l\ adjustably secured therein and sup-
porting a, bar, V-, having at its opposite end,
laearings, f\ in which to journal a rock-shaft,

li. On the shaft A;, extending between the 95
bearings P, is secured, to move with the shaft,

a sleeve, ^', having a lateral flange, or lip,

/v'^ over which extends, transversely', a rigid

tongue, P, from the hinged stylus-device F.

At the end of the shaft U, where it projects 100

beyond its bearing 1? nearest a finger, i-, is se-

cured a finger, s, to extend at an angle from
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the shaft, and having the finger-end m of the
armature H', connected with it eccentrically
by a link, .s'; and near the free end of the fin-

ger 6", is a stud, s^, extending inward at a right-

5 angle from it. In the bearings P, behind the
shaft k, is supported a longitudinally sliding
rod, i, having secured to it, preferably, as
shown, in a manner to render them adjust-
able, upward projecting fingers, i' and i~, ex-

lo tending at their upper ends into the path of

the tongue k^, and located near the opposite
extremities of the play of the tongue by the
movements of its supporting stylus-device F.

Near the finger i' is rigidly secured on the
15 rod i (also preferablj' in a manner to permit

it to be adjusted lengthwise of the rod) a fin-

ger, I', forming the medium for actuating, bj'

lengthwise movement of the rod i a switch,!,
illustrated in detail in Fig. 4. The switch I

20 comprises a block, t, of insulated or insulat-

ing material (as hard rubber) secured to the
bar P to extend beyond the inner edge of the
same and provided near its free edge with
contacts, t' and t^, extending through the block

25 and formed at the lower side thereof into

binding-posts, f (Fig. 5). A metallic tongue,
t*, is pivoted at one end near the center of the
block t, to extend along the top of the same,
and is bent at its free end over and under the

30 inner edge of the block, being provided on
its upper side with a stud, t^, entering a slot,

v', formed transversely in the free end of the
finger v. At opposite edges of the tongue t^,

I provide light platinum - tipped contact-

35 springs, f, extending into the plane of the
contacts t' and f, there to engage, for the bet-
ter contact with the latter, with platinum-
pointed studs, f, projecting laterally there-
from; and the contact-portion of the tongue

40 P may for the same purpose, be laterally ex-
panded, as shown at f. A light spring, u, is

secured at one end to a post, -Jt', extending
horizontally from the bar Pat one side of the
switch I; and the spring engages toward its

45 free end with a stud, u^, on the under side of

the tongue t^, where it extends underneath
the block t, the spring being bent, as shown,
to engage and hold the tongue yieldingly at
each end of its throw.

50 K is a metallic chute secured to an end of

the bar F, and shaped to admit flatwise into
it through the opening or "slot" h at its up-
per end, a coin of the denomination repre-
senting the charge for the use of the phono-

55 graph. The chute inclines downward from
the insertion end h to a coin-receptacle, L,

represented in Fig. 6. On the upper side of

the chuteK (as shown, about midway between
its extremities) is secured a bearing-block, g,

60 which should be formed of metal, and has se-

cured to its forward side an insulated me-
tallic spring, g', with which is connected a
binding-post, g^. A metallic lever, /, extends
through and is pivotally supported in the

65 block g, and projects at its rear end into the
path of the stud s^ on the arm s. At its for-

ward end, the lever/ is formed into approxi-

mately a hook-shapdj ds sho^rl at /', I'ig. 6,

and there normally projects throilgh a slot,

/^, formed, to admit it, longitudinally through 70
the chute toward its lower end; and on the
upper edge of the lever/, below the free end
of the spring g', it may be expanded, as shown
at/^, to increase the contact-surface with it

of the spring g'. 75
To provide for the operation, produced in

the manner hereinafter described, I arrange
the circuits as diagrammatically represent-
ed in Fig. 3. From the positive pole of the
battery M the line iv leads by way of the 80
binding-post (/'through the motor A', thence
to the normally open contact g'j and from
the chute K, with which the lever /' is

metallically connected, through the switch I,

at its terminal f, back to the negative pole 85
of the battery. From the positive end of

the motor A' proceeds a branch-circuit, to',

through the electro-magnet II to the termi-
nal t' of the switch I. Thus the circuit lu

will be closed by producing electrical con- go
tact between the spring gf' and lever/; and if

the tongue t^, of the switch I, be turned from
the post P to the post ^', that circuit will be
shunted through the magnet II, causing it to

attract its armature H' and thereby permit 95
eventual separation of the contacts g' and/',
at the same time effecting the release of the
stylus F, and permitting the latter to slide,

by gravity, back to its initial or starting po-
sition, in j-eaching which, its tongue k^ en- loc

gages with the upright finger i'on the longi-

tudinallj' movable rod i, and by moving the
latter with it turns the tongue/^ of the switch
I back to the contact f.

The operation, in detail, is as follows: The 105
parts, as illustrated, occupy their initial rela-

tive positions, whence the stylus F may be
actuated to record the vibrations directed
against its diaphragm or to repeat them after

having been recorded by it on the cylinder i

provided for the purpose on the carryingcyl-
inder E'. By inserting a suitable coin (as a
nickel five-cent piece) into the chuteK through
its inlet-slot h, the coin falls in the chute till

stopped by the hook-end/' of the pivotal le- i

ver/, extending longitudinally across the in-

terior of the chute; and since the lever/ is

somewhat widened in vertical cross-section

toward its end /', as shown at d, Fig. 6, the
thickness of the coin will raise it to bring its i

contact-portion /^ against the contact g',

thereby closing the circuit w, owing to the
arrangement of the latter hereinbefore de-

scribed. Closing of the circuit iv obviously
sets the motor A' in motion, and causes it to 125;

turn the screw E and cylinder E' in the usual
manner of a phonograph. The revolving
screw E, bj'^ engagement with it of the arm
p^ slides the sleeve jj carrying the stylus-de-

vice F along and up the inclined guide-rodj5', i,

causing the device F to perform its well-

known function. The finger i^ is adjusted in

position near the end of the course (which may
be predetermined, by adjustment of either or
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both fingers i' and /-) of the stylns-device P,
whereby, when the latter reaches such finger
i^ through engagement therewith of its tongue
Ti^ it slides the rod i in the direction of the

5 movement. This, obviously, movies the finger
V in the same direction, and by the engage-
ment with the latter, at its slot v', of the
tongue t^ of the switch I, the said tongue is

turned from the contacts /- to the contacts^',
lo thereby shunting the current to the branch-

circuit w' and energizing the magnet H. The
magnet then attracts its armature H', which,
in responding, draws with it, through the me-
dium of the link s' on its extension m, the arm s,

1 5 thereby bringing the stud s^ down against the
rear end of the lever/and raising it toward its

opposite end (thus, momentarily, still farther
than it was raised and held by the inserted
coin) against the spring g' far enough to re-

2o move its hook or stop end from the path of
the coin, which then resumes its passage
through the chute K and discharges there-
from into the coin-receptacle L. A further,
and equally important effect of the attraction

25 of the armature H', is to cause the link .s', by
drawing downward the arm s, which is firmly
secured to the rock-shaft k, to turn the latter

and with it the sleeve /v', (which moves with
the shaft or may be integral with it) thereby

30 raising the lip 1<? of the sleeve against the
tongue k^ of the stylus-device F, and, as a
consequence, turning the latter backward
and, necessarily, also its supporting-sleeve p
and the arm j:*^, whereby the arm p^ is raised

35 out of engagement with the threads of the
screw E, (which not only effect the movement
of the stylus-device, but, besides, are relied
upon to hold itwherever it is moved.) When
thus released, the sleeve p is free to slide

40 down the inclined guide-rod p' and carry with
it the arm p^ ^nd the stylus-device F toward
their initial positions, in attaining which, the
tongue k^ strikes the finger i' in its path, and
thus slides the rod i longitudinally in the di-

45 rection of the movement, which carries the
finger vwith it and through the latter returns
the tongue t* of the switch I into contact with
the post t\ This breaks the circuit w', and
releases the armature H', which then rises by

50 the weight of the parts connected with it, and
in doing so raises the stud s^ from the rear
end of the pivotal lever/, permitting the lat-

ter to fall, toward its opposite heavier end,
into its normal position, illustrated, and break

55 contact with the spring (7', thereby opening
the circuit w; and with the release of the ar-
mature, furthermore, obviously, the sleeve k'
with its tongue k"^ is rocked with the shaft k
forward totheirnormal positions, permitting

60 the tongue k^ to follow and thus produce re-

engagement of the arm p^ with the screw E.
The details of the construction involved

in my improvement, and thus minutely de-
scribed, while they are believed best to an-

65 swer my purpose, may, obviously, be variously
modified without thereby departing from the
spirit of my Invention; hence I do not wish

to be understood as limiting my improvement
to such details.

On reference to Fig. 2, it will be noticed 70

that the chute K is open throughout a part

of its extent along its under side, as shown
ate; this is to cause coins of smaller denomi-
nation than the prescribed to fall out after

insertion, and before reacliing the lever/. It 75
will also be noticed that the tongue /o'' secured
flexibly to the stylus-device F, is rigid for

my purpose, and so rendered by the wedge &,

which however may be adapted to be readily

inserted and withdrawn. 80

Although the appended claims refer to the

instrument provided with my improvements
by the term "phonograph," I desire that term
to be construed as including any analogous
instrument to which thej'^ are susceptible of 85

application, as the graphophone.
What I claim as new, and desire to secure

by Letters Patent, is

—

1. In combination, a phonograph, and an
electrical coin-actuated attachment having a 90
chute, K, and means for intercepting a coin

introduced into the chute, consisting of a sin-

gle lever,/, pivotally supported to extend,
normally, across the chute-passage, the chute
and lever being in a normally open electric 95
circuit containing the phonograph-motor, said

circuit being closed hy the inserted coin, sub-
stantially as described.

2. In combination, a phonograph, and an
electrical coin-actuated attachment, having a too

chute, K, and means for interceiDting a coin

introduced into the chute, comprising a sin-

gle lever,/, having a stop,/', near one end
normally obstructing the passage through the

chute, the chute and lever being in a nor- 105
mally open electric circuit containing the pho-
nograph-motor, said circuit being closed by
the inserted coin, substantially as described.

3. In combination, a phonograph, having
an automatically returning gravity-actuated no
stylus-device, and an electrical coin-actuated
attachment, B, having a chute, K. and means
for intercepting a coin introduced into the

chute, consisting of lever, / normally ob-
structing the passage through the chute, the 115

chute and lever being in a normally open elec-

tric circuit, containing the phonograph-mo-
tor said circuit being closed by the inserted

coin, and means, substantially as described,

actuated from the stylus-device in advancing r2o

to release and permit its return by gravity,

substantially as set forth.

4. In combination, a phonograph having an
automatically returninggravity-actuated sty-

lus-device, and an electrical coin-actuated at- 125
tachment, B, having a chute, K, and means
for intercepting a coin introduced into the
chute, consisting of lever, / normally ob-
structing the passage through the chute, the
chute and lever being in a normally open 130
electric circuit, containing the phonograph-
motor said circuit being closed by the in-

serted coin, and means, substantially as de-
scribed, actuated from the stylus-device, in
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advancing, to release it and peirnit its return
by gravity', and from the said stylus-device in

returning, to remove the lever / from ob-
structing the chute-passage, substantially as

5 and for the purpose set forth.

5. In combination, a phonograph, having its

guide-rod p', for the stylus device, inclined
downward toward the initial position of the
said device, and an electrical coin-actuated

lo attachment, B, having a chute, K, provided
with a lever,/, normally obstructing the pas-
sage through the chute, the chute and lever
being in a normally open electric circuit, u\
containing the phonograph-motor and closed

15 by the inserted coin, a branch, to\ of the cir-

cuit IV, containing an electro-magnet, II, pro-
vided with an armature, H', a switch, I, in

the said circuits, operated from the moving
stylus-device, and means, substantially as de-

zo scribed, controlled from the armature and
actuated by its attraction with the advance of

the stylus-device, to disengage the latter and
permit its return by gravity and to remove
the lever / from obstructing the chute-pas-

25 sage, the whole being constructed and ar-

ranged to operate substantially as set forth.

6. In combination, a phonograph having its

st3dus-device F provided with a rigid or prac-

tically rigid tongue, P, and its guide-rod p',

for the stylus-device, inclined downward to-

ward the initial position of the said device,

and an electrical coin-actuated attachment,
B, having a chute, K, provided with a lever,

/, normally obstructing the i^assage through
the chute, the chute and lever being in a nor- 35
mally open electric circuit, u', containing the
phonograph-motor and closed by the inserted

coin, a branch, w', of the circuit iv, contain-

ing an electro-magnet, II, provided with an
armature, II', a switch, I, in the said circuits, 40
operated bj' the tongue of the moving stylus-

device, a rock-shaft, k, having a lip, 7c^, en-

gaging the tongue /v^and carrying an arm,s,
linked to the armature, and extended across

the plane of the rear end of the lever /, and 45
fingers, i' and i\ supported near opposite

ends of the course of the stylus-device on a
longitudinally sliding bearing, i, carrying a
finger, v, engaging the switch I, the whole be-

ing constructed and arranged to operate sub- 50
stantially as described.

ELLSWORTH E. FLORA.

In presence of

—

J. W. Dyrenforth,
M. J. Frost.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Jacob H. Ling, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Detroit,

in tlie county of Wayne and State of Miehi-

5 gan, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Coin-Operated Mechanism
for Phonographs, of which the following is a
specification, reference being had therein to

the accompanying drawings.
ro This invention relates to new and useful

improvements in coin operated mechanism
and especially designed for use in connection
with phonographs, &c., in which there is a
movable part designed to be returned to a

15 definite point.

The invention relates first to the peculiar

construction of the coin chutes whereby the

operation of the machine with coins of im-

proper dimensions or with "slugs" is pre-

20 vented. Second, in the peculiar construction

of the mechanism for setting the motor in op-

eration. Third, in the peculiar construction

of the return mechanism, and fourth, in the

peculiar construction, arrangement and com-
25 bination of the various parts all as more fully

hereinafter described.

In the drawings, I have shown my machine
applied to a phonograph for which I have es-

pecially designed it.

30 Figure 1 is a plan view of a phonograph to

which my invention is applied. Fig. 2 is a
front elevation thereof. Fig. 3 is an end ele-

vation thereof. Fig. 4 is a detached elevation

of the slotted chute. Fig. 5 is a cross sec-

35 tion on line x x of the balanced chute. Fig.

6 is an enlarged section through the discharge

chute and trip mechanism .showing the con-

tact making device in elevation. Fig. 7 is a
section on line y y, Fig. G. Fig. 8 is a de-

40 tached perspective view of the return mech-
anism. Fig. 9 is a cross section thereof on
line z—z, Fig. 8. Fig. 10 is a perspective view
of the adjustable guide plates detached. Fig.

11 is a vertical longitudinal section on line

45 V—V Fig. 8. Fig. 12 is a perspective view of

the guide finger and cap of the phonograph
carriage, showing the finger turned at right

angles to its normal position. Fig. 13 is a side

elevation, partly in section, of the spring sup-

50 porting post.

A is the casing divided by the lateral par-

titions B B' into the three chambers CC and

CI In the upper chamber is a phonograph
of ordinary construction, comprising a cylin-
der a, a carriage b and a motor c. The mo- 55
tor is connected with any suitable battery
having a make and break connection in the
circuit controlled by my improved device.

I will now describe the construction of the
coin chutes: D is a plate adapted to be sunk 60
flush with the face of the casing, as plainly
shown in Fig. 3 and provided with the diago-
nal aperture E of substantially the size of
the coin by which the machine is designed
to be operated. Upon the inner face of this 65
plate and preferably formed integral there-
with is the downwardly extending inclined
chute D', more plainly shown in Fig. 4, con-
sisting of the lower bar E' having the flat
face F and the flange or ledge F' forming the 70
notch for the loweredge of the coin to roll on.
The upper edge of the coin is supported on
the upper bar G which has simply a flat face
G'. Between the two is an open slot H. This
construction of chute causes the coin to rest 75
partially upon its flat face and partially upon
its edge, getting a sufficient amount of fric-
tion to prevent its moving at too great speed,
and at the same time not giving a sufficient
amount of friction to cause a sticky or moist 80
coin to stop and clog it up. The slot H de-
signed for an abrupt right angle nickel ma-
chine is of slightly less width than the width
of that coin, so that any coin of smaller size
will fall through this slot and be prevented 85
from passing into the operating pai't of the
machine. At the foot of this chute is arranged
a balanced or weighing chute I inclined lon-
gitudinally and laterally, and provided upon
its lower edge with the flange I' to cause the 90
nickel to roll in substantially the manner pre-
viously described. Atitslowerend this chute
is provided with a flange J extending acro.ss
the entire width of the chute and across the
end of a lateral delivery chute J' formed at 95
the lower end of the chute. By providin"- a
transverse flange or stop, at the lower end^f
this chute so that the coin will be discharged
from the side instead of the end, the coin is

checked in its movement and the chute made io:>

to act more correctly and accurately. This
chute is pivoted in the bifurcated bracket K
which is adjustably secured by means of a set
screw or other suitable device upon a stand-
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ard K', these parts being so arranged that the

bracket and chute may be adjusted rotatably

as well as vertically. If desired, however, the

vertical adjustment may be taken up in the

5 base plate L by the means shown in Fig. 3.

Tlie chute I is provided with the stem L' prefer-

ably circular in cross section and screw thread-

ed to receive the counter balancing weight L^

which may be adjusted thereon by turning it

lo to the right or left and thus balancing the

chute witli the utmost delicacy. Opposite the

end of the chute D' I secure the guard plate

M to prevent the coin from jumping out of

the chute I. I also preferably separate the

15 chute D' and the upper edge of the chute I a
sufficient distance to cause the coin to jumji

in going from one chute to the other. Tliis is

to prevent the operation of the machine by a

nickel or other coin tied to a string. The
20 slow movement of such an article would not

carry it across the space and it would fall into

the cabinet without operating the mechan-
ism. Opposite the mouth of the discharge

spout J' is the mouth of a vertical chute M'
25 having the upper bent i)ortion M^ so arranged

that the upper edge of the chute would be at

substantially right angles to the path of the

discharge spout J'. This chute is secured at

its lower end to the walls of the chamber N
30 formed integral with the base plate, and ex-

tending above the same. This chamber N is

preferably of semi-globular shape and of suit-

able size to allow a coin to be moved freely

therein at any point around tlie trip bar N'

35 which is hinged at O on the base plate, and
extending across the base of the chute M'
within the chamber N, as plainly shown in

Pig. 6. Below the chamber N is a correspond-

ing chamber P of semi-globular shape formed

40 within the flanged cup P' and having a dis-

charge nipple P^ centrally secured to its lower

edge and provided with a suitable screw thread

to receive the nut P'', which not only clamps
the cup P' in position, but also clamps a safe

45 or receptacle Q to the under side of the par-

tition B, as plainly shown in Fig. 3. It will

be seen from this description that a coin or

slug of less diameter than a nickel will fall

through the slot H; that a slow moving coin

50 will fall between the chute D' and the chute
I; thatacoin of propersizebutof lightweight

will fall upon the chute I, but will not be of

sufficient weight to move it downward a suf-

ficient distance to bring the lateral discharge

55 spout J' opposite the mouth of the chute M',

while if it were too heavy to move it below
the mouth of said chute it would fail to de-

liver it therein. If it be of the weight and
size of a nickel, or is a nickel itself, it will en-

60 ter the mouth of the chute M' passing there-

through, will strike the latch N' and depress

the same, thus being free to fall into the

safe Q.
The trip bar or latch N' is adapted to close

65 the circuit by means of mechanism of the fol-

lowing construction: R is a connecting cord

or wire extending from the free end of the

trip bar N' lo the outer end of the spring
hook R', as shown in Fig. 6. This spring
hook engages with the lower end of the spring 70
jack R^ which carries the contact block R^
The spring hook R' normally holds this block
out of engagement with the contacts S, (Figs.

6 and 7) which are connected respectively to

the terminals of the electric circuits, secured 75
in the binding posts S'. This circuit extends
from the electric battery to the motor of the
phonograph. The striking of the coin upon
the spring latch N' depresses that latch, re-

leasing the spring jack which is moved into 80

engagement with the contacts .by means of

the spring S^ starting the motor in operation,
which moves the phonograph carriage for-

wardlj'^ causing it to reproduce whatever is

upon the cylinder. 85
The mechanism which I employ for auto-

matically returning the phonograph carriage
when it has reached the end of its movement
is preferably of the following construction:
2 is a standard having the curved arm 3 at its 90
lower end, and the jaw 4 adapted to engage
with the frame of the phonograph, as plainly
shown in Fig. 3, being clamped thereto by
the set screws 5. The standard 2 is screw
threaded at its upper end to receive tlie ad- 95
justing screws G. Atthetopof this standard
are secured by means of the screw 7, the two
plates 8 and 9. Each plate is provided with
a slot 10 in which the pins 11 engage, these
pins being secured in the top of the standard, 100
all so arranged that these plates may be ad-
justed vertically by means of the screws G

and 7, and may be adjusted in relation to

each other to a greater or less length bj' loosen-
ing the screw 7 and sliding them upon each 105
other. At the forward edge these plates are
l>rovided with depending flanges 12 and 13
respectively. The under edge li of this flange
forms a guide rail for the forward movement
of the arm 24on the phonograph earriage,while 1 1 o
the uijper edge 15 forms a return rail upon
which this arm rides. At the outer end of the
flange 13 is formed an incline 16, which acts as
a switch rail to guide the arm 24 from the rail

14 to the rail 15, a spring 17 acting to lift the 1 15
arm 24 upon the switch rail as soon as it has
passed beyond the end of the rail 14. At the
outer end of the flange 12 is formed a stop 18
having the vertical guide face 19 extending
down beneath the return rail. In the plate 9, 120
beside this stop, and in the line of the return
rail 15 is formed a well 20 of suflicient depth
to allow of the arm 24 to pass therethrough.
It is evident that as the motor moves the car-

riage forward the counter motor or spring 21 125
will be put under tension, and when the car-

riage has reached the end of the rail 14 it will

be switched upon the return rail 15. In this

position the reproducing needle of the car-

riage will be raised above the path of the 130
phonogram blank, and the counter motor will

return it to its initial position. When it

reaches the end of the return rail, it will strike

the stop 18 and be guided by the vertical face
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19 in a line at riglit angles to the phonogram
blank, thereby preventing any jiossibility of

cutting or marring the blank as would be the
case if the needle were allowed to scrape along

5 the blank. In this return movement an arm
22 attached to the carriage strikes the rock
arm 23 of the sj^ring jack, and withdraws it

from the contacts S allowing the spring hook
R' to re-engage therewith and hold it out of

lo contact, thereby breaking the circuit and
stopping the motor.

25 is a finger engaging under the rail 14 in

the return movement of the carriage, to pre-

vent the tipping of the carriage b}' tipping

15 the cabinet or casing.

26 is a standard secured to the shaft of one
of the grooved wheels for driving the carriage,

to which one end of the spring 22 is attached.
What I claim as mj invention is

—

20 1. In a coin operated device an inclined
balanced chute having an abrupt right an-
gled lateral stop at its lower end, substan-
tially as described.

2. In a coin operated mechanism, a chute
25 inclined longitudinally and transversely, a

ledge at the Tower edge thereof upon which
the edge of the coin is adapted to run, an ab-
rupt right angled stop at the end of the chute,
a lateral spout on and extending beyond the

30 edge of the chute and a delivery spout across
which the lateral spout oscillates, substan-
tially as described.

3. In a coin operated mechanism an in-

clined counterbalanced chute, a lateral spout

35 thereon, extending out from and beyond the
edge of the chute and a delivery spout across

the open end of which the lateral spout oscil-

lates, substantially as described.

4. In a coin operated device, the combina-
40 tion with a casing, of a plate in the easing

having an oblique slot therein, a grooved ex-

tension on the plate at the lower end of the
slot, an extension on the plate at the upper
end of the slot, a swinging obliquely arranged

45 chute at the end of and at an angle to the
extension, a stop at the end of the chute and
a delivery spout having its mouth arranged
laterally bej'ond the chute adjacent to the
stop, substantially as described.

SO 5. In a coin operated device, the combina-
tion with the slotted j)late and guide leading
therefrom, of a swinging chute having a
counter weight thereon, a stop at the lower
end of the chute, and a delivery spout hav-

55 ing its mouth arranged at the side of the
chute adjacent to the stop, substantially as
described.

6. The combination with the phonograph

carriage, the guide rail having a continuous
contact surface with wdiich said carriage en- 60
gages, the switch at the end of said guide
rail, a well at the opposite end, a vertical stop
extending across the end of the rail beyond
the well and a spring for causing the carriage
to engage with the switch, substantially as 65
described.

7. The combination with the phonograph
carriage, a motor and a return mechanism,
rails with which the carriage engages in its

forward and return movement, a switch at 70
one end and a stop at the other end of said
rail forming a vertical guide for the car-

riage, substantially as described.
8. In a coin operated phonograph, the com-

bination with a phonograph of a standard 75
having a threaded upper end a slotted plate,

a nut below the plate engaging the threaded
end of the standard and means for adjust-
ably securing the plate to the standard, sub-
stantially as described. 80

9. In a coin operatedphonograph, the com-
bination with the xjhonograph, of the stand-
ard provided with pins 11, nut G threaded
upon the standard, plates 8 and 9 having slots

10 therein and provided with flanges 12 and 85
18 respectively and screw 7 for securing the
plates to the standard, substantially as de-
scribed.

10. In a coin operated mechanism, a receiv-
ing chute inclined transversely and longitudi- 90
nally, a ledge at the lower side thereof upon
which the edge of the coin is adapted to run,
a longitudinally and transversely inclined
balanced chute at the foot thereof separated
therefrom a distance sufficient to allow a coin 95
to pass between, and a spout located to one
side of and beyond the lower end of the bal-

ance chute a distance suf&cient to permit the
passage of a coin, substantially as described.

11. In a coin operated device, the combina- 100
tion with the casing, of an open sided chute,
a laterally and vertically inclined chute be-
low the same at a point to form an interven-
ing space between, an adjustable support, a
pivotal connection between the same and said 105
inclined chute, an adjustable counterweight
on the inclined chute, a laterally arranged
stop on the lower end of the inclined chute
and a delivery spout, substantially as de-
scribed, no

In testimony whereof I affix my signature in

Xiresence of two witnesses.

JACOB H. LING.
Witnesses:

M. B. O'DOGHERTY,
N. L. LiNDOP.
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To all ivlionv it -may concern:
Be it known that I, Joseph L. Atkins, of

Washington, in the District of Colu mbia, have
invented certain new and useful Improve-

5 ments in Talking-Machines, of which the fol-

lowing is a specification, reference being had
to the accompanj'ing drawings.
The object of my invention is to produce a

talking machine that is i)ractically continu-
lo ous in its operation for receiving and repeat-

ing a speech or discourse of indefinite length,

and operating automatically and without at-

tention or manipulation of any sort.

Incidentally to the carrying out of my ob-

15 Jeet I have also produced certain preferred
forms of mechanism which will be hereinafter

fully illustrated and described, and succinctly

set forth in the appended claims.

In the accompanjing drawings. Figure 1 is

20 a perspective view, taken from the front of

ray machine. Fig. 2 is a rear elevation there-

of. Fig. 3 is a side elevation; and Fig. 4 a
similar view, taken from the opposite side.

Fig. 5 is a view of one side of the loaded maga-
25 zine, detached; Fig. 6 a similar view of the

other side. Fig. 7 is a sectional view of the
diaphragm carrier and the mechanism for op-

erating it. Fig. 8 is a vertical sectional view,

on the line 8, 8 of Fig. 10. Fig. 9 is a verti-

30 cal section of a modification of my machine
and Fig. 10 a top plan view of the machine
shown in Fig. 1.

Referring to the figures on the drawings, 1

indicates a suitable frame, which may be con-

35 strueted in any desirable manner; but pref-

erably, as I now consider it, of end plates 2

and 3 and connecting bolts or rods 4.

5 indicates an endless screw journaled in

suitable bearings in the end plates, and adapt-

40 ed to be driven as from a pulley 6. It is well

known in the art that tiie time of rotation of

the screw which imparts motion to the dia-

phragm should be regulated with respect to

the tablet. For the purpose, therefore, of op-

45 eratively connecting the screw with the tab-

let, I provide upon the screw a fixed gear 7.

Since the object of my invention is to pro-

duce a continuously operative machine, I find

it essential to provide mechanism for auto-

50 matically displacing a completely inscribed

or transcribed tablet; and also mechanism for

replacing another tablet for inscription or

transcription, as the case may be. It is not
only essential that these mechanisms should
be emploj^ed, but also that they should act 55
conjointly not only in di.splacing and replac-
ing a tablet, respectively, but that both dis-

placing and replacing mechanisms should
properly take care of their respective tablets

after each operation. 60
As at present constructed talking machines

are provided with exceedinglj' fragile tablets,

and it is necessary that the displacing and re-

placing mechanisms should support them at
all times without friction, shock, or jar. In 65
consideration of the conditions aforesaid I

have preferred to adopt a cylindrical frame
or magazine 8, which is loosely mounted upon
a journal 9, secured to the side plates of the
frame. This element, which I have termed a 70
magazine comprehends, in addition to the of-

fice denoted by that term, in combination with
its correlated driving parts, tablet-displacing
and ta,blet-replacing mechanism; and there-
fore I wish clearly to define what I mean by 75
these terms.
The magazine carries in suitable bearings

10 and 11, tablet carriers 12, preferably round
and revoluble and individually provided with
shafts 13. Each of the bearings is provided 80
with a suitable, spring-actuated catch 14, for

removably securing the carrier shaft.

The tablet-carriers, in their present pre-
ferred forms as above suggested, are prefer-
ably tapered, and each is adapted to carry an 85
internall}^ tapered tablet 15.

Inasmuch as the cylindrical frame, loaded
with its carriers and tablets, is at all times
provided with a plurality of tablets, it may
be properly designated as a magazine; and in 90
that term I comprehend broadly all forms of
mechanism for carrying a plurality of tablets,
with or without separate tablet carriers.

16 indicates a fixed guide-rod carried in the
end plates of the frame, and carrying thereon 95
a movable diaphragm carrier 17, within which
is mounted a sound receiver as for example
a diaphragm 18, which diaphragm may be of
any suitable and ordinary construction and
provided with a flexible conveyer 18*; and 100
preferabljjprovided with usual mechanism for
adapting it to the purposes of inscription or
transcription.

By the terms inscription and transcription,
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respectively, whicli, for the sake of brevity I

have employed, I mean the recording upon
the tabletof sound waves, or the reproduction
of recorded sound waves.

5 The diaphragm is in practice, as usual, car-

ried in operative proximity to one of the tab-

lets. As usual, the relative positions of the

tablet and the diaphragm are caused gradu-
ally to change, so that preferably the stylus

lo of the diaphragm follows a spiral course
around the tablet until it shall have covered
the surface thereof. It is obvioixs, and is well

understood in the art that the relative change
of positions of those parts may be gained

15 either by the motion of the diaphragm, or the
motion of the tablet. In the present embodi-
ment of my invention I prefer to make the
diaphragm movable endwise of the tablet.

Referring particularlj' to the illustrated

20 form of my machine, by my invention I cause
the automatic displacement of a completely
covered tablet, and the replacement of a new
one. It will, therefore, appear that the cj^iu-

drical magazine herein illustrated and de-

25 scribed, when in operation, resolves itself into

displacing and replacing mechanism, and in

this connection performs two separate and
distinct offices, namely, of removing a covered
tablet and of presenting a new tablet in front

30 of the diaphragm. I wish to make this dis-

tinction perfectly clear, because, although for

the reasons above stated I prefer a cylindri-

cal magazine, and one which incidentally com-
bines within itself, when in operation, a tab-

35 let-receiving and tablet-displacing mechan-
ism, I do not wish to be understood as confin-

ing myself to such continuous form of maga-
zine, or to the very close and intimate rela-

tionship between the replacing and displacing

40 mechanisms arising out of the use of such a
magazine. In addition to the reasons as set

forth for my preference toward a cylindrical

magazine, I consider it as p'roductive of the

best results to provide for the simultaneous

45 synchronous rotation of all the tablets car-

ried at one time in the magazine, or, at least

of the one which is being operated upon by
the diaphragm, and of the one which is about
to be brought into requisition to insure a

50 similarity of effects upon each of the tablets

as they are successively operated. Suitable
mechanism for accomplishing this result is

shown in the drawings, in which 19 indicates

a gear secured to the magazine and revolubly

55 with it upon its shaft.

20 indicates an idle-wheel carried upon a
stud 21 in one of the side plates of the frame,
and adapted to communicate motion from the
screw-gear 7 to the magazine-gear 19. Each

60 tablet-carrier shaft is provided with a gear 22,

meshing with the gear 19. Power transmitted
from the screw-gear 7 tends bj' this arrange-
ment to rotate the magazine upon its axis,

and to impart sj'nchronous rotation to each
65 of the tablet-carriers. In practice, however,

the resistance of the load of the tablet car-

riers upon the gear 19 being greater than the
opposition to its rotation upon its shaft, the
effect of the arrangement shown would be,

without obstruction, to drive the magazine 7c

cylinder upon its axis without imparting mo-
tion to the tablet-carriers. Bj' overweighting
the magazine cylinder, however, the motion
may be transferred from the former to the
latter. For this purpose in this instance for 75
example I employ an arm 23, pivotally carried

upon a projection 24, extending from a collar

25 carried upon tlie magazine cylinder jour-

nal 9. Its loose end is preferably bifurcated,

as indicated at 26, and engages on opposite ?o

sides with an annular groove 27 in a sliding

collar 28 upon a smooth bearing 29 at the ex-

ti-emity of the endless screw 5.

30 indicates lugs suitably located, respect-

ively, in proximity to each of the tablet car- 85

riers, upon the side of the magazine cylinder,

and projecting outwardly in the direction of

the arm. When the sliding-collar is moved
toward the magazine, the arm is brought into

the path of the lugs, and when the sliding- 90
collar is moved against the side plate of the

frame, the arm is out of reach of the lugs. A
spring 31 carried in the arm and impinging
against the side plate tends to keep the arm
normally set in the path of the lugs. 95

31^ indicates a brace secared to the side

plate, nearly opposite the place at which the
lugs strike the arm, and is adapted to render
it rigid.

From the foregoing description it will be 100

perceived that when the arm is in its normal
position, as actuated by its spring, the mag-
azine may be driven until one of its lugs

strikes against the arm. Thereupon the ro-

tation of the magazine upon its axis will be 105

stayed, and motion will be imparted to the
tablet-carriers, which will continue to revolve
under the application of the driving power
until the magazine shall have been released.

The proper location of the lugs 30 upon the no
side of the magazine is, as illustrated, such
as to bring the tablet in advance of the re-

taining lug into operative relations with the
diaphragm.

32 indicates a sleeve provided with a key 115

33 that keys into a longitudinal groove 34 in

the guide-rod 16, and renders it revolublj'

fixed, but longitudinally movable thereon.
35 indicates supports secured to the sleeve

in anj^ suitable manner, as for example by 120

split collars 3G. These collars serve to hold
the oscillatory diaphragm-carrier 17 firmly.

37 indicates pins in the upper and lower
parts of the projections.

38 indicates internally screw-threaded jaws 125

that are fastened to the pins and pivoted
thereby to the projections. The screw-thread-
ed ends of these jaws are adapted to fit upon
the threads of the endless-screw 5, and to be
operated thereby when closed upon it; or to 130

be released therefrom bj' the opening of the
jaws.
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39 indicates au expansible spring which
tends to keep the jaws separated from the

screw.
Referring to Fig. 7 40 indicates a mutihxted

5 gear secured to one of the pins; and 41 indi-

cates a similar gear secured to the other pin,

preferably the upper one. The mutilated
gear 41 is provided with a projection 42, by
which both the mutilated gears may be oper-

[o ated to work the jaws. By the force of the

spring 39 the jaws will be normally kept open
ont of engagement with the screw. For that

reason I provide a lug 43 upon the hub of the

diaphragm-carrier 17, which serves to close

15 the jaws and keep them locked upon the screw
when the diaphragm-carrier is in its normal
position for use.

44 indicates an auxiliarj^ guide-rod secured
to the projection 3G, and movable in suitable

20 bearings 45 upon the sides of the frame. The
purpose of this auxiliary guide-rod is to im-
part smoothness of movement to the dia-

phragm-carrier sleeve 32 upon its rod.

46 indicates a lug connected with the dia-

25 phragm-carrier, and fastened to a coi'd 47, in

the lower end of which is provided a weight
48. The cord is passed over pulley 49 se-

cured to the side of the frame.
The eutii'e mechanism may be designated

30 as counterweight mechanism, and may be of

any suitable and ordinary construction, its

purpose being to restore the diaphragm-car-
rier to its original starting point when itshall

have completed its travel and shall have been

35 released from the screw 5.

49"^ indicates a suitable cushion around the
guide-rod 16, which is adapted to receive the
impact of the diaphragm-carrier at the end of

its backward movement.
40 It will be understood from the foregoing de-

scription that the diaphragm -carrier, oper-
ated by the endless-screw 5, is caused to travel
entirelyacrossthefaceofone of the tablets. As
it reaches the end of its travel the sides of the

45 jaws 38 impinge against the sliding-collar 28,

and move it upon its bearing toward the side

of the frame, thereby moving the arm 23 out
of the path of the lufjs 30. Immediately there-

upon the driving power of the machine oper-

50 ates as above explained to rotate the maga-
zine upon its journal; and by the co-opera-
tion of suitable tripping mechanism the dia-

phragm-carrier will be instantaneously re-

stored by its counterweight mechanism to its

55 original position.

In the drawings I have shown a suitable
form of tripping mechanism, which consists

of a lever 50 pivoted to tlie lower front rod 4,

and spring-actuated, as by a spring 51 fas-

60 tened to the side plate of the frame, and to a
projection 52 extending from the hub of the
lever. This spring urges the lever toward
the end of the magazine cylinder, against the

* edge of which the lever rides. For this pur-

65 pose it is provided with an adjustable hous-
ing 53 that carries an anti-friction roller 54.

This end of themagazinecj^linderis provided

with a suitably curved cam surface 55 for

each tablet carrier.

56 indicates a pitman pivoted at one end to 70
the lever 50, and at its opposite end to a crank
57 that is secured as by a set -screw 58 to a
rock-shaft 59 pivoted in the side plates of the
frame.

60 indicates a diaphragm -carrier support, 75
which is also securely fastened to the rock-
shaft by a screw 61, preferablj' employed for

the purposes of adjustment.
71 indicates a projection upon the end of

the diaphragm - carrier, which extends out- 80
wardly and downwardly so as to reach and
ride upon the support, and by which the dia-

phragm-carrier may be lifted in the ordinary
manner in any part of its travel, it having
been alreadj' explained that the lifting of the 85
diaphragm-carrier separates it from the end-
less screw which drives it.

By the operation of the spring 51 the lever
50 will be kept pressed against the edge of

the magazine cylinder end, vhich will draw 90
the diaphragm-carrier support out of the way
of the diaphragm-carrier and allow it to work
freely over the face of the tablet. When the
diaphragm-carrier, however, has reached the
end of its travel and has moved the arm 23 95
out of the way of the lugs 30, and the driv-

ing power, as above explained, has been ren-

dered effective for rotating the magazine cyl-

inder upon its axis, the lever 50 riding upon
the cam surface of the end of the magazine 100
cylinder will be operated, and will instanta-
neously lift the diaphragm-carrier from the
face of the tablet, separating the jaws and re-

leasing them from the screw. At the same
instant the counterweight mechanism will re- 105
store the diaphragm-carrier to its iDOsition.

Then the magazine cylinder will have com-
pleted the portion of its revolution between
the adjacent lugs 30, and the mechanism will

be thereby restored to its former position, no
The weight of the diaphragm is ordinarily
sufficient for closing the jaws upon the end of
the screw; but other means may be employed
for insuring that result, if preferred. The
diaphragm-carrier may ride upon the support r 1

5

60 in its travel backward and forward; and
for that purpose I employ a projection 63 se-

cured to the rock-shaft, and a set-screw 64
working in a projection 65 extending in the
path of the former projection from the side 120
plate of the frame. By this means the posi-

tion of the diaphragm-carrier and its con-
nected parts may be regulated to a nicety.

Where a diaphragm that is adapted for the
work of both inscribing and transcribing is 125
employed, it is necessary to provide for a dif-

ference in the travel of the diafjhragm-car-
rier when inscribing and when transcribing.
For that purpose a removable collar 66 in jux-
taposition to the sliding collar 28 might be 130
employed, (see Fig. 2.)

In Fig. 9 of the drawings I have illustrated

convenient means for removing the magazine
from the frame. Referring to that figure 67
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indicates a bearing plate in which are perma-
nently carried upon suitable journals 68 the
tablet-carrier gears 22. The magazine is made
substantially as before described, except that

5 it is provided with its proper shaft 09 adapted
to be set into bearings 70 concentric with the
gear 19. The opposite ends of the journals
G8 and of the tablet-carrier shafts 13, as well

as the magazine shaft 09 and the center of

lo the gear plate 07 are provided with suitable

simple clutch devices 72. The effect of the
device illustrated in Fig. 9 is substantially as

above described, except that the magazine
may be readilj^ removed from its bearing.

15 In this way it is unnecessary to manipulate
the tablets after having once adjusted them;
but the magazines may be shifted from one
machine to another, and each magazine ren-

dered in effect a single tablet to be used in

20 the same manner as the ordinarj' tablet is

now used.

It is apparent that the size of the magazine
cj'linder is immaterial to mj^ invention. The
cylindrical magazine is in effect an endless

25 conveyer, and it is immaterial whether it is

made with solid sides, or with flexible sides.

The operation of my device is as follows:

Suppose power to be applied to the pulley 0,

motion will be immediately imparted to the

30 diaphragm-carrier and to the tablet-carrier

^ in juxtaposition thereto. The operation of

the machine and the method of using it will

be substantially the same as in the ordinary
phonograph until the diaphragm-carrier shall

35 have nearly completed its travel across the
face of the tablet. At this time the jaws be-

gin to press against the sliding-eoUar 28 and
finally release the arm 23. Thereupon the
cylinder magazine will be released, and will

40 begin its rotation upon its axis. Immediately
the lever 50 will operate the diaphragm-sup-
port and lift the diaphragm. By the act of

lifting the diaphragm the jaws will be opened
and the counterweight mechanism will in-

45 stantaneously restore the diaphragm-carrier
to its original position against the end-plate
2. As soon as the diaphragm-carrier is re-

leased the arm 23 will be restored by its

spring to its original position, so that by the

50 time the diaphragm-carrier shall have reached
its initial position, the magazine cylinder will

have completed its allotted rotary movement,
and will be set by the impingement of the
lug 30 against the arm. The lever 50 in the

55 meantime having followed its cam will have
lowered the diaphragm - carrier support, so

that the diaphragm - carrier will have de-

scended, closed the jaws, and recommenced
its travel across the face of the replaced

60 tablet.

While the several movements of my ma-
chine may not be instantaneously explained,

the entire operation, as above set forth, has
been found in practice to be but momentary.

65 The time necessary for the complete shift

from one cylinder to another is not so long

as would be required to articulate an ordi-

nary three syllable word. Consequently in

practice not more than one word of ordinary
length could be lost, the connection could 70
never escape, and in ordinary use not so much
as the loss of a single word would occur.

I desire it to be distinctly understood that
I do not limit myself in any respect to any
of the details of construction or arrangement 7^
herein set forth; but reserve to myself the
right to modify them for the purpose of pro-

ducing any m.ore desirable mechanical em-
bodiment of my ideas within the scope of my
invention. 80

What I claim is

—

1. In a talking-machine, the combination
with a frame, sound -receiver, and driving
mechanism, of a plurality of tablets, and mech-
anism operatively connected with the driving 85

mechanism for automatically bringing each
of the tablets successively into operative re-

lations with the receiver, substantially as set

forth.

2. In a talking machine, the combination 90
with a frame, sound receiver, and driving-

mechanism, of mechanism connected with the
driving-mechanism for automaticallj' bring-
ing each of the tablets successively into op-

erative relations with the receiver, and mech- 95
anism also connected with the driving mech-
anism for automatically displacing and car-

rying each of said tablets after it shall have
been used, substantially as set forth.

3. In a talking machine the combination too

with a frame, sound receiver, and driving
mechanism, of a tablet magazine, and inter-

mittently operating mechanism connected
with the driving mechanism for presenting an
individual tablet to the receiver at regular 105

intervals, substantially as set forth.

4. In a talking-machine, the combination
with a frame, sound receiver, and driving
mechanism, of a tablet magazine, intermit-
tently-operating mechanism connected with no
the driving mechanism for presenting a tab-

let to the receiver at regular intervals, and
mechanism also connected with the driving
mechanism for carrying each completed tab-

let as it makes way for the next succeeding 115

one, substantially as set forth.

5. In a talking-machine, the combination
with a frame, sound receiver, and driving
mechanism, of a tablet magazine, intermit-
tently-operating mechanism connected with 120
the driving mechanism for presenting an in-

dividual tablet to the receiver at regular in-

tervals, and mechanism also connected with
the driving mechanism for carrying and sup-
porting each discharged tablet to prevent its 125
injury, substantially as set forth.

6. In a talking-machine, the combination
with a frame, tablet magazine, and sound
receiver, of continuously^- operating driving
mechanism for changing the relations of the 130
receiver with respect to each individual tab-
let, and intermittently-acting mechanism con-
nected with the driving mechanism for oper-
ating the magazine to present successively a
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new tablet to the reeeivex' at regular inter-

vals, substantially as set forth.

7. In a talking machine, the combination
with a frame, driving mechanism and sound

S receiver connected therewith, of automatic
tablet displacing and replacing mechanism
also connected with the driving mechanism,/
substantially as set forth.

S. In a talking machine, the combination
lo with a frame, a sound receiver and mechan-

ism for alternately moving the receiver in op-
posite directions, of a tablet magazine and
intermittently - acting magazine operating
mechanism, substantially as set forth.

15 9, In a talking-machine, the combination
with a frame and automatic alternately-recip-
rocatory sound receiver, of tablet displacing
and replacing mechanism co-operativelj' and
automatically connected with the driving-

20 mechanism, substantially as set forth.

10. In a talking-machine, the combination
with a frame, driving mechanism, and auto-
matic alternately-reciprocatory sound receiv-
er, of tablet displacing and replacing mech-

25 anism connected with the d riving mechanism,
and receiver elevating mechanism also con-
nected with the driving mechanism, substan-
tially as set forth.

11. In a talking machine, the combination
30 with a frame, driving mechanism and sound

receiver, of a tablet magazine, mechanism for
operating the same, and mechanism for im-
parting synchronous rotation to a plurality
of the tablets at the same time, substantially

35 as and for the purpose specified.

12. In a talking machine, the combination
'

with a frame and driving mechanism, of a
sound receiver, a tablet magazine, and a plu-
rality of sjmchronously rotatory tablet car-

40 riers, thereinVsubstantially as set forth.
13. In a talking machine, the combination

with a frame and driving mechanism, of an
automatically continuously operative sound
receiver, an intermittently operative maga-

45 zine and a plurality of synchronously rotatory
tablet carriers, substantially as set forth.

14. In a talking machine, the combination
with a frame, driving mechanism and sound
receiver operatively connected with the driv-

50 ing mechanism, of a tablet magazine and a jjlu-

rality of ^nchronously rotatory tablet car-

riers also operatively connected with the driv-

ing mechanism, substantially as set forth.

15. In a talking-machine, the combination
55 with a frame and driving mechanism, of an

automatic alternately-reciprocatory sound re-

ceiver and an automatic intermittently oper-
ative cjiindrical magazine connected with the
driving mechanism, and a plurality of tablet

60 carriers also connected with the driving mech-
anism, substantially as set forth.

16. In a talking machine, the combination
with a frame, driving mechanism and auto-
matically alternately reciproeatory sound re-

65 ceiver, of a cylindrical tablet magazine, and
a plurality of synchronously rotatory tablet
carriers thereon, substantiallv as set forth.

17. In a talking machine, the combination
with a frame and driving mechanism, of an
automaticallj^ alternately reciproeatory sound 70
receiver, and an automatic intermittently op-

eratingcylindrieal tablet magazine, and a plu-

rality of tablet carriers thereon, substantially

as set forth.

18. In a talking machine, the combination 75
with a frame, sound receiver, and driving
mechanism, of a tablet magazine and arm en-

gaging with the tablet magazine to normally
stay it, said arm located in the path of the
sound receiver to be operated thereby, sub- 80

stantially as set forth.

19. In a talking-machine the combination
with a frame, driving mechanism tablet maga-
zine and counterweighted sound-receiver, of

rotatory tablet-carriers in the magazine con- 85

nected with the driving mechanism, mechan-
ism also connected with the driving mechan-
ism for automatically imparting motion to the
magazineand to the tablet-carriersat intervals,

respectively^, and co-operative mechanism for 90
raising and lowering the sound I'eceiver away
from or toward the tablet carriers, substan-
tially as set forth.

20. In a talking-machine, the combination
with a frame and driving mechanism, of a ro- 95
tatory tablet magazine, a fixed gear thereon
connected with the driving mechanism, rota-

tory tablet carriers carried by the magazine in

operative relation to the carrier, and means con-
nected with the driving mechanism for auto- roo

matically staying the rotation of the magazine
and transferring motion to the tablet-carriers,

and vice-versa, substantially as set forth.

21. In a talking machine, the combination
with a frame sound receiver driving screw 105

and intermediate sound receiver support and
irrevoluble sound receiver carrier, a screw-
jaw pivotally carried upon the carrier and op-

positely extending projection connected with
the Screw-jaw, and a lug upon the sound re- no
ceiver adapted to engage with said projection

to operate the jaw, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

22. In a talking machine, the combination
with a frame and driving mechanism, of a ro- 115
tatory magazine and gear connected therewith
and with the driving mechanism and tablet

carriers upon the magazine operatively con-

nected with the gear, a reciproeatory sound
receiver, a movable arm in the path of the 120

sound receiver adapted to normally stay the
motion of the magazine and to be released by
the motion of the sound receiver, cams upon
the magazine, and a lever adapted to be op-

erated thereby, and a movable sound receiver 1 25
carrier support connected with the lever, all

to operate substantially in the manner and
for the purpose specified.

23. In a talking machine, the combination
with a frame, and driving mechanism, of a ro- 130
tatory tablet magazine, a fixed gear thereon
connected with the driving mechanism, rota-

tory tablet carriers carried by the magazine
in operative relations with the gear, and an
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automatically operative mechanism for alter-
nately staying the rotation of the magazine
or releasing it for the purpose of imparting
motion to the tablet carriers, respectively, sub-
stantially as set fo.-th.

24. In a talking-machine, the combination
with a frame, driving mechanism, counter-
weighted sound receiver, tablet magazine and
rotatory tablet carriers in the magazine, of
mechanism for imparting motion to the maga-
zine, adapted thereby to raise and lower the
sound receiver from or toward the tablet-car-
riers, substantially asset forth.

25. In a talking-machine, the combination
with a frame, driving mechanism, counter-

weighted sound receiver, tablet magazine, and
rotatory carriers in the magazine, of means
for imparting motion to the magazine and
mechanism co-operating with said means and
connected with the driving mechanism tore- 20
lease the sound receiver and raise and lower
the sound receiver away from or toward the
tablet carriers, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

In testimony of all which I have hereunto 25
subscribed my name.

JOSEPH L. ATKINS.
Witnesses:

C. P.Elwell,
Louis G, Julihn,
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To all whom it may coiicevn:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Llew-
ellyn Park, in the countj^ of Essex and State

5 of New Jersey, have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Phonographs,
(Case No. 007,) of whicli the following is a
specification.

The objects of this invention are to enable
lo the user of the phonograph to stop or start the

recorder while in the act of speaking into the
phonograph without moving the feed arm to

or from the feed screw by the hand, and with-
out opening the motor circuit, as has hereto-

15 fore been necessary, and to control the posi-

tion of the recorder and reproducer while turn-
ing off the surface of a blank, as hereinafter
set forth.

In the accompanying drawings which illus-

20 trate the improvement, Figure 1 is a view
showing the recorder resting on a phonogram
blank, a section of the speaking tube and the
mechanism for raising the recorder from the
blank. Fig. 2 is a face view of a portion of

25 the devices shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a view
of the recorder and reproducer looking from
the under side. Fig. 4 is a section on line x x
of Fig. 1, and shows the circuit controller;
and Fig. 5 is a side view of one of the parts

30 shown in Fig. 3.

The phonogram blank 1 is mounted on a
cylinder which is revolved in the ordinary or
any suitable manner. The rocking holding
arm 2 which supports the recorder and repro-

35 ducer is connected with a guide sleeve, which
sleeve has a feed arm engaging with a feed-

screw in the usual or any suitable manner not
necessary to be illustrated in this case. Near
one end of the arm 2 is attached the presser

40 foot adapted to bear on and move along the
guide rest 3.

4 is a tilting bar pivoted at each end to a
suitable support or bracket as indicated at 6.

7 is a dash pot connected with the tilting

45 bar to steady and regulate the movement of

said bar. Below the tilting bar, supported in

any suitable manner, is an electro magnet 8

included in a circuit 9 extending to a circuit

controller on the speaking tube in a position

50 convenient to be operated by the hand which
holds said tube to the mouth. The circuit

controller in the form illustrated consists of

a spring 10 connected to one wire of the cir-

cuit and a pin 11 connected to the other wire
of the circuit. These wires terminate in a 55
plug 12 having two conducting plates 13, 13,

adapted to make contact with two correspond-
ing plates in the socket into which the plug
is inserted. The two socket plates are con-

nected respectively to the two terminals 15, 60

16, of the magnet, as indicated in Figs. 1 and 2.

17 is an armature for the magnet and has
a centrally located pivot 18. This armature
is connected by means of a link or rod 19 with
the tilting bar 4. The upper end of 19 pref- 65
erably merely rests against said bar, although
it may have a pivotal connection. When the

circuit is open the weight of the recorder arm
resting on the tilting bar is sufficient to de-

press the tilting bar and armature into the 70
position shown in Figs. 1 and 2, but when the
circuit is closed by pressure on the spring 10,

the armature 17 is caused to turn on its pivot

taking the position shown in dotted lines in

Fig. 2, thereby raising the inner edge of the 75
tilting bar and moving the recorder from the

phonogram blank. It will be understood that

this motion also disengages the feeding de-

vice of the phonograph. When the operator
desires to proceed with his dictation, he re- 80

moves his finger from the spring 10 allowing
the circuit to open, and the parts resume their

normal position. A battery is shown in the

circuit 9 but in practice a branch from the

motor battery will ordinarily be used. 85
In using the phonograph after a record has

been made on the blank, it is often desired to

remove said record in order that the blank
may be again used. In some phonographs
the mechanism is so arranged that the old 90
record can be cut off and a second .record

made on the blank just behind the cutting

off tool, but in certain other phonographs the
entire surface must be cut off before the sec-

ond record is made on the blank. In this form 95
of phonograph I find it very desirable that the
recorder and reproducer should be raised en-

tirely away from the surface of the blank
during the operation of cutting off the old

record. I therefore provide a support for the 100

plate on which the recorder and reproducer
are mounted. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the
rocking holding arm 2 terminates in a ring

20 which carries the diaphragm 21 and dia-
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phMgm support 22. 'to this support is piv-
oted a plate 33 which carries the recorder and
reproducer 24 arranged in a well-known man-
ner, so that when in one position the recorder

5 bears on the phonogram blank, and when in
another position the reproducer bears on said
blank.

24 is an arm connected with 22, and 25 is

a cam which can be moved by the milled head
lo 26 for moving the arm 24 to adjust the posi-

tion of the reproducer onto the line of record.
27 is a plate, preferably struck up from a

piece of sheet metal, pivoted at one end to
the ring 20. The opposite end is adapted to

IS project under the plate 23.

28 is a screw or pin projecting from 22 and
movable therewith when the diaphragm and
diaphragm support are turned to change the
position of the recorder and reprod ucer. Plate

2o 27 is provided with a cam surface 29 against
which 28 bears as it Is moved in the manner
above described. Plate 27 is provided with
a downward projection 30 to serve as a handle
for moving the plate in one direction.

25 The operation of the device just described
is as follows: In the position shown in Fig. 3
the diaphragm is supposed to be turned to
bring the reproducer over the bearing surface
of the phonogram blank. The plate 27 is,

30 however, pushed inward so that its end rests
under the plate 23 and supports it so that the
reproducing point does not actually touch
the blank. This is the position occupied dur-
ing the cutting off of an old record. When

35 said operation has been completed the arm 24
is moved away from the cam 25 thereby turn-
ing the diaphragm and its support and mov-
ing pin 28 against the cam surface 29, thereby
automatically withdrawing the end of plate

40 27 and allowing plate 23 to descend so'that
the recorder shall rest on the surface of the
blank. To again move the plate 27 under 23
the extension 30 is pressed by the finger of
the operator, since the pin 28 does not operate

45 on the cam surface in its reverse movement.
Having thus described the invention, what

I claim is

—

1. In a phonograph, the combination with
the rocking holding arm, the guide rest there-

50 for, and the tilting bar, of an electro-magnet
controlling the position of the tilting bar, a
circuit including said magnet, and a circuit

controller in sliid dirdiiitj substatitially as set

forth.

2. In a phonograph, the colnbinatlon with 55
the rocking holding arm, the guide rest there-
for, and the tilting bar, of an electro-magnet,
a movable armature therefor, a mechanical
connection between said armature and said
tilting bar, a circuit including said magnet, 60
and a circuit controller in said circuit, sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. The combination, in a phonograph, of a
recorder and reproducer carried by a single
support, which support can be turned to bring 65
either the recorder or reproducer into opera-
tive position, a movable jalate adjacent to said
support and projecting or adapted to project
under it, and a pin movable with the support
and pressing against said plate to move it, 70
substantially as described.

4. The combination in a phonograph, of a
recorder and reproducer carried by a single
support, which support can be turned to bring
either the recorder or reproducer into opera- 75
tive position, a movable plate having a cam
surface and adapted to project under the re-

corder and reproducer support, and a pin
movable with said support and pressing
against said cam surface to move the plate, 80
substantially as described.

5. The combination of a plate supporting a
phonograph recorder or reproducer, or both,
a movable ring ujion which the plate is sup-
ported, a pin movable with the ring, and a 85
pivoted plate adapted to extend under the
recorder support having a cam face against
which the pin bears to move the plate, sub-
stantially as described.

6. The combination of a i)late supporting a 90
phonograph recorder or reproducer, or both,
a movable ring upon which the plate is sup-
ported, a pin movable with the ring, and a
pivoted plate adapted to extend under the re-

corder support having a cam face against 95
which the pin bears to move the plate in one
direction, and a handle for moving it in the
reverse direction, substantially as described.
This specification signed and witnessed this

4th day of February, 1891.

TIIOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

E. J. Berggren,
L. O. Weber.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, William Bruening, a

citizen of the United States, residing in the
township of East Orange, count}^ of Essex,

S and State of New Jersey, have invented new
and useful Improvements in Phonographs, of
which the following is a specification.
My invention relates to improvements in

phonographs and has for its object to provide
ro a cheap and efficient mechanism for general

use and consists principally in the following
improvements:
A tablet of new and convenient shape is

used which is selfsustaining by having one or
IS more axial bearings or perforated hubs per-

manently attached thereto and which revolves
spirally on a fixed rod or bar and is provided
with recording material adapted to receive a
durable record.

2c The invention further comprises certain
special constructions, combinations and ar-
rangements of parts as hereinafter set forth.
In the accompanying two sheets of draw-

ings which form part of this specification,
25 Figure 1, is a central vertical section of the

mechanism. Fig. 2, is a vertical cross-section
on the line x x, of Fig. 1, partly in elevation
and with the style in position for reproduc-
ing. Fig. 3, is a front elevation with the re-

30 corder and tablet removed and the fixed rod
or bar released and tilted. Fig. 4, is a central
sectional view of the recorder (or reproducer).
Fig. 5, is an enlarged front view of the for-
ward support of the style showing the mov-

35 able button and its slot and the handpiece
for turning the same. Fig. G, is an enlarged
sectional view of part of the recorder showing
the manner of attaching and supporting the
style and diaphragm.

40 Similar numerals refer to similar parts
throughout the figures.

The frame of the machine consists of a base
supporting at each end standard 10, and 11,
to which is secured at the front and rear a

45 plate 28, of metal or other suitable material
and a removable cover. A shaft 12, is jour-
naled in the standards 10, and 11, as shown
in Fig. 1, one end tapering to a point and
bearing in an adjustable screw in the stand-

50 ard 10, and the other end passes through the
standard 11 and is journaled therein by an
attached tapering collar and provided at its

end with a hand-wheel or other usual means
for rotating the same. A smooth round bar
or rod 13, is secured detachably to the stand- 55
ards 10, and 11, and is preferably hinged at
one end 14 and secured at the other end by a
loclving device 15, and may be tilted to remove
or slip on a tablet but is not capable of rota-
tion. A rack 17, is hinged to the standard 10, 60
near its base, parallel to the shaft 12, and held
in position by a bar 18 suspendedfrom the lever
iO. A sleeve 20, movably encircles the shaft
12, and carries at one end a circular screwcut
flange or wormwheel 21, and a gear 22, with 65
an intermediate groove 56; the sleeve 20 is

provided with an internal socket at any feasi-
ble point, preferably near the end which car-
ries the wormwheel 21, and the shaft 12, is

provided with a longitudinal groove; inde- 70
pendent revolution of the sleeve on the shaft
is prevented by a ball 23, preferably of steel,
which is seated in the socket in the sleeve and
engages with the groove on the shaft and per-
mits the sleeve to move endwise thereon. The 75
groove and socket and the ball engaging there-
with take the place of a pin and slot whereby
the friction is greatly decreased as the sleeve
moves endwise on the revolving shaft. The
arm 2-1, is attached at one end to the sleeve 80
20, by a collar 25, which is movably secured
thereon by rings 26, and the other end ex-
tends through a slot 27 in the frame-plate 28
and a pointer 29 and a knob or handpiece 30
are attached thereto by which the sleeve 20 85
may be moved in either direction and by
which also the tablet is moved in relation to
the style so that any part of the tablet may
be placed in operative position with the style.
The sliding frame may be of any usual con- 9c

struction and, as shown in Figs. 2. 3, and 4,
consists of the annular frame 36 provided
with pins 38 and 39 moving in blocks 41 and
42 fixed on the plate 43, which moves in ver-
tical slides 44 attached to the frameplate 28; 95
lateral motion is imparted to the frame 36 by
turning the nut 48 which is movably held in
the block 42 and engages with the threaded
pin 39 attached to the frame 36, which holds
the style with its attachments by means of 100
the setscrew 62 and the projections 63.
The sliding frame is adjustably supported

by the screw 45, which is pivoted with one of
its ends on the frame 36, and works in a nut
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46, which is movably secured on the lever 40,
by a pivoted collar 47 attached thereto. The
lever 40, consisting of a flat bar, is pivoted on
the franieplate 28 by a pin 49 and is locked

5 in ijosition on the block 51, which is attached
to the frameplate 28 and provided with a
guard 52, by a movable cam 50 and its hand-
piece 53 attached to the lever; a spring 69 at-

tached to the lever engages with a projection
lo on the arm of the handpiece 53 to hold the

lever in place but a spring catch or other suit-
able device may be used instead of the cam.
A movable collar 70 on the shaft 12 is con-
nected with the cam 50 by a pivoted rod 71

15 and the cam may be moved thereby to release
the lever. A socket shown as an angular strip
of metal 66, Fig. 3, is provided with a set-
screw 37 and attached to the plate 43 of the
sliding-frame to support a lamp and its ad-

20 justable holder, and the plate 43 is provided
with an opening 35 for the insertion of the
burner tube when using a heated style.
A scale 60, Fig. 3, is marked on the frame-

plate 28 near the edge of the slot 27 on which
25 the pointer 29 indicates the position of the

style on the tablet. The tablet 31, Fig. 1, may
be a solid or hollow cylinder made of or coated
with suitable recording material and have a
longitudinal central opening for the passage

30 of the fixed rod or bar 13 and a gear or flange
or other suitable means removably or perma-
nently attached to one of its heads by which
it may be revolved, or a cylindrical tube may
be provided with one or more perforated hubs

35 or axial bearings; but I prefer to make it in
the following manner: A sheet of metal is

formed by drawing or other usual means into
a cup with cylindrical sides and a central
opening is made into the bottom or base the

40 edges whereof are turned up to form a short
tubular flange 75 as a bearing, or a bearing
or perforated hub may be centrally attached
to the base, or the cup may be made by cast-
ing in a suitable mold; the edge forming the

45 mouth of the cup is trimmed and provided
with an Internal screwthread or other suit-

able means for removably attaching a cap or
disk 32 thereto which is provided with a gear
33 and a flange 34 and a central opening fit-

50 ting the fixed rod or bar 13; the removable
cap 32 may therefore serve as an attachment
for all tablets used in the machine. The cup
31 is coated by stopping its openings and dip-
ping it into any suitable fluid or dissolved re-

55 cording material, which in its normal condi-
tion is firm and may be fused or softened by
heat; I prefer for this purpose, and thereby
obtaining an entirely metallic tablet, an alloy
consisting of about eight parts of bismuth,

60 five parts of lead and three parts of tin, by
weight, as having a low melting-point, but
these proportions may be varied or other met-
als added or substituted; when the external
surface of the cup has been coated with the

65 alloy and the surplus thereof removed, which
is done in a manner and by methods well
known in the art of tinning, the cap 32 is at-

70

75

90

95

tached to the cup and the whole slipped on
the rod or bar 13, which is tilted for the pur-

pose, and moved thereon and therewith until

the flange 34 engages with the groove 56 and
the gear 33 with the gear 22, when the rod or

bar 13 is locked on the frame by the hook 15,

or other locking device.

In Figs. 4 and 6 a recorder is shown which
may also be used as a reproducer; it consists

of a cylindrical tube or thimble 80 which is

bent inwardly at one end to form a narrow
flange 81, upon which rests between washers

J
of soft or yielding material tne eage or a cir-^ 80

cuJaF^faphragin 85 whieh'ls* secured fii place

by the outwardly threaded flange 82 of a fun-

nel or tapering tube 83 engaging with an in-

ternal screwthread on the thimble 80; the

elongated style 84 is secured to the diaphragm 85

85 by means of a plate secured by a pin and
nut to the center thereof which is provided
with ears between which the end of the style

is pivoted by means of a pin passing through
a hole in the style and the ears aforesaid and
it is supported near its other end or point by
a slot in a cross-piece 86, held in position by
a spider composed of metallic strips with a
central opening, and by a slotted button 88

supported in said opening and capable of be-

ing turned therein by a handpiece 89; when
the button 88 is turned so that the slot there-

in extends in the same direction as that in

the crosspiece 86, it permits lateral move-
ment of the style point to accommodate itself

to any irregularities of the record in repro-

ducing while if the two slots cross each other,

only longitudinal movement of the stj'le is

possible and in this position it is used for re-

cording; a point attached to the handpiece
89 engages with depressions on the central

frame of the spider to secure the button 88 in

the desired position; see Fig. 5.

In operation the recorder is secured in po-

sition in the annular frame 36 of the sliding

frame the pointer 29 is moved by means of

the knob 30 to the beginning of the scale 60,

and the lever 40 is raised by moving the cam
50 into an upright position by the handpiece

53, whereby the rack 17 is raised and engages
with the wormwheel 21 and the sliding frame
is moved by which the point of the style is

brought in operative position on the tablet

31, which may further be determined by turn-

ing the nut 46; the shaft 12 is rotated by
turning the handwheel 91, or in any other

usual manner; the tablet 31 is revolved

through the gear 33 engaging with the gear

22 and sound operating on the diaphragm
through the tube 83, the vibrating style trav-

erses a spiral line on or in the recording ma-
terial of the cylindrical tablet and a record is

formed by any of the known methods of re-

cording sound. When the tablet 31, which is

progressed endwise on the rod or bar 13, by
its flange 34 engaging with the groove 56 be-

tween the gear 22 and theworm-wheel 21 which
moves in the rack 17, has traversed the length

of the rod or bar 13, the end of the sleeve 20,

105

"5

125

130
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which has end motion on the shaft 12, comes
in contact with and moves the collar 70 end-
wise on tiie sliaft whereby the bar 71, which
connects the collar 70 and the cam 50, moves

5 the cam and throws the lever 40 out of position
bj' gravity- and thereby releases the rack 17
from the worm-wheel 21 and terminates fur-
ther end motion of the tablet while at the
same time the style moving with the support-

lo lug sliding frame recedes from the tablet.
Wlien an electric motor is used to give mo-

tion to the mechanism, the movement of the
lever 40, or tiiat of its attachments, may be
used to open or close the circuit of the motive

15 current by moving an attached switch or simi-
lar device.

In reproducing sound from a record, the
pointer 29 is moved by means of the knob 30
back to the beginning of the scale 60, which

20 moves the sleeve 20 on the shaft 12 and the
tablet 31 on the rod or bar 13 by means of
their connections into their original positions,
or the pointer 29 may be moved to any part
of the scale GO to reproduce or to repeat any

25 part of the record, and the button 88 sup-
porting the point of the style is turned by its
handpiece 89 to bring the slot therein into
line with the slot in the crosspiece 86. The
lever -40 is raised by moving the cam 50 by its

30 handpiece 53, which brings the stvlein opera-
tive position on the tablet and engages the
rack 17 with the wormwheel 21, the shaft 12
IS rotated as before and the style is adjusted
by means of the nut 46; the point of the

35 style being now capable of lateral motion con-
forms to any irregularities of the record and
causes audible reproduction thereof.

1 do not confine myself to either toothed or
fnctional gearing and to the arrangement of

40 the flange in progressing the tablet endwise
on the shaft as it is obvious that the several
parts may be differently arranged to obtain
the same result and the mechanism may be so
arranged that the sliding frame may carry

45 the style in any other than a vertical line to-
ward and away from the surface of the tab-
let, but I prefer toothed gearing as by marks
or lines drawn thereon or on its attachments
I am enabled to always place it in the same

50 relative position.

Heretofore, as shown in my application. Se-
rial No. 377,724, filed January 14, 1891, as well
as in other sound recording mechanisms, tab-
lets were attached to separate tablet holders

55 for the purpose of reciprocating or revolving
them thereby; in this invention the tablet is
made of rigid material and provided perma-
nently with one or more perforated hubs or
axial bearings and therefore dispenses with

60 a tablet holder.
The advantages of the machine and its at-

tachments are that it is simple in its arrange-
ments and may be cheaply constructed and
readily operated and by arranging the tablet,

65 fixed rod or bar and shaft as shown a com-
paratively coarse thread may be used in the
wormwheel and rack; the tablet is provided

with a durable record surface and as described
maybe entirely metallic and is not liable to be
warped by atmospheric changes or the record 70
thereon impaired by frecjuent reproduction as
when using fragile or easily marred material,
while the machine and tablet may be used
with any known methods of recording sounds,

'

such as by using an indenting, a cutting or 7<;

a tracing style or either of the apparatus
shown and described in my applications, Serial
Nos. 400,450, and 400,451, both filed July 23,
1891, or in my application, Serial No. 401,373,
filed August 1, 1891, which in that case is 80
provided with a suitable style, may be at-
tached to the sliding frame by the means and
for the purposes set forth therein.
What I claim is

—

1. In a phonograph, a recorder or repro- 85
ducer in combination with a cylindrical tab-
let which is provided with one or more axial
bearings or perforated hubs, a fixed rod or
bar supporting said tablet and means for spi-
rally revolving said tablet on said rod or bar, 90
substantially as described.

2. In a phonograph, a fixed rod or bar and
a ej^lindrical tablet movably mounted there-
on in combination with a shaft which is ca-
pable of rotation, a sleeeve encircling said 95
shaft and capable of end motion thereon, a
wormwheel attached to said sleeve, a swing-
ing rack and gearing, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. In a phonograph, a shaft which is pro- 100
vided with a longitudinal groove in combina-
tion with a sleeve movably encircling said
shaft which is provided with a socket, and a
ball operatively engaging said groove and said
socket, substantially as described. 105

4. In a phonograph, a cylindrical tablet
movably mounted on a fixed rod or bar in
combination with a sleeve encircling a shaft,
an arm to move said sleeve endwise on said
shaft and means whereby the tablet is moved 1 10
endwise on the fixed rod or bar by the end-
movement of said sleeve, substantially as de-
scribed.

5. In a phonograph, a swinging rack in com-
bination with a pivoted lever, an arm movably 115
connecting said rack with said lever, a worm-
wheel, a cam or catch to hold said lever in
position, a cylindrical tablet provided with
an axial bearing and movably mounted on a
fixed rod or bar and means for revolving said 120
tablet spirally thereon, substantially as de-
scribed.

6. In a phonograph, a swinging rack in com-
bination with a pivoted lever, an arm movably
connecting said rack with said lever, an ad- 125
justable sliding frame carrying a recorder or
reproducer attached to said lever, a cam or
catch to hold said lever in position, a worm-
wheel, a cylindrical tablet movably mounted
on a fixed rod or bar and means for revolving 130
said tablet spirally thereon, substantially as
described.

7. In a phonograph, a swinging rack and a
recorder or reproducer which are movably
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supported by a pivoted lever and a cam or
catch to hold said lever in position in combi-
nation with a worinwheel, a cj'lindrical tablet
movably mounted on a fixed rod or bar and

5 means for releasing said cam or catch, sub-
stantially as described.

8. In a phonograph, an elongated style piv-

oted at one end on a diaphragm in combina-
tion with a support near its other end or point

lo which is provided with a locking device to

prevent or permit lateral motion of said point,

substantially as described.
9. In a phonograph, an elongated style piv-

oted at one end on the diaphragm and pro-

15 vided near its other end or point with a fixed

and a movable support which are provided
with slots in which the style is supported,
substantially as described.

10. In a phonograph, the following elements
20 in combination, a shaft provided with means

for rotating the same and with a longitudinal

groove, a sleeve movably encircling said shaft
provided with a socket, a balloperatively en-

gaging said groove and said socket, a worm-
wheel attached to said sleeve, a pivoted lever

provided with a cam or catch, a swinging
rack and a sliding frame movably supported
by said lever, a recorder or reproducer car-

ried by said sliding frame, a fixed rod or bar
which is parallel to said shaft, a cylindrical

tablet provided with one or more axial bear-

ings and movably mounted on said rod or bar
and means for spirally revolving said tablet

thereon, substantiallj'^ as described.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as
my invention I have signed my name, in the
presence of two witnesses, this 24th day of

March, 1892.

WILLIAM BRUENING.
Witnesses:

Charles S. Williams,
Montgomery Lindsay.

25
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To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Llevv-

ell3'u Park, in the county of Essex and State

5 of New Jersey, have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Phonographs,
(Case No. 792,) of which the following is a
speeificatiou.

My invention relates to improvements in

ro tlie mechanism of my phonograph, whereby
it is made more convenient and efficient in

operation.

The invention consists in the various novel
devices and combinations of parts and in the

15 method as fullj" hereinafter explained and
pointed out by the claims.

In the accompanying drawings forming a
part hereof,—Figure 1, is a front elevation of

the complete machine with the front of the
20 case broken away to show the driving motor.

Fig. 2, is a top view of the complete machine.
Fig. 3, is a top view of the phonograph proper
on a somewhat larger scale omitting the driv-

ing and governing devices. Fig. 4, is a sec-

25 tional view illustrating the movable center
for supporting the outer end of the phono-
gram cylinder carrying shaft. Fig. 5, is an
end view of the phonograph. Fig. G, is a sec-

tional view showing the traveler arm and con-

30 ueeted parts. Fig. 7, is a top view of the driv-

ing motor. Fig. 8, is a sectional view of such
motor. Fig. 9, is an end elevation of the speed
governor. Fig. 10, is an elevation and partial

section of the governor taken at right angles

35 to Fig. 9. Fig. 11, is a top view of the contact
arm of the governor; and Fig. 12, is a view
principally in diagram showing the circuit

connections of the electric motor and gov-
ernor.

40 A is the frame of the phonograph proper
which is mounted upon a box B, which in turn
is mounted upon a suitable base C. The frame
A is supported upon one end of the box B so

that it overhangs such box to make room for

45 a receptacle A'^, which stands upon the base
C under the overhanging phonograph frame
and receives the shavings which are cut from
the phonogram cylinder.

Between the phonograph frame A and the
50 box B are placed cushions a of elastic mate-

rial such as soft rubber, which, to a desirable

extent, prevent the vibrations of the motor
contained within the box B from being trans-
ferred to the phonograph frame to the injurj'

of the recording or reproduction of the sounds. 55
The frame A is secured to the box B by

means of screws 6 which pass through slotted
lugs &' on the frame A into the top of the box
B. Lugs &^ on the base B rise up on each side
of the bottom edge of the frame A so as to 60
hold such frame against lateral displacement.
A screw c passing through a part of the frame
A sets against a lug c' on the base B (shown
in dotted lines in Fig. 1).

The .screw c serves to adjust the frame A 65
on the box B for the purpose of tightening
the driving belt as will be presently explained,
and the lugs &' are slotted to permit of this

movement, the screws & being finally tight-

ened after the proper adjustment of thedriv- 70
ing belt has been secured.
D is the shaft of the phonograph, which

is arranged horizontally and longitudinallj'

upon the frame A. This shaft is held upon
stationary centers so as to turn true and for 7r^

the purpose of compensating for any wear.
At the inner end of the frame A a standard d
rises, through which passes the adj ustable and
removable centering pin (?', which is held by
a set screw d? passing through the top of the 80
standard d. At the outer end of the phono-
graph shaft D the centering pin e is carried
by a swinging arm D'. This swinging arm
D' is pivoted upon a side extension A' of the
frame A at one end and at its other end it is 85
removably attached to a side extension A^ of
the frame A by means of a bolt e' and a
thumb nut e^ This bolt e' is pivoted on the
end of the side extension A^ of the frame A
so as to swing vertically and it enters a slot 90
e^ in the end of the swinging arm D'. By
loosening the nut e^, the bolt e' can be swung
downwardly out of the slot e'^ when the arm D'
is free to be swung upon its pivot thus exposing
the outer end of the phonograph shaft D, while 95
by swinging the arm D' inwardly, the center e

will i^roperly engage with the end of the shaft
D and by lifting the bolt e' and tightening the
thumb nut e'^ the arm D' will be fastenedrig-
idly against the end of the side extension A^ ico
of the frame A. To prevent the shaft D from
too great a displacement when the arm D' is
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swung outwardly, it passes through a slotted

standard (F, which rises from the base A and
encircles the shaft D loosely.

The shaft D is prevented from longitudi-

5 nal displacement by means of the pulley E
which is secured to the inner end of the shaft
D and extends below the top of the frame A,
so that when the arm D' is swung outwardly
the pulley E will prevent the inner end of

lo the shaft from disengaging totally from the
center (Z' by reason of itsimpingementagainst
the base A.
The center e is a pin which passes through

the arm D' and is made adjustable by means
15 of a screw / which turns into the arm D' and

has a flange/' on its head which engages with
a slot in the side of the pin e. By turning the
screw /it will be seen that the center pin e

will be adjusted and this without turning the
20 center pin; the turning of the center pin

might be attended with a disturbance of the
relative adjustment of the parts.

Upon the shaft D between the standard fP

and the swinging arm D'is mounted the pho-

25 nogram cylinder F. Thisispreferably a cyl-

inder having a slight taperon itsexternal sur-

face, its smaller end being at the outer end
of the shaft. The standard fZMs at the end
of the top plate of the frame A, the extension

30 of such frame bej'ond the box B being effect-

ed by the side bars A' Al The phonogram
cylinder F being located between the side

bars A' A^ overhangs the frame, leaving a
clear space beneath the cylinder through

35 which the cuttings from the blank drop into

the receptacle Al The tapering cylinder F
is adapted to receive a cylindrical phono-
gram blank F' having a tapering bore adapt-
ed to fit the surface of the cylinder. By

40 swinging the arm D' outwardly, the phono-
gram blank F' can be removed from the cyl-

inder or placed upon it. To stiffen the side

bars A' A^ of the frame and to prevent a vi-

brating or tuning fork action, which would
45 injure the record, such side bars are connect-

ed by a cross bar A^ at ther outer ends, such
cross bar A^ curving downwardly out of the
way so as not to interfere with the manipula-
tions of the blanks.

50 G is a stationary rod which is mounted in

standards on the frame A and its side bar A'
in rear of and parallel with the shaft D. Upon
the rod G is a sleeve G', which is adapted to

slide and turn freely upon such rod, and
55 which is of less length than the rod, so that

its longitudinal movement thereon will be
equal at least to the length of the phonogram
cylinder F. Secured to the outer end of the
sleeve G' is the rocking holdingarmH which

60 is rigidly fixed to said sleeve and projects up-
wardly and forward over the top of the pho-
nogram cjiinder. On its upper end the rock-

ing holding arm li carries the swinging spec-

tacle frame H', which is pivoted to said rock-

65 ing holding arm so as to swing laterally across

it. A spring pin g having a beveled end en-

ters bevel slots g' in the hub of the spectacle

frame so as to hold the spectacle frame by
spring pressure at either limit of its swing-
ing movement. The eyes of the spectacle 70
frame carrj' the recorder IP and the repro-
ducer IP, which are brought alternately into

operative relation with the surface of the
phonogram blank by the swinging of the spec-
tacle frame. 75
The head of the rocking holding arm II is

provided with laterally extending arms g^ g^

through which pass set screws g* g^^. These
set screws bear against the spectacle frame
when it is swung in one direction or the other, "So

so as to adjust the spectacle frame to bring
the recorder or reproducer into the desired
relation with the surface of the blank. The
screw (/* effects this adjustment for the re-

producer, the result being to adjust the re- 85
producing point laterally across the track of

record, so as to bring it into the best relation

with the record for reproducing the sounds,
which relation can be determined by listen-

ing to the instrument. The screw (/^ serves 90
to adjust the relation of the recorder with
the surface of the blank. The purpose of

this is to enable the production of a double
record upon the same blank and in parallel

spiral lines. 95
It is evident that if the recording point be

made narrow relative to the feeding move-
ment, the space between the spiral lines of

record may be as wide or wider than the track
of the record itself. If such is the case the 100

unoccupied space between the lines of record
may be utilized for producing a second record.

The screw g^ enables the operator to adjust
the recording point so as to track in this

space between the lines of the first record, 105

and the screw g* enables the operator to ad-

just the reproducer so that it will track on
either record. The eyes of the spectacle
frame are provided with fingers h through
which pass the adjusting screws li' which no
rest upon the guide rest I, which is secured
to the side bar A^of the frame in front of the
phonogram cylinder and parallel with its axis.

The bearing of the adjusting screw h' upon
the straight guide rest I causes the recorder 115

or reproducer to advance in a straight line

along the surface of the blank. The ends of

the adjusting screws h' which bear upon the
guide rest I are enlarged so as to overlap said
guide rest for a purpose which will be pres- 120

ently explained.

Upon the inner end of the sleeve G' is

mounted the traveler arm I', which is adapt-
ed to turn freely on the sleeve G'. This
traveler arm projects forward over the shaft 125

D between the standard fP and the pulley E
and has a section of a nut li^ attached re-

movablj'^ to its lower edge and engaging with
a fine screw thread h^, which is cut upon the
shaft D between the standard cF and the pul- 130
ley E. The nut section h^ is removably se-

cured to the traveler arm I' by means of

screws as shown, so that it can be readily re-

placed when worn out; it is also made remov-
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able so that it can be made of steel and liave

a finely cut screw surface. The traveler arm
itself may be of cast iron. The traveler arm
projects over the shaft D and in front of it,

5 and at its forward end is provided with a down-
wardly projecting finger i having its lower

end i' turned upwardly to form a hook, the

end of which hook terminates in a knife edge
which engages the under side of a screw shaft

lo ^^ mounted in standards on the top plate of

the frame A in front of and parallel with the

screw cut section of the shaft D. The shaft

i^ is provided with a screw thread i^ which is

coarser than the screw thread li^. The func-

15 tion of the screw thread i^ is to move the

traveler arm back with a speed which is

greater than the forward movement which is

given such traveler arm by the screw thread

h^. This screw thread ^^ is a ratchet thread
20 so as to engage effectively with the hook end

of the finger i and to move the traveler arm
backwardly without causing a friction which
would result from a tendency to force the

point ^' out of the thread were such screw

25 thread beveled equally in opposite directions.

The shaft I^ is driven from the shaft D by
means of a belt i^ which passes over small
pulleys on both shafts. A lug j on the sleeve

G' engages with a lug f on the hub of the

30 traveler arm I', when the sleeve G' is turned
back to the limit of its turning movement.
This limit is determined by a finger j^ on the
rocking holding arm, which strikes the edge
of the base A or the side bar A' when the

35 spectacle frame is thrown backwardly over
the center so that it will maintain itself in

the elevated position. The lug j does not
strike the lugj' until the limit of movement
is nearly reached so that the effect will be to

40 just lift the traveler nut /t^ out of engagement
with the screw thread li^ without engaging
the point i' of the finger i with the reversing
thread ^l Before this limit of the lifting

movement of the spectacle frame is reached

45 such movement does not affect the traveler

arm. In front of the guide rest I and the re-

versing shaft V and extending the entire

length of the frame A and the side bar A^ is

a turning guide bar J. This turning guide
50 bar is pivoted in lugs j^ projecting from the

frame, it being held eccenti-icaily by centers

f passing through the lugs j^ and engaging
with the outer edge of the bar J at its ends.

The inner edge j^ of the bar J is made as

55 a straight edge, and the enlarged ends of

the adjusting screws h' project over this

straight edge/, and likewise a projection /
on the finger i attached to the end of the
traveler arm 1' projects over this edge /. To

60 one end of the bar J are secured two fingers

h k' between which plays a cam li^, Secured
to the end of a turning stud k^ having a
thumb piece on its end. A spring Zo* throws
the finger A; down against the cam /c^ throw-

65 ing the straight edge j* downward. The
function of the cam k^ is to turn the bar J
against the tension of the spring Zv* and to

lift the edge./' against the tension of the spring.

For this purpose the cam k^ is provided with
two risers 7/', A", the rise k^ being less than 70
the rise //'. Now hy turning the cam k? with
the fijig^rs the effect will be to turn the bar
J^d to lift the edge J^ by two successive
movements. The effect of the first move-
ment, that produced bj'^ the rise k^ of the cam, 75
is to lift the spectacle frame so that the re-

corder or reproducer will be disengaged from
the surface of the blank and to lift the trav-
eler nut li^ out of the feeding screw li^ so that
the further feeding of the spectacle frame will 80
be stopped. The clearance between the edge/
and the shoulder/ is slightly greater than that
between the edge / and "the adjusting screw
h' so that the recorder or reproducer will be
first disengaged from the surface of the blank 85
before the traveler nut is disengaged from its

feed screw in order to prevent injury to the
blank or the record on it. The effect of the
second step of the movement, that produced
by the rise k'' of the cam, is to simultaneously 90
raise the spectacle frame and traveler arm to

a farther extent and to throw the point i' of
the finger i into engagement with the revers-
ing screw thread ^^. This reverses the move-
ment of the spectacle frame so that in repro- 95
ducing the matter can be repeated to any ex-
tent desired. An arm m may be attached to
the turning bar J and be connected by a cord
or wire with a treadle J' so that the move-
ments of the bar J may be produced by the 100
foot of the operator. A scale K is attached
to the front of the bar J and pointers m' are
secured to the fingers h and project down in

front of this scale so that the position of the
recorder or the reproducer with relation to loi^

the surface of the phonogi'am blank can be
determined. An adjustable knife L is piv-
oted to the rocking holding arm H for the pur-
pose of turning off the surface of the blank.
The swinging arm D' is provided' with a pro- 1 10
jecting flange m^ projecting inwardly around
the center pin e and entering the end of the
phonogram cylinder F, so as to act asa guard to

the center pin, preventing the material which
is cut from the blank from entering the space 115
around the center and gumming up the bear-
ing. A guard plate m^ is attached to the side
bar A' in rear of the phonogram cylinder so
as to guide the shavings cut from the blank
into the receptacle Al Such shavings by 120
reason of the movement given them hj the
turning of the cylinder, tend to pass over the
extension A' of the frame; they are inter-
cepted by the guard plate ml
For driving the phonograph I prefer to em- 1 25

ploy an electric motor. This is inclosed in
the box B, the armature M of the motor be-
ing mounted on a vertical shaft M', which
passes through the top plate of the box B
above which it is provided with a pulley n. 130
An endless belt n' passes around this pnilej'
ri and passes under two guide pulleys n-, n^,

which are held by centers in the frame A near
the lower edge of the pulley E. The horizon-
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tal shaft D of the phonograph is thus driven
from the vertical shaft M' of the motor through
an endless belt, whose direction is changed
from a horizontal to a vertical plane by means

5 of the guide pulleys n^, n^. This belt con-
nection between the motor and phonograph
shaft is preferable to gearing since the slight

mechanical vibrations of the motor are not
transferred thereby to the phonograph. It

ro will be seen that by adjusting the set screw
c any tension desired can be given to the belt

n'. The form of electric motor employed is

a multipolar motor, it having four field mag-
net poles o' d^ o^. These poles project up-

15 wardly from a four armed plate Ml The ar-

mature M revolves above the plate M^, the
arms of the plate M^ being wound with the
field magnet wire. The plate M^ is support-
ed from the bottom of the box B by suitable

20 legs 0* and is steadied from the top plate of

the box B by studs o^ The vertical shaft M'
of the motor is stepped in the center of the
plate M^. A hole is cut through the center of

the plate M^ and into this hole is introduced

25 from the under side of the plate ]VF a block p
of metal carrying in its upper end aflat agate
2J'. The plug step p is made adjustable by
means of a screw p"^ entering the bottom of

the plate M^ and bearing at one side of its

30 head on the plug 'p, so that by turning this

screw the plug p can be adj usted. The lower
end of the shaft M' is brought to a rounded
point where it rests on the agate p', the shaft

above the agate being surrounded by a bush-

35 mgif of brass or other suitable material; the
shaft at its upper end is held by a center pin

j)^ The commutator brushes of the motor
are shown at N W . An oil tube N^ extends
from the top plate of the box B down to the

40 step bearing of the motor sliaft. The arma-
ture of the motor is a Gramme ring which is

secured to a hub on the shaft by means of

three layers O, O', O^ of wood, which are
placed so that the grain of the middle layer

45 is at right angles to the grain of the two out-

side layers. The ring armature is of con-
siderable size, so as to act as a fly wheel and
so as to have a considerable surface veloc-

ity with a relatively low axle speed. The mo-
50 tor employed, being an electro-dynamic mo-

tor, has a high degree of efficiency, which
efficiency is increased by the fact that it is a
multipolar motor, since the magnetism has a
shorter distance to travel through the iron

55 of the armature and a more intense field is

produced. With the flywheel form of arma-
ture it would not be possible to get as In-

tense a field or one as uniform with a field

magnet having but two poles. I have also

60 found that by using a motor with a vertical

shaft a great reduction can be made in the
power of the driving battery over what would
be required by a motor mounted on a hori-

zontal shaft. The motor being nicely bal-

65 aneed on its jewel step seems to require very
little power to drive it and does not produce
troublesome vibrations in the phonograph.

To control the speed of the motor and make
it uniform, I provide a governor. This gov-
ernor has a shaft P which is driven by an end- 70
less belt q from a pulley on the motor shaft.

Centrifugal balls P' P^ are secured to springs

(f (f which are attached at their upper ends
to the shaft P and at their lower ends hold
a plate P^ which surrounds the shaft P and 75
is raised and lowered by the centrifugal balls

P' PI The shaft P is a vertical shaft stepped
at its lower end on the flat agate cf and held
at its upper end by a center pin rf. The
movement of the plate P^ by the governor. 80
balls serves to make and break circuit be-

tween two springs r r' which are held by a
pivoted lever Q which is adjustable by means
of a screw Q' passing through a suitable sup-
port with which its screw thread engages and 85
also passing through the end of the lever Q
below which it is provided with a nut and
above which it has a spring r'^to prevent any
lost motion at the connection between the
screw Q' and the lever Q. It will be seen that 90
by adjusting the elevation of the lever Q the
point at which the plate P^ will touch both
the springs r r' will be varied, and since this

point is the point at which the speed of the
motor is checked, it will be seen that the mo- 95
tor can be varied in its speed, which it is de-

sirable to do in reproducing the sounds from
phonogram blanks, since the speed at which
the sound record was made will be indicated
upon the blank and the machine can be set 100

for that speed. The head Q^ of the screw Q'
is i^rovided with a suitable index as shown,
by means of which and the pointer r^ the ad-
justment of the governor can be determined.
R is an electro-magnet whoso armature R' 1C5

breaks circuit at its back point r*, the arma-
ture being retracted by a spring r^
The electric connections of the motor and

the governor are illustrated in Fig. 12, in which
1, 2, represent the wires from the battery or no
other source of electrical energy leading to

the binding posts 3, 4, which are located upon
the box B. From the binding post 4, a wire
5 passes to the field magnet of the motor and
from thence to the plate G of a plug switch. 115
From the binding post 4 also extends a wire
7 connected to the base of the magnet R and
hence to its armature R'. From the insu-
lated back point r* of the magnet a wire 8 ex-
tends to the armatureM of the motor and from 120
thence to the plate G of the plug switch; also
extending from the binding post 4 is a wire 9

which includes the coils of the magnet R and
thence extends to the spring r at which the
wire is broken. The wire 9 is continued how- 125
ever from the spring r' to the plate G of the
plug switch. From the f/late 10 of the plug
switch a return wire 11 is run back to the
binding post 3.

Itwillbeseen that the armature of the motor, 130
its field magnetand the governor raagnetRare
in three separate multiple arc circuits from
the battery. The circuit of the field magnet is

never opened except at the plug switch, which
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opens all of the circuits at once. The circuit

of the armature however of the motor is

opened whenever the magnet R moves its ar-

mature R' off of tlie back point r^. The mag-
5 net R is wound to a high resistance and is

extremely sensitive in its action, so that the
instant the circuit to this magnet is closed by
the plate P^ touching the springs ?• r', the
magnet will act and will open tlie circuit of

lo the armature. This makes a much more sen-
sitive governing device than if it were at-

tempted to control the circuit of the armature
by meansof the governor directly. The field

magnet circuit of the motor not being opened
15 by the governor the spark which would be

caused by the discharge of the field magnets
will not be present.
What I claim as mj' invention is

—

1. In a phonograph, the combination with
20 the phonogram cylinder and its carrying

shaft, of centers upon which said shaft turns
and a swinging arm upon which one of said
centers is mounted, substantiallj^ as set forth.

2. In a phonograph, the combination with
25 the phonogram cylinder and its carrying

shaft, of centers on which the said shaft turns,
a swinging arm carrying one of said centers
aud a standard through which such shaft
passes loosely for preventing displacement of

30 the shaft when the center is swung away from
its end, substantially as set forth.

3. In a phonograph, the combination with
the phonogram cylinder and its carrying
shaft, of centers on which said shaft turns, a

35 swinging arm carrying one of said centers aud
the driving pulley on the shaft extending be-
low the top of the frame so as to lock the
shaft against longitudinal displacement, sub-
stantially as set forth.

40 4. In a phonograph, the combination with
the cj'linder shaft, of the cylinder mounted on
one end of said shaft, centers on which the
shaft turns and a swinging arm carrying the
center at the cylinder end of the shaft where-

45 by the end of the cylinder can be exposed for

receiving or removing the phonogram blank,
substantially as set forth.

5. In a phonograph, the combination with
the supporting frame, of a shaft overhanging

50 the frame, the phonogram cylinder placed on
the overhanging portion of the shaft and a
removable bearing for this overhanging end
of the shaft, substantially as set forth.

G. In a phonograph, the combination with

55 the supporting frame, of the cylinder shaft
mounted upon such frame and overhanging
the same at one end, the phonogram cylinder
mounted on the overhanging end of the shaft,

side bars extending from the frame out to the
60 end of the shaft and a movable arm connect-

ing such side bars and carrying the outer
bearing of the shaft, substantially as set forth.

7. In a phonograph, the combination with
the frame A, havin"g side bars A' A^ and the

65 phonogram cylinder and shaft, of the swing-
ing arm D' carrying the center for the outer
end of the shaft and pivoted upon one of said

side bars and locked to the other side bar by
the swinging bolt e' and nut e'V^ubstantially

as set forth. 70
8. In a phonograph, the combination with

the frame A having side bars A' A^ and the
phonogram c^'linder and shaft, of the swing- .

ing arm D' carrying the center for the outer
end of the shaft and the bar A^ connecting 75
the side bars of the frame, substantially as
set forth.

9. In a phonograph, the combination with
the rocking holdingarm and the travelerarm,
of a movable bar acting upon both of such 80
arms and lifting them together, substantially
as set forth.

10. In a phonograph, the combination with
the rocking holding arm and the travelerarm,
of a bar having a straight edge extending be- 85
neath both of such arras and pivoted so as to

be capableof aturningmovement, whereby it

will lift said arms together, substantially as
set forth.

11. In a phonograph, the combination with 90
the rocking holdingarm and the travelerarm,
of the pivoted lifting bar extending under
both the rocking holding arm and the traveler

arm and a cam for turning said lifting bar,

substantially as set forth. 95
12. In a phonograph, the combination with

the rocking holding arm and the traveler arm,
of the feeding and reversing screws, the turn-
ing lifting bar and the cam having two rises

for giving such lifting bar two successive too
movements, substantially as set forth.

13. In a phonograph, the combination with
the rocking holding arm and the traveler arm,
of the stud for lifting the traveler arm when
the rocking holding arm has reached the limit 105

of its lifting movement, substantially as set

forth.

14. In a phonograph, the combination with
the supporting rod and the sleeve sliding and
turning thereon, of the rocking holding arm no
secured to said sleeve, the travelerarm turn-

ing upon such sleeve, a stop for determining
the limit of the lifting movement of the rock-

ing holding arm and studs for lifting the trav-

eler arm when the rocking holding arm has 115
reached the limit of its lifting movement, sub-

stantially as set forth.

15. In a phonograph, the combination with
the rocking holdingarm and the traveler arm,
of the turning lifting bar acting upon both of 120

said arms and the foot treadle connected with
said turning lifting bar for operating it, sub-
stantially as set forth.

16. The method of producing more than one
record on the same phonogram blank con- 125
sisting of first making one record thereon and
then adjusting the recording point to an in-

termediate position between the adjacent spi-

ral lines of the preceding record and making
an additional record, whereby without in- 130
creasing the fineness of the feeding .screw

more matter can be recorded upon a phono-
gram blank of given length, substantially as
set forth.
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17. In a phonojjraph, the combination with
the rocking holding arm, of the guide rest and
the adjustment upon such guide rest having
a bearing overlapping the guide rest and a

5 turning lifting bar beneath the overlapping
bearing, substantially as set forth.

18. In a phonograph, the combination with
the phonogram cylinder and shaft, of the
swinging arm carrying the center for the cyl-

lo inder end of the shaft and the wax guard sur-

rounding such center and entering the end of
the cylinder, substantially as set forth.

19. In a phonograph, the combination with
the phonogram cylinder and the turning off

15 knife or tool, of the wax guard in rear of such
cylinder for directing the shavings into a re-

ceptacle beneath the cylinder, substantially
as set foi'th.

20. In a phonograph, the combination with
20 the horizontal main shaft, the phonogram

blank carrier revolved thereby, and the re-

cording and reproducing devices, of an elec-

tric motor mounted upon a vertical shaft, and
a belt connection between the motor shaft

25 and the phonograph shaft, substantially as
set forth.

21. In a phonograph, the combination with
the phonograph shaft, the phonogram blank
carrier revolved thereby, and the recording

30 and reproducing devices, of an electric motor
connected with said shaft for driving the
same, the armature and the field magnet of
said motor being connected in multiple arc,

and a speed governor controlling the arma-
35 ture circuit, substantially as set forth.

22. In a jjhonograph, the combination with
the phonograph shaft, the phonogram blank
carrier revolved thereby, and the recording
and reproducing devices, of an electric motor

40 connected with said shaft for driving the
same, and having its armature and its field

magnet in separate multiple arc circuits, a
magnet controlling the armature circuit, and a
centrifugal governor controlling the said mag-

45 net, substantially as set forth.

23. In a phonograph, the combination with
the phonograph shaft, the phonogram blank
carrier revolved thereby, and the recording
and reproducing devices, of an electric motor

50 connected with said shaft for driving the same,
a speed governor controlling the speed of said

motor by opening the circuit thereof when a
predetermined speed has been obtained, and
an adjusting screw for varying the point at

55 which the governor will affect the circuit,

substantiallj' as set forth.

24. In a phonograph, the combination with
the phonograph shaft, the phonogram blank

carrier revolved thereby, and the recording
and reproducing devices, of an electric motor 60

connected with saidshaftfordrivingthe same,
a centrifugal governor controlling such motor
by closing circuit at contacts and an adjust-
ment for varying the position of such con-
tacts whereby the speed of the motor can be 65
varied, substantially as set forth.

25. In a phonograph, the combination with
the phonograph shaft, the phonogram blank
carrier revolved thereby, and the recording
and reproducing devices, of an electric motor 70
connected with said shaft for driving the same,
a magnet controlling said motor, contacts
mounted upon an adjustably pivoted lever at

which the magnet circuit is broken and a
centrifugal governor moving a disk which 75
closes the magnet circuit at such contacts,

substantially as set forth.

2G. In a phonograph, the combination with
the frame supporting the phonograph shaft,

the phonogram blank carrier, and the record- 80
ing and reproducing devices, of an electric

motor mounted upon abase and connected by
a belt with the phonograph shaft, and means
for adjusting the phonograph frame to tighten

said belt, substantially as set forth. 85

27. In a phonograph, the combination with
the phonograph proper in which are combined
a phonograph shaft, a phonogram blank car-

rier revolved therebj', and recording and re-

producing devices, the same being mounted 90
upon a separate frame, of a base carrying a
motor connected with the said shaft for driv-

ing the same, and cushions of elastic material
between said base and the phonograph frame,
substantially as set forth. 95

28. In a phonograph, the combination with
the frame of the phonograph proper, of the
base carrying a motor connected by a belt

with the phonograph shaft, guiding liigs upon
the base, slotted lugs and screws for securing too

the phonograph frame to the base and an ad-

justing screw for adjusting the phonograph
frame upon the base for the purpose of tight-

ening the belt, substantially as set forth.

29. In a phonograph, the combination with 105

the feed screw and the traveler arm, of the
nut section secured rigidly but removably to

said traveler arm and engaging with said

feed screw, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 1 10

27th day of July, 1888.

TIIOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
RiCHD. N. Dyer,
William Pelzer.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Llew-
ellyn Park, in the county of Essex and State

5 of New Jersey, have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Phonograph.s,
(Case No. 881,) of which the following is a
specification.

My invention relates to recording and re-

ro producing devices of phonographs, and my
object is to enable such devices to work satis-

factorily notwithstanding irregularities in the
surface of the phonogram blank. Sometimes
in the inanufacture of phonogram blanks,

15 irregularities or eccentricities occur in the
formation of the surface, and sometimes the
blanks become warped after manufacture,
and if provision is not made to prevent it,

such irregularities will occasion, movements
20 of the recording or reproducing point and the

diaphragm, which will interfere with the re-

cording or reproducing of the sound.
The present invention consists in an appa-

ratus adapted to obviate this defect.

25 In the accompanying drawings which illus-

trate the invention. Figure 1 is a cross sec-

tional view of a recorder embodying my im-
provement. Fig. 2 is a like view of a slightly

modified form; and Fig. 3 shows a similar re-

30 corder with the adjustable weight directly on
the recorder arm.

1 is a phonograph shaft, 2 a phonograph
cylinder, and 3 a phonogram blank.

4 is a ring or frame which supports the

35 diaphragms. On the under side of said dia-

phragm is a block or post 6, to which is piv-
oted the lever 7, having at one end the oper-
ating point. The opposite end of said lever
is connected to an extra weighted lever 8,

40 pivotally supported as shown. The end of

the lever distant from the lever 7 preferably
slightly overbalances the end neai'er said le-

ver. This construction tends to throw the
operating point against the phonogram blank.

45 The pressure of the point against the phono-
gram blank may be still further modified if

desired by a spring 9, co-operating with the
weighted lever or pressing the recorder in an
opposite direction, as desired. The weight

50 or weights on lever 8 are preferably adjust-

able. In Fig. 1 theleverisshown with screw
threads on which the weight at the right may
be moved. In Fig. 3 a similar adjustable
weight is supported directly on the recorder
arm 7. 55
The extra lever, that is, the weighted lever

8, is not readily moved by the sound vibra-

tions, which have to and fro movements of

great rapidity and large number per second,
so that said lever acts as though it were 60

fixed, and all the energy due to the sound
waves, or the sound record, is communicated
directly from the diaphragm to the recording
point, or from the reproducing point to the
diaphragm, while the movements given to 65
such points by eccentricities of the phono-
gram being comparatively long and slow, over-

come the tendency to inaction of the retard-

ing device, and so permit a movement inde-

pendent of the diaphragm. 70
When the invention is used in connection

with a reproducer the operating point will or

may be of slightly different shape.
Having thus described my invention, what I

claim is

—

75
1. The combination of a phonograph dia-

phragm, a pivoted recorder or reproducer,
and an extra pivoted lever weighted, substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination of a phonograph dia- 8c

phragm, a recorder or reproducer pivoted ad-
jacent to the center of the diaphragm, an ex-
tra weighted lever constituting a retarding
device, and a connection between said device
and the recorder or reproducer, substantially 85
as described.

3. The combination of a phonograph dia-

phragm, a recorder or reproducer pivoted at
or near the center of the diaphragm, a coun-
ter-balanced retarding arm pivoted as de- 90
scribed, and a hinge or pivotal connection be-
tween said arm and the recorder or repro-
ducer, substantially as described.

4. The combination of a phonograph dia-
phragm, a recorder or reproducer pivoted at 95
or near the center of the diaphragm and
having means to force it slightly toward the
phonogram blank, a weighted retarding arm
pivoted and having an excess of weight on
the side of the pivot opposite to the recorder 100
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or reproducer, and a connection between said

arm and the recorder or reproducer, substan-
tially as described.

5. The combination of a pivoted phono-
graph recorder or reproducer, and an adjust-

able counter - balance, substantially as de-

scribed.

This specification signed and witnessed this

27th day of October, 1890.

. THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
Charles M. Catlin,
RiCHD. N. Dyer,
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Llew-
ellyn Park, in the county of Essex and State
ot New Jersey, have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Phonographs,
(Case No. 885,) of which the following is a
specification.

My invention relates to the manner of con-
structing and mounting the sound receiving
or the reproducing diaphragm or vibrating
body and the recorder or reproducer in phono-
graphs, and the object is to construct an ap-
paratus which shall operate satisfactorily not-
withstanding irregularities or eccentricities
which are sometimes found in phonogram
blanks owing to imperfections in their manu-
facture, or to warping after manufacture.
In the accompanying drawings which illus-

trate the invention. Figure 1 shows a central
section of a recorder embodying the improve-
ment. Fig. 2 is a plan of the vibrating dia-
phragm or body.

1 is the phonograph shaft, 2 the phonograph
cylinder, and 3 the phonogram blank.

4 is a mouth piece, below which is a cup
shaped body 5, the bottom of which consti-
tutes the phonograph diaphragm. This body
IS unconfined at its edges so that it has a bodily
movement up or down without changing the
tension of the portion which constitutes the
diaphragm and is supported on or by the op-
erating point.

6 is a post to which is pivoted or movably
connected, a recorder or reproducer 7, the free
point of which rests on the phonogram blank.

8 IS a rod, block or similar device, which
connects the recorder or reproducer with the
vibrating body.

In using the apparatus above described
when irregularites of the blank come under
the point of the recorder or reproducer the
diaphragm or vibrating body is raised or low-
ered bodily as will be evident, but when the
recorder or reproducer is subjected to the very
rapid vibrations due to sound waves, or to the
sound record, the vibrating body will not
move up or down as a wbole owing to the in- i

so

55

ertia of the bod^', but will vibrate as an ordi-
nary diaphragm.

It will be evident that the form of the vi-
brating body maybe changed without depart-
ing from my invention—for example the ver-
tical rim 5' around the edge of the body is not
essential, although it is found that the weight
of the rim around the edge is advantageous.
Having thus described my invention, what

I claim is

—

1. The combination, in a phonograph hav-
ing a phonogram blank or recording surface, 60
of a recorder or reproducer in operative rela-
tion to said blank, and a diaphragm or vibrat-
ing body unsupported at its edge, and a con-
nection between said recorder or reproducer
and diaphragm, substantially as described.

2. The combination, in a phonograph hav-
ing a phonogram blank or recording surface,
of a recorder or reproducer in operative rela-
tion to said blank, a diaphragm having an un-
confined rim around its periphery, and a con-
nection between said recorder or reproducer
and diaphragm, substantially as described.

3. The combination of a phonograph dia-
phragm unconfined at its periphery and a re-
corder or reproducer connected to the dia-
phragm, substantially as described.

4. The combination, in a phonograph, of a
diaphragm unconfined at its periphery, a
phonogram blank, a pivoted recorder or re-
producer in operative relation to said blank 80
and connected to the diaphragm at or near
its center, substantially as described.

5. The combination of a phonograph re-
corder or reproducer and a diaphragm sup-
ported thereby, substantially as described.

6. The combination of a phonograph re-
corder or reproducer and a diaphragm sup-
ported thereby and having a weight at its pe-
riphery, substantially as described.
This specification signed and witnessed this

17th day of November, 1890.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
Harry F. Miller,
Thomas Maguire.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas Alva EmsoN,

a citizen of the United States, residing at

Llewellyn Park, in the county of Essex and
5 State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

new and usefulImprovementiuPhouographs,
(Case No. 896,) of which the following is a
specification.

The present invention relates to means for

lo forming an operative connection between a
phonograph diaphragm and a recorder or re-

producer, which connection shall effectively

ti'ansmit the vibrations due to sound waves
or the sound record, but shall allow a move-

15 ment of the recorder or reproducer independ-
ent of the diaphragm under the influence of

larger irregularities or eccentricities due to

imperfection of the phonogram blank or re-

cording surface.

20 In the accompanying drawings, which illus-

trate the invention, Figure 1 shows a view
partially in section of one form of recorder,
and Fig. 2 shows a similar view of a modified
form of recorder.

25 1 is the phonograph shaft, 2 the phono-
graph cylinder, and i) a phonogram blank.

4 is the usual mouth piece, or tube to which
the mouth piece may be connected, below
which is a diaphragm 5. At the center of

30 the diaphragm is a magnetic piece or mem-
ber 6 cemented to or forming a part of
the diaphragm. Below this magnetic piece
is a second corresponding member 7, sup-
ported on or forming a part of the pivoted

35 recorder arm 8. This arm may be magnet-
ized by means of a coil 9 in circuit witli bat-
tery 10, or in any other convenient manner.
In this form I prefer to connect the pieces 6,

7 by a light spring 11 to supplement the raag-

40 netic connection.
In Fig. 2 is shown attached at the center

of the diaphragm a coil or solenoid 12, and to

the pivoted recorder arm is connected a mag-
netic core 13.

45 In the drawings the means for turning the
phonogram blank and for feeding the re-

corder or reproducer lengthwise of the phono-
gram blank are not shown since they may be
of well known construction and are not spe-

50 cifically claimed herein.
The connection described between the re-

corder or reproducer and the diaphragm is

found to faithfully transmit the vibrations

due to sound from the diaphragm to the re-

corder, or in reproducing from the repro- 55

ducer to the diaphragm, but when said re-

corder or reproducer is moved more slowly

by irregularities or eccentricities of the pho-

nogram blank the magnetic connection yields

so that the recorder or reproducer moves in- 6c

dependently of the diaphragm. Hence the

record or the reproduction is substantially

independent of such irregularities.

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim is_— ^S

1. The combination of a phonograph dia-

phragm or vibrating body, a recorder or re-

producer, the diaphragm and recorder or re-

producer being connected magnetically, sub-

stantially as described. ?<>

2. The combination of a phonograph dia-

phragm, a recorder or reproducer, the dia-

phragm and recorder or reproducer being

slightly separated but connected magneti-

cally, substantially as described. 75

3. The combination of a phonograph dia-

phragm, a magnetic member thereon, a re-

corder or reproducer and a magnetic mem-
ber thereon, and in operative relation to the

first member, substantially as described. 80

4. The combination of a phonograph dia-

phragm having a magnetic member, and a

recorder and a reproducer having a magnetic

arm, substantially as described,

5. The combination of a phonograph dia- 85

phragm, a magnetic member at or near its

center, a recorder, a magnetic piece connected

thereto, and a spring connecting said dia-

phragm and recorder, substantially as de-

scribed. 9°
6. The combination of a phonograph dia-

phragm, a magnetic portion at or near its

center, a recorder having a magnetic arm and
means for magnetizing it, and a spring con-

necting said diaphragm and magnetic piece, 95
substantially as described.

This specification signed and witnessed this

1st day of December, 1890.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

John F. Randolph,
W. Pelzer.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, William S. Burnett,

of Milwaukee, in the county of Milwaukee,
and in the State of Wisconsin, have invented

5 certain new and useful Improvements in a
Combined Phonograph and Coin - Operated
Mechanism ; and I do hereby declare that the
following is a full, clear, and exact description
thereof.

lo My invention relates to combined phono-
graphs and coin operated mechanisms; audit
consists in certain peculiarities of construc-
tion and combination of parts to be hereinaf-
ter described with reference to the accompa-

15 nying drawings and subsequentlj^ claimed.
In the drawings: Figure 1 is a diagram view

of my invention in perspective; Fig. 2, an ele-

vation partly in section on line 2—2 of Fig. 4,

illustrating a coin actuated electric circuit

20 controlling mechanism; Fig. 3, a horizontal
section on line 3—3 of the succeeding figure;

Fig. 4, an elevation partly in section on line
4—4 of the preceding figure; Fig. 5, a detail

plan view of a slot plate that forms part of

25 .the mechanism embodied in mjMnvention;
Fig. 6, a diagram view illustrating one of the
movements constituting part of my invention,
said view being partly in section on line 6—

6

of the succeeding figure, and Fig. 7, a section

30 on line 7—7 of Fig. 1.

Referring by letter to the drawings A rep-

resents the cylinder, B the needle-carriage of
a phonograph, the cylinder shaft C being belt
geared to that portion of an electro-motor rep-

35 resented in Fig. 1, by a shaft carrying a com-
mutator D in contact with conductor plates
E, F, the latter being terminals of a suitable
system of wiring that connects a battery G,
or other electric generator, with a circuit mak-

40 ing and breaking mechanism hereinafter de-
scribed.

The circuit making and breaking mechan-
ism just mentioned comprises a plate H of
conductive material provided with a contact

45 point h opposed to another contact point c,

and a spring I connected to the plate acts to

keep said points normally out of contact. The
plate H is provided with a slot d proportioned
in its dimensions to that of an arbitrarily se-

50 lected coin and pivotally connected to said
plate is a transverse guard J that normally
covers a portion of the slot, and this guard is

controlled by a spring K as best illustrated

in Figs. 2 and 3. Depending from the guard
J is a lug e that engages a curved slot / cut 55

in the plate H, as best illustrated in Fig. 5.

A hub L has its bearings on a bracket M
connected to a suitable support, and radiat-

ing from the hub are spokes g that oppose
arms 7i, /, respectively arranged on the needle 60

carriage B of the phonograph and slot-guard

J on the spring- controlled plate H, above de-

scribed. The needle-carriage B of the pho-

nograph is also provided with another arm ,;'

and parallel to the phonograph-cylinder A is 6c

a horizontal plate N having its inner edge re-

cessed at 7v and provided with a stop vi as best

illustrated in Figs. 1 and 7.

Pivotally connected to a suitable support
is a lever P provided with a lateral handle Q 70

and having a crook shaped upper end n in the

path of the arm j on the needle carriage said

lever being under the control of a spring R
connected thereto, as best illustrated in Fig. 1

.

In describing the operation of themechan- 75
ism, above set forth we will assume that a
proper coin S has been deposited in a chute T
(shown in Fig. 2) and therebj^ conducted to

the partially closed slot in the plate II as

shown in Fig. 1. The weight of the coin 80

overcomes the resistance of the spring I and
thus the points 6, c, are brought into contact
and to close the motor circuit and thus impart
rotation to the cylinder A, the needle and
diaphragm -mechanism (not shown) on the 85

carriage B being in position to reproduce the
sounds previously recorded on said cylinder.

The carriage B being traveled along the cyl-

inder A, the needle is kept in- contact with
said cylinder by the arm j of said carriage 90
moving under the plate N on the dotted hoi'i-

zontal line 1 until it comes into contact with
the crooked upper end n of the lever P, the
latter being normally I'ested against a suit-

able stop 7', as shown in Figs. 1 and 6. When 95
the arm ./ strikes the curve s of the crooked
end of t:he lever P, the continued travel of

the carriage C causes said arm to ride up into

the crook n of said lever and thus said car-

riage is elevated to bring the needle out of 100

contact with the cylinder, while at the same
time the carriage-arm li comes into contact
with one of the spokes cj on the hub L to

thereby partially rotate the latter to cause
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another of its spokes to actuate the slot-

guard J against the resistance of the spring
K, whereby the coin S is permitted to drop
through the slot d in the plate II, and this

5 i^late being freed from weight is drawn back
to its normal position b\" the spring I thus
breaking the contact of the points h, c, to dis-

continue the operation. Another coin being
dropped into the slot (which in the meantime

to has been again partially closed by the guard
J returned to its normal position by the
spring K) the lever P is swung over to the
left, by hand, against the resistance of the
spring R, this operation causing the carriage-

15 arm j to travel on an arc of a circle above the
plate N, as indicated by dotted line 2, until

it strikes the stop m on the same and then
when said lever is released, to be automati-
cally returned to its normal position by said

20 spring R, the carriage C will fall so as to per-

mit the needle to again come in contact with
the cylinder A and the operation above de-

scribed is repeated.
It is intended that the mechanism above de-

25 scribed shall be inclosed within a suitable
case and that the phonograph cylinders shall

contain records of musical renditions or other
matter suited to the taste or fancy of the
public, the reproductions of the cylinder rec-

30 ords being effected in the manner above de-
scribed.

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters
Patent, is

—

35 1. The combination with a phonograph,
adapted to be operated by a motor, of a coin
actuated starting and stopping device for the
motor, an arm on the needle-carriage of the
phonograph, a recessed guard plate provided

40 with a stop and arranged to normally oppose
the carriage arm from above the latter, and a
shifting lever having a lifting crook in the
path of said carriage arm, substantially as set

forth.

2. The combination with an electrically act- 45
uated phonograph, of contact plates forming
terminals of an electric-circuit, a spring for

holding one of the plates normally out of con-

tact with the other, a slot in the spring-con-

trolled plate, a spring controlled guard for a 50
portion of the slot, a device for retracting the
slot-guard, and an arm on the needle-carriage
of the phonograph arranged to actuate said

retracting device, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination with a phonograph, 55
adapted to be operated by a motor, of a source
of electricity and contact plates in circuit

with the motor, a spring for holding one of the

plates normally out of contact with the other,

a slot in the spring-controlled plate, a spring 60

controlled guard for a portion of the slot, a de-

vice for retracting the slot-guard, and an arm
on the needle carriage of the phonograph ar-

I'anged to actuate said retracting device, sub-
stantially as set forth. 65

4. The combination with a phonograph,
adapted to be oijerated by a motor, of a source
of electricity and contact plates in circuit

with the motor, a spring for holding one of the
plates normally out of contact with the other, 70
a slot in the spring controlled plate, a spring-

controlled guard for a portion of the slot, a
device for retracting the slot-guard, an arm
on the needle-carriage of the phonograph ar-

ranged to actuate the retracting device, an- 75
other arm on said carriage and a shifting le-

ver provided with a lifting crook in the path
of the latter carriage-arm, substantially as

set forth.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing I 80

have hereunto set my hand, at Milwaukee, in

the county of Milwaukee and State of Wis-
consin, in the presence of two witnesses.

WILLIAM S. BURNETT.

Witnesses:
N. E. Oliphant,
Wm. Klug.
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To all luhoDv it may concern:
Be it known that I, Charles Adams Ran-

dall, a citizen of theLTnited States, residinji^at

London, England, bave invented new and use-
ful Improvements in Apparatus for Record-
ing and Reproducing Articulate Speech and
other Sounds, (for which I have obtained a pat-
ent in Great Britain, No. 10,357, dated June
18, 1891,) of which the following is a specifi-

cation.

My invention relates to apparatus for re-

cording and reproducing articulate speech,
said apparatus being known, broadly, as the
phonograph, graphophoue, &?.

It is the. purpose of ray said in vention to pro-
vide an apparatus of this character which
shall be convenient, efficient, and simple, in

the construction and operation and by which
a plurality of records may be obtained simul-
taneously, and certainly.

It is an especial object of my said inven-
tion to provide for the easy, simple, and eco-

nomical production of a plurality of records
from the same series of phonetic vibrations,
one or more of said records being preserved,
or retained, while the other i^asses into the
hands of third persons, as is customarj^, in

the methods heretofore in use, in the prepa-
ration of businesslettersandpapers, of which
press, or carbon copies are formed for reten-
tion.

My invention also contemplates and in-

cludes the provision of automatic brake-mech-
anism acting upon the devices by which the

35 record-receiving material is held, in order to

prevent it from being paid off too rapidly,
and to maintain a practically uniform ten-

sion.

It is mj' purpose, also, to simplify and im-
40 prove the construction of parts, the organiza-

tion thereof and the operation of the com-
pleted mechanism, and the said invention con-
sists, to these ends, in the novel features of

construction and in the new combinations
45 of parts hereinafter fully set forth and then

more particularly pointed out and defined in

the claims appended to this specification.

To enable others skilled in the art to which
my invention pertains to understand and to

50 make, construct, and use the same, I will now
proceed to describe said invention fully and

25

30

55

65

in detail, reference being had to the accom-
panying drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a plan view of a mechanism em-
bodying my invention. Fig. 2 is a side ele-

vation, partly in vertical section, the section

plane being in the line x— .x, in Fig. 1. Fig. 3

is a transverse vertical section upon the line

%j—y. Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a plan view of that
portion of the mechanism exposed to view by 60

removing the top, or cover, of the housing, or

casing, and turning back the diaphragm and
its supporting-arm. Fig. 5 is a detailsection

of the speed-governor. Fig. 6 is a front ele-

vation of the parts shown in Fig. 5, the face

plate, or front of thecasing, or housing, being
removed. Fig. 7 is a sectional elevation show-
ing a modified construction.

In the said drawings, the reference nu-
meral 1 indicates the box, casing, or housing, 70
inclosing the greater part of the operative

elements of the meclianism, the housing be-

ing ari-anged upon any suitable base 2.

The reference numeral 3 indicates the driv-

ing-shaft of the apparatus, which is placed in 75
suitable bearings and crosses the housing
transversely to the length of the latter. In

the present instance, the shaft is provided
with a crank-handle 4, for manual rotation,

but I do not confine myself to the use of any 8c

specific means for driving the same, as I may
employ any mechanical or electrical mech-
anism suitable for the purpose. In bearings
in said housing, near the driving-shaft 3, is

a second shaft 5, parallel with the shaft 3, 85
and having mounted thereon a feed-drum 6.

Upon the driving-shaft 3, is fixed a friction-

wheel, or pulley, 7, which has frictional en-

gagement with the feed-drum 6. The fric-

tionally engaged peripheries of the two parts

last named may be, and preferably are, pro-

vided with a surfacing of india-rubber, leath-

er, or other suitable material. Upon said
shaft 5 is also rigidly mounted a drum, or roll

8, serving as a support for the strips, ribbons,
or bands, 9, upon which the phonetic record
is made, these strips being held between the
drum 8 and independent rolls 10, which are
journaled in the forked extremity of an arm
12, pivoted upon a stud 13, and held against
the face of the drum by means of springs 14.

The drum, or roll 8, has its shaft 5 supported

90

95

rco
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in suitable bearings, preferably of tlie type
known as cone-bearings 15 one of which rests

in a seat in a fixed bracliet IG, the other ex-

tremity of said shaft being held by a set-

5 screw 17, tapped through one wall of the cas-

ing, or housing 1. Over this drum, thus sup-
ported, is arranged the diaphragm 18, sup-
ported in any preferred and familiar man-
ner in a diaphragm-housing, or chamber, 19,

10 which is provided with a central tube 20,

opening into said eliamber just behind, or

above, the central portion of the diaphragm.
This tube passes through an opening in an
arm, or bar, by wiiich the diaphragm and its

15 chamber are supported. This supporting arm
or bar 21 is pivotally connected at one end to

a separate arm 22, which is itself, pivotally

mounted upon ashaft 23, having cone-shaped
extremities which lie in seats formed in the

20 ends of set-screws 24, tapped through lugs 25

which rise from the ends of a braclfet-sup-

port 20, screwed to the housing. Upon the
second arm 22, is mounted a spring 27, wliieh

extends beyond the point of pivotal connee-

25 tion 28, between the two arms, the free end
of said spring resting upon the arm 21 and
pressing the same downward, the free end
of said arm, or bar, being supplied with an
adjusting and sustaining set-screw 29, which

^o is tapped through a boss on the arm. The
point of this screw rests upon the arm 22,

which, after dropping somewhat below the
point of pivotal connection 28, is extended
beneath, and in substantial parallelism with

35 the diaphragm, to a point on the other side
thereof, where its end lies beneath the point
of the screw 29, (Fig. 2.)

Below the end of the bar 22, and substan-
tially in line with the set-screw 29, is a second

4c set-screw 30, tapped through a bracket 31 and
presenting an upwardly turned, conical point,

which engages the lower surface of the arm
22. These two set-screws act in unison in
the support given to the arms, or bars 21 and

45 22, and by their reciprocal adjustment the
diaphragm may be placed in any required
relation to the surface of the drum 8. The
bar 22 passes between the latter and the dia-

phi^agm, and out of contact with either. One
50 function of said bar is to sustain leaf-springs

32, fastened by one end to the lower surface
of the bar, and having their free ends resting
upon the record-receiving material as the lat-

ter is fed by the drum. These spring-pads

55 have comparatively light tension and by their

action give stability and steadiness to the ma-
terial they act upon.
The record-receiving material is formed,

preferably, in the form of tapes, ribbons, or
60 strips, and is wound upon reels, or spools 33,

which are mounted upon a shaft 34, the jour-

nals of which lie in bearings in inclined brack-
ets 35, mounted upon the base-piece 2. The
tapes, strips, or ribbons, are taken from said

65 spools and carried around a guide-roll 30, uj^on
the driving shaft 3. From this roll they pass
to the drum 8, and are carried over the top of

the latter and between its face and the two
frictional feed-i'olls 10.

To avoid too rapid pay-olT, or unwinding, 70

from the spools, or reels, 33, 1 provide a brake-
lever 37, which is mounted upon a pivot 38

on the brackets, or arms, 35. The lever 37

consists, essentially, of a frame, the parallel

arms of which lie close to the outer faces of 75
the brackets 35, the ends which lie next the

base-piece 2, being connected by a spindle,

or shaft, 39, upon which is mounted a guide-
roll 40, beneath which the record-receiving

tapes, ribbons, or strips, are conducted in pass- 8c

ing to the guide-roll 30. At their opposite

ends, the lever-arms 37 are connected by a
friction-plate 41, which lies close to, and in

comparatively light frictional contact with,

the periphery of the spool which carries and 85

l^ays off the record-receiving material. The
friction-surface of the plate 41 is preferably
composed of a material 42, of any suitable

kind, its choice being controlled, in a meas-
ure, l3y the particular effect desired; such, for 90
example, as the production of a maximum re-

sistance with the minimum of power expended
on the lever, &c., the selection of such mate-
rial being a matter which can be left to the
judgment of those skilled in the art. 95
The brake-lever is actuated bj' a spring, or

springs, 43, connected thereto and to the shaft-

supporting brackets 35. The stress, or ten-

sion of this spring is quite light and it acts

on the lever with a downward pull, or draft, loc

thereby having a tendency to carry the guide-

roll 40 downward. When the tension of the
record-receiving strips, bands, or ribbons 9 is

normal, which will.be the case so long as the

speed of revolution of the spools 33 is not 105

excessive, the slight pull, or tension, under
which the said strips are m.aintained, will

have sufficient action upon the guide-roll 40

to overcome the stress of the spring 43, and
the friction-plate 41 will, bj" the slight turn no
thus given to the lever, be drawn away from
the periphery of the spool. Should the ten-

sion, or draft, exerted upon the ribbons, or

strips 9, be relaxed, however, by the too rapid
pay-off of the spools, the spring 43 will act 115

and the lever 37 will be slightly tui'ned upon
its fulcrum, bringing the friction-plate down
on the spool and checking, or 7-etarding its

movement, until the iiroper equilibrium is re-

stored. 120

Upon a shaft 45, mounted in suitable bear-

ings in the casing, or housing, 1, is fixed a
pulley 40 to revolve the shaft and operate a
speed-governor. The latter consists of a disk

47, revolving in a cylindrical shell, or housing 125

48, which is rigid upon a supporting bracket

49, and forms a support for one end of the
shaft 45. Upon the flat face of the disk 47
are pivotallj'' mounted curved lever-arms 50,

extending upon opposite sides of their pivotal 1 3c

attachments 51, and provided with weights 52,

which are, in each lever, attached to one arm
thereof. It will readily be seen that, by the

rotation of the disk 47, the weights 52 will
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be thrown ontward by ceutrifugal force, and
as they are provided npon tlieir faces with
pads 53, of leather, or other suitable material,
these will be pressed against the flanges 54 of

5 the casing with a frictional contact propor-
tioned to the centrifugal force exerted. The
weights 52 simpl}- increase the effects pro-

duced, and may, or may not be used.
In some instances it maj^ be desirable to

to exert some force upon the frictional pads 53,

or on the arms carrying them, to draw said
pads away from the flange 54. This may be
accomplished in different ways, but one sim-
ple method is to connect the ends of the

15 curved arms 50 by means of light springs 55,

which may be made adjustable to vary the
force exerted. I have indicated this elastic

connection, in Fig. (!, by means of dotted lines,

but I do not, in any particular, restrict my
20 invention to the use thereof, or to any specific

feature of the same.
The automatic speed governor is operated

by the frictional engagement of the pulley 46

with a larger friction-gear 7 upon the driving-

25 shaft. As this speed-governor is a separate
invention, relatively to the subject-matter of

this application, I make no claim thereto,

herein, my rights, in this respect, being rele-

gated to a future and separate application

30 for Letters-Patent.
I find it, in practice, advantageous to form

circumferential channels 57 in the drum 8,

one of said channels being provided for each
strip of record-receiving material. Channels

35 or grooves of the same kind are also formed
in the spring-pressed rolls 10, as shown in

Figs. 2, 3 and 4, said channels, as well as those
in the drum 8, being in the vertical plane of

the recording - styles, whereby the lines of

40 record are not subjected to surface - con-

tact, or pressure. In the absence of such
channels, I preferably cover the drum with a
composition of soft rubber and other suitable

materials, so that the strip will be supported
45 during the process of recording. Many com-

pounds and some materials are well known to

those skilled in the art, which will answer the
purpose proposed, without offering any ma-
terial resistance to the action of the record-

50 ing stylus. The strips, or ribbons 9, after re-

ceiving the record, ma}'^ be wound spirally,

either for transmission by mail, or otherwise,

or for filing as retained copies. To facilitate

this winding, I provide a flanged reel 58, which
55 maybe mounted upon a reel-holder 59, mount-

ed on thepi'olonged extremity of the driving-

shaft, outside the housing 1. This reel-holder

consists of a simple cjdindrical body, upon
which the reel 58 is slipped, a dividing cut

60 GO being formed therein, to enable it to ex-

pand somewhat and grasp the reel-holder, as
seen in Fig. 3.

As it may, in some cases, be desirable to

provide interchangeable diaphragms, I mount
65 the pivotal connection 28, by which the two

supporting-arms 21 and 22 are united, in open
seats, or bearings, 28% of V-shape. These

seats are formed in upwardly turned lugs 61,

upon the end of the supporting arm 22, and
the pivotal bearing is held in said seats by 70

the leaf-spring 27.
" The arm 21, together with

the diaphragm, its housing, or chamber, and
the other adjuncts of said arm, may be read-

ily and instantaneously detached by simply

turning the spring 27 upon its pivotal at- 75

tachment 57'*. This will enable the operator

to substitute for the diaphragm and stylus

used in recording, a different and more sen-

sitive diaphragm, for purposes of reproduc-

tion. In many instances, also, the form of 80

stylus used in reproducing is somewhat modi-

fied, as compared with the recording-stylus,

as many persons consider the use of a special

form of reproducing stylus to be advanta-

geous. In such case-^, the required form may 85

be substituted for the recorder quickly and
accurately, by the construction I have set

forth.

I have shown in the drawings a single dia-

phragm 18, having two styles 62, of any suit- 90

able form. I propose, however, to use, in

some instances, two independent diaphragms
18^, (Fig. 7,) each having its own, independ-

ent housing, or chamber 19*. These parts are

mounted upon the supporting arm 21, in the 95
same, or in substantially the same manner as

the single diaphragm, the chief difference be-

ing that the said supporting-arm is of greater

width, in order to accommodate two dia-

phragms instead of one. The tubes 20 are 100

united by a curved, or yoke-shaped tube 63,

with a single sound-conveying tube G4, for at-

taching the concentrator, not shown in the

drawings, these being of the ordinary form.

In this or similar forms of construction I use 105

the same diaphragms or vibrators and their

respective styles or points both for recording

and for reproducing, and they may be used
simultaneously for recording in duplicate, or

for reproducing from the same or different no
records at the same time, or one only for re-

cording and simultaneously therewith one
for reproducing from the record as it is being
made or from a separate record, or in various

other ways. nS
The record-receiving material may consist

of waxed paper, tin-foil, or other material

suitable for the purpose, but I prefer to em-
ploy paper, silk, or some similar material for

the base, and coat the same with wax, with or 1 20

without one or more longitudinal grooves, or

crimps, formed therein and faced with highly

burnished tin-foil. This strip of metal, when
combined with waxed paper or other fibrous

material, is very useful for the purposes men- 125

tioned, the tin-foil at the parts above the said

groove, or crimp, being very easily indented
by the recording stylus, while the paper, or

other base, serves to support and strengthen
the tin-foil, and thus diminish the liability of 130

folding, or breaking, the same. The groove,

or crimp, one or more, may, if preferred, be
formed in the coating of wax, on the strip of

paper, or other material, or the base may be
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smooth and without any groove, or crimp,
whatever.

It is evident that the record-receiving strip

raaj% if necessary, be used singlj', upon the

5 mechanism described, or it may be used in du-
plicate, two or even more of such strips being
employed.
What I claim as my invention is

—

1. In an apparatus for recording and repro-
lo ducing articulate speech and other sounds,

the combination with a plurality of recording
styles, of a corresponding number of inde-
pendent, flexible strips, ribbons, or bands, of
record-receiving material, a pulley support-

"; ing the said material and having a plurality
of grooves or channels Ij'ing in the planes of

the recording styles, means for rotating said
pulley to feed the strips simultaneously to the
recording styles, and spring-pressed rolls hold-

2o ing the said strips, or ribbons upon said sup-
porting pulley, said rolls being provided with
peripheral grooves, or channels, lying in the
plane of the recording styles, wherebj' said

strii^s are free from surface-contact, or press-

25 ure, along the lines of record, substantially
as described.

2. In an apparatus for recording and repro-

ducing articulate speech and other sounds,
the combination with a plurality of independ-

30 ent recording styles of asingle diaphragm op-
erating the same means for supporting and
simultaneously feeding a plurality of i-ecord-

receiving strips, or ribbons, a pulley having
a plurality of grooves or channels lying in the

35 vertical planes of said styles to support the
strips and give feed-movement thereto, and
spring-iiressed rolls bearing upon said strips

after they have passed beneath the styles said
rolls being j)rovided with channels or grooves

40 lying in the vertical planes of the styles,

whereby the lines of record are free from sur-

face-contact, or pressure, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. In an apparatus for recording and repro-

45 ducing articulate speech and other sounds,
the combination with one or more rotating
drums, supporting a plurality of strips, bands,
or I'ibbons each adapted to receive a record,

simultaneously, of a plurality of recording

50 styles, a pay-off roll, from which said strips,

bands, or ribbons, are taken, a lever fulcrumed
between its ends and bearing upon one ex-

tremity a guide-roll, or rolls, pressed by the
paid-off strips in one direction and by a spring

55 in the other direction, and provided at its

other extremity with a friction -plate lying
near the periphery of the reel, with which it

is engaged by the action of the spring, when
the tension of the record-receiving strips is

60 relaxed, substantially as described.
4. In an apparatus for recording and repro-

ducing articulate speech and other sounds,
the combination with the recording devices
of means for supporting and feeding the rec-

ord-receiving material, a spool from which 65
said material is paid oft", an automatic fric-

tion-brake, consisting of a spring-engaged le-

ver having a friction-plate on one end and a
guide-roll on the other end, engaged by the
paid-offstriporstripsof material, and an auto- 70
matic speed-governor on a driving-shaft, con-
sisting: of a disk, rigid on said shaft, lever-arms
fulcrumed thereon, and a fixed flange against
which friction-pads on said arms are jjro-

jected with a bearing proportioned to the cen- 75
trifugal force developed, substantially as de-
scribed.

5. In an apparatus for recording and repro-
ducing articulate speech and other sounds,
the combination with means for supporting 80
and feeding the record-receiving material, of
a diaphragm having a chamber, and having
a removable and interchangeable supporting-
arm, having a pivotal connection, and a per-

manently pivoted arm having seats for said 85
connection, substantially as described.

G. In an apparatus for recording and repro-
ducing articulate speech and other sounds,
the combination with means for supporting
and feeding the record-receiving material, of 90
an interchangeable supporting arm carrying
the diaphragm and style, and an arm sup-
porting the interchangeable arm, the latter of

said arms having pivotal hinged connection
with the frame of the machine, and the for- 95
mer of said arms being pivotally connected
with or hinged to the latter arm, substantially
as described.

7. In an appara^tus for recording and repro-

ducing articulate speech and other sounds 100
the combination of one or more rotating drums
or rollers, over which the material in ribbon-
form is fed by the aid of friction-rollers,

means for holding and guiding the material,

and means for recording the sounds there- 105

on or reproducing the sounds therefrom in

duplicate or otherwise, substantially as de-

scribed.

8. In an apparatus for recording and repro-

ducing articulate speech and other sounds, a no
rotating support over which the material is

frictionally carried, j^rovided with a circum-
ferential groove or channel substantially as

shown.
In testimony whereof I have affixed my sig- 1 15

nature in presence of two witnesses.

CHARLES ADAMS RANDALL.

Witnesses:
Geo. J. B. Franklin,
F. J. OSMAN,

Both of 17 Gracechurch Street, London, E. C.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Charles Adams Ran-

dall, a citizen of the United States, residing
at London, in the Kingdom of Great Britain,

5 have invented new and useful Improvements
in Apparatus for Recording and Reproduc-

.
ing Articulate Speech and other Sounds, (for
which I have obtained patents in Great Brit-
ain, No. 4,971, dated March 14, 1892, and No.

lo 11,476, dated June 20, 1892,) of which the fol-
lowing is a specification.
My invention relates to phonographic mech-

anism and the purpose thereof is the provis-
ion of simple means whereby an accurately

15 responsive vibration may be given to the re-
cording and reproducing styles, or points.

It is my purpose, also, to simplify and im-
prove the construction and operation of mech-
anism of this type, to prevent the danger of

20 false vibrations of the diaphragm actuat-
ing the recording stylus, or point, to provide
means for the better and more accurate feed
of the record receiving material and in other
respects to provide an improved construction

25 of the individual parts and novel combina-
tions of said parts.
To enable those skilled in the art to under-

stand and to make, construct, and use my said
invention, I will now proceed to describe the

30 same in detail, reference being had to the ac-
companying drawings, in which—

Figure 1 is a sectional side elevation of a
phonautographic mechanism organized in ac-
cordance with my invention. Fig. 2 is a plan

35 view of the same, the pay-off reel being re-
moved. Fig. 3 is an end view of said mech-
anism taken from the left hand of Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 is a detail view of the pi votallv mounted
diaphragm-supporting plate. Fig." 5 is a bot-

40 tom plan view of the same, showing the lever
carrying the recording or reproducing styles,
or points. Fig. G is a plan view of the dia-
phragm-frame, or housing. Fig. 7 is a bot-
tom plan view of the diaphragm with the ad-

45 justable, tension-changing device. Fig. 8 is
a detail side elevation of the diaphragm-sup-
porting plate and style-carrying lever, show-
ing a modification in construction. Fig. 9 is
a further detail view showing an additional

50 modification. Fig. 10 is a side elevation of
the same parts, showing a construction adapt-

ed to the use of a plurality of styles and of
diaphragms. Fig. 11 is a partial plan view of
the parts shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 12 is a detail
side elevation, showing the concentrator, or 55mouth-piece, and the ear-tubes, or trumpets.
Fig. 13 is a detail view showing a feature of
construction of the ear-attachments. Fig. 14
is a plan view showing a modified form ot^dia-
phragm-supporting plate. Fig. 15 is a detail 60
view showing a special construction of dia-
phragm. Fig. 16 is a detail view showing one
form of stylus.

The reference-numeral 1 in said drawings
indicates a pedestal support for the essential 65
parts of the phonograph, said pedestal rest-
ing upon a base 2 of any suitable form, both
parts being constructed of wood, metal, or any
other material suitable for the purpose. Upon
the two sides of the pedestal nearest the longer 70
sides of the base 2, are formed, or mounted,
two vertical plates 3 rising to suitable height
above the top of the pedestal. In the verti-
cal plates 3, not far from their central up-
per portions, is mounted the principal shaft 4 7 c
upon which a driving pullev 5 is made fast!
This pulley is geared, preferably by friction,
with the face of a driven pulley 6, fast upon
a shaft 7 which is usually supported by cone-
bearings 8, which are adjustable in the olates 80
3 and provided with jam-nuts 9, or other suit-
able means, whereby they may be securely
fastened after the proper adjustment is made.
Revolution is given to the shaft 3 bvany suit-
able means, such as a crank 10, although I 81;
usually substitute some approved type of"me-
chanical power, such, for example, as the elec-
tric motor adapted to the operation of the
phonograph, or graphophone. Said revolu-
tion is imparted, through the pulley 6 and 90
shaft 7, to rolls 12, having comparatively
small diameter, and geared with the roll 6 by
friction, only. Said friction-rolls are mounted
upon a shaft 13, having support in the ends
of arms 14, which are pivotally supported at 9?
their other ends by a rod, shaft, or bar 15
supported in the vertical plates 3 at or near
the ends thereof which lie upon that side
of the shaft 7 most remote from the drivin"-
shaft, or principal shaft 4. The small fric*'- 100
tion-rolls 12 rest upon the face of a roll 16
carried by the driven-shaft 7, and havin«^
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a face of considerable width, in which are
formed two peripheral seats 17, separated by
a central rib, or flange 18. Each of these
seats is wide enough to readily admit one of

5 the friction-rolls referred to, and allow it to re-

volve therein by friction contact, the latter

being preserved by means of spring-pi-essure.

A circumferential channel, or trough 19 is

cut in each seat in the center of the same, or
TO substantially so.

The record-receiving material, is preferably
in the form of a ribbon, or ribbons, 20, and is

taken from a reel 21, having support upon a
shaft, or spindle, 22, mounted in the end of

15 an inclined bracket 23, attached to the base-
plate 2. I prefer to use this material in du-
plicate, by employing two similar strips, or

ribbons, which will be led from reels similar

to the reel 21 over the top of the roll 16, in

20 the circumferential seats of which the said

strips, or ribbons, lie, passing between said

roll 16 and the friction-rolls 12. In passing
from the reel 21, the material will be brought
under a guide-roll 24, which has journal-sup-

25 port upon a stud 25, having support in one of

the plates 3, in order that it may, at all times,

have the same tangential relation to the roll

12, without material variation of its angle of

inclination by the reduction in diameter of

30 the coil of strips, or ribbons, on the reel 21, as

the same are paid off by said reel. As the mate-
rial comes upon the pulley 16, itpasses beneath
a spring presser-foot 26 which exerts a moder-
ate pressure thereon at a point near the stylus.

35 This presser-foot may, and preferably does,

serve as a burnishing, or smoothing device,
acting upon the record-receiving material as
the latter passes beneath it, and before it

reaches the point where it is acted upon by
40 the recording or reproducing stylus. When

this material is in simple ribbon -form, it

passes, after receiving the rceord, or after re-

producing the same, into any suitable re-

ceptacle, such as a basket, or, if preferred, it

45 may be rewound upon a separate reel. It

will be understood that this form is in con-
tradistinction to long bands, or ribbons of
such material, which are not endless, but
are simply wound upon the reel, or reels 21.

50 When used, however, in the form of continu-
ous bands, or filaments, it passes from the
pulley, or spool, 28', (the reel, or reels, 21 be-
ing removed,) under the roll 25, thence be-
neath the presser foot, 26, then over the

55 pulley, G, over the guide-pulley 27, and then
passes beneath the base-plate of the machine.
After leaving the pulley 16, the material
passes over a guide-roll 27, if used in the
form of continuous bands, and thence goes

60 beneath the base-plate 2, which is provided
with suitable channels, or guide-ways, 28, to

guide the endless band, or bands, back to the
pulley from which they are paid off. When
using material of this form I prefer to use a

65 pulley 28' instead of the reel 21. This pulley
28' is journaled in the upper end of a post 29,

pivoted in an extension-piece 30, projecting
from the end of the base-plate 2. The pivotal
axis 31 of the post 29 is horizontal, or practi-

cally so, and the reduced end of the post ex- 70
tends below the said axis and provides a
means of attachment for one end of a spiral

spring 32, the other end of which is attached
to a rigid support 33. The tension of this

spring draws the journal supports of the pul- 75
ley 28 toward the right-hand, as seen in Fig.

1, and thereby affords a steady, uniform ten-

sion for the record-receiving material, which
may be varied in any manner and to any de-

gree required. The pivotal movement of the 80

post 29 is limited by two stop-pins 34, be-

tween which the lower portion of said post
turns.

Upon one of the vertical plates 3, immedi-
atelj'^ above the guide-roll 24, is mounted a 85

bracket 35, having opposite lugs 36, (Fig. 2)

in which are arranged cone-bearings 37, which
give support to the ends of a shaft 38, either

of solid or tubular form, and having suitable

recesses in its ends to permit the engagement 90
of the cone bearings.

The shaft 38 gives support to a swinging
plate 39, having lugs 40, at one end, said lugs
projecting at riirht angles with the flat,lower

face of the plate and having openings which 95
receive the shaft 38. The plate 39 extends
over the pulley 6 and friction rolls 12, its

length being such that its free end overhangs
a fixed bar 41, rigidly mounted in the vertical

plates 3. Through the end of the plate 39 is 100

passed an adjustable stop-pin 42, the point
of which has bearing upon the fixed bar 41,

and affords support to the said plate, the stop-

pin being rendered adjustable by means of

nuts43 turned thereon, oneabove and the other 105

below the plate. The fixed bar 41 is provided
with a groove, or circumferential channel 44,

which receives the end of the stop-pin 42.

Upon the plate 39 is mounted the diaphragm
carrier, which consists substantially of a hous- 1 10

ing, or frame 45, having a suitable diaphragm-
chamber 46, lying above the diaphragm 47,

which is arranged in an annular, undercut
recess, or seat 48. A.bove the diaphragm-
chamber, or in the upper part of the same, is 115

formed a concentric opening 49 having a seat

50 for the insertion of a mouth-piece, or con-

centrator, or for the attachment of the sound-
conducting tubes, trumpets, or other devices.

The diaphragm 47 is not positively secured 12c

in the seat 48 provided for it, but is held in

place by an elasticstrip, or filament 51, rigidly

attached atoneend to the plate 39byascrew,
or bolt, 52, which also holds the presser-foot

26. At its other end the elastic strip or fila- 125

ment51 is bifurcated, or provided with arms
51'' arranged on opposite sides of the center
of the diaphragm 47. Projecting from one
side of the diaphragm housing, or frame, 45,

is a tongue, or plate 55, which extends to, or 13c

nearlj^to, the end of the iDlate 39, where it has
a downwardly projecting lip, or extension 56,
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resting npou the plate. Between this point
and the diaphragm-chamber 4G, is a threaded
pin 57, which is passed through the tongue 55

and has its lower end affixed to the elastic

5 strip, or filament 51, a nut, or equivalent de-

vice 58 being turned upon the end of said pin

rising above the plate. Byadjustingthisnut
the pin 57 may be raised, or lowered, and the

diaphragm 47 maj' be thereby placed under
lo tension to any required degree; or, on the

other hand, it may be released so far as tore-

store its highest sensitiveness and maximum
amplitude of vibration. In order to deaden,
destroy, or prevent false vibration, one or

15 more dampenersoS' may be used, formed of

any material suitably irresponsive to phonetic
vibration. I have found that a short piece of

elastic, or flexible, rubber-tubing, of suitable

diameter, will answer the purpose proposed
20 excellentl}', and the damper shown in Fig. 1

is of this character.

The diaphragm-frame, or housing 45 is se-

. cared to the plate 39 by screws 59, one passing
through the tongue 55, and lip 56, and the other

25 through a lug 60, opposite said tongue. A
washer nut 61 is placed beneath the lug 60,

to supply the place of a lip similar to the ex-

tension 56, upon the tongue 55.

The connection between the diaphragm 47

30 and the recording point, or style, is a matter
of much importance, as there should be the
utmost freedom of movement and all danger
of causing lost motion must be carefully

avoided. I regard it as desirable, also, that

35 the style be carried by a lever, intermediate
of said style and the diaphragm, to increase

the amplitude of vibration of the recording
point. It is important, also, in order to ob-

tain the best results, that the connection be-

40 tween the style and the diaphragm be of a
certain rigid character, but without imposing
strain or tension upon the diaphragm, or upon
any part, or parts thereof, in excess of any
other part, or parts, should the circumstances

45 of the case render it impossible to entirely

avoid the imposition of strain, or tension
upon said diaphragm, which should possess
the maximum sensitiveness to all phonetic
vibrations. I prefer to make the connection

50 of these parts by means of a post 60' having
one end passing through the diaphragm 47

at, or near, its central point and connected
thereto by two nuts 61' and 62, both turned
upon the threaded end of the post one below

55 and the other above the diaphragm. The
other end of the post 60' hangs below the dia-

phragm and is suitably connected to a lever

63, the point of connection being quite near
one end, which projects from said point to-

60 ward the pivotally supported end of the plate

39, just far enough to afford a secure attach-

ment for the end of a flat-leaf-spring 64, which
is rigidly mounted by one end upon the under
side of the plate 39, quite near the pivotal

65 end thereof, where it is secured by means of

a screw 52, the latter also forming the means
of attachment of the presser-foot or burnisher

26. The post 60' may, if preferred, be at-

tached to the diaphragm 47 by cement, in lieu

of the means described. In this case, the 70
nuts 61' and 62 may be applied to the lower
end of the post, one above and the other be-
low the lever 63.

A substitute construction of the parts last

described is shown in Fig. 8, in which the le- 75
ver 63, on which the style is mounted, is given
pivotal support upon drop-brackets, or lugs,

66, by cone-bearings, or other suitable means.
In this modified form Iconsider it preferable
to arrange the point of connection of the post 80
60' at, or about, the same distance from the
point of connection to the plate 39 shown in

Fig. 1, the main difference being that the le-

ver 63 is continuous between said points, in

placeof the flexible, elastic connection 64. The 85
latter maybe dispensed with, however, and the
lever maj' be continuous, as described above,
its end being secured by the screw or bolt, 65,

in the same manner as the leaf-spring 64. To
provide for the required elasticity, in theab- 90
sence of the said leaf-spring, the body por-
tion of the lever may be cut away. Fig. 9, or
the entire end of the lever may be reduced in
thickness to any desired, or suitable degree.
In this substitute form the lever is provided 95
with a V-shaped notch, or cone-shaped seat
68,which receives the pointed, or tapered end
69 of the post 60'. A suitable clearance of
the contacting parts is provided, in order to

permit a slight rocking movement, or change 100
of angularity, may be made as the post and
diaphragm partake of the vibratory move-
ment of the diaphragm. The post 60' is held
in engagement with its seat 68 in the lever
by means of springs 69' one or more, of light 105
tension. The post will be preferably secured
to the diaphragm 47 by means of nuts 61' and
62, as already described. If more than one
spring 69' is used to hold the post in engage-
ment with its seat 68, their upper ends may no
be connected to cross-pin, or to a light spider
70, which is mounted on the post 60' beneath
the lower nut 62, the other ends of said springs
being connected to the lever in any suitable
manner. I may, however, without any ma- ii'5

terial variation, use a single spring, of slightlj'^

greater force, to make the connection last
mentioned. In this case the spring will pref-
erably be of such diameter that it will sur-
round the post at a proper distance there- 120
from, in order to exert its force without any
interference with the slight oscillation, or
change of angularity of said parts, as the
diaphragm and post rise and fall and raise
and depress the end of the lever which cai*- 125
ries the style, or styles.

In Figs. 8, 10 and 11 I have shown certain
modifications of these pans. In Fig. 8 the
stylus is carried by the lever, as already de-
scribed, but the post is connected to the dia- 130
phragm by means of nuts, 61' and 62, one on
each side the diaphragm. The post 60', in this
construction, is connected to the lever 63 by
means of a pivot joint 71. In Fig. 10 I have
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shown thestyle-supportinglever G3 as provided
with two upright studs 72, which pass freely
through the arm 39, which supports the dia-

phragms. In this form I contemplate the use

5 of a plurality of diaphragms, both carried by
the plate 39. Said diaphragms are arranged
in housings 73, which have pivotal attach-
ments 74 to the plate 39, their free ends be-
ing provided with adjusting screws 75, where-

lo by the exact degree of impact of the dia-

phragms upon the ends of the upright studs
72 may be made. A damper -spring 76 is

provided, mounted on the under side of the
plate 39 and having its end bearing beneath

r5 the free end of the lever 63. A tension-ad
justing screw 77 is provided, also, to enable
the operator to increase the tensional action.

In this form the diaphragm-housings 73 are
mounted on the diaphragm-carrying plate 39,

2o by means of the pivotal connections 74, an in-

terval of separation being obtained by means
of Tfl ashers, or nuts, 79, placed upon the screws
between the two. In order to place the dia-

phragms correctly seats 80 are formed in the

25 plate 39, in which the points of the adjust-

ing screws 75 will rest. Either diaphragm
may thus be swung into, or out of, position for

service. Similar seats 81 may be formed at

suitable points to permit the like engagement
30 of the points of said screws when the housing

73 is swung into such position as to render
the diaphragm inoperative.

I provide, in some instances, a post 82, which
rises from the base 2, and supports a pivotally

35 turning piece 83, in which are two diaphragm-
openings 84 arranged in a manner to receive a
mouth-piece, or concentrator, 85, or listening-

tubes, 86, to which suitable ear-attachments
are connected. I prefer to construct said ear-

40 phones with a nozzle 87, loosely fitting the ear,

or resting upon, or over it. A supporting-

plate 88 is attached, formed of metal, or other

suitable material. This supporting plate fits

over and is supported by the external ear.

45 The projecting ends of the plate carried by
the post are provided with a tubular curtain

of silk, textile fabric of any kind, or anj' other

suitable material, fitting around the end of the

tubular diaphragm-housing, when the plate is

50 in position for use, and forming a soft non-
vibratory connection between the parts, espe-

cially useful in reproducing, as it largely pre-

vents and deadens the disagreeable scratching

and other sounds set up by the movement of

55 the material and by the moving parts of the

apparatus. These sounds are conveyed to the

ear by the molecular vibration of the solid

portions of the mechanism, and are frequently

confusing and sometimes practically extin-

60 guish the articulating vibrations.

InFig.l4Ihaveshownadiaphragm-plateS8',
having three diaphragm-openings 89, adapted
to diaphragms 47^ of varying diameter and
therefore of different susceptibility to respond

65 to sound-vibrations. These diaphragms may
be of the same, or of different material and
held and dampered in different ways, to adapt

them to respond to different voices and sounds
of varying force, or phonetic intensity. I also

provide a diaphragm 90, of special construe- 70
tion. I have found, in practice, that a dia-

phragm composed of a plurality of disks, or
plates, such as thin mica, or mica combined
with other suitable material, or all made of

wood with the grain running in different di- 75
rections is of great advantage, being less rigid

than a single disk of the same thickness. It

is less affected also, by temperature and is

more effectivelj' responsive to articulation.

It produces, also, less false vibrations than dia- 80

phragms of other construction. I have shown
this compound diaphragm formed of three
disks held together by the central post 60',

but they may have other means of connection,
either central, or non-central. 85

I use any preferred form of stylus, but pre-

fer a point of small, hardened steel-wire,

placed in a tubular, split socket, 91, having a
thread to receive a nut 92, by which the socket
may be closed. 90

I prefer, in some instances, to use a plu-

rality of points, or styles, upon the single

point-carrying arm 63. This construction is

shown in Fig. 5, in which the reference num-
eral 63, indicates the point-carrying arm., and 95
the numerals 63^, 63*, a pair of styles, or
points, mounted thereon in the usual man-
ner, or in any preferred way. As I prefer to

use the record-receiving material in duplicate,
as already described, a plurality of points, or too

styles is necessary and they will be mounted
on the single point-carrying-lever, as set forth

and receive their vibrations from a single dia-

phragm.
What I claim is

—

105

1. In a phonographic apparatus a support
for the record-receiving material, a swing-
ing-arm adjustable, relatively to said mate-
rial, an independent, point-carrying arm, dia-

phragms secured to the swinging arm and a no
swinging piece carryingthe concentrator upon
one side and the ear-tubes and phones on the
other side of the axis of movement of the
swinging piece, substantially as described.

2. In an apparatus having a record-receiv- 115
ing, or record-containing material the combi-
nation with means for moving the same, of

one or more suitably held styles or points, a
diaphragm and an adjustable tension-regu-
lator exerting a variable pressure upon the 120

diaphragm within the line of its marginal at-

tachment, and between the same and the re-

cording or reproducing point, substantially as
described.

3. In a phonographic apparatus a rotating 125
support for the continuous record-receiving
band, suitable supporting and guiding-roll-
ers, a diaphragm and means, substantially as
shown, for keeping the latter under tension,

the tension -devices having surface -contact 130
with the face of the diaphragm at a plurality

of points between the center and the line

of marginal attachment, substantially as de-

scribed.
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4. In a i)hoiiographic apparatus, a pivoted,
point-carrying arm, or lever, a (liaphragni, and
a connecting-piece between the diaphragm
and said point-carrj'ing arm, a rigid connec-
tion beingformed between the latterand said
connecting piece, and constituting the sole
support of said point-carrjing-arm, substan-
tially as described.

5. In a phonographic apparatus, a pivoted
or vibrating, point-carrying lever, upward pro-
jecting studs thereon, a dampener, swinging
diaphragm - carriers and diaphragms and a
swinging arm supporting such parts, substan-
tially as described.

6. In a phonographic apparatus a record-
ing-diaphragm and areproducing-diaphragm
each of different tension and constructed to
be swung, or moved into and out of position
for use independently, substantially as de-

3o scribed.

7. In a phonographic apparatus, separate
recording and reproducing-diaphragms upon
a support common to both and arranged to
be moved into and out of use independently
of each other, in combination with an inde-
pendently supported arm or lever carrying the
point or style, one or more, for recording or
reproducing, and having loose contact with
the diaphragms, substantially as described.

8. In a phonographic mechanism, the com-
bination with a support for the record-receiv-
ing material, a diaphragm, a supporting arm
for the diaphragm-housing, or frame, and an
elastic dampener between the lower face of

35 said diaphragm and said supporting-arm, and
eccentric to thecentral point of attachment
of the point, or style, substantially as de-
scribed.

9. In a phonographic mechanism, the com-
40 bination with a diaphragm-frame, or housing,

of a diaphragm loosely placed in a seat in said
housing and an elastic strip, or filament, hav-
ing non-central contactwith the diaphragm at
a plurality of points pressing the diaphragm

45 upward and retaining it in its place in said
housing, substantially as described.

10. In a phonographic apparatus, the com-
bination with a diaphi-agm-frame, or housing,
of a diaphragm loosely placed therein, an

50 elastic strip or filament having surface-con-
tact with the said diaphragm at a plurality of
points, and exerting an upward pressure ujpon
the diaphragm to hold it in its seat, and means

25

30

55

60

65

for varying said pressure substantially as de-
scribed.

11. In a phonographic apparatus a movable
or vibratory point-carrying arm or lever pro-
vided with a V, or cone-shaped recess or seal,

a diaphragm, an adjustable connecting-i)iece
between the arm or lever and the diaphragm
arranged to rest or bear in the V, or cone-
shaped seat in the lever, and means for hold-
ing the same together with a yielding contact
by spring-tension, substantially as shown.

12. In a phonographic apparatus the com-
bination with two or more styles of two or
more recording diaphragms having different
tensions as and for the purpose set forth.

13. In a phonographic apparatus two or
more recording-diaphragms, having different 70
tension, rigidity, or elasticity, fixed upon a
support common to all and arranged to bo
moved into and out of place interchangeably,
substantially as and for the purpose setfoi'th.

14. In a phonographic apparatus, the com- 75
bination with a diaphragm of an adjustable
arm supporting the housing, or casing, of said
diaphragm, and a soft, non-vibratory connec-
tion between the diaphragm and said arm,
substantially as described.

15. In a phonographic apparatus, the com-
bination with a single vibrator3'arm,of a plu-
rality of styles, or points, carried by said arm
and a diaphragm adapted to vibrate said
arm, substantially as described.

16. In a phonographic apparatus, the com-
bination with a single diaphragm of a single
vibratory arm having rigid connection with
said diaphragm at or near one end and a plu-
rality of styles, or points, carried by the said
arm, and arranged to operate upon different
ribbons, or strips, of record-receiving mate-
rial, substantially as described.

17. In a phonographic apparatus, the com-
bination with a diaphragm composed of a plu-
rality of disks, or plates, of the same diameter
and having a common point of support, of a
point, or stylus, connecting all of said dia-
phragm plates, or disks, substantially as de-
scribed.

In testimony whereof I have affixed my sig-

nature in presence of two witnesses.
CHARLES ADAMS RANDALL.

Witnesses:
Thomas Lake,
T. T. Barnes.
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United States Patent Office,

JOHN W. MACKINTOSH, OF BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSETTS.

PHONOGRAPH.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 503,610, dated August 22, 1893.

ipplication filed September 6, 1892. Serial No. 445,202, (No model,)

To all whom it majj concern:
Be it known that I, John W. Mackintosh,

of Brookline, in the county of Norfolk and
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, have in-

5 vented certain new and useful Improvements
in Phonographs, of which the following de-

scription, in connection with the accompany-
ing drawings, is a specification.

My invention relates to the simplification

10 of the instrument known as the phonograph
for the purpose of making it commercially
available not only as to cost, but also as to

durability and ease of manipulation, particu-
larly when used in dolls or other images to

15 reproduce speech or other familiar sounds.
Heretofore in the construction of machines

of this kind tliei'e has been difficulty in so ac-

curately adjusting the reproducing stylus
with relation to the line of indentations rep-

20 resenting the sound-vibrations upon the rec-

ord-plate, as to insure perfect coincidence be-
tween the point of the stylus and such line of

indentations upon each successive return of

the stylus to the beginning of the record;

25 also, on account of the shallowness of the de-

pression along the line of such indentations,
there has been the constant liability to im-
perfect operation in the reproduction of

sounds by reason of the stylus running upon
30 the space between the lines of indentations

on the record-plate or partially upon such
space, or of jumping across such space from
one part of the line to another, thus leaving
a portion of the indentations untouched by

35 the stylus and causing a discontinuous or
broken reproduction of the recorded sound
waves; and this difficulty was greatly in-

creased by even slight abrasions of the sur-

face of the record-plate, or by accidental dents
40 or scratches therein. One of the chief rea-

sons why the reproducing stylus could not be
adjusted and controlled so as to drop upon
the record of sound-vibrations in perfect
alignment with its line of indentations at the

45 beginning of each successive repetition was,
because the operation of traversing the rec-

ord-plate with the stylus was effected by de-
vices which acted upon parts of the machine
other than the record surface itself, and one

50 feature of my invention consists in employ-
ing the ridges which define the spiral groove
in the record-plate, in conjunction with a
feeding device which engages with said ridges,

to cause the stylus to traverse the record
formed in tlie bottom of said groove, and in 55
order to make said ridges more enduring, I

preferably, make the record plate or cylinder
of a metal such, for instance, as an alloy of
tin, or other material more enduring than
wax, which has heretofore been largely used 60
for record plates. I also prefer to cut said
groove in a ring or disk which may be readily
removed or replaced in the phonograph. B3'

cutting such a groove in a metal or other en-

during phonogram-blank and making the rec- 65
ord in the bottom thereof several advantages
are gained over prior constructions, namely:
the record is better protected from injury by
the ridges which define the continuous groove,
the reproducing stylus is directed to the rec- 70
ord and guided thereon with almost absolute
certainty; the tops of the ridges are so nar-
now that the stylus will not rest thereon and
at the same time the upper portion of the
said ridges can be utilized as a means for 75
causing the reproducing stylus to traverse
the record.

I have found that when it is desired to

slide a rotating cylinder longitudinally upon
its axle or shaft, it is accomplished much 80
more easily when the axle is still, or has a ro-

tation in the same direction, but of different

speed from that of the cylinder, than when
the two are rotated at the same speed and in
the same direction. Another feature of my 85
invention is therefore to clamp the axle
firmly to the frame of the machine, and turn
the phonogram cylinder thereon by an inter-

locking arm of independent driving mechan-
ism, which may be supported upon the same 90
axle; or, to support and move the said cylin-

der upon a stationary sleeve, within which
may turn one end of the shaft that carries
the driving mechanism. The stationary axle
is a benefit in the opei"ation, however the cyl- 95
inder is rotated thereon, or however it is

caused to move longitudinally thereof, for it

will be found advantageous even when the
phonograph cylinder is caused to slide longi-

tudinally of its axle bj" means of the feed- ico
block applied to a screw thread cut upon the
hub of the cylinder as in some of the prior
constructions.

It will be readily understood that the dia-

phragm, the reproducing stylus and the feed- 105
block may be caused to move from side to
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side and thus traverse the stylus across the
record, by lengthening the pintle on which
they are all pivoted, and holding the deeply
gVooved cylinder rigidly upon the shaft by

5 which it is rotated.

Another though minor improvement is the
use of a small brush, preferably attached to

the cylinder at the edge at which the record
is finished to clean the stylus when it leaves

fo the record and a rod to act as a scraper to

clean said brush, as hereinafter described.
Referring to the drawings in which I have

illustrated the embodiment of ray improve-
ments in specific form, Figure 1, is a vertical

IS section of all parts of the apparatus except-
ing the cylinder, on lines 1—1 Fig. 2, and
viewed from the right hand side of said Fig.

2. Fig. 2, is an elevation of the apparatus
viewed from the left hand side of Fig. 1 with

2o the globular resonating chamber removed.
Fig. 3, is a greatly enlarged view of a portion

of the grooved record-plate or ring, the feed-

block and stylus, the record-plate being in

section. Fig. 4, is a vertical section of the

25 shaft and immediately surrounding parts on
line 2—2 Fig. 1. Fig. 5, is an elevation of the
cylinder and feed-block, the latter in the form
of a small cylinder or roll, and the length-

ened pintle on which the diaphragm-holder,

30 &c., may slide. Fig. 6, is an elevation of a
portion of the machine, with a portion of the
frame, the feed-block arm and stylus arm, in

section, showing the stylus arm pivoted on a
vertical pivot to permit an independent move-

35 ment in a horizontal plane. Fig. 7, is a sec-

tional view of the cjdinder and a simple con-

struction for giving the shaft a motion differ-

ent from that of the cylinder by means of

friction disks. Fig. 7* is a vertical section

40 on line 3—3 Fig. 7, showing a side elevation

of the friction disks to give the shaft a dif-

ferent motion from that of the cylinder. Fig.

8, is a plan view, of the diaphragm -holder,

feed-block and stylus arm, pivoted upon a

45 supplemental vertical pivot, permitting them
all to swing in an arc in a horizontal plane
over the record. Fig. 9, is a vertical section

of the parts of the machine immediately sur-

rounding the shaft, showing the stationary

50 sleeve on which the cylinder may slide and
be rotated, and within which the shaft may
turn.

In designating the several parts of the ma-
chine the same letters or figures are used in

55 each view.
A are the two side portions of the frame of

the apparatus which support the shaft or

axle for the cylinder and driving mechanism;
B the top part of the frame upon which the

60 diaphragm-holder, the arm of the reproduc-
ing stylus and of the feeding-device are piv-

oted; C the grooved record surface or phono-
gram.

c IS the phonogram cjdinder.

65 D is the shaft or axle upon which the cyl-

inder is supported and rotated; E the driving
disk, which interlocks with the cylinder c by

a hole /in one of its spokes and causes it to

rotate upon its axle.

F is the crank or key by which the driving 70
mechanism is turned.
As illustrated in Figs. 2 and 4 the driving

disk E is secured to a sleeve d, by a set-screw
t, which sleeve is turned by the engagement
of the keyF with a projecting pin I, (see Fig. 75
2.) In this construction the sleeve d turns
upon the shaft D which is held in a fixed po-
sition by the screw s, and through the disk E
and its arm e the cylinder c, is turned upon
that shaft. In the construction shown in Fig. 80

9 the cylinder c, is supported upon a sleeve cZ'

within which the shaft D turns, the disk E
being secured directly to the shaft by the set

screw t. In this arrangement the phono-
graph cylinder is rotated and slides upon the 85

sleeve instead of upon the shaft.

In Figs. 7 and 7^, U is a small disk which
turns upon the arm e, and V is a large disk
keyed to the shaft D. A ring 4, attached to

the frame of the apparatus, surrounds the 90
two disks, and is of such a size as to hold the
disk U closely between its inner surface and
the disk V; thus as the arm e is turned, in

the operation of turning the cylinder c, tjje

disk U will move with said arm, and will be 95
rotated thereon by the frictional contact of

said disk with the ring 4, and by the contact
of the disk U, with the disk V, the latter will

also be caused to rotate and with it the shaft
D, in the same direction, in the construction 10 -

shown, but at a different speed from that at

which the cylinder c turns. The shaft may
be given a different speed of rotation in the
opposite direction, and serve the desired pur-
pose. The disk U may be covered with in- 105
dia-rnbber to increase the friction between it

and the disk V and ring 4. Gears may be
used in place of friction disks, but the latter

are preferable as they are practically noise-

less, no
6 is the diaphragm-holder or frame; g, the

diaphragm.
H is the stylus arm. It, the reproducing

stylus.

I, is the arm or lever which supports the 115
feeding-device or feed-block K, provided with
a raw-hide covering k.

L, are the lugs secured to the top B of the
frame of the machine, and in which the ends
of the pintle M, have bearings ; the diaphragm- 1 20

holder, the stylus-arm and feed-block lever,

all being pivoted upon that pintle.

N is a lever pivoted to one of the side pieces
A and by the operation of which the dia-

phragm-holder is raised. In order to have 125
this raising lever act more uniformly upon
the diaphragm-holder, its pivot O may be ex-
tended across the space between the two parts
A and the upper portion n of the raising-le-

ver secured to the said pivot at a position as 130
nearly in line with the stylus-arm as the other
parts of the apparatus will permit.
Upon the cylinder c is a projecting finger

P (see Fig. 2) and when the cylinder is re-
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volved, as indicated bj'the arrow, Fig. 1, and
advanced longitudinallj' upon its axle, as in-

dicated by arrow Fig. 2, in reproducing the
recorded sound waves, this finger will strike

5 the lower end of the lever N and move it, as

indicated by arrow Fig. 1, thus causing the
other end n to raise one side of diaphragm-
holder, turning it upon the pintle M at the
other side. The lever N, is prevented from

ro being thrown too far outward by the friction

of a spring Q. In a piece R which projects

from the diaphragm-holder beyond the pintle

M is a screw S, which will strike upon the
projecting rear end of the stylus-arm when

15 the diaphragm-holder is raised by the lever

N as described. And by adjusting this screw
S the relative height to which the stylus will

be raised by the action of the diaphragm-
holder can be determined. Also by extend-

20 ing the feed-block lever and turning its end
over the edge of the diaphragm-holder in a
hook i the feed-block may be raised from con-

tact with the cylinder by the same upward
movement of the diaphragm-holder, but this

25 should occur after the stylus has been disen-

gaged from the record. Thus it will be seen
that by the movement of the lever N, in the
direction indicated, the diaphragm, the stylus

and the feeding-device may be successively'

30 raised or moved away from the cylinder and
leave it free to slide longitudinally upon its

shaft, and by the reverse movement of the le-

ver N which maj'^ be effected by the project-

ing releasing finger N', the feed-block, the

35 stylus and the diaphragm will be successively
lowered, but in the reverse order. A small
piece of india rubber x is attached to the cen-

ter of the diaphragm and immediately over
the stylus, to provide an elastic contact be-

40 tween them, and by means of a screw w, at

the side of the diaphragm-holder, opposite the
pintle on which it tilts, the pressure of the
diaphragm upon the stj'lus may be regulated.

In Fig. 5, is illustrated a construction

45 whereby the diaphragm, its holder, the feed-

block and stylus are traversed across the sur-

face of the record cylinder. The pintle M, is

lengthened as shown at the right hand side;

the feeding-device is in the form of a small
50 cylinder or roll K'; and the cylinder c, being

securely fastened upon its shaft D, will, when
it is rotated to produce the recorded sound
vibrations, cause the diaphragm, feed-block,

stylus and their connected parts, to move to

55 the right across the face of the cylinder.

As shown in Fig. 8, T is a supplemental
frame which supports the diaphragm-holder,
the feed-block and the stylus, and which is

pivoted to the top jjortion B of the frame of

60 the apparatus by a vertical pivot r, upon
which the said supplemental frame T, with
the several parts which it supports may be
swung across the face of the record cylinder
where it is rotated by the action of the inter-

65 locking ridges upon the feed-block and the
said, cylinder.

In Figs. 1 and 2, a is a small brush attached

to the edge of the cylinder c, near its periph-
ery, in such a position that it will strike across
the fjoint of the stylus after it has completely 70
traversed the record surface and passed off

the edge of the cylinder. This brushing will

clear from the point of the stylus any dust
and dirt which it may have scraped from the
grooves of the cylinder. And when the eyl- 75
inder has been returned to its initial position
this brush «, will be cleaned by striking across
the projecting wire y, during the first revo-
lutions of the cylinder.

In Fig. 6 is illustrated the construction 80
whereby the stylus has an independent lat-

eral swing, the stylus arm being held by a
pivot p, in the supporting piece W, which
turns upon the pintle M, in the same manner
that the stj'lus-arm does in the constructions 85
previously referred to. Y is a spiral spring
with one end attached to the stylus arm op-
posite to the pivot p, and the other end to the
hooked portion of the feed-block arm, and by
this spring the stylus will be properly held 90
while being cleaned hy the brush a and also
will be started into the record groove in a
proper manner.
For the purpose of conveniently' oiling the

shaft D, it is slightly flattened or grooved for 95
a short distance inward from the end at which
the key is applied, as indicated at m, Fig. 4.

In Fig. 1, Z' is a resonating chamber and Z
a supplemental chamber over the diaphragm.
The construction and arrangement of the 100

shaft D and its supporting parts illustrated

in Figs. 1, 2, and -4 will be found very simple
and convenient for the purpose of removing
and replacing the cylinder c, when it is de-
sired to renew or change the record ring, for 105
by loosening the screw s, the shaft may be
pushed through the sleeve d, sufficiently far
to allow the cylinder c to slip off the end and
be turned down upon the horizontal portion
of the arm e, from which it can be readily no
removed. When constructed with a sleeve
cV as shown in Fig. 9, both the screws s, and
t, should be loosened when the cylinder is to

be removed.
The form of the ridges and grooves in the 115

record-plate and the feed-block, and the man-
ner in which they are interlocked, is clearlj-

shown in the enlarged view Fig. 3, and will

not need further explanation.
I claim

—

r2o
1. In a phonograph, a stationary cylinder-

shaft, a record-cylinder normally free to slide
longitudinally thereof and to be rotated there-
on, independent mechanism to rotate said cyl-

inder, and external mechanism to engage 125
therewith and cause it to move longitudinally
on said shaft, substantially as described.

2. In a phonograph, a record-cylinder and
driving-mechanism therefor, a stationary axle
upon which both are supported and rotated, 130
and a feeding-device which causes said cyl-

inder to move longitudinally of said axle when
rotated thereon substantially as described.

o. In a phonograph, a phonogram-cylinder,
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a supporting-shaft, mechanism to move the

cylinder longitudinally of its shaft and mech-
anism for giving the said cylinder and its

shaft differential rotary motion for the pur-

5 pose substantially as described.

4. In a phonograph, a cylinder-shaft, a cyl-

inder which is normally free to slide and to

rotate thereon and is provided with a spi-

ral groove of substantial depth upon its pe-

10 riphery, and a record of sound - vibrations
within said groove, a feeding-device which en-

gages with tlie ridges between the cjiinder-

grooves to control its sliding movement upon
the shaft, and driving-mechanism to rotate

15 the cylinder thereon, substantially as de-

scribed.

5. The combination in a phonograph, of a
phonogram-cylinder which has a spiral groove
in its periphery, a stationary axle therefor,

20 driving-mechanism to tnrn the cylinder there-

on, and a grooved feeding-device which en-

gages with the grooved surface of the phono-
gram and gives the cylinder an advancing
motion longitudinally upon its axle, substan-

25 tially as described.

6. In a phonograph, a phonogram-cylinder,
a supporting-shaft upon which it is normally
free to slide longitudinally, a feeding-device
independent of the stylus, and mechanism to

30 cause it automaticallj' to engage with the
groovedperipheryofthephonogram whenever
the reproducing stylus is in contact with the
record thereon, substantially as described.

7. In a phonograph, having a diaphragm for

35 reproducing sound-waves, a cylinder which
carries a phonogram provided with a spiral-

groove with a record of sound-vibrations in

the bottom thereof, a ribbed feeding-device
held between the said diaphragm and cylin-

40 der and adapted to engage with or be disen-

gaged from the ridges on the said cylinder,

and a reproducing-stylus normally held in a
position with relation to the ribbed feeding-

device which will locate the point of the sty-

45 lus and the apex of one rib of the said feed-

ing-device in a single plane which is perpen-
dicular to the diaphragm, substantially as de-

scribed.

8. In a phonograph for reproducing sound-

50 vibrations a diaphragm held in a hinged
frame, a reproducing point attached to a piv-

oted lever and supported thereby between the
phonogram and the diaphragm, but unat-
tached to the latter; a ribbed feed-block which

53 co-operates with ridges upon the phonogram
and an automatically operated disengaging
lever by which the diaphragm-frame is first

raised and the reproducing point and feed-

block are successively disengaged from the
60 phonogram, when it is to be I'eturned to its

initial position, substantially as described.

9. In a phonograph, a record-plate provided
with a continuous groove of subsl antial depth
in its surface and a record of sound-vibra-

65 tions in the bottom of said groove, a stylus

which substantially fits the record portion of

the groove and an independent feeding-de-

vice which engages with the tops of the ridges

which define the groove and thereby causes
a traversing motion between the stylus and 70
record-plate when the phonograph is oper-
ated.

10. In a phonograph, a reproducing dia-

phragm, a phonogram containing a record of

sound-vibrations in a groove thereon, and a 75
stylus between said diaphragm and phono-
gram supported independently of each upon
an arm held by a pivot upon which it is adapt-
ed to swing in the arc of a circle in a plane
parallel to the surface of the diaphragm, sub- 80

stantially as described.
11. In a phonograph, the combination with

a phonogram or record of sound-vibrations
and a reproducing-stylus, of mechanism which
causes the stjdus to traverse the said record, 85
and a stylus-cleaning brush which is auto-

matically caused to strike across the point of

the said stylus after each complete traversing
of the record thereby, substantially as de-

scribed. 90
12. In a phonograph, having a record of

sound - vibrations and reproducing - stylus,

mechanism which causes the stylus to traverse
the said record, an automatically operating
stylus-cleaning brush and a scraper therefor, 95
substantially as described.

13. In a phonograph, provided with a rec-

ord-plate containing a record of sound-vibra-
tions in a groove thereon, a reproducing-sty-
lus supported upon an arm held by a pivot joo

upon which it is adapted to swing in the arc

of a circle in a plane parallel to the surface
of the diaphragm, a stylus-cleaning brush,
and a spring to hold the stylus in position for

the action of said brush, substantially as de- 105
scribed.

14. In a phonograph, the j^honogram-cylin-
der normally free to slide longitudinally of
its shaft and provided with a spiral ridge
which defines its record groove, and a ribbed no
feeding-device which has a cylindrically con-
cave contact surface to engage with said spi-

ral ridge and which is supported by pivots
which are parallel to its own axis and that of

the record cylinder, substantially as de- 115
scribed.

15. The combination in a phonograph, of a
cjdinder provided with a spiral groove upon
its record surface, a feeding device provided
with a ribbed surface which is the counter- 12c

part of a section of the grooved surface of the
cylinder and engages therewith, a stationarj"

shaft on which the cylinder may turn and
slide, a diaphragm-holder hinged to the pho-
nograph-frame and adapted to be automati- 125
cally raised by the movement of the said cyl-

inder and thereby successively raise the re-

producing stylus and the said feeding-device,
substantially as described.

JOHN W. MACKINTOSH.
Witnesses:

A. J. Burrow,
T. J. Cunningham.
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To all whom if may concern:
Be it known that I, John II. White, of

Washington, in the District of Columbia, have
invented a new and useful Improvement in

S Phonographs, of which the following is a speci-
fication.

My invention has reference to that class of
instruments for recording and reproducing
sounds in which a vibratory, peripherally-sus-

lo tained diaphragm is used in connection with
a recording or reproducing style or both.
Heretofore these diaphragms have ordinarily
consisted of a single thickness of iron, alu-
minium, glass or similar material. Practical

15 experience has shown that each of these ma-
terials is attended in use by certain advan-
tages and disadvantages. Now, the aim of
my invention is to render the advantageous
qualities available, and at the same time, to

20 avoid the objectionable or disadvantageous
qualities, and to this end I employ a laminated
diaphragm, that is to say, a diaphragm com-
posed of two or more sheets or layers through-
out its operative portion, the sheets being con-

25 structed preferably of different materials, and
preferably cemented together. In this way I

am enabled to combine the strength of one
material with the resonant qualities of an-
other, and to prevent the diaphragm from los-

30 ing its flat shape under changes of tempera-
ture, the one material so modifying or affect-

ing the action of the other that the instru-
ment will record or reproduce the sounds with
great accuracy.

35 My laminated diaphragm may be used in
connection with the Edison phonograph or
either of its forms, or with the Tainter grapho-
phone, or with any equivalent form of instru-

ment. The diaphragm may be mounted in

40 any suitable manner, and used in connection
with recording or reproducing styles attached
directly thereto or connected therewith
through intermediate levers or other devices,
such as commonly known in the art. I have,

45 therefore, considered it sufficient to illustrate

in the drawings, the diaphragm, its support-
ing-frame, a style, and a record cylinder.

In the accompanying drawings,—Figure 1

is a top plan view of said parts. Fig. 2 is a
;
50 vertical cross-section on the line ii—2.

Referring to the drawings, A represents the
diaphragm, and B, the encircling-frame by

which it is peripherally sustained; C, the style

connected to the diaphragm and D, the rec-

ord cylinder, the general organization and op- 55
eration of the parts being the same as in ex-

isting machines.
The diaphragm as represented consists

throughout its diameter of two sheets, plates

or layers a and Z>, laid flatwise one upon the 60

other, and both confined and sustained at the

periphery in the frame in the same manner
that the ordinary diaphragms are supported.

The sheets a and h may be constructed re-

spectively of mica and glass, glass and alu- 65

minium, or of other materials differing in na-

ture from each other, provided only that they

are adapted to respond freely to and vibi'ate

under the atmospheric impulses or the influ-

ence of the reproducing style, as the case may 7c

be. I find that the best results are attained

when the larainpe are cemented tightly to-

gether throughout their opposing surfaces.

The most satisfactory results are obtained
when the diaphragm is composed of but two 75

sheets or laminae but it is to be understood
that my invention contemplates the use of

three, four or more sheets. When glass is

combined with metal, both sheets being as

thin as practice will permit, I am enabled to 80

unite the strength of the metal with the res-

onant qualities of the glass, to keep the dia-

phragm in flat form and avoid that buckling
and twisting which commonly result from
changes of temperature when the diaphragm 85

consists of a single metallic sheet. When
combined as above described the two laminae

exert each a modifying influence on the ac-

tion of the other,

I am aware that a diaphragm has been given 90
an increased thickness at the center by ce-

menting together a series of sheets success-

ively diminishing in diameter, the outer or

marginal portion of the diaphragm consisting,

however, of a single sheet, and this construe- 95
tion is foreign to my invention.
Having thus described my invention, what

I claim is

—

1. In a phonograph, and in combination
with a recording or reproducing style, a dia- 100

phragm composed of a plurality of sheets of

substantially the same size laid one against
the other.

2. A phonograph diaphragm composed of a
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slieet of metal and a sheet of glass in close
contact with each other, and having their ad-
jacent surfaces cemented together.

3. In a phonograph the combination with
the style and cylinder of a diaphragm com-
posed of sheets of metal and glass in close
contact with each other, and a supporting
frame for the diaphragm.

4. A phonograph diaphragm composed of
alternate sheets of metal and glass in close

contact with each other and secured together.
5. A phonograph diaphragm composed of a

sheet of glass and a sheet of non-vitreous ma-
terial in close contact with each other.

6. A phonograph diaphragm composed of a

sheet of glass and a sheet of metal connected
together.

In testimony whereof I hereunto set my
hand, this 31st day of October, 1891, in the

presence of two attesting witnesses.

JNO. H. WHITE.
Witnesses:

W. R. Kennedy,
F. S. Elmore.

i.S
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Joseph E. Wassenich,

of Chicago, in the county of Cook and State
of Illinois, have invented certain new and use-

5 ful Improvements in Tablets for Recording
Sound-Yibrations; and I do hereby declare
that the following is a full, clear, and exact
description thereof, reference being had to the
accompanying drawings, and to the letters of

lo reference marked thereon, which form a part
of this specification.

This invention relates to the construction
of tablets or disks for use in machines known
upon the market as graphophones, or instru-

15 ments for recording and reproducing vocal or
other sounds, the tablet being the medium
upon which the sound record is cut by the
recording stj-le. Such tablets have hereto-
fore been constructed generally of a base or

20 foundation of a rigid material provided with
a surface coating of wax or a waxy composi-
tion. The tablets are sometimes cylindrical
and sometimes flat. The base or foundation
material has been composed of various mate-

25 rials, pasteboard, cardboard, leather, leather-
oid, vulcanite and various other materials,
but it is found that all these materials are
liable to warp upon cooling of the wax or
waxy composition when the latter is applied

30 to the foundation or base, such application
usually being made when the wax or waxy
composition is hot. If, on the other hand,
the base material is held rigid until the coat-
ing has been applied warping may occur at

35 any subsequent time by reason simply of at-

mospheric changes to which the tablet may
be subjected. In an attempt to overcome
these difficulties and to prevent the forma-
tion of air bubbles in the wax by air held

40 therein when cardboard or other porous ma-
terial was used as a foundation, a metal base
with a turned-up edge was proposed. When
the hot waxy coating is applied to a thin
metal base, the latter sometimes contracts

45 unevenly and undulations are formed there-
in, thus preventing the tablet from being
flat on the machine when receiving a sound
record, and also affording the waxy coating
a greater tendency to crack. Added to this

50 objection was the additional weight of the
metal over the cardboard or paper formerly
used. When heavy cardboard, metal or a

substantially rigid base has been emploj^ed,

it is found that the slightest bending of the

disk caused accidentally when the latter is 55
transmitted through the mail, or otherwise,

will crack the waxy surface and destroy the

impression thereon, while on the other hand
a coating upon one side of a cardboard or

similar base would cause the latter to curl 60

up. For these and other reasons a disk tab-

let has been heretofore found to be of no
commercial or practical value and hence all

sound recording and reproducing instru-

ments are provided with cylinders or tubes 65

having a waxj' coating on their i)eriphery.

To remedy these difficulties and to produce
a disk or tablet that shall be at the same
time so flexible as to withstand the ordi-

nary handling, and even bending, without 70

cracking the surface or coating thereof and
which even if it should be slightly bended,
will, owing to its flexibility, be readily forced

against the table at the point where the

sound recording or receiving style is work- 75
ing and thus the tablet will be for all prac-

tical purposes substantially flat when in the
machine; and also to produce a tablet that

will be compact and durable as well as light

in weight and capable of commercial appli- 80

cation, are some of the objects of the present
invention and the same consists in the mat-
ters hereinafter pointed out and set forth in

the appended claims.

In the drawings. Figure 1 is a plan view of 85

a disk illustrating my invention, and Fig. 2

is an enlarged vertical sectional view of a
portion thereof, taken upon line 2—2 of Fig. 1.

In the drawings let A represent the base,

preferably circular and provided with an 90
opening or hole a.

a' is a hole or opening by which the disk
maybe suitably secured in position upon the
machine by means of a suitable pin inserted

therethrough. 95
B represents the upper and B' the lower

coating upon the base A, and C represents a
thin ring or disk of paper or the like, upon
which latter the name of the person writing
or receiving the letter or message placed roo

upon the disk together with the date of the

message may or may not be printed, written
or stamped, at the convenience of the user.

In carrying out my invention, I use a thin
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flexible body such as paper or the like, rang-

ing in thickness from about two one-thou-
sandths to about five one-thousandths of an
inch. To one or both surfaces of this base I

5 apply a thin coating of ozokerite wax, say ap-

proximately about from two one-thousandths
to about four one-thousandths of an inch in

thickness. These figures are approximate
onlj', the essential feature being a flexible

lo wax on a flexible base to produce a flexible

tablet. This coating may be very easily ap-
plied by machine or by hand by any of the
well known processes for coating objects with
wax. Cheapness is essential in order that

15 tablets can compare favorably as a substitute

for writing paper. Lightness in weight is re-

quired in order that a number of these tab-

lets may be passed through the mails for the
amount of the usual letter postage. Flexi-

20 bility is required in order that the tablet maj'^

give and bend instead of cracking during or-

dinary handling and during its transmission
through the mails. Compactness is desirable
in order that in filing the tablets awaj'^ aquan-

25 tity of them may occupy the same or less

space than an ordinary letter. In making
the tablets as above described, about one hun-
dred of them may be placed in a box one inch
deep. Durability is required and verj'^ de-

30 sirable in order that the tablets may stand a
considerable amount of rough handling both
in placing them upon and taking them off

of the machine and otherwise handling the
same.

35 A tablet made with a very thin base, as

above described, and with an exceedingly
thin coating on one or both sides, as above
stated, will possess all of the desirable quali-

fications herein enumerated and avoid the ob-

40 jections heretofore pointed out as existing in

the disks or tablets heretofore attempted.
As a separate and further improvement, I

point out the utility of the disk C of t)aper

or other material applied to the central por-

45 tlon of one or both sides of the tablet and
upon which information may be printed or

written whereby the particular disk and the

message thereon may be recognized without
placing the disk upon the graphophone or

50 machine for that pui'pose.

As a further and separate improvement I

make use of colored wax for the different

disks whereby this identification may be the

more complete. By the use of different col-

; f, ors in the different disks one writing machine

70

75

may be used for several lines of business in

the same office or for several persons in the

same line of business without having the disks

mixed or confused.
I do not desire to confine myself to the use 60

of i^aper as a base nor to the use of an ozoker-

ite wax as a coating inasmuch as any suitable

base and any suitable coating which when
united will produce an exceedingly flexible

tablet will embody the essential feature of 65

my invention.
Where I place a sound recording surface of

wax or the like to one side only of the base
or body of the disk, I find it convenient to

paint or cover the other side of the disk with
a very thin coating of varnish or other simi-

lar material having the same coefficient of

expansion as the sound recordi ng surface coat-

ing, this to prevent warping and cracking.

What I claim is

—

1. A fiexible disk for recording sound vi-

brations adapted for use on a flat tablet hold-

er, composed of a disk of paper or other suit-

able fiexible material, with a coating of a suit-

able flexible sound recording material there- 80

on, substantially as described.
2. A flexible disk for recording sound vi-

brations, consisting of a thin flexible body of

paper or other suitable flexible material, hav-
ing on both sides a thin flexible coating sur- 85
face of a suitable sound-recording material
substantially as described.

3. A flexible disk for recording sound vi-

brations consisting of a thin flexible body of

paper or other suitable flexible material hav- 90
ing on both sides a ihin coating of wax or a
wax-like sound-recording material, substan-
tiallj' as specified.

4. A phonogram disk of such an attenuated
thinness as to lie loosely on a flat tablet holder 95
and adapt itself firmly against the face of

same at point where record is being made,
substantially as described.

5. A flexible phonogram disk for use on a

flat tablet holder and adapted to receive a loc

sound record in the form of a spiral groove,

substantially as described.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as

my invention I affix my signature in presence

of two witnesses.

JOSEPH E. WASSENICII,

Witnesses:
Taylor E. Brown,
George W. Higgins, Jr.
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To all whoin it may concern:
Be it known that I, Charles Sumner

Tainter, of Washington, in the District of
Columbia, have invented a new and useful

5 Improvement in Coin - Controlled Grapho-
phones, which improvement is fully set forth
in the following specification.

The present invention has reference to the
construction of actuating mechanism, con-

lo trolled by the deposit of a coin, for instru-

ments whereby sounds are recorded and re-

produced, such instruments being known gen-
erally as phonographs orgraphophones. An
automatic actuating mechanism in common

15 use employs a feed screw of slow pitch for
feeding the reproducer carriage in one direc-

tion, a return feed screw of rapid pitch, a tilt-

ing stirrup which is shifted by stops at each
end of the path of the carriage, and a spring-

20 actuated pin carried by said stirrup and
adapted in one position to engage the car-

riage with the direct feed screw and in the
other with the return^feed-screw. By the op-
eration of this mechanism the carriage when
started travels upon the direct feed screw un-
til the stirrup is shifted by the stop at the
last end of the direct screw, whereby it is dis-

engaged from that screw and engaged with
the return screw, and thereupon the repro-
ducer carriage is returned to the starting
point, upon reaching which the reverse shift

occurs engaging it with the direct feed screw.
At this precise moment it is necessary to ar-

rest the machine, so that all the parts will be
in readiness for a new feed when another
coin is deposited in the coin chute. The ar-

rest of the machine is effected by breaking
the circuit of the electric -motor by which the
machine is driven. Difficulty has been expe-

4c rienced in securing the requisite precision in

the operation of the reversing mechanism.
Sometimes the shift would occur too soon and
the motor circuit not being broken, the car-

riage would start off again, and perhaps con-
tinue in motion back and forth until the bat-

tery became exhausted.
The principal object of the present inven-

tion is to insure precision of action on the
part of the reversing and stopping mechan-
ism, so that the shift will be made with cer-

tainty, the coin latch be reset for the opera-
tion of a coin, and the motor circuit broken.

25

30

35

45

SO

The invention consists in certain improve-
ments and arrangements of mechanism where-
hy these and other advantageous results are 55
secured. The automatic feed mechanism is,

or may be, the same in principle as that here-
tofore used, though this has been somewhat
modified and improved. The starting and
stopping of the apparatus is effected by a le- 60
ver which is moved in one direction (to start
the apparatus) by a spring, and in the other
direction by contact of the reproducer car-
riage at the end of its return movement.
Means are provided to insure the restoration 65
of this lever to its normal position before the
carriage is disengaged from the return screw
and engaged with the direct feed-screw. The
starting and stopping lever, when pressed
back against its spring is caught and held by 70
the coin-latch, so that the deposit of a suit-
able coin acts to start the apparatus by re-
leasing the lever.

Apparatus of this character are most con-
veniently driven by electric-motors, but, of 75
course the disconnecting mechanism could
readily be applied to disengage a clutch or to
effect analogous operations whereby the mo-
tion of machines is arrested.
The invention will be explained in connee- 80

tion with the accompanying drawings, in
which

—

Figure I is a plan view of mechanism con-
structed in accordance with the invention and
applied to a graphophone. Fig. II is an ele- 85
vation thereof. Fig. Ill is an elevation and
Fig. IV a plan view in detail of another
form of mechanism. Fig. V is a bottom plan
view of the circuit making and breaking de-
vices, and Fig. VI is a detail of the shifting 90
stirrup and accessories.

The tablet A and its actuating mechanism,
the reproducer B, its carriage C, the hollow
guide-rod D inclosing the direct feed screw
E, as well as other parts which need not be 95
specified, are such as commonly used in the
commercial graphophone and require no de-
scription.

The mechanism for reversing the move-
ment of the reproducer-carriage or slide, ex- 100
cept as hereinafter pointed out and claimed,
is not of my invention. Its principal parts
are the slow, or direct feed screw E, the rapid
pitch return screw E', the nuts ee' carried on
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opposite ends of the vertical rod /, the shift-

ing pin g, whose point engages in a hole in

rod / and is pressed toward the latter by a

spring g', and the tilting stirrup F in which

5 the shifter-pin is carried. Rod / is capable

of sliding vertically. In its highest position

the carriage is engaged by nut e with the

direct feed screw. In its lowest position it

is engaged by nut e' with the return feed-

10 screw. The tilting stirrup F which is piv-

oted at G controls the connections of the feed-

nuts and screws. When in the position

shown in Fig. I the shifter-pin g is pressing

the rod/upward, and the carriage is moving to

15 the right. When arm F' of the stirrup en-

counters stop H it gradually tilts, raising pin

g until the latter has passed the horizontal

position, when its spring g' acts, completing

the movement of the stirrup, and snapping

20 rod / downward, thus disengaging the car-

riage from the direct feed-screw and engag-

ing it with the return screw.

Instead of raaliing the stops in the form of

adjustable arras as heretofore, a rod I is ex-

25 tended from end to end of the machine, be-

ing supported in brackets i, and upon this

rod are sliding collars II H' provided with

set screws. Set screw li of collar H has a

milled head for turning by hand, and this

30 collar can be set at any point lengthwise of

the machine according to the length of the

record to be reproduced. Stop II' after its

initial adjustment will not ordinarily be dis-

turbed.

35 The starting or stopping of the motor is

effected by means of a lever K, pivoted at k

in the side of the coin chute L, and whose

lower end ¥ acts as a circuit-closer for the

motor circuit. The conductors 9 and 10 rep-

40 resent this circuit, they being attached re-

spectively to the terminal springs 11 and 12,

which are mounted upon opposite edges of

an insulating block 13 (Fig. V). These springs

approach each other closely at their free ends,

45 but are not electrically connected. To the

under side of block 13 is attached a flat

spring-latch 15, whose free end projects

slightly under the mouth of the coin-chute

L, so that the action of a coin falling through

CO the latter will depress the spring momenta-

rily. Near its free end, the spring or latch

15 has a slot 16, and as shown in Fig. V the

end h' of the circuit closing lever K is nor-

mally held by this slot out of contact with

55 terminal springs 11, 12. As soon, however, as

snring 15 is depressed, lever K is released,

and its spring m (Figs. I and II) swings it to

the right, forcing circuit-closer h' between

the springs 11 and 12 and bridging the space

6c between them. This is the position of the

parts as shown in Fig. II, the circuit being

closed, and the reproducer carriage being in

its forward motion. As soon as the rod/ is

snapped down by the reversal of the stirrup

65 F and shifter-pin g, and nut e' engages the

ret'irn feed screw E', a pin e^ carried by

said nut is caught and held by the notched

arm N, which is pivoted in the lower part of

the movable frame and actuated by a coiled

spring n (Fig. IV) so that during the return 70

movement of the carriage the latter is held

positively to its feed screw, and even after

the stirrup F is reversed, the carriage will

continue to be moved by the return screw un-

til the locking arm N is withdrawn. The 7£

breaking of the circuit, and consequent ar-

rest of the slide or carriage, is effected by
the action of the carriage through a rod P,

supported loosely in bearings in the frame, so

as to be capable of sufficient longitudinal mo- 80

tion to restore leverK to its normal position.

Connection between .the actuating rod and
the lever may be made in any convenient

way. As shown the rod P is provided with a

grooved collar p, and a pin p' on lever K en- 85

ters this groove. Collar p is in the path of

a pin n' on arm N. When this pin encoun-

ters collar p, the rodP and the lever K move
with the carriage until the end h' is restored

to its normal position, and caught by latch 1 5. 90

The coiled spring n which holds arm N in place

is sufficiently strong to overcome the force of

spring VI, and prevent the unlocking of arm N
until the circuit is broken and latch 15 reset for

another operation. The stop II' is so placed 95

that it will tilt the stirrup F and its snifter-pin

g before the breaking of the circuit occurs, so

that pin g' is in position to throw rod / upward
the moment arm N releases the latter. This

release is effected, after lever K is reset, ico

When this lever becomes rigid, arm N is, by
further motion of the carriage, pushed back
by contact of its pin n' with collar p; and
thus after the breaking of the circuit is ef-

fected, the coin latch reset, and the stirrup 105

F shifted, the nut e' is released from the re-

turn feed-screw E' and rod/ resumes its nor-

mal position engaging the carriage with the

direct feed-screw.

It will be observed that the moment lever no
K is pushed back, the current to the motor is

cut off. The machine, however, does not at

once come to rest, as the momentum is more
than sufficient to move the carriage the dis-

tance required to release arm N. 115

In Figs. Ill and IV a somewhat different

arrangement of the parts is shown, the opera-

tion, however, being similar in that the action

of the rod P upon the circuit-breaker is in-

sured, before the carriage disengages itself 120

from the return feed-screw. In this case the

stirrup-frame has at its under side a curved
plate F^ which acts as a cam upon the arm Q
(which corresponds in some respects with arm
N of the other figures) keeping it (against the 125

pressure of a coiled spring n on its axis q) in

the position shown in B'ig. III. The axis or

spindle q is perforated at its outer end and
rod P passes through this perforation, which
makes a loose fit so that, under normal con- 130

ditions there is no connection between the

rod and spindle. Cam plate F^ has at one

side a notch r, so that when in the shifting

of the stirrup-frame, this notch comes oppo-
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site pin s of the arm Q the latter is no longer
held extended by cam plate F^. The conse-
quence is that the spindle g is turned slightly,
and by its twist takes a bite or grip upon the

5 actuating rod P of the circuit-breaker or stop-
lever. For the purpose in view it is neces-
sary that this connection should occur just
as the carriage C is reaching the end of its

return movement. It is also necessary to pre-
lo vent its occurrence when notch r passes pin

s at the end of the forward movement of the
carriage. As shown, in Fig. Ill nut e' carries
an arm t, which, when the nut is raised (that
is during the forward movement of the car-

15 riage) is in the path of pin s, and prevents
motion of arm Q when the stirrup shifts at
the end of the forward movement. When,
however, nut e' is lowered into engagement
with the return feed screw, stop t is beneath

20 pin s and opposes no obstacle to its move-
ment. Consequently, when the stirrup is

tilted by stop 11', pin s drops into notch r
above stop t, and in consequence, spindle q
grips and carries with it the actuating rod P

25 of the circuit-breaker. This is timed to oc-
cur when the shifter-pin g has assumed a po-
sition nearly horizontal, nut e' being still in
engagement with the return screw. Further
movement of the stirrup, while actuating the

30 circuit-breaker, brings pin g into a down-
wardly inclined position when it completes
the shift by a quick action. By this complete
movement of the stirrup-frame arm Q is

pushed back by cam plaie F^, withdrawing
35 pin s from above stop t, and thus permitting

nut e' to rise.

As shown in Fig. I the coin-chute L is made
with open faces and curved, as common, to
permit coins or objects of small size that may

40 be introduced to fall out. As a further pre-
caution against fraudulent operation of the
apparatus, I have placed on the edge of the
lever K (which forms one side of the coin-
chute) a delicate spring v (Fig. I), If a coin

4 5 under the size by which the machine is de-
signed to be operated, falls through the chute,
this spring will keep it against the opposite
side,and it will fail to strike the coin latch 15.
Having thus described my invention, what

50 I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters
Patent, is

—

1. The combination with a reproducer slide
or carriage, the direct and return feed screws,
and means for shifting said carriage from one

55 screw to the other at the respective ends of
its travel, of starting and stopping mechan-
ism comprising a spring-actuated lever, a coin-
controlled latch or spring normally holding
said lever retracted, and an actuating rod for

160 resetting said lever, operated by the move-

ment of said carriage before its disengage-
ment from the return feed-screw, substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination with the reproducer-
carriage, and the direct and return feed- 65
screws, of an electric-circuit for the motor
driving said screws, said circuit having nor-
mally open contact-springs or terminals, a
circuit-closing lever, means for actuating said
lever to close said circuit upon the deposit of 70
a suitable coin, means for shifting the car-
riage from the return to the direct feed-screw,
and connections between the carriage and le-
ver, whereby the circuit is broken and the
lever reset when the carriage returns to its 75
normal position and before it is released from
the return feed-screw, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. The combination of the reproducer-car-
riage, the direct and return feed-screws, the 80
nuts carried by a sliding rod for connect-
ing the carriage alternately with the direct
and return screws, a spring for actuating said
rod, the tilting stirrup for changing the in-
clination of said spring, means for tilting said 85
stirrup, stop mechanism including a lever
actuated by contact with said carriage at the
end of its return movement, and means for
holding the nut in engagement with the re-
turn feed-screw until said stop mechanism 90
has been actuated, and then releasing said
nut, substantially as described.

4. The combination of the direct and return
feed screws, the reproducer carriage, shifting
mechanism carried thereby forconnecting said 95
carriage alternately to the direct and return
feed screws, a locking arm holding the carriage
positively in engagement with the return
screw, a stop-lever actuated by the carriage
when traveling on the return screw, and 100
means for releasing said locking arm after
the stop-lever has been actuated, substan-
tially as described.

5. The combination of the coin-chute, the
coin-latch projecting slightly into the path of 105
a coin descending through said chute, a re-
producer-carriage, feed-mechanism therefor
set into operation by the depression of said
latch, and a light spring in said coin-chute
above the end of said latch, adapted to de- no
fleet a coin of less width than the coin chute
away from said latch substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

In testimony whereof I have signed this
specification in the presence of two subscrib- 115
ing witnesses.

CHARLES S. TAINTER.
Witnesses:

Pekcival L. Waters,
Philip Mauro.

»
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CHARLES S. TAINTER, OF WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

REPRODUCER FOR G RAPHOPHON ES.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 510,656, dated December 12, 1893.

Application filed July 7, 1893. Serial No. 479,802. (No model.)

To all ivJiom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Charles Sumner Tain-

TER, of AVashington, in the District of Co-

lumbia, have invented a new and useful Im-

5 provementin Reproducers for Graphophones,

which improvement is fullj^ set forth in the

following specification.

This invention has reference to the con-

struction of the reproducer in apparatus for

lo recording and reproducing sonorous vibra-

tions, and more directly to the form of the

point of stylus and its connection with the

diaphragm. In the reproducing devices which

have yielded the best results heretofore, the

15 point or stjdus has been so mounted as to be

capable of a limited lateral movement, inde-

pendent of the diaphragm, so that it can ad-

just itself to the groove of thetablet and keep

alwavs in contact with theundulatory surface

20 at the bottom of the groove, constituting the

sound record. In one of the best forms which

has been widely used, the stylus was made of

a flat strip of steel having the general outline

of a hammer, pivoted at one end to the easing

25 of the reproducer, and having its other end

flexibly connected with the diaphragm by

means of a link. Long experience has shown

that this form of instrument is susceptible of

improvement, and that its principal defects

30 are the following:

First. The flexible portion has not sufficient

delicacy to insure that the point of the stylus

will always impinge against the bottom of the

groove. It will at times drag against one side

35 thereof. .

Second. The presence of a link or similar

loose connection between the point and the

diaphragm permits of lost motion, in conse-

quence of which the sharp and closely crowd-

40 ed undulations made by sounds of high pitch

are but imperfectly transmitted to the dia-

phragm.
. , ^ , ^

Third. The several joints m the stylus and

its connections allow it too much movement

45 independent of the diaphragm, and cause rat-

tling or scraping noises which interfere with

the clearness of reproduction.

Fourth. The construction requires great

care and fine workmanship, and is liable to

50 derangement.
The object of the present invention is to

remove or overcome the defects above pointed

out, and it consists mainly in mounting the

reproducing stylus directly upon the dia-

phragm itself, and pivoting or swiveling it in 55

such manner that it can oscillate transversely

of the sound groove without appreciable fric-

tion.

The principle of the invention may be car-

ried out in various way.s. In its simplest and 6a
best form the stylus is made of apiece of steel

wire of the thickness of a sewing machine

needle of medium size (about 0.025 of an inch

in diameter) bent near the free end and
rounded to a hemispherical point. Thisstylus 65

is mounted in a support or socket carried by

the diaphragm, in such manner as to oscil-

late with the utmost freedom. Th« stylus

when so mounted acts by direct thrust upon

the tablet and its lateral movement does not 70

depend upon the flexibility of the material of

which it is composed, but upon its swiveled

connection with the diaphragm, the axis of

oscillation being the line of the shank or stem

of the stylus. 75

The invention and its advantages will be

more fully understood from the accompany-

ing drawings in which

—

Figure I represents in vertical section a Sty-

lus and mounting constructed in accordance 3o

with the invention. Fig. II is a plan view of

the same. Figs. Ill, IV and V are details

illustrating dififereut modes of supporting the

inner end of the stylus. Fig. VI is a verti-

cal section of another form of mounting. Fig. 85

VII is a side view, and Fig. VIII a top view

of still another embodiment of the invention.

All the drawings show the parts greatly en-

larged bevond their natural size.

Referring first to Figs. I and II which show 90

what is deemed the best and most practical

construction, a tubular socket 10 of brass or

other suitable material is attached to the cen-

ter of the diaphragm 11, extending at right

angles thereto. This socket may be about 95

0.3 of an inch in length, with an outside di-

ameter of 0.1 of an inch and an interior di-

ameter of 0.075 of an inch; but of course

these dimen.sions are variable. The socket

or support for the stylus may be connected 100

with the diaphragm in any convenient man-

ner. As shown the tubular or cup-portion

passes through a perforation in the dia-

phragm, the flange 20 resting against the un-

der side thereof. 105

The stylus 12 is made from a straight cy-

lindrical piece of steel, one end of which is

rounded and polished to form the rubbing
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contact point, 13, after which a bend 14 is
formed about a quarter of an inch from the
rubbing-point, so as to throw the latter out
of line with the main portion of the stylus.
A collar 15 is secured to the stem of the sty-
lus which is inserted into the socket with its
sharp conical pointed end 16 bearing against
the bottom of a hole 17 drilled in the end of
the socket. In the mouth of the latter is fit-

ted a bushing 18 centrally perforated, and con-
stituting a bearing for the stylus. The col-
lar 15 prevents longitudinal motion of the
stylus to such extent as would displace its
end from the hole 17.

Stops 21, 22 are provided to limit the rock-
ing motion of the rubbing point 13 of the
stylus. In the construction illustrated in the
drawings these stops are formed by cutting a
groove 23 in piece 24 projecting from the
socket and which may be made in one piece
therewith.
In use the free end of the stylus rests upon

the tablet (represented by the curved line 25,
Fig, I) in advance of the shank or stem, so
that the point 13 can freely swing in an are
about the axis of the stem, and track or fol-
low faithfully the groove in the record, with-
out regard to slight irregularities in the lat-
ter, or divergencies between its pitch and that
of the feed screw. At the same time the mo-
tions of the stylus are communicated directly
and in their entirety to the diaphragm, the re-
sult being that scraping noises are largely
eliminated, and the recorded sounds are re-

35 produced with much greater distinctness and
with undiminished loudness.

Figs. Ill, IV and V show different ways of
mounting the end of the stylus. In Fig. Ill
the end is bored out and fits over a conieal-

40 pointed pin 26 secured in the socket 10. The
construction shown in Fig. IV is similar to
that of Fig. Ill, while the construction of Fig.
V presents a slight modification of that illus-
trated in Fig. I.

In Fig. VI the stem of the stylus 12 is ta-
ered like the shank of a sewing-machine nee-
dle, and the metal socket 10 is drilled out to a
diameter slightly larger than the stem. After
the latter is inserted, the mouth of the socket
is contracted upon the tapering stylus to hold
it in place while permitting it to turn freely
on its axis.

Figs. VII and VIII illustrate a construction
which is within the principle of the inven-

55 tion, but is not so easily made as the form
first described. The stylus 12, instead of os-
cillating on the axis of the stem is rigidly se-
cured in its socket or support 10, the latter
being pivoted in ears or brackets 28 attached
to the diaphragm. The axis of oscillation is

thus in a plane parallel with the diaphragm,
or perpendicular to the stem of the stylus.
The end of the latter projects through a slot
29 in the diaphragm, the ends of the slot
serving as stops to limit the movement of os-
cillation of the rubbing point.

45

50

60

65

The foregoing description with the draw-
ings referred to will suffice to determine the
scope of the invention, and to show that many
modifications in its form and details may 70
be made without departing from the spirit
thereof.

Having now fully described my said inven-
tion, what I claim is

—

1. A reproducer having the stylus mounted 75upon the diaphragm the connection being
rigid in the direction of the thrust of the sty-
lus, and oscillatory in a direction transverse
thereto, substantially as described.

2. The combination with the reproducer 80
diaphragm, of a stylus carried by said dia-
phragm and having a pivotal or swiveled con-
nection upon which its contact point can os-
cillate freely transversely to the groove of
the record, substantially as described, 85

3. In a reproducer, a stylus having its rub-
bing point bent at an angle from the stem,
and swiveled in the line of the stem, substan-
tially as described.

4. The combination with the reproducer- 9c
diaphragm of a stylus pivoted in a support
or socket carried by said diaphragm so as to
be capable of oscillation upon an axis oer-
pendicular to the latter, substantially as'de-
scribed. g^

5. The combination with the diaphragm, of
a tubular socket or support rigidly attached
thereto, and a stylus having its free end bent
at an angle to the stem, and being swiveled
in said socket so that the point can oscillate 100
about the axis of the stem, substantially as
described.

6. The combination with the diaphragm of
a stylus composed of a cylindrical steefwire,
rounded at its end to form a contact point, 105
and bent to throw the point out of line with
the stem, said stem being perpendicular to
and pivotally connected with the diaphragm,
substantially as described.

7. The combination with the diaphragm, of r ro
a tubular socket attached thereto and closed
at one end, a stylus having a straight stem !

portion inclosed in said socket and having a
bearing upon a point at the closed end of the
socket, so that it can turn upon its axis with 115
slight friction, and a deflected portion out-
side of the socket upon the end of which is
the rubbing point, substantially as described.

8. The combination with the diaphragm of
the stj'lus swiveled on the axis of its stem in 120
a support carried by said diaphragm, and
stops embracing, and limiting the movement
of the free end of the stylus, substantially as
described.

In testimony whereof I have signed this 125
specification in the presence of two subscrib-
ing witnesses.

CHARLES S. TAINTER.
Witnesses:

Peecival L, Waters,
Philip Mauro.
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To all ichovi it may concern:
Be it known that I, William Bruening, a

citizen of the United States, residing at East
Orange, in the county of Es.sex and State of

5 Xew Jersey, have invented new and useful
Improvements in Phonographs, of which the
following is a specification.
My invention relates to impi*ovements in

phonographs and has for its object to obtain
lo a cheap and efficient mechanism for record-

ing and reproducing sounds and consists in
attaching a rack which engages with a rotat-
ing worm wheel to a slide rest carrying the re-
corder or reproducer, to cause longitudinal

15 motion thereof on a slide or bed held parallel
to the cylindrieai surface of a tablet; in an
improved shape of the track or tracks form-
ing the record which may be reproduced by
a style the point of which is not necessarily

20 of the same shape or which may be wider than
the record track, and in an improved shape
of the point or end of the style with which
such record is made.
In the accompanying two sheets of draw-

25 ings which form part of this specification.
Figure 1 is a vertical central section of the
mechanism. Fig. 2 is a top view of the mech-
anism. Fig, 3 is a vertical cross-section on
line a—b Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is an enlarged eleva-

30 tion of part of the style. Fig. 5 is a longi-
tudinal section of part of the enlarged style
on line c—d, Fig. 4. Fig. 6 is a central ver-
tical section showing a different arrangement
of engaging the tablet with the rotative mech-

35 anism. Fig. 7 is a vertical enlarged section
of part of the tablet showing an exaggerated
view of the ratchet-shaped record tracks in
cross-section and parts of different enlarged
reproducing styles located thereon, one hav-

40 ing a rounded point and the other a point
wider than the track.

Similar numerals refer to similar parts
throughout the figures.

The tablet 10, Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 6, may be a
45 solid or hollow cylinder made of or coated

with suitable recording material and is mov-
ably and detachably supported on its axis by
pivots or centers and thereby held in proper
relation to the rotative mechanism. I prefer

50 to make the tablet of a hollow cylinder of tin
plate, to the cylindrical surface of which a
sheet of paper or other porous material is af-

fixed; a layer of recording material is then
applied by rotating the cylinder in contact
with melted or dissolved recording material; 55
when a desired thickness of the material has
adhered it is allowed to harden and may be
turned true and smooth in a lathe or in the
machine herein described and the tool used
for this purpose may be heated if desired. 60
An eccentric opening 47 in or an eccentric
projection on one of the heads of the cylinder
may be provided to engage with the rotative
mechanism, as in Fig. 6, but I prefer to at-

tach a bar 11 to the center of one of the cyl- 65
inder heads and if desired the bar 11 may ex-
tend through the entire length of the tablet
and form the axis thereof; see Figs. 1 and 2.

The projecting end of the bar 11 is made an-
gular or provided with a key 12 whereby it 70
engages with an angular recess or a slot in
the gear 20 or other attachment of the pul-
ley 13.

The frame 42 is provided with standards 14
and 15, which support the rods 16 and 17; one 75
of the standards may be movable, see Fig. C,

but I prefer to make the rods adjustable,
which may, if desired, be provided with screw-
threads to engage with an internal thread on
the sockets and are held in place by the set- 80
screws 18 and 19 and the ends of said rods
form the centers 43 and 44, on which the tablet
is axially supported and rotated ; the rod 17
also carries the pulley 13 and the attached
gear 20. The wormwheel 21 is pivoted or 85
journaled in the standard 15 and in a pro-
jection of the frame 42 and has a gear 22 at-

tached which engages with the gear 20,

The movable bed or slide 23 may be of any
usual construction and is shown in Fig. 2 as a 90
bar provided with ways which is pivoted at one
end to the frame 42 and is provided at its other
end with a latch 46 by which it may be se-

cured to the post 24 which is attached to the
frame and thereby held parallel to a line be- 95
tween the centers 43 and 44; a spring 25
moves the slide a desired distance outwardly
to disengage the rack and worm and the style
and tablet when the latch is released by con-
tact with the projection 26 on the slide rest 100
27 or by moving the thumbpiece 28.

The slide rest 27 moves longitudinally on
the slide 23 and is provided with a plate 29
which maybe moved transversely by turning
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the screw 30 in tlie nut attached to its lower
side and is provided on its upper side with a
channel or recess to retain a lug 31 which is

attached to the frame of the recorder or re-

producer; the screw 30 is held at its ends in

the frame 27 and has a handpiece 48.

The rack 32 is movablj' attached atone end
to the slide rest 27 and an intermediate spring
33 holds it against the wormwheel 21 when
the slide 23 is in position.

The hangers on the lower side of the frame
support a shaft 34 jjrovided with a flywheel

35 and a pulley 36 which is connected with
the pulley 13 by the belt 41.

Hand or any other power may be used to

give motion to the mechanism.
When it is desired to use a heated style for

the purpose of melting or fusing a record into

the tablet, thelamp 37 is supported by a holder
mounted on the pivoted rod 38 with which it

may be moved to bring the flame into posi-

tion to heat the style and maybe moved aside

when the record is comj)leted, or an electri-

cally heated style, such as set forth in my
Patent No. 486,394, issued November 15, 1892,

may be used instead.

The recorder or reproducer may be of any
usual construction but I make the end or op-

erative part of the recording style as follows:

The broad side of the flattened end of the

style Is rounded or beveled by grinding or in

any other convenient manner to an edge which
is mounted and held against the tablet so as

to form an acute angle with the surface and

35 in the direction of the axis thereof; I prefer

to give the end of the stj^le ashape similar to

that of a skew-chisel, see Fig. 4, which per-

mits the body of the style to be held at right

angles to the surface of the tablet. This style

may be used to cut a sound record in resist-

ing material and in that ease the edge is held
with the flat side of the style toward the ad-

vancing material of the rotating tablet, but
when fusing or melting a record in fusible

45 material with a heated style the rounded or

beveled side of the style is preferably pre-

sented to the moving recording material, there-

by bringing a greater heated surface in con-

tact with the fusible material, the edge of the

style touching it last and determining the

shape of the record track by moving the vis-

cous material out of its path. The track 49

thus formed, see Fig. 7, is ratchet-shaped or

in other words presents in cross-section a sur-

face inclined to the axis of the tablet and is

terminated by a vertical or approximately
vertical wall, the surfaces of the successive

tracks lying in parallel planes, and is appli-

cable also to flat, curved or reciprocating tab-

lets. The elevations and depressions corre-

sponding to sound vibrations in a record thus
made extend the entire width of the track

and will '^therefore cause the motion of a re-

producing style, whether the point thereof is

6s rounded or of the same shape as and wider
than that of the recording style and the suc-

cessive tracks may be made closer to each

40

i;o

55

6o

other than by other means heretofore used

without diminishing the efficiency of repro-

duction, as no inoperative ridgesor partitions 70

intervene.

I prefer to use a reproducing style provided

with an end or point of the same shape and
size as that of the recording style herein de-

scribed, as the rounded or beveled surface 75

glides smoothly over and readily accommo-
dates itself to the record while if any part of

said surface projects bej'ond the track, such

part will not bear on the adjacent record be-

cause its contour is not in the same plane 80

therewith.
To record sounds, the tablet 10 is placed in

position by adjusting the centers 43 and 44

to support it at its axis and bring the end of

the bar 11 in engagement with the slot in the 85

gear 20 and securing the rods 16 and 17 in

position by the setscrews 18 and 19. The dia-

phragm and style, which in the drawings is

shown as the recorder in myPatent No. 468,608,

issued November 22, 1892, and provided with 90

a style point as herein described, but which

may be substituted by a recorder of any other

suitable construction, is attached to the slide

rest by inserting and securing the lug 31 on

the frame of the diaphragm in the recess in 95

the plate 29. The slide rest 27 is moved into

the desired position on the slide 23 and the

latter is moved until it is in contact with the

post 24 to which it is secured by the latch 46

which brings the rack 32 into engagement 100

with the worm wheel 21,

Motion is given the mechanism by revolv-

ing the pulley 13 by means of the belt 41 con-

necting it with the pulley 36 or any other

motor which causes the tablet to rotate on its 105

axis on the centers 43 and 44. The gear 20

engaging with the gear 22 causes rotation of

the worm wheel 21, which may have a right

or left hand thread according to the direction

desired in making the record, which causes

the rack 32 to move the slide rest 27 with the

attached recorder longitudinally on the bed
23 and parallel to the tablet surface; the style

having been adjusted by turning the screw

30 until the stj'le point penetrates the mate- 115

rial of the tablet to a desired depth and sound

being caused to operate on the diaphragm
through the horn or mouthpiece, a spiral rec-

ord will be formed in the material of the tab-

let by the vibration of the style.

To heat the style, the lamp 37 is swung on

the rod 38 until the flame is under the style

and the heat thereof may be regulated to any
desired intensity.

To reproduce a record, a reproducer is sub-

stituted for the recorder and the lamp re-

moved.
In employing removable phonograph tab-

lets which dispense with a separate carrier

and are provided with axial bearings which 130

revolve on a fixed rod or bar, as set forth in

my Patent No. 499,370, issued June 13, 1893,

frequent use will cause the wear of the bar

and bearings by abrasion and will result in
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unequal motion of the surface of the tablet

and consequently in faulty reproduction; in

this invention the adjustable centers take up
all wear and equal motion is maintained with

5 butaminimumoffriction. Therackandworm-
wheel answer the purpose of a costlier fine-

threaded screw heretofore used. The mov-
able slide allows the style to be readily shifted
to any part of the record or tablet and the

lo slide rest may be adjusted to accommodate
recorders or reproducers of various construc-
tion; by the use of a recording style which is

provided with an end or point as herein set

forth a record is produced the tracks of which
15 maybe closer together than where a ridge or

partition sei^arates them, thereby economiz-
ing space, and which may be reproduced by
a repi'oducing style the point of which need
not be of the same shape or narrower than

20 that of the recording style, as in records here-
tofoi'e made, while the mechanism is of sim-

ple construction and may be cheaply made
and adapted to record sound by any of the
known methods.

|

25 What I claim as my invention, and desire to
|

secure by Letters Patent, is

—

I

1, In a phonograph, a frame provided with
adjustable centers or pivots, a cylindrical tab-

let which is axially supported by said centers

30 or pivots and means for rotating said tablet

thereon in combination with a movable slide

or bed, a slide rest carried by said slide or bed.

a recorder or a reproducer adjustably secured
to said slide rest, a rack attached to said slide-

rest, a wormwheel and means for rotating 35
said wormwheel, substantially as described.

2. In a phonograph, a style capable of vi-

bration and provided with a skew -chisel

shaped point or end in combination with a

diaphragm or other means of transmitting 40
sound vibrations to said style, substantially

as described.

3. In a phonograph, a tablet provided with
a record of sound vibrations which consists

of a ratchet-shaped track or tracks having 45
elevations and depressions corresponding in

form to said vibrations, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. In a phonograph , a cylindrical tablet pro-

vided with a record of sound vibrations which 50

consists of undulations of the surface of a
spiral track which in cross-section is inclined

to the axis of said tablet and forms an angle
with a vertical or approximately vertical wall,

said undulations corresponding in form to 55
said vibrations, substantially as described.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as

my invention I have signed my name, in pres-

ence of two witnesses, this 19th day of June,
1893.

AVILLIAM BRUENING.
Witnesses:

Charles S. Williams,
Montgomery Lindsatt.
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To all whom it way concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, a

citizen of the United States, residinsrat Llew-
ellyn Park, in the county of Essex and State

5 of New Jersey, have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Phonographs,
(Case No. 849,) of which the following is a
specification.

This invention relates to motors for oper-
ro atingphonographs,totheconnectionsbetween

such motors and the phonograph itself, and to

the devices for regulating the speed of the
phonograph. I have heretofore usually em-
ployed an electric motor connected by belts

IS with the feed screw of the phonograph and
provided with a governor for regulating the
speed which operated by breaking the motor
circuit temporarily when the speed became
too great. In my present invention I make

20 use, preferably, of a hydraulic motor or water
wheel placed on a shaft parallel with the feed
screw and connected by belts and a counter-

• shaft which reduce the speed, with said feed
screw. In connection with the motor I employ

25 a centrifugal governor operating by the appli-
cation of friction to a turning part and I make
use of a loose friction shoe as one of the fric-

tion surfaces which always seats itself per-
fectly on the application of the friction and

30 so makes the governing accurate and even.
My invention further includes a simple and

effective arrangement for maintaining ten-
sion on the belts which connect the motor
with the feed screw and for adjusting said

35 tension when required.
My invention is illustrated in the accom-

panying drawings.
Figure 1 is a side elevation and partial sec-

tion of the motor and governor and the con-

40 necting devices; Fig. 2, an elevation of the ad-
justable arm of the governor; Fig. 3, a top
view of the motor governing and connecting
devices, and Fig. 4, an end view of the motor
with part of the case removed.

45 I have shown a simple form of water wheel
A placed on the shaft B within the case C. A
bracket D extends from the case C and sup-
ports the outer end of the shaft B. Upon said
shaft is a pulley E connected by a belt F with

50 a grooved wheel Gon a spindle H which has
also upon it a pulley I connected by a belt K
with a grooved wheel L on the phonograph

feed screw M, which, as will be understood,
carries the phonogram cylinder (not shown).
The wheels G and I are supported in bearings 55
on a frame N, the rear portion of which is

hinged at O. A lug a extends from the front
of the frame N and through this passes a screw
h which enters the supporting base P of the
machine. go
Upon the screw 6 between the base P and

frame Nis coiled a spring O' so that the frame
N is supported upon said spring and may be
adjusted upon its hinges by adjusting the
screw 5 to alter the tension of said spring. 65
The pulleys G and I being supported by the
movable frame N below the relatively sta-
tionary pulleys E and L, it will be seen that
the tension of the belts F and K is dependent
upon the height to which said frame is ad- 70
justed and that the belts may therefore be
both tightened or loosened by screwing the
screw h in or out.

Upon the shaft B is placed the sliding
sleeve Q to which are attached the governor 7r,

balls R. An arm S rests at its upper end
against an adjusting screw c?, is pivoted at e
and terminates at a fork/ through which the
shaft B and sleeve Q pass. The fork / has on
its face a curved rim g within which is a 80
flanged disk li placed loosely over the sleeve
Q. The disk li is held by pins i which pass
loosely through the sides of the fork / and
springs fc are placed between the fork and the
heads of said screws, so that the disk )i is en- 85
abled to yield and to rock back toward the
fork /, being however normally held parallel
to the fork by the springs; at the inner end
of the sleeve Q is a disk or flange I. It will
be seen that when the speed of the motor be- 90
comes too great the governing balls will fly
out and draw the disks I against the disks li

whereby a friction is produced which will re-
tard the motion and slacken the speed. The
friction regulation shown and described is 95
particularly adapted to use with the phono-
graph in which it is necessary that the regu-
lation shall not be of uneven or jerky char-
acter.

While it is not essential in the phonograph 100
that the speed shall be absolutely constant at
all times, it is necessary for the best repro-
duction and especially for the reproduction
of music that the speed of any short interval
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of time shall be substantially the same, that
is for instance, that during any one revolu-
tion of the phonograph there shall be no sub-
stantial change of speed, since an alteration

5 of speed under such circumstances will alter

the ijitch of the sound and so destroy any
musical effect; by employing the loose fric-

tion shoe which will always engage the turn-

ing disk in the same position because it seats
lo itself perfectly at all times against it this re-

sult is accomplished. With rigidly supported
disks the necessary inaccuracies in mechani-
cal construction will cause uneven friction at
different parts of the same revolution and so

15 the speed will vary at these times; but with
the arrangement described the degree of fric-

tion will remain the same during the whole
revolution. The degree of speed at which the
friction will be applied may be determined by

20 adjusting the screw d so as to move the fork/.

The use of this character of governor is also

particularly applicable to the operation of

phonographs by water motors in which the
speed is apt to be varied in consequence of

25 variations in pressure and in which the ordi-

nary mode of regulation by cutting off the
supply will be likely to produce irregular va-

riations of speed.

What I claim is

—

30 1. In a phonograph, the combination of the
feed screw, a rotating motor having its shaft

geared to said feed-screw, a centrifugal gov-
ernor on the motor shaft, a friction disk con-

nected with the governor, and another fric-

tion member with which said friction disk 35
engages, one of said friction members being
a rocking shoe, substantially as set forth.

2. In a phonograph, the combination of the
feed-screw, a rotating motor having its shaft
geared to said feed-screw, a centrifugal gov- 40
ernor on the motor shaft, a friction disk con-
nected with the governor, and a rockingspring
supported stationary disk with which said
friction disk engages, substantially as set

forth. 45
3. In a phonograph, the combination of the

feed screw, a rotating motor having its shaft
geared to the feed screw, a centrifugal gov-
ernor on the motor of the shaft, a friction

disk connected with the governor, and an- 50
other friction disk the same being stationary
and pivoted and provided with a yielding
support enabling it to rock on its pivot, sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. In a phonograph, the combination of the 55
feed-screw, the rotating motor, the pulley on
the shaft of the feed-screw, the pulley on the
motor shaft, the two intermediate pulleys,

the connecting belts and the adj ustable frame
carrying said intermediate pullej'^s, substan- 6c

tially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed the
11th day of December, 1889.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
D. H, Driscoll,
W. Pelzer.
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To all whoin it may concern;
Be it known that I, Arnelle D. Andrews,

a citizen of the United States of America, re-

siding at Des Moines, in the county of Polk
5 and State of Iowa, have invented an Improved
Mandrel for Phonographs, of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

My object is to av^oid the difificnlties and
annoyances incident to the use of phonogram

[o blanks upon metal mandrels. When the
metal is warm and expanded the blanks made
of wax and analogous substances adhere too
closely to be easily removed and when the
metal is cold the blanks are too loose to re-

[£ main stationary on the mandrel while the
machine is in operation.
My invention consists in providing a man-

drel with an elastic surface that will not be
affected by the tempera"ture and upon which

2 blanks can be readily and securely placed
and also readily removed as required in the
use and operation of interchangeable blanks.
My invention is illustrated in the accom-

panying drawings and pointed out in my
25 claims.

Figure 1 is a surface view of a mandrel that
has a solid core and a piece of non-metallic
and elastic covering removed to disclose the
solid interioi'. Fig. 2 is a sectional view

30 through the line x x qI Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a
transverse sectional view through the line zz
of Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a tranf verse section of a
composite cylinder that has an elastic surface.
Fig. 5 is a side view of a phonograph show-

55 ing my improved mandrel in position as re-

quired in practical use to support a cylinder
or phonogram blank.
A, shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, represents the

solid core of a mandrel and B a nonmetallic
40 and elastic tube fixed and fitted over the core.

The core or central portion A of the mandrel
may be made of wood, metal, or other suit-

able material, and vary in size as desired.
The nonmetallic and elastic cover B is pref-

45 erably made of rubber but it may be made of
cork or other suitable material in the form of
a tube that can be fitted and placed over the
core A in such a manner that it will remain
securely fastened thereto by its contractile

So force.

C shown in Fig. 4 represents a mandrel

55

60

65

70

75

formed complete in one piece of cork, rubber,

or other nonmetallic and elastic material.

When made of rubberthe interior can be vul-

canized so as to make it rigid and solid while

the exterior portion remains elastic. The di-

ameter of one end of the mandrel is larger

than the other end as required to produce a

tapering body.
I am aware mandrels have been tapering

and complete in one piece, but in no instance

has a mandrel for phonographs been made
complete in one piece with an outside smooth
and elastic surface and in no instance has an
elastic covering been combined with the solid

core of a mandrel to adapt it for applying, re-

taining and removing advantageously a pho-

nogram blank that is susceptible to the tem-

perature of the metal surface of a mandrel.

In the practical use of my improved man-
drel cylindrical blanks, adapted to be in-

dented by a vibrating point and correspond-

ing in size and shape with the mandrel, can

be readily slipped on and off the non-metallic

and elastic surface of the mandrel. The
elasticitj'- of the surface cover of the solid

part of the mandrel allows the diameter of

the mandrel to be slightly diminished by
pressure as the tube or cover is being pressed

on and when in proper position the expansive 80

force of the compressed material will cause

the cylinder to adhere securely as required to

prevent it from moving relative to the man-
drel while in operation. And the same elas-

tic surface of the mandrel allows the cylin-

der blank to be readil3^ moved longitudinally

on the mandrel as required to remove it

therefrom.
I claim as my invention

—

1. A mandrel for phonographs made com- 90
plete in one piece and its interior rigid and its

outside surface elastic, substantiallj' as and
for the purposes stated.

2. A mandrel for phonographs that has an
exterior elastic surface and its interior rigid, 95
to operate in the manner set forth, for the

purposes stated.

ARNELLE D. ANDREW^S.

Witnesses:
J. Ralph Orv^^ig,

Thomas G. Orwig.

85
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To all xvlvovv it viiay concern:
Be it known that I, Hermann Lokd San-

born, residing in the city of Brooklyn, county
of Kings, and State of New York, have in-

5 vented a new and usefal Improvement in

Phonographs, (for whi.ch I have obtained no
foreign Letters Patent whatever,) of which the
following is a specification.

My invention relates to improvements in

lo phonographs in which the diaphragm and
needle are held in a movable arm forming
part of a carriage and traversing the length
of the cylinder.

The objects of my improvements are, to pro-

15 vide means, first, for automatically and at
once setting the machine in motion by closing
the motor circuit when the arm, diaphragm
and needle are lowered and the contact of the
latter with the cylinder is effected; second,

20 for automatically and at once stopping the
entire machine by opening the motor circuit

in raising the arm carrying the diaphragm
and needle, and, third, for automatically open-
ing the motor circuit by the action of the ma-

35 chine itself or its own parts and thereby stop-

Iping
the entire machine at or near the end

of the cylinder and the limit of the motion of
the arm, diaphragm and needle. I attain
these objects by the mechanism illustrated in

30 the accompanying drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a top view. Fig. 2 is an end and
part sectional view; and It'igs. 3 and 4 are de-
tail views, in part in section.

Similar letters relate to similar parts

35 throughout the several views.
F is the frame of the machine shown in sec-

tion in Fig. 2.

A is the usual arm carrying the diaphragm
and needle.

40 P is the ordinary drop lever or finger piece,
or its equivalent, through which the arm is

supported on or by the sliding rest R, with
the needle in or out of contact, as the ease
may be.

45 R is the slide rest, which has heretofore
been made of metal. I make the slide rest R
in two pieces, R' and R^, the first composed
of non-conducting material, the other of con-
ducting material. With this slide rest the

50 inner end of the bent lever finger piece makes
contact in either one of two positions, one cir-

cuit making, the other circuit breaking. The
part R^ of the slide rest R made of metal is

connected with or in an electrical circuit C,

which operates the phonograph. 55
In Fig. 1 the circuit C is shown with its

battery or source of electricity and in its

proper relation to the slide-rest R-and phono-
graph arm A, and also to a motor shaft T
which may be considered as representing the 60

motor shaft of the machine although not

shown as co-ordinated therewith.

R' is made of hard rubber, or of any other

non-conducting material. The drop lever or

finger piece P is also in circuit, as shown in 65
Fig. 4, and becomes a key for opening or clos-

ing the motor circuit C.

If desired, instead of making a portion of

the slide rest R of insulating material, the in-

sulating material may be secured to the end 70

of the finger piece P as shown at P' in Fig. 4,

the contact being in that case made above the
rubber end, in which case the slide rest may
be made to consist of a bar of metal only, but
in circuit. The finger piece P becomes, in 75
fact, a key for opening and closing the circuit

automatically as the diaphragm arm A is

manipulated, and will support the arm A in

either of these positions on the slide rest R.
At the end of the conducting part R^ of the 80

sliding rest I place a non-conducting piece or

bar R^ as a part of the slide rest. AVhen the

finger piece P traverses the slide and reaches
and rests upon R^, the motor circuit is auto-

matically broken and the machine is auto- 85
maticallj" stopped. On its front side the slide

rest R is beveled, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3

in sectional view, and is provided with a scale

S as shown in Fig. 1. The beveled shape of

the scale S is not essential, as it may have 90
any other suitable form. The phonograph
arm carries a pointer O so placed as to trav-

erse the scale and indicate the position of the
needle N.
The operation of the machine is as follows: 95

When the finger piece is in the position shown
in Fig. 2 the circuit C is closed, through the
slide rest R, and the parts are in position for

use, under the control of the circuit C. When
the finger piece P, and the arm A with it, is 100

lifted for any purpose so as to break the con-

tact between the metallic finger piece P and
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the slide r§st R^ the circuit is broken and the
machine instantly stops, so that when lowered
again and contact made, the phonograph will
start at the point where it left off on raising

5 of the finger piece P, without omitting any of
the writing on the cylinder or the necessity
of carrying the needle back and repeating.
By raising the finger piece P and dropping it

with the arm A to the position shown in Fig.
lo 3, the metallic part or end of the finger piece

P rests upon the insulating material R' and
the machine will remain at rest, but in jux-
taposition, the circuit being open. The cir-

cuit will also be kept open when the finger

15 piece P is constructed as shown in Fig. 4 and
is raised so that the part P' rests upon the
slide rest R. When the finger piece P reaches
or is made to rest upon the nonconducting
part R3 of the slide rest R, the motor circuit

20 is open and the machine is brought to or re-

mains in a state of non-action. The finger-
piece P is practically, in one respect only the
switch for opening and closing the motor cir-

cuit at will, and the motor circuit does not
25 necessarily have the usual or any other switch

for that purpose. As such it is attached or
connected to the phonograph or diaphragm
arm in such a way as to be insulated there-
from and so related to the slide rest that either

30 by lifting the phonograph arm, or by moving
the finger piece so that its contact is made
only with the non-conducting part of the slide

rest, the motor circuit will be opened, and so
related that the circuit may be closed by re-

35 versing these motions of the arm or of the fin-

ger-piece at will. The finger-piece is so shaped
and related to the arm and rest that the move-
ment of it automatically raises or lowers the
arm without the intervention of any other

40 mechanism and the relations are also such
that the lifting of the arm itself by itself and
alone operates the finger-piece considered as
a switch, or the arm and finger-piece together
considered as a switch. In fact, the arm it-

45 self becomes at will a switch for opening and
closing the motor circuit. Consequently sev-
eral functions and operations heretofore per-

formed separately by separate devices are
here performed bj'one new device and by one

50 movement.
What I claim as my invention, and desire

to secure by Letters Patent, is

—

1. A phonograph arm A supporting a dia-

phragm, and a drop lever or finger piece P in

an electrical circtilt, in combinatioti with a 55
slide-rest R provided with a non-conducting
portion R' and conducting part R^.

2. A phonograph arm A supporting a dia-

phragm, and a drop lever or finger piece P in

an electrical circuit, in combination with a 60

slide-rest R provided with non-conducting
portions R' R'* and a conducting part R^ also

in the electrical circuit.

3. In phonographs, a finger piece P in mo-
tor circuit C, in combination with a slide-rest 65
R consisting of non-conducting parts and a
conducting part in circuit, substantially as

shown and described.
4. A phonograph arm, a drop lever or finger

piece secured thereto and located in the mo- 70
tor circuit of the phonograph as a circuit

maker or breaker at will, and the electric mo-
tor circuit, in combination, substantially as

shown and described.
5. A phonograph arm, a drop lever or finger 75

piece secured thereto and located in an elec-

tric circuit, a diaphragm and needle support-
ed bj' the arm, a slide-rest, a scale, a pointer
and an electric phonograph motor circuit, in

combination, substantially as shown and de- 80

scribed.

6. A phonograph arm provided with a bear-
ing that makes contact with the slide-rest for

the arm, which bearing is in the electric mo-
tor circuit of the phonograph, and a slide-rest 85
also in the same electric motor circuit, in

combination.
7. A phonograph arm supporting a dia-

phragm, the slide-rest contact of which is in

the motor electric circuit of the phonograph, 90
in combination with a slide-rest provided with
a conducting barer part also in the electrical

motor circuit except at or near one end where
it is not in the electrical motor circuit, and
with a non-conducting part or insulated por- 95
tion all of which is out of the electrical mo-
tor circuit.

8. A phonograph arm supporting a dia-

phragm, the slide-rest contact of which is in

the motor electrical circuit of the phonograph, loc

in combination with a slide-rest provided
with a conducting bar or part also in the elec-

trical motor circuit, and with a non-conduct-
ing part or insulated portion.

HERMANN LORD SANBORN.
Witnesses:

Edward S. Berrall,
James A. Skilton.
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To all wliom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Albert K. Keller, of

New York city, in the county and State of New
York, have made a certain new and useful in-

5 vention relating to Attachments for Operat-
ing Phonographs, of which the following is a
specification.

The object of my invention is to control the

operation of phonographs, graphophones or

lo other talking machines through the medium
of a coin, after the manner of what are known
as "vending machines," and my invention is

particularly set forth and claimed hereinafter.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a

15 part hereof, I have shown one form of mech-
anism embodying my invention, in which

—

Figure 1 is a top plan view showing the
phonograph inclosed in a case, with glass

cover, connected with a machine cr attach-

2o ment embodj'ing my invention, which also is

inclosed in the same case, (and is indicated

by dotted lines) and showing the preferred

arrangements of the two machines with re-

lation to each other. Fig. 2 is a top plan view

25 of said attachment, showing the manner of

its connection with the phonograph. Fig. 3

is a side view in elevation on line x—x of

Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a top plan view showing the

position of the parts of a portion of the at-

jo tachment after the lever has been thrown over
and returned, and the phonograph is talking.

Fig. 5 is a sectional view of the locking le-

vers taken through line x—x of Fig. 4. Fig.

6 is a sectional side view of the locking mech-

55 anism taken through line y
—y of Fig. 4, and

showing the position of the locking levers

when the attachment is locked. Fig. 7 is an
end view of the levers of the locking mech-
anism taken on line x—x of Fig. 6. Fig. 8 is

.0 a sectional side view of the locking mechan-
ism taken through line y—y of Fig. 4, and
similar to Fig. 6, but showing the position of

the locking levers when the attachment is

released. Fig. 9 is a detail view of one of

.3 the electrical contacts, which are on each end
of the frame of theattachraent and with which
the plugs on the cross-heads or carriages of

the attachment make connection to close the
circuit to the battery and motor which oper-

,0 ate the phonograph. Fig. 10 is a side view

60

taken on line x—x of Fig. 1, showing the
means of connecting the phonograph arm
with the attachment, and showing the repro-
ducer as raised off the phonogram, and held
in that position by the attachment, as is the 55
case when the phonograph arm is in its normal
position, and the phonograph is at rest. Fig.

His a perspective view of the plate or means
by which the phonograph arm is directly con-
nected with the attachment.
The phonograph (see Fig. 1), erected upon

a stand or placed in any convenient man-
ner, is preferably operated by an electrically

driven motor connected with an electric bat-
tery and may, if desired, be inclosed in a box 65
or case, having a glass cover, as shown, to ex-
pose the phonograph to view, within which
case is also placed, by preference, the attach-
ment emboclj'ing my invention, the t-.^be con-
nected with the reproducer passing through 7c
an opening in the case to within reach of the
listener. This case keeps the dirt and dust
out of the phonograph and attachment, and
is locked so as to prevent tampering with the
machines. The construction shown in the
extreme left hand of Fig. 1 is a top view of
the governor and brake forming a portion of
the driving mechanism, which forms no part
of my invention.

As shown in Fig. 1, the attachment is pref-
erably located behind the phonograph, and is

directly connected with the sleeve A on the
rod A' of the phonograph, over which rod this
sleeve travels, and is free to move, the said
sleeve carrying the phonograph arm a.

B. is an L shaped plate, (see Figs. 2 and 11)
which on the edge of its horizontal portion
has two downwardly curved tongues, 6 &.,

upon, or in which, the sleeve A rests, it be-
ing secured therein by two small plates h' b',

which are fastened to the said horizontal por-
tion of the plate B, after tongues b b have
been placed under the sleeve, in order that
the plate B and sleeve A shall move together,
as will be hereinafter explained. Onthe outer 95
right hand side of this plate B there is a pro-
jection b^, which rests upon the projection a'
on the rear of the phonograph arm, and lifts

the reproducer when the plate B is lowered,
and permits it to descend on the phonogram 100

75

80

«S

90
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when the plate B is raised. Through the ver-
tical portion of the plate B are bored a num-
ber of holes, as shown, in two of which are
inserted pins 6^ and 5*, the functions of which

5 will be hereinafter set forth.

C is a metal box having projections or sup-
ports c c', on the inside, upon which rests the
mechanism of the attachment.
D is a hand or shifting lever pivoted at its

10 lower end at d, to the bottom of the box C.

E is a cast frame of metal which rests upon
and is secured to the supports c c', uniting it

to the box C, and has, forming part of it, an
upright e e' on each end.

15 F F" are two guide rods that pass through
the uprights e e', across from the one to the
other, and are firmly held therein.

G 6' are two movable supports, carriages
or cross-heads which travel on the guide rods

20 F F', the cross-head G being behind or to the
left of cross-head G', both of the cross-heads
traveling on both guide rods F F', and being
caused to move in one direction by the action

of the lever D, and in the other direction by
25 the action of the springs or weights or other

suitable devices. Secured to the cross-head

G at g' is the spiral spring gr', and g^ is a
spring guide which incloses one end of this

spring, there being screwed on to the outer

30 end of this guide an adjustable cap gr^ to

which the spring is secured, to hold it in place

within the guide, and for the purpose of

shortening or lengthening it to increase or

decrease its tension. A similar spiral spring

35 /is secured at/' to the ci'oss head G', and is

also contained in a guide /^, the Other end of

this spring being attached to an adjustable

cap p screwed onto the guide P, to shorten

or lengthen the spring /, and thereby increase

40 or decrease its tension in the same manner as

with spring g' . The carriage or cross-head

G' carries a metal contact plug or electrode

gf* (which is insulated, however, from the

cross-head), so that when it is forced over by

45 lever D, in the manner to be hereinafter set

forth, it will pass between the contact points

g^ g^, (see Fig. 9) which are insulated from
each other and from the support e', to which
they are attached, thereby closing the circuit

50 at that point between the electric battery and
motor (not shown), which operates the phono-
graph, which circuit will be hereinafter called

the motor circuit. The cross-head G carries

a similar metal contact plug or electrode /*

55 (which is also insulated from this cross-head),

which plug passes between the contact points

or electrodes at e^ on the upright e, similar to

those on e', which electrodes are also insu-

lated from each other and from the upright

60 e, closing the circuit at that point and there-

by completing the motor circuit, and causing

the phonogram to revolve, since the motor is

directly connected with one of the contacts

on the left hand side of the attachment, with

65 which the plug/* makes contact to close the

circuit at that point, and the opposite con-

tact on the same side being connected with

one of the contact points, g^^, g''', by wire g^,

the other of said contacts g^, c/" being con-
nected to the battery by the wire ^^^ The 70
cross-head G' is also cast with an inwardly
extending arm g'^, and an upright r/^, having
the inner side of the said upriglitr/^ cut away
the exact size of the coin, which is intended
to release the attachment. 75
H is a rocking bar having its ends bent at

right angles and pivoted to the sides of the
box C. or preferably to the uprights e e', at
h^, W, so that it can move up and down to

raise and lower the phonograph arm. It is, 80
however, prevented from falling by meansof
a spring h, which is connected with it at h',

and with the box C at A^, this bar H being
prevented from moving or being carried up
beyond the desired point by the spring 7i, by 85
means of a lug or projection g^", on the end
of the cross-head G' (see Fig. 3) against which
lug or projection the upper edge of the bar
H bears. The outer or right hand end of the
bar H, on its upper edge, is cut away at h?. 90
Immediately below this cut awaj' portion li^

of the bar H is a pawl I, pivoted at i to the
frame E, and to it is con nected near its pivotal
points a light spring i^ the tendency of this

spring being to draw the pawl upward (the 95
other end of this spring being secured to the
upright e'). The upper edge or surface of
this pawl I is notched or indented at i^, as
shown in Fig. 3. The cross-head G' also has
a lug or projection J, which extends down- 100

wardly below the lower edge of the bar H, or,

as will be readily understood, this cross head
may be cast of one piece with its side edge
made straight, but mortised or recessed so as
to form the projection g^^, against which the 105
bar H rests, to prevent it from rising, as be-
fore stated, the lug or projection J also form-
ing a part of this casting. The lower end of
the lug or projection J is beveled, as shown,
so that when it moves to the right it will tie

easily depress the pawl I, by riding over the
inner rounded end thereof, and be prevented
from returning by the rising of the said pawl,
whereby the indent i^ therein will engage
therewith and hold it. There are many other 115
devices which may be employed for this pur-
pose. The lever D passes up alongside the
back of the box C, and moves lengthwise of
the box through a slot in the top thereof, cut
out for this purpose. It also passes along the 120
side of the cross-head G, through a space
made in the cross head (shown in Fig. 4).

Referring now to the pin h^, which, as be-
fore stated, passes through the plate B that
connects the attachment to the phonograph— 1 25
this pin W projects through, the plate and
through a slot or opening in the side of the
box C, so that the rocking bar H rests upon
it; therefore when the bar H is down in its

normal position, and prevented from rising 13

by the lug g^^ on the cross head G', that is,

when the machine is at rest and in its normal
position, it holds the phonograph arm, carry-
ing the diaphragm with the recording point
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thereon, i. e. the reproducer in a raised posi-

tion and out of contact with the phonogram,
and this is the preferred position of the pho-
nograph arm and diaphragm when the ma-

5 chine is at rest, so as to prevent the needle or
recordingpointon the diaphragm from resting
upon the phonogram and marking and de-
stroying the record registered upon it. When
the bar H rises, the pin h^, plate B, and lug a'

lo on the rear of the phonograph arm will rise

with it, and the other end of the phonograph
arm a will fall and lower the reproducer into
its proper position on the phonogram, so as
to enable the phonograph to talk when the

15 phonogram is rotated, it being understood,
of course, that the rise and fall of this phono-
graph arm has been previously determined
and adjusted with reference to the phono-
gram, so that the movementof the rod Hand

20 plate B will be within the predetermined lim-
its of the adjustment.
As will be seen by Fig. 11 the vertical por-

tion of the plate B is somewhat longer than
the body of the plate, and has several open-

25 ings in it. The purpose of these openings or
holes, through one of which, as shown, the
pin b^ passes, is to enable the attachment to

be adjusted so that the phonograph will begin
to talk as soon as the motor begins to run,

30 that is, since the record on the phonogram
may not begin at its extreme end, and in or-

der that the listener may not have to wait for

the arm to travel any distance to the point
where the record begins before the talking

35 commences, the pin h'^ is inserted into one of

the openings or holes, according to the point
or place where the record registered on the
phonogram begins, for as is hereinafter ex-

plained, the plate B, and with it the phono-
40 graph arm, is carried to the left, that is from

the end to the beginning of the record, by the
engagement of the lug J with the pin b^. The
other openings in this portion of the plate B,

through one of which the pin &* is inserted,

45 are for the purpose of regulating how much
of the record registered upon the phonogram
it is desired shall be heard, andsince, as will

be readily understood, this pin releases the

pawl that holds cross-head G', if it is placed

50 at only a short distance from the outer end
of the plate B it will the sooner reach the

pawl and release it, thereby stopping the ma-
chine by breaking the circuit at the contact

points g^ g^.

55 I do not limit myself to the means shown
and described for raising and lowering the

phonograph arm, nor to the adjustable device

shown and described for regulating how much
of the record registered on the phonogram

60 shall be heard, nor to the means shown and
described operated by the phonograph itself

for automatically breaking the motor circuit

and raising the phonograph arm so as to en-

able the parts to be returned, since other

65 devices which accomplish the desired results

can be employed for the purpose mentioned
without departing from the spirit of my in-

vention.
The locking mechanism which I preferably

emploj^ to lock the attachment, and which can 70
only be released after the insertion into it of

a coin, is shown in detail in Figs. 5, 6, 7 and
8, and consists of one or more elbow levers or
triggers (four being shown in the drawings),
K K', K^K^. These levers are connected with 75
the cross head 6, and are pivoted at their

elbows on a spindle or shaft Z, the ends of
which shaft bear in holes drilled in projec-
tions forming a part of the cross head G (see

Fig. 5), The levers K K' K** are exactly alike, 80
and the arms n on each one of them has a
rounded lug or projection n' on its lower end.
The arm n of the lever K^ is a little longer
than the arms of the other levers and termi-
nates in the projection or stop s at the lower 85
end, on which the coin that has been dropped
into the machine falls. To each of the levers

between the pivotal point and their outer
ends is attached a spring it, h', P, k^, the ten-

sion of which is downward, the lower end of 90
each of these springs being secured to the
carriage or cross head G.
Lisa support upon which rises or is screwed

a plate or stop M, (or these could be east in one
piece,) with which the rear or outer ends m 95
of said levers are adapted to engage, and this

stop has its upper edge notched on one side
at 0, and the other side made rounded, it ex-

tending under all of the levers K K', K^ K^, or
some other form of fixed stop could be used. loc
As will be seen by the drawings (Fig. 8), each
of said levers has a projection m' formed on
its under side, the lower edges of which are
slightly rounded, and these projections rest

upon the top of the stop M, Fig. 6 showing 105
the position of the levers resting on the stop
M, in the manner which they do when the
machine is locked. The extreme outer ends
m of the levers K K', K^ are provided with
projections m^ on the left of the projections m' no
so that when the said levers fall or are drawn
by the springs Jc A;', A;^, and are drawn over
to the right, the acute forward edges of the
said projections m? will engage with the stop
M and lock the cross-head G, which is there- 115
by prevented from being moved. The lever
K^ also has a projection m? on its under side
in the same position as the projections m^ on
the levers K K' and K^, but this projection m^
as shown in Fig. G, is a little longer or wider 120
than the projections rti^ on the other levers,

and extends slightly below them and slightly
in advance of them, and has both its inner
and outer edges rounded. To the top of the
upright e and over these levers, when the cross 125
head G is in its normal position, is screwed
or otherwise secured a plate N upon which
rests the cylindrical receptacle 0, into which
the coin is first dropped, and through which
it passes, and this receptacle is so placed that 130
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the coia will pass through it, preferably ia a
straight line, so as to fall directly upon the
stop or lug s on the bottom of the lever Kl
The operation of the machine is as follows:

S A coin, say a five cent nickel piece, is dropped
into the slot in the cylindrical receptacle O,
and will pass therethrough down in front of
the levers K K' K^ K^and between them and
the space cut out in the inward extension g*^

lo of the cross head G', and will fall directly
upon the lusr or projection son the bottom of
the lever K^, and will also come in contact
with the lugs n' on levers K, K', Kl '^^q
lever D is then grasped by the hand and

15 drawn to the right, and first strikes the cross-
head G which, in turn, strikes cross-head G',
thoy being both carried in this manner by the
lever D to the extreme right of the rods F F'.
The coin that is interposed between the arm

20 g^ of. the cross head G' and the levers K K'
IP K^ if it be the proper coin, that is, of the
requisite diameter and thickness, will nearly
fill the space between the levers and the arm
g^, permitting a very slight movement, if any,

25 of the levers, independent of the movement
of the cross head, and on moving the lever D,
the lugs n' on the arm n of the levers K K'
K^ will press against this coin, and the outer
ends of the levers K K', K^ will ride over the

30 stop M, that is, the inner arms of the levers
K K' K^ are prevented from moving upward
by the interposed coin, but, on the contrary,
are forced backward, thereby preventing the
outer ends m of these levers, and the projee-

35 tions m^ thereon from falling and engaging
the stop M, which would lock the attachment.
At the same time the outer end of the lever K^
upon the inner end of which, on the lug or
stop s thereof, the coin rests, will also ride

40 over the stop M, the outer end m of the le-

ver moving slightly upward as well as for-

ward in riding over the said stop M. The
inner end n thereof is thereby moved slightly
backward, but sufficiently to drop or throw

45 the coin into the money box, since the upright
g^ on the cross-head G' will have been moved
away from it, as above stated. As will be
readily seen, to unlock the attachment, all

three of the levers K K' K'' must be held in

50 the position shown in Fig. 6, which is accom-
plished by interposing the proper cuin, as, if

for any reason, one of them did not rise over
the stop M, the attachment would be locked,

that is, the coin must be a solid coin, for, even

55 though it be of the requisite thickness and
diameter, for if it had a hole in the center,

like a washer, it would not trip one of the le-

vers, since the lug on the bottom of the arm
n of one of them would pass through the een-

60 ter hole thereof, and the arm- n of that par-
ticular lever would, therefore, not be prevent-
ed from moving forward and upward, which
would cause the projection in^ on the outer
end of that lever to drop behind the stop M.

65 As will be noticed the arm of the lever K^
upon which is the stop s, on which the coin ^

strikes, is placed on one side of the center,
hence, if the coin inserted be of a too small
diameter, even though it be solid, when it

strikes upon the stops on theleverlP, it will 70
be thrown to the opposite side, and therefore
would not come in contact with the outer le-

ver on the other side, which lever would still

lock the machine, for the reasons stated. Or,
if the coin were too thin it would not prevent 75
the projection m^ on the outer ends of the le-
vers K K' K^ from dropping down and en-
gaging the notch on the stop M and locking
the machine, and this would result in such
case by merely a slight movement of the le- 80
ver D, that is when the levers are in the
position shown in Fig. 6, and when no coin, or
one that is too thin, is dropped in the machine,
a slight movement of lever D, striking against
the cross head G, will move these levers KK' 85
K^ K^sufficiently-to the right to cause the pro-
jections to' on the under side of their outer
endsm to slide down off the top of stop M (in-
stead of riding over it) and the projections m^
m^ by their own weight, and also by the ten- 90
sion of the springs A; k'k'^k^, to drop down and
strike against the stop M, thus locking the
machine. But if a proper coin be inserted and
rests on the lugs of the arm n of the lever K^
and the lever D be then moved, since, as be- 95
fore stated, the arms n of the levers K K' K^'
cannot therefore move to the right and up-
ward, independent of the movement of the
cross head G, the outer ends of these levers
cannot drop, but the projections m^ and m^ loc
thereon will slide or ride over the top of stop
M, thereby releasing the attachment, and the
lever K^ carrying the coin will be tripped,
and the coin emptied, (see Fig. 8,) into the
moneybox (not shown), it taking only a slight 105
movement of the lever KHo throw the money
out of the machine and into the money-box,
and this is so particularly when an improper
coin is inserted, which will always be emp-
tied from the machine. I do not, however, irc
limit myself to the use with an attachment
embodying my invention of a locking and re-
leasing device of the specific construction
shown and described, but any other suitable
locking and releasing device may be em- 115
ployed by me therewith without departing
from the spirit of my invention, but the de-
vice shown and described efficiently accom-
plishes the desired results. As, of course,
will be readily understood, when the coin 12c
dropped into the machine is not of proper
thickness, and the lever D is then moved in
an attempt to release the locking mechanism
so as to hear the phonograph, the lever will
strike the cross head G which carries the le- 125
vers K K' IP IP, and which will thereby be
moved slightly to the right, causing the pro-
jections m' on the outer ends of these levers,
(which projections rest upon the stop M,) to
be also moved a little to the right, whereby 130
the projections m' will slide off the upper
rounded edge of stop M, being assisted in
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so doing by the springs Tc h' h^, which draw
them down, and the projections in^, will strike
against the stop M and be held therebj^ since
the coin is not thick enongh to fill to the de-

5 sired extent the interstices or slots formed by
the upright g^ on the cross-head G' and the
lugs n' on the arms n of the levers K K' K^
the arms n being thus left free to move up-
ward and forward unimpeded a short dis-

ro tance, but sufficient to drop the outer ends
of these levers, as just explained, and pre-
vent them from riding over stop M. At the
same time, the outer ends of the lever K'^ will

also have fallen, since the projection ni' on
15 its under side will have slid off the stop M,

but as the projection ?/i^ thereon is a little

wider than the projection vi^ on the other
levers, and extends a little below them, it

will attempt to ride over the stop M, there-
20 by raising arm m of the said lever K^ and

lowering or drawing back its other arm n,

throwing the bad coin in the money box.
The cross head G is released, however, by
releasing the locking mechanism through the

25 medium of a proper coin, as above set forth,

thus permitting the lever D to force it to-

gether with cross head G' which is in advance
of it, to the right until the projection J on
the cross-head G' strikes the pawl I, upon or

30 over which it rides, thereby depressing said
pawl, which is again raised by the spring i^

the indent i^ in the pawl engaging the said
projection. At the same time the plug g^ on
the cross-head G' is inserted between the con-

35 tacts g^ g^, closing the circuit at that point,
the plug being held therein by the engage-
ment of the pawl I on the projection J, which
engagement also holds the cross -head G'
against its return movement, as will be read-

40 ily understood. The movement of the cross-
head G' to the right expands spring/, there-
by storing up power to return this cross-head
G' when the projection J is released from the
pawl I. As the cross-head G' moves along,

45 the lug or projection g^^, forming part of it,

rides on the upper edge of the bar H, and
when it reaches the end of this bar H, where
the same is cut away, the bar H will rise, be-
ing drawn up by the spring h, at the same

30 time lowering the reproducer into a position
for talking, since the pin W on the plate B, as
before explained, is in direct contact with the
under side or edge of this bar H, which is

pivoted at W h^ on the uprights of the attach-

55 ment, that is, when this rocking bar moves
up the pin 6^, in the plate B, also moves up,
and the reproducer on the phonograph arm
is lowered. The phonograph does not yet be-
gin to talk, for the motor which drives it has

60 not commenced to run since the electric cir-

cuit from the battery to this motor is broken
at the other side of the attachment, for the
plug/* on the cross-head G has been with-
drawn from the contacts at the starting point.

65 The lever D is now returned to its original
pnvition, or the position which it had before
lac- coin was inserted, being pushed by the

cross-head G, which is drawn back on the

guide rods F F' by the spring g' attached to

it, which has been expanded by the previous 70

motion of the lever D, and the levers KK'K^K^
traveling back with the cross head G will ride

over the stop M and lock the machine again,

and at the same time the plug/^ carried by
this cross-head G will be inserted between the 75

contacts in the upright on that side of the at-

tachment, thereby closing the circuit at that

point and completely closing the motor cir-

cuit, and starting the motor, which causes the

phonograph arm to travel and the phonograph 80

to talk. Thus it will be seen that the elec-

tric circuit is broken at two points, one on
each side of the frame of the attachment, be-

tween which points the lever D travels, that

when the attachment is in its normal posi- 85

tion, the circuit is always broken atone point;

that the motion of the lever D in one direc-

tion closes the circuit at one point, stores up
power to break the circuit at that point at

the proper time or when it is desired the pho- 90
nograph shall cease to talk, and at the same
time lowers the reproducer into position in

relation to the phonogram for talking; and
that by this movement of the lever D the cir-

cuit is broken at the starting point, the cir- 95
cult at this point being, however, completed
by the return movement of the lever to its

original position, thereby completely closing

the motor circuit and at the same time lock-

ing the attachment before the phonograph 100

has begun to talk. As will be seen in the

drawings, the pin &* is placed in advance of

the pin h^, and this distance in advance is de-

termined according to how much of the pho-
nograph record it is desired shall be heard, 105

the pin h^ being also placed slightly below the

pin 6^, (see Fig. 11) and as the phonograph
arm carrying the reproducer R moves along

the phonogram and the machine continues to

talk, it carries the plate B with it, and of no
course the pins Ir" h\ until the pin 6* strikes

the pawl I (see Figs. 2, 3 and 10) depressing

or tripping it, thereby releasing the bar J
and cross head G', whereupon this cross-head

is drawn back or returned to its original po- 115

sition by the spring/. By the return motion
of the cross-head G' the plug g^ is withdrawn
from the contacts g^ g^ and the circuit is

broken, shutting off the electric current and
stopping the motor, and the phonograph ceases 120

to talk. As will be understood when the

cross-head G' returns, the projection or lug
g^'^ thereon rides up over the indent li^ in the

outer end of bar H, which is thereby depressed,

raising the reproducer off the phonogram, in 125

the manner before explained, and this before
the phonograph arm has commenced to re-

turn, so that in returning the needle or point

r on the diaphragm S of the reproducer R
will not cut or destroy the record registered 130
upon the phonogram, and this raising of the
phonogram arm is accomplished through the
medium of the pin h^, which is attached to

the phonograph plate B, and is in direct con-
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*
tact with the bar H, all as before explained,
at the same time ci"oss-head G' being brought
back by the spring /to its original position
directly in advance of the cross-head G, as

5 just stated. These operations occur in a very
short period of time, almost simultaneously,
and as soon as the phonograph arm has trav-

eled to the end of the movement, or to any
desired point of its forward movement, the

lo pawl I is caused to be tripped by the pin b*,

the cross-head G' is at once released and car-

ried back by spring /to its original position;

the phonograph arm is raised, the circuit

broken, and the phonograph stops; but the
X5 phonograph arm must also be returned to its

original position, and this is accomplished by
means of the pin h^ of the plate B, which is

struck by the rod J of the cross-head G',

whereby the plate B and with it the phono-
20 graph arm is carried or forced back to its

original position, and the machine is ready to

be operated again by another coin, as set

forth. The pin h% which operates pawl I, can
be so adjusted that with the movement of the

25 phonograph arm, it shall release the pawl,
break the electric circuit, lower the bar H,
and raise the phonograph arm, as before ex-

plained. Thus it will be seen that this at-

tachment will not operate except upon the

30 insertion of the coin for which the machine
has been adjusted, and although released

after the proper coin has been inserted into

it, the phonograph will not begin to talk un-
til the lever has been moved and returned

35 to its original position and the attachment
locked again—ready for the insertion of an-

other coin, thereby preventing a repetition

of the reproduction without the payment or

insertion into the machine of another coin.

40 From the foregoing it will also be seen that

a coin controlled, or coin actuated machine
or attachment for throwing a phonograph
into operation, or for automatically operating
a phonograph, embodying my invention, com-

4.5 prises the features which are specified in the

following claims. .

I believe that I am the first to conceive and
produce the broad fundamental combinations
between a phonograph, coin controlled mech-

50 anism, and mechanism to shift or raise or

lower the reproducer which ai'e necessary- to

the production of coin controlled phono-
graphs. And I believe that I am the first to

combine such coin controlled mechanism with

55 a phonograph that is operated by an electric

motor, and also the first to include the motor
in a circuit that can be opened at two points

in the operation of the coin controlled phono-
graph, and also the tirst to open and close

60 such motor circuit at two points in the man-
ner herein described.

In developing this broad invention I have
made numerous specific inventions. In or-

der to cover my invention completely, I have
65 filed three applications, of which this is the

generic application, and the other two spe-

cific applications. They are application se-

rially numbered 381,404, filed February 14,

1891, for improvements in machines foroper-

atinir phonographs, and application serially 70

numbered 384,477, filed March 10, 1891, for im-

provements in machines for operating phono-

graphs.
While I have shown and described my in-

vention as applied to phonographs as the 75

mechanism to be thrown into operation by
a machine embodying my invention, yet I do

not limit my invention to its use with phono-

graphs or talking machines, nor do I mean
to limit my invention to the specific construe- 80

tion of a coin controlled machine or attach-

ment for throwing phonographs into opera-

tion, embodying my invention, heretofore de-

scribed and shown in drawings, nor to the

particular construction of devices, separately 85

or in combination, forming a part thereof,

nor do I limit my invention to its use with

phonographs per se, since I use the word pho-

nograph throughout this specification, and
the claims forming a part of it, as a generic 90

terra, and intend to include thereby all talk-

ing machines, such as the graphophone and
the phonograph-graphophone, but

What I declaim as my invention, and de-

sire to secure by Letters Patent, is

—

95

1. The combination, with a coin controlled

phonograph, of means, released by the phono-

graph, to shift the reproducer, substantially

as described.

2. The combination, with a phonograph, of 100

a coin controlled mechanism for throwing it

into operation, means for raising and lower-

ing the reproducer, and means released by the

phonograph to shift the reproducer, substan-

tially as described. i°i)

3. The combination, with a phonograph, of

a coin controlled mechanism for throwing it

into operation, means operated by the pho-

nograph to stop the phonograph, and means

to shift the reproducer, substantially as de- tio

scribed.

4. The combination, with a phonograph, of

a coin controlled mechanism for throwing it

into operation, means for raising and lower-

ing the reproducer, and means operated by "5
the phonograph to stop the phonograph, sub-

stantially as described.

5. The combination, with a phonograph, of

a coin controlled mechanism for lowering the

reproducer and throwing the phonograph into 120

operation, and means operated by the phono-

graph to raise the reproducer and stop the

phonograph, substantially as described.

G. The combination, with a phonograph, of

a coin controlled mechanism for throwing it 125

into operation, means operated by the phono-

graph to stop the phonograph, and means re-

leased by the phonograph to shift the repro-

ducer, substantially as described.

7. Thecombination, with a phonograph, of 13c

a coin controlled mechanism, means for rais-

ing and lowering the reproducer, means for

moving the reproducer along the phonogram, -

and means for shifting the reproducer, said

If
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raising, lowering;, moving and shifting means,
all operating automatically in propersequence
upon each operation of the coin controlled
mechanism, substantially as described.

5 8. The combination, with a phonograph, of
a coin controlled mechanism for setting it

into operation, and storing power to shift the
reproducer, the said coin controlled mechan-
ism being operated by hand, and means auto-

lo matically operated by the phonograph for re-

leasingthepowerand shifting the reproducer,
substantially as described.

9. The combination, with a phonograph, of
a coin controlled mechanism, means for low-

1$ ering the reproducer, and means for throwing
the phonograph into operation, both of tlie

two last named means operating in the order
stated, upon each operation of the coin con-
trolled mechanism, means for lifting the re-

20 producer, and means for shifting the phono-
graph arm, substantially as described.

10. The combination with a phonograph, of
a coin controlled mechanism, means for low-
ering the reproducer, means for moving the

25 reproducer along the phonogram, both of said
last named means operating in the order
stated upon each operation of the coin con-
trolled mechanism, means for lifting the re-

producer, and means for shifting the repro-
30 ducer, both of said means being thrown into

operation by the phonograph, in the order
stated, substantially as described.

11. The combination, with a coin controlled
phonograph, of means for shifting the repro-

35 ducer, and means operated by the shifting
means for raising the reproducer, substan-
tially as described.

12. The combination, with a phonograph, of
a device for raising and lowering the repro-

40 ducer, and coin controlled mechanism operat-
ing on said device to raise and lower it, and
thereby lower and raise the reproducer, sub-
stantially as described.

13. Thecombination, with a phonograph, of

4S f^ raising and lowering device connected with
the reproducer, and means normally held
locked, and adapted to be released by a coin
to operate on said device to raise and lower
it, and thereby lower and raise the reproducer,

50 substantially as described.
14. The combination, ^\ith a phonograph,

operated by a motor, of a coin controlled
mechanism for starting and stopping the mo-
tor, and mechanism for raising and lowering

55 the reproducer, substantially as described.
15. The combination, with a phonograph

operated by a motor, of a circuit breaker in

the motor circuit, opened by the reproducer at
the end of the record, and means for closing

f>o the circuit at the said circuit breaker when
the phonograph is to be operated, substan-
tially as described.

16. The combination, with a phonograph,
operated by a motor, and having its motor

65 circuit normally open, of coin controlled
mechanism for closing said circuit, and means

operated by the phonograph to open said cir-

cuit, substantially as described.
17. The combination, with a phonograph

operated by a motor, and having its motorcir- 70

cuit normally open, of a coin controlled mech-
anism for closing the motor circuit, means op-

erated bj^ the phonograph to open said cir-

cuit, and means for raising and lowering the

reproducer, substantially as described. 75

18. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor, and having its motor cir-

cuit normally open, of coin controlled mech-
anism for closing the circuit to operate the

phonograph, means operated by the phono- >!>o

graph to open the circuit and stop the phono-
graph, and means forshiftiug the reproducer,
substantially as described.

19. The combination, with a phonograph
operated bj' a motor, and having its motor cir- 85

cuit normally open, of coin controlled mech-
anism for closing the circuit to operate the

phonograph, means operated by the phono-
graph to open the circuit and stop the phono-
graph, means for shifting the reproducer, and 90

means for raising and lowering the repro-

ducer, substantially as described.

20. The combination, with a phonograph,
operated by a motor and having its motor cir-

cuit normally open, of coin controlled mech- 95

anism to close the motor circuit, and lower

the reproducer, substantially as described.

21. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor, and having its motor cir-

cuit normally open, of coin controlled mech- ico

anism to close the circuit and lower the re-

producer, and means operated by the phono-
graph to open the circuit and raise the repro-

ducer, substantially as described.

22. The combination, with a phonograph 105

operated by a motor, and having its motor cir-

cuit normally open, of a coin controlled mech-
anism for closing the circuit, and throwing
the phonograph into operation, means for

raising and lowering the reproducer, means rio

operated by the phonograph to open the cir-

cuit and stop the phonograph, substantially

as described.
23. The combination, with a phonograph

operated by a motor and having its motor cir- 1 1

5

cuit normally open, of means for lowering
the reproducer, means for closing the motor
circuit, both said means being coin controlled,

means for opening the motor circuit, means
for lifting the reproducer, and means for shift- 120

ing the reproducer, substantially as described.

24. The combination, with a phonograph,
operated by a motor, and having its motor cir-

cuit normally open, of coin controlled mech-
anism for closing said circuit, means for low- 125

ering the reproducer, and means operated by
the phonograph to open said circuit and raise

the reproducer, substantially as described.

25. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor and having its motor cir- 130

cuit normally open, of a coin controlled mech-
anism for closing said circuit, means for low-
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15

20

25

30

ering the reproducer, means operated by the
phonograph to open said circuit and raise the
reproducer, and means to shift the reproducer,
fiubstantially as described.

26. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor and having its motor cir-

cuit normally open, of a device to hold the
reproducer in a raised position, coin (!on-

trolled mechanism to lower the reproducer
to and close the motor circuit, and means oper-

ated by the reproducer to open the motor cir-

cuit and raise the reproducer, substantially
as described.

27. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor, of a coin controlled
mechanism for starting and stopping the mo-
tor, a shifting lever, and an automatic lifting

device for the reproducer of said phonograph,
substantially as described.

28. The combination, with a phonograph
operated bj^ a motor, and having its motor cir-

cuit normally open, of a coin controlled mech-
anism, means operated by the coin controlled
mechanism for closing the motor circuit,

means for raising and lowering the repro-
ducer, means for moving the reproducer
along the phonogram, means for opening the
motor circuit, and means for shifting the re-

producer, said raising,lowering, moving, shift-

ing and circuit opening means all operating
automatically in proper sequence upon each
operation of the coin controlled mechanism,
substantially as described.

29. The combination, with a phonograph
35 operated by a motor, and having its motor cir-

cuit normally open, of a coin controlled mech-
anism, means for lowering the reproducer,
and means for closing the motor circuit, both
of the two last named means operating in the

40 order stated, upon each operation of the coin
controlled mechanism, means for lifting the
reproducer, means for opening the motor cir-

cuit, and means for shifting the reproducer,
substantially as described.

30. The combination, with a phonograph
operated bj' a motor, and having its motor cir-

cuit normally open, of a coin controlled mech-
anism, means for lowering the reproducer,
means for closing the motor circuit, both of
said last named means operating in the order
named upon each operation of the coin con-
trolled mechanism, means for lifting the re-

producer, means for opening the said motor
circuit, and means for shifting the reprod ucer,

55 all three of said means being thrown into op-
eration by the phonograph, substantiallj^ as
described.

31. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor, and having its motor

60 circuit normally open, of mechanism which
is normally held locked, and is released by a
coin, to throw the phonograph into position
for operation, and means to relock said mech-
anism and close the motor circuit simultane-

65 ously, substantially as described.
32. The combination, with a phonograph

operated by a motor and having its moto

45

50

circuit normally open, of mechanism which
is normally held locked and is released by a
coin, and means to lower the reproducer, lock

the said mechanism again and close the mo-
tor circuit before the phonograph has com-
menced to operate, substantially as described.

33. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor and having its motor
circuit normally open, of a device to hold the
reproducer from contact with the phonogram,
coin controlled mechanism to hold the phono-
graph locked, and means to close the motor
ci rcuit and lower the reprod ucei', substantially

as described.
34. The combination, with a phonograph

operated by a motor and having its motor
circuit normally open, of a device to hold the
reproducer from contact with the phonogram,
coin controlled mechanism to hold the phono-
graph locked, means to close said motor cir-

cuit and lower the reproducer, and means to

hold said motor circuit closed, which last

named means are released by the phono-
graph to break said motor circuit, and means
operated by the phonograph to stop the phono-
graph and to raise the reproducer at any de-

sired point in the forward travel thereof, sub-

stantially as described.

35. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor, of an attachment which
is normally held locked, and is released by a
coin to lower the reproducer, and means to

lock the attachment again and close the mo-
tor circuit before the phonograph begins to

operate, substantiallj^ as described.

36. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor and having its motor
circuit normally open, of mechanism which
is normally held locked, and is released by a
coin to throw the phonograph into position

for operating, and means to relock said mech-
anism and close the motor circuit simultane-
ously, substantially as described.

37. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor, of an attachment which
is norraallj' held locked, and is released by a
coin to lower the reproducer, means to lock
the attachment again and close the motor cir-

cuit before the phonograph begins to operate,

and means operated by the phonograph to

raise the reproducer and open the motor cir-

cuit, substantially as described.

38. The combination, with a phonograpl?
operated by a motor, of an attachment which
is normally held locked, and is released by a
coin to lower the reproducer, means to lock
the attachment again and close the motor cir-

cuit before the phonograph begins to operate,

means to raise the reproducer and open the

motor circuit, and means to shift the repro-

ducer, substantially as described.

39. The combination, with a phonograph
operated bj' a motor and having its motor
circuit normally open, of a mechanism which
is normally held locked, and is released by a
coin to throw the phonograph into position

for operation, means to relock said mechan-

70

75

80

85

90

95
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ism and close the motor circuit simultane-
ously, means operated by the phonograph for

opening the motor circuit, means for lower-

ing and raising the reproducer, and means
5 for shifting the reproducer, substantially as

described.
40. The combination, with a phonograph, of

a motor for operating it, in a circuit which
can be opened and closed at two points, an

10 attachment which is normally held locked,
and is released by a coin to open said motor
circuit at one of the said points and close it

at the other point, means to hold the circuit

closed at the second point, means to throw

IS the phonograph in position to operate, and
means to simultaneous]}' close the circuit at

the first point and relock the attachment, sub-
stantially as described.

41. The combination, with a phonograph, of

2o a motor for operating it in a circuit that can
be opened and closed at two points, an at-

tachment which is normally held locked, and
is released by a coin to open said motor cir-

cuit at one of said points and close it at the

25 other point, means to hold the circuit closed

at the second point, means to simultaneously
close the circuit at the first point and relock

the attachment, and means operated by the
phonograph to open the circuit at the second

30 point, substantially as described.

42. The combination, with a phonograph, of

a motor for operating it in a circuit which can
be opened and closed at two points, an attach-

ment which is normally held locked, and is re-

35 leased by a coin to open the circuit at one of

said points and close it at the other point,

means to hold thecircuit closed at the second
point, means to simultaneously close the cir-

cuit at the first point and relock the attach-

40 ment, means operated by the phonograph to

open the circuit at the second point, means
for raising and lowering the reproducer, and
means for shifting the reproducer, substan-
tially as described.

45 43. Thecombination,with a phonograph, of

means to hold the reproducer up, a motor in a
circuit that can be opened and closed at two
points for operating the phonograph, an at-

tachment which is normally held locked, and
50 Is released by a coin to open said motor cir-

cuit at one of said points, and to close it at

the other point, means to hold the circuit

closed at the second point, means to lower the
reproducer, and means to simultaneously

55 close the circuit at the first point and lock

the attachment, substantiall}' as described.

44. The combination, with a phonograph, of

means to hold the reproducer up, a motor in a
circuit that can be opened or closed at two

5o points for operating the phonograph, an at-

tachment which is normally held locked and
is released by a coin to open said motor cir-

cuit at one of said points and close it at the

other point, means to hold the circuit closed

515 at the second point, means to lower the repro-

ducer, means to open the motor circuit at the

second point, and means to lift the repro-

ducer off the phonogram, and means to shift

the reproducer, substantially as described.
45. The combination, with a phonograph, of 70

means to hold the reproducer up, a motor in a
circuit that can be opened and closed at two
points for operating the phonograph, an at-

tachment which is normally held locked, and
is released by a coin to open the motor cir- 75
cuit at one of said points and close it at the
other point, means to hold the circuit closed

at the second point, means to lower the repro-

ducer on the phonogram, means to open the
motor circuit at the second point, means to 80
lift the reproducer, and means to shift the re-

producer, said circuit opening, lifting and
shifting means being operated by the phono-
graph, substantially as described.

46. The combination, with a phonograph, of 85
a coin controlled mechanism for throwing it

into operation, and adjustable means operated
by the phonograph to stop the phonograph at
any desired point, substantially as described.

47. The combination, with a phonograph 90
operated by a motor and having its motor cir-

cuit normally open, of coiu controlled mech-
anism for closing the circuit to operate said
phonograph, and adjustable means operated
by the phonograph to the open motor circuit 95
and stop the phonograph at any desired point,
substantially as described.

48. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor and having its motor cir-

cuit normally open, of coin controlled mech- 100
anism for closing said motor circuit, adjust-
able means operated by the phonograph to

open said motor circuit and stop the phono-
graph at any desired point, and means also
operated by the phonograph to raise the re- 105
producer, substantially as described.

49. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor, of a rocking bar which
engages with the arm thereof, of an attach-
ment consisting of two cross-heads, each of no
which carries an electrode through which the
motor circuit is completed, one of which cross-
heads engages with the rocking bar to raise
the reproducer off the phonograph, means re-

leased by a coin for effecting the movement 115
of these cross heads so as to open the circuit

at one point and close it at the other point,
and to lower the reproducer, a catch fn the
path of the phonograph arm to hold one of
the cross-heads in position, means for return- 120
ing the other cross head to its original position,
means for locking it there and simultaneously
closing the motor circuit, and means for re-

turning the first cross head to its original po-
sition, and thereby breaking the motor cir- 125
cuit, and lifting and shifting the reproducer
when the said cross head is released by the
phonograph, substantially as described.

50. The combination, with a phonograph, of
a plate B having the tongues b 6, plates 6' &', 130
projection b^, and pin b^, and the rocking bar
H, all arranged to operate substantially as,
and for the purpose set forth.

51. The combination, with a phonograph, of
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the plate B, having the tongues h h, plates h' h',

projection b\ and pins ¥ and h\ roekinK bar
H and spring pawl I, all arranged to operate
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

5 52. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor, and having its motor
circuit normally open, of an attachment which
consists of two cross-heads, each carrying a
plug for making and breaking said motor cir-

lo cuit, a coin controlled locking and releasing
device connected with one of said cross heads,
and a device operated by said cross heads to
lower the reproducer, substantially as de-
scribed.

£5 53. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor, of a coin controlled at-
tachment which consists of two cross heads
for operating said phonograph, each of which
cross heads carries a projection or ping for

2o making and breaking said motor circuit,
means to lower the reproducer and move said
cross heads from their normal position to
break the motor circuit at one point and close
it at another, a device to hold one of the

25 cross heads and keep the circuit closed at
that point, and a device to return the other
cross head to complete the motor circuit and
lock the attachment again before the phono-
graph can commence to operate, substantially

30 as described.

54. The combination, with a phonograph,
operated by a motor, of a coin controlled at-
tachment, which consists of two cross-heads
for operating the phonograph, each of which

35 cross-heads carries a projection or plug for
making and breakingthemotorcircuit, means
to lower the reproducer, and move said cross
heads from their normal position to break the
motor circuit at one point and close it at an-

40 other, a device to hold one of the cross-heads
and keep the circuit closed at that point, a
device to return the other cross-head to com-
plete the motor circuit and lock the attach-
ment again before the phonograph has com-

45 menced to operate, and means operated by
the phonograph to break the circuit, raise the
reproducer and shift the reproducer, substan-
tially as described.

55. An attachment for operating phono-
50 graphs, which consists of a frame or box to

which are attached guide rods F F', cross-
heads G G', which travel on said guide rods,
springs connected with said box or frame
and with said cross heads to return the cross

55 heads, each of said cross heads carrying a
projectionor plug for makingandbreakingthe
motor circuit that operates the phonograph,
a coin controlled locking and releasing de-
vice to release the cross heads, a rocking bar

60 H, a spring pawl I, and a plate B, substan-
tially as described.

56. An attachment for operating phono-
graphs, which consists of a frame or box to
which are attached guide rods F F', cross

65 heads G G', which travel on said guide rods,
springs connected with said box or frame and
with the said cross-heads to return the cross

heads, each of said cross-heads carrying a
projection or plug for making and breaking
the motor circuit that operates the phono- 70
graph, a coin controlled locking and releas-
ing device to release the cross heads, a rock-
ing bar H, a spring pawl I, a projection on
the cross-head G' to prevent the bar H from
rising, a projection J. on said cross head G' 75
which engasres the pawl land holds the cross
head G' at that point, a plate B connected
with a sleeve A of the phonograph, one end
of which plate is in contact with the phono-
graph arm a, an adjustable pin ¥, upon 80
which the rocking barH rests, and an adjust-
able pin &* to trip the pawl I at any desired
point on the travel of the phonograph arm,
substantially as and for the purpose setforth.

57. An attachment for operating phono- 85
graphs, which remains normally locked and is

released by a coin, consisting of two cross-
heads, each carrying a projection or plug for
makingand breaking themotorcircuitthatop-
erates the phonograph, alever to carry or force 90
both the cross-heads or carriages in the same
direction, to break the said motor circuit at
one point and close it at the other point, a
spring pawl for holding the circuit closed at
the last named point, means to return the le- 95
ver and lock the attachment again, and at the
same time, close the motor circuit at the first

point, and thereby complete the motor circuit
before the phonograph begins to operate, and
a device for raising and lowering the repro- loc
ducer operated by the phonograph through
one of the cross-heads, substantially as de-
scribed.

58. An attachment for operating phono-
graphs, which normally remains locked, and 1051
is released by a coin, consisting of two cross
heads, each carrying a projection or plug for
making and breaking the motor circuit that
operates the phonograph, a device to carry or
force both the cross-heads in the same direc- iioj
tion to break the motor circuit at one point
and close it at the other point, and mechan-
ism to hold the circuit closed, but which is

released by the phonograph to break the mo-
tor circuit, raise the reproducer and shift said 115]
reproducer to its starting point at any de-
sired point in the travel of the phonograph
arm, substantially as described.

59. An attachment for operating phono-
graphs, which remains normally locked, and 120]
is released by a coin, consisting of two cross
heads, each carrying a projection or plug for
making and breaking the motor circuit that
operates the phonograph, a lever to carry or
force both the cross-heads in the same direc- 125
tion to break the electric circuit at one point
and close it at another, mechanism to hold
the circuit closed, but which is released by the
phonograph to break the motor circuit, raise

,

the reproducer, and shift the reproducer to 130
its starting point at any desired point on the
travel of the reproducer, a locking and releas-
ing device which consists of one or more le-

vers, and a fixed stop with which one of the
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free ends of said levers engages to lock the

attachment, substantially as described.

GO. An attachment for operating phono-
graphs, which remains normally locked and

5 is released by a coin, consisting of two cross-

heads, each carrying a projection or plug for

making or breaking the motor circuit that

operates the phonograph, a lever to carry both
the cross-heads in the same direction to break

lo the motor circuit at one point and to close it

at another, mechanism to hold the circuit

closed, the said mechanism being released bj'

the phonograph to break the motor circuit

and raise the reproducer, and means to shift

15 the reproducer, substantially as described.

61. An attachment for operating phono-
graphs which remains normally locked and
is released by a coin, consisting of two cross

heads, each carrying a projection or plug for

20 making or breaking the motor circuit that

operates the phonograph, a lever to carry both
the cross heads in the same direction to break
the motor circuit at one point and close it at

another, mechanism to hold the circuit closed,

25 the said mechanism being released by the
phonograph to break the motor circuit and
raise the reproducer, and springs connected
with the cross-heads, which springs are ex-

panded by the traveling of said cross-heads

30 away from the starting point to return said

cross-heads and reproducer, substantially as
described.

62. The combination with a phonograph
operated by a motor having its motor circuit

35 normally open, of a device to hold the phono-
graph arm in a raised position, a coin con-

trolled attachment operating on said device
to lower the phonograph arm, means to close

the circuit and lock the attachment before

40 the phonograph commences to operate, mech-
anism to hold the circuit closed, and adjust-

able means operated by the phonograph to

release said mechanism, break the motor cir-

cuit and raise the reproducer, substantially

45 as described.
63. An attachment for operating phono-

graphs, which normally remains locked, and
is released by a coin, consisting of a frame or

box to which are attached two guide rods, two
50 cross-heads G G', which travel on said guide

rods, each of said cross heads carrying a pro-

jection or plug for making and breaking the
motor circuit, said circuit being normally
broken at one point, and the plug on the cross

55 head G normally closing the circuit at an-
other pointbefore the attachment is released,

springs/, g', attached to the said frame and
CI OSS heads to return the cross heads, a pro-

jection J and lug (f^^ on said cross head G', a
60 spring pawl I, a rocking bar H, upon which

the lug gr^" rests and slides, a detent at one
end of the rocking bar H, a spring h, con-
nected with the rocking bar H at that point,

a lever to break the motor circuit at one point

65 and move the cross head G' and close the cir-

cuit at another point, all arranged to operate
substantially as shown and described.

GJr. In a coin operated phonograph, the com-
bination with a coin operated trigger, and
with a cross head, carrying a plug which is 7c

released by said trigger, and with an electrode

for engagement with said plug, of a carrjang
,

arm for the reproducer, and means whereby
the carrj'ing arm will break the circuit at the

end of the movement, substantially as de- 75
scribed.

Go. In a coin operated phonograph, the com-
bination with a trigger, tripped by a coin, of

a lever which is released bj'said trigger, and
two electrodes, one of which is connected to 80
said lever and moved by it into contact with
the other electrode, substan tially as described.

66. The combination, with a phonograph .

operated by a motor, of a coin controlled at-

tachment for operating said phonograph, 85
which attachment consists of two cross-heads,
each carrying a projection or plug for making
and breaking the motor circuit, means to lower
the reproducer and move said cross heads to

break said circuit at one point and close it at 90
another, a device to hold one of the cross
heads, and keep the circait closed at that
point, a device to return the other cross head
to complete the motor circuit, and lock the
attachment again before the phonograph has 95
commenced to operate, and means operated
by the phonograph to break the circuit and
raise the reproducer, substantially as de-
scribed.

67. The combination, with a phonograph, 100
adapted to be operated by a motor, in a cir-

cuit which is normally open, and can be made
and broken at two points, of two movable
cross heads or carriages, each carrying a cir-

cuit making and breaking device to open and 105
close said motor circuit, a shifting lever to

move said cross heads, and a locking mech-
anism actuated by a coin to release said cross
heads, substantially as described.

68. The combination, with a phonograph 110
operated by a motor, in acircuit which is nor-
mally open, and can be made and broken at
two points, of two movable cross heads or car-

riages, each carrying a circuit making and
breaking device to open and close said motor 115
circuit, a device operated by one of said cross
heads to raise and lower the phonograph arm,
locking mechanism actuated by a coin to re-

lease said cross heads, and a shifting lever to
move said cross heads, substantially as and 120
for the purpose set forth.

69. The combination, with a phonograph,
operated by a motor, in a circuit which is nor-
mally open, and can be made and broken at
two points, of two movable cross heads or car- 1 25
riages, each carrying a circuit making and
breaking device to open and close said motor
circuit, a device operated by one of said cross
heads to raise and lower the phonograph arm,
a shifting lever to move said cross heads, and 130
locking mechanism actuated by a coin to re-

lease said cross heads, the locking mechanism
consisting of one or more levers carried by
one of said cross heads, and a fixed stop with
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wliich said lever or levers engage to lock said
cross heads, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

70. The combination, with a phonograph,

5 having its motor circuit normally open, of an
attachment for operating said phonograph
which is noi'mally locked but is released by a
coin, said attachment being connected with
the phonograph in such manner as to hold the

TO reproducer from contact with the phonogram
when the phonograph is not operating, a le-

ver to lower the reproducer to the phonogram,
two movable electrodes moved by said lever

to alternately open and close the motor cir-

15 cuit by the forward and backward movement
of said lever, and mechanism to hold the cir-

cuit closed, but released by the phonograpli
to break the motor circuit and raise the re-

producer at any desired point in the travel of

20 said reproducer, substantially as described,

71. The combination, with a phonograph
having its motor circuit normally open, of an
attachment for operating said phonograph
which remains normally locked, but is re-

25 leased by a coin, said attachment being con-

nected with the phonograph in such manner
as to hold the reproducer from contact with

the phonogram when the phonograph is not

operating, a lever, by the movement of which
30 in one direction the reproducer is lowered to

the phonogram, and the motor circuit closed

at one point and is opened at another, and by
the return movement of which the attach-

ment is locked again before the phonograph

35 begins to operate and the motor circuit closed

at another point, thereby completing the mo-
tor circuit, and mechanism to hold the circuit

closed released by the phonograph to break
said circuit and raise the reproducer at any

40 desired point in the travel of said reproducer,

and a device to return said reproducer, sub-

stantially as described.

72. The combination, with a phonograph,

having its motor circuit normally open, of an

45 attachment for operating said phonograph
which remains normally locked but is re-

leased by a coin, said attachment being con-

nected with the phonograph in such manner
as to hold the reproducer from contact with

50 the phonogram when the phonograph is not

operating, a lever, by the movement of which

in one direction, the reproducer is lowered to

the phonogram and the motor circuit closed

at one point and opened at another, and by

55 the return movement of which the attach-

ment is locked again before the phonograph

begins to operate, and the motor circuit closed

at another point, thereby completing the mo-

tor circuit, a locking and releasing device to

60 hold the attachment locked, operated by a

coin to release the attachment, and mechan-

ism to hold the motor circuit closed, released

by the phonograph to break the motor circuit

and raise the reproducer at any desired point

65 in the travel of the reproducer, substantially

as described.

73. The combination, with a phonograph

having its motor circuit normally open, of an
attachment for operating said phonograph
which remains normally locked, said attach- 7c
ment being connected with the phonograph
in such manner as to hold the reproducer
from contact with the phonogram when the
phonograph is not operating, a lever, forming
a part of said attachment, by the movement ;5
of which in one direction the reproducer is

lowered to the phonogram and the motor cir-

cuit closed, and means to hold the attachment
locked, the said means being released by a
coin, substantially as described. 80

74. The combination, with a phonograph,
having its motor circuit normally open, of an
attachment for operating said i)honograph,
which remains normally locked but is re-

leased by a coin, said attachment being con- 85
neeted with the phonograph in such manner
as to hold the reproducer from contact with
the phonogram when the phonograph is not
operating, a lever, formingpartof said attach-
ment, by the movement of which in one di- 90
rection the reproducer is lowered to the pho-
nogram and the motor circuit closed, and
mechanism to hold the circuit closed at that
point, but released by the phonograph to break
said circuit and raise the reproducer at any 95
desired point in the travel of reproducer, sub-
stantially as described.

75. The combination, with a phonograph
having its motor circuit normally open, of an
attachment for operating said phonograph ico
which remains normally locked, but is re-

leased by a coin, said attachment being con-
nected to the phonograph in such manner as
to hold the reproducer from contact with the
phonogram when the phonograph is not oper- 105
ating, a device to hold the attachment locked,
actuated by a coin to release the attachment,
a lever, by the movement of which in one di-

rection from its starting point the motor cir-

cuit is broken at one point and closed at an- no
other and the reproducer lowered to the pho-
nogram, a device to return the lever to its

starting point to complete the motor circuit

and lock the attachment agai n before the pho-
nograph commences to operate, and meehan- 115
ism, to hold the circuit closed, which is re-

leased by the phonograph to break the motor
circuit and raise the reproducer from contact
with the phonogram at anj' desired point in
the travel of said reproducer, substantially as 1 20
described.

76. The combination, with a phonograph
having its motor circuit normally open, of an
attachment for operating said phonograph
which remains normally locked, but is re- 125
leased by a coin, said attachment being con-
nected to the phonograph in such manner as
to hold the reproducer from contact with the
phonogram when the phonograph is not op-
erating, a device to hold the attachment 130
locked, the said attachment being operated
by said coin to release the attachment, a le-

ver, by the movement of which in one direc-

tion from the starting point the motor circuit
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is broken at oue poiut iiud closed at another
and the reproducer lowered to the phono-
gram, a device to return said lever to its

starting point to complete the motor circuit

5 and lock the attachment again before the
phonograph commences to operate, mechan-
ism, to hold the circuit closed, which is re-

leased by the phonograph arm to break the
motor circuit and raise the reproducer at any

lo desired point in the travel of said reproducer,
and a device to shift the reproducer, sub-
stantially as described.

77. The combination, with a phonograph
having its motor circuit normalh'open, of an

15 attachment for operating said phonograph
which remains normally locked, and is re-

leased by a coin, a device to raise and lower
the reproducer, a lever, by the movement of
which in one direction the reproducer islow-

2c ered to the phonogram and said motor circuit

broken at one point and closed at another, a
device to return the lever to its starting
poiut to complete the motor circuit and lock
the attachment again before the phonograph

25 commences to operate, and mechanism, to

hold the circuit closed, which is released by
the phonograph to break the motor circuit

and raise the reproducer from contact with
the phonogram at any desired point in the

travel of said reproducer, substantially as de- 30
scribed.

78. The combination of locking levers K
K' K^ K^ constructed as shown and described,

springs 7v h' k^ U connected therewith, fixed

stop M, cross heads G G', and arm g"^ on said 35
cross head G', and lever D all arranged to op-

erate after the insertion of a coin, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

79. The combination, with the phonograph
arm of a phonograph, of rocking bar H, lock- 40
ing levers K K' K^ K^, constructed as shown
and described, springs Tc k', 7o'^ k^ connected
therewith, fixed stop M, cross heads G G' and
arm g^ on said cross head G' and lever D, all

arranged to operate after the insertion of a 45
coin, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

In testimony whereof I have signed my
name to this specification the 28th day of

Januarv, A. D. 1891.

ALBERT K. KELLER.
In presence of

—

Henry C. Smith,
Ida E. Gilliland.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Albert K. Keller, of

New York city, in the county and State of
New York, have invented certain new and

5 useful Improvements in Machines for Oper-
ating Phonographs, of which the following
is a specification.

My invention relates to machines or attach-
ments for operating phonographs after the

lo manner of what are known as " vending ma-
chines," such attachments remaining nor-
mally locked but being released by a coin to
be moved to operate the phonograph, and my
invention consists of the novel devices and

IS combination of parts hereinafter described
and set forth in the claims hereof.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof, I have shown a machine which
embodies my invention, in which

—

2o Figure 1 is a front view in elevation of the
case A, wliich incloses the electric battery B,
coin receptacle C, phonograph D and attach-
ment E, which are by preference arranged in
relation to each other in different eompart-

5 ments, as shown, the listening tube F con-
nected with the phonograph passing through
an opening in the front of the case. Fig. 2 is
a top or plan view of a phonograph and of an
attachment embodying my invention con-

30 nected therewith. Fig. 3 is a sectional view
taken through line ?c—x of Fig. 2, showing the
crank and connections therewith. Fig. 4 is a
side view in elevation, looking from the rear
of the attachment, and showing the normal

35 position of the parts of the attachment. Fig.
5 is a view similar to Fig. 4, but with the
rocking bar K and parts attached thereto re-
moved, showing the position of certain parts
of the attachment, after a coin dropped into

40 the machine has tripped the locking mechan-
ism, and the parts have been moved from
their normal position. Fig. 6 is a top or plan
view of the locking mechanism; and Fig. 7 is
a perspective view of the adjustable circuit

45 opening and closing device.
As shown in Fig. 2 the phonograph is lo-

cated in front of the attachment, the driving
mechanism which I preferably employ for op-
erating it consisting of an electric battery and

50 motor (not shown) as is now usual, and G is
the phonograph arm and H the reproducer

and recorder carried thereby. When the pho-
nograph is at rest and in its normal position
with respect to an attachment embodying my
invention, the phonograph arm G is normally 55down and at the end of its forward movement,
that is to say, at the end of the record on the
phonogram I, or at some desired point thereof,
away from the commencement of the record
thereon, and to the said arm G is connected 60
an extension y, which has insulating material
(f on one side thereof.
J is a metal plate to which is secured the

frame supports and bearings for the parts and
devices comprising the attachment proper. 65K is a rocking bar or reciprocating raising
and lowering device, which is pivoted at h, h
on the arms e, e of the frame, and upon this
rocking bar K the phonograph arm G, or its
extension g rests. The rocking bar K has a 70
rib k' on its under side, which is cut away at
one end thereof, as shown in Fig. 4; and in
the upper surface of said rocking bar is cut
a slot or guide-way m, which together with
the clamping screw m' permits the circuit 75making and breaking device, shown in Fig.
7 to be secured to the rocking bar at any de-
sired point. The circuit making and break-
ing device referred to consists of a metal
piece a, to which is united a block of insulat- 80
ing material h, while to one side of the said
block 6 is connected a metal strip c, which is
bent over across the top of the said block and
extends slightly beyond it, as shown. To this
metal strip runs a wire connecting with the 8?
battery and motor and forming a part of the
motor circuit. To the other side of the said
block of insulating material is secured a metal
forked strip or spring contact d, to which
runs a wire connecting with the battery and go
motor, and the motor circuit is thus adapted
to be closed when the strips c and d make
contact, but these strips are normally kept
apart by the phonograph arm G, or extension
thereof, which when at rest, is against the gs
strip d, which extends up beyond the insul-
ating block &, as shown in Fig. 4. Thus when
the arm G is moved away, or shifted the
spring contact d will return itself into'con-
tact with the metal strip c, thereby closing- 100
the motor circuit at that point. As before
stated, this circuit making and breaking de-
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vice is carried by the rockiug bar K, and is

secured thereto by means of the before men-
tioned screw m', which passes through the
metal piece a of the circuit maker, which rests

5 on the rocking bar, and through the slot or

guide-waym in the said bar, thus permitting
the circuit making and breaking device to be
adjusted and secured at anj' point on the said

rocking bar, according to how much of the

to record on the phonogram it is desired shall

be heard, since it is adapted to be operated
by the phonograph arm in its forward travel

to break the motor circuit, and thereby stop
the phonograph.

15 L is a guide rod which is supported in the
supports e, e of the frame, and upon this

guide-rod travels a cross head M or movable
operating device from which rises a guide
post n, the upper end of which slides, in or-

20 der to guide the cross head, in a groove or

guide in the cross piece O of the frame
which supports the attachment. In the up-
per surface of the cross head M is a slot or
guide-way p, in which may be secured at any

25 point thereof a post q, by means of which
the phonograph arm is moved by the said

cross head to shift it from one end of the
record to the other; to the under side of the

cross head M is secured a pin r on which

30 rests the rocking bar K (see Fig. 4) and the

said cross head also carries a projection or

plug N, which is insulated therefrom, and
which is adapted to make contact with the

metal contacts or electrodes R, R, carried by

35 a block of insulation P on one side of the at-

tachment, to close the motor circuit at that

point, and to which contacts are attached the

wires connecting with the battery and motor.

As before stated. Fig. 4 shows the position

4.C of all the parts when the phonograph is at

rest and the attachment locked, that is, the

plug or electrodeN is in contact with the con-

tacts R, R, and the motor circuit is hence
closed at that point, but the strips or contacts

45 c and d supported by the rocking bar K are

separated, being kept apart by the phono-
graph arm Gor extension thereof, and hence
the motor circuit is open at that point, that

is, said motor circuit is normally open.

50 S isacog wheel oras I may hereinafterterm

it, a driving wheel which turns on the shafts

and in gear with a smaller cog wheel T,which
for clearness I may hereinafter term a " pri-

mary " wheel, the said cog wheel S being

55 adapted to be moved by the small cog wheel
T, which is connected with the crank W, and
the cog wheel S is connected with the cross

head M by a connecting rod Q, and is of such
size or diameter that one revolution thereof

60 will move the cross head M from its normal
position, along the guide rod L, to the ex-

treme end thereof, and return the cross head
again to its normal position, the said wheel S

being held locked, thus locking all the parts

65 of the attachments, until it is released in the

manner to be hereinafter explained.

Y is a coin chute, through which the de-

sired coin travels, the coin being inserted
therein through the opening /for that pur-

pose in the plate J, and dropping through 70
the said chute into the coin receptacle or
money box C, This chute is constructed, as
shown in Figs. 2 and 4, that is, it is cut or
.slotted out on its under side, so as to leave a
strip or guide Y' on each side thereof, sufli- 75
cient to support a coin of the proper size, and
prevent it from falling therethrough without
releasing the locking mechanism but the slot

is large enough to permit a smaller coin to

drop or to be directed therethrough into an- 80
other chute, S' on the underside of the chute
Y, which chute S' also leads to the coin re-

ceptacle. Hence if a coin not of the proper
size be dropped into the machine in an at-

tempt to operate it, said coin will not trip the 85
locking mechanism, but will be dropped into
the chute S' and thence into the money box.
The locking mechanism proper consists of

the following:

1 is a metal sleeve which is keyed to a 90
shaft 2, supported in bearings in the metal
plate J, and this sleeve has connected with it

an arm 3, to which is attached one end of a
spring 4, the other end of said spring being
attached to the frame of the attachment. To 95
another part of said sleeve is connected an
arm 5 and a hooked or toothed arm 6, and
upon the arm 5 the coin drops or strikes, trip-

ping it as it passes through the chute Y, the
said arm 5 protruding directly in the path of 100
the coin. As will be of course understood the
sleeve 1 and arms 3 and 5 and 6 are all in one
piece and the sleeve 1 and shaft 2 may also
be one piece.

7 is a sleeve similar to 1 and keyed to a shaft 105
7', similarly supported from the plate J, and
has forming part of it an arm 8, to which is

connected one end of a spring 9, the other
end of said spring being connected to the
frame of the attachment, and to this sleeve 7 1 10
is also connected, so as to form a part of it,

the arms 10, 11, and 12. As will be seen in
Figs. 5 and 6, the arm 10 of said sleeve 7 is

in engagement with the hooked arm 6 of the
sleeve 1, and is normally held therebj', and 115
for convenience I shall use the woi'd "sleeve,"
throughout this specification as referring to
the locking mechanism above described, in-

cluding thereby the shaft on which it turns,
since the sleeves above mentioned are keyed 120
to theshafts,thoughasstated, the arms might
be cast directly to the shafts, as will be un-
derstood.

13 is a bar or rod which is adapted to move
on the spindle 14 connected with the plate J, 125
and this arm 13 is normally in the position
sliown in Fig. 4, being held up by the arm 11
of the sleeve 7, on which arm of the said
sleeve rod 13 rests. The function of this rod
or bar 13 is to hold the attachment locked 130
througli the medium of a pin or stud ij on the
cog-wheel S, against which arm 13 said pin
or stud strikes or engages, if an attempt is

made, before the proper coin has been dropped
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into the machine, to move the cog-wheel S
(from the position shown in Fig. 4) in the

direction of the arrow. The cog-wheel S is

weighted on one side so that normally the

5 pin y will be kept a slight distance from the
arm 13. There is also, on the cog wheel S a
pin i, which trips the hammer 15 to ring the
bell 16 when the wheel S has made one revo-

lution, and the cross head M has been re-

lo turned to its normal position, (at which time
the phonograph will begin to talk) and this

pin i trips the hammer 15 as it moves around
by striking the lug 17 on the same shaft as

the hammer, thereby lifting the latter and
IS permitting it to fall, striking the bell.

W is a crank shaft mounted in a bearing
20 in the plate J, by means of which the cog
wheel T is turned, to turn the cog wheel S,

and to the inner end of said shaft is connect-

2o ed the cog wheel T, which is constructed as

shown in Fig. 3 with cog teeth on one side or

portion thereof and ratchet teeth on the other

side or portion thereof, with which ratchet

teeth a suitable pawl 21 is adapted to engage,

25 to lock the wheel against backward move-
. ment. The wheel T is connected to thecrank
W by a frictional connection, that is, the cog
wheel T is milled out at 24 to receive a stiff

metal spring washer 22, over which is screwed
30 a nut 23, uniting said washer to the shaft 19.

So long as the wheel S is locked, though the
crank may be turned in either direction, the

attachment will not be operated, but the

crank will revolve as will also the spring

35 washer, but as soon as the cog wheel S has
been released, that is, as soon as the arm or

trigger 5 has been tripped by a coin, and the

arm 13 lowered, and the crank turned, the

tension of the spring washer 22 on the cog

40 wheel T being greater than the resistance of

all of the other parts to be moved, the wheel
T will turn, rotating the driving wheel S.

As the pin y moves around, it strikes the arm
12 on the sleeve 7 and thereby raises the arm

45 11 thereof, which sets up the rod 13 and
holds it raised, and lowers the arm 10 of said

sleeve 7, which is held by the toothed arm 6,

which has been restored to its original posi-

tion by the spring 4 connected with the said

50 sleeve 1 or the arm 3 thereof, as will be read-

ily understood.

As will be seen from the foregoing descrip-

tion, when the proper coin is dropped into

the machine it travels through the coin chute

55 Y and strikes on the arm or trigger 5 of the

sleeve 1, releasing the arm 10 of the sleeve 7

from the toothed arm 6 of sleeve 1 with which
it engages, and thereby lowering the rod 13,

so that the wheel S may be rotated. The
60 locking levers will then be set up or locked

again by means of the pin y, striking the arm
12 on the sleeve 7, in passing, as just before

explained. When the driving wheels turns,

it moves the cross head M by means of the

65 connecting rod Q, breaking the circuit atone
side of the attachment by removing the plug

N from the contacts or electrodes R, R, and

as said cross head moves along it raises the
rocking bar K, since the pin r on said cross
head, traveling in a horizontal plane, strikes 7c

the rib h', on the underside of the rocking bar,
thereby raising said rocking bar and raising
the phonograph arm, which is also carried over
to the forward end of the phonogram, or the
commencement of the record by means of the 75
post q on the cross head M, which is adjustable,
so as to strike the phonograph arm, to carry
it either to the beginning of the record on the
inner end of the phonogram or to any point
thereof, where said arm is left, and as soon as 80
the phonograph arm is moved, the contacts
or terminals c and d will be united and the
motor circuit closed at that point. The pho-
nograph has not yet commenced to operate,
since the motor circuit is still open, the plug 85
or electrode N being removed from the con-
tacts or electrode R, R, but by continuing the
turning of the crank, and the revolution of
the wheel S, the cross head M is returned to

its original position, the rocking bar K is 90
lowered and with it the phonograph arm, and
the plug N is again inserted between the
metal contacts R,R, thereby completing the
motor circuit. The phonograph will now be-
gin to talk, since the phonograph arm, and 95
with it the reproducer, carried thereby, has
been brought to the commencement of the
record, or some desired point thereof, and
left in that position and automatically low-
ered when the cross head was returned to its loc
normal position.

The notice to the listener that the circuit
is closed is given by the ringing of the bell
in the manner before explained, and the pho-
nograph ceases to operate as soon as the pho- 105
nograph arm has traveled over and reached
the terminal or electrode d, forcing it away
from the terminal or electrode c, the motor

'

circuit being thereby broken, and the phono-
graph ceasing to talk. no
From the foregoing it will be seen that the

power which I preferably employ to operate
the phonograph is derived from an electric
battery and motor, and that the motor cir-

cuit is normally open andean be made and 115
broken at two points; that the phonograph
arm, and reproducer, when the phonograph
is at rest, are down, or lowered, and at the
end of the forward movement of the said
phonograph arm, or at some point away from 1 20
the beginning of the record upon the phono-
gram, while in the application filed by me on
the 31st day of January, 1891, and serially
numbered 379,824, the phonograph arm is

normally raised from the phonogram, and at 125
the commencement of the record thereon;
that the phonograph arm normally resting on
the rocking bar K keeps the circuit broken
at that point by operating the circuit open-
ing and closing device carried by the rocking 133
bar, and that this device is adjustable, and
may be fixed at any point on the said rock-
ing bar, so that the phonograph arm will
break the circuit and stop the motor at any
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desired point, according to how much of the
record upon the phonogram it is desired
shall be heard. It is obvious, however, that
if desired, the reproducer may be normally

5 raised, and at the end of the record upon the
phonogram instead of being normally low-

ered, as hereinbefore desci-ibed, and in such
a case it will only be necessary to shift the
phonograph arm and lower it at the end of

ic its movement toward the beginning of the
record.

While I have shown and described phono-
graphs as the mechanism to be thrown into

operation by an attachment embodying my
15 invention, yet I do not limit my invention to

its use with phonographs, nor do I mean to

limit my invention to the specific construc-

tion, as hereinbefore described and shown in

the drawings of the coin controlled attach-

20 ment for operating phonographs, nor to the
particular construction of devices, separately

or in combination forming parts thereof, and
I use the word phonographs throughout this

specification and the claims forming a part

25 thereof, as a generic term, intended to include

all talking machines such as the graphophone
and the phonograph-graphophone.

I believe that I am the first to conceive and
produce the broad fundamental combina-

30 tions between a phonograph coin controlled

mechanism and mechanism to shift or raise

or lower the reproducer which are necessary

to the production of coin controlled phono-
graphs. And I believe that I am the first to

35 combinesuch coin controlled mechanism with

a phonograph that is operated by an electric

motor, and also the first to include the mo-
tor in a circuit, which can be opened at two
points in the operation of the coin controlled

4.0 phonographs. But I do not claim in this ap-

plication the broad and fundamental combi-

nations indicated, since these are all claimed

in my other application. Serial No. 379,824,

filed January 31, 1891, for attachments for

45 operating phonographs, which, in a set of

three applications filed by me to cover all my
inventions, is made the application wherein

I have claimed my generic invention.

The other of the three applications referred

50 to in my application. Serial No. 384,477, filed

March 10, 1891, for a machine for operating

phonographs, in which is claimed a specific

construction not shown either in thisapplica-

tion or in my aforesaid application. Serial No.

55 379,824.

What I do claim in this application, how-

ever, is

—

1. The combination, with a coin controlled

phonograph, of means for shifting the repro-

00 ducer, and means operated by the shifting

means for lowering the reproducer, stibstan-

tially as described.

2. The combination, with a coin controlled

phonograph, of means for shifting the repro-

65 diicer, and means operated by the shifting

means for raising and lowering the repro-

ducer, substantially as described.

3. The combination, with a phonograph, of

a coin controlled mechanism for shifting and
loweringthe reproducer and throwing the pho- 70
nograph into operation, and means operated
by the phonograph for stopping the phono-
graph, substantially as described.

4. The combination, with a phonograph, of
coin controlled mechanism, and means oper- 75
ated by it for lifting, shifting and lowering
tlie reproducer, and throwing the phonograph
into operation, and means operated by the
phonograph for stopping the phonograph,
substantially as described. 80

5. The combination, with a phonograph op-
erated by a motor, of coin controlled mechan-
ism for shifting and lowering the reproducer
and starting the motor, and means operated
by the phonograph for stopping the motor, 85
substantially as described.

6. The combination, with a phonograph op-
erated by a motor, of coin controlled mechan-
ism for raising, shifting and lowering the re-

producer and starting the motor, and means 90
operated by the phonograph for stopping the
motor, substantially as described.

7. The combination, with a phonograph op-
erated bj^ a motor, and having its motor cir-

cuit normally open, of a coin controlled mech- 95
anism for shifting and lowering the repro-
ducer and closing the motor circuit,and means
operated by the phonograph for opening the
motor circuit, substantially as described.

8. Thecombination, with a phonograph op- 100
erated by a motor, and having its motor cir- 4

cuit normally open, of coin controlled mech-
anism for lifting, shifting and lowering the
reproducer and closing the motor circuit, and
means operated by the phonograph for open- 105
ing the motor circuit, substantially as de-
scribed.

9. The combination, with a phonograph op-
erated by a motor, of a circuit breaker in the
motor circuit, normally held open by the re- no
producer or phonograph arm at the end of the
record, and means for closing the circuit at
the said circuit breaker when the phonograph
is thrown into operation, substantially as de-
scribed. 115

10. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor, and having its motor cir-

cuit normally open, of means to raise and
lower the reproducer, a circuit making and
breaking device to close the circuit operated 120
by the reproducer in moving from its normal
position, and operated bj' said reproducer on
returning to its normal position to open the
circuit, substantially as described.

11. The combination, with a phonograph 125
operated by a motor, and having its motor cir-

cuit normally open, of mechanism which is

normally held locked and is released by a coin
to shift and lower the reproducer and close
the motor circuit, and means to relock said 130
mechanism simultaneously with the closure
of the motorcircuit, substantiallyas described.

12. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor, and having its motor cir-
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cuit normally open, of meeliauisin which is

normally held locked and is released by a coin
to lift, shift and lower the reproducer and
close the motor circuit, and means to relock

5 said mechanism simultaneously with the clos-

ure of the motor circuit, substantially as de-
scribed.

13. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor, and having its motor cir-

lo cuit normally open, of mechanism which is

normally held locked and is released bj^ a coin
to shift and lower the reproducer and close
the motor circuit, means to relock said mech-
anism simultaneously with the closure of the

15 motor circuit, and means operated by the re-

producer to open said circuit, substantially
as described.

14. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor, and having its motor

20 circuit normally open, of mechanism which
is normally held locked and is released by a
coin to lift, shift and lower the reproducer
and close the motor circuit, means to relock
said mechanism simultaneously with the clos-

25 ure of the motor circuit, and means operated
by the reproducer to open said circuit, sub-
stantially as described.

15. The combination, with a phonograph, of
a motor for operating it in a circuit which can

30 be opened and closed at two points, an attach-
ment normally held locked but released by a
coin to open said motor circuit at one of said
points and to close it at the other point, and
to shift and lower the reproducer, means to

35 hold the circuit closed at the second point,
and means to simultaneously close the circuit

at the first point and relock the attachment,
substantially as described.

16. The combination with a phonograph, of

40 a motor for operating it in a circuit which can
be opened and closed at two j)oints, an attach-
ment normally held locked, but released by a
coin to open said motor circuit at one of said
points and close it at the other point, and lift,

<^5 shift and lower the reproducer, means to hold
the circuit closed at the second point, and
means to simultaneously close the circuit at
the first point and relock the attachment, sub-
stantially as described.

50 17. Thecombination, with a phonograph, of
a motor for operating it in a circuit which can
be opened and closed attwopoints, an attach-
ment normally held locked, but released by a
coin to open said motor circuit at one of said

5.5 points and close it at the other point, and to

shift and lower the reproducer, means to hold
the circuit closed at the second point, means
to simultaneously close the circuit at the first

point and relock the attachment, and means
60 operated by the reproducer to open the cir-

cuit at the second point, substantially as de-
scribed,

18, The combination, with a phonograph, of

a motor for operating it in a circuit that can
65 be opened and closed at two points, an attach-

ment normally held locked, but released by a
colli to open said motor circuit at one of said

points and close it at the other point, and to

lift, shift and lower the reproducer, means to

hold the circuit closed at the second point, 70
means to simultaneously close the circuit at

the first point and relock the attachment, and
means operated b}' the reproducer to open the
circuit at the second point, substantially as

described. 75
19, The combination, with a phonograph, of

a shifting device for the reproducer, and a

coin controlled driving wheel adapted to move
the said shifting device, substantially as de-

scribed. 80

20, The combination, with a phonograph, of

a shifting device for the reproducer, a driv-

ing wheel which is normally locked, and can
be released by a coin to operate said shifting

device, and means to rotate the said wheel, 85

substantially as described.
21, The combination, with a phonograph, of

a shifting device for the reproducer, a driv-

ing wheel to operate said shifting device, coin

controlled mechanism to lock the said wheel, 90
and means to rotate the said wheel, substan-
tially as described,

22, The combination, with a phonograph, of

an adjustable device to shift the reproducer
over the record upon the phonogram, a driv- 95
ing wheel connected with the said adjustable
device, a coin controlled mechanism normally
locking the said wheel, and means to rotate

the said wheel to shift the said device, and
thereby shift the reproducer, substantially as rcc
described.

23, The combination, with a phonograph, of

a device to raise and lower the reproducer, a
wheel, which is normally locked and can he
released by a coin, connected with the said 105

device to operate it, and means to rotate the

said wheel, substantially as described,

24, The combination, with a phonograph, of

a device to raise and lower the reproducer, a
driving wheel to actuate said raising and low- 1 10

ering device to raise and lower the reproducer,

means which normally lock the said wheel,

and are released by a coin, and means to ro-

tate the said driving wheel, substantially as

described, 115
25, The combination, with a phonograph, of

a device to raise and lower the reproducer,

shifting means for the said reproducer, and
a coin controlled driving wheel operating the
saidshiftingmeanSjSubstantiallyasdescribed, tao

26, The combination, with a phonograph, of

a device to raise and lower the reproducer,

shifting means operating on said raising and
lowering device to raise and lower it, a driv-

ing wheel, which is normally locked, but can 125
be released by a coin, connected with the said

shifting means to operate it, and means to ro-

tate said driving wheel, substantially as de-

scribed,

27, Thecombination, with a phonograph, of 130
a device to raise and lower the reproducer,
shifting means for the said reproducer, the
said shifting means operating upon the rais-

ing and lowering device to raise and lower it,
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and a coin controlled driving wheel operat-
ing the said shifting means, substantially as
described.

28. The combination, with a phonograph, of
5 a device to raise and lower the reproducer, a

traveling cross head or carriage to operate
said device to raise and lower it and to shift
the said reproducer, a driving wheel connect-
ed with the said carriage to impart motion

lo thereto, coin controlled mechanism to lock the
said wheel, and means to rotate the said wheel
and shift the said cross head, and thereby
raise, lower and shift the reproducer, substan-
tially as described.

15 29. The combination, with a phonograph, of
a shifting device for the reproducer, a driving
wheel connected with the said shifting de-
vice, the said wheel being normally held
locked, and being released by a coin, and

20 means to rotate the said driving wheel con-
sisting of a crank, a primary wheel, and a
frictional connection between the said crank
and primary wheel, whereby the crank may
be turned without turning the said primary

25 wheel, substantially as described.
30. The combination, with a phonograph, of

a shifting device for the reproducer, a driving
wheel connected with the said shifting de-
vice, the said wheel normally being held

30 locked, but being released by a coin, and
means to rotate said driving wheel, which
means consist of a crank, and a primary wheel
adapted to be turned thereby, the said pri-
mary wheel and crank being connected to-

35 gether in such manner that the crank may be
turned without turning the primary wheel so
long as the driving wheel is locked, substan-
tially as described.

31. The combination, with a phonograph, of
40 a device to raise and lower the reproducer, a

shifting device for the reproducer, and means
to operate the said shifting device, which
means consists of a crank,and a primary wheel
connected with the said crank in such man-

45 ner that the crank may be turned without
turning the said primary wheel so long as the
driving wheel remains locked, substantially
as described.

32. The combination witha phonograph, the
50 normal position of the reproducer of which is

down and at the end of its movement, and at
the end of the record upon the phonogram, of
a device adapted to shift the reproducer to
the beginning of the record upon the phono-

55 gram, and coin controlled mechanism con-
nected with the said device to shift the re-

producer, the said mechanism consisting of a
wheel upon one revolution of which the said
shifting device will be moved away from and

60 returned to its starting point or normal posi-
tion, substantially as described.

33. The combination, with a phonograph, of
a device to raise and lower the reproducer,
means operating on the said device to raise

65 and lower it, a driving wheel connected with
said raising and lowering means, the said
driving wheel being normally held locked.

and being released by a coin, and means to

rotate said driving wheel, the said rotating

meansconsisting of a primary wheel, a crank 70

adapted to turn the said primary wheel, and
means connecting the said crank and pri-

mary wheel, whereby the crank maj' be turned
without turning the said primary wheel, sub-

stantially as described. 75
34. The combination, with a phonograph, of

a driving wheel which remains normally
locked but can be released by a coin, a pri-

mary wheel which engages with the driving

wheel to rotate it, and a crank frietionally at- 80

tachedto the primary wheel, substantially as

described.

35. The combination, with a driving wheel
S, of the wheel T, constructed as shown and
described, and consisting of a part having 85

cog teeth meshing with the wheel S, and a
part with ratchet teeth, a spring pawl locking

the said wheel T, a spring washer 22, a nut
23 and a crank 18, all constructed to operate

substantially as shown and described. 90
36. In a coin controlled mechanism, the com-

bination with the wheel S, constructed as

shown, and described,and havinga stud orpin
i thereon, of the wheel T constructed as shown
and described, a crank W, a bell 16 and a 95
hammer 15, all arranged to operate substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

37. In a coin controlled mechanism, the com-
bination with a coin chute, of the driving
wheel S, having the studt/therfeon, and mech- 100

anism operated hy a coin passing through the

said chute, the said mechanism consisting of

a sleeve 1, arms 3, 5 and 6 and spring 4 con-

nected with the said sleeve, sleeve 7, arms 8,

10, 11 and 12 and spring 9 connected there- 105

with, and rod 13, all arranged to operate sub-
stantially as shown and described.

38. In a coin controlled mechanism, the com-
bination, with the driving wheels, construct-

ed as shown and described, being weighted at no
one side, and having studs y and i thereon,

of the wheel T constructed as shown and de-

scribed and consisting of a part having cog
teeth to mesh with the wheel S and a part hav-
ing ratchet teeth, a pawl to lock said wheel 115

T, a spring washer 22, a nut 23, a crank 18,

mechanism operated bj- a coin, consisting of

a sleeve 1, arms 3, 5, and 6, and a spring 4

connected with the said sleeve, a sleeve 7, arms
8, 10, 11, and 12, and a spring 9 connected 120

therewith, and a rod 13, all arranged to oper-

ate substantially as shown and described.

39. The combination, with the wheel S and
stud 2/ thereon, of a coin actuated mechanism
consisting of a sleeve 1, arms 3, 5, and 6, and 125
a spring 4 connected with the said sleeve, a
sleeve 7, arms 8, 10, ] 1, and 12, and a spring 9

connected therewith, and a rod 13, all arranged
to operate substantially as described.

40. In acoin controlled mechanism, the com- 130

bination, with a driving wheel, of a coin chute,

a trigger pivoted therein, and a sleeve having
a plurality of arms, one of which is engaged
by the said trigger another of which locks
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the said wheel and another of whicli projects
contiguous to the said wheel and is actuated
thereby to cause the tri^fger and the first

named arm to engage, substantiallj' as de-
scribed.

41. The combination, with the phonograph
arm of a phonograph, of the rocking bar K,
having a rib k', and the cross head M having
the post q and pin /•, substantially as de-
scribed.

42. The combination, with a phonograph, of
the rocking bar K, constructed as shown and
described, the cross head M constructed as
shown and described, a driving wheel Sand a
connecting rod Q, substantially as described.

43. The combination, with a phonograph
operated by a motor, of the rocking bar K,
constructed asshown and described, a circuit

making and breaking device connected there-

with, the cross head M constructed as shown 20

and described, a circuit making and break-
ing device connected therewith, and a coin

controlled driving wheel and connecting I'od

for operating the said cross head, substan-
tially as described. 25

44. The combination, with the cross head
or carriage M, guide rod L,and driving wheel
S, of coin controlled mechanism to release the

said wheel, substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I have signed my j j

name to this specification theOthdav of Feb-
ruary, A. D. 1891.

ALBERT K. KELLER.
In presence of

—

Fred El. Knapp,
Geo. W. Ayers.
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To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it kuown that I, Albert K. Keller, of

New York city, in the county and State of New
York, have invented certain new and useful

5 Improvements in Machines or Attachments
for Operating Phonographs, of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

My invention relates to machines or attach-

ments for operating or throwing into opera-

lo tion phonographsortalkingmachines through
the medium of a coin and in the accompany-
ing drawings forming a part hereof I have
illustrated one form of mechanism embody-
ing my invention which remains inoperative

15 for the purpose desired until after the inser-

tion of a suitable coin; I have also shown a
phonograph which is adapted to be operated
by an electricall3' driven motor, not shown, the
motor circuit being normally open and adapt-

20 edto beelosed after the coin has been inserted

and my invention also consists in the novel
features hereinafter set forth and claimed.

Referring to the drawings,—Figure 1 is a
top view of a phonograph and of amachineem-

25 bodying my invention connected therewith
showing the manner of attaching such ma-
chine with the phonograph and the arrange-
ment of the two machines with relation to

each other; it also shows the position of the

30 phonograph arm after a coin has been inserted

and the attachment operated, that is, after

the phonograph arm has been moved from
its normal position (at the end of the pho-
nogram) and carried to the inner end of said

35 phonogram, the motor circuit closed and the
phonograph in operation. Fig. 2 is a side

view in elevation, looking from the inside or

from the phonograph, of a machine embody-
ing my invention the parts shown being in

o their normal position. Fig. 3 is an end view
taken through line x—x of Fig. 1, looking in

the direction of the arrows on said figure; and
Fig. 4 is a sectional view taken through line

y—xj of Fig. 3 showing the manner of con-

45 nectingthe attachment to the phonograph.
The style of phonograph or talking machine

with which I preferably employ my invention
is shown in Fig. 1 and such phonograph is

adapted to be operated by an electrically

65

70

driven motor, not shown, connected with a 50
source A of electricity by wires a a'.

B is the phonograph arm and C the phono-
gram or recording cylinder upon which have
been registered the sounds desired to be re-

produced in the manner now well understood; 55
and to this phonograph arm B is attached an
arm or extension D (see Fig. 4) which has a
piece of insulating material h on one side
thereof for purposes to be presently ex-
plained. When the phonograph is at rest 60
and the machine for automatically operating
the same is in its normal position, that is, be-
fore a suitable coin has been inserted, the
phonograph arm B is down in contact with
the phonogram C or resting on the frame A'
of the phonograph at the end of the forward
movement of said phonograph arm and the
normal position of the parts of a machine em-
bodying my invention is shown in Fig. 2.

E is a metal plates from which extend
arms or brackets c c' and to this plate and
these brackets forming part thereof are con-
nected the parts and devices comprising the
mechanism proper embodying my invention.
F is a guide-rod supported in bearings in 75

the brackets c c' and upon this guide rod
travels a cross head or carriage G which is

constructed as shown, having at one end a
downwardly extending arm g from which pro-
ject a pin (l and an upwardly extending arm 80
or post cf. From the other end of said cross
head projects an inwardly extending arm /
(see Fig. 3) which extends to and grasps a slid-

ing bar or push rod H and is adapted to move
therealong for purposes to be presently ex- 85
plained. To the rod H is attached a cross
head or carriage I connected therewith by
means of a set screw i and this cross head
has an outwardly' extending arm h similar to
the inwardly extending arm / of the cross 90
head G, the outer end of which arm h extends
to and grasps the guide rod Fand is adapted
to move therealong, and these two cross heads
G and I are adapted to be keyed or united by
a coin as will be hereinafter explained and 95
when so united comprise a movable coin-car-
rier. To one end of rod H is attached one end
of a spiral spring J, the other end of said
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spring being attached f o the plate E, (see Fig.
1) and this rod H passes through and is sup-
ported by the brackets cc' and is adapted to
be moved therethrough, and as will be readily

5 understood, when the rod H is forced in, it

expands the spring J connected with it and
when the rod H is released or the pressure re-
moved, the tension of the spring J will return
said rod to its normal position,

lo To the brackets c c', is connected or piv-
oted at h k, a rocking bar K, or lifting device
which is constructed with a downwardly pro-
jecting inclined rib I which extends for a
part of its length only and an outwardly ex-

15 tending rib or flange L which has a slot or
guide-way m therein and upon this rocking-
bar K rests the phonograph arm B, or the ex-
tension D thereof, so that when said rocking-
bar moves up and down, it will raise and

20 lower said phonograph arm and this rocking-
bar K normally rests on the pin d on the
cross head G (see Fig. 2) and is raised by the
pin cZ striking the rib I under which rib the
pin moves with the cross head G and is low-

• ff5 ered when the pin d, in returning, passes be-
yond the rib I, as will be readily understood.
On this rocking-bar K is connected an ad-
justable circuit making and breaking device
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 which consists of a

30 metal piece M attached to said rocking-bar
by means of the screw O which passes through
said strip into and through the slot ?nand to
this metal piece M is united a block of insu-
lating material N to one side of which iscon-

35 nected a metal strip n which is bent over
across the top of said insulated material and
extends slightly beyond it (see Fig. 2) and to
this metal strip runs wire a' connecting with
the battery and motor. To the other side of

40 said block of insulating material is united a
metal forked strip or spring contact P, to
which runs wire a connecting with said bat-
tery and motor and the motor circuit is

adapted to be closed when the strips P and n
45 make contact, but they are normally kept

apart by the phonograph arm B, or the ex-
tension D thereof, keeping the circuit open,
since the spring-contact P is in direct con-
tact with the insulating piece h on the exten-

50 sion D when the phonograph is at rest, as
shown in Fig. 2, but when ttiearm B is moved
away the spring-contact P will return itself

in contact with the other metal piece n, there-
by closing the motor circuit. As just stated,

55 this electrical circuit making and breaking
device is connected with the rocking-bar K
by means of the adjustable screw O which is

adapted to move along said slot and may be
secured at any point on said rocking-bar ac-

60 cording to how much of the record registered
upon the phonogram it is desired shall be
heard, said device being adapted to be oper-
ated by the phonograph arm at any point in
its forward travel to break the motor circuit

65 and thereby stop the phonograph. I do not
limit mj'self however, to theuseof the circuit
making and breaking device shown and de-

scribed, nor is it essential that the circuit
making and breaking device should be con-
nected with the rocking bar, since any other 70
suitable device that is adapted to be operated
by the phonograph for the purposes set forth
may be employed within the spirit of my in-
vention.

Besides the adjustable circuit making and 75
breaking device shown connected with the
rocking-bar to regulate how much of the rec-
ord on the phonogram shall be heard and
which is operated by the phonograph arm at
any point in its forward travel, I provide an 80
adjustable device (see Fig. 1) consisting of a
rod 12 having a head 13 of rubber or other
soft material, which rod passes through the
bracket c' and is adapted to be held at any
point by a set screw 14 to regulate how much 85
of the record shall be heard by limiting the
backward movement of the phonograph arm
and stopping such arm at any point from the
inner end of the phonogram or commence-
ment of the record. po
In order to prevent the rod H from being

pushed in too rapidly or forcibly and thereby
injure the parts and throw the phonograph
out of adjustment, I employ an 'air-cushion
or other suitable retarding or regulating de- 95
vice (see Figs. 1 and 2) and this consists of
an air. compression chamber or cylinder R,
supported in a bearing r secured to the bracket
c', and through this air chamber is adapted
to work in and out a piston rod S which is ico
connected at one end to an arm s which rises
from cross head I, attached to the rod H;
therefore when rod H is pushed in, it forces
the piston rod S into the cylinder R thereby
retarding the inward movement of said rod loi,

and the parts connected with it and operated
thereby.
Before a proper coin is inserted into the

machine, the rod H and parts connected with
it may be moved in and out without operat- no
ing the attachment or the phonograph, but
when a suitable coin has been inserted into
the machine, it locks or keys the cross heads
G and I, enabling the attachment to operate
and at the same time operate the phonograph 115
as will now be explained.

In plate E there is an opening for the in-
sertion of the coin and the coin chute is con-
nected with this plate (see Fig. 3) so that the
coin will pass directly therethrough, prefer- 120
ably edgewise or parallel to the line of travel,
and this coin chute is constructed as shown
in said figureof an inclined plate T which has
a flange or rxht on the lower edge extending
for only part of its length and another flange 125
or rib t' on its upper edge of one side thereof
extending along its entire length and down
one end and between which ribs the coin trav-
els and the distance between these ribs is

adjusted according to the size of the predeter- 130
mined coin desired to operate the machine;
to this plate T over ribs t and t' is attached
another open plate or frame V. These plates
and ribs make a chute for the coin, which is
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inclined in two directions. It is inclined
downward so that the coin will readily roll
down the inclined rib /, and inclined or tilted
sidewise, so that the coin is tilted over ajrainst

5 the upper edges of the open plate V. If the
coin is below the proper size, it will not reach
as high as this edge, and will lop over and fall
directly into the bottom of the box instead of
passing between and keying the cross heads.

lo From the cross head G rises an arm W
which is milled out from end to end as shown
in dotted lines in Fig. 3 and forms a continu-
ation of the coin chute, it being located di-
rectlythereunder and thecoin passingthrough

15 said chute will pass into and through said
arm and drop on to a short metal piece or
plate w which projects thereunder (see Fig.
2) and said coin is thereby prevented from
dropping into a coin receptacle or hopper (to

20 be hereinafter explained) until it has per-
formed its function, being also held up against
lopping over to one side by the guide in said
arm W and against lopping over to the other
side by a rib n' on the cross head I, thus key-

25 ing these two cross heads together so that
when the rod H is then pushed in both cross
heads will move together or be forced over
to the limit of their inward movement, the
coin being prevented from dropping after it

30 has passed the plate iv only by the pressure
against it of the cross heads, but as soon as
the cross heads have traveled beyond said
plate w and the inward pressure removed, as
there will be nothing to keep the coin from

.35 dropping, it will fall into a coin receptacle as
will be readily understood. Of course the
coin chute can be arranged to guide the coin
on its side instead of edgewise and the cross
heads maybe locked for the desired purpose

40 by a coin so introduced within the spirit of
ray invention. To prevent another coin from
being inserted into the machine before the
rod H has returned, I attach to the plate E a
pivoted device or arm 1 which is constructed

45 as shown in Fig, 2 with a lug 2 on one side,
which when the cross head I is forced in by
rod H, moves in front of the opening o, clos-
ing said opening and this lug is normally
kept away from said opening by a projection

50 3 attached to the cross head T, with which
projection the lower end of said pivoted arm
1 engages.
In order to detect whether or not the coin

employed is a genuine coin, since the raa-

5 chine may be operated by a piece of metal if

of the proper size, I secure in an opening in
the plate E a piece of glass 4 behind which is

arranged a pivoted device which retains the
coin and holds it to view during the opera-

o tion of the phonograph and until said device
is tripped by the cross head G after another
coin has been inserted. The contrivance
which I employ for this purpose is as follows:
To the plate E is secured a coin receptacle or

5 hopper 5 having downwardly extending sides
6, 7, to which is pivoted a bottom piece 8 (see
Fig. 3) and from the upper portion of said

bottom piece projects a pin 9 which is adapt-
ed to engage with a trip or pivoted arm 10
attached to one side of and projecting down- 70
wardly from the arm g on the cross head G
and the arm 10 is held against backward
movement by a lug 11 thereon which strikes
against the arm g on cross head G (see Fig. 2).
When a coin has been insertedof "the proper 75
size and locks the cross heads together to en-
able them to be moved together as before ex-
plained, and said coin has been released and
dropped, it will fall into the hopper down on
to the lower part of the bottom piece 8 di- 80
rectly in front of the glass, exposing such
coin to view, as just set forth, and said bot-
tom piece is tripped or tilted to throw out the
coin by the arm 10 on cross head G striking
the pin 9 as said cross head travels in its sue- 85
ceeding inward movement and the coin will
drop into another coin receptacle or money
box, not shown, placed immediately below;
the arm 10 in returning will ride over the pin
9 without tilting the pivoted bottom, as will 90
be readily understood.
The operation of the machine is as follows:

The normal position of the phonograph arm
is, as before stated, at the end of its forward
movement or at some intermediate point and 95
preferably down in contact with the phono-
gram; it must, therefore, be returned to the
commencement of the record or phonogram
or at some intermediate point and to do so
must first be raised lest the needlepoint mar 100
the record in moving over the phonogram; it
is also normally against the spring-contact P
keeping the motor circuit open and must
therefore be moved away to close the circuit.
The phonograph arm may however, if desired, 105
be normally held in a raised position, at the
end of its forward movementoratsome inter-
mediate point ready to be moved without first
raising it and after it has been moved back-
ward to the desired point, lowered and sub- no
sequently raised within the spirit of my in-
vention.
As will be understood from the previous

description, the rod H and cross head I which
is attached to it may be pushed in and out 115
without operating or throwing the phono-
graph into operation until a proper coin has
been inserted into the machine and keys said
cross head to the cross head G, which latter
cross head is adapted to operate to throw the 120
phonograph into operation; that is, the cross
head G constitutes a movable operating de-
vice or "driven" part which directly oper-
ates to throw the phonograph into operation
after the insertion of a suitable coin but which 125
remains normally inoperative or idle for the
purposes desired until it is connected with
other mechanism or "driving" part which is
adapted to operate or move it through the
medium of a coin. j^q
Assuming the phonograph arm to be at its

normal position, as is the position of the parts
of the attachment shown in Fig. 2, a suitable
coin is inserted in the opening in the plate
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20

E; it will travel into the coin chute and ride

on the rib t of the plate T and around its

rounded end passing into the guide arm W
and drop onto the plate iv being held up in

place by said plate and the guide in arm W
and the rib oi' on the cross head I; thus the

two cross heads are keyed together and when

the rod H is now pushed in it will move both

cross heads, and the post g' on the cross head

G will strike the phonograph arm B or exten-

sion D and carry or shift it over to the de-

sired point. Before however, the post g' has

reached the phonogi-aph arm, or at the same

time, the pin d on the said cross head will

strike the inclined rib I on the rocking-bar K
and as said cross head moves along the rock-

ing-bar will be lifted, thereby raising the

phonograph arm so that it may be moved to

anypoint of the record without destroying it.

The cross heads are moved over until the post

9'

25

30

35

y strikes the rod 12 and when the pressure

is removed the coin will drop into the hopper

5 onto the lower portion of the bottom piece

8 and be exposed to view through the glass 4

and the spring J will return the cross heads

to their normal position ready to be keyed by

another coin, meanwhile remaining inopera-

tive to operate the phonograph. The phono-

graph arm has been left at the commencement

of the record or at some desired intermediate

point and as the motor circuit was closed by

the movement of the phonograph arm away

from the circuit making and breaking device

as before explained the phonograph will be-

fr[n to talk since the phonograph arm has

been lowered to the phonogram by the lower-

in"- of the rocking bar K by the return of the

cross head G, since tlie pin cl thereof has

passed beyond the rib I on said rocking-bar,

40 permitting it to lower. The phonograph arm

is carried forward by the feed screw and

mechanism forming part of the phonograph

until it reaches the circuit making and break-

ing device which it operates to again open

45 the motor circuit and the phonograph ceases

to talk or operate until another suitable coin

is inserted and the motor circuit closed again

as fully set forth.

While I have shown and described my in-

vention as applied to phonographs as the

mechanism to be automatically thrown into

operation by a machine embodying my in-

vention, yet I do not limit my invention to its

use with phonographs or talking machines;

nor do I limit my invention to the particular

construction of parts and devices, separately

or in combination comprising the mechanism

shown and described which embodies my in-

vention and which efficiently accomplishes

the desired results, not to the use of my inven-

tion with talking machines or phonographs

per se since I use the latter term as a generic

term and intend to include thereby, all talking

machines such as graphophones and phono-

6k graph-graphophones.

I believe that I am the first to conceive and

produce the broad fundamental combinations

50

55

60

between a phonograph coin controlled mech-

anism, and mechanism to shift or raise or

lower the reproducer which are necessary to

the production of a coin controlled phono-

graph. And I believe that I am the first to

combine such coin controlled mechanism with

a phonograph that is operated by an electric

motor, and also the first to include the motor

in a circuit which can be opened at two points

in the operation of the coin controlled phono-

graph. But I donot claim in this application

the broad and fundamental combinations in-

dicated, since these are all claimed in my
other application. Serial No. 379,824, filed Jan-

uary 31, 1891, for attachments for operating

phonographs, which, in the set of three ap-

plications filed by me to cover all my inven-

tions is made the application wherein I have

claimed my generic inventions. Nor do I

claim broadly in this application the combi-

nation of coin controlled mechanism with a

phonograph where the operation is that the

reproducer is normally in contact with the

phonogram at the end of the record, and,

when the phonograph is operated in conjunc-

tion with the coin controlled mechanism is

first lifted off the phonogram, then shifted to

the beginning of the record, and then lowered.

Nor do I claim such a coin controlled phono-

graph in combination with a motor for oper-

ating it, the circuit of which motor is normally

held open by the reproducer at the end of the

record. These combinations are claimed

broadly in my application. Serial No. 381,404,

filed February 14, 1891, which, though spe-

cific under the aforesaid broad generic appli-

cation filed January 31, 1891, is still generic

to this present application in respect of the

last points enumerated.
It will be observed that in this present ap-

plication, all of the claims are limited to op-

erating mechanism in which there are two co-

operative parts which arekeyed by a coin.

But without otherwise limiting mj'self to the

exact details of construction shown,

What I claim, and desire to secure by Let-

ters Patent of the United States, is—
1. The combination, with a phonograph, of

a device to raise and lower the reproducer,

and means to operate on said device to raise

and lower it, said means being constructed

in two parts which can be keyed or united by
a coin, substantially as and for the purpose

set forth.

2. The combination, with a phonograph, of

a device to raise and lower the reproducer,

and means which can be moved to operate on

said device to raise and lower it and at the

same time shift the reproducer, said means
remaining normally inoperative and con-

structed in two parts which can be keyed or

united by a coin, substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

3. The combination, with a phonograph, of

a device to raise and lower the reproducer,

a movable cross head or carriage adapted to

operate on said device and lower it, and at

70

75

80

85

90

95

100

tos:

tio

115'

I2(

13'
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the same time sliift the reproducer, another
movable cross head which cau be united to
the first cross head by a coin, and means to
move said cross heads, substantially as and

5 for the purpose set forth.

4 The combination, with a phonograph, of
a device to raise and lower the reproducer,
and means to shift said reproducer and raise
and lower said device, which means consist

ro of the cross heads G and I which can be keyed
together by a coin, and the rod H to move
said cross heads, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

5. The combination, with a phonograph, of
IS a device to raise and lower the reproducer,

means to raise and lower said device and shift
said reproducer, which means consist of two
cross heads which can be keyed together by
a coin, and a device to move said cross heads,

2o substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
6. The combination, with a phonograph hav-

ing its motor circuit normally open, of a de-
vice to raise and lower the reproducer, means
to operate on said device to raise and lower

2$ it, said means being constructed in two parts
which can be keyed or united by a coin, and
means operated by the phonograph to open
and close the motor circuit, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

30 _
7. The combination, with a phonograph hav-

ing its motor circuit normally open, of a de-
vice to raise and lower the reproducer, means
to operate on said device to raise and lower
it, said means being constructed in two parts

35 which can be keyed or united by a coin, and
an adjustable circuit making and breaking
device operated by the phonograph to open
and close the motor circuit, substantially as

- and for the purpose set forth.

40 8. The combination, with a phonograph, of
a lifting device to raise and lower the repro-
ducer, an adjustable circuit making and
breaking device connected therewith and op-
erated by the phonograph to open and close

45 the motor circuit, and means to operate on
said lifting device to raise and lower it, said
means being constructed in two parts which
can be keyed or united by a coin, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

50 9. The combination, with a phonograph, of
a lifting device to raise and lower the repro-
ducer, an adjustable circuit making and
breaking device connected therewith and op-
erated by the phonograph to open and close

55 the motor circuit, means to operate on said
lifting device to raise and lower it and at the
same time shift the reproducer, said means
remaining normally inoperative and being
constructed of two parts which can be keyed

60 by a coin, substantially as and for the puroose
set forth.

10. The combination, with a phonograph, of
a device to raise and lower the reproducer, a
movable coin carrier to operate on said de-

65 vice to raise and lower it, said carrier remain-
ing normally inoperative and being construct-
ed in two parts which can be united or keyed

by a coin, and means to move said coin car-

rier, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth, 70

11. The combination, with a phonograph
having its motor circuit normally open, of a
device to raise and lower the reproducer, a
movable coin carrier to operate on said de-

vice to raise and lower it, said coin carrier re- 75

maining normally inoperative, and being con-

structed in two parts which can be united or

keyed by a coin, means to move said coin car-

rier, and means operated by the phonograph
to open and close the motor circuit, substan- 80

tially as described.
12. The combination, with a phonograph, of

a raising means for the reproducer, shifting

means for the said reproducer, which shift-

ing means remains normally inoperative, and 85
means which can be connected to said shift-

ing means by a coin, substantially as de-

scribed.

13. Thecombination, with a phonograph, of

raising means for the reproducer, shifting 90
means for said reproducer, which shifting

means remains normally inoperative, means
which can be connected to said shifting

means by a coin, and lowering means for the
reproducer, substantiallj'^ as described. 95

14. The combination, with a phonograph, of

raising means for the reproducer, a shifting

device for said reproducer, which shifting de-

vice remains normally inoperative, driving
means which can be connected with said 100

shifting device to operate it by means of a
coin,and means to operate said driving means,
substantially as described,

15. The combination, with a phonograph,
operated by a motor, of means operated by 105

the phonograph to open and close the motor
circuit, a shifting device for the reproducer,
which shifting device remains normally in-

operative, driving means which can be con-

nected to said shifting device by means of a no
coin, and means to move said driving means,
substantially as described.

16. The combination, with a phonograph,
operated by a motor, of means operated by
the phonograph to open and close said motor 115
circuit, raising means for the reproducer, a
shifting device for the reproducer, which
shifting device remains norraallj'' inoperative,
driving means which can be connected to said
shifting device by means of a coin, and means 1 2

o

to move said driving means, substantially as
described.

17. The combination, with a phonograph, of

a device to raise and lower the reproducer,
means to operate on said device to raise and 125
lower it and shift said reproducer, which
means consist of the cross head G, construct-
ed as shown and described, having the post
g' and the pin d connected therewith, and the
cross head I, constructed as shown and de- 130
scribed, which can be keyed to the cross head
G by a coin, and a rod H to move said cross
heads, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.
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18. In a coin controlled mechanism, the com-
bination of the rod IT, spring J, cross head I,

cross head G, and guide rod F,all constructed
and arranged to operate after the insertion

5 of a coin, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

19. In a coin controlled mechanism, the com-
bination of a rod H, spring J, cross head I,

cross head G, guide rod F, cylinder R and
10 piston rod S, all constructed and arranged to

operate after the insertion of a coin, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

20. The combination, with a phonograph, of
a device to raise and lower the reproducer, a

15 rod H, spring J, cross head I, cross head G,
and guide rod F, all constructed and arranged
to operate after the insertion of a coin, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

21. The combination, with the phonograph
20 arm, of the extension D of said arm, rocking

bar K, cross head G, cross head I, guide rod
F, rod H, and spring J, all constructed and
arranged to operate after the insertion of a
coin, substantially as and for the purpose set

25 forth.

22. In acoin controlled mechanism, the com-
bination of the rod H, spring J, cross head I,

cross head G, guide rod F and plate W, all

constructed and arranged to operate after the
30 Insertion of a coin, substantially as described.

23. In a coin controlled mechanism, the com-
bination with the cross head I and rib n there-
of, of the coin chute having opening o and

pivoted arm 1 and lug 2, all arranged sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth. 35

24. In a coin controlled mechanism, the com-
bination of two movable cross heads to be
kej'ed by a coin, a coin chute composed of the
plate T and frame V, the arm or projection

W, plate ?t', and rod II, all constructed and 40
arranged to operate substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

25. Inacoincontrolled mechanism, thecom-
bination with two movable members to receive
the coin and to be keyed thereby, a coin re- 45
ceptacle, having a pivoted bottom, to receive
the coin upon its -release from the movable
members, and a means actuated by one of the
movable members to tilt the said bottom, sub-
stantially as described. 50

26. In a coin controlled device, the combi-
nation with a coin controlled locking device
to receive the coin, a receptacle, having a piv-

oted bottom, to receive the coin upon its dis-

charge from the said device, and means for 55
tilting the said pivoted bottom, the movement
of the said means being controlled by the said

device, substantially as described.
In testimony whereof I have signed my

name to this specification the 23d day of Feb- 60
ruary, A. D. 1891.

ALBERT K. KELLER.

In presence of

—

Geo. W. Ayers,
Alex. Mahley.
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I

To all ivJiom it may concern,
Be it known that we, Ezra T. Gilliland

and Frank W. Toppan, of New York city,
in the county and State of New York, have

5 invented certain new and useful Improve-
ments in Attachments for Automatically
Operating Phonographs, of which the follow-
ing is a specification.
The object of our invention is to enable

lo phonographs and similar talking machines to
be operated automatically, and by means of
which the phonograph is adapted to be thrown
into operation by the insertion of a piece of
money, thereby enabling it to be used after

IS the manner of what are known as vending
machines, the coin in its passage closing an
electric circuit which, as will be hereinafter
explained, starts the phonograph.
We will show and describe our invention

2o as applied to that kind of phonograph which
IS provided with a left-handed screw of high
pitch for moving the spectacle carrying the
reproducer of the phonograph backward or
returning it to its starting point, after it has

25 finished talking, for the purpose of repeating,
although we do not mean to limit our inven-
tion to its use with the class of machines
shown and described, but we use the word
"phonograpli" throughout this specification

30 and the claims hereof as a generic term and
intend thereby to include all talking machines
such as the graphophone and the ohonograph-
graphophone.

In the accompanying drawings forming a
35 part hereof—Figure 1 is a top view of a pho-

nograph of the class mentioned and of the
automatically operating means or mechanism
embodying our invention connected there-
with. Fig. 2 is a side view in elevation of the

40 means or mechanism embodying our inven-
tion; and Fig. 3 is an end view taken through
line X—X of Fig. 1.

The phonograph is shown in Fig. 1, and the
sleeve A thereof, carrying the spectacle B and

45 the arm C, slides or moves from right to left
on the cross-bar or rod D.
E is the right-handed screw-threaded shaft

which is connected with the motor or other
device that drives the phonograph, and this

50 shaft carries the phonogram on which the

record is registered, so that both revolve to-
gether; the spectacle B is moved along in one
direction when the phonograph is talking by
means of this shaft, since^the arm C engages
with it and while the shaft E revolves the 55
spectacle B is caused to travel in one direc-
tion on the cross bar D.
F is the left-handed screw-threaded shaft

which returns the spectacle to its original po-
sition after the phonograph has finished talk- 60
ing and with which shaft the arm C is also
adapted to engage.
The construction and shape of the arm C

is shown in Fig. 3, that is, it is screw-threaded
at c'on its under side and this screw-threaded 65
portion meshes with the shaft E to move the
spectacle B in one direction, that is, so that
the phonograph may operate or talk; but, of
course, as will be readily understood, the arm
C is not at the same time in contact with the 70
shaft F which, as before stated, is for the
purpose of returning the spectacle to its start-
ing point, although these shafts revolve to-
gether, being connected by the belt/.

In order to move the spectacle backward 75
the reproducing point must be raised from
off the phonogram so as not to destroy the
record registered upon it, and the arm C must
also be raised from contact with the shaft E,
and this raising of the arm C causes it to So
come in contact with the under side of the
shaft F and to be returned thereby, that is, by
means of the downwardly projecting curved
plate c^ connected with the outer end of the
arm (see Fig. 3), which plate is in the form S^
of a knife edge on its upper edge and engages
with the shaft F on its under side, which in
revolving forces back the spectacle B, since
this plate c^ will be made to travel, as it
were, in the thread of the shaft F. Thus, 90when the arm C is down, as also the spectacle
in position for talking, it rests upon the shaft
E to be moved along thereby, but the plate
c^ is not then in contact with the under side
of the shaft F, but is down below it; and 95when the arm C is up, as also the spectacle,
the plate c^ will then be in contact with the
under side of the shaft F and be moved
backward thereby as explained. This rais-
ing and lowering of the spectacle has been 100
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done heretofore by the operator, but it is part '

of our invention to accomplish this by means
of electro-magnets.

G is a rockinsr-bar hung or pivoted on the

5 posts g g' and the inner side of this roeking-

'bar has a projection g^ extending its entire

length, upon which rests an arm or projec-

tion b forming part of the reproducer R; the

outer side of this rocking-bar carries a pro-

10 jection T which is adapted to be operated

upon by electro-magnets H.

To prevent the inner side of the rocking-

bar from falling too far and thereby raising

the outer side out of reach of, or to too great

15 a distance to be operated upon by the mag-
net H a screw h or stop is connected with one
of the posts gr upon which the rockingbarrests

or is pivoted and against which stop the bar
G strikes in falling and is thereby prevented
from dropping too far.

I is a bar pivoted at its bottom to the at-

tachment and upon which bar the inner side

of the rocking-bar G rests when the machine
is not talking, thereby holding up that side

of the rocking-bar G and also holding up the

spectacle B and reproducer R, forming part

of it, from contact with the phonogram, since

the projection b of the reproducer R is in di-

rect contact with this inner side of the rock-

ing-bar G, and when this side of the rocking-

bar G is up it holds the reproducer R up, as

will be readily understood.

To one side of the bar I is attached a spring

i, the other end of which spring being con-

35 nected with a post *' or directly to a screw i^

which passes through the post i' for the pur-

pose of regulating the tension of this spring,

and this tension is to the right, as shown in

the drawings, and against the power of an

40 electro-magnet J which in its active condi-

tion operates upon the bar I through the ar-

mature i^ thereon.

K is a portion of the box or receptacle into

which the piece of money is dropped, and

45 this coin travels on an incline, as shown, and
if of the proper size comes in contact with

both the metal contacts k k' which are in cir-

cuit with the magnet J and a battery L, and
this circuit remains normally broken at the

point between the contacts k k' but is closed

for a moment by the coin which in its pas-

sage touches both contacts, thereby closing

the circuit to the batteryL and magnet J, en-

ergizing this magnet which will then attract

the armature i^ on the bar I, drawing it to the

left, as shown in the drawings, from under the

rocking-bar G thereby enabling the inside

edge of this rocking-bar to fall and with it

the spectacle, lowering the reproducer R into

60 position on the phonogram for talking; but

this is only for an instant, since the coin only

closes the circuit to the battery L and the

magnet J in passing between the contacts k

k' and as soon as it is gone by them the cir-

65 cuit is again broken and the magnet J de-en-

ergized; but the bar I cannot be drawn to the

right asain by the spring i, since the inner

50

55

90

95

edge of the rocking-bar G is down, and against

the end of this rocking-bar the bar I rests

until the rocking-bar is subsequently raised 70

as will bo presently explained. Almost at

the same moment that the rocking-bar G has

stopped or is down and the reproducer is in

position for talking, the phonograph will be-

gin to operate, since the rocking-bar or the 75
spectacle in lowering has closed the circuit

to the battery M and the motor (not shown)
which drive the phonograph by means of a
circuit-closing device which it operates and
which we will now explain. 80

N is a strip of spring steel carrying an
armature n and which is fastened at its lower

end to the bottom of the attachment (see Fig.

2) and is insulated therefrom. The upper
end of this spring is bent, as shown, and is in

direct contact with the projection i>of the re-

producer R and is held back thereby from
contact with a screw o.

O is a post also insulated from the base of

the attachment and carries on its upper end
an adjustable screw with which the arma-
ture n on the spring N makes contact. The
post O is in circuit with the battery M (or the

motor circuit) from which battery the current

runs to the motor that drives the phono-
graph, and the spring N is also in this same
circuit, the circuit being from the battery M
to the motor, from the motor to the spring N,
and when the armature n is in contact with

the screw to the post Gaud back to the bat-

tery. A similar circuit -closing device con-

sisting of the spring P carrying an armature

p is also connected with the base of the at-

tachment and insulated therefrom, and there

is also located near this spring a post S also

attached to but insulated from the base of

the attachment, through which post passes

an adjustable screw s which is adapted to

come in contact with the armature p on the

spring P and close an electric circuit which
runs from the battery L to the magnets H and
therefrom to the spring P to the post S and
back again to the battery.

To return now to the point whei-ethe coin

in passing between the contacts k k' has
closed the circuit from the battery L to the

magnet J to trip the bar I and lower the in-

ner edge of the rocking-bar G and with it the

spectacle and reproducer into position for

talking, the arm C will then rest upon the i2<

screw-threaded shaft E which is connected
with the motor by the pulleys e and belts e';

and in falling the projection b on the repro-

ducer R drops below the inwardly extending
upper end of the spring N which thereby is

enabled to move or moves itself to the right,

and comes in contact with the screw on the

post O, thereby closiug the circuit from the

battery M to the motor which begins to run,

revolving the shaft E, carrying along the arm 1 3c

C, and the phonograph will begin to operate

or to talk and continue to talk until the

spectacle strikes the spring P, which is made
adjustable to the right or to the left accord-

ii(

II!
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ing as to how much of the record registered
upon the phonogram is desired shall be heard,
forcing it in contact with the screw s on the
post S, thereby closing the circuit to the bat-

5 tery L and the magnets H, which are thereby
energized and attract or draw down the pro-

jection T on the opposite or other edge of the
rocking-bar G, lowering that side of the roek-
ing-bar and raisiugthe inner side of the rock-

ro ing-bar and with it the reproducer from con-
tact with the phonogram, and the phonograph
has ceased to talk; at the same moment the
I'od I is drawn into position bj' the spring i

under the rocking-bar G and holds it there

IS in position until it is drawn away again by
the subsequent insertion of another coin,

which closes the circuit to the battery L and
magnet J, as before explained. But the mo-
tor has not stopped, since the circuit is still

2o closed from the battery M to the motor be-
cause the armature 7i on the spring N is still

in contact with the screw o on the post O, for,

although the phonograph has ceased talking,

thespectacle and reproducer must be returned
25 to their original position; and this is accom-

plished bj" the screw-threaded shaft F which
has also been revolving with the screw-
threaded shaft E, being connected therewith
by the belt/; but, as will be readilj^ under-

30 stood, and as before explained, when the spec-
tacle has been raised bj' the rocking-bar G it

has also raised the arm C from off the shaft
E, and at the same time lifted the plate c^ in

contact with the under side of the shaft F,

35 which is screw-threaded in the opposite di-

rection from the shaft E for the purpose of
returning the spectacle. As soon as the spec-
tacle has commenced to return the spring P
is thereby removed from the screw s and the

40 circuit from the battery L to the magnets H
is then broken, for those magnets have fin-

ished their work having drawn down one side
of the rocking-bar G and at the same time
lifted up the spectacle; and when theprojec-

45 tions b on the reproducer R of the spectacle
has reached in its backward travel the in-

wardly extending end of the spring Nit forces
it back, removing the armature n from con-
tact with the screw on the post O andthere-

50 by breaks the circuit from the battery M to

the motor which then ceases to run and stops
the phonograph, and all the parts are once
more in position ready for the insertion of

another coin. Thus, as will be seen, there

55 are three circuits: one (which is closed bj'^the

passage of the coin) from the battery L to the
magnet J and back to the battery L for the
purpose of tripping the rod I to lower the

spectacle; another running from the battery
60 M to the motor that drives the phonograph,

therefrom to the spring N, post O and back
to the battery M; and another which runs
from the battery L to the magnets H and
therefrom to the spring P and post S and

65 back to the battery L for the purpose of rais-

ing the spectacle to stop the talking and en-

able the spectacle to be returned. Thus it

will be seen that, by our invention, instead
of the spectacle being controlled and operated
by the operator, it is controlled and operated 70
by an electromagnet, that is, instead of being
raised and lowered by the operator, it is raised
and lowered by an electro-magnet.

Heretofore the rocking-bar has been a part
of the phonograph and was capable of taking 75
three positions through the medium of a cam:
when lowered, the reproducer was brought in
contact with the phonogram into position
ready for talking; when raised one half of

the distance of which it is capable of moving 80
the reproducer, was raised from off the phono-
gram and the arm C raised out of the thread
of the shaft E suspending the talking; and
when it was desired to repeat or go backward,
the arm was raised to the highest point which 85
brought the left-handed or reverse screw F
into action. In our invention, the rocking-
bar is capable of taking only two positions;
bl^t this, however, serves the purpose of our
invention, since we only require two positions 90
of the phonograph spectacle and the arm C,
that is, the spectacle should either be down
in position for talking, or up bringing into
action the reverse motion for returning it to

the starting point. 95
As will be readily understood, to enable the

phonograph or other similar talking machines
to be operated automatically, there are four
actions or operations which must be produced
at the proper times: first, the lowering of the loc
spectacle arm to bring the reproducer into
position for talking; second, the closing of
the circuit to the motor; third, raising the
spectacle so that it may be returned to its

starting point after the phonograph has pro- 105
duced the desired amount of talking; and
fourth, opening the motor circuit to stop the
phonograph. These operations being the ob-
jects of our invention to accomplish, we have
shown and described a mechanism or means no
embodjnng our invention which effectually

accomplishes these desired results.

A dash-pot or other similar device may be
attached to the rocking-bar or lifting arm to

prevent a jar when the bar is dropped and 115
prevent injury to the phonogram or a dis-

turbance of the attachment of the reproducer;
and we maj^ also attach to the spectacle arm
a counter-balance in order that the electro-

magnets operating the lifting device may 120
raise the arm without difficulty, this counter-
balance also preventing the jar produced by
the lowering of the spectacle arm.
The circuit-closing devices which close the

circuits, before and for the purposes set forth, 125
are adjustable in respect to the pointat which
they are brought into action in order to start
or stop the phonograph at any point on the
phonogram according as to how much of the
record registered upon it it is desired shall 130
be heard; and while the circuit closing de-
vices shown and described are effectual for
the purposes desired yet we do not intend to
limit our invention to the use of these par-
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ticular circuit closing devices since there are
many circuit closing devices wliich could be
employed for the purposes desired, the use
of any of which would be covered by our in-

5 vention.

The circuit operating the starting device
or rocking-bar can be arranged to be closed

by the spectacle when traveling in the reverse

or return motion at any point in its back-
ro ward travel by means of an adjustable cir-

cuit-closing device to lower the spectacle into

position for talking, so as to automatically
repeat the talking as often as desired with-

out the insertion of another coin, as will be
15 readily understood.

Although we prefer to use a supplementary
battery L for connecting or operating the
rocking-bar through the medium of the elec-

tro-magnets J and H, but as each of these

20 magnets call upon the battery to act for an
instant only, we can utilize the phonograph
or motor battery for these purposes without
the supplementary battery if desired.

What we claim as our invention is

—

25 1. Thecombinatiou,with a phonograph and
an electric circuit which supplies power to

operate said phonograph, of an attachment
or device to hold the spectacle and repro-

ducer from contact with the phonogram when
30 the phonograph is not talking, an electro-

magnet in a circuit adapted to operate on
said device or attachment to lower the spec-

tacle and reproducer into position for talking,

and a coin to close the circuit to the source

35 of electric energy and said magnet, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination, with a phonograph and
an electric circuit which supplies power to

operate said phonograph, of an attachment
40 or device to hold the spectacle and reproducer

from contact with the phonogram when the
phonograph is not talking, an electro-magnet
in a circuit adapted to operate on said device
or attachment to lower the spectacle and repro-

45 ducer into position for talking a coin to close

the circuit to the source of electric energy and
said magnet and another electro-magnet in a

circuit which is also adapted to operate on said

device to raise said spectacle and reproducer

50 at any desired point in their travel according
as to how much of the record registered on the
phonogram it is desired shall be heard, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination with a phonograph and

55 an electric circuit which supplies power to

operate said phonograph, of an attachment
or device to hold the spectacle and reproducer
from contact with the phonogram when the
phonograph is not talking, an electric circuit

60 from a separate source of electric energy, an
electro-magnet in circuit with said separate
source of electric energy adapted to operate
on said attachment or device to lower the
spectacle and reproducer into position for

65 talking and at the same time close the said

motor circuit so that the phonograph may op-

erate or talk, and a coin to close the circuit

to said separate source of electric energy, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination with a phonograph and 70
an electric circuit which supplies power to

operate said phonograph, an attachment or

device to hold the spectacle and reproducer
from contact with the phonogram when the
phonograph is not talking, an electric circuit 75
from a separate source of electric energy, an
electro-magnet in circuit with said separate
source of electric energy adapted to operate
on said attachment or device to lower the
spectacle and reproducer into position for 80

talking and at the same time close the said

motor circuit so that the phonograph may op-

erate or talk, and a coin to close the circuit

to said separate source of electric energy, and
another electro-magnet in circuit with said 85
separate source of electric energy which is

also adapted to operate on said attachment
or device to raise the spectacle and reproducer
at any desired point in their travel according
as to how much of the record registered on 9c

the phonogram it is desired shall be heard,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

5. The combination with a phonograph
driven by a motor, of an attachment to nor-

mally'' hold the spectacle and reproducer from 95
contact with the phonogram, an electro mag-
net to operate on said attachment to lower
the spectacle and reproducer into position for

talking, the electrical circuit operating said

magnet being normally open and being closed 100

by a coin, an adjustable circuit closing device
which is operated by the spectacle and repro-

ducer in lowering to close the circuit to the
motoi", and is operated by the spectacle and
reproducer in returning to its normal condi- 105
tion to open the said circuit, an electro mag-
net operating on said attachment to raise the
spectacle and reproducer, and an adjustable
circuit closing device which is included in

the circuit with the last named electro mag- iia
net and is actuated by the spectacle and re-

producer at any desired point in their for-

ward travel, substantially as described.
6. The combination with a phonograph of

an attachment or device to normally hold the 115

spectacle and reproducer from contact with
the phonogram, an electro-magnet adapted to

operate on said device or attachment to lower
the reproducer into position for talking, and
at the same time to close the circuit to the 120:

motor that drives the phonograph, the elec-

tric circuit operating said magnet being nor-
mally open and adapted to be closed by means
of a coin, and an electro-magnet which also
operates on said attachment or device to raise 1 25
the spectacle and reproducer at any desired
point in its travel, according as to how much
of the record on the phonogram it is desired
shall be heard, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth. 13c

7. The combination with a phonograph of
an attachment or device to normally hold the
spectacle and reproducer from contact with
the phonogram, said attachment or device be-
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ing adapted to be operated upon by an elec-
tro-magnet to lower the reproducer into po-
sition for talking and at the same time to
close the circuit to the motor that drives the

5 phonograph, the electric circuit operating
said magnet being normally open and adapt-
ed to be closed by means of a coin and an
electro-magnet which also operates on said
attachment or device to raise the spectacle

lo and reprodncer at any desired point in its
travel, according as to how much of the rec-
ord on the phonogram it is desired shall be
heard, so that it may bo returned to its start-
ing point, and an adjustable circuit-closing

15 device adapted to be operated at any desired
point of the return of the phonograph to open
the motor circuit and stop the phonograph,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

8. The combination with a phonograph of
20 an attachment or device to normally hold the

spectacle and reproducer from contact with
the phonogram when the phonograph is not
talking an electro-magnet adapted to operate
on said attachment or device to lower the

25 spectacle and reproducer, and at the same
time to close the circuit to the motor that
drives the phonograph, the electric circuit op-
erating said magnet being normally open and
adapted to be closed by means of a coin, sub-

30 stantially as and for the purpose set forth.
9. The combination, with a phonograph

driven by an electric motor, of an electrically
operated attachment for raising and lowering
the spectacle and reproducer, an electro mag-

35 net operating on said attachment to release
and lower it and to thereby lower the spec-
tacle andreproducer and simultaneously close
the motor circuit, the circuit of the said mo-
tor being normally open and being closed by

40 a coin, an electro magnet operating on said
attachment to raise the reproducer and spec-
tacle, an adjustable circuit closing device
which is included in circuit with the last
named electro magnet, and is actuated by the

45 spectacle and reproducer at any desired point
in their forward travel, and an adjustable
circuit breaking device operated at any de-
sired point of the rearward travel of the I

spectacle and reproducer to open the motor
circuit, substantially as described. 50

10. The combination with a phonograph,
the reproducer thereof having a projection b,

of the rocking-bar G, bar I, the adjustable
spring i, electro-magnet J, battery L and con-
tacts k ic' in circuit with said battery L and 55
magnet J, all constructed, arranged and
adapted to operate by means of a coin, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose herein de-

scribed.

11. The combination with a phonograph, 60
the reproducer thereof having a projection h,

of the rocking-bar G, bar I, the adjustable
spring i, electro-magnet J, battery L, contacts
k k' in circuit with said battery L and mag-
net J, the adjustable circuit-closing device 65

consisting of the spring N, post O, and screw
0, battery M and an electric motor for driv-

ing said phonograph in circuit with said bat-

tery M and circuit -closing device, all con-
structed, arranged and adapted to be thrown 70
into operation by means of a coin, substan-
tially as and for the purpose herein described.

12. The combination with a phonograph,
the reproducer thereof having a projection b,

of the rocking-bar G, bar I, the adjustable 75
spring i, electro-magnet J, battery L, contacts
k k' in circuit with said battery L and mag-
net J, the adjustable circuit-closing device
consisting of the spring N, post O, and screw
0, battery M, and an electric motor for driv- 80

ing said phonograph in circuit with said bat-

tery M and circuit-closing device, and an ad-
justable circuit closing device consisting of

the spring P, post S and screw s in circuit

with the battery L, and magnet H, all con- 85
structed, arranged and adapted to operate,
substantially as and for the purpose herein
described.
This specification signed and witnessed

this 1st day of February, 1890.

EZRA T. GILLILAND.
FRANK W. TOPPAN.

In presence of

—

A. W. Kiddle,
Frederick H. Davis.
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To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Stewart Dixon Mc-

Kelyey, a citizen of the United States, resid-
ing at Canton, in the countj^ of Stark and

^
5 State of Ohio, have invented new and useful

|, Improvements in Phonographs, of which the
following is a specification.
My invention relates to certain improve-

ments in phonographs, the purpose thereof
lo being to make provision for the use of a flat

surface for recording the sound vibrations,
instead of the cylindrical form now in gen-
eral use, and to enable a duplicate record to

. be formed at the same time and from the
15 same vibrations, upon a separate surface, or

tablet to serve as a retained copy of the mat-
ter recorded upon the tablet, which is mailed
or otherwise used.

It is rijy purpose also, to provide means
2o enabling a continuous and unbroken phono-

graphic record to be made upon a flat tablet
of suitable material; the path of the recorder
being from side to side, or end to end of the
tablet; to so actuate the feeding devices that

25 the sharp turns of the recorder, at the round-
ed ends of the successive lines, shall be made
in such a manner that the reproduction shall
not be varied or impaired in any manner; to
provide automatic means for feeding thetab-

30 let to give the line-spa«e and for reciprocat-
ing said table beneath the recorder, or re-
producer, and to enable a duplicate record to
be made upon an independent tablet and by
a separate, or s**condary recorder, actuated

35 bv a separate diaphragm, but operating in
unison with the main, or primary diaphragm.

It is further my purpose to provide novel
devices for supporting the recorder and for
transmitting the vibrations of the diaphragm

40 thereto, and to provide simple means where-
by two duplicate records may be made upon
different surfaces, by a single primary dia-
phragm, and to provide for the adjustment
of the recording or reproducing devices, with

Its relation to the surface, or surfaces, upon
which they operate.

It is one purpose of my invention to pro-
vide means whereby, as already set forth,
double or duplicate records can be simulta-

o neously produced upon, or reproduced from,
independent surfaces, to provide a retained

copy in case one duplicate should be mailed
to a correspondent, or otherwise pass out of
the hands of the person making it.

It is also my object to provide for the em- 55ployment of such duplicate records in the
reproduction, and thereby materially increase
the volume of sound.

It is my purpose, also, in this connection,
to provide a construction and combination 60
of parts whereby the position of either one of
the recording instruments, or the reprodu-
cers may be adjusted as to the angle at which
It acts, or removed entirely from action; to
provide a novel method of connecting the 65
said instruments to the diaphragms by which
they are supported, whereby no two points
of connection shall be in the same nodal cir-
cle, or line, and to connect the main phonetic
diaphragm upon which the sound is concen- 70
trated, to the'individual supporting dia-
phragms in such manner that the latter shall
have more or less vibratory movement in
unison with the main diaphragm.

It is one object of my invention, also to ob- 75
viate the false vibrations which are frequently
produced in phonographs, and by reason of
which crackling, or harsh grating, sounds of
considerable strength are given by the repro-
ducer.

3^
1 propose, moreover,to provide certain novel

improvements in the construction of the re-
cording and in the reproducing instruments
or needles, whereby rapid wear and deteriora-
tion from often repeated use of the recorders 8i;
in reproducing is avoided.

'

It is my object, also, to improve the dia-
phragm, to render it more sensitive, and to
provide simple and novel means for support-
ing and holding the composition uoon which go
the record is made, either singly, or in dunli-
cate. ^

The invention consists, to these ends, in the
several novel features of construction and
new combinations of parts hereinafter fully gc
set forth, and then more particularly pointed
out and defined in the claims followin"- this
specification.

"

To enable others skilled in the art to whichmy invention pertain.?, to make, construct and 100
use the same, I will proceed to describe my in-
vention in detail, reference being had for that
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purpose to the accompanying drawings, in
whicli

—

Figure 1, is a perspective view, showing the
complete mechanism, save only the motor, or

5 other actuating device. Fig. 2, is a trans-
verse vertical section of the parts shown in
Fig. 1, taken a little to the side of concen-
trator. Fig. 3, is a rear elevation of the parts
shown in Fig. 1, the concentrator being partly

lo broken awaj'. Fig. 4, is a vertical* section,
taken longitudinally a little in front of the
guide rail, or track 73, Fig. 1. Fig. 5, is a ver-
tical section taken centrally through the con-
centrator and through the diaphragm cham-

15 ber beneath. Fig. 6, is a vertical section of
Fig. 5, the section plane being at right an-
gles with the line of section in Fig. 5. Figs.
7 and 8, are detail perspective views showing
the metallic, or fiber sleeves, for taking up the

2o wear. Fig. 9, is a detail perspective, showing
the automatic feed-dog which engages with
the double threaded shaft for imparting a re-

ciprocating motion, or transverse feed, to the
platform carrying the recording tablets. Fig.

25 10, is a detail end elevation, showing the
mechanism by which the line-feed is effected.

Fig. 11, is a detail vertical section, showing
the manner of connecting the sound-conveyer
and concentrator and diaphragm chamber,

30 and engaging the same with the threaded
shaft, imparting a periodical line-feed. Fig.

12, is a detail perspective, showing part of
the carrier and the threaded pillow-block set
therein to rest upon the shaft giving the

35 line-feed. Fig. 13, is a detail section, show-
ing the means for adjusting the position of

the stylus relatively to the surface upon which
it operates. Fig. 14, is a detail section, show-
ing the same parts, and the front edge of the

40 graduated guide bar or track. Fig. 15, is a
detail elevation, showing one of the adjust-

able end bearings for the feed shafts. Fig.

16, is a detail perspective, showing parts of

the shaft by which the transverse feed is ef-

45 fected, with the feed-pawl and part of the
platform. Fig. 17, is a detail view, showing
the action of the feed-pawl, and one of the
springs for facilitating the return-feed of the
platform, and preventing all shock or jar to

50 the reverse movement of the table. Fig. 18,

is a detail view, showing the action of the
feed-pawl, or dog, in reversing the feed of the
platform. Fig. 19, is a detail view, showing
the edge of the platform and the latch hold-

55 ing one of the pivoted stops, by which the
tablet is arrested, when introduced to proper
position. Fig. 20, is a detail perspective,

showing one of the pivoted stops. Fig. 21, is

a detail perspective, showing the stop (Fig.

60 20), mounted and engaged with the latch

shown in Fig. 19. Fig. 22, is a detail per-

spective, showing one of the pivoted detents

for securing the tablet and preventing longi-

tudinal displacement after said tablet is

65 placed upon the platform. Fig. 23, is a de-

tail perspective, showing the detent illus-

trated in Fig. 22, closed. Fig. 24, is a detail

section of a part of the platform, showing one
of the tablets in place with the stop closed.
Fig. 25, is a perspective view of one of the 70
stops shown in Fig. 24. Fig. 20, is a view in
vertical section, showing the main diaphragm,
and the auxiliary, or secondary diaphragms,
the connections between the same, the styles,
the devices intermediate between the styles 75
and the diaphragms, and part of one of the
tablets. Fig. 27, is a partial perspective, show-
ing the construction of the under part of the
support for the auxiliary or secondary dia-
phragms. Fig. 28, is a detail perspective of 80
the upper part of the said diaphragm support.
Fig. 29, is a detail perspective, showing the
construction of the upper surface of the lower
plate, and in which the secondary or auxiliary
diaphragms are supported. The under sur- 85
face of said plate is flat, the same as the upper
surface of plate as shown in Fig. 28. Fig. 30,
isan edge elevation of the parts shown in
Fig. 39. Fig. 31, is a central section of a dia-
phragm and its supporting frame, showing 90
the preferred construction. Fig. 32, is a de-
tail perspective, showing a diaphragm and its
frame, and illustrating manner of attaching
the stylus connections. Fig. 33, is a detail
perspective, showing one of the duplex record- 95
ing and reproducing styles, with the revers-
ing devices. Fig. 34, is a detail view upon a
somewhat enlarged scale of part of the stylus-
supporting-lever shown in Fig, 33. Fig. 35,
is a detail perspective upon an enlarged scale, loo
of the style shown in Fig. 33, detached from
its lever or support. Fig. 36, is a detail per-
spective showing a modification of the stvlus
shown in Fig. 35, when used on cylindrical
tablets as shown in Fig. 37. Fig. 37, is a sec- 105
tional view, showing a slight modification,
adapting the duplex recording and reproduc-
ing devices to a c^-lindrieal tablet. Fig. 38,
is a perspective view of one of the preferred
fiat tablets. Fig. 39, is a face view of one of no
the diaphragms, showing one method of con-
necting between different nodal circles.

Thereferencenumeralljinsaiddrawings in-
dicates the supporting frame of the machine,
which consists, essentially, of a rectangular m::
base-plate, raised, if desired, upon legs. The
construction of the frame is not necessarily of
importance in practicing the invention and
may be widely varied. I will, therefore, in
referring to this part, be understood as com- 120
prehending any preferred form of construc-
tion, and the use of any desired material
therein.

Upon the base-plate 1 is usually placed a
somewhat smaller table 2, from which rise 125
posts 3, to sustain the rails traversed by the " '

reciprocating platform, or carriage 4, which
supports and retains the tablets on which rec-
ord is to be made, or from which recorded
matter is tobe reproduced. The rails consist 130
of bars 5, of suitable material, having in cross
section the form, approximately, of a letter T
inverted. They are supported at or near
their ends upon the posts 3, by means of
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threaded pins G, having their reduced upper
ends tapped, or swiveled into the lower faces
of the rails, while the other ends of said pins
enter threaded apertures in the tops of the

5 posts and rest upon nuts 7, which are held in

place by jam-nuts 8. This construction per-
mits a delicate and accurate adjustment of
the platform at each of its four corners sepa-
rately.

ro The carriage 4 consists of a perfectly flat,

rectangular plate^ provided with slide-blocks,
or ribs 9, which may extend from side to side
of its lower face and serve as stiffening ribs.

These bars, or blocks, rest and slide upon flat

15 upper surfaces of the rails 5. This arrange-
ment is capable of modification, and I do not
wish to be limited as to construction, as I

have found by placing a journaled traveler at
or nearthefourcornersof thetable,similar to

20 one shown by reference to 71 and 72, (Fig. 14)
and placed so that the traveler shall rest upon
the guide bars 5, that the friction is consid-
erably reduced. These travelers may be con-
structed so as to roll in either direction upon

25 the guide bars, and may be supported by suit-
able brackets, attached to the under surface
of table 4.

The carriage is of such size as to provide
two similar spaces, divided from each other

30 by a T flange 10, rising from the surface and
extending from end to end, the outer edges
parallel with said flange, being provided with
flanges 12, having overhanging ribs 13, and
the corresponding rib on the central or divid-

35 ing flange 10. Each space is preferably of
the same length and width as the tablet to be
inserted, so that the ends of the latter are
flush with the ends of the carriage. To make
the specification more clear, it should be here

40 noted thattheconceutrator61,faces the front
of the machine as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

The tablets 14 are pushed into place and their
ends are arrested or butted against suitable
stops, which may be of form shown in Figs.

45 24 and 25. It is preferable that the stops on
either end of the table do not projci^t across
the slotted openings in table 4, so that dust
or shavings from tablet 14, may be easily re-
moved. The ends of the tablets on the left

tO or entering end of the table are held in place
by suitable stops (Figs. 21, 22 and 23), pivot-
ally mounted upon the angles 10 and 12 of
table.

The table or carriage is moved by means of

^5 a threaded shaft 18, arranged centrally, or
substantially so, beneath and transverse to

.the length of the tablet-spaces, so that the
lines of record will cross the tablet. It will
be noted that the same principles will be

>o evolved in making record lines longitudinally
on the tablet, or end to end. Shaft 18 is sup-
ported at its ends in cone-bearings 19, one of
which is adjustable in a bracket 20, the other
being tapped through a riser 21. Upon said

5 shaft are formed worm-threads 22, both of
which may be left, or right-hand threads,
formed by cutting one first and then turning

the shaft end for end, and cutting the other.
Each of these threads is of such extent as to
feed the carriage the length of a record line. 70
The carriage or table is guided and its move-
ment, rendered perfectly rectilinear by a rod
or bar 23, supported at its ends by the riser

21, and by a similar support at the opposite
end of shaft (Figs. 1, 2 and 4). The said bar 75
is rigidly held in place by means of cap screws
(Fig. 2). Embracing said bar or boxes 24, de-
pending from the carriage and having suit-

able bushings 45 (Fig. 7) to take up thefric-
tional wear. 80
Upon each of the boxes 24, is pivoted a dog

25, its pivotal support being afforded by a
stud or pin 26, tapped into a lateral boss 27,
which projects from the boxes, the outer ends
of said bosses giving lateral support to the 85
dogs against the side-thrusts of the worm-
threads 22. In the surface of the boss 27, is

formed a recess 28, in which lies a pin or lug
29, the latter being rigid with the dog, and
adapted to move freely between the shoul- 90
ders 30, at the ends of said recess, (see Fig. 9)
said shoulders serving as stops to limit the
swinging movement of the dog, and one of
them being in such position as to maintain it

rigidly in substantially the position shown in 95
Fig. 2 in full lines, its point being in engage-
ment with the worm-threads. Above its point
of pivotal support, the dog is extended to
form a shank or arm 31, which is enlarged at
its end to increase its weight. This shank or 100
arm is inclined at such an angle to the'por-
tion below the pivot pin, that when itis thrown
backward and when the working end or point
of the feed-dog is raised out of operative en-
gagement with the worm-thread, it will be 105
maintained in such position by the gravity of
its weighted arm, as seen in dotted lines in Fig.
2. The form of construction of this feed-pawl
or dog is capable of modification, and I may
substitute for the pin 29, working in recess no
28, two pins, set in the side of box 24, above
the pivotal point of support, to limit the
swing of the feed-dog or pawl, to accomplish
the same movements as already described and
shown in Fig. 9. The shaft 18, is driven con- 115
tinuously by any suitable power, such as an
electric motor, a foot treadle, a spring actu-
ated train of gears, or other suitable means.
The feed-dogs are brought into operative

engagement with its worm-thread 22, by be- 120
ing automatically dropped by contact with
the adjustable bracket arms 32, projecting
from the risers 21, as shown more fully in
Fig. 2. The engaging or lower portion of the
dog is brought against said arm by the feed 125
movements of the carriage, an instant prior
to the reversing of said movement. The en-
gagement of the lower end of the feed-dog
with the worm-thread, is provided for by the
formation of the adjustable bracket-arm 32, 130
which may be so adjusted that the engaging
point of the feed-pawl will drop into position
just an instant before the end of the thread
engages with said pawl. The feed-dogs may
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be alternately tripped out of engagement
with the worm-thread 22, by means of trip-
ping bars 34, or by a leaf spring hereinafter
described. The ends of the tripping bars 34,

5 as seen in Fig. 2, are let into the opposite lat-

eral faces of the pillow bearings 35, and are
held in place by small spiral springs which are
attached to the inner end of the tripping bars.
The displacement of the tripping bars is pre-

lo vented by a pin set through the pillow bear-
ing cap, and the point of the pin working in
an elongated slot, or between two shoulders
as the construction of said bars may be pre-
ferred. I may also substitute for the spring-

15 actuated arm or tripping bars 34, in pillow
bearing 35, which supports the intermediate
portions of the shaft 18, a leaf spring so ad-
justed that the pressure of the point of the
spring shall be on the back edge of the pawl

2o 25. The tension of the spring may be regu-
lated by being wrapped around a small pin
in the lower part of the box 24, and with the
end resting against the under surface of the
table. It will be readily seen that there are

25 several forms of construction to accomplish
the same movements with reference to the
operation of the feed-pawl, and I do not want
to be limited to specific forms of construction,
as I have found in experiments that either

30 construction previously described, will give
the same satisfactory results. It should be
noted however, that in either of the construc-
tions,, the pin or pins limiting the swing of
the pawl should be covered with rubber tape

35 or tubing, to deaden the clicking sound caused
by the rapid action of the feed-pawls. The
outer ends of these tripping bars project so
as to abut that portion of each dog lying
below its pivotal support, as seen in Figs. 2

40 and 16. It will be noticed from these fig-

ures that the final convolutions of the worm-
threads pass into, or terminate in a circum-
ferential shoulder 36, which lies at right an-
gles with the shaft 18. The recesses 33 are

45 formed at, or near the point where the said
convolutions are mei'ged into these shoulders,
at which moment the carriage is at its ex-
treme limit of movement. As this limit is

reached the advancing edge of the carriage
50 has been pressed against a leaf spring 37, and

places the latter under tension as is seen in
Fig. 17 and also in Fig. 2. The recoil of this

spring, one of which is mounted on each of
the risers 21, aids in overcoming the inertia

55 and in imparting the initial reverse move-
ment of the carriage. It also assists in steady-
ing the movements and preventing all shock
or jar by sudden reverse movements.

It should be noted that one end of the shaft
6o 18, is carried through the riser 21, and caused

to project on its opposite side, to receive the
pulley 38, which is belted to the source of
power. J3oth the risers 21, are formed by side
pieces 2^ of the tabic J, and the cone bearing

65 19, supporting the projecting end of the shaft,

has support in bracket 20, which is mounted
on the main frame of the machine. This con-

struction enables the operator to wholly re-
move all parts constituting the carriage, its

supports and operative mechanism, by simply 70
throwing the belt off the pulley and detach-
ing the fastening connecting the bracket 20,
with the main frame. The space whereby
the record is caused to appear in a series of
transverse lines lying upon the table in close 75
parallelism, is produced by the intermediate
action of the threaded shaft 39, arranged
above and at right angles with the shaft 18.
The ends of shaft 39 are mounted in cone
bearings 40, supported in brackets 41, mount- 80
ed on the main frame, at or near the side
thereof, and the shaft is driven by a move-
ment which will be explained hereinafter.
Upon this surface is formed a screw thread
of extremely low pitch, containing any suit- 85
able number of threads to the inch, from
about thirty to fifty or more. The thread-
ed surface engages the pillow-block or bear-
ing 42, (see Fig. 12) having an interiorly
formed (half-round) recess, adapted to fit the 90
shaft and mesh its threads accurately. The
block is suitably fastened in an arm 43, bi-
furcated at one end to provide two widely
separated points of support. Each of said
arms is provided with an eye 44, containing 95
a split or longitudinally cleft bushing 45,
which closely surrounds a supporting and
guiding bar 46, the end of the latter being
sustained in the brackets 4P. The line-feed
shaft 39, lies between this guiding and sup- rcc
porting shaft and a point just above the ta-
ble, and the bifurcated portions of the arm 43,
unite, before reaching the shaft 39, and the
arm extends from the point of engagement of
the pillow-block, to a point over the carriage, ro";

its end being united with, or forming part of
a vertical curved flange 47, and a curved at-
taching plate 48, uniting with said flange at
the lower edge of the latter, and thence ex-
tending beneath and laterally upon each side r ic
of the arm 43, to form, in conjunction with
the flange, a means of attachment to the lower
part of the sound-conducting tube, as fully
described in a subsequent part of this speci-
fication. It will be observed that bv this me- 1 1

4

tallic construction of the attachment between
the arm 43, and the diaphragm chamber, the
frictional vibrations of the mechanism oper-
ating the line-feed, may be conducted along
the shaft 39, and through the pillow-block 42, i2(J:
and arm 43, to the diaphragm chamber, which
would be objectionable, especially in making
a record. To obviate and overcome this, I
make the slotted opening in arm 43, a little
larger than the half nut or pillow-block, and fz^
insert pieces of felt or other suitable material
to deaden the sound. I also place beneath
the flanges 47 and 48, and above the dia-
phragm chamber, a piece of rubber or felt for
the same purpose. Suitable belt washers are 13
also provided for the attaching screws so that
all metallic, or sound conveying connections
are broken. The bushing 45, which is in-
closed by means of eyes 44, at the forked ends
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of the same arm 43, are formed of any suit-
able metal capable of resisting frictional con-
tact and wear, such as aluminum, bronze, or
other suitable metal or alloy. The bushings

5 are cleft as shown in Fig. 8, to enable them
to close upon the guiding and supporting shaft
46, as the contacting surfaces wear away and
at all times maintain a firm sliding connec-
tion, having no play. The bushing 52, is pref-

lo erablyof the same length as the distance be-
tween the outer ends of the eyes of the bifur-
cated arms. The length of the bushings, may,
however, be made to conform with the width
of the eyes or boxes. The eyes 44, inclosing

15 the bushings may also be cleft or divided,
preferably, iu the manner shown in Fig. 3, in
which the eye is formed in two parts, both
uniting with the arm at the fork, each form-
ing a lug 49, to permit the insertion of a set

20 screw 50, which passes through one lug and is

tapped through the other to enable the bush-
ing to be clamped on the shaft as the wear
renders such adjustment necessary. I may
however, effect this result by other means;

25 for example, by tapping a screw through each
eye inclosing the bushing as shown in Fig. 1.

I may mention here, that the cleft bushing
45, shown in Fig. 7, is for a similar purpose,
and is used upon the guide-bar or rod 23, in-

30 closed by the split boxes 24. These boxes, or
bearings, are provided with lugs 49*, (see Fig.
4) substantially the same as eyes on arm 43,
heretofore described. (See Fig. 3.) The arm
43 constitutes the main support of a dia-

35 phragm-ehamber 54, shown in Figs. 1, 2, 5,
and 6. It is composed of a top, which is
usually arched, or slightly convex, externally,
especially near the ends. The longitudinal
line of this chamber substantially coincides

40 with the central longitudinal line of the arm
43. Upon the central portion of the top is
seated the ring, or collar 47, secured in place
by screws, or it may be cast ur molded solid
to the chamber as preferred. Said ring form-

iS ing a support for what I term, the primary or
main diaphragm 56, which I form, preferably,
of glass, or its equivalent, in a thin film,
properly annealed. There are manv con-
structions by which this diaphragm may be

50 secured in place, and I do not restrict my
right to any one thereof, as it may be found
desirable to modify the parts, as shown, in
this respect. I have found a convenient
method to consist in seating the diaphragm

55 on an inwardly turned flange 57, and confin-
ing, or clamping it, by a ring, or annulus 58,
entering the ring 47 and resting upon a suit-
able packing, or cushion, upon the edge of
the diaphragm. A flange 59 on the annulus

60 projects over the ring 47 and from its inward-
ly projecting edge rises a short tube 60, which
serves as an attachment for the sound-con-
veyer, 61, which may be of any usual con-
struction. I may here state, that I have found

65 by experiments with the sound-conveyer, con-
structed similar to the forms shown in Fig. 1,

that record can be satisfactorily reproduced,

using the same, curved, funnel-shaped tube, or

convej^er, but when it is desired to limit the

numberof persons hearing the reproduction, 70
the individual conducting tube may be used
with the same satisfactory results. The ring
47 surrounds an opening in the top of the dia-

phragm-chamber, which is closed and sealed

hermetically, or substantially so, by the dia- 75
phragm 56. The lower portion, or floor, of

the diaphragm-chamber, is preferably, though
not necessarily, formed of a flat, continuous
strip, or plate 62, (shown in Fig. 29,) contain-

ing a series of openings 63 at substantially 80

equal intervals. I have shown three of these

openings, each of which is closed by a dia-

phragm, the central one, 64, being located di-

rectly beneath the primary diaphragm 56.

The central and two outer diaphragms I have 85
termed the secondary, or auxiliary dia-

phragms, each being formed of the same ma-
terial as the primary diaphragm. They rest

upon flanges 66 formed by eouuter-boring
from the upper side of opening 63, flange 67 90
being formed around the margin plate 62, (as

shown in Fig. 29.) The secondary or auxil-

iary diaphragms are laid upon suitable cush-
ions resting upon flanges 66, and clamped
down by superimposed plate 65, part of which 95
is shown in Fig. 27. This portion is provided
with openings registering with those in the
plate 62, a downwardly turned flange or rib

66* being formed around its openings. The
flanges 66* rest upon the edges of the sec- 100

ondary diaphragms. The plates 62 and 62*

(Figs. 27, 28, and 29) are clamped together
by means of screws passing through the up-
per plate and tapped into the lower one. I

will here note that when the plates are put 105
together in this manner it is preferable to

have flanges or ribs 66^ a little longer, say
one sixty-fourth to one thirty-second of an
inch than the top opening above the flanges

66, so that when the secondary diaphragms ru
are placed in position, and the plates put to-

gether, b}' means of screws, the diaphragms
can be rigidly clamped and held in place. I

have shown and will describe hereinafter an-
other method of mounting these diaphragms, 115

although I regard the form already described
preferable, but I do not restrict my invention
to the employment of any specific construc-
tion of these parts. I form the diaphragm
chamber, and the floor plates of any suitable 120

material not likely to produce secondary vi-

brations, hard rubber, vulcanite, laminar, vul-

canized fiber, and other compounds being well

adapted for the purpose. The lower surface
of the floor-plate 68 approaches as close to the 1 25
carriage as is consistent with the unobstructed
movement of the parts, and its front end is

sustained by means of an arm 69 (Figs. 2, 13,

and 14) mounted on the end of the chamber-
wall, and provided with a threaded pin, ad- 130
justable vertically in the end of said arm,
and giving a delicate and accurate adjust-
ment to a fork 71, in- which is journaled a
traveler 72, which rests and rolls in either di-
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rection upon a rail 73, supported upon brack-
ets 74 arising from the table 2 and overhang-
ing the carriage at a point a little above the
same. The pin 70 is provided with a crank-

5 arm 75 for convenience in turning it, and the
arm 69 is usually provided with lugs to fur-
nish a convenient handhold in raising the
diaphragm chamber and its adjuncts to un-
raesh the pillow-block from the threaded

10 shaft and remove the recorders, or reproduc-
ers from the tablets, and to set the diaphragm-
chamber back, in case it was desifed to have
any portion or all of the record reproduced.
For convenience in locating any part of the

IS record, the upper edge of rail 73 is graduated,
and index 71» attached to the lower end of
fork 71 (Fig. 14). The relation of the record-
ing and reproducing points to the tablet may
be very delicately adjusted by means of the

2o threaded pin 70, by which, also, the meshes
of the pillow-block with the line-feed shaft is

controlled. The line-feed is imparted by a
partial revolution of the shaft 3P, a quarter
rotation being usually found sufficient, even

25 with a screw-thread fifty to the inch, thus
giving a line-space of one two-hundredths of
an inch, though this may be increased if de-
sirable, I would prefer, however, to use a V
screw of higher pitch, say thirty-five to forty

30 threads to an inch. The intermittent revo-
lution of the shaft 39 is produced by means
of a ratch-wheel 76^, rigid upon one end of the
shaft, and operated by means of push-pawls
77, pivotally connected to the extremities of

35 arms, or bars, 78, which cross each other be-
tween these pivotal points, and their opposite
ends, the latter being connected to the ends of
longer bars 79, which converge to a point of
pivotalattachment 80, upon a vibratoryarm 81,

40 rising from the frame 1 just beyond' the end
of the shaft 39. The said arm is connected
by a rod 82 to a counterpart 83, also hinged,
or pivoted, by its lower end to the frame 1, so
that both will move in unison and in paral-

45 lelism. Each of the arms 78 is pivotally con-
nected to a rigid support 84, at such point
(Fig. 10) that the sweep of said arm through
an arc of ninety degrees, or thereabout, will
not materially remove its extremity from the

50 position it occupies with relation to the teeth
of the ratchet, with which the pawls 77 en-
gage. If the pivotal point 80 be moved hori-
zontally, in the direction of the connecting
arm 82, it will be seen that the ends of the

55 arms 78 carrying the pawls, will separate, and
then approach each other on the other side
of the axis of the ratchet, as indicated in
dotted lines in Fig. 10. As the pawls 77 both
mesh the same way, or in the same direction

60 of movement, and as the points of pivotal at-

tachment of the pawls move in opposite di-

rections, one of the pawls will be retracted to

prepare for its operative movement, while the
other is carrying the ratchet 76 forward.

65 The movement of the devices described,
which somewhat resemble a "lazy-tongs," is

effected by a stud, or finger-bar, 85, mounted

on the carriage 4 at such point that it moves
between the upper ends of the swinging bars
81 and 83, the distance between which is ex- 70

actly equal to the full length of a line of

the record. As the pawls act in opposite di-

rections of movement, as already described,

they alternately advance the ratchet 76 and
alternately move back to re-engage its teeth. 75

Bearing in mind the fact that the action of

each pawl is produced by the movements of

the carriage, it will readily be seen that dur-

ing the time occupied by the stud or finger-

bar 85, in swinging either bar 81 or 83, the 80

line-feed shaft will act concurrently with the

direct-feed, their conjoint operation giving a

rounded, or curved angle to the record as it

passes the interval between the connected
ends of the adjacent lines. The manner in 85

which and the means by which periodic move-
ment is imparted to the line-feed shaft may
be considerably varied, but it must be so con-

nected with the action of the direct feed, that

the combined function of both shall effect a 90
continuous, unbroken record, which shall be

followed by the reproducer with ease, and
without substantial variation or indistinct-

ness in the sounds. It will be noted that if

the arm 78 was journaled on the end of line- 95
feed shaft 39, one of the arms being located

upon either side of ratchet 76% the rigid

support 84 heretofore described, and shown
in Fig. 10 would be dispensed with. It will

also be noted that by placing two lugs or ico

pins on the end of the table at suitable dis-

tance apart, and dispensing with the arms 82

and 83, substantially the same movement or

movements of the line-feed shaft will be pro-

duced, as that which has been heretofore ro5

fully described.

The recording stylus I employ is of duplex
form, or, in other words, is so constructed as

to act both as a recorder and as a reproducer.

It is shown in detail in Fig. 35, and" consists no
of a slightly rounded recording point, or por-

tion 86, and a rounded reproducing point, or

portion, 87, both connected to an intermediate
part 88, which is provided with an opening
88% to receive a pivotal support, or journal, 115

upon which the stylus may be turned, to bring
either point into action. This reversal in po-

sition is effected by means of a lever 89, ful-

crnmed upon the end-wall of the diaphragm-
chamber, as shown in Fig. 5, its end being pro- 120

vided with a segmental gear, or curved rack,

90, meshing with a pinion 91 on the end of a
small shaft 92, supporting the stylus, and hav-
ing a hinge, or pivotal point 98, as seen in

Fig. 34, so formed as to permit the free move- 125

ment of the stylus in response to vibratory

impulses from the diaphragm. The shaft is

sustained at, or near, the pivotal or other

joint 93 in a drop-bearing 94, (Fig. 5) and its

end is supported in an exceedingly light ij:>

frame 95 (see Fig. 5) in which the stylus

hangs. This frame consists of two parallel

drop-plates, united at their upper ends by a
head 96 and provided a little above the latter
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with a similar head, 97, said parts being con-
nected by a neck, which is engaged bj' the
forked end of an impulse-lever, 98, hereinaf-
ter to be described. The stylus being com-

5 pelled to cut in three different directions, first

along the transverse line, second over the line

space at one end of the line, and third along
the succeeding transverse line, it may be pro-
vided with an equal number of cutting faces

lo upon the end, or portion 8G. The reproduc-
ing end 87 I provide with a small spherical
point 99, which I prefer for this puipose, as
being less liable to wear or injure the record.
One of the duplex styles described is at-

15 tached to, or connected with, each of the outer
diaphragms 100, lying adjacent to the dia-

phragm 64, the connection being made in the
following manner: The upper head of the
frame in which the stylus is mounted is usu-

20 ally laid against the center of the diaphragm,
and cemented, or otherwise attached thereto,
in such a manner as to respond fully to every
vibratorj' movement of the diaphragms. As
the non-central diaphragms 100 are not as di-

?5 rectlyexposedtothephoueticvibrationsasthe
main diaphragm, it is desirable,in order toob-
tain the full effect, to connect the main dia-

phragm with each secondary diaphragm, in

order that the lal ter may be caused to vibrate
30 in unison with the former, and with the same

intensity. I, therefore, connect the center of

thediaphragmoGwiththecentersof eachof the
secondary diaphragms 100, by means of elas-

tic filaments, or needles 101, having a reflex

35 curve, which causestheirexti'emities to point
toward the respective diaphragms. These
needles, or filaments, which may be made of
metal, glass, or other suitable substance, are
secured to the diaphragms by means of radi-

40 ating filaments 102, of unequal length, (see

Figs. 5, 30, 32, 39) their ends being attached
to the filaments 101 at a point a little be-
neath the main diaphragm, 64, and their other
ends attached to the diaphragm at points un-

4'; equally distant from the center, from which
they radiate at suitable intervals, or angles,
according to the number of radial filaments
used. The connecting filament 101 is con-
tinued from the point of its union with the

50 radial filaments to the center of the dia-
phragm, or substantially so, to which it is

connected by cementing or welding, or by
drilling and inserting the extremity of the
filament through, or into, an aperture in the

55 diaphragm. The other extremity of each
filament is connected with one of the second-
ary diaphragms 100 in a similar manner, the
only difference being that the connecting fila-

ments 101 radiate from the upper, instead of
6c the lower face of the diaphragm, the end of

the connecting filament being continued to

the center thereof. If preferred, it may be
passed through an aperture in the center and
connected directly to the hanger-frame 95.

65 By means of the non-central attachment of

the filaments 102, at points unequally distant
from the center of the diaphragm 100, 1 am

enabled to take the vibrations off the main
diaphragm at different points, and between
different nodal circles, whei'eby I can trans- 70

mit to the secondarydiaphragms very nearly

all the energy of each vibration of the main
diaphragm, and obtain a clear, well defined

record. It should be noted, in this connec-

tion, that the secondary diaphragm willordi- 75

narily respond to the action of the main dia-

phragm, by reason of the fact that the dia-

phragm-chamber is hermetically closed, and
the confined body of air therein must neces-

sarily receive and transmit any action of'the 80

main diaphragm. The position of the sec-

ondary diaphragms 100, however, is not as

favorable as that of the central diaphragm, 64,

and to obtain for all sounds a full response,

in the action of the recorder, and secure a 85

perfect reproduction of the record, I have
found it advantageous not only to connect the

main diaphragra'SG with the secondary dia-

phragms 100, in the manner described, but to

also connect the central diaphragm 64, in the 90

secondary series, with each diaphragm 100 in

the following manner: The lever 98 being

connected at its end to the hanger-frame 95,

as already pointed out, its power-end is piv-

otally connected to a hanger 104 on the cen- 95

tral diaphragm 64, the fulcrum 105 of the le-

ver being secured to the floor-plate 62 of the

diaphragm-chamber at such point that the

longer arm of the lever shall be between the

fulcrum and the point of attachment to the 100

hanger 95. To the other end of the lever 9S

is pivotally connected the end of a second le-

ver 106, the power end of which is connected

to the hanger on the central diaphragm 64,

the fulcrum 107 of the said lever being at 1-5

such a point that its longer arm is between
said fulcrum and the point of attachment to

the said hanger, thus restoring the power lost

by the position of thefulcrumof thelever98.

A similar system of levers is also arranged to no
connect this hanger with the support for the

other stylus. It is unnecessary to state that

the arrangement is such that the distance be-

tween the two recording instruments is sub-

stantially equal to the distance from the edge 1 15

of one tablet, when placed upon the carriage,

to the corresponding edge of the other tablet.

The main diaphragm 56 may, also, be con-

nected to the central diaphragm by means of

a straight, vertical needle, or filament, 109, 120

its extremities being provided with the radi-

ating, connecting filaments, in the manner
already described.

The construction described is capable of

some modification. For example, the system t^5

of levers 98 and 106 may be duplicated above
the secondary diaphragm, as seen in Fig. 26.

In this form the lever 110, corresponding to

the lever 9S, has its power end connected to

a filament, or needle, 112, which may be ex- i3'=

tended through the diaphragm and connected
to the hanger 95. The second lever 113, which
corresponds with the lever 106, is connected
at its power-end to the straight filament 109.
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When tills duplicate system is used the fila-

uie:its 102 inaj% if preferred, be dispensed
with, and I shall also dispense with the fila-

ments 101 and probably with the filaments
109. I may aho connect the end of each of
the radial filaments to the diaphragm TOO, or
to the main diaphragms, by a series of radial
attaching filaments iu, as shown in Figs. 30,
32 and 39.

In the construction of the diaphragms, I

prefer to adopt the mounting shown in Figs.
31 and 32, although the construction shown
in Figs. 5, 2G, and 29 will give good results.
In Figs. 31 and 32 the diaphragm is set in a
solid annulus; or, in what is substantially
the same thing, a support-ring 115, surround-
ing its outer edge, and its upper and lower
marginal surfaces. I have found in practice
that this support is less susceptible to the ac-
tion of false vibrations than others.

1 use a preparation for the tablets which
will give a smooth and unbroken record, free
from air-cells and other inequalities, or com-
paratively so. These tablets may evidently
be made as large as desired, buti have found
a size suitable for a No. G^ envelope is very
convenient. The duplicate tablet is intended
for preservation as a copy, but I may observe
that in reproducing, this duplication of the
phonetic record gives rise to some valuable
and interesting results. The reproduction is

multiplied in power by its use, and gains in
distinctness, and uniformity of volume; and
by recording a vocalization, for example, upon

35 one surface first, and then recording a second
part, bearing a relation to the first similar to
that of the alto to the soprano, some very
pleasing effects are produced. I may, also,
here note, that the tablet being perfectly flat,

40 or substantially so, either, or both sides of the
tablet may be used in making a record.
By the use of the diaphragm -chamber,

whose walls contain the main and secondary
diaphragms, I am enabled to eliminate all, or

45 nearly all, of the effects produced by what is

known as false vibrations, which are ampli-
fied and lost in the diaphragm-chamber, or
destroyed so far as to cause no unpleasant re-
sults.

I have found in practice that by using a
diaphragm-frame similar to that shownin
Fig. 31, in which the edge, and both the up-
per and lower margins of the diaphragm,
which I form of malleable glass, are inclosed,
I obtain less false vibrations with the con-
struction in which the edge of the diaphragm
is clamped down.
By connecting the main diaphragm 56,

which is the largest, with the smaller central
60 diaphragm 64, below, and with the two adja-

cent diaphragms 100, 1 am able to utilize the
full power of the phonetic vibrations set up
in the main diaphragm. It should be noted,
also, that, by the radial filaments connected

65 to the diaphragm at points unequally dis-

tant from the center, I am able to render the
phonetic vibrations of varying intensity, from

5°

55

these different points, available in the opera-
tion of the stylus.

The attachment should be made at points 7c

between the nodal circles, and between differ-

ent nodal circles, in order to obtain the full

strength of the phonetic vibrations.

What I claim is—
1. In a phonograph, the combination with a 75

diaphragm and drop-stud, of filaments set in

the upper ends of the said drop stud and con-
nected at their other ends to the diaphragm
in different nodal circles, substantially as de-

scribed. 80

2. The combination in a phonograph, of a
movable support adapted to receive and re-

tain a plurality of recording surfaces, an in-

dependent stylus for each of said surfaces, a
single main or primary diaphragm receiving 85
and responding to phonetic vibi-ations, second-
ary diaphragms intermediate the styles and
primary diaphragm, and devices by which the
stj'les and diaphragms are connected to trans-

mit the phonetic vibrations, substantially as 90
described.

3. The combination in a phonograph of a
support adapted to receive and retain a plu-

rality of recording surfaces, a plurality of

styles for recording upon, or reproducing 95
from, said surfaces, a single primary dia-

phragm respondingto the phonetic vibrations,

secondary diaphragms intermediate of the
styles and primary diaphragm, and interme-
diate connections by which the vibrations of loc

the single main diaphragm are transmitted
to both the secondary diaphragms, substan-
tially as described.

4. The combination in a phonograph of a
support adapted to receive and retain a plu- 105

ralitj^ of recording or reproducing surfaces, a
plurality of styles adapted to record or to

reproduce in or from said surfaces in unison,

a primary diaphragm receiving and respond-
ing to the phonetic vibrations, a series of sec- tic

ondary diaphragms one of which has its cen-
ter substantially in the axial line of the pri-

mary diaphragm and a system of levers each
supporting one of the styles at one end and
at the other end connected to the central see- 115

ondary diaphragm, substantiallj^ as described.
5. The combination, in a phonograph, of a

carriage or support to receive and retain a
plurality of recording or reproducingsurfaces,
a plurality of duplex styles pivoted between 12c

their ends and having separate recording and
reproducing portions, a primary diaphragm,
a sej'ies of secondary diaphragms, the mid-
dle one of which is arranged beneath the pri-

mary diaphragm, intermediate connections 125

between said primary diaphragm and the
secondary diaphragm, and a system of levers

to the ends of which the styles are pivotally

connected, their other ends being connected
to the outer ends of levers the inner ends of 13'

which are connected with the central dia-

phragm, substantially as described.

C. The combination, in a phonograph of a
primary diaphragm located in, or beneath,
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the sound conveyer, and forming part of the
closed top of a diaphragm chamber, a series

of diaphragms arranged beneath the primary
diaphragm and connected thereto, said series

5 forming part of the floor of the diaphragm-
chamber a plurality of levers having their

ends connected to one of said series, a second
system of levers having pivotal connection
with the power ends of the levers of the first

lo system, and a plurality of styles pivotally
connected to the other extremities of the le-

vers of the second system, substantially as de-

scribed.

7. The combination, in a phonograph, of a

15 primary or main diaphragm arranged to re-

ceive the phonetic vibrations, a series of sec-

ondary diaphragms, a corresponding series of

connections between the primary andthesec-
ondar^' diaphragms, having attachment at a

20 plurality of points located at unequal dis-

tances from the centers of said diaphragms a
system of levers attached to one of the sec-

ondary diaphragms a second system of levers
actuated by those of the first system, and a

25 plurality of styles connected to and operated
by the levers of the second system, substan-
tially as described.

8. The combination, in a phonograph of a
platform, or support, for a recording tablet,

30 means for feeding the same, a closed dia-

phragm-chamber having a main diaphragm
receiving the phonetic vibrations, and form-
ing part of the top of said chamber, a series

of secondary diaphragms arranged beneath
35 and forming part of the floor of said chamber,

and styles partly supported by two of said
secondary diaphragms, substantially as de-
scribed.

9. In a phonograph, the combination with a
40 main or primary diaphragm receiving the

phonetic vibrations, of a series of secondary
or auxiliary diaphragms forming part of the
floor of a diaphragm-chamber which is closed,

above, by the main diaphragm, needles con-

45 necting the latter diaphragm with each of
the secondary diaphragms, two independent
styles supported by two secondary dia-

phragms at substantiallyequal distances from
the center of the main diaphragm, and levers

50 havingtheir ends connected to the styles and
to a central secondary diaphragm, respect-

ively, and having their fulcra intermediate,
substantially as described.

10. In a phonograph the combination with

55 a suitable support, adapted to retain one or

more tablets, of a shaft having continuous
revolution and provided with threads of op-

posite pitch, which alternately engage feed
dogs pivoted on said support and tripping-

60 bars mounted on the machine frame at the
ends of each opposite thread on said shaft to

trip the dogs out of mesh with said threads,

alternately, substantially as described.

11. The combination, in aphonograph, of a
65 diaphragm, receiving the phonetic vibrations,

and a stylus connected thereto by filaments

70

90

radiating from a point on said stylus below
the diaphragm and connected to the latter at
points unequallj' distant from the center, sub-
stantially as described.

12. In a phonograph, the combination with a
recording or reproducing stylus, of filaments
connecting the same to the diaphragm by the
vibration of which the device is rendered op-
erative, said filaments being connected at one 75
end at a little distance from the surface of
the diaphragm and at their other ends at-

tached to said diaphragm between different

nodal circles, concentric with the stylus and
diaphragm, but of unequal radii substan- 80
tially as described.

13. In a phonograph the combination with a
stylus of filaments attached at one end to the
stylus a little distance from the surface of
the diaphragm, and each of their other ends 85
being connected to said diaphragm at a dif-

ferent distance from the center and by a plu-
rality of connecting filaments, substantially
as described.

14. The combination in a phonograph of a
stylus, a main diaphragm receiving the pho-
netic vibrations, a secondary diaphragm be-
neath and connected to the main diaphragm,
a second diaphragm adjacent to the first sec-

ondary diaphragm, a connection between the 95
latter and the main diaphragm, and between
the main diaphragm and the adjacent dia-
phragm, a stylus mouated on the latter and
a lever connected at one end to said stylus,

and at the other end to the end of a second 100
lever, the power end of the latter being con-
nected to the first secondary diaphragm, sub-
stantially as described.

15. The combination in a phonograph of a
main diaphragm, a series of secondary dia- 105
phragms, a pair of styles connected to two of
the secondary diaphragms, arranged adjacent
to a central secondary diaphragm beneath the
main diaphragm and a carriage or support
for a duplicate record, the four diaphragms
being set in the wall of a closed chamber di-

rectly beneath the sound conveyer and the
main diaphragm and containing a body of air

sealed therein, substantially as described.
16. The combination in a phonograph of a 115

carriage, means for imparting reciprocating
linear movement thereto, a threaded shaft in-

termittently rotated to impart the line feed, at
the end of each parallel line of the record, a
pawl and ratchet mechanism, and arms con- 120
nected at one end to a vibratory bar, which is

connected to a similar parallel bar, to operate
the pawl-carrying arms in opposite directions,
the carriage being provided with a stud, or
finger, moving between the vibratory bars
and coming alternately into contacttherewith,
substantially as described.

17. In a phonograph, the combination with a
stylus consisting of a recorder, a reproducer
and an intermediate pivotally supported por-
tion mounted on a shaft provided with a pin-
ion, of a segmental gear meshing with said

110

125

130
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pinion, whereby the stylus may be reversed
to bring either the recorder or the reproducer
into action, substantially as described.

18, In a phonograph, the combination with

5 two independent styles each of a duplex con-

struction, of jointed shafts, on the ends of

which said styles are mounted, diaphragms
to which the frames supporting the ends of

the jointed shafts are mounted, and means
10 for imparting a semi-rotation to said shafts

to reverse the styles, substantially as de-

scribed.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set

my hand and affixed my seal in presence of
two subscribing witnesses.

STEWART DIXON McKELYEY. [l. s.]

Witnesses:
J. W. Roebuck,
G. N. Shaner.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known tliat I, Edward H. Amet, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing in Chicago,
in the county of Cook and State of Illinois,

5 have invented a new and usefullmproveraent
in Erasing Attachments for Phonographs, of
which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to improvements in

graphophones, phonographs or other ma-
lo chines for recording or reproducing sounds

upon cylinders of wax or other analogous ma-
terial, and more particularly to improve-
ments in devices for paring or renewing the
surface of the wax or other cylinder to per-

15 mit it to be used over and over again.
The object of my improvement is to pro-

vide a paring device of a simple and efficient

construction which will operate to perfectly
pare or smooth the surface of the wax cylin-

20 der after it has been once used.
To this end my invention consists in con-

nection with a revolving chuck or holder for
supporting and revolving the wax cylinder
and a traveling block or trunnion for moving

25 the knife from one end of the cylinder to the
other, (the same being preferably the same
traveling block or trunnion which, when the
machine is in use, moves the needle support-
ing arm and diaphragm from one end of the

i 30 cylinder to the other) of a paring knife mount-
ed upon a weighted arm by which it is pressed
against the cylinder, there being a spring con-
nection between the knife and the weighted
arm, so that the knife may follow any inequali-

35 ties or irregularities in tbe true circular shape
of the cylinder without producing any inj u-

rious vibrations in the weighted arm. The
weighted arm is of course movable to enable
it to press the knife against the cylinder, and

. 40 it is preferably pivotally mounted. The par-
ing knife is preferably made in a separate
piece from the spring which constitutes the
spring connection between the knife and the
weighted arm; but the knife and spring may

45 be formed of the same piece of metal, as will

be obvious to those skilled in the art. By
this means I am enabled to cut a shaving of
uniform thickness and of just the required
thickness from the cylinder and to leave the

50 surface of the cylinder smooth and continu-
ous, so that it will properly record and repro-

duce sounds to be written or reproduced upon
it by the needle.

In the accompanying drawings I have for

convenience illustrated my invention as ap- 55
plied to a graphophone of the ordinary type
now in use, although it will be readily under-
stood by those skilled in the art that my in-

vention is applicable to any kind of writing

or talking machine, wherein a wax or analo- 60

gous cylinder is employed.
In the drawings. Figure 1 is a front eleva-

tion and Fig. 2 an end elevation of a machine
or device embodying my invention. Fig. 3

illustrates a modification wherein the knife 65

and the spring connection between it and the

weighted arm are in one piece.

In the drawings A represents the frame of

the machine, B the wax or other cylinder

which is to be pared, C its revolving chuck 70
or holder by which it is supported and re-

volved, and D the traveling block or trunnion
of the graphophone which carries the needle
from one end of the cylinder to the other in

the ordinary operation of the machine. Con- 75
nected to the sliding block or trunnion is an
arm or sleeve d to which the needle carrying
arm is ordinarily connected. The sliding

block or trunnion D is moved back and forth

in the direction of the length of the cylinder 80

by a screw E inside the slotted tube E' in the
usual manner. As the construction of these

parts is perfectly familiar to those skilled in

the art, a detailed description of them is un-
necessary to a full understanding of my im- 85
provement. Only the end of the screw E is

shown in the drawings.
G is a weighted arm adapted to be connected

and disconnected by a set screw cV with the
arm d on the trunnion D. 90
H is the paring knife mounted upon the

weighted arm G. The weighted arm G thus
serves to press the knife H against the sur-

face of the cylinder with the required force

to cause it to cut a thin shaving from thecyl- 9^
inder B as it revolves.

H' is a spring connection or cushion be-
tween the knife -H and the weighted arm G,
in order that the pressure of the movable
weighted arm G may be exerted upon the 100

knife H through the spring or cushion Ii',so

that any of the movements of the knife to
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and from the center of the cylinder which
may be necessary to enable it to follow anv
irregularities in its shape will be taken up by
the spring or cushion II', and thus not be
communicated to the weighted arm G. Anv
vibration in the weighted arm which would
tend to produce sharp irregularities in the
surface of the cylinder and cause the shav-
ing to be cut too thick or thin at parts and
interfere with the operation of the machine
in recording or reproducing sounds is thus
prevented. The knife H is preferably fixed
in an arm h pivoted at h' to the weighted arm
G and the spring H' is inserted between the

IS arm 7i and the weighted arm G, so that the
pressure of the weighted arm G is exerted
upon the knife H through the spring K'.
In Fig. 3 I have shown a modified construc-

tion in which the secondary pivoted arm h\&
omitted and the knife H made integral with
the spring H'.
Instead of employing the traveling block or

trunnion D of the sound recording or repro-
ducing machine as a means of moving the
knife longitudinally along the cylinder as the
latter revolves, the knife may be mounted
upon any other suitable traveling block or
device, and it will also be understood by
those skilled in the art that any suitable chuck
or holder for supporting and revolving the
cylinder may be employed if desired.

I claim

—

1. In a sound writing or reproducing ma-
chine, the combination of a revolving chuck

35 or holder for supporting and revolving the
wax or other cylinder, of a knife for paring
or smoothing the cylinder, a movable weight
for pressing the knife against the cylinder,
and a spring connection or cushion between

40 the knife and said movable weight, substan-
tially as specified.

2. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, the combination with a revolving chuck
or holder for supporting and revolving the

45 was or other cylinder, a traveling block or
trunnion, a weighted arm carried by said trav-
eling block or trunnion, a paring knife car-
ried by said weighted arm, and a spring con-

20

25

3°

50:

nection or cushion between the knife and
weighted arm, so that the pressure of the
weight is exerted upon the knife througli the
spring or cushion and the knife thus permit-
ted to follow inequalities in the cylinder with-
out producing injurious vibrations of the
weighted arm, substantially as and for the 55
purpose specified.

3. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, the combination with a revolving chuck
or holder for supporting and revolving the
wax or other cylinder, a traveling block or
trunnion, a weighted arm carried by said trav-
eling block or trunnion, a paring knife car-
ried by said weighted arm, and a spring con-
nection or cushion between the knife and the
weighted arm so that the pressure of the
weight is exerted upon the knife through the
spring or cushion and the knife thus permit-
ted to follow inequalities in the cylinder with-
out producing injurious vibrations of the
weighted arm, said knife being secured to sec-

ondary arm h pivotally connected to said
weighted arm and the spring acting against
said secondary arm h, substantially as speci-
fied.

4. The combination in a wax or other cyl-
inder paring device, of a revolving chuck or
holder for supporting and revolving the cyl-
inder, with a paring knife, a movable weight
for pressing the paring knife against the cyl-
inder, and a spring connection or cushion be-
tween the knife and said movable weight, sub-
stantially as specified,

5. The combination in a cylinder paring de-
vice of a revolving chuck or holder for sup-
porting and revolving the cylinder, of a trav-
eling slide or block, a weighted arm pivotally
connected to said slide, a knife or tool for par-
ing or smoothing the surface of the cylinder,
and a spring connection between said knife
or tool and said pivotal weighted arm, sub-
stantially as specified.

EDWARD II. AMET.
Witnesses:

h. m. munday,
Emma Hack.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, George E. Tewksbury,

a citizen of the United States, residing at To-
peka, in the county of Shawnee, State of Kan-
sas, have invented certain new and useful Im-
provements in Coin-Operated Mechanism for

Phonographs; and I do hereby declare the
following to be a full, clear, and exact de-

scription of the invention, such as will enable
others skilled in the art to which it appertains
to make and use the same.
This invention relates to coin operated

mechanism for phonographs; and has for its

object to start the phonograph by dropping a
nickel in a slot, permitting the diaphragm to

traverse the length of the wax cylinder or
any such part thereof as may be desired, and
afterward to automatically stop the same,
leaving the phonograph in such a position

that another nickel similarly applied will re-

peat the operation, doing all of this without
interfering with or retarding the mechanism
of the phonograph or impairing the quality
of its reproduction.
The improvement consists of the novel fea-

tures and the peculiar construction and com-
biuation of the parts which will be hereinafter
more fully described and claimed and which
are shown in the accompanying drawings, in

which

—

Figure 1 is a front view of a phonograph of

ordinary construction showing my invention
applied, parts of the cabinet being broken
away, showing the coin chute and t-lae coin

35 actuated mechanism,which for convenience is

placed below the table on which the phono-
graph is placed, and the connections between
the said mechanism and the diaphragm con-
trolling mechanism. Fig. 2 is a top plan view
of a phonograph and the invention applied
thereto. Fig. 3 is a section on the line X—X of
Fig. 2 looking in the direction of the arrow,
showing the diaphragm-controlling mechan-
ism in gear. Fig. 4 is a section similar to Fig.

3, showing the diaphragm-controlling mech-
anism out of gear and the phonograph feed
mechanism in gear. Fig. 5 is a perspective
view of the diaphragm controlling mechanism

lO

15

20

25

3°

40

45

on a larger scale. Fig. 6 is a rear view of one

.JS

60

end of the diaphragm controlling mechanism. 50
Fig. 7 is a perspective view of the coin actu-
ated meciianisra for making and breaking the
circuit to start and stop the phonograph. Fig.
8 is an inside view of the pivoted cap detached
and the back plate of the coin actuated mech-
anism, respectively', showing the terminals of
the circuit. Fig. 9 is a horizontal section of
the coin-actuated mechanism on the line 8 8

of Fig. 8.

The phonograph is of ordinary construc-
tion and is operated by an electric motor
shown by dotted lines in Fig. 1 in the usual
manner and which receives a current from
any convenient source, as the battery C. The
sleeve A^ having the diaphragm Bat one end 65
and the spring arm a at the other end carry-
ing the twin nut which operates with the
feed shaft & to carry the diaphragm over the
record, is of well known construction and ar-

rangement and is referred to because more 70
intimately related to the invention and me-
chanically operated by the diaphragm con-
trolling mechanism.
The frame is composed of the plate A and

the standards A' and A^, the standard A' be- 75
ing preferably detachable and held to the
plate A by fastenings as the screws a' a', be-
ing pierced at proper points to form bearings
for and support the working parts of the dia-
phragm controlling mechanism. 80
B' is the front end of the diaphragm sup-

porting arm of the phonograph proper which
is provided with a slot on the under side to
receive the feed lever D and brace the same
laterallj'. 85
E is the main shaft of the mechanism, and

is provided with a pulley e around which
passes one end of a belt e', the other end pass-
ing around a pulley on the feed shaft h of the
phonograph. This shaft is also provided with 90
a left handed screw thread e^ and friction pul-
ley e^. This friction pulley e^ may be con-
structed of rubber or other elastic or yielding
substance, or maj' be a rubber- ring sprung
over a grooved pulley, and is firmly secured 95
on shaft E to revolve therewith. The shaft
E is always in motion when the phonograph is

running.
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F is a cam roller, or flat bar, so constructed
as always to balance on its journals which
are supported in the standards A' and A^ of

the main frame of the structure. When this

5 cam roller or flat bar is in the position shown
in Fig. 3 of the drawings, the lever D attached
to the arm B' rests on the straight edge there-

of, completely disengaging the diaphragm
from the feed shaft h during the travel of the

lo diaphragm to a starting point for reproduc-
ing the record. To this cam roller or flat bar
F is attached a toothed wheel G having mu-
tilations g to permit the friction roller e^ to

rotate freely during the travel of the dia-

15 phragm to the starting point for reproducing
the record and to a normal position after the
record has been reproduced. The mutilations,
four in number preferably, conform to the
shape of the cam roller as shown, and are

20 formed by cutting out a sufficient number of

the ratchet teeth to permit the continuous
turning of the friction pulley e^ without re-

volving the cam roller or flat bar F. This
cam roller or flat bar F is so constructed that

25 in operation it raises and lowers the phono-
graph diaphragm by means of the lever D
hereinafter more particularly described at-

tached to the arm B' heretofore referred to,

thereby starting and stopping the reproduc-

30 tion of the sound, without Jar or interference
with the reproducing adjustment of the pho-
nograph.
H is a rod that is adapted both to slide and

rock in the standards A' and A^of the frame

3 5 of the machine as shown, to which are attached
two movable stops h h held in the required
position by thumb screws h' li' for the pur-

pose of limiting the travel of the phonograph
diaphragm, and thereby providing the means

40 of securing an accurate beginning and end-
ing of the phonographic record. Attached to

the rod H near one end is the collar W', held

in place by a binding screw, or other device,

and serves to limit the movement of the rod

45 in one direction. The collar I near the other
end of the rod H is held thereon by a binding
screw and is provided with a fork which con-

sists of a rod i with forked ends i' and i"^

which operate the pawl J carried by the rock

50 shaft K through intermediate mechanism
hereinafter described, by depressing the arm
Ic, projected from the said rock shaft K by
means of the reciprocal motion of said rod H.
The anti-friction roller Z;' on the arm Centers

55 the angle formed by the diverging ends i' and
t^, and is depressed as the fork is moved either

to the right or the left.

K is a rock shaft mounted in the standards

A' and A'^and is yieldingly held in a normal
60 position by a spiral spring Zc^ which is mounted

thereon. One end of the spring A;^ is secured

to the rock shaft and the other end is extended,

and rests on the base or plate A. The pur-

pose of the spring k^ is to hold the pulley Tc'

65 in operative relation to the fork.

The collar j attached to rock shaft K by a

binding screw, is provided with the arm j'

which carries the pawl J. This pawl J by its

forward motion at the proper time caused by
the depression of the arm k rocking the shaft 70
K moves the mutilated gear forward until it

is engaged by the friction roller e^ which roller

being in motion moves the mutilated gear
wheel to the next mutilation at which point
the friction roller becoming disengaged the 75
cam roller or flat bar F ceases to revolve, hav-
ing during its partial revolution raised or low-
ered the phonograph diaphragm from or to

the phonograph record and engaged or dis-

engaged the arm a with or from the feed 80
screw h on the phonograph and at the same
time effected an engagement or disengage-
ment of the lever D with or from the screw
thread on the shaft E.

D is a feed lever placed in the slot provided 85
in the under side of arm B' and pivotally con-
nected therewith by the pivot d'. This lever
is made with a projecting end in the rear of

pivot d' to prevent its dropping more than
enough to disengage itself from the screw 90
thread e^ when arm B' of the phonograph dia-

phragm is raised independently of the mech-
anism, as is necessary to be done when the
record cylinders are moved or replaced, thus
avoiding the danger of damage to the said 95
cylinders. Also, this lever is so made as to

have ample play, being set loosely in the said
slot of arm B' so as to prevent binding or

locking at the moment of engagement with
the left hand screw thread e^ of shaft E or 100
during its travel while being actuated by said
shaft E.

The under side of the front end of the lever

D inclines upward, to permit the cam roller

or flat bar F to turn at the proper time with- 105
out raising the lever D or any portion of the
weight of the diaphragm or of the phono-
graph, until the friction pulley e^ has en-

gaged the mutilated spur gear G. This lever
D is also provided with a projecting point d no
at the front, which in the return movement
of the lever D presses against the bent end I

of lever L (it having passed under said bent
end without contact during the forward travel

of the phonograph arm carrying the lever D) 115
releasing the nickel or coin below and break-
ing the electrical circuit which actuates the
phonograph thus completing one operation
after the operating parts have been returned
to the place of beginning. 120
L is a trip lever mounted on a fulcrum be-

tween its ends, which has positive connection
with the base A and has a projecting arm or
bend I at the upper end, against which the
projecting point d of the feed lever D, as 125
above described, presses in passing on its re-

turn motion, while the cam roller or flat bar
has its widest diameter vertical as shown in

Fig. 3, but which hook is not disturbed dur-
ing the forward or right hand motion of the 13
feed lever D, while the widest diameter of

the cam roller or flat bar is in the position

shown in Fig. 4 with lever D resting on the
flattened side. At the lower end lever L is
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connected with the lever M by the link V
'

forming an adjustable yet sensitive connec-
tion with the coin actuated mechanism, and
thus perfectly controlling the entire nickel

5 or coin operated action and hence the open-
ing and closing of the electric circuit. These
or equivalent connections are essential be-

cause it admits of the coin actuated mechan-
ism being located at any convenient point

lo above or below, or at either side, if a cabinet
be used for setting up the machine, without
in any manner affecting the reliability of the
entire device, phonograph included. The con-

nection by link Z' through modification of the

15 link motion, makes this possible.

N is the sustaining base of the coin oper-

ated action and may be attached to the cab-
inet or table, by bracket, bolt, or angle iron,

as most convenient from either end or side.

20 This base with the cap or front wall O forms
the coin chuteor the termination of the same.
The cap or front wall O is held in place by
pin or journal projected from its side near
the upper left hand corner, at an outward

25 and forward angle of perhaps twenty-two de-

grees, said pin or journal having a shoulder
and working freelj' in a bearing provided in

the bracket arm P, when the pressure of lever
M is withdrawn or applied to the edge of the

30 said cap or wall O.

By reason of the angle and eccentric loca-

tion of the pin or journal the front wall or

cap O instantly moves forward and laterally

or vice versa when the pressure on lever M is

35 withdrawn or applied, instantly discharging
the coin or other substance that may have
been directed into the coin chute, when the
pressure of lever M is withdrawn. One edge
of the base has an inner flange or projection

40 which is cut away between its ends as shown
to provide for the reception and the opera-
tion" of the lever Q.

, P is the rigid arm or bracket used as de-

scribed in foregoing paragraph, held in place

45 by screws or other fastening and supports cap
O by the pin working in a bearingprovided
therein at a corresponding angle to that of

said pin 0. The end of the bracket contain-
ing the bearing is so curved outward, or might

50 be filed on its inner edge to the same angle,

as to reduce friction to a minimum on the
shoulder of the pin 0.

R is a guide fastened to the base N and so

constructed as to permit the forward and lat-

55 eral motion of the front wall O of the chute
and guide the said wall or cap on its return
to the position shown in Fig. 1 for which the
angle r is appropriately made. This appar-
ently simple guide is an indispensable part of

60 the mechanism.
M is a lever constructed as shown and

adapted to press against the edge of the cap
or front wall O to hold the said cap in the po-
sition shown in Fig. 1 and in full lines in Fig.

65 7 of the drawings or return it to such position

when by the trip action of the mechanism it

has permitted the said cap to swing onen and

discharge the coin. The lever is held in an
operative position by the weight m which is

attached to the horizontal member of the said 70
lever M.

S S are two terminals of the wires loading
from an electric battery C or other electrical

source, and are made of copper or other metal
of proper electrical conductivity. Both ter- 75
minals have broad flattened ends which when
the machine is not charged with a coin do not
touch. One terminal is rigidly fastened; the
other terminal is constructed to form a spring
which is driven and held against the rigid 80
terminal when the coin is received in the
chute, thus closing the electrical circuit and
conveying the power to the electrical motor of
the phonograph. The position of the termi-
nals is maintained until the coin is discharged 85
by the action of trip lever L hereinbefore
described, when the terminals separate and
break the electrical circuit.

Q is a lever pivoted at its upper end to the
base N and is provided on its outer face with 90
insulating material q which is in engagement
with the movable terminal. The lower end
of the lever curves in at q' to further retain
the coin in the chute. The operation of the
coin in connection with this lever Q is as fol- 95
lows: The coin enters through a tube or other
suitable guide T at the receiving slot t The
weight m attached to lever M holds the cap
in a normal position and the return edge or
portion 0' being on the edge opposite the re- 100
turn portion n on the base N forms a per-
pendicular wall for the coin chute. The le-

ver Q by the action of the spring terminal S
and by reason of the location of the pivot
hangs at an incline to the perpendicular and 105
forms with the perpendicular wall 0' a slightly
converging chute. The coin by its weight and
particularly by the force acquired in its pas-
sage through the tube or guide T crowds the
lever Q outward against the spring terminal no
with sufficient force to form a perfect electri-
cal contact, which is maintained by the con-
tinuous wedging action of the coin until it

has become firmly locked between the curved
end q' and the perpendicular waU. The dis- 115
tance between the perpendicular wall 0' and
the curved end q' is such that a penny or
other coin smaller than a nickel passes com-
pletely through the chute without crowding
the lever to point of contact. 120
The release of the coin and the consequent

stoppage of the mechanism by means of the
levers L and M, have been explained in other
paragraphs.
The difficulty with many slot attachments, 125

of getting an electrical contact that is reliable
enough to operate the phonograph at all times
during the entire reproduction of the record
with sufficient steadiness not to affect the
said reproduction is here obviated, because 13c
I do not depend alone on the weight of the
coin but not generally reliable thereafter. I
obtain a positive contact in the way described,
using not only the coin but taking and hold-
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ing the power of its blow on the wires through
the weighted lever M, during the entire re-

production of the record thus practically mak-
ing a complete binding post when each nickel

5 or other coin of proper denomination goes in.

The great objection to coin operated mech-
anisms for phonographs generally is that they
do not raise and lower the diaphragm of the
phonograph without some concussion. By

10 means of the cam roller or flat bar I do this

more gently than the hand can raise or lower
it. This is essential to the successful use of

the phonograph.
I do not take any power off the small one

15 hundred thread feed screw h of the phono-
graph, the action of the pawl J being on a bal-

anced wheel and cam roller as described that

carries no weight until after the friction gear
e% has engaged mutilated gear G by the ac-

20 tion of shaft E which gets its power from the
phonograph in the manner hereinbefore set

forth.

The trip lever L is so located from right to

left that the machine has several seconds of

25 time for the governor of the phonograph to

steady its speed before the mechanism lets

down the diaphragm on the record and hence
the first reproduction of the phonograph is as

perfect as the last.

30 The instantandaccurate adjustment to the

length of the phonographic record by the

stops h h is an important element of the in-

vention in that it adapts the mechanism to

records of varying lengths.

35 During the forward travel of the phono-
graph, which is the period of reproduction,

the phonograph is as completely and perfectly

detached from and independent of the dia-

phragm controlling mechanism as if there

40 were no such attachment, and hence can be
neither retarded, impeded, nor affected by it.

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat-

ent, is

—

45 1. The combination, with a phonograph and
the mechanism which actuates it, of an inter-

posed shaft driven from said mechanism, a
shifting clutch mechanism actuated from the

carriage and a carriage lifting device con-

50 trolled by said clutch mechanism, substan-

tially as described.

2. The combination with a phonograph, its

motor, and a circuit in which the motor lies,

of a circuit breaker, connected with the pho-

55 nograph-carriage, and mechanism for raising

the diaphragm, and reversing the carriage,

said raising and reversing mechanism being
actiiated from the main shaft of the instru-

ment, substantially as specified.

60 3. In a coin operated mechanism for phono-
graph the combination with the diaphragm
and feeding mechanism for carrjnng the dia-

phragm over the record, of a screw threaded
shaft operated from the phonograph and

65 adapted to move the diaphragm over the rec-

ord to a starting point and to a normal posi-

tion, a cam roller, a mutilated gear on the

cam roller, a friction roller on the said screw
threaded shaft, a sliding rod constructed to

be operated by the diaphragm, a rock shaft 70
actuated by means of the said sliding rod, a
pawl carried by the rock shaft and adapted
to give an initial movement to the said muti-
lated gear, a coin chute, electrical terminals
actuated by the passage of the coin through 75
the said chute, to complete the circuit, and
electrical circuit, and an electric motor in-

cluded in the said circuit, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

4. In a coin operated mechanism for phono- 80
graph the combination with the diaphragm
and feeding mechanism for carrying the dia- y

phragm over the record, of a screw threaded
shaft operated from the phonograph and
adapted to move the diaphragm over the record 85
toastarting pointandto a normal position,

a

cam roller, a mutilated gear on the cam roller,

a friction roller on the said screw threaded
shaft, a sliding rod constructed to be oper-
ated by the diaphragm, adjustable stops on 90
the sliding rod, a rock shaft actuated by
means of the said sliding rod, a pawl carried
by the rock shaft and adapted to give an in-

itial movement to the said mutilated gear, a
coin chute, electrical terminals actuated by 95
the passage of the coin through the said chute
to complete the circuit and electrical circuit,

and an electric motor included in the said
circuit, substantially.as and for the purpose
described. roo

5. In coin operated mechanism for phono-
graph the combination with the diaphragm
and feeding mechanism for carrying the dia-

phragm over the record of a screw threaded
shaft operated from the phonograph and 105
adapted to move the diaphragm over the rec-

ord to a starting point and to anormalposition,
a cam roller, a mutilated gear on thecam roller,

a friction roller on the said screw threaded
shaft, a sliding rod constructed to be oper- no
ated by the diaphragm, a rock shaft having
an arm projected therefrom, a fork connected
with the sliding rod and adapted to engage
with the said arm a pawl carried by the rock
shaft and adapted to give an initial move- 115
ment to the said mutilated gear, a coin chute,

1, electrical terminals actuated by the passage
of the coin through the said chute to com-
plete the circuit, and electrical circuit, and
an electric motor included in the said circuit, rao
substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

6. In a coin operated mechanism for phono-
graphs the combination with the diaphragm
and feeding mechanism for carrying the dia- 125
phragm over the record, of a screw threaded
shaft operated from the phonograph and
adapted to move the diaphragm over the rec-

ord to a starting point and to a normal posi-

tion, a lever pivotally connected with the dia- 130
phragm arm, a cam roller, mechanism for op-
erating the cam roller to disconnect the dia-

phragm from the phonograph feeding mech-
anism and effect connection between it and
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the said screw threaded shaft, a coin chute,
electrical terminals actuated by the passage
of the coin through the said chute to com-
plete the circuit, and electrical circuit, and

5 an electrical motor included in the said cir-

cuit, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

7. In coin operated mechanism for phouo-
graph the combination with the diaphragm

lo and feeding mechanism for carrying the dia-
phragm over the record, of a screw threaded
shaft operated from the phonograph and
adapted to move the diaphragm over the rec-
ord to a starting point and to a normal posi-

15 tion, a lever D pivotally connected with the
diaphragm arm and having a point, a coin
actuated mechanism, a trip lever having a
portion projected within thie path of the point
of the said leverD and constructed to release

2o the coin, a cam roller, mechanism for operat-
ing the cam roller to disconnect thediaphragm
from the phonograph feeding mechanism and
effect connection between it and the said
screw threaded shaft, a coin chute, and ter-

25 minals actuated by the passage of the coin
through the said chute to complete the circuit,

and electrical circuit, and an electric motor
included in the said circuit, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

30 8. In coin operated mechanism for phono-
graph the combination with the diaphragm
and feeding mechanism for carrying the dia-
phragm over the record, of a screw threaded
shaft operated from the phonograph and

35 adapted to move the diaphragm over the rec-

ord to a starting point and to a normal posi-
tion, a lever D pivotally connected with the
diaphragm arm and having a point, a coin
actuated mechanism, a trip lever having a

40 portion projected within the path of the point
of the said lever D and constructed to release
the coin and terminals to close the circuit
when the coin is dropped in and automati-
cally separate after the coin is released, and

45 electrical circuit, and an electric motor in-

cluded in the said circuit, substantially as de-
scribed.

9. In coin actuated mechanism the combi-
nation with the base N, of the cap O pivot-

50 ally connected with the base by a pivot ar-

ranged obliquely thereto, said cap adapted to

swing outwardly and laterally and forming
with the base the coin chute, substantially as
described.

55 10. In coin operated mechanism the combi-
nation with the base, and the cap pivotally
connected with the base by a pivot arranged
obliquely thereto, said cap adapted to swing
outwardly and laterally, of the pivoted lever

Q having the curved end q', substantially as 60

and for the purpose described.

11. In coin operated mechanism the combi-

nation with the base and the cap pivotally

connected with the base by a pivot arranged

obliquelv thereto, said cap adapted to swing 65

outwardly and laterally, of the guide R hav-

ing the inclined portion r, substantially as

and for the purpose described.

12. In coin operated mechanism the combi-

nation with the base N, and the cap O pivot- 70

ally connected with the base by a pivot ar-

ranged obliquely thereto, said cap adapted to .

swing outwardly and laterally of the weighted

lever M constructed to hold the cap in oper-

ative relation with the base, substantially as 75

set forth.

13. In coin operated mechanism the combi-

nation with the base N, and cap O pivotally

connected with the base, and adapted to swing
outwardly and laterally, of the pivoted lever 80

Q having the curved end q', and the weighted

lever M constructed to hold the said cap in

operative relation with the said base, substan-

tially as described.
14. In coin operated mechanism for phono- 85

graphs the combination of the diaphragm
feeding mechanism for carrying the dia-

phragm over the record, a screw threaded

shaft operated from the phonograph a lever

D having pivotal connection with the dia- 90

phragm arm, and having a point, d, a cam
roller for effecting engagement and disen-

gagement of the lever D with the said screw

threaded shaft and gearing and ungearing the

diaphragm feeding mechanism, a friction pul- 95
ley on the screw threaded shaft, a mutilated

gear on the cam roller to be actuated by the

said friction pulley, the sliding rod H, ad-

justable stepson the said rod, the spring act-

uated rock shaft having arm h, a fork secured 100

to rod H and adapted to depress arm h, and
rock the shaft K, the pawl J carried by the

rock shaft and adapted to impart an initial

movement to the said niutilated gear, trip le-

ver having end I extended within the path of 105

the point d, the weighted lever M connected
with

.
the trip lever L, the coin chute having

the cap O adapted to swing outwardly and
laterally, the lever Q having a curved end q',

and the terminals S S, substantially as and no
for the purpose described.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature in

presence of two witnesses.

GEORGE E. TEWKSBURY.
Witnesses:

Simon S. Ott,
E. Stauffenberg.
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To all ivTiovv it may concern:
Be it known that I,Thomas II. Macdonald,

of Bridgeport, county of Fairfield, and State
of Connecticut, have invented a new anduse-

5 ful Improvement in Coin-Controlled Phono-
graphs, of which the following is a specifica-
tion.

This invention has reference to coin-actu-
ated devices for controlling the operation of

lo a graphophone, phonograph or equivalent in-

strument.
In accordance with my invention the ma-

chine is operated in anj^ ordinary or approved
manner by an electric motor in a normally

IS open circuit containing a battery or other
source of electric energy. "When a suitable
coin is introduced it momentarily closes the
circuit to initiate the operation of the ma-
chine. As the machine begins its operation

2o it closes the circuit through a shorter course,
at the same time, opening it at the first point.
The closure through the second or shorter
course is maintained until the machine has
reproduced the entire record and the parts

25 have returned to their normal or starting po-
sition when the circuit is again automatically
opened.

It is the arrangement of mechanism for
automatically effecting the above described

30 action that constitutes the essence of my in-

vention. I have also combined with automatic
devices means for effecting quick restoration
of the parts to their normal or starting posi-
tion after they have reproduced the entire

35 record.

My improvements are susceptible of em-
bodiment in various forms, and are applicable
alike to the instrument known in the art as
the "graphophone," to the phonograph, and

40 to other machines or instruments of similar
character.

For purposes of illustration I have shown
the improvement applied to the graphophone.
In the accompanying drawings,—Figure 1

45 is a side elevation of a machine containing
my improvement. Fig. 2 is a vertical cross-

section on the line 2—2 in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a
side elevation of the carriage and attendant
parts. Fig. 4 is a cross-section on the line

50 4—4 in Fig. 3. Fig. 6 is a vertical longitudi-
nal section on the line 5—5 in Fig. 4. Fig. 6

is a diagram illustrating the circuits.

Referring to the drawings,—A represents

the rigid main-frame; B, a horizontal cylin-

der commonlyknown as the "record cylinder," 55
having a continuous spiral groove formed in

its outer surface. This cylinder is sustained
by the usual revolving supports rotated

through intermediate gear from a driving

pulley C, in the usual manner, represented in 60

numerous patents heretofore granted.

D represents a horizontal tubular guide
fixed in the top of the frame, serving to sus-

tain the carriage E, to which the gravitating

diaphragm frame F, is hinged as usual, so 65
that as the carriage moves along the guide
the style will ride in the record groove and
impart to the diaphragm movements such as

to reproduce the recorded sounds in a manner
well understood in the art. The advance of 70

the carriage slowly along the guide and cyl-

inder is effected by means of a feed screw G,

mounted within the guide D, and engaging a
vertically-movablesegmentalnutH, mounted
in the top of the carriage and vertically-ad- 75
justable. The feed-screw G, is connected at

one end with the driving-gear so that the screw
receives a slow motion constantl}' in one di-

rection.

For the purpose of effecting a quick return 80
movement of the carriage I provide a second
feed-screw I, mounted longitudinally in the

frame and geared at one end to the driving-

train. This second screw is provided with a
thread of rapid pitch arranged to engage a 85
vertically-movable ffut J, connected with the
upper nut H, by a vertically-sliding stem or

rod j, so that when the upper nut is depressed
and disengaged from the upper screw the
lower end is engaged with the top of the lower 90
screw, which is so driven as to move the car-

riage rapidly downward to the starting-point,

carrying with it the diaphragm-frame so that
it will be in position to commence operations
anew. 95

It is obvious that during the return move-
ment of the carriage the diaphragm-frame
must be lifted and upheld to keep the style

out of the record groove. This is effected, as
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, by providing the 100
hinged arm which carries the diaphragm-
frame with a laterally-projecting member /,
in the shape of a stirrup and providing the
upper nut H, with laterally-projecting studs
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7t, SO that when the upper nut is depressed and
disengaged from the feed-screw, preparatory
to the return of the carriage, the nut 11, act-
ing on the stirrup/, will throw the diaphragm-

5 frame upward, as indicated in dotted lines,

and thus hold the style above and out of con-
tact with the cylinder during its return move-
ment thereover. When the n u t is again raised
to engage the feed-screw it permits the dia-

10 phragm frame to fall to its operative position.
The nuts are held in their upper and lower
positions alternately by the devices shown in
Fig. 5, in which K represents a small stem or
spindle pivoted to the stem which connects

15 the nuts and projected through one end of a
stirrup L, mounted on a horizontal pivot I,

passing through the carriage, A spiral spring
k, encircling the spindle K, and bearing within
the end of the stirrup acts, when the end of

20 the stirrup is depressed, as shown in full lines
in Fig, 5, to hold the nuts upward, or when
the end of the stirrup is elevated to press the
nuts downward. This action will be readily
understood when it is observed that the mo-

25 tion of the stirrup raising and lowering the
outer end of the spindle K, changes its incli-

nation so that the spring will press upward
or downward upon the nuts. This shifting of
the nuts it will be seen, reverses the motion

30 of the carriage without reversing or stopping
the action of the screws or driving gear.
The reversing action is rendered automatic

by means of stops N and O, fixed on the hori-
zontal guide in position to encounter a roller

35 on the end' of an upreaching arm I', of the
stirrup L, as plainly indicated in Fig. 1, As
the carriage returns to its normal position as
shown at the left hand in Fig. 1, the roller

encounters the stop N, and as the carriage
40 continues its movement to the left the stirrup

L is caused to turn over on its center until
the spring finally " passes the center," where-
upon the movement is continued by the
spring so as to throw the upper nut into ac-

45 tion and the lower nut out of action, leaving
the machine in position to begin the record.
As the machine moves to the right the roller

encounters the stop O, by which the position
of the stirrup is reversed, and the upper nut

50 disengaged, the diaphragm-frame lifted and
the lower nut engaged to effect the automatic
return of the carriage. The stopsN and are
both divided transversely and provided with
contracting or binding screws nand 0, where-

55 by they maybe fixed in position at any suit-

able point in the length of the guide N. In
this way the distance through which the car-
riage moves and the points at which its ac-
tion begins and ceases may be controlled at

60 will according to the length of the record
upon the cylinder.

Passing now to the electric connections it

is first to be noted that an electric motor of
any suitable form may be employed and

65 belted directly to the driving-pulley C, or oth-
erwise connected to the machine.
Referring to Fig. 6, O'^ represents a motor

80

85

95

contained in a circuit which includes a bat-

tery or generator P, and two terminal springs

Q and Q', which stand normally out of con- 7c

tact so that the circuit is open af this point.

Within the main circuit there is a secondary
shunt or short circuit terminating in two
spring fingers R R', which tend to close to-

gether against each other and keep the circuit 75
closed through the motor. When the carriage

is at the starting point an insulated finger

S, on the stirrup L, projects between the con-

tact fingers R R'j and holds the circuit open
so that it stands open normally at two points.

Within or adjacent to the main-frame there

is fixed a skeleton tube or guide T, adapted
to receive and conduct into a receptacle be-

low a coin of predetermined size. Near the

bottom of this tube and projecting at one
end into the same there is an angular finger

U, mounted on a pivot u, and having its

outer end formed of conducting material.

When a coin is dropped into the tube it

acts against and depresses the inner end of 90
finger U, causing its outer end to rise be-

tween the fingers Q Q', and thus close the cir-

cuit through the motor to start the machine.
The fingers Q Q' are mounted on the car-

riage so that as the latter advances the fingers

Q Q',are carried away from the finger U, and
the original circuit thus opened. Before this

occurs, however, the insulated finger S, mov-
ing with the carriage, is drawn from between
the fingers R, which are thus allowed to close

together so as to establish the new and shorter

circuit through the motor. This circuit re-

mains closed until the carriage has moved
outward and returned. As the carriage com-
pletes its return movement the stirrup L be-

ing tilted over to the position shown in Fig.

1, to reverse the feed, at the same time lifts

the finger S, upward between the conductors
R, thus opening the circuit. During the ear-

lier part of the advance of the carriage and no
while the fingers Q are still in contact with
the lever U, they hold the latter in such posi-

tion as to prevent the coin from passing be-

low it. The moment, however, that the fin-

gers Q are carried beyond the lever U, the lat- r 15

ter is permitted to fall at its inner end and
allow the coin to pass onward into the recep-

tacle below.
In order to prevent the fraudulent extrac-

tion of the coin after its introduction into the 120

tube to prevent coins of improper sizes from
setting the machine in action I make the tube
T, as before mentioned, of skeleton form, that

is to say, I cut away its front and rear walls

longitudinally at the upper end through the

middle, so as to leave only the portion neces-

sary to receive and guide the edges of the

coin. If the coin be of less than the proper
diameter it will escape from the tube before

reaching the finger U. Near the top of the

tube, which is inclined laterally, I pivot a
gravitating plate W, the lower end of which
is toothed or serrated and arranged to hang
through the opening in the tube. This plate

105

I2r;

130
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will yield readily and pass out of the way of
descending coin. If, however, an attempt be
made to extract the coin by means of a cord
the latter will enter between the top of the

5 plate and the coin carried behind the plate
so as to prevent its outward passage.
Having thus described raj' invention, what

I claim is

—

1. In a coin-actuated phonograph, the com-
I o bination with the travelingcarriage for the re-

producer, of two electrodes arranged in prox-
imity to each other on said carriage and con-
stituting the terminals of a circuit for the act-

uating motor, a relatively stationary coin-act-

15 uated lever adapted to make contact with and
complete the circuit through said electrodes,
said circuit being broken by the movement
of the electrodes away from contact with said
lever, substantially as described.

20 2. In a coin-actuated phonograph the com-
bination with the travelingcarriage for the re-

producer, of two electrodes arranged in close
proximity to each other on said carriage and
constituting the terminals of a primary cir-

25 cuit for the actuating motor, a relatively sta-

tionary coin-actuated lever adapted to make
contact with and complete the primary cir-

' cuit through said electrodes, said circuit be-
_ ing broken by the movement of the electrodes

30 away from contact with said lever, and a sec-

ondary circuit for the actuating motor which
is completed simultaneously with the break-
"iug of the primarj' circuit, substantially as de-
scribed.

35 V3. In combination with a phonograph hav-
ing a movable carriage, a circuit including
the motor spring contact fingers in said cir-

cuit, and an insulated arm on the carriage
arranged to enter between and separate said

40 contact fingers as the carriage returns to the
starting-point.

4. In combination with a phonograph hav-
ing a movable carriage, the motor circuit ter-

minating in fingers RR', normally in contact

45 with each other the finger S mounted on the
carriage in position to enter between said
fingers on the return of the carriage to open,
the circuit and hold the same open.

5, In combination with a phonograph hav-
50 ing a movable carriage, a primary motor cir-

cuit with terminals on the carriage, the coin-
operated lever U to temporarily close said
circuit, the secondary motor circuit terminat-
ing in stationary fingers R R', and a finger S

5 5 mounted on the carriage to open the secondary
circuit.

'6, In a phonograph the combination with
the traveling carriage and feed and return
screws, of two nuts, one for each of said screws,

60 through which motion is transmitted to the

carriage and an actuating spring for pressing

said nuts alternately into engagement with
the respective screws, substantially as de-

scribed.

7. The combination with the feed and re- 65

turn screws, of two nuts, one for each of said

screws, carried by a common stem, a spring
acting upon said stem to alternately engage
said nuts with the screws, respectively, and
means for changing the position of and re- 70

leasing said spring to exert its tension in dif-

ferent directions, substantially as described.

8. The combination with the feed and re-

turn screws and the traveling carriage, of two
nuts, one for each of said screws, carried by 75
a common stem, through which screws motion
is transmitted to the carriage, a spring act-

ing upon said stem, and a tilting stirrup for

changing the position of and releasing said

spring to alternately snap said nuts into en- 80

gagement with their respective screws, sub-
stantially as described.

9. The combination with feed and return
screws and a traveling carriage, of two nuts,

one for each screw, adapted to alternately en- 85
gage with the screws respectively, of a stir-

rup on the carriage and means for tilting said

stirrup to change the position of the nuts,

substantially as described.

10. The combination with the carriage, feed 90
and return screws and nuts for engagement
with the screws, of a pivoted stirrup, an act-

uating spring between said nuts and stirrup,

and stops for tilting said stirrup to alter-

nately engage said nuts with the screws re- 95
spectively, substantially as described.

11. The combination with the reproducer
having a depending stirrup at the pivoted end
thereof, of a pin or projection engaging in

said stirrup and lifting the reproducer from ico

the phonogram when the carriage is actuated
by the return screw, substantially as de-

scribed.

12. In a phonograph the combination with
the traveling carriage, the feed and return 105
screws, and the connected nuts adapted to be
thrown alternately into and out of engage-
ment with the respective screws, of the piv-

oted stirrup L and the spring between said

stirrup and nuts adapted to hold the latter no
in either position, according to the position

of the stirrup.

In testimony whereof I hereunto set my
hand, this 23d day of November, 1891, in the
presence of two attesting witnesses.

THOMAS H. MACDONALD.
Witnesses:

E. A. Fargo,
Chas. K. Thompson.
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To all whom it may concern:
Beit known thati, Henry HoESCHEN, a citi-

zen of the United States, and a resident of
Omaha, in the county of Douglas and State

S of Nebraska, have invented certain useful
Improvements in Phonograph Return -Car-
riages; and I do hereby declare that the fol-
lowing is a full, clear, and exact description
of the invention, such as will enable others

lo skilled in the art to which it appertains to
make and use the same, reference being had
to the accompanying drawings, which form a
part of this specification.
This invention relates to an automatic coin

15 actuated return carriage for phonographs,
adapted to operate independent of the phono-
graph mechanism.
The object of my invention is to provide a

motor mechanism for phonographs, that shall
20 be adjustable and operate automatically, and

be adapted to return the diaphragm carriage
to its normal position, at any suitable point
or instant, and in furtherance of this object,
the invention consists in the construction,

25 combination and arrangement of parts, as
hereinafter more fully described.
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1

shows a front elevation, with parts broken
away, of my improved coin-operated motor

30 mechanism. Fig. 2 represents a rear view of
the train of gearing; Fig. 3 a view of the coin
lever and cam, and Fig. 4 detail of the main
cam shaft.

A, A', represent the front and rear plates
35 supporting a suitably timed train of clock

work comprising the spring actuated main
driving gear B and the connecting pinion B'
and gear B^, pinion B^ gear B* and the fan
governor B^

40 The gear B is an ordinary spring actuated
pawl and ratchet controlled gear, meshing
with the pinion B', forming part of the gear
B^, both of which are mounted upon the cen-
trally positioned cam shaft C. This main

45 driving shaft shown in detail in Fig. 4, pro-
jects beyond the face on both sides and is pro-
vided in front with the cam D next with the
mutilated disk D', intermediately with the,
gear B^ and pinion B', and at its remaining

50 projecting end at the rear, with an extending
crank arm D^, which works within an elon-
gated slot within the carriage lever C^ as illus-

trated in Fig. 2. Riding below and against
the cam D is the spring actuated circuit lever

E, which is mounted upon a suitable shaft E' 55
and provided with a stop arm E^, which is

held adjustably upon said shaft. The bar E
is provided with a projecting nose, which is

made to ride between the spring ends of the
circuit plates e, e', when the lever is forced 60

downward by means of the driving cam D.
The plates e, e' are insulated from the plate

A, by means of a block of rubber, and are
connected to one of the poles of the battery
connected to the phonograph motor. The op- 65
crating arm E^ projects upward, and is pro-

vided with a screw regulated tip e^ which is

adapted to reciprocate in the path of the dia-

phragm carriage a:, as shown in Fig. 1. Below
the circuit lever E, is provided with the spring 70
e^ to insure its riding against the cam D.
The gear B*, which is on the same shaft

with the pinion B^ meshing with the gear B^
is provided with a spring c, as shown in Fig.

1, which operates as a stop, in checking the 75
operation of the motor. Meshing with this

gear B*, is the fan governor B^, regulating the
speed of the gearing.

The clock case A, A' is mounted below the
phonograph, and is supported by means of 80

the brackets F, F, provided with a transverse
brace F', to the lower end of which is pivoted
the carriage lever C^, as illustrated. This le-

ver is operated by means of the crank arm
D^ attached to the shaft C upon the rear side 85
as stated.

In front, the face plate A is provided with
a spring IF, which is connected to said face

plate by means of a pin and connected at its

upper end to the cam D, and aids in operat- 90
ing the cam.
The carriage lever C^ is provided at its up-

per end with an adjustable curved carrier H^
provided with a stirrup li adapted to engage
the projecting end of the diaphragm carriage 95
X, and centrally with a slot, within which the
pin of the crank D^ is adapted to reciprocate,

in operating the lever.

The carrier is pivoted within the bifurcated
end of the carriage lever C^ and being curved, ico

and pivoted to one side of its medial line, is

permitted certain radial motion. In the rear
the carrier is provided with an adjustable
stop screw h' which limits the movement of

said carrier. The diaphragm actuated oper- 105
ating arm E^, normally positioned, is adjoin-

ing the carriage lever C^
The device is brought into electric circuit
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with the phonograph motor by having one o£
the poles secured to the screw m, in connec-
tion with its metallic clock casing and the
other to the circuit plates e, e' as shown, the

5 lever E breaking and closing the circuit.

Mounted upon an independent shaft K, is

the coin lever K', shown in Fig. 3, which is

provided with the hooked stop arm K^ end-
ing in the curved nosing li, which nosing is

lo adapted to ride upon the mutilated disk D',
while the hooked arm K^ operates in the path
of the spring c of the gear B*, as shown in
Fig. 1. The coin lever K', has a lower bent
portion, which extends into the path of the

15 coin chute L, as shown in Fig. 2.

When all the parts have been properly ar-

ranged and adjusted, the operation of ray de-
vice is as follows: The clock work is set, pre-
vious to its initial movement, so that the stop

2o K^ rides against the spring c, and thus locks
the train of gearing as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The operator in order to start the phono-
graph, drops a nickel into the coin chute,
which in descending, strikes the bent end of

25 the coin lever K', and this lever in turn car-

ries the connected hooked stop K^ out of the
path of the spring stop c, permitting the es-

cape of said spring, and thus starting the mo-
tor. At the first instant both the carriage

30 lever H and the stop arm E^, are carried for-

ward, the first being operated by the crank
D^ and the latter by the connected circuit le-

ver E, which lever is forced downward by the
cam D, thus promptly closing the circuit, and

35 starting the electric motor driving the phono-
graph cylinder. The lever E is securely im-
pinged and held between the spring ends, of
the circuit plates e, e', while the cam D con-
tinues to revolve. As soon as the carriage

40 leverH moves forward, the carrier H^ engages
the diaphragm carriage, and raising it up-
ward speedily carries it to the forward and
starting point, where the carriage will escape
from the carrier, which with the carriage arm,

45 will again be returned to its first position.
By this time the mutilated portion of the disk
D'j will have arrived at its position at start-

ing, so that the nosing h of the stop arm will

ride into the depression, and so permit the
50 hooked stop arm K^ to drop into the path of

the spring c, and thus stopping the independ-
ent carriage motor. However the circuit has
been closed by means of the lever E, and the
electric motor is gradually threading thedia-

55 phragm carriage forward, until it comes into
collision with the projecting stop arm E^, and
in carrying the arm backward, will force
the circuit lever E upward and from between
the circuit plates e, e', and thus break the

60 electric connection, and stop the movement
of the motor. At this instant, the position of
the return carriage will be in the position,

as illustrated in Fig. 1. The device will again
be started by dropping another nickel into

65 the chute.

The movement of the carriage lever maj' be

nicely timed, so that it will make a long or

short haul to either side of a vertical medial
line passing through the center of the phono-
graph cylinder. 70
The movement of the diaphragm carriage

beyond the medial line, is regulated by means
of the adjustable stem of the operating arm
E^, while that before, by means of the adjust-

able carrier IP. 75
Having thus described my said invention,

what I claim as new, and desire to secure by
United States Letters Patent, is

—

1. In a return carriage for phonographs, the
combination with a suitablj' timed train of 8c

gearing in electric circuit with a phonograph,
of a carriage lever operated by said gearing,

and adapted to engage the diaphragm car-

riage of said phonograph, and a cam actuated
circuit lever adapted to work against an in- 85

sulated terminal, to close the circuit, all sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In a return carriage for phonographs the
combination with a suitably timed train of

gearing in electrical circuit with a phono- 90
graph, of a carriage lever operated by said

gearing, and adapted to engage the diaphragm
carriage of said phonograph, a cam actuated
circuit lever provided with a projecting stop
arm, said circuit lever being operated by a 95
cam in closing, and the diaphragm carriage
in breaking the electric circuit, all substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. In a return carriage for phonographs, a
suitably timed train of gearing in electric cir- 100

cuit with the phonograph, comprising a spring
actuated main driving gear, a cranked cam
shaft, provided with a gear and pinion and a
mutilated disk, a meshing gear and pinion
provided with a projecting stop, and a coin 105
operated lever provided with a hook and nos-

ing, the first adapted to engage the said pro-

jecting stop, and the nosing being adapted to

ride upon said mutilated disk, to stop and
start said train of gearing, all substantially no
as and for the purpose set forth.

4. In a return carriage for phonographs, the
combination of the following instrumentali-
ties, to wit: a clock casing provided with a
main driving gear, a cam shaft having a gear 115

and pinion meshing with said driving gear,

and further provided with a cam, mutilated
disk and a crank arm, a coin operated lever

having a hook and nosing, the latter adapted
to ride upon said mutilated disk, and a gear 120

meshing with the gear of said cam shaft, and
provided with a spring, adapted to be en-

gaged by the hooked coin operated lever, to

start and stop said train of gearing, all sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth. 125
In testimony whereof I afiix my signature in

presence of two witnesses.

HENRY PIOESCHEN.

Witnesses:
Herbert L. Mann,
G. W. Sues.
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GEORGE T. WALDRON, OF QUINCY, MASSACHUSETTS.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 524,921, dated August 21, 1894.

Application filed January 6, 1894, Serial No. 495,944. (No model.)

To all whom it may concern.'
Be it known that I, George T. Waldron,

of Quincy, in the county of Norfolk, State of
Massachusetts, have invented certain new and

5 useful Improvements in Coin-Released Actu-
ating Mechanisms for Phonographs, of which
the following is a description sufficiently full,

clear, and exact to enable any person skilled
in the art or science to which said invention

10 appertains to make and use the same, refer-
ence being had to the accompanying draw-
ings, forming part of this specification, in
which

—

Figure 1 is a front elevation of a phono-
15 graph showing my improved actuating mech-

anism, the case being represented as broken
away; Fig. 2 a front elevation showing the
position assumed by the parts in returning
the spectacle; and Fig. 3 an enlarged verti-

20 cal transverse section.

Like letters and figures of reference indi-
cate corresponding parts in the different fig-

ures of the drawings.
My invention relates to a coin - released

25 mechanism for actuating a phonograph; and
it consists in certain novel features hereinaf-
ter fully set forth and claimed, the object be-
' ig to produce a simple, cheap and effective
device of this character.

30 The nature and operation of the improve-
ment will be readily understood by all con-
versant with such matters from the'foUowing
explanation

:

In the drawings, A represents the ease

35 which may be of any suitable form or con-
struction, B the drum or cylinder, C the spec-
tacle to which the flexible receiving tube, D,
is attached in the usual manner.
The main parts of the phonograph and its

40 operative mechanism are of the ordinary form.
An electric-motor, E, is driven by a current
from the battery, F, and the shaft, /, of the
drum is rotated by the usual intervening
mechanism, which as it is of well known con-

45 struction it is not deemed essential to herein
specifically describe.

The spectacle, C, is mounted on a pivoted
arm, J, and is adjustable by a projection, H,
on the arm, J. A bell - crank lever, fe, is

50 mounted on the pivot of the projection, II, its

short arm engaging a horizontal plate, m, on
the supporting frame of the drum. In two

standards, p, forming part of said frame a
longitudinally sliding horizontally arranged
rod, Q, is mounted. On said sliding-rod stops, 55
r, r^ are adjustably secured and held by set-

screws, t. From one end of the rod outside

the inner standard, _/;, a bearing, ^j, is pendent
and in said bearing in the standard a wind-
ing stub-shaft, iv, is mounted to rotate and 60
slide. On the standard a puUej', x, is jour-

naled and a cord, ^J,
passing over said pulley

is fast to a collar, z, on the shaft, w. One
member of a clutch, 15, is mounted on the

outer end of said shaft, the companion mem- 65
ber being formed by the hub, 16 of a pulley,

17, loose on said shaft. The pulley, 17, is

belted to the drive-pulley of the drum shaft,/.

A finger, K, is pivoted at, 20, in the frame
to swing vertically. A coiled- spring, 21, 70
around the pivot of said finger acts torsion-

allj'^ to throw it from left to right as viewed
in Figs. 1 and 2 its normal position being that

shown in Fig. 1. The cord, y, is secured to

the upper end of said finger and passes 75
through an opening, 22, in the pivot support,

N, of the levers, H, k, the end of said cord
being secured at, 26, to the long arm of the

lever, h. There is an adjustable stop-screw,

30, in the support, N, for the lever, H, to 80

limit the fall of said lever.

The ordinary coin-chute, P, opens through
the top of the case in front of the phonograph
mechanism in the usual manner, its lower
end registering with the slot in the cash box, 85
35, in the body of the case.

A spring contact, 36, (see Fig. 1) is con-

nected by a wire, 37, with one pole of the bat-

tery, F, the opposite pole of said battery be-

ing connected by a wire, 38, with one of the 90
motor-brushes. A wire, 39, connects the op-

posite brush with a contact-point, 40, in the
path of the free end of the spring-contact,

36. Between plates, 41, a block, 42, is fitted

to slide, said block being fast to the free end 95
of the spring-arm, 36, and having a beveled
inner edge, 43, which will project into the

path of a coin, 44, from the chute, P. In
alignment with the block, 42, a plate or block,

45, is fitted to slide and is pivoted at, 50. loc

Two levers, 55, and, 56, are fast on the same
pivot 90 in the case. A link, 57, pivotally

connects the plate, 45, with the lever, 56. A
link, 54, diagonally arranged connects the
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arm, 55, with a slkling rod, 51, fitted to move
vertically through the case top and having
an angle-arm, 52, at its upper end projecting
into the path of the short arm of the spee-

5 tacle lever, 11. The vertical movement of
the rod is adjusted by means of a thumb-
screw, 53, a collar, 60, on said rod limiting its

downward movement. By adjusting the
connection, 61, of the link, 54, with the rod,

CO 51, the movement of the plate, 45, inward
across the mouth of the chute may be regu-
lated.

The parts are arranged so that when a coin
passes into the chute, P, it will engage the

15 adjacent ends of the blocks, 42, and, 45, forc-

ing the block, 42, outward and driving the
spring-contact, 36, into engagement with the
contact, 40, closing the circuit of the battery
and charging the motor. When the rod, 51,

20 is drawn upward the block, 45, will bedrawn
out releasing a coin, 44, which will fall into
the box, 35, and the spring-arm, 36, will drive
the block, 42, inward and break the circuit.

The parts being in the position shown in Fig.

25 1 and the circuit closed by the coin, the ordi-

nary phonograph mechanism is in action driv-
ing the worm shaft and drum or mandrel in

the usual manner, the spectacle traveling from
left to right, as viewed in said figure. When

30 the support end engages the stop, r^ the rod,

g, is thrown from left to right drawing with
it the shaft, iy, and engaging the clutch mem-
ber, 15, fast on said shaft with its companion
member, 16, on the hub of the pulley, 17, which

35 is continuously rotated as above described.
This causes the shaft,?;;, to rotate and winds
the cord, y, on the drum or sleeve, z, of said
shaft drawing the finger, K, from right to left

against the tension of its spring, 21, as shown
40 in Fig. 2. The cord being connected to the

lever, k, by the screw, 26, carries the support,
N, with it and moves the spectacle from right
to left until said support engages the stop, r,

by which the rod, q, will be carried in like di-

45 rection moving the shaft, w, and engage the
clutch-members, 15 and 16. This frees the
pulley, 17, which runs loose and the coin hav-
ing been released by the contact of the spec-
tacle lever, H, with the arm, 52, of the rod, 51,

50 whereby said rod was elevated and the plate,

45, withdrawn breaking the circuit the parts

stop with the spectacle in position to operate
again on the phonograph cylinder when an-

other coin shall be dropped into the chute.

Nor do I confine myself to the particular de- 55
vice shown for returning the spectacle as any
means operated by the drive mechanism of a
phonograph and tripped positively by the

spectacle at the end of its movement in one
direction may be employed. The arrange- 60

ment of the coin-releasing mechanism may
also be varied without departing from the
spirit of my invention.
Having thus explained my invention, what

I claim is

—

65 ^

1. The combination of thespring-tensioned
finger, the rotary stub-shaft and a cord con-

necting the shaft and finger with the phono-
graph spectacle; a loose pulley on the shaft

driven by the phonograph-actuating mechan- 70

ism and mechanism operated positively by
the spectacle for locking said pulley.

2. The spectacle and its driving mechanism
in combination with the sliding-shaf t, 10; loose

pulley thereon and clutch mechanism the slid- 75
ing rod, g, for moving said shaft longitudi-

nally; the spring arm, K, and a cord connect-
ing said arm with the shaft and spectacle

and projections on the rod in the path of the
spectacle. 80

3. In a phonograph in combination with the
coin-chute two laterally sliding- plates pro-

jecting into the path of the coin, one of said

plates being arranged to close the circuit of

the phonograph motor when engaged by a 85
coin, and mechanism connecting with the
companion plate and operated by the phono-
graph-spectacle whereby the coin may be re-

leased from said plates.

4. In a phonograph, the combination with 90
the adjustable sliding-rod, 51, disposed in the
path of the phonograph-spectacle, of a coin-

chute, a sliding-plate disposed in the path of

the coin; levers connecting plate and rod
wherebj' the plate may be withdrawn as the 95
rod is elevated substantially as described.

GEORGE T. WALDRON.
Witnesses:

K. DURFEE,
O. M. Shaw.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No, 527,755, dated October 16, 1894.

Application filed June 22, 1894. Serial No, 515,408. (No model.)

To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas H. Macdonald,

of Bridgeport, Connecticut, have invented a
new and useful Improvement in Grapho-
phones, which is fully set forth in the follow-
ing specification.

The present invention has reference to the
construction of the sound-recording and re-

producing parts of instruments known as
graphophones or phonographs, and its chief
object is to produce a recorder and repro-
ducer which require no adjustment, and which
in other respects fulfill the conditions requi-
site to good practical results.

The chief difiEiculty heretofore encountered
in the use of graphophones has been due to

the fact that the recorder and reproducer (par-

ticularly the former) required very nice and
accurate adjustment, beyond the skill or pa-

20 tience of ordinary users.

Heretofore, the recorder when left free to
find its working position by gravity, has had
a bridge extending over and in front of the
diaphragm, which bridge rested directly upon
the tablet. The recording stylus attached to

the diaphragm projected a certain distance
beyond the bridge, this distance determining
the depth of cut and requiring to be regulated
with great nicety. When the proper adjust-
ment is slightly disturbed (which frequently
happens) imperfect records are made, and
trials for readjustment become necessary.
Many eiforts have been made to overcome
this diificulty, but heretofore without success.
In another common type of apparatus the

frame of the recorder rests upon a fixed rail

which supports its weight and determines its

position. The stylus is carried by a weighted
lever being pivotally connected thereto. This
construction is very delicate and complicated.
By the present invention the adjustment of

tlie recorder is rendered entirely automatic,
its construction greatly simplified, and all le-

vers, bridges, and springs are dispensed with.
The recording device as a whole comprises

a tubular stem detachably secured to a tubu-
lar arm pivoted to swing vertically, a record-
ing point which is fixed directly to the dia-

phragm and rests upon the tablet without the
intervention of any lever, spring or bridge be-
tween the tablet and recorder-frame. In other
words, the recorder is freely suspended so

55
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that its entire weight comes on the recording

point, and since the latter is directly fixed to

the diaphragm without any intermediate
yielding parts the movements of the dia-

phragm are faithfuUj^ recorded, the results in

this respect being superior to those hereto-

fore obtained. The swinging stem or arm to

which the recorder is attached is pivoted 60

above the axis of the tablet, and the recorder

being entirely free bears at its point upon the

side of the tablet, the weight of the recorder

and the angle at which it is placed determin-
ing a proper depth of cut.

The reproducer is in shape and general con-

struction similar to the recorder, having a
tubular stem adapted to be detachably con-

nected to the same tubular arm to which the

recorder when in use is attached. The stem
of the reproducer, however, has a swivel or

joint permitting a slight oscillation with

minimum friction in a line transverse to the

record-grooves of the tablet, this swivel-joint

being its most important feature of construe- 75

tion. Heretofore the hollow arm of the re-

producer has always been rigid in the direc-

tion of its travel, and the stylus has been
made of flexible material, or jointed so as to

enable it to find and keep the bottom of the 80

record. Such reproducers do not, however,
track the record perfectly. When, by reason

of slight variance between the spirals of the

feed screw and those of the record, the stylus

presses on one side or the other of the groove 85

it tends to ride up out of contact with the bot-

tom thereof, and the greater the variance the

greater is this tendency.
The difficulty is completely overcome by

putting a swivel joint in the stem of the re-

producer as above described. Tn such ease

the reproducer can oscillate as a whole, and
its weight always keeps the point in contact

with the record at tl'" bottom of the groove,

no adjustment of uy sort being required.

This improv<Jaient, while important for all

classes of machines, is .specially valuable for

automatic or coin-controlled graphophones.
The invention includes means whereby the

connection and disconnection of the recorder
and reproducer can be very quickly effected.

The invention will be fully understood
from the following description taken in con-

nection with the accompanying drawings,

90
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100
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which form part of this specification, and in

which

—

Figure 1 is a section transverse of the feed
screw, showing the carriage for the recorder

5 and reproducer, the former instrument being
in place. Fig. 2, is a side view of the repro-
ducer, partly in section; and Fig. 3 a bottom
viewthereof partly in section. Figs. 4, 5, and
6 are details illustrating the mounting of the

lo recording stylus.

The carriage A, which serves for both re-

corder and reproducer, slides upon sleeve B,
which surrounds the feed screwC, the sleeve
being provided on its under side with a long

15 slot to permit nut D to engage with the feed
screw.
On carriage A is a coupling-piece E having

a thimble e to which the bearing or speaking
tubes are connected, and in this coupling

20 piece is swiveled a socket F having a short
tubular arm/ which projects through a slot

in piece E and can oscillate on a horizontal
axis to the limits of this slot. Arm / has in

its end two slots or notches g diametrically
25 opposite each other. Arm/is the connecting

piece for both the recorder G and reproducer
H. Each of these devices has a tubular stem
& just large enough to fit closely over arm/,
and a catch pin c, which takes into the notches

30 gr of said arm and prevents turning of the in-

strument on the arm. The reproducer Hhas
in the end of its stem a sleeve d which fits

loosely therein and is swiveled by means of
the catch-pin c, the latter being at right an-

35 gles to the axis of socket F. Thus the repro-
ducer has freedom of oscillation with slight

friction transversely to the lines on the re-

cording tablet K. Its stylus 7i may be prac-
tically rigid.

40 The recorder G when in use rests with its

entire weight on the tablet K, but the press-
ure of its weight, instead of being taken by
a bridge or rest as heretofore, comes entirely
upon the point g' of the stylus. The axis of

45 the socket F, by which the recorder is freely

suspended, is above the axis of the tablet,

and the recorder when in use is inclined at a
small angle from a vertical line, its point
bearing against the side of the tablet. The

50 direction of rotation of the latter is indicated
by the arrow, Fig. 1, and the motion of the
tablet tends to throw the recorder outward.
The weight and the angle of inclination of

the latter counteract this tendency to the ex-

55 tent of producing always a proper depth of

cut, irrespective of inequalities in the surface
of the cylinder.

The point g' of the stylus is in the form of

a pencil and is held by a clamp i stamped out
60 of sheet metal. It is bent to form a socket

(which receives the pencil and holds it ob-

liquely to the diaphragm) and two wings or
flanges ~k which are cemented, soldered or

otherwise aflxed directly to the diaphragm
65 m. Thus there are no yielding parts between

the point and the diaphragm.
It will be seen that the form of instrument

is simple and easy of construction, and very
strong, having nothing about its construction
which is likely to become deranged in ordi- 70
nary handling and usage. Its chief merit,

however, is that the instrument as a whole,
comprising a stylus directly fastened to and
supported wholly by the diaphragm, and a
freely suspended arm, and making contact 75
with the record only at the point of the stylus,

constitutes a self-adjusting recorder, requir-
ing no attention from the user, and produces
an accurate and in every way satisfactory
record. 80
Having thus described my invention, what

I claim is

—

1. In a graphophone, the combination with
the sliding carriage, of a socket-piece swiveled
therein on a horizontal axis and having a 8;

tubular arm, and a recorder and reproducer
provided each with a tubular stem fitting said
arm and adapted for detachable connection
therewith, substantiallj' as described.

2. The combination with the sliding car- r j

riage, of a socket-piece swiveled therein on
a horizontal axis and having a tubular arm
slotted or notched in its end, and a recorder
and reproducer having each a tubular stem
fitting said arm, and a catcli-pin for engaging 95
said slot or notch and centering the instru-

ment, substantially as described.

3. The combination with the sliding -car-

riage, of a socket-piece swiveled therein and
having a tubular arm notched in the end, a 100

reproducer having a tubular stem, a sleeve

swiveled in the erfd of said stem and adapted
to fit tightly over said arm, and a pin by
means of which said sleeve is swiveled, said

pin engaging the notch in said arm when the 105
reproducer is in place, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. A reproducer for graphophones having a
freely suspended supporting stem, said stem
containing a swivel joint permitting oscilla- no
tion of the reproducer transversely to the
lines of the record, substantially as described.

5. A self-adjusting recorder for grapho-
phones comprising a freely suspended arm, a
diaphragm, and a point or stylus attached 115
rigidly to and carried wholly by said dia-

phragm, said recorder resting freely against
the recording tabletand making contactthere-

with only at the point of the stylus^ substan-
tially as described.

'

120

6. A recorder for graphophones comprising
a diaphragm, a recording stylus in the form of

a pencil, a clamp of sheet metal bent to form
a socket in which the pencil is held and two
wings or flanges by which it is fixed to the 125

diaphragm, the pencil being oblique to the
latter, substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I have signed this

specification in the presence of two subscrib-

ing witnesses.
THOMAS H. MACDONALD.

Witnesses:
Wm. R. Miller,
M. Speer.
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To all ivhovi it viay concern:

Be it knowu that I, Henri Jules Lioret,

of Paris, in the Republic of France, have in-

vented a new and useful Improvement in

5 Phonographs, (for which I have obtained a

brevet d'invention of the Republic of France,

No. 230,177, dated May 18, 1893,) of which the

following is a speciQcation.

The object of my invention is to construct

10 phonographs at alow price and consequently

to provide for their application to very nu-

merous purposes, such for instance, as the

manufacture of new toys.

My invention relates in the first placeto

15 the construction of the cylinder or roller in-

tended to receive the impressions of the re-

cording style which is carried by the vibrat-

ing plate, diaphragm or membrane which is

spoken against, whereby the said cylinder,

20 when engraved or impressed, may be used as

a matrix to reproduce a great number of times

the same impressions upon other cylinders

which I call reproduction cylinders.

The improvement also relates to the mode

25 of mounting or setting up these reproduction

cylinders; also to the arrangement of the re-

ceiving style and of the resonant box or reso-

nator to which the said style is adapted; and

further to the motor mechanism of the phono-

30 graphic apparatus.

In the accompanying drawings Figure 1 is

a profile view of part of a matrix cylinder.

Fig. 2 is a similar view showing the mode of

guiding the style upon the fillets of the ma-

35 trix cylinder. Fig. 3 is a similar view of part

of the matrix cylinder and of the reproduc-

tion cylinder which may be obtained from it.

Figs. -4 to 8 represent successive stages of the

manufacture of a reproduction cylinder of

40 celluloid and will be hereinafter more par-

ticularly described. Fig. 9 represents a doll

furnished with my apparatus. Fig. 10 is a

sectional view representing one way of mount-

ing the cylinders of my system. Fig. 11 is a

45 similarviewshowinganother mode of mount-

ing my cylinders. Figs. 12 and 13 represent

elevations at right angles to each other. Fig.

13 being partly in section, of one example of

a complete apparatus embodying ray inven-

50 tiou. Fig. 14 is a plan view partly in section,

corresponding with Figs. 12 and 13. Figs. 15

and 16 represent elevations at right angles to

each other, Fig. 16 being partly in section, of

a second example. Fig. 17 is a plan view cor-

responding with Figs. 15 and 16. Figs. 18 and 55

19 represent elevations at right angles to each

other, Fig. 19 being partly in section, of a

third example. Fig. 20 is a plan view corre-

sponding with Figs. 18 and 19.

Similar letters of reference designate corre- 60

spending parts in all the figures.

The matrix cylinders are obtained in the

following manner: I take a sleeve or hollow

cylinder of soft steel having on its outer cir-

cumference a thread with triangular cross- 65

section of suitable fineness and place it in

front of the recording style attached to the

vibrating plate or diaphragm which is spoken

against, so arranging the said sleeve and

style that the point of the style engraves its 70

impressions successively along the top angle

of the thread; this being where the resistance

to penetrate is the least, first because of the

slight thickness of metal presented and sec-

ond, by reason of the absence of lateral con- 75

tact or friction due to contiguous surfaces

because such surfaces do not exist in the

neighborhood of the top angle of the thread;

where the style may act with more efficacy

and cut in a suitable manner in the sharp 80

edge the impressions which are to be left upon

the cylinder.

To receive the impression of the sonorous

vibrations the threaded sleeve or cylinder is

keyed upon an arbor which is terminated by 85

a screw of the same pitch engaged in a nut.

In front of the cylinder or sleeve thus mounted

I arrange any appropriate phonographic re-

cording apparatus—for example a vibrating

membrane furnished with a style, taking care 90

that the style bears upon the angle of the

thread of the cylinder. If then the arbor is

set in motion, the cylinder turns in front of

the style and if one speaks against the mem-
brane the style will engrave along the angle 95

of the thread impressions of form and depth

corresponding with the nature of the sono-

rous vibration. The cylinder being thus en-

graved I temper it and thus obtain a cylin-

der which may be employed to produce the loc

vibration of the membrane of the receiver

and reproduce sounds which have been made

in front of it.

The first part of ray invention is indicated
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in Fig. 1 which represents an elevation and
section of portions of the threaded cylinder
showing the impressions h cut in the angle
of Its thread by the recording style.

5 When the matrix cylinder a is employed
directly to make the receiver speak, the re-
ceiving style d, of which the blunt point
should rest upon the angle of the thread as
shown toward the left of Fig. 2, bears upon

lo an additional lateral point d', which is en-
gaged in the groove of the thread in such
manner as to be guided by it and to produce
naturally the advance both of itself and of
the receivingstyle without which there would

IS be necessary for the latter a screw or other
mechanism of some kind or other correspond-
ing with the thread of the cylinder. There
might also be employed a style with a point
broadened and hollow in the form of a cres-

2o cent in such manner as to embrace the angle
of the thread and yet only rest upon it by a
point as shown toward the right hand of Fig.
2. It has been mentioned how the cylinder
engraved upon the angles of its thread and

g$ then tempered may be employed directly to
produce the speech of the receiver; its great
hardness assuring it the advantage, quite
new, of great durability; but it mav also, as
I have said, serve as a matrix or as a rowel
utilizable to produce directly a great num-
ber of times and consequently in a very eco-
nomical way upon other cylinders of soft
metal or other suitable material, impressions
which will enable them to be used to put in
vibration the membrane of the receiver.
These are the new cylinders which I have des-
ignated under the name of reproduction cyl-
inders.

When it is desired to obtain a cylinder of
40 soft metal or other analogous material it may

be done directly by simpiy causing the ma-
trix to roll under a suitable pressure upon a
cylinder of the same diameter in such man-
ner as shown in Fig. 3, or else upon a ribbon

45 of suitable profile which may be afterward
enrolled upon a roller. The reproduction cyl-
inder has preferably a thread of the same
pitch as that of the matrix cylinder in order
that the impressions engraved upon the angle

SO or top of the thread of the latter may be re-
produced in the bottom of the thread of the
reproduction cylinder as shown in Fig. 3. The
ribbon may also present striations or grooves
which, when it is enrolled upon its roller,
will constitute a threading. In this case the
impressions are also reproduced at the bot-
tom of these striations or grooves. In fact
these impressions will be counterparts of
those of the matrix cylinder, but that is with-
out importance from the point of view of the
reproduction of the sounds.

It is hardly necessary to remark that when
use is made in the receiver of the reproduc-
tion cylinder c like that which has just been

65 described, the receiver style may be guided
very simply by making its point bear on the
bottom of the cavity of the thread.

30
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It may be remarked (see Fig. 3) that the
threading of the reproduction cylinder c is
not so deep as that of the matrix cylinder a
in order to facilitate the reproduction. This
threading only needs to be deep enough for
the guidance of the style.

°

When the reproduction cylinders are not
required to be so durable, instead of making
them of soft metal or other analogous matter"
they may be made of celluloid. This mate-
rial presents the advantage of well preserv-
ing the impressions, not being liable to break
and above all not being sensibly influenced
by atmospheric variations. Moreover, be-
sides being homogeneous and very hard,'they
cut and mold sharply and they wear well.
To produce the cylinders of celluloid, I

operate as follows: I prepare the matrix cyl-
inder a (Fig. 4) as I have hereinbefore de-
scribed. Then I take upon it as is shown in
Fig. 5, a galvano-plastic mold a' which pre-
sents consequently the form of a tube hav-
ing in its internal surface the counterpart of
the threading and the impressions of the
matrix cylinder a. (See Fig. 6.) I remove
this tube from the matrix cylinder by first
heating it externally to expand it sufficiently
to enable it to be unscrewed from the said
cylinder, the impression being so slight that
very little expansion is necessary. After its
removal I introduce into the said tube a
sleeve or ring c of celluloid (see Fig. 7) just
large enough to enter it freely, then plunge
the whole into hot water. The celluloid is
thus softened, and I then introduce forcibly
into the said collar or ring c a mandrel a^ suf-
ficiently large to dilate the said ring or collar
and cause it to penetrate into all the cavities
of the mold a' as shown in Fig. 8. I then
plunge the whole into cold water and the cel-
luloid recovers its hardness and is at the
same time generally contracted sufiaeiently
to permit the easy withdrawal of the ring c
from the mold a' by unscrewing it therefrom.
If, however, the contraction of the ring c in
this way is not sufficiently greater than that
of the mold a', the mold may be slightly
warmed by heat externally applied.

It may be here mentioned that the impres-
sion produced by the style on the matrix cyl-
inder and reproduced in reverse in the mold
a' is so slight that only a very slight dilation
of the ring c is necessary to obtain the im-
pression on it and a very slight contraction
to permit it to be unscrewed from the mold a'
without damaging said impression.

It may be further mentioned that the
threads of the matrix are verj'^ fine in prac-
tice and are very much exaggerated in the
drawings to facilitate the illustration. This
ring c thus becomes finally a reproduction
cylinder which is an exact reconstitution
of the matrix cylinder a. This method is
rapid and economical and gives perfect re-
sults. It may be understood moreover that
according as the impressions have been en-
graved upon the angle or in the bottom of
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the thread of the matrix a, the cjiinder c
will also have the impressions upon the an-
gle or in the bottom of its thread and that
the receiver style should be formed to cor-
respond.
In the following description of examples of

my invention I will suppose the phonograph
arranged in the body of a doll as shown in
Fig. 9, bnt it will be understood that it is ca-
pable of any other application.
For whatever purpose they are to be ap-

plied the cylinders c obtained by either of
the means which I have just described may
be fastened upon a cylindrical drum G, made
of wood for example, which is fitted to turn
freely upon a fixed arbor F. This arbor is
carried by a standard E fixed upon a base D
as shown in Fig. 10. It also receives a loose
pulley J3 carrying apin j which enters into a
hole in the drum G in such manner as to
drive the cjdinder c. A hinged spring armM serves to hold the drum G and cylinder c
in place upon the arbor but permits their re-
moval therefrom. When the cylinder c is of
celluloid I prefer to mount it in another way
a': is shown in Fig. 11, that is to say, to place
it between two thin disks c' forming jaws
and having annular centering projections c^
-"1 their inner faces. These two disks are
I .intained at a suitable distance apart by a
wooden ring G' to which they are nailed.
The cylinder c thus mounted is placed upon
the arbor F, the disks c' having central holes
which fit the said arbor.
As to the mechanism for driving the cyl-

inder c, it may be varied in many ways, but
it is characterized in all cases by the fact
that the motive power is not applied directly
to the arbor F of the said cylinder c, but to a
driving spindle C (see Figs. 12 to 20) be-
tween which and the said cylinder there is
an elastic or yielding power-transmitting de-
vice. In the example represented this power-
transmitting device consists of an india rub-
ber driving belt J- running on a driving pul-
ley J on the spindle C and on the pulley P
hereinbefore mentioned. The principal ad-
vantage of this method of driving is that the
elastic belt may allow the driving pulley J to
slip a certain distance without letting"it go
altogether when the cylinder c, which has a
considerable relative weight, acts as a fly-
wheel to remedy any inevitable inequalities
in the speed of the driving spindle C, espe-
cially if it is moved by hand.
In my apparatus the blunt pointed receiver

styleH is affixed toor formed by the extremity
of a horizontal arm H' which carries a cylin-
drical resonance box or resonator I of any
suitable material, the style being rigidly fixed
under the center of this resonator. The said
arm H' is mounted freely upon a pivot IF car-
ried by a column H^ in such manner that while
free to turn on this pivot the ensemble formed
by the resonator and the style rests freely
upon the cylinder by its own weight and may
follow a generatrix of the cylinder in the

70
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threading of which the style is always guided
as has been previously described. For greater
simplicity, the style, the arm which carries it,
and the support for the box may be consti-
tuted as shown in the drawings, by one and
the same metal wire, preferably of steel, which
surrounds the base of the resonator, as shown
at H*, forms an eye around the pivot IV and 7 c

passes under the baseof the resonator to form
the arm II' the extremity of which is bent
down and pointed in such manner as to con-
stitute the style H.
As to the column IF, it is simply placed 80

tightly in a hole in the base D. In order to
insure a better contact between the style and
the cylinder, the metal wire which carries the
resonator and which forms the style is con-
stantly pulled downward by a spring of any S<i
suitable kind as an elastic band IF, of which
one of the ends is attached to a fixed point.
Moreover, the metal wire has formed in it a
loop h which projects from the resonator and
constitutes a guiding arm and which, beino-
guided under a suitably arranged guide h^
prevents the resonator I and thestjdellfrom
being accidentally separated from the cylin-
der beyond a certain distance, when the ap-
paratus receives a shock for example. The
said guide h' is represented as formed by the
horizontal upper portion of a fixed yoke W
made of strong wire and fastened to the base
D, which yoke has also two vertical branches
h^ and 7il When the resonator in turnino-
about the pivot H^ arrives at the end of its
course in one direction or the other, that is
to sa3', when the style has run the entire
length of the cylinder, its guiding arm h en-
counters one of the vertical branches li^ h^ of
the yoke and prevents the resonator and the
style from runningany farther. On the other
hand, when the apparatus is reversed, the
guiding arm h coming against the guide /i'
prevents the resonator from being too far sep-
arated from the cylinder. Were it not for
this guide all the weight of the resonator
would be thrown back upon the loop which
forms the eye around the pivot H^ at the bend-
ing of said loop, thereby disarranging the
said apparatus.
The resonator has preferably an openino-

in Its top to receive the end of a trumpet T
which facilitates the proper propagation of
the sound.
When the cylinder is turned in the proper

direction to make the apparatus speak the
style follows freely the thread of the cylinder
c and when it has arrived at the extremity of
the cylinder all that has to be done is to shift
It to the other end to make the apparatus re-
peat its speech.
The phonographic apparatus thus set upmay be driven by hand or else by the aid of

a clock mechanism. In the apparatus repre-
sented in Figs. 12 to 14, the movement is pro-
duced by the turning of a hand-crank C
This crank, instead of being keyed upon the
spmdle C, is carried by a split socket L
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mounted upon a slightly conical portion of

the spindle C A nut L' screwed on to the

end of the said spindle serves to regulate the

tightness and the adhesion between the socket

e and the spindle.

The spindleC has geared with it and drives

a fly regulator K. The resistance presented

by the air to the movement of this fly in-

creases with the speed of the latter, but there

lo is one speed of rotation of the crank C and

spindle C' at which this resistance is equal to

the adhesive force of the socket L on the

spindle C. If this limitation of speed is

passed the resistance opposed to the driving

m mechanism by the fly K becomes superior to

the force of adhesion of the socket Land the

latter slides upon the spindle C which pre-

serves always a constant speed limited to the

desired degree.
, . t.. ^.^ ^r,

20 In the example represented in Figs. 15 to i/

the drum G and cylinder c are driven by a

spring clock mechanism which is wound by

means of a key C*. In this example the fly

regulator K is applied as in the example pre-

2 ; viously described. .... ^
I employ very simple means of starting ana

stopping the clock movement. Tliis means

consists of a movable stop M mounted upon

the base D in such manner as to be capable

^o of sliding forward and backward when ma-

nipulated by means of a prolongation m suit-

ably guided. When, after the winding, this

stop M has been brought to the position indi-

cated in the drawings, the clock movement is

-1 q permitted to operate because the fly K is al-

lowed to turn freely without encountering the

said stop; but on the other hand, the wind-

in"- is impossible because the key in turning

would be arrested by the prolongation m of

40 the stop. If on the contrary, the latter is

pushed inward the winding becomes possible

but the movement is stopped because the fly

ia turning would encounter the stop and be

thereby stopped. ^ . t^,- .0 ,^
41; In the example represented in l^igs. lb to

20 the mechanism is simplified by substitut-

ing for the clock movement a simple spring

N'of which one of the extremities is attached

to the fixed pin n and the other is attached

>:o to the motor spindleC Toproduce the wind-

ino- all that it is necessary to do is to draw a

small cord C* which is enrolled upon a drum

keyed upon the spindle C. The spindle is

thus made to turn in the desired direction to

rq wind the spring N. During this movement

the transmitting mechanism does not turn be-

cause the gear C^ is loose upon the spindle C

and the pawl O which is carried by the said

gear may slip over the teeth of the ratchet

60 wheel O' keyed upon the said spindle; but

when the cord C* is let go, the spring tends

to produce the turning of the spindle C m a

reverse direction. The ratchet wheel O then

drives the gear C^ and consequently sets m
65 movement all the transmitting mechanism.

The speed of this movement is also regulated

by the fly K.
, ^ ^

I have supposed in the example representea

as I have hereinabove stated, that the phono-

graphic apparatus was placed in the cavity 70

A provided in the body B of a doll (Fig. 10).

It is then arranged in such manner that one

may from the exterior operate the crank C or

wind the clock movement by means of the

key C* or the cord C*. 75

One or more of the walls of the cavity A
should be very thin and also pierced with

holes in order that there may be no obstacle

to the propagation of the sound.

What I claim as my invention is— _
so

1. In a phonograph, the combination with

a spirally threaded cylinder, a style d having

a point which runs on the top of the thread

of the said cylinder and an additional guid-

ing point qV engaging in the groove of said 85

thread, substantially in the manner and for

the purpose herein described.
_

2. In a phonograph, the combination with

a threaded cylinder and a resonator turning

about a fixed pivot and furnished with a style 90

to follow the threading of the cylinder, of a

"•uidingj'okecomprising a horizontal portion

and vertical branches, and a guiding arm car-

ried by the resonator and engaging under the

horizontal portion of said yoke, substantially 95

as and for the purpose herein described.

3 The method of reproducing phono-

crraphic cylinders which consists in first ob-

taining a metal mold by electro-deposit upon

an original phonographic cylinder, next plac- 100

in^ bodilv within the so obtained mold a solid

rin<^ of plastic material capable of being sof-

tened by heat, next softening this ringby

heat, and finally so distending the said ring

within said mold by internal pressure that it 105

will receive therefrom an impression corre-

sponding with that of the original cylinder,

substantially as herein described.
_

4 The combination in a phonographic cyl-

inder, of a hollow cylinder c, disks c' having no

centering projections for said hollow cylin-

der and a spacing ring G' arranged between

said disks and means of securing said disks

to said spacing ring, substantially as herein

described.
, ^ „

"^

5 The combination with a motor for oper-

ating a phonograph, of a driving crank on

the main spindle of said motor, an adjustable

friction device between said crank and spin-

dle and a rotary fly geared with and driven 12c

by said motor, substantially as and for the

purpose herein set forth.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand in the presence of two subscribing wit-

nesses.

HENRI JULES LIORET.

Witnesses:
Maurice Mercier,
Clyde Shropshire.
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To all whoin it may concern:
Be it known that I, Frank S. Church, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Detroit,

in the county of Wayne and State of Michi-

5 gan, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Coin -Controlled Phono-
graphs, of which the following is a specifica-

tion, reference being had therein to the ac-

companying drawings.
1 o My invention,relates to new and useful im-

provements in coin controlled phonographs,
and the invention consists in the peculiar
construction of a motor which I have shown
applied to the operation of a phonograph and

15 designed to be set in motion by the weight of

the operator, the motion continuing for a de-

termined length of time dependent upon the
downward movement of the platform or lever,

upon which the operator stands, and the lock
2 o applied at the end of said movements or there

about whereby the device which is operated
cannotbeagain started except through the in-

tervention of some intermediate mechanism.
In the herein application I have shown the

25 retraction of my device controlled by a coin

operated mechanism.
The invention further consists in the pecu-

liar construction, arrangement and combina-
tion of the various parts, all as more fully

30 hereinafter described.

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a front eleva-

tion of a phonograph cabinet showing the pho-
nograph with my motor applied, the front cas-

ing of the cabinet being removed. Fig. 2 is

35 an end elevation thereof, with the end of the

casing removed. Fig. 3 is a detail section

through the governor. Fig. 4 is a plan view
showing the phonograph and the means of ap-

plying the lock. Fig. 5 is a perspective view
40 of the parts shown in Fig. 4, in a different

position.

A is the supporting frame or cabinet of any
desired construction, upon the top B of which
is secured a phonograph C of the usual type

45 having the carriage D driven by means of the

screw threaded shaft E engaging with the

nut F, the shaft E being provided with the

grooved pulley G over which a belt H passes,

this belt engaging over the grooved pulley I

50 secured upon the shaft J which is journaled
in the frame K of my motor.

The motor consists of the operating lever 1,

pivoted at the rear of the casing and extend-
ing through the front where it is provided
with a platform 2, upon which the operator 55
stands, it being intended that his weight shall
act through a series of gear wheels governed
by an escapement or governor to drive the
phonograph cylinder.

The operating lever or platform 1 is con- 6c
nected with the gearing by means of the con-
necting rod 3, which is pivotally secured to

the lever 4 having the sprocket chain at-

tached to its outer end and passing over the
sprocket wheel 6, which is sleeved upon the 65
shaft 7 journaled in the frame. To the other
end of this sprocket chain I preferably at-

tach a weight 8 to counterbalance the plat-
form 2, and act to reset the phonograph and
motor lever. 70
In the downward movement of the platform

2 motion is transmitted from the sprocket
wheel 6 to the shaft 7 by means of the pawl
9 engaging with the ratchet wheel 10 which
is secured to that shaft. 75

11 is a gear wheel also secured to the shaft,
meshing with the pinion 12 upon the shaft
13, to which is likewise secured the gear wheel
14 meshing with the pinion 15, on the shaft
16 on which is also the gear wheel 17, which 8c
meshes with the pinion 18 on the shaft J to

which is secured the worm gear 20 which
meshes with the worm 21 upon the shaft 22,
this latter being vertically arranged and ex-
tending through the top B of the cabinet. It 85
is evident that if motion were imparted by
the downward movement of the platform 2

to this train of gears the shaft E would be
rapidly driven as long as the platform con-
tinues its downward movement and as soon 90
as it reaches the end of the downward move-
ment, the device would stop. As soon as the
operator has stepped off the platform, the
weight 8 would return it to its initial position
ready for another operation. 95
In order to provide for persons of different

weight imparting a different speed to the pho-
nograph, I employ a governor or escapement
of some type for regulating the speed of the
drive shaft J. 100
The particular construction of governor

which I have herein shown comprises the
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worm 21, the vertical shaft 22 aud eoae pul-
ley 23 upon said shaft, and shaft 24 and cone
pulley 25 thereon, this shaft being journaled
in stationary bearings and extending above

5 the top B of the cabinet, being provided near
its upper end with the circular gear 26, with
which the segmental circular racks 27 upon
the heads 28 of the governor weights 29 en-

gage. These heads are pivoted upon the arms
lo 30 formed at the upper end of the sleeve 31

which is keyed to the shaft 24. The arms 29

are provided at their outer ends with suitable
fans 32. The sleeve 31 at its lower end is pro-

vided with a grooved collar 33 in which the

15 bifurcated end of a lever 34 is adapted to en-

gage. This lever at its other end is slotted

or bifurcated to embrace a belt 35 stretched be-

tween the two cone pulleys, as plainlj^ shown
in Fig. 3. The motion being imparted through

20 the mechanism described to the worm 21, will

be transmitted through the belt 35 and the
cone pulley 25 to the shaft 24, which will carry
with it the sleeve 31 and cause the governor
arms to be extended more or less toward a

25 vertical line increasing or diminishing the

amount of power required to turn the gov-
ernor. The raising and lowering of these

arms will raise or lower the lever 34 which
will raise and lower the belt 35 upon the cone

30 pulleys and govern the speed of the shaft 22,

which in turn will control the speed of the

shaft 18 through the gear wheel 20 and pin-

ion 21. Upon the top of the shaft 22 is se-

cured the disk 36 having the shoulder 37 ar-

35 ranged on one side thereof.

38 is a lever pivoted to the top B of the cabi-

net in proximity to this wheel and so arranged
that it may be moved into or out of the path
of the shoulder 37. The lever 38 is connected

4c to the lever 39 by means of the connecting
rod 40.

41 is a coin chute of any desired construc-

tion in which a coin may be inserted through
the slot 42. At the lower end thereof is ar-

45 ranged the spring actuated tray 43 which the
coin is adapted to strike in its descent through
the chute, lowering the same and releasing

the hook 44 from the bell crank 45, which is

connected with lever 38, through bar 40, le-

50 ver 39, and coil 54 whereupon the spring 46
will actuate said crank and through a con-
necting cord 54 extending from the lever 45

to lever 39 rock the lever 39 and withdraw
the lever 38 from the path of the lug 37, and

55 hold it in this position while the motor is op-

erating.

The motor will continue to operate as long
as the platform 2 descends, which I will regu-
late to be equal to the time required to move

60 the carriage D the length of the cylinder C.
During this forward movement of the carriage
the finger 47 pivoted at the front of the car-

riage trails along inclined rearwardly. When
the operator steps off the platform and the

65 weight 8 begins to lower, the weight draws
the finger to its vertical position, by means
of the cord 48 connected to the extension 49

above the pivotal point. In turning to its

vertical position, it will lift the forward edge
of the carriage and with it the nut F from its 70
drive shaft, allowing the weight in its down-
ward motion to return the carriage to its ini-

tial position, riding meanwhile upon the end
of the finger as shown in Fig. 5. When the
carriage reaches the end in returning the end 75
of the finger enters the aperture 50,allowing
the carriage to fall, with the nut F upon the
drive shaft. In the return of the carriage the
finger strikes the end of the lever 39, and rocks
it as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, throwing the le- 80

ver 38 into locking position in relation to the
disk 30—locking that disk and the motor.
The rocking of the lever 39 also draws on the
cord 54 rocking the lever 45 against the ten-

sion of the spring 4G,and re-engaging it with 85
the hook 44, so that the machine cannot again
be operated except by the insertion of a
proper coin. I have shown this lock operated
by the return of the phonograph, but it is ob-

vious that it may be done in any other suit- 90
able manner, for instance, by the return of

the lever 1, or in any other manner after the
motor has run the predetermined period due
to the arrangement of the length of stroke of

the lever 1. 95
What I claim as my invention is

—

1. The combination with a phonograph, of

a regulated motor therefor, having an actu-
ated period corresponding to the driving in-

terval of the carriage and automatic means roo

for re-setting it for each actuation, substan-
tially as described.

2. The combination with the phonograph',
of a regulated motor therefor having an actu-

ating period corresponding to the driving 105

period of the carriage, an independent auto-
matic re-setting device for the motor, and a
re-setting device for the carriage, substan-
tially as described.

3. The combination with a phonograph, of no
a regulated motor therefor, having an actu-
ating period corresponding to the driving in-

terval of the carriage, an independent auto-
matic re-setting device for the motor, said re-

setting device also forming the re-setting 115

device for the carriage, substantially as de-
scribed.

4. The combination with a phonograph, of

a motor therefor, comprising an oscillating

platform and a train of gearing actuated 120

therefrom, of a weight for returning the plat-

form to its initial position, and an independ-
ent connection from said weight to the pho-
nograph carriage, substantially as and for the
purpose described, 125

5. The combination with a phonograph, of

a motor therefor, comprising an oscillating

platform, a train of gearing actuated therebj'',

an automatic governor between the gearing
and the phonograph cylinder, a weight for 130
returning the platform toils initial position,

aud a connection from said weight to the pho-
nograph carriage, substantially as described.

6. The combination with a phonograph, its
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lo

carriage aud a motor therefor, comprising a
train of gearing, a lever forming a platform
upon which the operator is adapted to stand,
and a winding np connection from said lever
to the motor, substantiall3' as described.

7. In a phonograph, the combination with
a carriage of a motor for driving it forward
and a motor for returning it, of the finger 47
pivoted to the carriage normally held and
trailing in an inclined position in the forward
movement of the carriage and adapted to be
rocked to a vertical position in the return
movement, substantially as described,

8. The combination with a phonograph cyl-

inder and its carriage, of a motor for driving 15
it forward and a motor for returning it, of the
finger 47 trailing in an inclined position in
the forward movement of the carriage and
adapted to be rocked to a vertical position in
the return movement and a well at the return 20
movement into which said finger drops, sub-
stantially as described.
In testimony whereof I affix my signature in

presence of two witnesses.

FRANK S. CHURCH.
Witnesses:

M. B. O'DOGHERTY,
K L. LiNDOP.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Laavrence B. Gray, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Bos-
ton, in the county of Suffolk and State of

5 Massachusetts, have invented a new and use-
ful Improvement in Holders for Phonograph-
Cylinders, of which the following is a full,

clear, and exact description, reference being
had to the accompanying drawings, forming

lo a part of this specification, in explaining its

nature.

The record cylinders of phonographs, owing
to the material of .which they are made and
the nature of their recording surfaces, must

IS be very delicately and carefully handled. It
is a very common thing in the operation of
the phonograph to remove the record cylin-
der from the machine, place it in a drawer or
other receptacle until needed, and then to re-

2o place it in the machine. The record cylinder
is held while in the machine upon a part
called a shaft or mandrel, which is of a size
to fit the bore of the cylinder. In removing
the cylinder from this mandrel, it must be

25 taken hold of by the finger and thumb placed
in the inside or cavity of the cylinder, and
opened or spread apart to bear against the
inside, and in no event should a finger or
thumb be placed against the outer surface of

30 the cylinder, either in removing it from the
mandrel, or in placing it in its receptacle, or
at any other time. It is desirable, therefore,
to use this method of handling it as unfre-
quently as possible, and I have devised a

35 holder which permits it to be handled with
much less liability of breakage or injury to
its outer surface.
The holder consists of a stud of a size to

enter the bore or cavity of the record cylin-
40 der, and to extend through or very nearly

through it, having at its base a flange upon
which may be placed a washer of felt or simi-
lar material, and which acts as a foot or rest
for the support of the cylinder. The oppo-

45 site or upper end of the holder has in or ex-
tending from its center a short handle or
thumb-piece, by which it may be grasped.
The holder is hollow, and is carried or sup-

ported by a pin or peg, the pins or pegs pref-
5° erably being arranged to extend upward from

the bottom of a drawer or case.

65

The invention will be more particularly de-

scribed in connection with the drawings.
Figure 1 is a view in perspective of a rec-

ord cylinder upon the holder, the holder be- 55
ing represented as grasped by means of its

thumb-piece. Fig. 2 is a plan view of the

holder, the record cylinder being removed
from it. Fig. 3 is a vertical central section of

the holder, its supporting pin, a portion of a 60
drawer bottom, and the record cylinder. Fig.

4 is a view in elevation of the holder show-
ing its holding pin by dotted outline. Fig.

is a view in elevation of the holding pin, and
Fig. 6 is a view in plan thereof.

A is the record cylinder of the phonograph.
It is cylindrical in shape, and has a bore or

cavity a open at both ends.

B is the holder. Its stud is of a size to en-

ter the cavity of the cylinder, and preferably 70

to substantially fill the cavity from one end to

or very nearly to the other end thereof, and
it has at its lower end a flange h, upon which
is mounted a felt or other washer 6', upon
which one end of the record cylinder rests. 75
The holder also has the pin-holding cavity

or hole W extending from its lower end or

bottom upward, and at the upper end of

the holder there is the grasping extension If,

which is represented in the drawings as a 80

screw-eye screwed into the upper end of the

holder; but any other form of grasping ex-

tension may be employed.
C is a pin carried by a drawer or ease bot-

tom c, or other holding device, and perma-
nently secured to it, and upon which the

holder B is placed. I prefer that this pin be
of conical shape, and that the recess 6^ of the
holder be of like shape, but of course, do not

confine myself to this form.

The holder, or that portion of it in th.e bore
of the cylinder is preferably shorter than the
cylinder in order that there may be no pro-

jection above the upper edge of the cylinder,

the cylinders being generally held in a case
having a cover lined on its under surface
with felt or other soft material, and closing

upon the ends of the cylinders, and thereby
holding them against the bottom of the case

so as to pi'event their having endwise move-
ment in the case. It will be understood that

it is very often necessary to transmit or move

85

90

95

100
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the case with the cylinders in it from one
place to another.

In lieu of providing the holder with a pin-

holding cavity, the pin may be attached to

5 the holder to extend downwardly from its

base, and the hole for receiving the pin may
be formed in the bottom of the case or drawer.

In removing and replacing the cylinder, the
end of the holder may be placed against the

lo mandrel of the machine, and the cylinder slid

directly upon it by means of a thin blade
pressed against the inner end of the cylinder
to force it oiT the mandrel upon the holder, and
the cylinder may be returned from the holder

15 to the mandrel in the same way; that is, the
end of the holder may be held against the
mandrel, and the cylinder removed from the
holder to the mandrel. This method of plac-

'ing and replacing the cylinder is used when
20 the stud is enough smaller than the cylinder

to permit its smallest end to seat on the rest

at the bottom of the holder. It will be under-
stood that the cavity or bore of the cylinder
is slightly tapering, and that the mandrel of

25 the phonograph is correspondingly tapering,

and in some cases the holder is made taper-

ing and of the size of the mandrel, and when so
formed, it will be necessary to remove the cyl-

inder from the holder by slipping the cylin,-

30 der slightly off the stud, thus giving room for

the insertion of two fingers or the finger and
thumb into the bore of the cylinder at the
smaller end, and it is then entirely removed
so held and placed upon the mandrel, and is

35 removed from the mandrel and placed upon
the holder in the same way.
Whichever way is used for transferring the

cylinder from the mandrel to the holder, the
holder acts as a secure means for supporting
the cylinder when not in use, and for trans- 40
ferring it from the machine to its holding re-

ceptacle or pin, and vice v^ersa.

Having thus f nil}' described my invention,
I claim and desire to secure by Letters Pat-
ent of the United States

—

45
1. A holder and transferrer for a phono-

graph I'ecord cylinder comprising a stud to

enter the cavity of the cylinder having a rest

at its lower end and a grasping device at its

upper-end, as and for the purposes described. 50
2. In a phonograph record cylinder holder

and transferrer, a portable stud adapted to

enter the bore of the cylinder having at its '

lower end a rest and provided with a cavity
opening from its lower end to receive a hold- 55
ing pin.

3. A portable holder and transferrer for a
phonograph record cylinder, having a stud to

enter the cavity of thecj^linder but of a length
less than the length of the cylinder, and a 60

foot or rest for the cylinder attached to the
stud to be movable therewith, as and for the
purposes described.

4. As a means for holding phonograph rec-

ord cylinders, a pin C, and a cylinder holder 65
having a foot or rest against which one end
of the cylinder abuts, a grasping device and
a hole to receive the holding pin, substan-
tially as described.

lawrencp: p.. gray.

Witnesses:
F. F. Raymond,
J. M. DOLAN.

2d,
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To all lulioni it may concern:
Be it known that I, Stewart Dixon Mc-

Keltey, a citizen of the United States, re-

siding at Canton, in the county of Stark and
5 State of Ohio, have invented certain new and

useful Improvements in Phonographs; and I

do hereby declare the following to be a full,

clear, and exact description of the invention,
such as will enable others skilled in the art to

lo which it appertains to make and use the same.
Myinvention has relation to improvements

in phonographs and is designed more partic-
ularly as an improvement upon the phono-
graphs disclosed in my prior applications,

15 filed November 5, 1891, and Januarys, 1892,
Serial Nos. 411,001 and 417,433, respectively.
The several objects of my present inven-

tion, among other things, are, first, to provide
a diaphragm chamber of such a form and

20 construction that the sound waves will be
concentrated and their impact exerted upon
the center of the diaphragm so as to amplif^^
the vibrations thereof; second, to provide
such mechanism intermediate the diaphragm

25 and the recording style that the vibrations
of the diai^hragm will be amplified in transit
and the said style consequently caused to

make more positive indentations upon the
recording tablet so as to amplify the move-

30 ments of the reproducing style when the same
is thrown into operation; third, to provide
such mechanism intermediate the reproduc-
ing style and the diaphragm that the vibra-
tions of the reproducing style will be ampli-

35 fied in transit to the diaphragm and the latter
consequently caused to give forth a greater
volume of sound; fourth, to provide such a
connection between the said intermediate
amplificatory mechanisms and the diaphragm

40 that either of the said mechanisms may be
readily disconnected from the diaphragm
when not in use so as not to retard the vibra-
tions thereof; fifth, to so support the mechan-
isms carrying the recording and reproduc-

45 ing styles that the same may be alternately
thrown into operation and held in such posi-
tion; sixth, to provide such a connection of
the recording and reproducing styles to the
amplificatory mechanism that the said styles

50 maybe readily removed when desirable, and,
seventh, to so detachably connect a concen-

trator nipple to the mouth of the diaphragm
chamber that an escape of sound, except
through the concentrator, will be prevented.
Other objects and advantages will be fullj'^ 55

understood from the following description

and claims, when taken in con j auction with
the accompanying drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a perspective view of my im-

proved phonograph. Fig. 2 is a vertical, dia- 60
metrical section of the same. Fig. 3 is a ver-

tical, diametricalsectioudisclosinga modified
construction of diaphragm chamber. Fig 4

is a perspective view of the intermediate am-
plificatory lever mechanism, together with a 65
portion of the drop-stud of the diaphragm,
removed. Fig. 5 is an elevation of a modified
form of the amplificatory lever mechanism.
Fig. 6 is a perspective view of a modified con-

struction of support for the intermediate 70
amplificatory mechanism. Fig. 7 is a side

elevation of the recording style. Fig. 8 is a
longitudinal section of the same. Fig. 9 is a
side elevation of the reproducing style, and
Fig. 10 is a longitudinal section of the same. 75
Referringbynumeralsof designation to the

said drawings and more particularly to Figs.

1, 2 and 4 thereof, 1, indicates the diaphragm
carriage of my improved phonograph, which
may be formed from any suitable material 80
and may be fed through the medium of any
suitable mechanism, as may also the record-

ing tablet which may be in the form of a cyl-

inder, as illustrated, a flat surface, or a ribbon,

as is most desirable. 85
Formed in the carriage 1, as better illus-

trated in Fig. 2 of the drawings, is a bore 2,

and a counter-bore 3, whereby it will be per-

ceived that a shoulder 4, is provided for the
support of the diaphragm 5, which preferably 90
rests directly upon an insulating cushion-an-
nulus 6, by reason of which the vibrations of

the carriage will be prevented from affecting

the said diaphragm. Resting upon the upper
side of the diaphragm 5, is an insulating an- 95
nulus 7, for the same purpose as the annulus
6; and resting upon the said annulus 7, is the
lower edge of the diaphragm chamber 8, which
may be formed from any suitable material
and is preferably provided with a lateral 100

flange, as illustrated, for the passage of screws
through the medium of which it is connected
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to the carriage 1, as illustrated. This cham-
ber 8, which is preferably of the general bell-

shaped form eraplo3'ed, comprises a central

bore 9, which extends from its upper end to

5 a point adjacent to the diaphragm, and has
its lower end flaring, as shown, so as to allow

of afree egress, and ingress of the sound waves,

and the convex-curved chamber 10, which sur-

rounds the lower end of the bore 9, and serves,

10 in practice, to lead the sound waves rising

from the diaphragm at points remote from the

center thereof, into the bore 9, through which
the said waves are discharged.

In the practice of my invention I prefer to

15 have.the walls of the bore 9, and the chamber
10, very smooth so as not to retard the pas-

sage of the sound; and by the provision of a
bore, such as 9, in the diaphragm chamber it

will be readily perceived that the sound waves
20 are led directly to the diaphragm and thevi-

, brations of said diaphragm amplified, which
is an important desideratum.

Preferably formed integral with the dia-

phragm chambers, adjacent to the upper end
25 thereof, is a collar flange a, which is provided

at diametrically opposite points with notches,
asillusti'ated, and has its lower side inclined
from thesaid notches toapointapproximately
midway of the same, for a purpose presently
set forth.

b, indicates the concentrator nipple, which
is preferably of a cylindrical form, as illus-

trated, and is designed to effect a connection
of aconcentrator, or the like, to the diaphragm
chamber.
Formed integral with the nipple b, which is

preferably tapered toward its upper end, and
arranged at diametricallj' opposite points, are
two angular lugs c, which are designed to take

40 through the notches in the collar a, and, when
the nipple is turned, to engage the lower side
of said collar to draw the nipple tightly down
upon the upper end of the diaphragm cham-
ber so as to absolutely prevent the escape of

45 sound between the meeting ends of the dia-

phragm chamber and the concentrator, or the
like, connected thereto.

Connected to the lower side of the carriage

1, by screws, or other suitable devices, is a
50 hangerplate 11, which isprovided with an ap-

erture 12, for the passage of the drop-stud 13,

which is connected to the diaphragm 5, by the
needles of filaments 14, which for the reasons
disclosed in my prior applications, are each

55 preferably arranged in a different nodal cir-

cle, as illustrated.

Connected to or formed integral with the
hanger-plate 11, and depending therefrom is

a lug 15, to which is pivotally connected the
60 ear branch of the rocking bar 16, which is

provided at one end with a loosely connected
handle branch 17, through the medium of
which the said bar is rocked to throw one of
the styles into engagement with the recording

65 tablet and the other style out of engagement
therewith. This handle branch 17, as illus-

trated, is provided at intervals in its length

30

35

with bevel teeth which are designed and
adapted to engage a spring-pressed keeper
latch IS, which is mounted on the carriage 1,

and serves, in practice to hold the bar IG, in
its adjusted position. Pivotally connected to

the bar IG, and i^referably at equidistant
points from the vertical line of the drop-stud
13, are two approximately U-shaped levers

19, which serve to amplify the vibrations of
the diaphragm, as presently described. Con-
nected in a pivotal manner to the upper ends
of the levers 19, are connecting arms 21,which
are preferably formed from spring metal and
are provided adjacent to their upper ends
with slots to engage the transverse pins 2P,
carried by the drop-stud 13, as better illus-

trated in Fig. 4 of the drawings.
By the provision of the connecting arms 21,

it will be readily perceived that when not in

use one of the U-shaped levers 19, maybe
readily disconnected from the drop-stud and.

its weight taken off the diaphragm, whereby
the latter is rendered less stiff and more sen-
sitive and is consequentlj' better adapted to

actuate the style carried by the connected
lever or be vibrated by said style.

Fixedlj^ connected to the lower ends of the
levers 19, are spring clamping branches 22,

which are provided at an intermediate point
in their length with curved portions, as illus-

trated, designed to seat the shank of the re-

cording and reproducing styles 50, 51, upon
which the clamping branches are caused to

bind by the screws 23, as better illustrated in

Fig. 1, by reason of which construction it will

be readily ijerceived that the styles may be
readily removed when desirable.

By the provision of the U-shaped levers 10,

pivoted adjacent to their middles, approxi-
mately as shown, it will be readily perceived
that the vibrations of the diaphragm will be
amplified in transit to the recording style,

while the vibrations of the reproducing style

will be amplified in transit to the diaphragm,
for a purpose hereinafter more fully set forth.

The shank 52, of the recording style 50, as
better illustrated in Fig. 8, of the drawings, is

provided in its lower end with a socket 53,

which is preferably of a circular form in cross

section and is pitched at an angle to the lon-

gitudinal plane of the said shank for a pur-
pose presentl}' perceived. Seated and detach-
ably secured in the socket 53, of the shank 52,

(preferably by a binding or set screw as
shown) is the cylindrical shank 54, of the style

point 55, which point is of a rectangular form
in cross section, as illustrated, whereby it will

be readily perceived that when one cutting

corner is worn out, the point may be turned
and another corner presented to the tablet.

The shank 5G, of the reproducing style 51, is

also provided in its lower end with a socket

57, to receivethepoint 58, which is preferably
of a blunt form, as shown, and is preferabh^
secured in the socket of the shank by a bind-
ing or set screw, as illustrated.

In Fig. 3 of the drawings I have illustrated

70
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aeoustrnction of plionograph, which is si mi-
liar in al respects to that shown in Figs. 1 and
Zr^' o^

exception that the diaphragmchamber S, is made in the welI-kno4u bel -

^ t?fn ^/'V'''
^'' interior flared from its up-per to Its lower end, which is preferable inthose cases where it is desirable^ for he dia

^
Tn^F-.'' "l^H^'V"'^

^"^ ^ .moderate degi'ee.In F g. of the drawings I have illustrateda modification of the amplificatory leverswhich are designed and adapted to amplifyhe vibrations of the diaphragm in a grea erdegree or raho than the levers disclosed in
J? igb 1 to 4, inclusive. Referring by numer-
als of designation to the said Fig. 5 iTfn-dicaes a rock-bar which is simiTar to thatemployed in the construction befoe de-scribed and is designed and adapted to berocked or adjusted in a corresponding man2o ner to throw one style into engagement wththe recording tablet and the other style on?

VitofT.T''' '^'fT''^'' ''' b^f«^« described
i lyotally connected at a point off its middleto the bar 16 and preferably adjacent to the

25 lower edge thereof is a lever 19% which ispreferably provided with clamp branches ofthe construction described for theattachment
of the recording style. Pivotally connectedto the shorter end of the lever 19'' is a 1 in

v

3o 27, which is also pivotally connected ?o helong end of a lever 28, which lever 28 is nreferably provided at its shorter end w!th^oneof the engaging arms 21, although it mi-ht be

<. sirable
'^p'"'"''

-^^ ^%*^^ ^'•'^P-^^"^ 13,Tde
S5 sirable. By reason of connecting the shortena of the ^lever 28, to the stud 13, and the

leylAt °
'"^H T' '' '^' «hort end ofZ

the di.nl,
'''"•

^^r^^^'^y '^^^ that whenthe diaphragm is vibrated, the primary de-

Sortld o^rV "^"o'.^
transm^tted^o^h'e

snort end of the lever 28, and the lon<-er endof said lever will be caused to move a greater

enTnf'f^
^1'^ '' ^^^"^ connected to the shorend of the lever 19% will cause the longer end

45 of said lever 19% to move a still greater d?s

ltTf\
^^^^by it will be readilj perceived

leveViga^'^ ?,T"'' '^*^^ long e^nd ofThelever IJ will be caused to move a much
- o fAT\ •^''S^'^'"

'^^^ '^^ vibratory movement
.
o of the diapharagm and will be caused to make
The vilS P««i^^-« i-le"tations than when
frnn.

'}''''\'''y l^ovemeut is transmitted directfrom the diapnragm to the recording style

-c mfr""/, T
^°^°ected at a point off its mid-

o5 die to the bar IG, and preferably adjacent tothe lower edge thereof, is a lever 29? wMchhas Its short end preferably provided wUhclamping branches such as before descrrbedhold a reprod ucing style, while its long end

lleTerTAKV'"'-^ f '
*^ ^heshort end of

turn wi?i

'

7lt't ^^'}^'Jr^ "^^ <^OMected inturn with the drop-stud 18, wherebv it will bereadily perceived that the vibrations of thereproducing style will be amplified in transit

to the ciiaphragm, by reason of which the vol- n^ume of reproduced sound will be materially
greater than the volume of sound recorded
upon the recording tablet.

.

-By the provision of amplifieatory mechan-
ism intermediate the diaphragm and the re- 70
cording style, and intermediate the repro-
ducing style and the diaphragm it will be
readily perceived that when the device is ad-
justed to record, a greater volume of sound
will be recorded upon the recording tablet 7?than that introduced into the diaphragm
chamber.and that when thedevice is adjusted
to reproduce, a greater volume of sound will
J>e discharged from the diaphragm chamber
tlian that recorded upon the recording tablet, 80

111 '^ ^ ^^S^^^y important desideratum.
Although I have described a specific num-

ber of amplifieatory levers for the purpose
stated, 3'et I do uot desire to be confined to
the same, nor do I desire to confine myself to 8k
the amplifieatory levers of any specific form
or to any specific manner of connecting the
same to the drop-stud.

In Fig. 6 of the drawings, I have disclosed a
modified construction embodying two parallel
rocking bars 16% which are suitably connected
together and are designed to receive between
them the amplifieatory levers before de-
scribed. This modified construction is de-
signed more especially for use in those cases oe
where the feed of the carriage is transverse
to the record line of a flat surface tablet, in
which cases it will be readily perceived that
the two bars will prevent the objectionable
ateral thrusts of the styles so incidental to roo
lateral feed of the carriage, as set forth.
Although I have, in some particulars, spe-

cifically described the construction and rela-
tive arrangement of the several elements ofmy improved phonograph, yet I do not desire loq
to be confined to the same, as I reserve the
right to make such changes or modifications

90

as fairly fall within the scope of my invention
Having thus described my invention, what

1 claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat-
ent, IS

—

1. In a phonograph, the combination with
a diaphragm; of a style and amplifieatory
mechanism intermediate the diaphragm and
style; tor the purpose set forth.

2. In a phonograph, the combination with
a recording tablet; of a diaphragm, a style,and amplifieatory mechanism intermediate
the^diaphragm and style; for the purpose set

3. In a phonograph, the combination witha diaphragm; of a recording style, and ampli-
fieatory mechanism adapted to amplify the
vibrations of the diaphragm while in trLsit
to the style; for the purpose set forth.

4. In a phonograph, a reproducing style, in
combination_withadiaphragm,andamplifiea
torv mechanism intermediate said style and

no

IIS

120

125
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(liapiiragm adapted to amplify the vibrations

of the style while in transit to the diaphragm

;

for the purpose set forth.

5. In a phonograph, the combination wilb

a recording tablet, and a diaphragm; of a re-

cording style, amplificatory mechanism in-

termediate the diaphragm and said style

adapted to amplify the vibrations of ihe dia-

phragm while in transit to the style, a repro-

ducing style, and amplificatory mechanism in-
,

termediate the reproducing style and the dia-

phragm adapted to amplify the vibrations or

movements of said style while in transit to the

diaphragm; for the purpose set forth.

6. In a phonograph, the combination with

a recording tablet, and a diaphragm, the rock-

ing bar, a suitable means for adjusting and

adjustably fixing said bar, a recording style,

amplificatory mechanism intermediate the

20 diaphragm and the recording style, the repro-

ducing stvle, and amplificatory mechanism in-

termediate the reproducing style and the dia-

phragm; for the purpose set forth.

7. In a phonograph, the combination with

25a recording tablet ; of a diaphragm chamber, a

diaphragm mounted in said chamber, a re-

cording style, amplificatory mechanism inter-

mediate the diaphragm and said stjde, a repro-

ducing style and amplificatory mechanism

30 intermediate said style and the diaphragm

chamber; substantially as set forth.

8. In a phonograph, the combination with

a diaphragm; of a recording style, an amplifi-

catory lever intermediate the diaphragm and

35 style, a reproducing style, and an amplifica-

tory lever intermediate said style and dia-

phragm ;
substantially as set forth.

9. In a phonograph, the combination with

a diaphragm; of a recording style, and a sys-

40 tern of levers intermediate the diaphragm and

said style, so arranged, connected together

and connected to the diaphragm and style as

to amplify the vibrations of the former while

in transit to the latter; substantially as and

45 for the purpose set forth.

10. In a phonograph, the combination with

a diaphragm; of a reproducing style and a

system of levers intermediate the reproduc-

ing style and the diaphragm, connected to-

50 gether and connected to the style and dia-

55

phragm so as to amplify the vibrations of the

former while in transit to the latter; substan-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

11 In a phonograph, the combination with

a recording tablet; of a diaphragm, a record-

in"- style, a system of levers intermediate the

diaphragm and said style so arranged, con-

nected together and connected to the dia-

phragm and style as to amplify the vibrations

of the former while in transit to the latter, a 6o

reproducing style, and a system of levers in-

termediate the reproducing style and the dia-

phragm so arranged, connected together and

connected to the style and diaphragm as to

amplify the vibrations of the former while m 65

transit to the latter; all substantially as and

for the purpose set forth.

12. In a phonograph, substantially as de-

scribed, the combination with the carriage,

and the hanger plate connected thereto and 70

having a depending branch; of the parallel,

connected rocking bars pivotally connected to

the hanger plate, and carrying the style car-

rying mechanism between them; substan-

tially as specified.

13. In a phonograph, a recording style, sub-

stantially as described, comprising a shank

and a point of rectangular form in cross-sec-

tion detachably connected to the shank; sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

1-1. In a phonograph, substantially as de-

scribed, the combination with a style shank

having a socket in its lower end pitched at an

angle to its longitudinal plane; of a point of

rectangular form in cross section seated in 85

the socket of the shank, and a suitable means

for removably securing the point in the socket

of the shank; substantially as specified.

15. An improved diaphragm chamber for

phonographs, comprising a central, cylindri-

cal, longitudinal bore having its lower end

flared, and a convex curved annular chamber

surrounding thelower end of the central bore,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature in 95

presence of two witnesses.

STEWART DIXON McKELVEl

.

Witnesses:
H. Earl. McKelvey,
W. P. Wells.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Joseph Broich, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing in Brook-
lyn, county of Kings, and State of New York,

5 have invented a new and useful Improvement
in Phonographs, of which the following is a
specification.

My invention relates more particularly to

a novel method and apparatus for propelling
lo the cylinder of a phonograph and automati-

cally and manually regulating its speed, com-
bining therewith an attachment for stopping
its movement at any point, as will be ex-
plained.

15 My invention consists in details of construc-
tion hereinafter specifically referred to and
pointed out in the claims.
Referring to the accompanying drawings

which form a part of this specification. Figure
20 I represents a plan view showing the phono-

graph approximately complete together with
the operating mechanism. Fig. II is a side
elevation of the operating mechanism. Fig.
Ill is an end view of the device. Figs. IVand

25 V show the governor in its two extreme posi-
tions. Fig. VI is a detail view of a brake
mechanism. Fig. VII is a detail view of a
clutch mechanism.
In the accompanying drawings, in which

30 similar numerals of reference indicate corre-
sponding parts in the several views, the nu-
meral 1 indicates the mechanism of a phono-
graph which is of the well known construc-
tion, and 2 is the table or plate upon which the

35 phonograph is usually carried.

3 is the main cylinder-driving shaft and
combined feed-screw of the phonograph, and
4 is a grooved pulley carried by said shaft.

is the belt that passes over said pulley,

40 and is guided by rollers 6, suitably journaled
in the mechanism in the frame of the phono-
graph over which the belt 5, passes to the pul-
ley 4 in the manner shown.

7 is the governor shaft having a pulley 8

over which the belt 5 passes, whereby as said
shaft is rotated, the cylinder-driviog shaft
and combined feed-screw 3, will be corre-
spondingly turned. The shaft 7, is shown
vertically supported, and for the purpose of
providing continuous frictional contact be-
tween said shaft and its driving wheel disk

or element, said shaft is so carried that it may
have lateral movement. For this purpose I

have shown a suitable bracket or frame 9, ver-

tically arranged, the lower portion of which 55
passes through a suitable slot or opening 10,

in the plate or table 2. The bracket or frame
9, is pivotally carried by a vertical standard
11, secured to the plate 2, said bracket hav-
ing a side projection or offset 12, that ispiv- 60

oted to said bracket 11, as for instance, by
screws 13 carried by lugs 14 on the standard
II, said screws being suitably arranged to en-

ter sockets in projection 12, as shown in Fig.

III. By this means the bracket or frame 9, 65
and the governor shaft 7, which is carried
thereby can be swung laterally, as hereinaf-

ter more fully explained. The lower portion

of bracket or frame 9 has a bearing 15, in

which the lower end of the governor shaft 7, 70
is stepped, as shown in Fig. III. For the pur-
pose of reducing friction on said shaft 7 as

much as possible, and to provide for the ac-

tion of the governor-cone 16, the upper end
of said shaft is shown receiving the pointed 75
or cone-like end 17 of a rod 18, that is carried

by and depends from the upper portion of the

bracket 9. By this means the shaft 7, is verti-

cally sustained in the bracket 9, and ease of

rotation is insured. 80

19 are governor arms, that are pivotally

carried by the shaft 7, and are shown sus-

tained on said shaft by lugs 20, carried by
said shaft to which the arms 19 are pivoted
by pins 21. The arms 19 extend parallel to 85
the shaft 7 and carry weights 22 on oppositely
extending rods 23, as shown. For conven-
ience of manufacture the arms 19, are shown
in substantially bell-crank form, the lower
members of which arms are shown connected 90
by springs 24, with the shaft 7, said shaft be-
ing shown provided with a collar 25, to which
said springs are connected. The action of

the governor arms constructed as above speci-

fied is such, that when the shaft 7 rotates, the 95
weights 22, will be caused to move outwardly
in proportion to the speed of rotation of said

shaft, whereby the upper ends 19^ will be
caused to move toward said shaft in a corre-

sponding degree, the springs 24, when used, 100
acting to retard the outward movement of

said arms. The upper ends 19'', of the arms
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19, have friction faces of suitable constrnc-
tion that are adapted to bear against the cone
16 as in Fig. V. For the purpose of causing
the arms 19 to bear with more or less force

upon the cone 16 in proportion to the speed
of rotation of the shaft 7, so as to more or less

retard the rotation of said shaft, as and when
desired, said cone is made vertically adjust-

able on the rod 18, and for this purpose said

cone is shown provided with a vertically ex-

tending toothed rack 26, that meshes with a
pinion 27 carried on a shaft 28 journaled in

the upper part of the bracket 9, and shown
extending transversely of and above the rod

18, said pinion lying in a socket 29, in said

bracket 9. The shaft 28 is shown provided
with a thumb- wheel 30, whereby the shaft

can be turned. With this arrangement the

cone 16 can be moved vertically as much as

20 desired to cause the arms 19, to bear upon it

sooner or later in accordance with the speed
of the governor shaft 7. The arms 19, and
the cone 16 thereby become a brake to retard

the rotation of the shaft 7, which brake can

25 be readily adjusted by hand to cause the

shaft 7, to continuously rotate at the desired

speed, for, by presenting a greater or less (or

in other words, a w'ider or narrower) surface

to the friction faces 19* of the governor arms
30 19, the outward swinging of the weights 22

can be limited, and thqs the force generated

by their rotation will be applied through the

arms 19, to the cone 16. By this means a

very fine adjustment of the brake meehan-

35 ism for the governor shaft can be effected,

which will be found of special utility in a
phonograph driven by a motor or mechanism
of a gradually decreasing power, such as a

spring actuated mechanism, as hereinafter

described, although it is evident that this im-

proved governing device may be used with a

motor of a constant power, such as an electric

motor as ordinarily applied for operating a

phonograph.
My improved operating or driving mechan-

ism is constructed and operated as follows:

31 is a going-barrel having a suitable spring

within it and provided with a circular rack

32, which going-barrel may be of the ordinary
or well known construction such as usually

found in a musical box, so far as its general

arrangement is concerned.
33 is the winding stem of the going-barrel,

and 34 is a suitable key for winding the spring

within said barrel.

The barrel 31 is shown located beneath the

plate or table 2 and sustained by a bracket 35

carried thereby. To prevent reverse motion
of said going-barrel, while at the same time

60 preventing t he noise that usually arises by
the use of a ratchet and pawl, I have con-

nected with said barrel 31, a friction disk 36,

that is adapted to bear against rollers or balls

37 that are confined between said disk and
an abutment 38. This abutment 38 is secured

to the bracket 35 (see Fig. VII) and its side

that faces said disk is cam like and gradually

40

45

5<^
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approaches said disk forming a gradually de-

creasing or substantially V-shaped opening
39, in which the roller 37 may be jammed.

40 is a spring having one end 41 bent in-

wardly and lying in the path of the ball 37,

so as to close the recess 39 and confine said

ball in said recess whileatthe same time per-

mitting said roller to have free movement in

the direction of normal rotation of the disk 36

as shown by the arrow in Fig. VII.
With the above arrangement the disk 36

and the going-barrel 31 can have noiseless

rotation in the driving direction, but if said

disk tends to turn in the reverse direction the

ball 37 will be jammed in the recess 39 be-

tween the disk 36 and abutment 38.

In Fig. VII I have shown two abutments 38,

springs 40 and rollers 37, whereby the press-

ure on said disk 36 will be equalized.

The governor shaft 7 is to be driven from
the going-barrel 31, and for this purpose I

have provided a system of speed-gearing be-

tween said barrel and said shaft. The rack
32 is shown in mesh with a pinion 42 on an
arbor 43, suitably journaled in the bracket

35. The arbor 43 carries the gear wheel 44,

that meshes with a pinion 45 on an arbor 46,

suitably journaled in the bracket 35, the ar-

bor 46 at its upper end carrying a friction

disk or wheel 47, that is arranged to bear on

a friction pulley 48, carried by the governor

shaft 7. The friction disk 47 preferably car-

ries on its periphery a rubber or other friction

band 49, and the pulley 48 may also be made
of rubber to produce great frictional contact

with a minimum of noise. By the system of

gearing above specified in conjunction with

the power of the spring in the going-barrel

the desired speed of the governor shaft 7 can

be produced.
As above specified the governor shaft 7, has

lateral motion which is for the purpose of per-

mitting the pulley 48 to be pressed with more
or less force against the friction disk 47. I

preferably press the parts 47 and 48 together

by spring action and for this purpose I con-

nect to the bracket 9 a suitable spring 50,

which at its other end may be detachably con-

nected to an eye 51, on the bracket 35 or else-

where. The action of this spring 50 is to con-

tinuously press the parts 47 and 48 together,

and on account of the shaft 7 being pivotally

supported any wear between said parts 47 and
48, will be automatically taken up.

To arrest the rotation of the governor shaft

7, when desired I have provided a brake which
is arranged as follows:

52 is a handle or lever located above the

plate 2 and carried by a shaft 53 suitably

journaled in said plate and projecting below

the same. At the lower part of said shaft is

secured a spring finger 54, that is arranged

to bear upon the pulley or roller 48, (see Fig.

VI,) whereby the pressure of said finger upon
said roller or pulley will stop the rotation of

the governor shaft. To hold the lever 52

in the desired position it is provided on its

10
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under side with a pin 55, arranged to enter T

apertures 5G in the plate 2, which apertures
are so located as to hold the lever 52 in such
position that the spring finger 54, will bear

5 upon the roller or pulley 48 or release the
same as the case may be.

j

57 is a knob on the lever 52 to permit its

manipulation.
From the foregoing description it will be

10 observed that I have provided a vertically ar-

ranged governor shaft that has lateral move-
ment to permit frictional contact with its driv-

ing mechanism, and that said shaft is con-
nected on one side to the operating meehan-

15 ism, and on the other side to the cylinder of

the iDhouograph, whereby said governor shaft

is directly utilized for transmitting power to

the phonograph cylinder. By this means I

utilize the governor shaft as a means of con-

20 nection in the line of transmission of power
from the operating mechanism to the phono-
graph cylinder.

My improved governor will be found of

great advantage in its capability of being ad-

25 justed to a nicety, so as to provide for uni-

formity of speed under all tensions of the op-
erating spring or speed of the motor, and the
consequent perfect delivery of the sounds
from the phonograph cylinders.

30 A further improvement resides in the elimi-

nation of sounds from the driving mechan-
ism by reason of the frietional transmission
of power to the phonograph cylinders.

The device is simple in construction, read-

35 ily manipulated and not liable to get out of
order, as the parts co-act in such manner as
to give the best results under all conditions.
Having now described my invention, what

I claim is

—

40 1. In a phonograph, a cylinder carrying
shaft having a pulley, combined with an inde-
pendent governor shaft having a pulley, guide
pulleys and a belt passing from the governor
shaft pulley over the guide pulleys and over

45 the pulley on the cylinder shaft, substantially
as described.

2. In a phonograph, a cylinder - carrying
shaft, and a pulley thereon, combined with an
independent governor shaft, a belt running

50 therefrom over guide pulleys direct to said
pulley, and means for rotating said governor
shaft to transmit motion direct to said cylin-
der shaft, substantially as described.

3. In a phonograph, a cylinder - carrying

55 shaft having a pulley combined with a gov-
ernor-shaft, also having a pulley, a direct belt
passing from said governor-shaft pulley to
said cylinder-carrying shaft pulley, over guide
pulleys, and driving mechanism connected

60 with said governor shaft by frietional de-
vices, substantially as described.

4. In a phonograph, a cylinder- carrying
shaft, combined with a governor-shaft, and
direct connections between said shafts, a

65 spring-actuated mechanism for rotating said
governor shaft, and frietional devices be- *

tween said spinng-meehanism and said gov-

ernor shaft, substantially as described.

5. In a phonograph, a cylinder -carrying

shaft, combined with a governor shaft con- 70

nected therewith, said governor-shaft having
lateral motion, and with driving mechanism
having frietional devices for connection with

said governor shaft, and means for holding

said shaft against said devices, as and for the 75

purposes specified.

G. A governor shaft, and weighted arms car-

ried thereby and having friction faces, com-
bined with a vertically adjustable brake de-

vice in line with said shaft, but independent So

thereof, and means for adjusting said brake-
device toward and from said arms, to permit
said friction faces to bear thereon with more
or less force, substantially as described.

7. A governor shaft, and weighted arms car- 85

ried thereby, said arms having friction faces,

combined with a cone in line with said shaft,

and means for adjusting said cone toward
and from said arms as and for the purposes

specified, 9^
8. A governor and bell crank arms pivot-

ally carried thereby, and weights connected
with one member of said arms, the opposite

members of said arms having friction faces,

combined with a cone in line with said shaft, 95
and means for adjusting said cone toward and
from said arms, substantially as described.

9. A governor shaft, weighted arms pivot-

ally carried thereby, and springs connecting

said arms with said shaft, combined with a ico

cone in line with said shaft and means for ad-

justing said cone toward and from said shaft,

substantially as described.
10. A governor shaft, and weighted arms

carried thereby, combined with a cone in line 105

with said arms, a rack connected with said

cone, a pinion in mesh with said rack, and
means for turning said pinion to operate said

cone, substantially as described.

11. The combination of a bracket or frame, 1 1 o

a governor shaft pivotally carried thereby, a
rod carried by said bracket or frame against

which one end of said shaft bears, weighted
arms pivoted on said shaft, a cone sliding on
said rod and means for adjusting said cone 115
toward and from said arms as and for the pur-

poses specified.

12. The combination of a bracket and means
for pivotally supporting it with a governor

"

shaft carried thereby, governing devices con- 120
nected with said shaft, a friction disk for turn-

ing said shaft and means for holding said shaft
against said disk, substantially as described.

13. The combination of a plate or table and
a standard carried thereby, with a vertical 125
bracket or frame pivotally carried by said

standard; a governor shaft journaled in said

bracket or frame, governing devices con-

nected with said shaft, a frietional driving
disk to turn said shaft, and means for hold- 130
ing said shaft in engagement with said disk,

substantially as described.
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14. The combination of a vertical governor
shaft, and means for permitting it to have lat-

eral motion, governing devices connected with
said shaft and a friction disk or roller on said
shaft, with a friction disk and means for turn-
ing it, and with a spring arranged to press
said disk and roller together, as and for the
purpose specified.

15. The combination of a governor shaft,

and governing devices connected therewith,
with frictional devices for turning said shaft,

and a brake to act on said shaft to arrest its

rotation, substantially as described.
IG. The combination of a governor shaft,

governing devices connected therewith, fric-

tional devices for turning said shaft, a brake
finger to arrest the rotation of said shaft and
a lever or handle carrjnng said brake finger,

substantially as described.

17. The combination of a governor shaft, a 20
friction disk or roller carried thereby, a fric-

tion disk in engagement therewith, a spring
and intermediate devices between said spring
and said friction disk for turning the latter

by the former, as and for the purposes speci-

fied.

18. The combination of a laterally movable
governor shaft, a friction disk arranged to

turn said shaft, a going-barrel, a spring for

turning said barrel, a rack carried by said bar-
rel, and gearing between said rack and said
friction disk, as and for the purposes specified.

25

30

JOSEPH BROICH.

Witnesses:
M. V. BiDGOOD,
J. Green.
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To all LoJbODi it may concern:
Be it known that I, Joseph E. Wassenich,

a citizen of the United State?, residing at
Chicago, county of Cooli:, and State of Illinois,

5 have invented a new and useful Improved
Disk Graphophone, of which the following is

a specification.

My invention relates to improvements in
sound recording aud reproducing iustru-

lo ments, and especially such as are known as
grapliophones, and has for its object to pro-
vide a simple, easily constructed, easily oper-
ated, commercial machine. It is illustrated
in the accompanying drawings, wherein

—

15 Figure 1 is a perspective view of my ma-
chine. Fig. 2 is a plan view thereof. Fig. 3
is a view looking up from the bottom. Fig.
4 is a cross section on the line 4—4 with cer-
tain parts shown in full line. Fig. 5 is a cross

20 section on the line 5— 5. Figs. 6 and 7 are de-
tails of the recorder showing modifications for
adjusting. Fig, 8 is a clamp ring associated
with the tablet holder. Fig. 9 is a form of ear
piece. Fig. 10 is a modification of the gear-

25 ing for moving the threaded bar.
Like parts are indicated by the same letter

in all the figures.

A is the table from which rise the two stand-
ards A' A' on which the machine case A^ is

30 pivoted, so as to be hinged as it were upon the
table.

A^ is a catch whereby the box or case is

secured in position. B is a driving pulley
journaled on the sleeve or hollow bearing B'

35 which is secured at one end of the ease.
B^ is one face of a clutch mechanism formed

upon the pulley and opposed to a similar face
B^ on the sliding sleeve B^ on the driving
shaft Bl This shaft has a groove B'', in which

40 a feather B" on the sleeve B^ is placed so that
sleeve and shaft rotate together. The sleeve
is grooved at B^ to receive the ends of a lever
B", which is pivoted on the thick standard B^"
and is provided with the finger piece B",

45 whereby the sleeve may be moved back and
forth on the shaft to throw the clutch mech-
anism into or out of operation. The shaft B^
is journaled in the rounded or knife edge bear-
ing C, and at its inner extremity is provided

50 with a groove C, into which a screw C^ in the
block C^ projects. This block is secured upon

the lever C*, and it serves as the inner journal
for the shaft. At the inner extremity of the
shaft is secured the preferably elastically
tired friction wheel D, which under operating 5 5

conditions bears upwardly and operatively
against the lower face of the tablet holder D',
which carries the tablet D^ and is secured
upon the upper extremity of the rotatingshaft
Dl This shaft, as shown in Figs. 3 and 5, is 60
provided with the beveled gear D*, which
meshes with the beveled gear D^ on the end
of the threaded bar D^, which latter bar is

adapted to drive the carriage which supports
the recording and receiving device?. 65

In Fig. 10 the shaft D^ is provided with a
screw thread D'^ to engage the worm gear Dl
These are suggested modifications which
might be found desirable for certain pur-
poses. 70

In Fig. 8 I have shown a clamping ring D",
adapted to rest upon and about the tablet
holder so as to clamp the tablet at its outer
edge.

E E are rods across and within the case and 7 5
fixed in position in the end piece E' and the
Wocks E^ El On them is disposed the car-
riage E^ which carries the receiver, the re-

cordei", the tablet driving mechanism, and
the shaft. This carriage has at one side the 80
laterally projecting part E*, which carries
the receiver or more properly speaking the
re-producer, and on the opposite side the lat-

erally projecting part E^ which carries the
recorder. 85

E" is a cross bar on the carriage to which
the bar C^ is pivoted at E'.

E*^ is a lever pivoted on the fixed part E^'of

the carriage and projected at one end into
the path of the pivoted bar or lever C'' and 90
at the other in engagement with the verti-

cally movable screw threaded block E^". This
block is held against and in engagement with
the threaded bar D'^ by means of the spring E'^.

E^^ is a flat spring on the carriage and bear- 95
ing upwardly on the shaft B^so as to keep its

friction wheel normally in contact with the
tablet holder.

At one end of the pivoted bar or lever C^ is

the thumb piece F, which by being depressed roo
will lower the bar C* and thus lower the fric-

tion wheel and bring it out of engagement
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with tlie tablet holder. The same motion
rocks the lever E^ and causes it to lift the

screw threaded block E^° away from the

threaded bar. The opposite end of the bar

5 C* will rise and move the pin F' upwardly,
and since the latter is in engagement with
the reproducer, the reproducer will be lifted

from the tablet. Under these conditions, the

whole of the operating mechanism will be
lo out of gear or out of operative connection

with the driving pulley, and the parts may
be moved at will to any point. When the

thumb piece F is released the several springs
will restore the parts to their original posi-

15 tion.

Gis a spring adjustably secured to the top

of the case and adapted to rest on the outer

edge of the tablet near the point where the

work is going on.

20 G' is a metal tube extending from the ap-

erture G^ in the support for the reproducer
whence should lead a rubber tube to the

socket G^ on the working side of the ma-
chine. The tablet may be held in position

25 by means of the pin Gl
The reproducer J I do not describe in de-

tail but it consists substantially of a dia-

phragm body J', which rests upon the pinF',
a tube J^ and a pin J^ with a connection from

30 the pin to the diaphragm. It is pivoted upon
' the block J^ and from the tube and diaphragm
holder a passage leads to the block J^ and the
support E^ to the aperture G^, whence leads
the tube G'. The recorder is pivoted upon

35 the block K which is at rest upon the sup-
port E^ This recorder consists of a dia-

phragm K', with the cutting point K^ in the
midst thereof, and the nipple K^ at the back
of the diaphragm chamber.

40 K* is a pivoted bar carried on the surround-
ing case or rim K^ of the recorder and is pro-

vided with a rounded bearing lug at its cen-

ter in proximity to the cutting point, an up-
wardly forcing spring K*^ at one end and an

45 adjusting set screw at the other. The bear-
ing lug is lettered K^ By this device the
depth of the cut may be varied at will.

In Fig. 6 I have shown a modification
wherein the bar is replaced by a plate K^,

50 carrying the bearing lug K^ and an aperture
1U° through which the cutting point K^ pro-

jects.

I show in Fig. 9 a modified form of ear
piece to be substituted for the ordinarj^ ear

5 5 pieces. It consists of the bell shaped portion
P preferably provided with the rim cushion
P' of elastic material, and the curved tube
P^. It is obvious that many of these features
or details shown might be greatly modified

60 without departing from the spirit of my in-

vention, and I do not wish to be limited to the
precise construction of details shown. Many
of the subcombinations and portions could be
dispensed with or others substituted for them

65 without affecting materially the operation of

the remaining features.

The use and operation of my invention is

as follows: Assuming that the parts are situ-

ated substantially as illustrated in Fig. 2, the
process of recording maybe begun by speak-
ing into the tube which will be associated in

the usual manner with the recorder. If it is

desired at any time to stop or start the mech-
anism it is accomplished by laterally mov-
ing the lever B^ to engage or disengage the
clutch mechanism. The driving pulley B is

driven from any convenient motive power.
As the oijeration of the machine continues, it

will be seen by having reference to Figs. 3

and 4 that the tablet holder will be rotated
against the cutting point, while at the same
time the cutting point with its associated re-

corder mechanism and the driving shaft fric-

tion wheel and carriage will be moved toward
thecenter of the tablet by means of the action
of the screw threaded block E^° associated
with the carriage in conjunction with the
threaded bar D". The smooth portion of the
threaded bar D'' is of less diameter than the
threaded portion as indicated, so that the
motion of the carriage toward the center of

the tablet is automatically arrested when it

has proceeded to the predetermined limit of
motion.

Referi'ing now to Fig. 1, it will be observed
that the parts are in position for reproduc-
tion of the sound, and the reproducing point
is adapted to engage the spiral groove made
in the tablet by the recorder. The tube G'
and the tube connection G'^ will lead the
sound to the ear piece through the connect-
ing tube M. The operation with regard to

the motion of the carriage is the same as be-
fore. If now, it be desired at any point in
the process of reproduction, to arrest the ma-
chine and reset it at any point, it may con-
veniently be done by depressing the thumb
piece F which by rocking the bar C^ on its

pivot lifts the reproducer from the tablet b3"

means of the pin F', and at the same time the
motion of the bar C^ is communicated through
the lever E^ to lift the block E^" from the
threaded bar D", thus putting all the parts
out of operation and leaving the carriage free

to be moved any distance in either direction

on its supporting or guide bars. Tbe depres-
sion of the bar C^ carries with it the inner
end of the shaft B^, which therefore must have
a rounded or knife edge journal, or the equiv-
alent thereof for its other end. I have also

shown the case or box as hinged so as to fur-

nish easy access to the working parts. The
tablet is held down flat on its holder by means
of the spring G or by means of the ring clamp
D° as may be found preferable. The recorder
itself bearing upon the hinged tablet keeps
it closely down upon the holder. The tablet

is kept from rotating in anj' desired manner,
as for example by the pin G^ passing through
a perforation in the tablet. The adjustment
of the depth of cut made by the recorder is

accomplished by operating the set screw K'.

The ear piece bell shaped, with the elastic-

ally cushioned rim and the bent tube is ap'

70

75

80

85

90

95
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plied to the ostei-ior instead of tho interioi- of
the ear.

I claim

—

1. In a sound recorder, or reproducer, the
5 combination of a tablet holder with a tablet

thereon, and a spring arm adapted to clamp
the edge of the tablet in proximity to the point
where the recorder proper is applied to such
tablet, said holder and tablet being adapted

ro one to move with reference to the other.
2. In a sound recorder or reproducer, the

combination of a diaphragm with a cutting
point thereon, with a bearing lug in proxim-
ity to such point, and a bar to carry such lug

15 said bar pivoted and adjustably held by
means of a counteracting spring and set
screw.

3. lu a sound recording or reproducing de-
vice, the combination of a cutting point, with

20 a bearing lug in proximity thereto, a part to
hold such lug, and a counteracting spring
and set screw associated with such part so as

. to make the position of the lug adjustable.
•i. In a sound-recording machine, the com-

25 bination of a disk-shaped tablet holder, a
rigid casing or box-like support with sliding
carriage sustained therein, said box-like sup-
port having openings on both sides, through
which the ends of said carriage protrude,

30 said ends carrying a recorder or reproducer.
5. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-

chine, the combination of a disk-shaped tab-
let or tablet-holder, supported so as to rotate
about a fixed point, with a driving mechan-

35 ism therefor immediately connected thereto,
whose point of operative connection with the
tablet or holder is movable along a line sub-
stantially radial with the tablet-holder, and a
movable carriage to carry said driving mech-

40 anism and a recorder or reproducer, carried
by such carriage.

6. In a sound recorder or reproducer, the
combination of a disk-shaped tablet or tablet-
holder supported so as to rotate about a fixed

45 center, with a driving friction wheel imme-
diately connected thereto whose point of op-
erative connection with the disk or tablet
holder is movable along the line radial to such
disk or tablet holder, and a movable carriage

50 to carry said driving friction wheel, and a re-
corder or reproducer carried by said carriage.

7. In a sound recorder or reproducer, the
combination of a disk-shaped tablet holder or
tablet with a driving friction wheel engaging

55 such tablet holder or tablet and movable
along a radial line thereof, and a movable car-
riage to carry said driving friction wheel, and
a recorder or reproducer carried by said car-
riage.

60 8. In a sound recorder or reproducing ma-
chine, the combination of a disk-shaped tab-
let holder with a carriage moving parallel
with the surface of such tablet holder, and a
recorder or reproducer carried by such car-

65 riage, said tablet holder being in a plane be-
tween the carriage and the recorder or repro-
ducer.

9. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, the combination of a disk-shaped tab-
let or tablet holder with a carriage moving 70
parallel with a diameter of sucli tablet holder
or disk and a recorder or reproducer carried
by such carriage, said recorder or reproducer
supported at one side of the carriage and disk,
and driving mechanism for such disk sup- 75
ported on and traveling with the carriage.

10. In asound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, the combination of a disk-shaped tab-
let or tablet holder with a carriage moving
parallel to one diameter of such disk, a sound 80
recorder or reproducer and a disk driving
mechanism supported on and moving with
such carriage.

11. In a sound recordingor reproducing ma-
chine, the combination of a disk serving as a 85
tablet holder or tablet, with driving mechan-
ism, containing a friction wheel associated
therewith, a sliding carriage, a hinged repro-
ducer, and the controlling device connected
with such driving mechanism and reproducer 90
so as to simultaneously throw both out of op-
erative connection with the disk without
moving the carriage.

12. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, the combination of a disk serving as a 95
tablet holder or tablet, with driving mechan-
ism containing a friction wheel associated
therewith, a hinged reproducer and the con-
trolling device connected with such driving
mechanism and reproducer so as to simul- 100
taneously throw both out of operative con-
nection with the disk, and a carriage for such
reproducer and driving mechanism, and a
carriage moving device associated also with
such controller so as at the same time to be 105
thrown out of operation without moving the
carriage.

13. In a sound recorder or reproducer, the
combination of a disk serving as a tablet or
tablet holder, with a driver containing a fric- i ro
tion wheel therefor, a hinged reproducer
therefor, a carriage supporting the driver and
reproducer, a driving mechanism operatively
associated with such carriage, and a control-
ler connected with such driver, reproducer 115
and driving mechanism, so as by one motion
to simultaneously throw all of them out of
operative connection without moving the car-
riage.

14. In a sound recordingor reproducing ma- 120
chine, the combination of a disk, serving as a
tablet holder or tablet, with a friction wheel
to drive- the same, a reproducer to engage
the same, a carriage upon which the friction
wheel and reproducer are supported, a driv- 125
ing mechanism consisting of a screw and
block to move the carriage parallel with one
diameter of the disk and a system of con-
trolling levers adapted to simultaneously dis-
engage the friction wheel and reproducer 130
from the disk, and the block from the screw.

15. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, the combination of a recording or re-
producing mechanism, with a suitable sup-
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port therefor and means for driving snch
mechanism, consisting in part of a longitudi-

nally movable operating shaft, with a driv-

ing pulley, journaled upon the part which
serves as a bearing for such shaft, and means
for operatively connecting the shaft and pul-

ley at will.

16. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, the combination of a recording or re-

producing mechanism, with a suitable sup-
port therefor and means for driving such
mechanism, consisting in part of a longitudi-

nally movable operating shaft, with a driving
pulley journaled upon the part which serves
as a bearing for such shaft, and means for

operatively connecting the shaft and pulley
at will, the same consisting of a sliding block
feathered to the shaft and adapted to clutch

the pulley.

17. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, the combination of a recording or re-

producing mechanism, with a suitable sup-
port therefor, and means for driving such
mechanism, consisting in part of a longitudi-

25 nally movable operating shaft, with a driv-

ing pulley journaled upon the part which

10

IS

20

serves as a bearing for such shaft, and means
for operatively connecting the shaft and pul-
ley at will, the same consisting of a sliding

block feathered to the shaft and adapted to 30
clutch the pulley, said shaft passing through
a rounded or knife-edge bearing or journal.

18. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, the combination of a driving pulley on
a fixed bearing, with an operating shaft pass- 35
ing through such bearing, means for connect-
ing the shaft and pulley at will, such bear-
ings so constructed as to permit said shaft to

oscillate or be depressed at one end.
19. In a sound recording or reproducing ma- 40

chine, the combination of a disk serving as a
tablet or tablet holder with a carriage to

carry the operating parts, a friction wheel to

drive the disk, a shaft on which such friction

wheel is supported, and a bearing on the car- 45
riage for such shaft so constructed as to pre-

vent a longitudinal movement of the shaft in-

dependent of the carriage.

JOSEPH E. WASSENICII.
Witnesses:

W. E. Gastman,
Walter J. Gunthorp.
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To all ivliom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Emile Berliner, a citi-

zen of the United States, and a resitlent of
Washington, District of Columbia, have in-

5 vented certain new and useful Improvements
in Gramophones, of which the following is a
specification.

My invention has reference to improve-
ments in the method of and apparatus for re-

lo cordingandreproducingsouuds, theimprove-
ments being more particuLarly directed to tlie

construction of that kind of sound recording
and reproducing apparatus wliich I have
called "gramophone," and for which Letters

15 Patent of the United States No. 382,790, dated
May 15, 1888, have been granted to me.
One feature of ray invention has reference

to improvements in the method of recording
sound by tracing upon a fatty film deposited

20 upon a metallic surface, undulatory lines, cor-

responding to sound waves, and then etching
such lines in the metal base, or as it is now
commonly called, the record tablet; while the
other features of my invention have reference

25 to the construction of the details of both the
recorder and the reproducer of the gramo-
phone. Each of these features of improve-
ment are designed to overcome certain diffi-

culties, and to avoid certain imperfections
30 heretofore met with in the operation of the

gramophone. These difficulties and imper-
fections, and the manner in which they are
avoided, will be particularly pointed out in

the following detailed description with ref-

35 erence to the accompanying drawings, in

which

—

Figure 1, is a perspective view of my im-
proved gramophone recorder. Fig. f? is a side

elevation, partly in section, of the recorder.

40 Fig. 3 is a perspective view of a gramophone
reprudu(j»-i. Fig. 1, i^ an elevaliuu uf a re-

cording diaphragm and stylus. Fig. 0, is a
section of the same on the line x—x of Fig. 4.

Fig. 6, is an elevation of the gramophone re-

45 producing diaphragm and stylus. Fig. 7, is a
section of the same online?/—y oi Fig. 6, and
Fig. 8, is a perspective view of an improved
mouth-piece for the recorder.

Like numerals of reference indicate like

50 parts throughout the drawings.
My improved gramophone recorder is shown

as a whole in Figs. 1 and 2, mounted upon a
suitable base 1. About midway of the length
of this base there is an upright shaft 2, jour-

naled in l)raekets 2', 2', stepped at its lower 35
end in a suitable bearing 3. This shaft car-

ries at its upper end a circular disk 4, the
outer or peripheral portion of which is re-

duced in thickness as shown at 5, and this re-

duced portion extends over a ring shaped pan 5c

G, supported by stag's or brackets 7, from
which it maybe lifted and removed, when re-

quired. The outer edge or wall 8, of the pan
is of sufficient height to project for a distance
above the disk 4, and is provided with pour- 65
ing lips 9, for a purpose hereinafter described.

The bottom 10 of the pan extends under the
reduced portion 5, of the disk 4, and its inner
edge 11, is upturned close to the under side

of the reduced portion of the disk, as shown. 70
Bearing against the under side of the disk

4, is a friction wheel 12, secured to a horizon-

tal shaft 13, which latter is journaled in the
upper ends of posts or uprights 14 constitut-

ing the ends of a frame, the base 15, of which 75
is secured to the base 1 of the apparatus.
The position of shaft 13, and the diameter of

the friction wheel 12, are such, that a portion

of the weight of the disk 4, and of its shaft

2, issupported by the friction wheel; whereby 80

the bearing 3, is relieved from a portion of

that weight, and whereby frictional glaring
between the disk 4 and wheel 12 is insured,

without requiring special adjustment. The
shaft 13, carries at its outer end a crank l(j, 85
by means of which it is rotated, and between
the two uprights 14, there is secured to the
shaft a heavy fly or balance wheel 17. Se-

cured to the upright shaft 2, below the disk
4, there is a beveled pinion 18, meshing with 90
a largH bevel gear 19, on one end of a hori-

zontal sci-ew-tijreaded shaft 20, which is ar-

ranged radial to the disk 4, and journaled
adjacent to the said gear 19, and also at the
other end, in pillow-blocks 21, supported on 95
the end piece of a rectangular frame 22, which
in turn is fast on the base 1. Mounted upon
the frame 22, so as to be movable thereon in

the direction of the length of the shaft 20,

there is a carriage 23, supported at one end ico

hj a guide rod 24, on which it is free to slide,

and at the other end by a roller 25, movable
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along the upper surface 2G, of one of the side

pieces of the frame 22. The carriage 23, has
firmlj' secured to it a projecting arm 27, on
the outer end of which is an upright post 28,

5 carrying at its upper end an arm 29, parallel

with the arm 27, and of such lengtii as to

overhang the disk 4, wlien the carriage is

moved to the right, as represented in the
drawings; the construction being such, that

10 when the carriage 23 is moved in the manner
to be described, the arm 29, will be carried ra-

dially over the disk 4, and any object carried

thereby will participate in said movement.
The carriage 23, is moved in one direction

15 by means of the screw-threaded shaft 20, and
in order to effect this operation, there is pro-

vided a block 30, iu one side of which, near
one end, is formed a half nut 31, constructed
to engage the threads on the shaft 20; and

20 this block 30, is pivotally supported between
ears 32, erected on the carriage 23. Project-

ing from the other end of the block 30, there

is a pin 33, to which one end of a spring 34,

is attached, the other end of said spring being
25 secured to the carriage 23, and the tendency,

of the spring is to maintain the block 30, in

a tilted position with the nut portion raised

out of engagement with the shaft 20. In
order to lock the block 30, in engagement

30 with the shaft 20 there is provided a leaf

spring 35, mounted on the carriage 20, oppo-
site the free end of the block 30, and having
on its free end a tooth 36, which passes over
the top of the hinged block 30, when the nut

35 formed in the same is in engagement with the
screw threads on the shaft 20, the tendency
of the leaf spring 35, being to move inwardly
toward the block 30. This catch spring 35,

is also provided with a pin 37, which serves
as a handle for withdrawing the catch so as
to unlock the block 30, and thereby allow the
carriage 23 with its appurtenances to be freely
moved to any position upon the frame 22.

To the free overhanging arm 29, is secured

45 a ring sleeve 38 which receives the neck 39,

projecting on one side from the frame 40, in

which latter the recording diaphragm and
stylus are mounted, and this neck 39, with its

appurtenances is fixed in any desired position
in the ring frame 38, by a clamp screw 41.

The free end of the neck 39, projects beyond
the ring frame 38, and receives the sound con-
veying tube 42, which is preferably made
flexible, and which has at its free end a
mouth-piece 43, the particular construction
of which will hereinafter be more fully de-

scribed.

The disk 4, which is in the nature of a ro-

tary table, has hereinbefore been described
60 and is shown in the drawings as reduced in

thickness on that portion of the periphery
which overlaps the inner wall of the pan G,

and if this construction is used, the disk 4,

must be removable from the shaft 2. It is,

5s however, also practicable to make the disk or
revolving table, in two parts, the lower part
of which extending only to within a short dis-

40

SO

55

tance of the upper edge of the inner wall 11,

of the pan, while the upper part extends over
that edge to within a short distance of the
outer wall of the pan. This is indicated by a
dotted line in Fig. 2, and if this construction
is adopted, only the upper thinner part of the
table is removable from the upright shaft 2,

while the lower thicker part of the table may
be fixed to that shaft.

When a sound record is to be made, a record
tablet of the kind described in my aforesaid
Letters Patent, is placed upon the rotary table

4, and this record tablet is represented in the
drawings as a circular disk 44, which has a
central perforation passing over the upper
end of the shaft 2. Sometimes it is conven-
ient to interpose between the record tablet

and the rotary supporting table a thin disk

45, of felt, or of some other non-resonant ma-
terial. This, however, is not essential. Upon
the record tablet is placed a clamping plate

40, which by preference is provided with a
hub 47, which is slipped over the upper end
of the shaft 2. Tins upper end of the shaft

2, is screw-threaded as shown, and a thumb-
nut 48, is then screwed down upon the hub of

the clamping plate, whereby the record tablet

is securely fastened in position.

At one end of the base plate 1, there is

mounted a standard 49, which may be a split

tube as shown, and in which is supported by
friction a stem 50, projecting from the bottom
of a shelf 51, and which in turn supports a
vesser52, containing alcohol. From the bot-

tom of this vessel extends a tube 53, prefer-

ably provided at its free end with a flexible

nozzle 54; and a stop-cock 55, with which the
tube is provided permits the operator to regu-

late the flow of alcohol from the nozzle. With
my present improvement it is necessary that
during the whole process of tracing the rec-

ord, the record tablet be covered with a film

of alcohol, and for this purpose a thin stream
of alcohol is directed upon the center of the
tablet, or rather upon the clamping plate 46,

from which the alcohol spreads in all direc-

tions by centrifugal force, and flows over into

the pan 6. When the tracing of the record

has been completed, the clamping plate is re-

moved and the record tablet also is lifted from
its support by the insertion between the same
of a sharp edge, such as a knife blade, or even
by the finger nails of the operator, and is re-

moved for further manipulation as described

in my aforesaid Letters Patent, and also for

the manipulation which will be described
hereinafter.

Only a very small quantity of alcohol is

used for producing a single record, but after

continued use of the machine a considerable

amount of alcohol accumulates in the pan,

and this is removed by removing the table 4,

or the upper, thinner part thereof, as the case

may be, bj'^ inserting a finger in each of the

pouring lips 9, and thus lifting the disk or

table 4, from the shaft 2. The pan is then
removed from the bracket 7, and the alcohol

80

85

90

95
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is poured out and preferably back into the
vessel 52, by one of the pouring lips.

The recording diaphragm 56, is mounted in

the circular frame 40, between a ledge formed
5 on said frame and an annulus 57, screwed
down upon the same bj' screws 58, as shown,
or in any other suitable manner. On the
rear side of that diaphragm there is applied
a small block 59, of hard rubber from which

TO extends radially an arm 60, which at its free

end is turned up at right angles, outwardlj'^

and into contact with the lever 61, which car-

ries the recording stylns 62.

The block 59, is fastened to the center of

15 the diaphragm by a screw 63, passing through
the diaphragm and through a washer 64, ap-
plied to the front side of thediaphragm. The
head of this screw is faced with a disk 65, of

soft rubber, and against the same bears the
20 point of an adjusting screw 66, which is

mounted in a perforated disk or spider 67,

fixed in the neck 39.

The lever 61 is mounted on a plate 67',

formed with a slot 68, through which a set

screw 69, fixed in the annulus 57, passes. The
plate 67', can thus be adjusted to various po-
sitions on the annulus, and is clamped in the
adjusted position by a thumb-nut 70. One
end of the plate 67' is bifurcated, and screws
71, 71, passing through the legs of the fork,

are formed at their ends with bearings for the
pivot points of the arbor 72, which is fixed to

the lever 61. This lever, is made as light as
practicable and as is consistent with rigidity,

35 and the plate 67', together with the lever 61,
which it carries, is so adjusted tliat the up-
turned end of the arm 60, bears upon the lever
at the greatest practicable distance from the
axis of the spindle 72, viz: at the free end of

40 the lever. The connection between the lever
and the upturned end of the arm 60 is made
by a small quantity of pitch, 60', which acts
as an efficient cement, and which is applied
after the lever has been adjusted to its proper

45 position. This mode of connecting the lever
with the arm 60, and thereby with the dia-
phragm, I have found to be of great advan-
tage for a variety of reasons, but more espe-
cially on account of the ease with which the

50 connection is made, and unmade in case of
repair, and on account of the damping effect

it has upon the lever.

To the end of the lever 61, is secured the
recording stylus 62, bj' soldering or other-

55 wise, with its plane at right angles to the
plane of the lever, as shown. The stylus is

composed of a flat, and rather tliin plate of
spring steel, pointed at its free end, and pro-
vided with a tracing point 62", of iridium,.
The broad portion of the stylus is damped by
one or two bands 72', of soft rubber,'which
are simply slipped over the same.
By reference to Fig. 4, it will be seen that

the lever 61, with the recording stylus 62 ex-
)5 tend across thediaphragm upon a line which

constitutes a chord but not a diameterof the
circle of the diaphragm. They are, therefore,

eccentrically mounted with reference to the
center of thediaphragm; but notwithstand-
ing this eccentric location, the lever is rigidly 70
connected wiih the center of the diaphragm
and thus receives tlie maximum amplitude of

its vibration. By thus placing the lever with
the stjdus eccentric with reference to the cen-
ter of the diaphragm both the lever and the 75
stylus may be and are made shorter than if

they were located on the line of a diameter of
thediaphragm. This is an important result,

since the shorter the lever and stylus, the less

liabilitj' there is of lost motion, and the less 8c
liability there is of extra or spontaneous vi-

brations of the lever and stylus, and both of
these facts conspire to produce au accurate
tracing of the sound waves impinging against
the diaphragm. 85
Where the stylus passes over the edge of

casing 40, the latter, together witli the annulus
57, is cut away upon a straight line, as indi-

cated at 57'. This permits a further reduction
of the length of the stylus, since the record 9c
tablet may be located close to the straight
edge 57'.

The body of the stylus is normally curved
downwardly, as shown in dotted lines at 62',

but when the diaphragm holder or frame 40, 95
is turned to cause the stylus to impinge upon
the record tablet, which is the preparatory'-

step for making a record, the stylus is unbent
and becomes straight, as shown in solid lines

in Fig. 4, and I have found that the best re- ico
suits are obtained when the stylus is at an an-
gle of about forty-five degrees with the plane
of the tablet. The maximum pressure of the
stylus upon the record surface is therefore
equal to the force required to unbend the 105
stylus. It is very small, because the stylus is

made as thin as practicable, and it is uniform
for different records and for all parts of the
same record.

The mouth-piece, into which vocal sounds no
are uttered for recording, is shown at 43, in
Figs. 1 and 8, and it consists of a bell shaped
structure, the small end of which is secured
to the sound conveying tube, while the wide,
flaring end is turned toward the speaker who 115
applies his mouth to the opening. Near the
edge of the mouth opening there is a perfora-
tion 43', cut into the wall of the mouth-piece,
and this perforation is of such shape and size,

and at such distance from the edge of the 120
mouth-piece, as to fit approximately the edge
of the nose of the speaker; so that when the
mouth-piece is applied, the sounds uttered by
the mouth enter the wide, flaring opening,
while the sounds uttered by the uo>e eater 125
the perforation 43'.

In making a record of vocal sounds, it is

necessary that all sound waves composing the
words or the song be conveyed to the dia-

phragm, and it has, therefore, been proposed 130
to make mouth-pieces of such size and shape
as to admit within the opening both the mouth
and the nose of the speaker or singer, and to

fit against the face of the user around the
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moutli and nose. Mouth pieces of this char-
acter are necessarily large and clumsy, and do
not readily and comfortably fit different per-
sons, while with my construction the size of

5 the mouth-piece is reduced, and will comfort-
ably fit different speakers.
By means of the apparatus so far described,

a record of sound waves is made in the fol-

lowing manner: The spring catch 35, 36, is

lo drawn back, which permits the spring 34, to

lift the block 80, from the screw 20, so that
the carriage 23, may be freely moved to the
left, whereby the stylus 62, is carried beyond
the edge of the rotary table 4. A record tab-

15 let prepared in the manner described in my
aforesaid Letters Patent is then placed upon
the table 4, and clamped to the same, as herein-
before described, and the carriage 23, is moved
toward the right until the point of the record-

jo ing stylus is above the tablet but within the
edge of the same. Thecasing40, is then turned
in its bearing 38, until the point of the stylus

impinges upon the tablet and is unbent, as
shown in Fig. 4. In this position the easing

25 40, is clamped by means of the screw 41. The
stop-cock 55, is then opened and a thin stream
of alcohol is directed upon the clamping disk
46. The wheel 17, is now rotated by means
of the crank and handle 16, whereby, by

50 means of the gearing described, the record
tablet is rotated, while the stylus is carried
across the face of the tablet in a radial line,

removing from the tablet a fine spiral line of

the fatty etching ground with which it had
been covered. Sound waves are now directed
against the diaphragm in any desired man-
ner, and if vocal sounds are to be recorded,
the sound conveying tube 42, with the mouth
piece 43, will be used. The vibrations of the
diaphragm thus produced will cause the stylus
to make a tracing of an undulatory line, cor-

responding to the sound waves directed
against the diaphragm ; all as described in my
aforesaid Letters Patent. During this whole
time a thin stream of alcohol is delivered
upon the plate 46, and the alcohol spreading
out in all directions is maintained as a uni-

form and constantly renewed film upon the
tablet. In this manner everj' part of the rec-

jo ord is made under alcohol, and in this respect
my pi'esent invention differs from the pro-

cess set forth in my aforesaid Letters Patent.
In accordatice with the said patent, alcohol

is poured once for all over the tablet, and is

55 allowed to evaporate during the process of

recording. I have found that in this manner
it often happens that the alcohol has entirely

evaporated before the record is completed, so

that a portion of the latter is made upon a
5o dry tablet; whereby the accumulation of fila-

mentary particles of dust on the point of the
stylus, which the alcohol is designed to avoid,
takes place during the production of a por-

tion of the record. With my present im-

65 provement this defect is cured, since it main-
tains the record tablet moist with alcohol

from the beginning to the end of the operation.

55

40

45

After the tracing of the record has been
completed, the tablet is speedily removed and
before the record is fixed b}'^ etching as de- 70
scribed in mj^ aforesaid patent, the alcohol
adhering to the record surface is quickly
washed off with water. This is an important
step in my improved process and greatly im-
proves the definition of the record by etching. 75
The reason for this is, that the alcohol slightly

attacks and dissolves the fatty etching ground,
so that the thin film of alcohol remaining upon
the tablet, contains a slight quantity of that
ground in solution. If now, the film of alco- 80
hoi is allowed to evaporate an exceedingly
small quantity of the dissolved ground is de-

posited upon the metal which has been laid

bare by the stylus. This small deposit of
ground sufficiently resists the action of the 85
etching fluid to impair the definition of the
final record. By simply pouring water over
the record surface immediately after the tab-

let has been removed from the recording ap-
paratus the film of alcohol and the ground 90
held in solution by the same is removed, and
the tracings of the stylus present a clean me-
tallic surface, which is properh' attacked by
the etching fluid.

The reproducing apparatus as a whole is 95
represented in Fig. 3.

Upon a base board 73, in standards 74, is

journaled a shaft 75, upon which are mounted
a driven pulley 76, a fly-wheel 77, and a fric-

tion disk 78. The latter is in frictional en- ico
gagement with a rotary table 79, which is

mounted upon a vertical shaft substantially
in the manner described with reference to the
rotary table 4, of the recording apparatus.
Fig. 3, being a perspective view, the mount- 1C5
ing of the table 79, is not visible, but is easily

understood from the foregoing description.

The upper surfao^of the table is preferably
covered with a sheet of felt or other elastic

and non-resonant material, as indicated bj^ i

appropriate shading.
Upon the felt covered table 79, the record

tablet 44, is placed and is clamped thereon
substantially in the manner in which this is

done in the transmitting apparatus, L e., by 115
means of a clamping plate 46, and a thumb-
nut 48. A driving wheel 80, mounted on a
shaft 81, which is journaled in standards 82,

is rotated by means of a crank 83, and handle
84, and gives motion to the table 79, by means i

of a crossed belt or cord 85. The relation of

the table 79, to the friction disk 78, is the
same as the relation of the table 4, to the
friction disk 12; that is to say, the table rests

with the greater part of its weight upon the 125
friction disk, so that the frictional gearing is

automatically maintained. A post 86, mount-
ed upon the base-board 73, has swiveled upon
its upper end a fork 87, between the pi'ongs

of which is pivoted the swinging arm 88, rjc

which extends over the table 79, and has at

its free end a clasp 89, which receives the
neck 90, which projects from the center on
one side of the casing 91, of the reproducing
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diaphragm 92. This casing with its dia-

phragm, stylus and appurtenances, which will

presently be described, can be thus turned in

the clasp, and can be fixed in anj' adjusted

5 position by a clamp screw 93.

Upon the end of the neck 90, which pro-

jects beyond the clasp 89, is slipped a flexible

tube 94, which in turn receiv'es the small end
of a sound conveying trumpet 95, the flaring

lo end 96 of which is turned toward the listener.

A bracket 57, secured to the swinging arm 88,

carries at its free end an elastic fork 98, which
receives and supports the trumpet, and the
parts are so proportioned that the free end of

15 the swinging arm preponderates, so that the
point of the reproducing stylus, which will

presently' be described, jjresses rather firmly

upon the record tablet.

It will now be understood, that when a ree-

20 ord tablet, having a record of sound waves
upon its surface, produced in accordance with
my invention, is mounted upon the table 79,

and when the point of the stylus is adjusted
in engagement with the record groove, and

25 the wheel 80, is rotated, the rotating record
groove will guide the stylus across the face of

the tablet, and will at the same time vibrate
- the stylus and diaphragm in accordance with
the undulations of the record groove. The

30 sound waves thus produced by the diaphragm
will issue from the flaring ojDening of the
trumpet, and the sounds will be heard by a lis-

tener in front of the trumpet, or in its vicinity.

The reproducing diaphragm is mounted in

35 the casing 91, in the usual manner, being held
against a ledge by means of an annulus 99.

On this annulus is formed a swelling or block
100, and diametrically opposite to the same
the stylus earrjnng spring 101, is fastened to

40 the annulus, and extends across the face of
the diaphragm and bej'ond the edge of the
annulus. This spring 101, is a leaf spring
which faces with its flat side the face of the
diaphragm up to a point beyond the center

45 of the latter, and is then twisted at right
angles, as indicated at 102, and crosses the

m annulus edgewise as shown at 103. The tend-
eney of the part 101, of the spring is to press
toward the diaphragm, whereby the edge of

50 the part 103, is made to bear with some force
upon the annulus 99; and the tendency of the
part 103, is to press against the swelling or
block 100. The spring is therefore elastic in

two directions at right angles to each other.

55 In order to prevent grinding of the spring
against the annulus and against the block
100, a U-shaped piece 104, of soft rubber em-
braces the outer portion 103, where it bears
upon the annulus and against the block. This

60 soft rubber cushion also serves as a dampener
for the spring. At the point where the spring
passes over the center of the diaphragm, it

has a perforation 105, and a screw pin 106,

secured to the center of the diaphragm by
65 two nuts 107, 108, extends loosely through the

perforation. A thumb-nut 109, also placed
on the screw-pin 108, and a soft rubber washer

110 between the thumb-nut and the spring
serve to regulate the tension of the latter

and of the diaphragm, as will be readily un- 70
derstood.

On the free end of the spring 101, 103, there
is secured a binding post 111, in which the
stylus 112, is held by the set screw 113, and
ma\' be adjusted to project to the required 75
distance beyond the end of the spring. This
stylus is preferably made of hard steel. It has
a slender point, but the point should not be
so sharp as to cut the bottom of the record
groove which it engages. 80

In the operation of reproducing the sounds
recorded on a tablet, the stylus is guided by
the walls of the record groove, and not by the
bottom of the same. Consequentlj" it is not
essential that the point of tlie stylus be in 85
contact with the bottom of the groove. In
fact it is preferablj^ not in contact with the
same, so that this point maj' be made rather
dull.

Tlie sounds emitted bj' the reproducing dia- 90
phragm are verj' powerful and ordinarily too

loud to be received with comfort b}' a listener

in front of the trumpet or other receiving
tube. For this reason I have found it some-
times necessary to reduce the volume of the 95
emitted sound before it reaches the ear, and
this I accomplish by one or more perforated

and exchangeable diaphragms 114, placed in

the neck 00. These diaphragms should be
made of some non-resonant material like soft 100
rubber, or cork, as indicated by appropriate
shading.
Having now fully described my invention,

I claim and desire to secure by Letters Pat-
ent

—

1C5
1. The method of recording vocal and other

sounds which consists in removing from a rec-

ord tablet covered with a fattj' film, uudula-
tory lines of said film b}^ and in accordance
with the sound waves and maintaining at the r 10

same time a laj'erof a fluid over the film, sub-

stantially as described.

2. The method of recording vocal and other
sounds upon a rotating disk covered with a
fatty film which consists in spreading over 115
said film and continuously renewing over the
same a layer of a fluid and at the same time
removing from said tablet undulatory lines

of the fattj^ film by and in accordance with
the sound waves, substantially as described. 120

3. The improvement in the art of making a
gramophone record which consists in immers-
ing and maintaining the tablet and the point
of the recording stylus in alcohol during the
process of recording, substantially as de- 125
scribed.

4. The improvement in the art of making
and fixing a gramophone record which con-
sists in removing fi'om a tablet covered with
a fatty film undulatory lines of said film by 130
and in accordance with sound waves while
said film is covered with a layer of alcohol;

then immediatelj' removing the alcohol with
water and then subjecting the tablet to the
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action of an etching fluid, substantially as

described.
5. Tlie method of reproducing sounds from

"< a record of the same which consists in vibrat-

5 ing a stylus and propelling the same along

the record by and in accordance with the said

record, substantially as described.

6. In a gramophone, a recording stylus

pressing by its own elasticity upon the rec-

lo ord tablet at right angles to the plane of its

vibratory movements and consisting of a leaf

spring terminating in a point of harder ma-

terial than that of the body of the stylus, sub-

stantially as described.

7. In a gramophone, the combination of a

sound receiving diaphragm and an elastic re-

cording stylus controlled by the diaphragm
and adjustable with reference to a record

tablet so as to press by its own elasticity upon
the same at right angles to the plane of its

vibratory movements, substantially as de-

scribed.

8. In a gramophone a recording stylus

pressing by its own elasticity 'ipon the ree-

25 ord tablet at right angles to its plane of vi-

bratory movements, and consisting of a leaf

spring terminating in an iridium point, sub-

stantially as described.

9. In a gramophone, a recording stylus

30 composed of a leaf spring terminating in a

tracing point in combination with one or

more elastic non-sonorous dampers, substan-

tially as described.
10". In a gramophone a recording stylus

formed of a leaf spring termin.tii g in a

tracing point in combination with one or

more sleeves of soft rubber upon the leaf

spring for damping the same, substantially

as described.

11. In a gramophone, the combination of a

sound receiving diaphragm, a lever and a re-

cording stylus carried by the same, both ex-

tending parallel but eccentrically over the

diaphragm; with a connection between the

45 center of the diaphragm and the lever, sub-

stantially as described.

12. In a gramophone, the combination of a

sound receiving diaphragm a lever and a re-

cording stylus carried by the same, both ex-

50 tending over the face of the diaphragm but

eccentrically thereto, with a rigid connection

between the center of the diaphragm and the

free end of the lever, substantially as de-

scribed.

55 13. In a gramophone, the combination of a

circular sound receiving diaphragm, a lever

and an elastic recording stylus both extending

parallel with the diaphragm on the line of a

chord, with a rigid connection between the

60 center of the diaphragm and the free end of

the lever, substantially as described.

14. In a gramophone, the combination of a

sound receiving diaphragm, a lever and an
elastic stylus carried by the same, both ex-

65 tending parallel, but eccentrically thereto;

with a bracket rigidly connected with the

center of the diaphragm and removably ce-

35

40

raented to the lever, substantially as de-

scribed.

15. In a gramophone, the combination of a

sound receiving diaphragm mounted in a

suitable frame, a bracket adjustably mounted
on said frame, a lever pivoted in said frame
extending parallel to and eccentrically with

reference to the center of the diaphragm, nd

an elastic recording stylus carried by the

lever; with a mechanical connection between
the center of the diaphragm and the free end
of the lever, substantially as described.

16. In a gramophone a sound receiving dia-

phragm and a tube for conveying sound

waves thereto in combination^ witli a record-

ing stylus receiving r ^tion from the dia-

phragm, and a screw mounted in ttfe sound
conveying tube bearing centrally upon the

diaphragm for adjusting th-^ ton. on of the

latter, substantially as describ i.

17. In a gramophone, the cumb'. ation of a

horizontal r iry table adapted to support a

record tabl ., and a vertical shaft free to move
longitudinally', carrying the table; with a fric-

tion disk engaged by th< .inder side of the ta-

ble for rotating the latter, substantially as de-

scribed.

18. In a gramophone the combination of a

horizontal rotary table mounted upon a verti-

cal shaft and adapted to support a record tab-

let; with a friction disk engaging the under

side of the table and partly sustaining the

weight of the table, whereby the latte"- is au-

tomatically maintained in frictionalgc a- with

said disk, substantially as described.

19. In a gramophone, the combinatif^'i of a

rotary horizontal table adapted to rece. ; and

support a flat record tablet; with a re rvoir

ofasuitablefluid,such as alcohol, discha 'ging

upon the center of the table and tablbt, and

an annular pan disposed underneath the ta-

ble for receiving the overflow of aleoho., sub-

stantially as described.

20. In'^a gramophone the combination of a

horizontal rotatable table adapted to receive

and support a record tablet; with a reservoir

of alcohol discharging upon the center of the

table and tablet, an annular pan disposed un-

der the edge of the table for receiving the

overflow of alcohol, and a friction disk bear-

ing upon the under side of the table between

the center of the same and the inner wall of

the pan, substantially as described.
' 21. In a gramophone, the combination of a

horizontal rotary table adapted to receive and

support a record tablet, a recording dia-

phragm and stylus connected by gearing with

the table to move radially over and with the

stylus in operative relation to the same, sub-

stantially as described.

r 22. In a gramophone, the combination of a

horizontal rotating table adapted to receive

and sustain a flat record tablet, with a car-'

riage movable in aline parallel to a radius of

the^table, a recording diaphragm and stylus

carried by the carriage with the stylus in op-

erative contact with the record tablet, and
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gearing connecting the table with said oar-

-iage, substantially as described.
23. In a gramophone, a sound convejing

tube provided with a mouth piece having a
flaring opening for the application of the
mouth of the speaker and a perfo ation in the
side wall of the mouth piece separated from
and, «;paced wiih reference to the mouth open-
ing and shaped to correspond to the shape of

I '^le nostrils of the speaker, substantially as
described.

2i. In a gramophone a sound reproducing
diaphragm in combination with a stylus lever

extending diametrically across the same, and
elastic in two dir,.;tions at right angles to each
other, substantiallj'' a«, described.

25. In a gramophone,,the combination of a
diaphragm and a stylus carrier composed of a
leaf spring *wi^+ed at one point so as to bring

1 the edge of"on", portion at right angles to the
face of the.otherportion, whereby it is elastic

in two directions, substantiall3\" described.

26. In a gramophone the combi, ation of a
reproducing diaphragm and stylus; with a
stylus carriar compof id of a leaf spring ex-

tending flat-wise over the face of the dia-

phragm and edgewise over the edge of the dia-

phragm, ^substantially as described.
27. In a gramophone the combination of a

I reproducing diaphragm mounted in asuitable
frame the latter being provided at one point
with a boss or stop; with a double elastic sty-

lus carrier composed of a twisted leaf-spring

tending, :oward the diaphragm and against
the bos. or stop, substantially as described.

28. In a gramophone, a reproducing dia-

phrag'-' jand stylus in combination with an
elastic rylus carrier extending over the face
of the diaphragm and tending toward the

40 same, 0-~4in adjustable connection between the
diaphragm and stylus carrier and adjustable
for V;. ying the pressure between diaphragm
and style carrier, substantially as described.

29. In a gramophone the combination of a
reproducing diaphragm mounted in asuitable
frame provided with a boss or stop; with a

5°

double elastic stjdus carrier tending toward
the diaphragm and toward the .stop, and elas-

tic non-resonant dampers interposed between
the style carrier and the diaphragm and be-

tween the style carrier and the frame and
stop, substantially as described.

30. In a gramophone a sound reproducing
diaphragm and a sound conveying tube for

the same, with one or more non-resonant per- 55
forated diaphragms in the said tube for re-

ducing the volume of sound conveyed to the
ear substantially as described.

31. In a gramophone a recording stylus piv-

oted to move in response to the vibrations of 60

a diaphragm and elastic in a plane at right

angles to such motions, substantially as de-

scribed.

32. In a gramophone, a reproducing stylus

having a wedge-shaped point engaging the 65
walls of the record groove, substantially as

described.

33. In a gramophone reproducer, a stylus ,>

carried or formed by a spring fixed at one end
to the diaphragm holder and freely extending
across and beyond the same and operatively

connected with the center of the diaphragm,
substantially as described.

34. In a gramophone reproducer, a spring
constituting or carrying a stylus, fixed at one
end to the diaphragm holder and extending
across and beyond the periphery of the same
and freely pressing against the diaphragm,
substantially as described.

35. In a sound reproducing apparatus con-

sisting of a^ traveling tablet having a sound
record formed thereon and a reproducing st}'-

lus shaped for engagement with said record
and free to be vibrated and propelled by the
same, substantially as described.
In testimonj' whereof I have signed my

name to this specification in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses.

EMILE BERLINER.
Witnesses:

Henry E. Cooper,
F. T. Chapman.
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LOUIS GLASS, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

OPERATING MECHANISM FOR PHONOGRAPHS.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 535,445, dated March 12, 1895.

Application filed Felruary 16, 1894. Serial No, 500,412. (So model.)

To all whoin it may concern:
Be it known that I, Louis Glass, a citizen

of the United States, residing at San Fran-
cisco, in the county of San Francisco and

5 State of California, hav^e invented certain
new and useful Improvements in Operating
Mechanism for Phonographs; and I do hereby
declare the following to be a full, clear, and
exact description of said invention, such as

I o will enable others skilled in the art to which it

most nearly appertains to make, use, and prac-
tice the same.
The present invention has relation to cer-

tain new and usef'^ improvements in the op-
15 crating meeha<i' i of phonographs, which

consists in the arrangement of parts and de-
tails of construction as will be hereinafter
more fully set forth in the drawings, described
and pointed out in the specification.

20 My invention comprises a phonogram cyl-
inder adapted to receive rotation from a
coiled spring, an indicator being provided
which moves with '-"e spring and indicates
the reserve force -... me same, governor balls

25 being mounted upon a shaft connected with
the phonogram cylinder and adapted to main-
tain the unwinding of the spring at a uniform
speed. Upon the -^af*^ which carries the
governor balls I m disk with which a

30 friction lever controUeu by a thumb screw is

adapted to be brought into engagement to
adjust the speed of unwinding of the spring.
The object of my invention is to so con-

struct the drive mechanism that the phono-
35 graph may be run for a length of time, say

for an hour or more, with one winding of the
spring mechanism, thus obviating the neces-
sity of the operator rewinding the actuating
mechanism each time the reproducer has trav-

40 eled over the phonograph cylinder.
Referring to the drawings forming a part

of this specification, wherein similar letters
of reference denote corresponding parts
throughout the entire specification and sev-

45 eral views, Figure 1, is a front view in eleva-
tion with casing of the phonograph removed.
Fig. 2, is a top plan of the same; Fig. 3, an
end elevation thereof; and Fig. 4, a detail of
the speed regulating governor.

The letter A is used to indicate the top of 50
the frame, to which is hinged the ordinary
easing of a phonograph, not shown, within
which are contained and work the phono-
gram cylinderand reproducer, the reproducer
traveling forward upon the screw-threaded 55
shaft B, of the phonogram cylinder B'. The
cylinder and reproducer are of the ordinary
construction and work in the usual manner,
and consequently need not be specifically de-
scribed. From the under face of top A, down- 60
wardly extend the supports C, to which I se-

cure the supporting plates C, C^ between
which plates I locate the driving mechanism
hereinafter described.
Within the downwardly extendiug brack- 65

ets, a, a', works the cross shaft A', one end of
said shaft extending beyond the brackets a,

and shaped to receive the crank Al By
means of this crank said shaft is rotated and
as rotated the worm collar A^, secured there- 70
on, engages with the pinion B^, and rotates
the same in order to impart rotary motion to
the vertical shaft Bl Upon this shaft is lo-

cated the drum D, said shaft extending
through the drum as shown. The drum and 75
shaft I connect by means of the spring D', one
end of which is fastened to the shaft and the
other to the wall of the drum. Consequently
as the shaft is rotated the spring is wound
therearound. To this shaft, below the pinion 80
B^, is secured the pinion D^, which pinion in-

termeshes with gear wheel E, fastened to the
lower end of the sleeve E', which sleeve fits

over the vertical shaft El The upper end of
the sleeve carries a dial or indicator plate El 85
Through the sleeve E', extends the vertical

shaft E^ to the upper end of which is fastened
the indicating finger F, while upon the lower
end is secured the gear wheel F', which gear
intermeshes with the smaller gear or pinion 90
F^, which forms a part of the shell Fl This
shell is rigidly secured to the drum D, and
through the same extends the shaft Bl
The dial or indicator mechanism is used for

the purpose of denoting whether the spring 95
within the drum is wound or unwound and
for this purpose the dial and finger have an
independent movement. As the spring D', is
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wound upon the vertical shft B^ by the rota-

tion thereof, the dial is revolved by the action

of the pinion D^, upon the gear E, the drnm

remaining stationary; while when the spring

5 is unwound the drnm D is revolved in the

same direction as the shaft when winding the

spring and the movement thereof is imparted

to the shaft E' in order to revolve the indi-

cator finger by the action of the pinion F
,

to carried by the drum, upon the gear F', which

is rigidly fastened to the shaft El

It will be observed that the dial is provided

with numerals around its outer face. Conse-

quently by merely noting the position of the

IS indicator finger on the dial face the operator

is enabled to ascertain how near the spring is

to being run down.
The upper plate of the drum is of greater

diameter than the walls thereof and has teeth

20 cut in the periphery, thus forming a large

gear wheel G, the teeth of which intermesh

with the pinion G', secured to the vertical

shaft Gl Consequently as the drum revolves

the shaft is rotated throusih the medium of

25 said pinion. Above this pinion there is se-

cured the gear G^ which gear is rigid upon

the shaft and rotates therewith. By means

of this gear motion is imparted to the verti-

cal shaft H, by reason of said gear intermesh-

30 ing with pinion H', fixed thereon. Near the

top of this shaft is secured the crown wheel

PP, which engages with gear wheel IP, se-

cured to shaft H*, and transmits the motion

of shaft G^ thereto in order to revolve the

35 belt wheel I, fastened on sliaft IP, which wheel

is connected to belt wheel I', by means of a

belt not shown. The belt wheel I', being se-

cured to the shaft B, causes the revolution of

the' phonogram cylinder. By transmitting

40 the rotary motion of the spring actuated drum

to belt wheel I, through the medium of a se-

ries of pinions, an increased speed is imparted

to the phonogram cylinder. The shaft H
works upon an adjustable bearing K, as

45 shown.
To one side of the belt wheel I, is located

the fulcrumed lever K', the arm k of which

carries a brake shoe h\ which is adapted to

engage with the wheel I, in order to stop the

50 working of the machine by stopping the ro-

tation of said belt wheel. The throwing on

or off of this brake stops or starts the work-

ing of the machine.
Where the phonograph is used for home

55 amusement or pleasure resorts my improved

operating mechanism will be found of the

utmost importance for the reason that after

being once set in operation the machine may
run for an hour, more or less, without requir-

60 ing any attention on the part of the operator.

By making the spring sufficiently strong and

properly regulating the speed of the different

gears and pinions, the phonograph may be

made to run for days by one winding of the

65 spring. Of course a weight may be made use

of in the place of a spring with equally good

result, but in this case the winding shaft

must act as the drum. The speed of the

phonograph is regulated by the governor L,

which is connected with the shaft IP. By 70

means of this governor the speed of the phono-

graph may be increased or decreased as de-

sired. This governor is secured to the collars

L', L^ the upper one of which is movable

upon the vertical shaft L^, so as to slide up 75

or down as the governor is thrown in or out

by centrifugal force, while the lower one is

rigidly fixed to the shaft. To the lower end

of said shaft is secured the gear wheel M,

with which the crown wheel M' meshes. This 80

crown wheel is fixed to the shaft IP and re-

volves therewith and imparts the motion

thereof to shaft L^, through the medium of

gear M. In this manner the governor is con-

nected to shaft H*. 85

To one side of the yoke N, which holds the

vertical shaft L^ in position, is fulcrumed the

lever N', the inner end of which carries the

brake shoe O, which shoe makes contact with

disk O', as the outer end of lever N', is raised 90

The disk O', is rigidly fastened to shaft L ,

and the pressure of the brake shoe thereon

regulates the speed of the governor, which

controls the entire mechanism.
The lever N', is raised or lowered by means 95

of the thumb screw P.

Having thus described my invention, what

I claim as new, and desire to secure protec-

tion in bv Letters Patent of the United States,

is-
^

. .,,
i°°

1. In a phonograph, the combination with

the operating mechanism, of an indicator con-

sisting of a dial and a finger or pointer above

the dial independently connected with the

operating mechanism whereby thoy will be 105

non-simultaneously rotated in the same di-

rection.
.

2. In a phonograph, the combination with

the operating mechanism, of an indicating

device for denoting the reserve power of the no
operating mechanism, said device consisting

of a movable dial and a movable Indicating

finger, mechanism for rotating the dial with

the setting of the operating mechanism, and

devices for rotating the finger with the move- 1 1

5

ment of the operating mechanism.

3. In a phonogragh, the combination with

a phonogram cylinder, of a coiled spring

adapted in unwinding to impart rotation to

said cylinder, an indicator moving with said 120

spring and adapted to indicate the reserve

force of the same, and governor balls mounted

upon a shaft connected with said phonogram

cylinder and adapted to maintain the unwind-

ing of said spring at a uniform speed, sub- 125

stantially as described.
.

4. In a phonograph, the combination with

a phonogram cylinder, of a coiled spring

adapted in unwinding to rotate said cylinder,

an indicator moving with said spring to in- 13c
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dicate the reserve force thereof, governor
balls mounted upon a shaft connected with
said phonogram cylinder and adapted to

maintain the unwinding of said spring at a
uniform speed, a friction disk mounted upon
said shaft, and a friction lever controlled by
a thumb screw adapted to be brought into

engagement with said friction disk to adjust

the speed of unwinding of said spring, sub-
stantially as described.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature
in presence of two witnesses.

LOUIS GLASS.
Witnesses:

N. A. Acker,
Lee D. Craig.
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FRANCIS S. KINNEY, OF PEQUANAC, NEW JERSEY.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 538,262, dated April 30, 1895.
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To all wliom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Francis S. Kinney, a

citizen of the United States, residinir at Pe-
quanae, count}- of Morris, and State^'of New

5 Jersey, have invented certain new and use-
lullmprovements in Phonograph-Receivers
and other Sound-Conducting Tube.s, fully de-
scribed and represented in the following
specification and the accompanying draw-

to ings, forming a part of the same.
The especial object of the present inven-

tion IS to provide an improved recording ap-
paratus of that class known as phonographs
or graphophones, producing a record of sound

15 waves by a style operated through a vibrat-
ing diaphragm by the sound waves to be re-
corded, the record thus produced being in
turn used in the same or another machine to
reproduce the recorded sounds, the present

20 invention relating particularly to the re-
ceiver or sound conducting tube through
which the sound waves are transmitted to the
diaphragm. The improvements constitutin«»-
the present invention, however, are appli-

25 cable also to other classes of sound conduct-
ing tubes, such as speaking trumpets, tele-
phone transmitters, &c., and the invention
considered broadly includes such construc-
tions embodying the improvements.

30 As the invention relates especially to and
consists in part of an improved phonograph
receiver, the improvements will be described
especially in relation thereto and illustrated
as embodied in such a construction.

35 la another application, Serial No. 509,791
filed May 2, 1894, I have described and
claimed a phonograph receiver closed at the
back of the opening for the sound waves and
having Its funnel extending from said open-

40 ing transversely to the direction in which
the sound waves enter, the general form of
the receiver, therefore, corresponding to that
of an animal's ear in that the sound waves
enter against the wall at the back of the ear

45 and pass from the receiver at its base.
The present invention consists in part of

improvements in this class of receivers, and
for a full understanding of the invention, a

.
detailed description of a construction em-

50 bodying the same as applied in its preferred
form to a receiver such as above described
and to another class of receivers^ will now be

given in connection with the accompanving
drawings forming a part of this specification,
and the features forming the invention will C5
then be specifically pointed out in the claims.

In the drawings. Figure 1 is a front view
of a phonograph recording apparatus pro-
vided with a receiver of the preferred form
embodying the invention. Fig. 2 is a side 60
view. Fig. 3 is a longitudinal section of the
receiver. Figs. 4 and 5 are cross sections on
respectively the lines 4 and 5 of Fig. 1, on an
enlarged scale. Fig. 6 is a side view of a re-
ceiver of another class embodying certain fea- 65
tures of the invention. Fig. 7 is an end view
of the same.
Referring to Figs. 1 to 5, A is the phono-

graph or graphophone, which may be of any
form desired, that shown being the well 70
known Edison phonograph. To the dia-
phragm frame B of this phonograph is at-
tached the receiver C so that the sound waves
entering the receiver are transmitted to the
diaphragm which operates the stvle. This 75
receiver has an opening at the front through
which the soundwaves enter and is closed at
the back opposite the opening, which back is
curved or inclined downward and curved in
cross section, the receiver gradually contract- 80
ing to form a funnel connected to the dia-
phragm frame at its smaller end, directly, or
by a short tube. At the base of the opening,
or top of the funnel, the receiver is preferabfv
provided with a short slit 1, as shown. "

85
The receiver, and especially its upper part,

is preferably made of resonant or sonorous
material, which may be of any suitable char-
acter, but I have secured good results with
thin metal. It may be made thicker or oth- co
erwise strengthened at the lower part.
The receiver is shown quite large, such as

is preferably used in recording singing, but
it will be understood that the invention is ap-
plicable also to smaller receivers.

95The particular curve or incline at the back
of the receiver and the taper of the funnel
shown are not absolutely essential, although
excellent results have been secured with a
receiver of the form shown in these figures, 100
and this form is preferred, but it will be un-
derstood that variations in the form may be
made.
The receiver, so far as above described, is
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or may be substantially^ the same as shown
and described in ray application above re-

ferred to.

In accordance with the present invention,

5 the receiver is provided with one or more lips

for the purpose of securing an increased vol-

ume of sound by reinforcing and concentrat-

ing the sound waves, the lip or lips being

placed in proper relation to the opening and
lo funnel to leeeive the sound waves or some of

them and transmit them into or through the

receiver properly for effect upon the dia-

phragm. I have found that much improved
effects are produced by the use of a single

15 lip placed outside the opening at which the

sound waves enter the receiver so as to guide

or transmit into the receiver some of the

sound waves. Better effects are produced,

however, by the use inside the receiver of a

20 lip or lips, so formed as to guide or transmit

the sound waves into or through the funnel,

and this effect is improved greatly by the

addition of one or more lips within the fun-

nel so formed as to guide or transmit the

25 sound waves therefrom through the funnel

properly for action on the diaphragm. The
best results are secured by the combination

of a lip outside the opening and two or more
lips inside and arranged longitudinally of the

30 receiver, so as to receive the sound waves
successively and guide or transmit them
through the receiver to the diaphragm. I

have found, also, that an improvement in the

result is secured by placing below each of the

35 lips within the receiver asraall pocket formed

by a ledge projecting from the wall of the re-

ceiver within the funnel and provided with a

slight depression.

The lips may be formed of any material

40 suitable for use in the transmission of sound
waves, as described, the material used being

preferably of such resonance as to secure as

largely as practicable the effect of fortifying

or increasing the amplitude of the sound

45 waves. I have secured excellent results with

thin highiyresonant metal, such as brass, and
this is recommended. The pockets also are

preferably made of the same material.

The position and form of the lips may be

50 varied to some extent and satisfactory results

be secured, and, as stated above, the number
of lips used may be varied. It is preferable,

however, that the lips should be curved so

that each forms a part of a long spiral, thus

55 acting to guide the sound waves through the

funnel, and that the successive lips, where
two or more are employed, be so arranged on

opposite sides of the receiver and on such spi-

ral curves, that the sound waves are guided

6o by each lip to the next lip, and so on through

the series of lips, this being found to secure

a greatly improved result. It will be found

an important feature, also, especially in re-

ceivers of the special class described and

65 claimed in the application above referred to,

to form the rear wall of the receiver on such

a curve as to guide the sound waves in a

curved or spiral path to the first lip within

the receiver by which the sound waves are

transmitted onward. Where an outer lip is 70

employed, this will preferably form a prolon-

gation of said curve on one side of the re-

ceiver, this outside lip also being curved on

a long spiral extending longitudinally of the

receiver. This feature of spiral guides for 75

the sound waves is an important part of the

invention, broadly considered and independ-

ently of any special form of construction by
which such guides for the sound waves may
be provided. 8c

The construction shown in Figs. 1 to 5 em-

bodies all the features of invention above de-

scribed in a form which I have found efficient

and which will now be fully described.

The wall of the receiver C iscurved outward 85

at one side of the opening at which the sound

waves enter, so as to form a curved lip a ex-

tending from the top of the receiver down
nearly to the top of the funnel, this lip n be-

ing curved on a long spiral from its top down- 90

ward and through its upper part forming a

curve which is continuous with the curve 10

of the rear wall of the receiver, which, as

shown in Fig. 4, is a curve of decreasing ra-

dius terminating at the opposite edge of the 95

opening. The wall of the receiver on the op-

posite side of the opening is curved inwardly

to form a lip h at the end of the curve 10 and

which extends downwardly in a long spiral

curveand terminates withinthefunnelashort ica

distance below the slit 1, this lip being so

formed and positioned as to receive the sound

waves and guide them downward to the fun-

nel. On the opposite side of the receiver from

the lip h and preferably commencing a short 105

distance above the funnel, as shown, is a third

lip c of substantially the same form as lip b

and extending nearly to the lower end of the

funnel in the construction shown, this lip act-

ing to guide or transmit sound waves received no
thereby through the funnel. Just below each

of the lips b, c in the construction shown, is

placed a pocket, these pockets 2, 3, being

shown as formed by depressions in a small

ledge projecting inwardly from the front wall 1 15

of the receiver and formed integral therewith.

These pockets, however, while desirable, are

not essential, and may be omitted, or maybe
formed in any other suitable manner, as by

securing a piece of suitable material to the in- 12c

side of the receiver. _
It will be understood that the lips a, b need

not be formed by curving the edges of the re-

ceiver, as shown, although this forms a simple

and efficient construction, but that they may 121

be formed by attaching properly shaped pieces

to the receiver, and that, as above stated, the

number and position of the lips may be varied

and will depend somewhat upon the size and

form of the receiver to which the lips are ap- i3<i

plied.

In Figs. 6 and 7,1 haveshown aconstruction

embodying the broad features of the invention

as applied to phonograph receivers of the com-
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mon form having a conical funnel in which
the sound waves are received at the large end
longitiidinalh'' of the funnel. As shown, this

receiver D is provided with foar lips d, e,f, g
5 each formed on a spiral curve on the inside of

the receiver and arranged in series longitudi-

nally of the funnel so as to receive the sound
waves successively, the successive lips being
placed on opposite sides of the funnel. At

lo the inner end of each of these lips is placed a
pocket 2, substantially the same as previously
described in connection with Figs. 1 to 5, but
it will be understood, however, that, as in the
construction previously described, these pock-

iS ets maybe omitted. It will be understood,
also, that, in phonograph receivers of the form
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the number and posi-

tion of the lips maj' be varied, but the form
shown will bo found to produce excellent re-

2o suits.

What is claimed is—
1

.

A sound conducting tube, having one or

morelips extending longitudinally of the tube
and arranged to receive and transmit the

25 sound waves, substantially as described.
2. A sound conducting tube, having one or

more lips within the tube extending into the
passage for the sound waves and longitudi-
nally of the tube and arranged to receive and

30 transmit the sound waves, substantially as de-

scribed.

3. A sound conducting tube having one or
more spiral guides for the sound waves extend-
ing longitudinally of the tube, substantially

35 as described.
4. A sound conducting tube having a series

of spiral guides within and extending longi-

tudinally of the tube, substantially as de-

scribed.

40 5. A sound conducting tube, having one or
more lips within the tube extending into the
passage for the sound waves and curved in a
spiral extending longitudinally of the tube
and arranged to receive and transmit the

45 sound waves, substantially as described.
6. A sound conducting tube having a series

of lips extending longitudinally of the tube
and arranged to receive the sound waves suc-
cessively and transmit them through the tube,

50 substantially as described.
7. A sound conducting tube having a series

of lips curved in a spiral extending longitudi-
nally of the tube and arranged to receive the
sound waves successively and transmit them

55 through the tube, the successive lips being ar-

ranged on opposite sides of the tube, substan-
tially as described.

8. A sound conducting tube having one or
more lips within the tube extending into the

60 passage for the sound waves and longitudi-
nally of the tube and arranged to receive and
transmit the sound waves, and a pocket, as 2,

at the end of the lip or lips, substantially as
described.

65 9. A sound conducting tube having a series
of lips curved in a spiral extending longitudi-
nally of the tube and arranged to receive the

sound waves successively and transmit them
through the tube, the successive lips being
arranged on opposite sides of the tube, and a 70
pocket, as 2, at the end of the lip or lips, sub-

stantially as described.

10. A sound conducting tube closed at the

back of the opening for the soundwaves and
having its funnel extending from said open- 75
ing transversely to the direction in which the
sound waves enter, and having one or more
lips extending longitudinalh' of the tube and
arranged to receive and transmit the sound
waves, substantially as described. 80

11. A sound conducting tube closed at the

back of the opening for the sound waves and
having its funnel extending from said open-
ing transvei'sely to the direction in which the

sound waves enter, and having one or more 85
lips inside the receiver extending longitudi-

nally of the tube and arranged to receive and
transmit the sound waves, substantially as
described.

12. A sound conducting tube closed at the 90
back of the opening for the sound waves and
having its funnel extending from. said open-
ing transversely to the direction in which the
sound waves enter, and having a lip at the
side of and outside the opening and one or more 95
lips inside the receiver extending longitudi-

nally of the tube and arranged to receive and
transmit the sound waves, substantially as
described.

13. A sound conducting tube closed at the 100
back of the opening for the sound waves and
having its funnel extending from said open-
ing transversely to the direction in which the
sound waves enter, and having one or more
lips inside the receiver extending longitudi- 105
nally of the tube and arranged to receive and
transmit the sound waves, and having a
pocket, as 2, at the end of the lip or lips, sub-
stantially as described.

14. A sound conducting tube closed at the no
back of the opening for the sound waves and
having its funnel extending from said open-
ing transversely to the direction in which the
sound waves enter, and having a series of lips

curved in a spiral extending longitudinally 115
of the tube and arranged to receive the sound
waves successively and transmit them through
the tube, the successive lips being arranged
on opposite sides of thetube, substantially as
described. 120

15. A sound conducting tube closed at the
back of the opening for the sound waves and
having a funnel extending transversely to the
direction in which the sound waves enter, and
having the back curved from one side to the 125
other transversely to the funnel and on a curve
of gradually decreasing radius, and a lip
within the tube terminating said curve and
curved in a spiral extending longitudinally
of the tube, substantially as described. 130

16. A sound conducting tube closed at the
back of the opening for the sound waves and
having a funnel extending transversely to the
direction in which the sound waves enter, and
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having tlie back curved from one side to the

other transversely to the funnel and on a curve

of gradually decreasing radius, substantially

as described.
17. A phonograph recording receiver closed

at the back of the opening for the sound waves
and having a funnel extending transversely

to the direction in which the sound waves en-

ter and having one or more lips inside the

opening extending longitudinally of the re-

ceiver and arranged to receive and transmit

the sound waves, substantially as described.

18. A phonograph recording receiver closed

at the back of the opening for the sound waves
and having its funnel extending from said

opening transversely to the direction in which
the sound waves enter, and having one or

more lips within the receiver curved in a spiral

extending longitudinally of the receiver and
arranged to receive and transmit the sound
waves, substantially as described.

19. A phonograph recording receiver closed

at the back of the opening for the sound waves
and having its funnel extending from said

opening transversely to the direction in which
the sound waves enter, and having a lip b in-

side the opening arranged to transmit the

sound waves therefrom into the funnel, and
a lip c in the funnel arranged to transmit the

30 sound waves through the funnel, substan-

tially as described.

20. A phonograph recording receiver closed

10

15

20

25

at the back of the opening for the sound waves
and having its funnel extending from said

opening transversely to the direction in which 35

the sound waves enter, and having a lip a at

the side of the opening arranged to transmit

the sound waves therefrom into the receiver,

a lip h inside the opening arranged to trans-

mit the sound waves therefrom into the fun- 40

nel, and a lip c in the funnel arranged to

transmit the sound waves through the funnel,

substantially as described.

21. A phonograph recording receiver closed

at the back of the opening for the sound waves 45

and having its funnel extending from said

opening transversely to the direction in which

the sound waves enter, and having a lip a at

the side of the opening arranged to transmit

the sound waves therefrom into the receiver. 50

a lip h inside the opening arranged to trans-

mit the sound waves therefrom into the fun-

nel, a lip as c in the funnel arranged to trans-

mit the sound waves through the funnel, and
a pocket below each of the lips b, c, substan- 55
tially as described.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set

my hand in the presence of two subscribing

witnesses.

FRANCIS S. KINNEY.

Witnesses:
T. F. Kehoe,
C. J. Sawyer.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that 1, Francis S. Kinney, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Pe-
quanac, eonuty of Morris, and State of New

5 Jersej^ hav^e invented certain new and use-
ful Improvements in Phonographs, fully de-
scribed and represented in the followingspeei-
fication and the accompanying drawings,
forming a part of the same.

lo The object of the present invention is to

provide an improved recording apparatus of
that class known as phonographs or grapho-
phones, by which a record of sound waves is

produced by a style operated through a vi-

iS brating diaphragm by the sound waves to be
recorded, the record thus produced being in
turn used in the same or another machine to
reproduce the recorded sounds.
The present invention relates particularly

2o to the receiver or sound conducting tube
through which the sound waves are transmit-
ted to the diaphragm.
In constructions heretofore in use, the

sound waves have been transmitted to the dia-
2 5 phragm by using a funnel shaped receiver con-

nected at its small end to the diaphragm frame
either directly or by a flexible tube, the sound
waves entering the large end of the funnel
and longitudinally of the latter. The results

30 attained have been fairly satisfactory in re-

cording the human voice in speaking and low
voices in singing, provided care and skill be
exercised in regard to the position of the
speaker or singer, but no satisfactory results

3 5 have been secured in recording high voices in
singing and similar sounds.

I provide a phonograph recording appara-
tus, by which greatly improved results may be
secured, especially in recording high voices in

40 singing and similar sounds, by the use of a
receiver having a mouth piece closed at the
back to form a wall receiving the sound waves
from the voice and with the mouth piece con-
tracting to form a funnel extending trans-

45 versely to the mouth piece and through which
the sound waves pass to the diaphragm. The
general form of the receiver, therefore, corre-

sponds to that of an animal's ear in that the
sound waves enter against a. wall at the back

50 of the ear and pass from the receiver at its

base. The ear form is also preferably used
for the opening forming the mouth piece, this

being made of the elongated or oval form to

secure the best results, although good results

may be secured with other forms. 55
For a full understanding of the invention,

a detailed description of constructions em-
bodying the same in the preferred form will

now be given in connection with the accom-
panying drawings forming a part of this speci- 60

fication and the features forming the inven-

tion then be specifically pointed out in the

claims.

In the drawings, Figui^e 1 is a front view of

a phonograph recording apparatus provided 65
with my improved receiver. Fig. 2 is a side

view. Figs. 3 and 4 are similar views of a

slightly modified receiver.

Referring to said drawings A is the phono-
graph or graphophone which may be of any 70

form desired, that shown being the well known
Edison phonograph. To the diaphragm
frame B of this phonograph is attached the re-

ceiver C so that the sound waves entering the

receiver are transmitted to the diaphragm 75
which operates the style. This receiver is

shown in Figs. 1 and 2 as having an elongated

or oval opening at the front through which
the sound waves enter and closed at the back,

which is curved downward and in cross sec- 80

tion, the receiver gradually contracting to

form a funnel connected to the diaphragm
frame at itssmaller end, directly or by a short

tube. At the bottom of the opening or top of

the funnel the receiver is preferably provided 85

with a short slit 1, as shown. The receiver,

and especially its upper part, is preferably

made of quite thin resonant material. I have
secured good results with metal. It may be
made thicker or otherwise strengthened at the 90
lower part. The receiver is shown as quite

lai'ge, such as is preferably used in recording
singing, but it will be understood that the

same form may be used for smaller receivers.

The particular curve at the back of the re- 95
ceiver and the taper of the funnel shown in

Figs. 1 and 2 are not essential, although ex-

cellent results have been secured with the re-

ceiver shown in these figures.

In Figs. 3 and 4 is shown a receiver in which 100
the back wall is approximately straight and
the funnel longer, with which very good re-

sults have been secured.

Many other variations in the form of the re-
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ceiver may be made while retaining the fea-

tures of the invention, as defined by the
claims, and I am not to be limited to the exact
form of any part of the receivers shown.
What I claim is

—

1. A phonograph recording receiver closed

at the back of the opening for the sound
waves, and having its funnel extending from
said opening transversely to the direction in

which the sound waves enter, substantially as
described.

2. A phonograph recording receiver having
at the back of the opening for the sound
waves a wall curved in cross section and re-

ceiving the sound waves, and having a funnel
contracting from said wall and the base of the
opening and extending transversely to thedi-

rection in which the sound waves enter, sub-
stantially as described.

3. A phonograph recording receiver closed
at the back of the opening for the sound
waves, and having its funnel extending from
said opening transversely to the direction in

which the sound waves enter, and having a
slit at the base of the opening, substantially
as described.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set

my hand in the presence of two subscribing
witnesses.

25

FRANCIS S. KINNEY.

Witnesses:
C, J. Saw^yer,
T. F. Kehoe.
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To all ivliom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Edward IL Amet a

citizen of the United States, residing in Wau-
kegan, m the county of Lake and State of Illi-

5 nois, have invented a new and useful Improve-
ment in Apparatus for Reproducing Phono-
grams, of which the following is a specification.My invention relates to the copving or re-
production of phonograms or sound writings,

lo My invention consists in the novel construc-
tion of parts and devices and novel combina-
tions of parts and devices herein shown and
described and specified in the claims.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a
tS part of this specification. Figure 1 is a plan

view of an apparatus suitable for use in prac-
ticing my invention and embodying the ma-
chine or apparatus features of my invention.

^
Jg. 2 IS an enlarged vertical cross-section

2o taken on line 2 2 of Fig. 1, and Fig. 3 shows
a modification.
In the drawings A represents the frame and

i^ and L the revolving shafts or holders for
Holding and revolving synchronously the

is original phonogram cylinder C and the simi-
lar cylinder C upon which the copy is to be
made.
D is the traveling head, frame or slide, upon

which the reproducing or following stylus F
30 and the recording or engravinir stylus H are

rnounted. The reproducing slylus F is, or
should be, of the usual round pointed jewel-
form, and it is secured to a two-way, thin
light flexible spring /, preferably of steel.

35 i nis spring/ IS made two-way for the purpose
of giving the stylus F the necessary freedom
of movement laterally to follow the lines of
writing on the cylinder C and also the neces-
sary freedom of movement up and down to

40 follow the elevations and depressions of the
sound writing on said cylinder. The spring
/ can be most conveniently made flexible in
two directions by simply giving it a twist/'.
I3y making the spring arm /thus capable of

45 yielding in two directions I obviate the ne-
cessity and expense of pivotally mounting
said arm upon its support d.
To give opportunity for easily adjusting

tbe direction and position of the reproducing
50 stylus F in relation to the cylinder C I pref-

erably provide the spring arm / with an ex-

tensionp of copper or other pliable and little
resilient material. This makes a means for
adjustment of the position and direction of
the stj'lus, which is not only lighter and 55cheaper but more convenient than adjusting
screws or other means.
The recording or engraving stylus H is pref-

erably of the usual sharp pointed jewel con-
struction familiar to those skilled in the art, 60
and U is carried by a lever h which is pivoted
at h' to a weight or weighted arm li^ which it-
self is pivoted at li^ to the head D. At the free
end of the weighted arm Zi^ is an adjustable
stop 7i* to limit the movement of the weighted 65
arm. The end of the lever h opposite to
the stylus II is connected by a flexible link h^
to the stylus F; this being done preferably
through an intermediate leverZi*! pivoted at Ti'

to an arm d^ on the head D, and which lever li^ 70
IS connected by a link h^ with the stylus F, or
its supporting arm. As shown in Fig. 2 the
intermediate lever also serves to multiply the
movement, thus tending to make the copy of
greater clearness and volume than the origi- 75
pal. In the modification shown at Fig. 3 the
intermediate lever 7i« is omitted and the link
connection made direct between the arm of
the reproducing stylus and the lever or arm
carrying the recording stylus. 80
The link connection between the reproduc-

ing stylus and the recording stylus, whether
the same be made in one piece, as indicated
in Fig. 3, or in two pieces h^ Ji% as indicated in
Fig. 2, is preferably made, I find, of lead wire, 85
or other substance possessing little elasticity,
though it maybe made of any suitable mate-
rial.

The two shafts B and B' are revolved syn-
chronously by a belt b on the pulleys 6' b\ 90The traveling head, slide or frame D is fed or
reciprocated by a feeding screw ¥ on the shaft
B engaging a screw threaded arm or nut d'^

secured to the head D.
It will be observed that the end of the re- 95

cording stylus lever h to which the link 7i" is
connected, moves directly in unison with the
reproducing stylus F, while the recording
stylus II on the opposite end of this leve^
moves reversely in unison with the reproduc- ico
ing stylus F; so that a depression on the cyl-
inder C forms a corresponding depression on
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the cyliuder C, and ia like manner an eleva-

tion on the cj'linder C forms a corresponding

elevation on the cylinder C; thus making the

cylinder C a direct instead of a reverse copy

5 of the cylinder C, and, as the connection be-

tween the reproducing stylus F and the re-

cording stylus H is direct or mechanical, with-

out the intervention of vibrating diaphragms

or sound waves in the air, the copy C is nec-

lo essarily an exact and perfect copy of the origi-

nal C.

The spring arm /serves to hold the repro-

ducing stylus F properly in contact with the

original phonogram cylinder C, and the

I c weighted arm h^ serves to keep the recording

stylus H properly in contact with its cylinder

and the link connection between the two styli

taut or under tension, so that the movement
of the stylus F is properly communicated to

20 the stylus II.

I claim

—

1. The combination with revolving shafts

B B' for holding and revolving the cylinders C
C, of a traveling head D, reproducing stylus

25 F secured to a spring arm, recording stylus H
secured at one end of a lever h, said lever li,

a weighted arm 7i^ to which said lever h is

pivoted, and a link connection between the

opposite end of said lever h and said repro-

30 ducing stylus, said reproducing stylus carry-

ing spring arm /, being a spring flexible in

two directions, substantially as specified.

2. The combination with revolving shafts

B B' for holding and revolving the cylinders C

35 C, of a traveling head D, reproducing stylus

F secured to a spring arm, recording stylus II

secured at one end of a lever Ji, said lever li,

a weighted arm h^ to which said lever h is

pivoted, and a link connection between the

40 oDposite end of said lever h and said repro-

ducing stylus, said reproducing stylus carrj^-

ing spring arm /having an extension /^ of

flexible, non-resilient material, substantially

as specified.

3. The combination with revolving shafts 4b

B B' for holding and revolving the cylinders ^

C C, of a traveling head D, reproducing sty-

lus F secured to a spring arm, recording sty-

lus H secured at one end of a lever h, said

lever h, a weighted arm Zi^ to which said lever 50

h is pivoted, and a link connection between

the opposite end of said lever h and said re-

producing stylus, and an intermediate lever

7^'^ inserted in the connection between said

lever h and said stylus F, substantially as 55

specified.

4. In a phonogram reproducing or copying

mechanism, the combination with a reproduc-

ing stylus mounted on a spring arm, of a re-

cording stylus mounted on a weighted arm, j

and a connection between said springarm and

said weighted arm, said connection being pro-

vided with a lever for multiplying the move-

ment, substantially as specified.

5. In a phonogram reproducing or copying

mechanism, the combination with a reproduc-

ing stylus mounted on a two-way springarm,

of a recording stylus mounted on a weighted

lever and a connection between said lever and

said spring arm, substantially as specified. 70

6. In a phonogram reproducing or copying

mechanism, the combination with a reproduc-

ing stvlus mounted on a spring arm, of a re-

cording stylus mounted on a weighted arm,

and a lead wire connection between said 75

spring arm and said weighted arm, substan-

tially as specified.

EDWARD H. AMET.

Witnesses:
H. M. MUNDAY,
L. E. Curtis.
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To all ichom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Arthur C. Ferguson,

a citizen of the United States, residing at Sara-
toga Springs, in the county of Saratoga and

5 State of Xew York, have invented certain new
and useful Improvements in Means for Re-
cording and Reproducing Sound-Waves, of
which the following is a specification.
This invention relates to means for record-

10 ing and reproducing sound waves, and it con-
sists substantially in such features of improve-
ment as will hereinafter be more particularly
described.

The invention is adapted for the recording
15 and reproduction of articulate speech and all

musical sounds alike, and it has for its object
to provide a permanent record, as well as a
more faithful reproduction than has hereto-
fore been accomplished.

2o The invention is distinguished from that
class of devices wherein the original impulses
or vibrations are photographically recorded
and subsequently reproduced either photo-
graphically or electrically, in that the sound

25 waves are photographically recorded and the
reproduction or retransmission of the same is

effected by mechanical means, thereby en-
abling me to both record and reproduce the
sound waves by the use of but one machine.

30 Generally speaking, the invention com-
prises photo-mechanical devices by which a
beam of light is projected onto a rotating or
movable film in sinuous lines, the altitudes
of which are in accordance with the ampli-

35 tudes of the vibrations of the diaphragm, and
the number or recurrence of which lines are
in accordance with the rates of such vibra-
tions.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

40 a view in perspective of a photomechanical
sound recording and reproducing device em-
bodying the features of my invention. Fig.

2 is a side elevation, partly in section, repre-
senting the recording-needle in position for op-

45 eration and the reproducing-needle as turned
to one side. Fig. 3 is a side view represent-
ing the recording-needle as thrown out of op-
erative position and the reproducing-needle
in a position for use.

50 While my invention is capable of being con-
structed or carried into effect in a great many
different ways, for the purpose of simplicity

and cheapness of cost, I provide a machine
such as is indicated in the accompanying
drawings, wherein 1 designates a suitable 55
base, and 2, 2, each indicates a standard or

upright, one of which supports the transmit-

ter 3, and the other the receiver or reproducer
4, the said standards or uprights being con-

nectedinany suitablemannerby meansof the 60
cross pieces and 6. As will be observed on
reference to the several figures the said trans-

mitting device is supported so as to be capable
of being, swung or turned on its support, and
while a great many constructions could be re- 65
sorted to for this purpose, I preferably provide
a plate or disk 7 having an offset or projection 8

formed or provided with an opening 9 through
which passes a screw 10 which enters or passes

iHto an opening 11 formed in the upper end of 70
the standard or support 2. Thus by loosening
the screw, I am enabled to turn the plate or

disk in such manner as to carry the record-

ing needle to one side substantially as is

shown in Fig. 3 of the drawings. The said 75
plate or disk 7 is also formed or provided
with a small projection or offset 12 through
which is inserted from beneath an adjusting
device or screw 13, to the lower end of which
is pivotally suspended the recording needle So

14, the latter having at its outer end a small
crook 15 having a rounded head 16 which
normally bears very lightlj' against the un-
derside of the diaphragm 17 of the said trans-

mitting device 3; while to the opposite end 85

of the said recording needle is attached in

any suitable manner a shutter IS of any suit-

able thin opaque material, which shutter, as

the recording needle is caused to vibrate by
the impulses imparted to the diaphragm, is 90
in like manner made to vibrate or move up
and down in guides 19 formed on the outer
side of a sheath or casing 20, the latter being
provided with an opening 21 before which
the movements of the shutter take place. 95
The said shutter is provided with a very fine

opening 21^, which, as is obvious, will cause
a beam of light to be projected through the
opening 21 of the casing in sinuous lines

whenever the said shutter is caused to move 100
up and down by the action of the needle
when receiving motion from the vibrations of

the diaphragm. The said sheath or casing
20 is for the purpose of closing over or sur-
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rounding a rotating cylinder 25, and for the
purpose of maintaining the casing stationary,

the lower end of the latter is screw threaded
at 20 to screw into or fit within aeorrespond-

5 ingly screw-threaded socket 27, preferably in

this instance formed with or attached to the

upper cross piece 5 which connects the stand-

ards or uprights 2, 2. It is obvious that other

means may be provided for supporting the
lo said sheathing or casing to inclose the rotat-

ing cylinder but the means which I have
shown and described are very simple and
amply suffice for the purpose.
In order to impart to the cylinder 25 a ro-

15 tating and gradually progressive movement,
I attach the same in any suitable way at its

lower end to the upper end of a rotating shaft

42 formed on its lower portion with a screw
29, and which screw threaded portion works

20 in a screw bearing 30 by which to effect a
gradual feed of the cylinder in an upward
direction as the said shaft is rotated either

bj hand or from any suitable motor, a driv-

ing pulley 32 being held on the shaft and
25 provided with a feather, (not shown) working

in a groove 35 in the shaft so as to permit of

the proper movement of the latter.

Around the rotating cylinder 25 I place in

any suitable manner a sensitized photo-

30 graphic film 36, and then by properly inclos-

ing the same by the sheath or casing and
swinging the shutter around and placing the
same within its guides on the casing, the ma-
chine is thus placed in readiness to record

35 sound waves produced by the vibrations of

the diaphragm 17. By talking into the trans-

mitter or producing musical sounds therein,

the diaphragm will vibrate, and the pulsa-

tions will be imparted to the recording nee-

40 die which causes the shutter to move up and
down before the opening in the sheath or

easing. During this time, the machine is in

motion and the cylinder 25 with its film is

caused to rotate at the desired rate of speed,

45 and the beam of light which passes through
the opening in the shutter will be projected
onto the surface of the film in sinuous lines

in exact accordance with the amplitude of
vibrations of the diaphragm.

50 It is to be understood that the opening in
the sheath or casing is of sufficient dimen-
sions to permit of recording the deepest sound
wave of which the diaphragm is capable of
producing, and thus am I enabled to record

55 all varying degrees of sound in the most per-
fect manner.
When the entire surface of the film has

been utilized in the recording of sound waves
in the manner hereinbefore described, I then

60 remove the entire machine to a photographic
dark room and remove the sheath or casing,
and then develop the sensitized film by the
ordinary photographic process. As thus de-
veloped, the said films can of course be kept

65 as long as desired, but in order to reproduce
the sound waves delineated thereon, I trans-

fer the sinuous lines onto either a metal plate

or cylinder, preferably in this instance a cyl-

inder 40, and this cylinder is attached in any
suitable manner to the upper end of the 70

shaft 42, whereupon the reproducing needle

45 is swung around in sucl) manner as to en-

gage the lines on the cylinder, and then as

the cylinder is rotated an exact reproduction

of the sound waves will be produced through 75

the medium of the diaphragm contained in

the receiver 50. The construction of said re-

ceiver is in all important respects the same
as the transmitter 3 with the exception that

a bracket 52 is employed additionally as a 80

support for the reproducing needle 45, the

latter being centralh' supported at 46 'and op-

erating at its outer end in connection with a

fine rod 53 which transmits the sound waves
on the cylinder to the diaphragm in the trans- 85

mitter.

It will be understood, of course, that the

transfer of the sinuous lines from the film to

the plate or cylinder may be either in intag-

lio or relief and produce the same effect, and 90
this transfer is effected either by etching or

by any of the well known engraving or photo-

engraving processes, it being unnecessary to

specifically set forth such process herein.

It is thought that from the foregoing de- 95
scription, the construction and operation of

my invention will be fully understood, and
while I have herein set forth certain preferred

forms of construction of the several parts of

my apparatus, it is evident that various im- 100

material changes could be resorted to with-

out departing from the principles intended.

For instance, I have herein stated that in

order to develop the film after its surfacehas

been completely utilized, the entire machine 105

is removed to the dark room, whereas it is

clearly evident that by slightly altering the

construction of the machine, the removal of

the film alone together with its surrounding
sheath could be independently effected. In iic

connection also with both the recording and
reproducing needles, it will be understood
that their construction and arrangement is

capable of various modifications. For all

practical purposes however, I have found the 715

present construction to answer, and therefore

I preferably resort thereto in the practice of

my invention.

Without limiting myself to the precise con-

struction and arrangement of parts shown, I 12c

claim as my invention

—

1. In means for recording and reproducing
sound waves, a gradually progressive rotat-

ing sensitized film, a sheath or casing inclos-

ing the same and provided with an opening, 125

a shutter of opaque material arranged beforQ

said opening and perforated, a receiver pro-

vided with a diaphragm, and a recording nee-

dle operated by the vibrations of said dia-

phragm and imparting corresponding vibra- 13G

tions to said shutter, substantially as shown
and for the purpose described.
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2. Ill means for recording and reproducing
sound waves, a receiving or recording dia-

phragm supported so as to swing to one side,

a recording needle pivoted to the frame of

said diaphragm with one end bearing lightly

on the latter, a shutter carrfed by tiie oppo-
site end of said needle, the rotating cylinder
adapted to receive the film, means for rotat-

ing the said cylinder and gradually feed-

lo ing the same, and a sheath or casing inclos-

ing the cj'liuder provided with au opening be-

fore which the shutter is operated by im-
pulses from the diaphragm, substantially as

described.

15 3. In means for recoi"ding and reproducing
sound waves, the combination of the rotating
screw shaft adapted to support a cylinder,

the receiving and reproducing diaphragms,
. the recording and reproducing needles, and
20 means whereby either one or both of said

needles may be swung to one side, substan-
tially as shown and for the purpose set forth.

4. In means for recording and reproducing
sound waves, a gradually rotating sensitized

film, au inclosure therefor provided with an 25

opening, a shutter perforated and located be-

fore said opening, a receiving diaphragm, and
devices intermediate of said diaphragm and
shutter whereby the latter is operated in ac-

cordance with the vibrations of thediaphragm, 30
substantially as shown and for the purpose
set forth.

In testimony whereof I have signed my
name to this specification in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses.

ARTHUR C. FERGUSON.

Witnesses:
E. Everett Ellis,
Jno. G. Hinkel.
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To all IVhorn it may concern:
Be it known that I, Louis Glass, a citizen

of the United States, i-esiding at San Fran-
cisco, in the count}- of San Franciscoand State

5 of California, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Phonograph Attach-
ments; and I do hereby declare the following
to be a full, clear, and exact description of
said invention, such as will enable others

1

lo skilled in the art to which it most nearly ap-
pertains to make, use, and practice the same.
My invention relates to certain new and

useful improvements in phonograph attach-
ments as will be hereinafter more fully set

15 forth in the drawings, described and pointed
out in the specification; and the object of my
invention is to eliminate or overcome the vi-
bratory movements (other than those actually
imparted by the tones) of the diaphragm and

2o its attachments, so as to perfect to the highest
degree the registering on the phonogram cyl-
inder of the sound undulations, and with
same application to reproducing mechanism
to the proper, full and correct intonation of

25 the registered sounds.
Ordinarily, the substance used in a phono-

graph upon which sound vibrations are en-
graved opposes a resistance to the engraving
tool orneedleduringthe indenting wave, and

30 inasmuch as little or no resistance is offered
during the withdrawing wave, there is likely
to be caused an irregular movement or vibra-
tion of the recording and reproducing mech-
anism.

35 I have discovered, that by the use of my
improved attachments I overcome the undue
vibration of the recording and reproducing
mechanism and thus allow such a recording
of the sound undulations as will substantially

;o perfect the reproduction of the sound intona-
tion, whether the recording be in heavy or
light tones.

My invention consists in the combination
and arrangement of the parts as more fully

45 described hereinafter and as set forth in the
claims, reference being had to the accompa-
nying drawings, in which—
Figure 1 is a cross-sectional view, in side

elevation, of the phonograph-cylinder. Fig. 2
50 is a bottom view; and Fig. 3, a front sectional

view, in elevation, on line x x, Fig. 2.
A represents the arm of the traveling repro-

ducer, and B, the head thereof, within which
is secured the diaphragm C. To the under
side of the head B is pivoted the vibratory 55
plate D, through which projects the finger a,
which is attached to the diaphragm, C. To
the lower end of said finger is pivoted the
arm E, adapted to carry "the needle e, and
cutter e'. Through the opening F formed in 60
the reproducer-head extends a screw-threaded
bolt H, the lower end of said bolt engaging
one end of a tension spring F^, arranged on
the extended lower portion of the bolt, as
shown. To the lower end of the screw-bolt is 65
secured the outer end of a spring F', the op-
posite end of said spring bearing against the
free end of the vibratory plate D, as clearly,
shown in Fig. 2, and serves to form a spring
cushion for preventing the vibration of said 70
plate. By means of the adjustable bolt II, I
am enabled to regulate the tension of the
spring or cushion F', by turning said screw
and increasing the pressure of spring F', and
consequently, increase or decrease the volume 75
of sound.
By providing the compensation spring F'

adapted to bear against the plate D, I over-
come the undue vibrations thereof and cause
the needle to record perfectly and uniformlv 80
when the phonograph is used in heavy or loud
tones, thereby allowing of the reproduction
thereof with its proper intonation, instead of
a blurry or discordant reproduction as has
heretofore been the case. Should, however, 85my invention be employed in connection with
phonographs having distinct and separate re-
cording and reproducing mechanism, it be-
comes necessary that- the compensation
spring, which forms an elastic cushion, be ap- 90
plied to each, inasmuch as if applied to the
recording mechanism only, the indentations
are formed so deep on the phonogram cylin-
der that undue vibration takes place in the
reproducing mechanism or diaphragm. Con- 95
sequently, it becomes necessary that a tension
spring, elastic cushion, or similar devices be
required in order to produce the pure tone.

I do not wish to be understood as confining
my self to an adjustable compensation spring, 100
as I am aware that an elastic cushion may be
employed in place thereof applied to any part
of the recording or reproducing mechanism.
Having thus described my invention, what
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I desire to claim and secure by Letters Pat-

ent is

—

1. The combination witli a head carrying a

dianhragm, and a finger secured to said dia-

5 phragm, of a vibrating plate hinged to said

head and having a central opening therein

through which the finger passes, an adjust-

able screw-threaded bolt fitted to said head, a

spring connected with the free end of said

10 plate at one end of the spring and with the

lower end of the adjustable screw-bolt at the

other end of said spring, and an arm pivoted

to the under side of the vibrating plate and

connected at one end with the extreme lower

end of the finger, substantially as shown and

described.

2. The combination with a head carrying a

diaphragm and a finger, of a vibratory-plate

hinged to the head and having an opening

through which the finger passes, a threaded-

bolt projected through the head, a tension-

spring on the lower portion of the bolt, and a

spring having one end secured to the lower

end of the said bolt and arranged to bear with

its other end on the vibratory-plate, substan-

tially as and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination with a head carrying a

diaphragm and a finger, of a vibratory-plate

hinged to said head and having an opening

30 through which the finger passes, an adjust-

'5

20

25

able screw-threaded bolt fitted to said head, a

cushion spring surrounding the lower portion

of said bolt, a spring connected with the free

end of said plate at one end and with the

screw-bolt at the other end, and au arm piv- 35

oted to the under side of the hinged plate and

connected at one end with the lower end of

the finger, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

4. The combination with a head carrying a 40

diaphragm and a finger, of a vibrating-plate

hinged to said head and having an opening

through which the finger passes, an adjust-

able screw-threaded-bolt fitted to said head, a

cushion spring surrounding the lower portion 45

of said bolt, a spring connected with the free

end of the plate at one end and with the

lower end of the screw threaded-bolt at the

other end, and an arm pivoted to the under

side of the vibrating plate, said arm carrying 50

a needle and cutter at its free end, the other

end being secured to the lower end of the fin-

jrer, substantially as shown and described.
"

In testimony whereof I affix my signature

in presence of two witnesses.

LOUIS GLASS.
Witnesses:

Lee D. Craig,
N. A. Acker.
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To all ivliom it mmj concern:
Be it known that T, Thomas A. Edison, a

citizen of the United States, residingat Llew-
ellyn Park, in the county of Essex and State

5 of New Jerse.y, have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Phonographs,
(Case No. 879,) of which the following is a
specification.

j\Iy invention relates to the recording and
to reproducing devices of phonographs; and my

object is, to enable such devices to work sat-
isfactorily notwithstanding irregularities in
the surface of the phonogram blank or record-
ing surface. Sometimes in the manufacture

15 of phonogram blanks, irregularities or eccen-
tricities occurin the format ion of the surface,
and sometimes the blanks become warped
after manufacture, and if provision is not
made to prevent it, such irregularities will oc-

20 casion movements of the recording or repro-
ducing point and the diaphragm which will
interfere with the recording or reproducing
of the sound. This is obviated by the appa-
ratus hereinafter described and which consti-

25 tutes the present invention. The apparatus

I

is provided with a presser foot adapted to ride
on the surface of the phonogram blank, to
which presser foot the operating point (re-
corder or reproducer) is pivoted or operati vely

30 connected.
In the accompanying drawings which illus-

trate my invention. Figure 1 shows a cross-
section of a recorder embodying the improve-
ment. Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are views of modi-

iS fied forms of recorders.
The means for turning the phonogram

blank, and for moving the recorder along the
phonogram blank are not shown, since they
may be of any well known or suitable con-

40 struction, and are not specifically claimed
herein.

It will be understood that a reproducer em-
bodying the present improvement might differ
from the recorders illustrated in the shape or

45 size of the operating point.
In the several views, 1 indicates the phono-

graph shaft, 2 the phonograph cylinder, and
3 the phonogram blank,

4 is a support for the diaphragm 5 and is

50 provided with a mouth piece, or means for
connecting a speaking tube.

In Fig. 1, 6 is an arm. pivoted at 7, and hav-

ing an angle extension 8. The angle of this
lever is adapted to ride on the phonogram
blank, as shown, and constitutes the presser 55
foot. Tlie operating point or tool 9 is con-
nected to said angle extension as indicated at
10, and is operatively connected with the dia-
phragm, at or near its center, at 11, by means
of a pivotal or yielding connection. '

60
In P"ig. 2, the lever G is pivoted as above de-

scribed, and its free end rides on the phono-
gram blank. The operating pointer tool 9 is

pivoted to the presser foot or lever 6 at 10, and
is connected to the diaphragm at 11. 12 is a 65
spring pressing lightly against the arm 6.

Fig. 3 is substantially like Fig. 1, except that
the form of the presser foot and of the oper-
ating point is slightly varied, and this needs
no further description, the parts being lettered 7c

to correspond with the figures already de-
scribed.

In Fig. 4, the arm G, which constitutes the
presser foot, is provided with a larger bearing
surface than the forms heretofore described, ye

The operating point is pivoted thereto at 10,
and is pressed lightly toward the blank bv a
spring 12', as clearly shown. In this form of
apparatus the operating point is not con-
nected directly to the diaphragm, but is con- 8d
nected by means of a dash-pot 13, or other
suitable retarding device.

Referring now to Fig. 5, 9 is the operating
point or tool (recorder or reproducer) pivoted,
in this instance, at or near the edge of the 85
diaphragm at 7'. 11 is a rod or post connect-
ing the recorder or reproducer with the dia-
phragm, preferably at its center. 6 is a piv-
oted arm having a surface 10' adapted to ride
on the face of the phonogram blank and con- 90
stitutes the presser foot. Between this arm
and the recorder or reproducer is a block or
piece, 11', of elastic or yielding material, pref-
erably rubber.
In Fig. 6, 9 is the recorder or reproducer 95

carrying arm pivoted at one side of the dia-
phragm as shown at 7' and provided with the
recorder or reproducer 9'. 14 is an arm con-
nected with the diaphragm supporting ring
and terminating adjacent to the phonogram loc
blank as shown. The arm 9 is connected with
arm 14 at 15. Said arm 9 is also connected to
the diaphragm, preferably by a link 11 by
means of which vibrations are transmitted
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from the diaphragm to the recorder. As the

phonogram blank revolves and eccentricities

or irregularities pass under the lower end of

' arm 14, said arm acts as a presser foot as will

5 be evident.

The presser foot, connected to the operat-

ing point as set forth, causes said point to op-

erate substautialljMndependent of eccentrici-

ties or irregularities in the surface of the

lo phonogram blank, since when such irregulari-

ties pass under and vary the position of the

presser foot they simultaneously vary the po-

sition of the operating point, as will be evi-

dent without further description. The form

15 shown in Fig. 4 has a double provision for ob-

viating the effects of irregularities in the

blank, viz: the presser foot and the dash-pot

connection with the diaphragm, which con-

nection transmits the rapid vibration due to

20 the sound waves or the sound record but

yields to the slower and larger movements
due to irregularities in the blank.

Having thus described my invention, what

I claim is

—

25 1. The combination of a phonograph dia-

phragm or vibrating bod J', a pivoted recorder

or reproducer operatively connected to the

diaphragm, a presser foot, and a connection

between the presser foot and the recorder or

30 reproducer, substantially as described.

2. The combination, in a phonograph, of a

diaphragm or vibrating body suitably sup-

ported, a phonogram blank or recording sur-

face, a presser foot adapted to bear on said

35 blank, and an operating point pivotally con-

nected to said presser foot and operatively

connected to the diaphragm, substantially as

described.

3. The combination, in a phonograph, of a

40 diaphragm suitably supported, a phonogram

blank or recording surface, a presser foot piv-

oted to a support and having a bearing on the

phonogram blank, and a yielding connection

between the operating point and the dia-

45 phragm, substantially as described.

4. The combination, of a diaphragm suit-

ably supported, a phonogram blank or record-

ing surface, a presser foot pivoted to a sup-

port and having a bearing on the phonogram

50 blank, an operating point, and a retarding

device between the diaphragm and operating

point, substantially as described.

55

6o

70

75

5. The combination of a phonograph dia-

phragm, a phonogram blank, a presser foot

adapted to rest thereon, a recorder or repro-

ducer pivoted to the presser foot and tending

to move toward the blank, and a dash-pot,

one member of which is connected to the dia-

phragm, and one member of which is con-

nected to the recorder or reproducer, substan-

tially as described.

6. The combination with a phonograph dia-

phragm, a recorder or reproducer operatively

connected to the diaphragm, a presser foot,

and an elastic or yielding block between the 65

presser foot and the recorder or reproducer,

substantially as described.

7. The combination of a phonograph dia-

phragm, a recorder or reproducer operatively

connected to the diaphragm, a presser foot,

and a block carried by the presser foot and

bearing against the recorder or reproducer,

substantially as described.

8. The combination of a phonograph dia-

phragm, a phonogram blank, a pivoted re-

corder or reproducer, an operating connection

between the diaphragm and recorder or repro-

ducer, and a pivoted presser foot adapted to

rest on the phonogram blank, and a block be-

tween the recorder or reproducer, and the 80

presser foot adapted to communicate motion

from one to the other, substantially as de-

scribed.

9. The combination, in a phonograph hav-

ing a phonogram blank, with a phonograph

diaphragm, of a presser foot connected to said

diaphragm and resting on the surface of the

phonogram blank, a recorder, and a recorder

carrying arm one end of which is pivoted and

one end of which is connected to said presser

foot, substantially as described.

10. The combination of a phonograph dia-

phragm and support pivoted on one side, the

presser foot extending from the opposite side,

a recorder or reproducer connected to said

presser foot and to the diaphragm, substan-

tially as described.

This specification signed and witnessed this

27th day of October, 1890.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

Charles M. Catlin,
RiCHD. N. Dyer.
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To all whom it may concern.-
Be it known that I, Thomas Alva Edison,

a citizen of the United States, residing at
Llewellyn Park, in the county of Essex and

5 State of New Jersey, have invented a certain
new and useful Improvement in Phonographs,
(Case No. 893,) of which the following is a
specification.

My invention relates to feeding devices for

lo phonograph recorders or reproducers, that is,

to devices for moving said recorders or re-

producers slowly along over the phonogram
blank, at the same time that the blank re-

volves. The ordinary way to accomplish this

rS is by means of a screw shaft, equal in length
to the phonogram blank, and connected to the
recorder or reproducer by means of a suitable
nut and arm. This arrangement is simple

j
and efficient, but is somewhat objectionable

2o owing to the large expense of a screw shaft of

the length, and fineness of thread required,
viz., one-hundred or more threads to the inch.

The object of the present improvement is

to provide novel means for the purpose above
25 mentioned, and the invention consists in the

apparatus hereinafter described and claimed.
The accompanying drawing illustrates in

plan so much of a phonograph as is necessary
to make the improvement clear.

30 1 is a phonograph shaft, which may be pro-
vided with the pulley 2, by means of which
the shaft maybe driven in the usual manner.

3 is the phonogram blank or recording sur-

face.

35 4 is a rod, called the guide rod, supported
in suitable posts or bearings, and on this rod
slides a sleeve 5, which carries the arm 6, at
the end of which therecorder and reproducer
7 are held.

40 8 is an arm corresponding in position to the
feed arm in my old form of phonograph. To
this arm is attached a fine steel wire 9 (or a
cord or other filament generically included
in the term "wire" as hereafter used herein),

45 which wire is wound on a drum or reel 10,

supported on the shaft 11. This shaft is pro-
vided with a worm wheel 12, which engages
with a worm screw 13 on the shaft 1. To the
arm 8, or to some other part of the sliding

50 carrier, is attached a second wire or cord 14
which passes over a pulley 15, suitably lo-

cated, and is connected to a weight or other
motor 16.

The apparatus thus described is used in the
following manner: The arm 8 and connected 55
parts being at their extreme position toward
the left the phonogram is turned by means of
the pulley 2 and a suitfible motor. At the
same time the worm wheel 12 is turned in a
direction—and at a speed to slowly uncoil the 60
wire 9 from its reel, and the weight 10 pulls
the carriage and the recorder lengthwise of

the blank. By these two movements, viz., the
rotary movement of the blank, and the longi-

tudinal movement of the recorder, the usual 65
spiral track is made on the blank, it being un-
derstood that the operator speaks against the
recorder diaphragm at the same time that the
phonograph is moving as above described.

I do not confine myself to the exact ar- 7c

rangement shown and described, since it is

possible to vary the apparatus in some par-
ticulars without departing from the invention.
It would not be impossible to draw the car-

riage and recorder along by winding the wire 75
9 upon the reel, instead of unwinding it and
providing a weight to draw the carriage.

Having thus described the improvement,
what I claim is

—

1. The combination of a phonograph re- 80
corder or reproducer, a drum, a wire on the
drum and connected to the recorder or repro-
ducer, and means for turning the drum at a
speed corresponding to the speed desired for

the recorder or reproducer, substantially as 85
described.

2. The combination with a phonograph
shaft, a recorder or reproducer and support-
ing device therefor, of a drum, a wire thereon
and connected with the supporting device, 90
and a gearing between the phonograph shaft
and drum, substantiallj' as described.

3. The combination with a phonograph
shaft, a recorder or reproducer and support-
ing device therefor, of a drum, a wire thereon 95
and connected with the supporting device, a
gearing between the phonograph shaft and
drum, and means for moving the recorder and "

reproducer as the wire is unwound from the
drum, substantially as described. 100

4. The combination of a phonogram blank
and means for moving the same, a drum
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driven with the blank, a wire wound on the

drum, a movable recorder or reproducer to

which the wire is connected, and means for

moving the recorder or reproducer as the wire

5 is unwound from the drum, substantially as

described.

5. The combination of a phonograph shaft,

a recorder or reproducer, a supporting arm
and sleeve, a guide rod on which the sleeve is

lo movable, a drum, a wire on the drum, and
connected with the recorder or reproducer,

and a connection between said drum and pho-

nograph shaft, substantially as described.

0. The combination of a phonograph shaft.

a recorder or reproducer, a supporting arm
and sleeve, a guide rod on which the sleeve is

movable, a drum, a wire on the drum, and
connected with the recorder, or reproducer, a

connection between said drum and phono-

graph shaft, and a weight or other motor

tending to move the recorder or reproducer

in one direction, substantially as described.

Thisspecification signed and witnessed this

17th day of November, 1890.

THOS. A. EDISON.
4 Witnesses:

Harry F. Miller,
Thomas Maguire.
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To all whom it inay concerruy
Be it known that I, Edward H. Amet, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing in Wauke-
gan, in the county of Lake and State of Illi-

nois, have invented a newand useful Improve-
ment in Apparatus for Reproducing Phono-
grams, of which the following is a specifica-
tion.

My invention relates to machines for copj--
ing or reproducing phonogram or sound wri"t-

ings on wax or other cylinders.
The object of my invention is to provide a

machine of a simple and durable construction
by uaeans of which phonograms on wax or
other cylinders may be accurately and per-
fectly reproduced on other like cylinders and
without any disagreeable modifications in
sound or tone due to the action of the mech-
anism.

In my invention the reproducing or follow-
ing stylus is secured to or carried by a lever
having a direct link or mechanical connection
with the lever carrying the recording or en-
graving stylus, and a light flexible diaphragm-
like-acting spring is employed to press against
the opposite end of the lever carrying the re-
producing or following stylus, and a rubber
cushion is inserted between the lever and this
flat spring, by which means I find that the en-
graving-stylus is caused to copy or reproduce
very accurately and perfectly the original
phonogram, so that the copy cannot be dis-
tinguished from the original when placed in
a graphophone.

_
My invention consists in the novel construc-

tion of parts and devices and in the novel com-
binations of parts and devices herein shown
and described and specified in the claims.

In the accompanying drawings, forming
40 part of this specification, Figure 1 is a plan

view of a machine embodying ray invention.
Fig. 2 is a section on line 2 2 of Fig. 1. Fig.
8 is a detail plan view of the mechanism car-
rying and connecting the reproducing-stylus

45 and the engraving-stylus.
Similar letters of reference indicate like

parts in all the figures of the drawings.
In the drawings, A represents the frame of

the machine; B and B', the revolving shafts
or holders for holding and revolving synchro-
nously the original phonogram-cylinder C and

25

30

35

SO

the similar cylinder C, upon which the copy
is to be made.
D is the traveling head frame or slide, upon

which the reproducing or following stylus F 55
and the recording or engraving stylus II are
both mounted and carried from end to end of
the two cylinders.
The reproducing or following stylus F is

secured to a vertically or radially vibrating 60
lever F', which is pivoted at / to a stud /', se-

cured to a laterally-vibrating lever F^, that is

pivoted, by pivot-bearir s//'^/^, to an arm (Z,

attached to the travelii • frame or slide D.
Attached to the laterally brating lever F^ is 65
a yoke F^, between the arms of which extends
a flat diaphragm-like-acting spring F*, that
bears against the outer or free end of the sty-

lus-carrying lever F'. Interposed between
this spring F* and the stylus-lever F' is a rub- 70
ber or elastic cushion F^, which serves to pre-
vent or to aid in preventing the communica-
tion of any harsh strident or disagreeable ac-
tion to the engraving-stylus H. The flat spring
F^ has a bearing at each end against the yoke 75
F*^ and presses at its middle against the stylus-
lever F'. It thus serves not only to hold the
stylus yieldingly against the phonogram-cyl-
inder C, but by reason of its diaphragm-like
form and action causes the lever F' to very 80
faithfully copy the movement and action of
the stylus -carrying lever of a phonograph,
and as the movement and action of this stylus-
carrying lever F' are communicated to the le-

ver H', carrying the engraving- stylus H, a 85
very accurate and perfect copy is produced
upon the cylinder C. The stylus F' is con-
nected to the engraving-stj'lus lever H' by a
link or links 7i, preferably of wire. The lever
H' is pivoted at li' to a pivoted arm H^, which 90
itself is pivoted at W to the traveling frame
or slide D. At the free end of the pivoted
arm or lever IP is an adjustable stop W to
limit the movement of said arm H'^.

The two shafts B B' are rotated synchro- 95
nousiy by a belt 6 on the pulleysV 61 The trav-
eling frame or slide D is fed or reciprocated by
a feeding-screw W on the shaft B' engaging a
threaded nut or arm d\ secured to the head
or frame D. The frame or slide D travels 100
back and forth on a suitable guide D'. The
spring F^ is soldered or secured rigidly at one
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end to one arm of the yoke F^ and simply

pressed against the other arm of the yoke with-

out being secured or attached thereto.

I claim

—

^
,

1. In a machine for copying and reproduc-

ing phonograms, the combination with a re-

producing stylus secured to a vertically vi-

brating lever, a laterally vibrating lever upon

which said first mentioned lever is mounted,

a yoke on said laterally vibrating lever, a

springextendingbetween and bearing against

the arms of said yoke and also against said

stylus carrying lever, substantially as speci-

fied.
. , -, ,„

2. In a machine for copying and reproduc-

ing phonograms, the combination with a re-

producing Stylus secured to a vertically vi-

brating lever, a laterally vibrating lever upon

which said first mentioned lever is mounted,

a yoke on said laterally vibrating lever, a

springextendingbetween and bearing against

the arms of said yoke and also against said

stylus carrying lever, and a cushion between

said spring and stylus carrying lever, substan-

21; tially as specified.

3. In a machine for copying and reproduc-

in"- phonograms, the combination with a re-

producing stylus secured to a vertically vi-

brating lever, a laterally vibrating lever upon

which said first mentioned lever is mounted,

a yoke on said laterally vibrating lever, a

spring extending between and bearing against

the arms of said yoke and also against said

stylus carrying lever, an engraving stylus, a

lever carrying the same and means for con-

necting said engraving stylus carrying lever

with said reproducing stylus carrying lever,

substantially as specified.

40

30

35

4. In a machine for copying and reproduc-

ino- phonograms, the combination with a re-

producing stylus secured to a vertically vi-

brating lever, a laterally vibrating lever upon

which said first mentioned lever is mounted,

a yoke on said laterally vibrating lever, a

springextendingbetween and bearing against 45

the arms of said yoke and also against said

stylus carrying lever, and a cushion between

said spring and stylus carrying lever, an en-

graving stylus, a lever carrying the same and

means for connecting said engraving stylus 50

carrying lever with said reproducing stylus

carrying lever, substantially as specified.

5. In a machine for copying or reproduc-

in<'- phonograms, the combination with a re-

producing stvlus F, a lever F' on wliich it is 55

mounted, a flat spring F* supported at both

ends and bearing at its middle against said

lever F',an engraving stylus II, a lever ii on

which it is mounted, and a connection between

said levers F' and H', substantially as speci- 60

6. In a machine for copying or reproduc-

in"- phonograms, the combination with a re-

producing stylus F, a lever F' on which it is

mounted, a flat spring F^ supported at both 65

ends and bearing at its middle against said

lever F', an engraving stylus II, a lever 11 on

which it is mounted, and a connection between

said levers F' and II', and a rubber cushion

F^ between said lever F' and spring F*, sub-

stantially as specified.

EDWARD IT. AMET.
Witnesses:

Edmund Adcock,
II. M. Monday.
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To all loliom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Emile Berliner, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Wash-
ington, in the District of Columbia, have in-

5 ventsd certain new and useful Improvements
in Processes of Making Copies of Sound-
Records; and I do declare the following to be
a full, clear, and exact description of the in-

vention, such as will enable others skilled in
to the art to which it appertains to make and

use the same.
This invention relates to improvements in

sound-records and in the method of making
the same.

15 The present invention relates more partic-
ularly to the production of copies or dupli-
cates of the flat sound-records as made by
gramophone in the manner set forth in Letters
Patent granted to me on November 8, 1887,

120
No. 372,780, and on May 15, 1888, No. 382,790.

1 The sound-records, as is well-known, con-
sists of undulatory grooves of even depth, as
distinguished from non-undulatory grooves
of varying depth produced by other methods

25 of recording sounds.
The sound-records of the gramophone are

generally zinc disks into which a spiral rec-
ord of sound-waves is etched. Other sub-
stances than zinc capable of being etched

30 into may of course be used.
The simplest way for making a duplicate

copy of such a record is to impress it in wax,
deposit copper thereon, and detach the cop-
per shell. This is the well-known method

35 used by electrotypers. There is, however, a
loss in the perfection of the surface, resulting
from the fact that electrotypers' wax is porous
and uneven of surface, and the resultant
copper copy containing the sound-record is

40 not as good in tone quality as the original.
It is therefore necessary to deposit a copper
or other metallic matrix directly on the origi-

ft i nal zinc record. This I do by first thinly
covering the zinc with a material capable of

45 resisting the action of the sulphate of copper
solution usually employed for electroplating
or typing, and then deposit copper over that,
and when thick enough detach the copper
deposit. ,^^^

50 My method is to cast the previously-cleaned
zinc-record disk in acyanide-of-copper or cya-
nide -of -brass solution, electrolytieally, by

which a very thin film of copper or brass ad-
heres to the zinc. After being thus prepared,
the coated zinc disk is placed into a sulphate- 55
of-copper bath and copper deposited on it elec-

trolytieally. The deposit when thick enough
is then detached and forms an accurate ma-
trix, showing the sound-record of the zinc disk
in reverse. This matrix can then be ira- 6)
pressed into suitable material and thereby
produce exact duplicates of the original rec-

ord-sheet.

I have found hard rubber and celluloid
to be excellent materials from which to make 65
such duplicates. These substances when
heated become very soft, and when in this
soft state they are impressed with a matrix,
such as above described, and are cooled while
still under pressure, and the resultant rubber 70
or celluloid sheet retains all the characters
of the matrix, and thus forms a copy record of
the original zinc disk. In impressing a cop-
per matrix on softened rubber, however, the
sulphur fumes which are generated when 75
heating the rubber attack the copper and de-
stroy the smoothness of its surface. I have
therefore found it necessary to coat the cop-
per matrix with a substance capable of with-
standing the sulphur fumes, and I find elee- 80
trolytically-deposited iron or nickel a proper
substance to accomplish the desired effect.

The copper matrix is therefore cleaned and
placed in a nickel or iron bath, and a thin
coating of iron or nickel is deposited on it by 85
an electric current. The matrix thereby be-

comes protected against sulphur fumes, and
iron and nickel being harder than copper the
matrix, by being thus coated, becomes more
durable, and withstands pressure for a longer 90
period. It is also possible with such a matrix
to press unvulcanized rubber into it, vulcan-
ize the rubber while attached to the matrix,
and then detach it, when a true copy of the
original sound-disk will be the result. 95

In the annexed drawings, forming part of
this specification, there is shown in Figure 1

a plan view of a sound-record made in accord-
ance with th« present invention, with the
lines representing the record greatly exag- ico
gerated; and Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a
small portion of a sound-record copj' on an
enlarged scale.

Referring to the drawings, there is shown a
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to

disk 1, of hard rubber or like material, havinjr

in its face au nndulatory spiral groove 2 of

even depth representing sound-waves.
What I claim is

—

1. The process of duplicating flat sound rec-

ords, which consists in depositing copper or

other like metal on an original record, then
detaching the copper reverse thus produced
and facing the same with a layer of hard
metal which is not attacked by sulphur, and
then pressing the reverse into teraporarilj^

softened hard rubber, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. The process of duplicating flat sound rec-

ords, which consists in facing an electrode-
posited reverse of a record, with nickel or
iron, and then pressing this reverse into hard
rubber, substantial!}' as described.

3. As an article of manufacture, a sheet of

hard rubber having upon its face an undula- 20
tory groove of even depth representing sound
waves, substantially as described.

4. As an article of manufacture, a sheet of
hard rubber having pressed into its face an
undulatory line of even depth representing 25
sound waves, substantially as described.

5. A copj' of a fiat sound record, which con-
sists of a disk of hard rubber having im-
pressed upon its face the lines representing the
record, substantially as described, 30
In testimony whereof I have affixed my sig-

nature in presence of two witnesses.

EMILE BERLINER.
Witnesses:

S. E. Young,
George Seidenspimer.
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SPECIFICATION forming- part of Letters Patent No. 559,806, dated May 12, 1896.

Application filed December 4, 1895, Serial No, 571,083, (No model,)

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I,Thomas II. Macdonald,

of Bridgeport, Connecticut, have invented a
new and useful Improvement in Devices or
Apparatus for Duplicating Graphophone-
Records, which is fully set fortli in the fol-
lowing specification.
This invention has reference to devices or

apparatus for duplicating graphophonie rec-
ords. In such apparatus as heretofore con-
structed the reproducingand recording st3'les
have usually been carried by separate levers
connected by suitable intermediate links, dia-
phragms, &c., the pressure requisite to cut the
duplicate record being transmitted through
the pivot -points of the levers by suitable
weights or other equivalent means. Such de-
vices not only require very painstaking ad-
justment, but owing to tlieir delicacy of struc-
ture are very susceptible to injury.
The object of my present invention is to

provide a much simplified construction of a
substantial character and whicli will durlli-
cate records with greater precision than the
duplicating devices heretofore in use. In ac-
cordance therewith the reproducing and re-
cording stj-les are rigidly connected, both be-
ing carried by a lever to which vibratory
movements are imparted by the master record
and whereby the reproducing-style is caused
to cut in a blank a duplicate corresponding
to the master record. This lever is pivoted
to an arm, which is arranged (at an inclina-
tion or otherwise) so that tlie weight thereof
falls upon the point of pivot to hold the stj^lesm contact with their respective cylinders.
Said arm, which may for distinction be called
the "pressure-arm," is pivoted at one end to
swing therefrom and is also swiveled, permit-
ting movement about a longitudinal axis.
The pressure exerted by the pressure-arm
may and is preferably counteracted to some
extent by a Aveight operating from the pivot-
point of said arm, thus permitting the latter
to be made much heavier and more substan-
tial and giving it greater inertia than would
otherwise be permissible with a device of this
general construction. As the blank cylinder
revolves against the cutting-point of tlie re-
corder a groove is cut in its surface exactly
corresponding to that of the master record

the reproducing -point following and accu-
rately transmitting to the recorder the move-
ments due to variations in the depth of cut
of the master record. The recording-point is 55
in the line of the axis on whicii the pressure-
arm is swiveled longitudinally, so that the re-
producing-point can find its adjustment accu-
rately without disturbing the position of the
recorder. (,q

Details of arrangement and what is consid-
ered the best embodiment of my invention in
an operative machine will be clearly under-
stood by reference to the accompanying draw-
ings, forming part of this specification, in 65
which

—

Figure 1 represents a cross-section of an ap-
paratus embodying the invention; Fig. 2, an
elevation, partly in section ; and Fig. 3, a view
similar to Fig. 1, illustrating another form of 70
apparatus embodying the invention.
Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, Y repi-esents a

traveling supporting -arm engaging a feed-
screw W at one end and sliding on a rail Y
at its other end. M is the master-record cjd-
inder, and N the blank cylinder for receiving
the duplicate, said cylinders being horizon-
tally arranged parallel to each other and car-
ried by suitable mandrels connected with and
driven at the same speed by suitable mech-
anism in a well-known manner. Z is a lever
carrying the reproducing -point R and the
recording-point S. This lever is pivoted at
Q to pressure-lever X, arranged at an incli-
nation and swiveled upon the pins u u, pro- 85
jecting into sockets in a block U to turn
about a longitudinal axis. The block U, car-
rying a weighted arm E, counteracting to
some extent the pressure exerted by the lever
X upon the points R and S, is pivoted at T
to a bi^furcated bracket t, depending from the
arm Y. The weighted lever or pressure-arm
X is thus pivoted at T to swing in a plane at
right angles to the axis of the record-cylin-
ders and on the points u to oscillate slightly 95
on an axis tangent to cylinder N.
To state with geometrical precision that re-

lation and arrangement of the parts which
has in actual practice been found to produce
the best results, but to Avhich the invention 100
is not limited, it is preferable to locate the
pivot-point Q of lever Z at the intersection

75

80

90
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of two corresponding tangent lines I J and
G II, said point of intersection being near a
horizontal line A 15, projected throngh the
axes O and P of the e^dinders M and N, while

5 the recording and reprodncing points S and R
bear against the cjdinders at the respective
tangent points of the said lines I J and G II.

The swivel-i)ins u ?/ are also in the tangent
line I J in "which the recording-point is lo-

lo cated, so that the oscillating movement of

the arm X is abont the line I J as an axis.

Conseqnentlj^ the reproducing-polnt R can
find a lateral adjnstment without affecting

the position of the recording-i)oint S. It will

15 be noted that the pivot-points T and Q and
the swivel-points i( ?/ are all in line with the
recording-iDoint S, the object of this disposi-

tion being to prevent distortion.

Fi-om the foregoing description it will be
20 understood that the weight of arm X, swing-

ing from pivot-point T and acting u^Don ful-

crum Q of lever Z, supplies the pressure in

the direction of line C D for holding the points
R and S in contact with the cylinders M and

25 N, which pressure it is fouud desirable for

the reasons indicated to counteract to some
extent by the weight E. Thus as the cylin-

ders rotate in the direction of the arroAvs the
variations in depth of the master record cause

30 the point R to move in the direction of the
radial line L K of cylinder M, vibrating the
lever Z on the pivot- Q, and in turn impart-
ing movements to the point S in the direction
of the radial line E F of cylinder N, and

35 thereby causing it to cut a record in the blank
N exactly corresponding to the master record.

Referring now to Fig. 3,the lever or support
Z for the recording and reproducing points
is, as before, pivoted at Q to a jiressure-arm

40 X', the point Q being at the intersection of
the two tangent lines I J and G H, drawn
from the respective points of contact of the
recorder and reproducer with cjdinders M N.
Arm or lever X' is depressed hj the counter-

45 weight E', adjustable on lever E^. In order
to secure parallelism of movement of lever
X', it is made i3art of a i)antograph system, the
parallel arm X~ being swiveled at j)oints u u
in the bracket V, so as to permit a slight os-

50 cillation, as in the arrangement shown in Fig.
1. This axis of oscillation is in a line which
intersects recording-point S. The operation
of the apparatus slaown in Fig. 3 is substan-
tially as alreadj' described with reference to

55 Figs. 1 and 2.

The disposition and arrangement of the
several parts have been described Avith mi-
nuteness of detail for the purpose of exhibit-

ing the inA^ention in the best i)ractical forms
60 knoAvn to me.

It will be obA'ious to skilled mechanics that
these details may be varied within Avide lim-
its without departing from the spirit of the
iuAxntion.

65 HaA'ing thus described my iuA'ention, what
I claim as new, and desire to secure hj Letters
Patent, is

—

1. A device for duplicating graphophone-
records comprising, in combination, a IcA'er

mounted to A'ibrate between a master record 70
and a blank, a reproducing and a recording
style carried bj' said IcA'er, and means for ap-
plying pressure to the lever wiierebj" said

styles are respectiA'ely maintained in contact
wdth the master record and blank, substan- 75
tially as described.

2. A duplicating apparatus comprising, in

combination, a sui^port mounted to A'ibrate

between a master record and a blank, a re-

producing and a recording style secured rig- 80

idly to said siqiport, and a xiivoted pressure-
arm carrying the fulcrum of the support and
holding the stjdes with yielding iiressure re-

spectiA'ely in contact with the master record
and blank, substantially as described. 85

3. In a graphoiihonic duplicating dcA'ice,

the combination AAitli a suitable support, of a
leA'er carrying the reproducing and recording
stjdes, said IcA'er being mounted to haA^e a A'i-

bratory moA'ement between a master record 90
and a blank, and an oscillator}^ moA'cment on
an axis intersecting the point of the recording-
stjde, substantiallj^ as described.

4. In a duplicating deA'ice, the combination
with a supporting-arm, of a IcA'cr carrj-ing the 95
reproducing and recording styles and mount-
ed to A'ibrate between the master record and
blank, a i^ressure - arm iiiA'otallj'' sui^ported
from said supporting-arm, carrying the ful-

crum of said lever, and SAviA'eled to oscillate 1 00

slightly about a longitudinal axis, substan-
tially as described.

5. A duplicating apparatus comprising in

combination a leA'er carrying the reproducing
and recording stjdes, and mounted to A'ibrate

between the master record and blank, and a
piA'otally-sui^ported weighted arm carrying
the fulcrum of the lever and swiveled to oscil-

late about a longitudinal axis passing through
the recording-style and the fulcrum of the le-

A'er, substantiallj^ as described.
6. In a duplicating apparatus, the combi-

nation of a IcA'er carrying the reproducing and
the recording styles and mounted to A'ibrate

between the master record and blank, a piA'-

oted Aveighted arm carrying the fulcrum of

said lever, and means for j)artially counter-

acting the weight of said arm, substantial!}'

as described.
7. In a duplicating api)aratus, the combi-

nation with a suiiporting-arm, of a jDivoted

IcA'cr carrying the reproducing and recording
styles and mounted to A'ibrate betAA'een the
master record and the blank, a block pivot-

ally connected to said supi)orting-arm, a
Aveighted pressure-arm swiA'eled to said block
and carrj'ing the pivot of the IcA'er, and a
Aveighted arm on the block acting to partiallj^

counteract the pressure of the arm, substan-
tially as described.

8. In a duplicating apparatus, the combi-
nation of the weighted i^ressure-arm, a lever

fulcrumed thereon between the master record
and blank, a reproducing-point and a record-
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ing-poiut i)ressed by the weight of said ai'in

into contact witli the said master i-ecord and
blank, resi^ectivelj^, the fulcniui of said levoi'

being at the intersection of tangent lines

drawn respeetivelj' from the points of the re-

corder and reproducer, substantially^ as de-
scribed.

In testimony whereof I have signed this

specification in the i^resence of two subscrib-
ing witnesses.

THOMAS n. MACDONALD.
"Witnesses

:

g. l. hubbell,
Clement March.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 562,137, dated June 16, 1896.

Application filed November 2, 1895. Serial No. 567,727, (No model.)

To all Tohom it may concern:
Be it known that I,Thomas II.Macdonald,

of Bridgciiort, CounectieiTt, have iuveutecl
new and useful Improvements in Clasps or

5 Locks, which are full}" sot forth in the follow-

iug- specification.

Tliis invention has reference to clasps or

locks, and i^articularly to such as are useful
in securing the cover or removable part of a

lo easing to the base, in connection with ma-
chines or apparatus, such as graj)hophones,
type-wi'iters, &c. Such machines are usually
mounted or rest upon the base of an inclos-

ing casing and are adapted to be carried or

15 lifted about bj' a handle on the cover, the
latter being secured to the base by suitable
devices or latches. That such devices shall

effect a tight closure ^^-ith facilityand security
against accidental displacement,which would

20 probably result in damage to the machine,
are the objects in view. According to my
present invention such objects ai-e attained
by a clasp or device of simple construction,
comjirising two members, a hook and a ro-

25 tatable eccentric having a manipulating and
locking arm, said parts being located respec-
tively on the cover and base of the casing.
The parts are so disposed that when the hook
is thrown over the eccentric and tlie latter ro-

30 tated, bymeans of the arm, it operates to draw
the cover tightly down against the base, the
ai'm at the same time being moved to a posi-

tion such that a ijrojection thereon engages
behind the hook and, so long as the j)arts re-

35 main in this position, prevents its disengage-
ment from the eccentric. ITpon moving the
arm in a reverse direction, however, the ec-

centric operates to automatically disengage
the hook therefrom.

40 In the accompanjaug drawings, illustrating
my invention. Figure 1 is an end elevation
showing my invention api^lied to an inclos-

ing casing. Fig. 2 is a similar but enlarged
view showing the parts of the clasp disen-

45 gaged. Fig. 3 is a view i^artly in section and
partly in elevation ; and Fig. 4 is an inside
view of the latch, as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 5

is a section on line 5 5 of Fig. 4, and Fig. G

is a detail of the eccentric.

50 Referring to the drawings, A represents the
base, and B the toj) or cover, of an inclosing
casing, the cover being provided with a han-
dle 6.

c is a i:)late for sui)porting the machine

—

say a graphophoue—in the base A.
d is a hook pivotally mounted on the base,

so as to swing clear thereof.

On the cover B is a plate e, having oppo-
sitely-extending stems e! e^, the latter project-

ing into an opening in the cover. A screw /,
engaging a threaded oiDening in stem e\ and
a washer /' secure plate e to the cover. Stem
e' serves as a bearing for the eccentric g;
which is sleeved thereon and held in place by
a screw g'. The eccentric carries or is at-

tached to an arm g^, formed with a shoulder
or j)rojection g", whereby it can be rotated to

the desired position and the hook locked in

engagement therewith.
In operation the hook may be freely en-

gaged with the eccentric when the latter is

turned to the position shown in Fig. 3 and in

dotted lines, Fig. 1. After this has been ef-

fected, the eccentric is rotated by means of

arm g^ to the position shown in full lines in

Fig. 1, throwing the swell of the eccentric

against the hook, drawing the cover B tightly

down on the base A, and also bringing tlie

shoulder or i)rojection g^ to a position behind
the hook, whereby it i^revents accidental dis-

engagement of the hook and eccentric.

To disengage the jparts, the eccentric is ro-

tated in a reverse direction to that above de-

scribed, its action causing the automatic re-

lease of the hook.
What I claim as new, and desire to secure

by Letters Patent, is

—

In a clasp or lock, the combination with a
pivoted hook, of a rotatable eccentric with
which said hook engages, said eccentric be-
ing mounted to rotate and the hook to swing-

in the same plane, an arm on the eccentric
and a shoulder or projection on the arm adapt-
ed to engage behind and lock the hook into
engagement with the eccentric, substantially
as described.
In testimony whereof I have signed this

specification in the i:)resence of two subscrib-
ing witnesses.

THOMAS H. MACDONALD.

Witnesses

:

Clement March,
g. l. hubbell.
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To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Leslie Stephen Rob-

ixsox, a siibjeet of the Queen of England, re-
siding at London, England, have invented cer-

5 tain new and useful Improved Pedal Appara-
tus for Controlling the Recording and Repro-
ducingApparatus of Phonographs, (for which
I have obtained Letters Patent in Great Brit-
am, No. 24,588, dated December 18, 1894,) of

3 which the following is a specification.
This invention relates to improved pedal

apparatus for controlling the recording and
reproducing apparatus of phonograj^hs.
According to my invention I combine with

5
a pedal which when controlled bj' the foot or
otherwise renders the phonograph or the like
operative, an automatic device to vender the
instrument inoperative when such control
ceases. With such apparatus the user of the

) instrument has his hands free, for handling
documents, for instance, and, moreover, on
releasing the pedal he raises the needle clear
of the record-cylinder, but leaves everything
in readiness for instant operation, which re-

:
commences immediately upon depression of
the pedal, whereby the needle is restored to
the acting position.
In the accompanying drawings. Figure 1 is

a vertical section showing apparatus con-
structed according to my invention applied
to an Edison-Bell phonograph of a usual and
well-known type, the section being taken
transversely to the cylinder thereof. Fig. 2
is a view at right angles to Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is
a Aiew in perspective of a portion of the phono-
graph, showing the "on" and "off" levers;

!

and Figs. 4 and 5 are views, drawn to a larger
scale than that of Fig. 1, to illustrate the ac-
tion of the "off" and "on" levers of the pho-
nograph. Fig. 6 is a perspective view, also on
a larger scale, of a detail of Fig. 1.

Like letters indicate like parts throughout
the drawings.
A is the recorder and reproducer, hinged so

as to be movable toward or away from the re-
cord-cylinder.

C is the off lever, and Dan on lever. The off
lever has a laterally-extended bailor working
face C, upon which the recorder and producer
A bears by means of a strut A'. The on le-
verD, which in effect is a spring-detent, tends
always to engage automatically with a pin C^

on the off lever C, so that normally when the
outer end of the latter is fully depressed, as
in Fig. 5, the on lever causes the off lever to 55
retain, through the bail C and strut A', the
recorder and reproducerA clear of the record,
cjdinder B. The on lever, as hereinafter ex-
plained, is not necessary for the purposes of
my invention, and is in Fig. 5 shown as being 60
prevented from engaging the off lever.

AVith such apparatus I combine impi-ove-
ments as follows

:

To the frame of the instrument I pivot at
E a lever F, coupled at one end to the off lever 65
C by a Avire or other connection C^ and at the
other end to a pedal G by a rod G'.
H is a guide-frame secured to the main

frame of the apparatus to guide the rod G',
which reciprocates vertically in slots therein. 70

I is a helical spring which encircles the rod
G' and is hi compression between the part IT'
of the guide-frame 11 and a stop G^, which en-
circles and is fixed on the rod. The stop G=^
(see Fig. 6) is made in two parts G'^ G^ with 75
an opening at G^ between them. Two screws
G'' pass through the part G'^ and engage with
the part G^ By tightening up these screws
after the stop G^ has been placed on the rod
G', the latter being received in the opening G^ 80
the two parts G^ G* are drawn together to grip
the rod firmly, so that the stop may not slip
thereon. The spring I tends to keep the rod G'
and its connections in the position in which
they are shown in dotted lines in Figs. 1 and 852—that is to say, in a position in which the
recorder and reproducer A is retained clear
of the cylinder B. By depressing the pedal
G the action of the spring I is overcome and
the off lever C rises while the bail C' drops 90
to allow the recorder and reproducer A to de-
scend into contact with the cylinder B, as in-
dicated in full lines in Fig. 1.

In order that the recorder and reproducer
may be free to descend when the outer end 95
of the off lever is released, the on lever D
must not be operative to hold the off lever.
Therefore I retain the on lever in an inopera-
tive position by a wire hook J, Figs. 3 and 5,
attached to the instrument, or I remove it 100
altogether.

Instead of the spring H,I may use fora simi-
lar purpose springs applied to other parts of
the apparatus, or I may use a counterbalance
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upon the recorder and reproducer, and con-

nect the pedal apparatus directly thereto, or

I may employ any other pedal-controlled de-

vices to cause the instrument to become in-

5 active when the pedal control ceases.

I may arrange the pedal to move laterally

when depressed, into a notch, like a harp-

pedal, for instance, or otherwise retain itm its

lower position,

lo Apparatus constructed and operating ac-

cording to my invention may be applied to

the starting and stopping levers of phono-

o-raphs or the like, instead of being used to

operate upon the recorder and reproducer;

15 and although I have described byway of ex-

ample the application of my invention to an

Edison-Bell phonograph I do not limit my in-

vention to that particular application.

I claim— .

1. In a phonograph, the combination with
20

the recorder having the depending strut, of

the lever C having the laterally-extending

bail at its inner end upon which the strut

rests, the pivoted lever F connected atone

25 end to said lever C, the movable rod G co-

operating with the opposite end of said lever

F, the spring for elevating said rod, and a

pedal for depressing the rod against the ten-

sion of the spring; substantially as and for

30 the purpose set forth.

2. In a phonograph, the combination with

the recorder having the depending strut, of

the lever for holding said recorder out of op-

eration, the pivoted lever connected at one

end to said first-mentioned lever, the rod co- 35

operating with the opposite end of said piv-

oted lever, and means for operating said rod

;

substantially as described.
_

3. In a phonograph the combination witli

an off lever such as C and an on lever such as 40

D of a spring-controlled or counterbalanced

lever such as F a pedal G and means for re-

taining the on lever out of action substan-

tially as and for the purpose described.
_

4 In a phonograph, the combination with 45

the recorder, the lever for holding said re-

corder out of operation, the pivoted lever con-

nected at one end to said first-mentioned,

lever, the reciprocating rod cooperating with

the opposite end of said pivoted lever,a guide- 50

frame secured to the frame of the apparatus,

in which the rod reciprocates, the stop at the

lower end of the frame and the adjustable

stop carried by the rod, and the spring encir-

cling the rod, and confined between the two 55

stops; substantially as described. !

In testimony whereof I have hereto set my
hand in the presence of the two subscribing

witnesses.

LESLIE STEPHEN ROBINSON.
|

Witnesses

:

Harold Wade,
B. E, DUNBAR-KlLBLTRN.
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20

To all whom it -may concern:
Be it known that t, Edward Hill Amet

a citizen of the United States, residing in
\Vaiikeg;an, m the county of Lake and State
ot Illinois, have invented a new and useful
Iniproyement in Graphophones, of which the
tollowmg is a specification.
My invention relates to graphophones or

phonogram reproducers.
The object of my invention is to provide a

machine of a simple, cheap, and durable
construction, by means of which phonograms
or sound-wntmgs may be accurately and per-
fectly reproduced, without the more or less
harsh and disagreeable grating with which
such reproductions have heretofore generally
been_ accompanied in graphophones hereto-
lore m use.

In my invention I employ a stationary dia-phragm fixed to the frame of the machine
and connect the same to the reproducing-stv-
lus by a soft flexible cord or thread, prefer-
ably of silk, the horizontal travel of the sty-
lus from one end of the phonogram-cylinder
to the other being provided for by a hori-
zontally-swinging arm pivoted to the frame
near the stationary diaphragm. The stylus
IS secured to the lower or horizontal arm of
a bell-crank lever, to the upper or verticalarm of which is secured the soft cord leadino-
to the diaphragm. The stylus and its ^xm-
porting or carrying arm are thus free to beswung or moved from one end to the other
ot tlie phonogram-cylinder as it revolves by

35 the simple operation of the stylus followin"-
the spiral line of sound-writing on the cylin*
der, the writing itself acting as a screw-thread
to swing the stylus-carrying arm on its pivot
as required.
My invention consists in the novel devices

and novel combinations of parts and devices
herein shown and described, and specified in
the claims.
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

45 a plan view of a mechanism embodying mv
invention. Fig. 2 is a vertical longitudinal
sectional view on line 2 2 of Fig. 1 'and Fio-
3 is a detail perspective view of a part here-
inafter described.
In the drawings, A represents the frame of

the machine.

L 25

30

40

50

I> is the phonogram-holding revolving cyl-
inder or shaft, the same extending, as usual
in a horizontal position and being continu-
ously revolved by any suitable mechanism cc
or motor. The phonogram shaft or holder
15 has no traveling or traversing movement
but simply rotates on its axis.

'

As the mechanism forcontinuousl>- revolv-
ing the phonogram cylinder or holder is al- 60
ready well known to those skilled in the art
and as my invention is entirely independent
ot the particular construction of this drivino-
mechanism or motor, it is not necessary to a
tuil understanding of my improvement to 6q
herein show or describe this driving mech-
anism or motor.
C is thephonogram-cylinder,of wax or other

material, upon which the sound writing to be
reproduced has been made. 70
P is the stationary diaphragm, its ring d

being fixed to the frame A. It is furnished
as usual, with a bell or funnel cZ', to which
the ear-tube may be connected. This sta-
tionary diaphragm is preferably fixed to the 7=;frame at a distance of about eight inches from
the revolving diaphragm evlinder or holder B
and slightly above it.

E is the reproducing-stylus, the same be-
ing of any ordinary or suitable construction. 80

J^ IS the bell-crank lever, to the lower hori-
zontal arm of which the reproducing-stvlus
IS secured. "^

G is a soft flexible cord, preferably of waxed
siik or cotton, attached at one end to the ver- 8<;
tical upperarm of the bell-crank lever F and
secured at its other end to the diaphragm D
preferably at the center thereof. This at-
tachment is made preferably by means of a
small hook cl\ glued or cemented to the dia- go
pJiragm. ^

11 is a liorizontally-swinging lever or arm
pivoted to the frame at one end near the dia-
phragm, and preferably below the same
the bearing or journal li h for this lever is q^preferably of the pivot or center -bearin"-
type, so that it may swing or turn horizon-
tally with little friction. The horizontally-
swinging arm or lever H is also preferably
furnished with a movable section or member 100
II hinged or pivoted at h' to the main por-
tion of the lever by a horizontal pivot. The
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20

25

bell-crank lever F, carrying the reproducing-
styhis E, is pivoted at /' to this hinged outer
section or member H' of the lever H.
Owing to the length of the horizontally

-

swinging arm, upon the outer end of which
the reproducing-stylus is mounted, therepro-
dueing-stylus is adapted to move from one
end of the phonogram-cylinder to the other
and still remain at all times very nearly di-

rectly over the axis of the phonogram-cylin-
der, as the horizontal arc in which the stylus
moves carries it very little out of a straight
line in moving half the length of the phono-
gram-cylinder; and as the phonogram-cyl-
inder is ordinarily about two inches in diame-
ter, this slight movement of the stylus to one
side of a vertical plane through the axis of
the phonogram-cjdinder I find does not inter-

fere in the least with the proper operation of
the machine.
As the connection between the diaphragm

and stylns is made through the agency of a soft

flexible cord sti'etched gently taut, all disa-

greeable, harsh, or strident sounds, due to the
riding of the stylus over the phonogram, are
obviated and the sounds are reproduced with
great accuracy and perfection and very free
from disagreeable modification through the
action of the reproducing mechanism. In

10 this respect my graphophone operates much
on the same principle as the old lovers' tele-

graph or string-telephone. The horizontally-
swinging reproducing-stylus-carryingarm H,
after traversing the phonogram-cylinder from

35 end to end, may be returned to the beginniug
end of the cylinder by hand by simply taking
hold of the laandle li^ at the end of the lever
and swinging it back. For convenience,
however, I have provided the mechanism with
a device for automatically returning the arm
H to its first position after reaching the far-

ther end of the cjdinder. This returning de-
vice may be of any suitable kilid, form, or
construction. In the drawings I have illus-

trated one suitable form of mechanism for
this i^urpose, the same consisting of a vibrat-
ing spring or flexible arm Iv, pivoted at K' to

the frame of the machine and adapted to vi-

brate normallj^in a diagonal plane across the
machine and under the swinging arm H, and
to engage the hook A-, secured to said swing-
ing arm only when the swinging arm reaches
the final end of the phonogram-cylinder, and
then, after thus engaging said hook, to move
transversely across the machine and return
the arm H to the other end of the cylinder,
at which point the flexible lever K automat-
ically disengages the hook by slipping out of
it, the disengagement at this side being due

60 to the radial or pi\'otal movement of the flexi-

ble arm K about its own pivot or center of
motion. By reason of the arm K being made
flexible or in the form of a light flat spring,
it is, by its bending, adapted to move trans-

65 versely with the hook h when in engagement
therewith, instead of diagonally, as it does
normally. The flexible arm K mav be auto-

40

45

5°

55

matically and continuously vibrated back
and forth by anj' suitable connecting mech-
anism, connecting it with the motor which 70
drives the phonogram cylinder or liolder B.
As illustrated in the drawings, this mechan-
ism consists simply of a crank K'^ on one of
the shafts of the motor, connected by a link
K-^ with an arm K^, secured to or made inte- 75
gral with the flexible lever K.
To limit the throw of the horizontally-

swinging arm II, stops M M are provided, the
same being made cam-shaped, so that by turn-
ing them the throw maybe adjusted to cjdin- 80
ders of different lengths.

As the outer member II' of the horizontally-
swinging arm H is pivoted to the main i)ortion

of said arm, and as the lever II is supported
in a horizontal position by its pivot-bearings 85
h h, it will be observed that the weight of this

hinged section of the lever carrjdng the stjdus
causes the stjdus to ride gently ui^on the
phonogram-cylinder, and at the same time,
through the bell-crank lever F, to keep the 90
flexible cord G properlj^ taut.

I claim

—

1. In a graphophone, the combination with
a non-traversing phonogram-holder and a sta-

tionary diaphragm of a traveling or movable 95
reproducing-stylus, free to traverse the pho-
nogram cylinder or record and means for con-
necting the movable stylus mechanically with
the stationary diaphragm, substantiallj^ as
specified. ico

2. In a graphophone the combination with
a non-traA'^ersing phonogram-holder and a sta-

tionary diaphragm of a pivoted liorizontallj'-

swinging ai'm, and a reproducing-stylus
mounted upon the outer end of said arm and 105

having a mechanical connection with said dia-

phragm, substantially as specified.

3. In a graphophone the combination of a-

non-traversingrevolvingphonogram cj'linder

or holder and a stationary diaphragm, with no
a movable or traveling reproducer -stylus
adapted to move from end to end of the cyl-

inder, and a horizontally swinging or j)ivoted

arm upon which the reproducing-stylus is

mounted and by which it is carried to and fro 115

from end to end of the cylinder and a mechan-
ical connection between said diaphragm and
stylus, substantial! jr as specified.

4. The combination with a horizontal re-

volving, non-traversing phonogram cylinder 120

or holder, of a stationary sound-reproducing
device or diaphragm, a horizontallj^-swinging

arm and a reproducing-stylus carried by said

arm and free to be swung or moved from one
end of the cylinder to the other as the cylinder 1 25
revolves by the thread or spiral writing on
the cjdinder itself, and means connecting
mechanically said movable stylus and said

stationary sound-reproducing device or dia-

phragm for conveying the sound-vibrations 130
from the stylus to said sound-reproducing de-

vice or diaphragm, substantially as specified.

5. The combination with a horizontal re-

volving, non-traversing phonogram cylinder
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or holder, of a stationary sonntT-reprodueing
device or diaphragm, a horizontally-swinging
arm and a reproducing-stjdus carried hy said
arm and free to be swung or moved from one

5 end of the cylinder to the otlierasthe cylinder
revolves by the thread or spiral writing on
the cylinder itself, and means connecting
mechanicalh' said movable stjdus and said
stationary" sound- reiiroducing device or dia-

lo i^hragm for conveying the sound-^ibrations
from the st^dus to said sound-reproducing de-

vice or diaphragm, said hoi'izontally-swing-

ing arm having a vertically-hinged section or

member ui^on which the stjdirs is directly

15 mounted, substantially as specified.

0. In a graphophone, the combination with
the stationary diaphragm, of a horizontal re-

volving non-traversing i^honogram-holder, a
horizontallj'-swinging arm i)ivoted to the

20 frame near said diaphragm and provided
with a vertically-swinging hinged section, a
bell-crank lever mounted upon said hinged
section, a reprodueing-stylus secured to said
bell-crank lever, and means connecting said

25 bell-crank lever with said diaphragm, sub-
stantially as specified.

7. In a graphophone, the combination with
the stationary diaphragm, of a horizontal re-

vohing non- traversing phonogram - holder,

30 a horizontally-swinging arm j)ivoted to the
frame 2iear said diaphragm and provided with
a vertically-swinging hinged section, a bell-

crank lever mounted upon said hinged sec-

tion, a reproclucing-stylus secured to said bell-

35 crank lever, and a soft flexible cord connect-
ing said bell-crank lever with said diaphragm,
substantially as si^eeified.

8. In a graphophone, the combination with
the stationary diaphragm, of a horizontal re-

40 volving phonogram -holder, a horizontally-
swinging arm pivoted to the frame near said

diaphragm and j)rovided with a vertically-

swinging hinged section, a bell-crank lever
mounted upon said hinged section, a repro-

5 ducing-stylus secured to said bell-crank le-

ver, a soft flexible cord connecting said bell-

crank lever and mechanism for airtomatically
returning said horizontally-swinging arm to

liosition, substantially as specified.

50 9. In a graphophone, the combination with
( a stationary diaphragm, of a horizontal re-

vohing i)honogram- holder, a horizontally-
swinging arm pivoted to the frame near said

diaphragm and provided with a vertically-

5 swinging hinged section, a beli-crauk lever
mounted upon said hinged section, a repro-
dueing-stylus secured to said bell-crank le-

ver, a soft flexible cord connecting said bell-

erank lever with said diaphragm, and mech-
anism for automatically returning said hori-

zontalh'-swinging arm to position, the same
consisting in a continuously -moving diago-
nallj'-vibrating flexible lever adapted to en-

gage said horizontally-swinging arm, substan-
tially as specified. 65

10. In a graphoijhone, the combination with
the stationarj' diaphragm, of a horizontal re-

volving phonogram - holder, a horizontallj'-

swinging arm pivoted to the frame near said

diaphragm and provided Avith a verticallj"- 70
swinging hinged section, a bell-crank lever

mounted upon said hinged section, a repro-

dueing-stylus secured to said bell-crank le-

ver, a soft flexible cord connecting said bell-

crank lever -with said diaphragm and mech- 75
anism for automatically returning said hori-

zontally-swinging arm to position, the same
consisting in a continuously - moving diago-

nally-vibrating flexible lever adapted to en-

gage said horizontally - swinging arm, said 80

horizontally - swinging arm being furnished
with a hook h to engage said flexible lever,

substantiallj^ as specified.

11. The combination with a revolving hori-

zontal, non-traversing phonogram-holder, of 85

a stylus, and a horizontally-SAvinging x)ivoted

stylns-carrj-ing arm moved from one end of

the cylinder to the other by the riding of the
stylus in the thread or spiral line of writing on
the phonogram - cylinder itself, a diaphragm 90
or sound-vibratable device mounted on the

stationary frame of the machine and mechan-
ical means for communicating the sound-vi-
brations from said movable stylus to said sta-

tionaiy sound - vibratable device, substau- 95
tially as specified.

12. The combination with a revolving hori-

zontal non-traversing phonogram-holder, of

a horizontftlly-swinging pivoted stylus-carry-

ing arm, a stationary diaphragm, a stylus and ico

mechanical means for connecting the stylus

and the diaphragm, substantially as specified.

13. The combination with a revolving hori-

zontal phonogram-holder of a horizontally-

swinging pivoted stylus-carrying arm,a stylus 105

operating to swing said arm on its pivot from
one end of the holder to the other by follow-

ing the thread or line of writing on the phono-
gram-cylinder itself and mechanism for auto-
maticallj" returning said swingingarm to posi- no
tion, said stylus-carrying arm being free to

vibrate or swing horizontal^ on its pivot sub-
stantialh^ as specified.

14. Tlie combination with a revolving hori-

zontal phonogram-holder, of a horizontally- 115
swinging pivoted stylus - carrj'ing arm, and
mechanism for automatically returning said
swinging arm to position, said mechanism
comprising the diagonally-vibrating flexible

arm adapted to engage and disengage said 120

horizontally-swinging arm, "substantially as
specified.

EDWARD HILL AMET.
Witnesses

:

H. M. MUNDAT,
S. E. Curtis.
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To all wliom it may concern:
Be it known tliat I, Edward II. Amet, a

citizen of tlie United States, residing in Wau-
kegan, in the connty of Lalce and State of Illi-

5 nois, have invented a new and useful Im-
provement in Graphophones or Devices for

Reproducing Sounds from Sound-Writings,
of which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to improvements in

lo graphophones or devices designed for re-

producing from sound - writings articulate

speech, music, or other sounds.
The object of my invention is to produce a

graphophone or sound-reproducing mechan-
15 ism of a simple and cheap construction, which

will operate to do this work accurately and
perfectly, and without producing disagree-
able rasping, grating, or interfering sounds.

I have discovered idj my experiments that

20 sounds maj^ be perfecth' reproduced from
phonograms or sound-writings by simply ty-

ing or clamping a piece of rubber tubing be-
tween two rigid pieces or sticks, preferably
of wood, the pieces being preferably tied or

25 pressed closer at one end than at the other,
so as to give the flattened rubber tube a some-
what wedging or tapering form. The arm or
bar carrying the reproducing - point rests

loosely uj)on one of the rigid pieces between
30 which the rubber tube is clamped, its other

or point end resting vc^ow the phonogram-cjd-
inder or sound-record. The free end of the
rubber tube which is tied or clamped between
the two iiieces of wood maj' be connected to the

35 ordinary ear-tube or to a horn. The rubber
or other elastic tube which is compressed be-
tween the two rigid pieces may be of any suit-

able size or construction. In the first machine
I constructed I simj)ly tied with two pieces of

40 ordinarj^ string one end of an ordinary graph-
ophone ear-tube between two pieces of light

board about three inches long and each about
one-half or three-quarters of an inch in width.
I, however, prefer to use a somewhat larger

45 size of rubber tubing, and have used with
great success tubing of about one inch in di-

ameter, making the wood or other pieces of
rigid material correspondingly wider. Any
suitable construction or arrangement may be

50 used to cause the reproducing-point to fol-

low the sound-writing. I, however, prefer to

mount the reproducing-point upon a freelj'-

swinging arm of glass having a bent end piv-

otally resting upon one of the pieces of stiff

or rigid material between which the rubber 55
tube is clamped, so that the free or point end
of the arm may Idc caused to feed or swing bj"

the spiral thread of the sound-writing itself

from one end of the ijhonogram-cjdinder to

the other, so that no feed-screw or other mech- 60

anism will be necessaiy for feeding or moving
either the phonogram-cylinder on the one
hand or the rubber tube and its wood or other
clamps on the other hand.

In the accompanying drawings, which form 65

a part of this specification, and in which simi-

lar letters of reference indicate like parts,

Figure 1 is a plan view of a device embodj^-
ing my invention. Fig. 2 is a side elevation,

jjartly in section. Fig. 3 is a section on the 70
line 3 3 of Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a horizontal sec-

tion through the case containing the rubber
tube and the two pieces of wood or other rigid

material between which the tube is clamped.
Figs. 5 and 6 are cross-sections on lines 5 5 75
and G (J, respectively, of Fig. 3.

. In the drawings, A represents the frame of

the machine, the same being preferably in

the form of a box or case inclosing the sj^ring

or other motor by which the shaft or holder 80

B for the phonogram-cylinder C is driven bj'

the belt E or other connection.
F is an elastic tube, preferably of rubber,

clamped or compressed between two pieces,

preferably flat pieces, of stiff or rigid material 85
F' F^, the same being preferablj' of Avood.

The two pieces F' F^ are clamped or tied

firmly together at their rear end, so as to close

the tube at this rear or inner end, while the
two pieces are not clamped so closelj^ together 90
at their front end, so that the tubing between
them is given a tapering form from one end
of the clamps F' F^ to the other. The clamps
or pieces of wood F' F^ maj^ be in this man-
ner secured or clamped together by any suit- 95
able means, but preferably by tying or secur-

ing strings or bands around them.
G is the reproducing-i^oint-carrying arm,

made preferably of glass, its point end rest-

ing upon the phonogram-cylinder or sound- 100

Avriting and its other end resting loosely uiion
the upper one F' of the two pieces of wood
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between wliicli the rubber tiibe F is clamiied
or compressed. The arm G is i^referably
hollow or made of a glass tube, and it is bent
at one end to form a right-angle socket g to

5 fit over the upright i)in g' , which is attached
to the clamp -piece F'. The reproducing-
j)oint g'^ is preferably of glass and formed in-

tegral with its carrying-arm G. The pin g'

fits loosely in the socket g of the arm G and
lo it is i^rovided, preferablj^, with a collar or

shoulder (/^ To increase the weight of the
hollow arm G, I attach to it a weight H, pref-

erably hy strings or threads.
The reproducing - point- carrying arm G

15 swings laterally or horizontally from one end
of the phonogram-cylinder or sound-writing
to the other, its bent end g turning on the
jiin g' as a pivot. It is thus swung laterally

or horizontally in the forward or feed direc-

20 tion through the agencj^ of the spiral groove
or thread of the sound-writing record itself.

It may be swung back or returned to posi-

tion by hand or by any suitable mechanism
for this purpose.

25 The rubber or elastic tube F is i)referably
made larger in diameter than the ordinarj"

ear-tubes used with graphophones, and to

suitablj^ contract its free end / for connec-
tion with such smaller tubing I provide a

30 clamp consisting, preferably, of two metal
parts /' /', secured by screws /^ /^ to the
lower wood piece F'"^, and which serve to form
a fold in the larger tubing and thus contract
the diameter of its free end, as indicated in

35 Fig. 5. A short tube/^, preferably of glass,

metal, or other rigid material, is jjreferably

employed as a connection between the rub-
ber tube F and the ear tube or horn or other
device which may be employed for conveying

40 or distributing the sound.
Any other suitable means known to those

skilled in the art maybe emploj^ed as a sub-
stitute or equivalent for the arm G for com-
municating the sound-vibrations to the rub-

45 ber tube F, clamped taperingly between the
two pieces F' F^ of stifl" or rigid material.
The sound-reproducing device consisting

of the rubber tube F, clamped tai^eringly be-
tween the two pieces of wood F' F'^, is prefer-

ably inclosed in acase K, secured to the frame 50
or box A.

I claim

—

1. A sound-reproducing device, consisting
in an elastic tube clamped or comjiressed be-
tween two stiff or rigid pieces, and means for 55
transmitting sound-vibrations to one of said

stiff or rigid pieces substantially as specified.

2. A sound-reproducing device, consisting
in a rubber tube taperingly clamped or com-
pressed between pieces of stiff or rigid ma- 6c

terial, and means for transmitting sound-vi-
brations to one of said stiff or rigid jiieces

substantially as specified.

3. A sound-reproducing device, consisting
in an elastic tube clamped between two stiff 65

or rigid pieces, in combination with a rotat-

ing phonogram-cylinder, a reprodiicing-iooint

and means for communicating the sound-vi-
brations from the reproducing-point to said
sound-reproducing device, substantially as 70
specified.

4. A sound-reproducing device, consisting
in a rubber tube clamped taijeringiy between
pieces of stiff or rigid material, in combina-
tion with a rotating phonogram-cylinder, ays"
reproducing-point and means for communi-
cating the sound-vibrations from the repro-
ducing-point to said sound-reproducing de-

vice, substantially as specified.

5. The combination with a rotating phono- 80

gram-cylinder, of an elastic tube, two clamps
between which said tube is compressed, and
a horizontally-swinging arm furnished with
a reproducing-point at one end resting upon
the phonogram-cylinder and resting at the 85

other end upon the iipperone of said clamps,
substantially as specified.

G. In a sound-reproducing device, the com-
bination with the tube F, of clamp-pieces F'

F'-, and clamps/'/' for contracting the free 90
end of said tube F, and means for communi-
catijig sound-vibrations to one of said clamji-

pieces substantially as specified.

EDWARD H; AMET.
Witnesses:

Edmund Adcock,
h. m. munday.
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To all ivlioni it may concern:
Be it known that I, Edward II. Amet, a

citizen of the United States, residing in Wau-
kegan, in the county of Lake and State of

;
Illinois, have invented a new and useful Im-
provement in Graphophones, of which the fol-
lowing is a specification.
My invention relates to improvements in

graphophones or devices designed for repro-
lo ducing articulate speech, music, or other

sounds recorded in phonograms or sound-
writings.

The object of my invention is to provide a
device or mechanism for this purpose of a

IS simple, cheap, and durable construction, by
means of which such phonograms or sound-
writings may be accurately and perfectly re-
produced without any attendant disagreeable
scraping, grating, or interfering noises pro-

2o duced by the action of the mechanism. I
have discovered that this result may be ac-
complished

; and herein my invention consists
by means of a simple sounding-board of wood,
suitably secured by glue or otherwise to a

25 base-block, in connection with a simple arm
of glass or other suitable material resting at
one end on the sounding-board and at the
other end restingon the phonogram-cylinder
or sound-record, the end of the glass tube or

30 arm resting iipon the sound -record being
drawn to a fine point, so as to follow the spiral
groove or thread of the sound-wilting record
on the phonogram cylinder or blank, and the
end of the glass arm or tube resting on the

35 sounding-board being adapted to permit the
arm to swing laterally to enable its outer or

£ pointed end to properly feed from one end to

if the other of the phonogram-cylinder as said
cylinder revolves. By this simple means I

40 have found by experiment that articulate
si^eech, songs, instrumental or other music
recorded in sound -writings or phonograms
may be accurately and perfectly reproduced
with great loudness, clearness, and distinct-

45 uess, and free from all harsh or interfering
sounds.
In the accompanying drawings, which form

a part of this specification, and in which simi-
lar letters of reference indicate like parts,

Figure 1 is a plan view of a graphophone or 50
sound-writing reproducing mechanism em-
bodying my invention. Fig. 2 is a side ele-
vation partly in section. Fig. 3 is an enlarged
sectional view showing the connection of the
arm with the sounding-board, and Fig. 4 is a 55
perspective view of the connecting-pin.

In the drawings, A represents the frame,
the same being preferably in the form of a
box or case inclosing the spring or other motor
B, by which the shaft or holder C for the pho- 60
nogram blank or cylinder D is driven or ]-o-

tated.

E is a block, preferably of wood, secured
preferably to the top of the box or frame A.
F is the sounding-board secured to the block 65

or support E, preferably by glue. The block
or support E is hollowed out or furnished
with a cavity E', so that the sounding-board
F, which is preferably square or rectangular
in shape, will rest upon the block only at its 70
margin or outer edges. The sounding-board
is preferably about four inches by five inches
in size, and I prefer to make it about one-
sixteenth to one-eighth of an inch in thick-
ness of dry seasoned wood, such, for example, 75
as cedar.

G is the arm, of glass or other suitable ma-
terial, one end of which rests upon the phono-
gram-cjdinder and the other upon the sound-
ing-board. The arm is preferably hollow and 80
made of a simple single glass tube by bending
it at one end to form a right-angle socket (7 to
fit over the upright pin g' , which is secured to
the sounding-board, preferably near its mid-
dle or center, and by bending and drawing ^s
its other end to a fine point cf to adapt this
pointed end to follow the thread or spiral
groove of the sound-writing. The pin g' is

preferably of wood and is provided with a
flange, shoulder, or collar g"^ at one side of the 90
pin, so that the lower end of the glass tube
will only rest, touch, or liave a bearing or
support at one side or at a short arc of its cir-
cumference; that is to .say, touching only at
the eccentric collar or shoulder g^ of thepin 95
g instead of touching all the way around the
pin. This is clearly illustrated at Figs. 3 and 4.

The shank of the pin g' is inserted through a
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suitable hole formed in the sounding-board
to receive it, and the pin should also be glued
to the sounding-board if it is made in a sep-

arate piece therefrom, as shown in the draw-
5 ings. The point or pointed end (/2 should pro-

ject at an angle from the tube or arm G, as
illustrated in the drawings, so that only the
extreme end or point of the arm will touch
the sound-writing cylinder when this end of

lo the arm is resting on the cylinder. The con-
necting-pin g' should be made long enough or
project up into the hollow bent arm of the
tube far enough to pi-event the tube or ai^m
from tilting sidewise when resting on its two

15 bent ends, one bent end on the sounding-
board and the other bent end on the phono-
gram-cjdinder or sound-writing. The hollow
tube is preferably in diameter about the size

of an ordinarj^ lead-pencil and about eight
20 inches in length. In other words, its length

.should be sufficient to permit the necessary
radial or laterallj^-swinging movement of the
arm on its pivot, to allow its pointed end to
follow the thread or spiral groove of the sound-

25 Avriting from one end of the ijhonogram-cyl-
inder to the other without causing the arc
thus described to carry the point g'^ much to

either side of a vertical plane passing through
the axis of the phonogram-cylinder.

30 The phonogram-cylinder, sounding-board,
and the laterally-swinging arm G should pref-
erably be so combined together that the i)oint

(/^ of the arm will always remain slightly to

the left of a vertical plane passing through
35 the axis of the phonogram-cylinder, as illus-

trated in the drawings, as the point cf will thus
better follow the spiral groove or thread of
the sound-writing.
The point (f of the arm G, which follows the

40 thread of the sound-writing, is preferably
formed by simply bending the end of the tube
and drawing it to a i)oint while the glass is

heated in the ordinary manner that a glass
blower or worker operates, the extreme point

45 naturally forming itself into a smooth and
rounded shape. The glass tube or arm G,
suitablj' furnished Avith the bent end g and
with the point g^, can thus be made at a very
small cost, not exceeding, for example, a few

50 cents apiece, as the glass tube itself is very
cheap, and as it only requires a few moments'
labor to bend its end g at an angle to form
the pivot of the arm and to bend and draw its

other end to form the point g'^, no expensive
55 rounding or polishing of the point being re-

quired, as is the case where such points are
formed of jewels or other hard substances
which ai-e not shaped to the required form by
the natural process or law, as is the case in

60 ray invention, and the sounding-board and
its block can also be produced at an exceed-
ingly small cost, not exceeding a few cents.
To increase the weight of the hollow arm or

tube G and cause its pointed end g'^ to better
65 follow the phonogram groove or thread auto-

maticall3"and of itself alone without the inter-

vention or aid of anj^ feed-screw or other
mechanism, I preferably attach to it a weight
II, the same consisting, preferably, of a bar
of metal. The weight II is preferablj' at- 70
tached to the arm G by means of two pieces

of thread or string or rubber li Ji, tied around
the glass arm G at jDoints slightly farther
apart than the length of the weight 11, so that
the two strings h h will incline toward each 75
other and thus prevent the weight having
any injurious vibratory or pendulum action.

The laterally or horizontally swinging arm
G may be returned fi-om one end of the pho-
nogram-cylinder to the other after it has fol- 80

lowed it from end to end, in order to again
reproduce the sound writing or record on the
phonogram-cjdinder, by hand or by any suit-

able automatic mechanism for this pur^iose.

K is the belt by which the i)honogram cyl- 8

inder, shaft, or holder is driven from the

spring or otlaer motor.
The sounding-board F is preferably pro-

vided with one or more holes or openings / to

permit the escape of the sound-waves from the 90
air-cavity between the sounding-board and
its block or support. These openings or holes

/ may also preferably be furnished with short

horns /', made of wood and inserted in the
holes. These flaring tiibes or horns /' also 95
afford a means for receiving or attaching a
rubber ear-tube, if desired.

It will be observed that the rotating pho-
nogram-cylinder or sound-writing record is

mounted in fixed or stationary bearings on too

the frame, and has no feed movement, and
that the sounding-board is also fixed in posi-

tion and has no feed movement, and that the
reproducing-arm rests loosely at one end on
the sounding-board and at the other end on 105

the phonogram-cylinder or sound-writing,
and that the spiral groove or thread of the

sound-writing itself serves as the means for

swinging the arm laterally to feed the point

end thereof from one end to the other of the 110

cylinder. The bent end g of the tube G fits

the wood pin g' loosely, so as to permit the

arm to swing laterally on this -pin as a pivot.

After the extreme circular end of the tube is

cut or broken off it should be stuck in the 115

flame a moment, so as to render this end
smooth and thus prevent any undue friction

between it and the flange or collar g'' of the

pin g'.

Between the frame or case A and E, I place 120

a sound-insulating packing M, preferably of

felt, rubber, or other like material.

I claim

—

1. A graphophone or mechanism for repro-

ducing sounds from i^honograms or sound- 125

writings, consisting in connection with the

IDhonogram-cjdinder or sorrnd-writing of a
sounding-board, and an arm resting loosely

at one end on the sounding-board and at the

other end on the phonogram - cylinder or 730

sound-w^riting, substantially as specified.

2. The combination with a rotating phono-
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gram-cylinder or sound-writing, of a fixed or
stationarj^ sounding-board and a glass arm
having an integral point at one end to ride on
the phonogram -cylinder or sound -writing,

5 said arm resting at one end on the sounding-
board and at the other end on the phonogram-
cylinder, substantially as specified.

3. The combination with a rotating phono-
gram-cylinder or sound-writing, of a fixed or

lo stationary- sounding-board and a glass arm
resting at one end on the sounding-board and
at the other end on the phonogram-cylinder,
said arm having a loose pivotal connection
Avith said sounding-board, substantially as

15 specified.

4. The combination with a rotating phono-
gram-cylinder,of a stationary sounding-board
furnished with aiTlTpwardiy-pro.jecting pin
and a hollow glass arm having a bent end fit-

20 ting on said pin, and a pointed bent end at
its other extremity resting on the phonogram-
cylinder, substantially as specified.

5. The combination with a rotating phono-
gram-cj'linder, of a stationary sounding-board

25 furnished with'an upwardly-projecting wood
pin and a hollow glass arm having a bent end
fitting on said pin, and a pointed bent end at
its other extremitj^ resting on the phonogram-
cylinder, substantiallj^ as si^eeified.

30 G. The combination with a rotating phono-
gram-cylinder, of a stationary sounding-board
furnished with an upwardly-projecting pin
and a hollow glass arm having a bent end fit-

ting on said pin and a pointed bent end at
35 its other extremity resting on the phonogram-

cj-lindei-, and a shoulder or collar at one side
of said pin so that the bent cylindrical end of
said tube -^ill only have a bearing at a portion
of its circumference, substantially as speci-

40 fied.

7. The combination with a rotating phono-
gram-cylinder of a sounding-board ,with a hol-
low arm pointed at one end and resting at the
other end loosely pivoted on the sounding-

45 board, said sounding-board being furnished
with one or more openings through the same,
substantially as specified.

8. The combination with a base-block or
support of a sounding-board secured thereto,

50 a phonogram-cylinder and a glass arm resting
at one end on the cylinder and the other end
on the sounding-board, said glass arm being
hollow, having a bent pointed end atone ex-
tremity and a right-angle bent end at the other

55 extremity fitting a pin or pivot attached to
the sound ing-board, substantially as specified.

9. The combination with a base-block or
support of a sounding-board secured thereto,
a phonogram-cylinder and a glass arm resting

60 at one end on the cylinder and the other end
loosely pivoted on the sounding-board, said
sounding-board being perforated, substan-
tially as specified

.

10. A phonogram or sound-writing record
65 following-point composed of glass and made

integral with the arm by which it is carried,

substantiallj- as specified.

11. The means for communicating sound-
vibrations from a phonogram or sound record
to a sounding-board, consisting of a tube of 70
glass, having an integral point formed on its

end to follow the sound-record, substantially
as specified.

12. The means for communicating sound-
vibrations of a phonogram or sound-record to a 75
sounding-board, consisting of a tube of glass
having an integral point formed on its end to

follow the sound-record, and having at its

other extremity a bent end, one edge of which
rests i^pon the sounding-board, substantiallj' 80
as specified.

13. The means for communicating sound-
vibrations of a phonogram or sound-record to a
sounding-board, consisting of a tiibe of glass
furnished with a weight consisting of a bar 85
attached at each end to said tube by two
threads or cords at points farther apart than
the length of the bar, substantially as speci-
fied.

1-1. A graphophone or mechanism for repro- 90
ducing sounds from phonograms or sound-
writings, consisting in connection with tlie

phonogram - cylinder or sound - writing of a
sounding-board, and an arm resting loosely at
one end on the sounding-board and at the other 95
end on the phonogram-cylinder or sound-writ-
ing, and a weight attached to said ai-m, sub-
stantially as specified.

15. The combination with a rotating pho-
nogram-cylinder of a sounding-board with a 100
hollow arm pointed at one end and resting on
the phonogram-cylinder, and resting at the
other end on the sounding-board, said arm
having a pivotal connection with said sound-
ing-board to j)ermit it to s-sving laterally or 105
horizontally, and a weight attached to said
arm, substantially as si^ecified.

16. The combination with a rotating pho-
nogram-cjiinder, of a stationary sounding-
board furnished with an upwardly-projecting no
pin and a hollow glass ai-m having a bent end
fitting on said pin, and a pointed bent end at
its other extremity resting on the phonogram-
cylinder, and a weight attached to said arm
by a thread or cord, substantially as specified. 1

1

5

17. The means for commimicating sound-
vibrations from a phonogram or sound-record
to a vibi'atable bodj', consisting of an arm rest-
ing at one end on the phonogram or sound-
record and at the other end looselj^ pivoted 120
on the vibratable body,substantially as speci-
fied.

18. The combination with a base or support
of a vibratable body secured to said base or
support, a phonogram-cylinder, and an arm 125
having an integral point at one end resting
on the phonogram-cylinder, and said arm
resting at its other end on said vibratable
body, substantially as specified.

19. The combination with a base or support 130
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of a vibratable body secured to said block, a
plionogram - cylinder, an arm resting at one
end on the cylinder and the other end on the
vibratable body, and a sound-insulating pack-
ing between said block and the frame, sub-
stantially as specified.

20. A phonogram or sound-writing record
following-point, composed of glass and shaped

by the natural tendency of the glass when
molten to assume a globular or rounded form, lo

substantiallj^ as specified.

EDWARD H. AMET.
Witnesses

:

H. M. MUNDAY,
S. E. Curtis.
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To all lohojii it may coizcevTi:

Be it known that I, Emile Berliner, a citi-

zen of tlie United States, residing at Wash-
ington, in the District of Columbia, liave in-

5 vented certain new and useful Improvements
in Gramophones, of which the following is a
.specification.

My invention has reference to imx^rove-
ments in methods of and apparatus for record-

lo ing and reproducing si:)oken Avords and other
sounds, and it is primarih* intended as and
constitutes an extension and improvement of
my gramophone which I have described in
Letters Patent No. 372,786, granted to me on

I j November 8, 1887, and for which I have also
received Letters Patent of Great Britain, No.
15,232, dated November 8, 1887. In said pat-
ents I have described a method of recording
and reproducing sounds, which consists in

2o first causing the .sounds to inscribe themselves
upon a layer of non-resisting material in a
manner substantially- like tluit practiced by
the well-known Leon Scott phonautograph,
then copj'ing the phonautographic record in

25 solid resisting material, preferably hy the
photo-engraving process, and then reproduc-
ing the sounds from the solid copy of the rec-

ord. The original record, as well as the copy
of the same, is thus obtained as an undula-

30 tory line of even depth, as distinguished from
a line of varying depth obtained by the ordi-

narj^ phonograph and by the graphophone.
In my present invention I i-etaiu all the

fundamental features of my gramophone, but
35 introduce certain novel features both in the

process and in the api)arat\is, which render
the attainment of the objects of a sound re-

corder and repi-oducer more certain and more
perfect.

40 In the original form of my gramophone I

employed a curved (cylindrical) surface upon
Avhicli the non-resisting medium used for re-

cording was supported. This had the disad-
vantage that for the purpose of copying the

45 record by the photo-engraving process such
surface had to be first straightened and the
fiat copy obtained from the same had to be
bent again to the original cylindrical form of
the record-surface. This involved delicate

50 and tedious manipulations, which I avoid in

my present invention by inscribing the record
of sounds upon a flat plate, and I further im-
prove the process \)\ arranging that fiat plate
horizontally, or nearlj' so, and by inscribing
the record upon the under surface of the same, 5 5

wherebj' the material removed bj" the record-
ing-stylus drops away from the plate and
leaves the undulatory groove of even depth,
clean, and well defined, whereas by the old
method the material removed by the stylus ac- 60
cumulated in and about the adjacent grooves.

I have further improved the process by
using a transparent plate as a support for the
non-resisting medium. This plate is there-

fore made either of glass or some other like 65
substance,whereby I secure several important
advantages. The most important of these
advantages is that it enables me to woi'k \^ith

parallel transmitted rays of light in the sub-
sequent process of photo-engraving, in which 70
the original record is thus used as a negative,
which may be directly applied in contact with
the sensitive photographic plate, and another
important advantage is the reduction of the
friction of the stylus upon the supports to a 75
minimiTm.
The process is further improved b}- the em-

ployment of a new recording medium. In the
original process I used a laj^er of lamiDblack
pure and simple, and this substance is well 80

adapted for the purpose on account of the
slight coherence of the particles; but by rea-

son of the fiocculent nature of this substance
the lines drawn ujion it are more or less rag-
ged, as can be observed under a microscope, 85
and the photo-engraving obtained from such
record display's all the defects of the original.

In my improved process I emjiloy a layer of a
semifluid ink or paint, of such consistency and
thickness that it will neither subside nor flow 90
spontaneously. Such ink is practicall}' struc-

tureless, and the lines drawn upon it are ex-
ceedingly sharp and reveal no ragged edges
under a iiowerful mieroscoiie, and the photo-
engraving from such record is far superior to 95
a like copy from a i-ecord produced under the
former process.

My invention also comjjrises other minor im-
provements in the i)rocess, and it also covers
novel features in the apparatus, all of which 100
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will more fallj^ appear from tlie following de-
tailed description, in wliicli reference is made
to the accomj)an3'ing drawings,in wliicli I have
illustrated convenient forms of apparatus
which I have used, without, however, limiting
myself to the exact details of the same.
Figure 1 is a perspective view of my im-

proved gramophone. Fig. 2 is a plan view
of the diaphragm, with its support and acces-
sories. Fig. 3 is a vertical section showing
the recording-disk and its connection with the
driving-wheel. Fig. 4 is a sectional view of
the diaphragm, its support, and accessories.
Fig. 5 is a cross-section on line x x of Fig. 2.

Fig. G is a sectional view of apart of the driv-

ing-gear. Fig. 7 is a section showing the con-
nection of the driven shaft with the support
of the recording-disk. Fig. 8 is a sectional
view of a centering device. Fig. 9 is a plan
view, upon a reduced scale, of a disk with a
record of sounds recorded upon the same in
accoi'dance with my invention. Fig 10 is a
sectional elevation of a modified form of my
reproducing apparatus, and Fig. 11 is a sec-

tional view of a dampened reproducing-disk.
Referringnow to the drawings, in which the

details are marked by numerals, there is a
platform 1, suitably supported, and upon this

Ijlatform are mounted the operative parts of

30 the apparatus. A metallic plate 2, provided
with a longitudinal rib 3, is secured upon the
platform, and standards 4 4', mounted ujDon
plate 2, are provided with a nut-bearing 5

and a smooth bearing 5', (see Fig. 6,) respec-

35 lively, for shaft 6, which extends through
these bearings, as shown. One-half, more or
less, of this shaft is screw-threaded, as shown,
and enters the nut-bearing 5, and at a point
near the middle said shaft passes loosely
through a naovable support 7, the position of
which upon the shaft is determined by two
coUai-s 8 8, as indicated in Fig. 7.

The support 7 serves as a bearing for a
bevel-gear 9, which is centrally perforated
and widens out into a circular flange 10.

Upon its under side the bevel-gear 9 is re-

cessed, and said recess fits loosely over the up-
per end of support 7. A screw 11, passing
looselj^ through the central perforation of
bevel-gear 9, screws into the head of support
7, so that the bevel-gear can rotate about its

axis, which coincides with the axis of screw
11. Two screw-pins 12 12, which may be
either fixed or removable, project at diamet-
rically opposite points from flange 10, and are
designed to pass through two similarly-located
holes in a glass plate 13, as will be more fully
described hereinafter.

A bevel-gear 14, fixed upon shaft 6, engages
bevel-gear 9, but provision is made for re-

leasing gear 14 from the shaft, if desired, for

a purpose which will be explained farther
on. As stated above, the screw-threaded por-
tion of shaft 6 passes through nut-bearing 5,

and it will now be clear that if shaft 6 is ro-

tated bevel-gear 9, with its flange 10, will like-

wise rotate, and will at the same time ad-

vance in a straight line, since shaft G, screw-
ing into or out of its nut-bearing 5, will carry
bevel-gear 14 and support 7 with it. From 70
the bottom of support 7 two lugs 15 15, one
on each side of rib 3 of ijlate 2, serve to guide
the sui^port with the parts attached thereto
in the line of said rib, which is, of course,

parallel to shaft G. 75
A part of the smooth portion of shaft G has

a longitudinal groove IG extending to the
right-hand end of the shaft, as seen in Figs.

1 and 6, and a sleeve 17 looselj^ fitting this

portion of the shaft has a pin 18, the end of 80

which engages groove 16, as shown in Fig.

6, so that the shaft is free to slide longitudi-

nally through sleeve 17 and will rotate with
the same if the latter is rotated.

Sleeve 17 is fitted into bearing 5' of stand- 85

ard 4', so as to rotate within the same, and
upon that part of the sleeve which projects

beyond the bearing is keyed the compound
gear 19. Tlie latter is composed of a pinion
20 and a bevel-gear 21, and a rather large 90
bevel-wheel 22, mounted upon a shaft 23 be-

low i^latform 1, meshes with pinion 20.

A small bevel-gear 24 meshes with gear-

wheel 21, and to the shaft of gear 24 are se-

cured fans 25, which are thus driven at a high 95
speed and serve as a regulator, as will be
readily understood by those skilled in the
art.

A weight 2G is suspended by cords or chains
27 from shaft 23, and if said shaft is turned loc

by a crank 28, or otherwise, in one direction

the cords or chains are wound upon the same,
as indicated in Fig. 1, and the weight 26 is

raised up toward the platform. If, on the
otherhand, the weight is allowed to descend, 10=

it will rotate shaft 23, this in turn will rotate

gear-wheel 22, which, meshing with pinion

20, will rotate the latter and tlie connected
shaft 6, and in the manner hereinbefore de-

scribed support 7 will receive a rectilinear iic

motion, while flange 10, upon bevel-gear 9,

will both rotate and move in a straight line.

For everj' complete revolution of bevel-gear

14 support 7 and bevel-gear 9, with its con-

nected flange 10, will be moved in the line of 11;

a diameter a distance equal to the pitch of

the screw-threads upon shaft 6, and it will

now be understood that if a plate 13 is fixed

to flange 10 and a fixed pencil or stylus be
lightly pressed upon the plane surface of said 1 2c

plate a spiral line will be draM^n upon the

plate.

The recording-stylus 29 is mounted upon a
diaphragm 30, and the diaphragm itself,

which may be of any suitable sonorous ma- 12 =

terial, is mounted in a case 31, and a rigid

tube 32, projecting from one side of the case,

communicates with a flexible tube 33 and a
mouth or ear piece 34. The tube is clamped
and maj' be adjusted in the direction of its 13c

length in a ring 35, formed at the end of a rod

36, which is adjustable in a support 37, and
the latter is again adjustable vertically in a
standard 38 mounted upon platform 1. A
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metal post 39 is fixed to tlie center of the
diaphragm, as sho'W'n, and its free end has an
axial slot 40, into Avliicli a soft-rubber tube 41

is forced and flattened. The free end of the

5 soft-rubber tube receives the stylus 20, wliich

may be of metal or any other liard and fairly

elastic material.

Preferably the stylus is nuade of a flat strip

of phosj)hor-bronze extending radially over
lo the face of casing 31 and some distance be-

yond the edge of the same. At its free end
the stylus is reduced to a point and is curved
upwardly, and b}' tui'ning the diaphragm-
case about the axis of tube 32, or by turning

15 rod 36 iu its bearing 37, or bj" adjusting the
latter upon bracket 38 the i^oint of the stylus

may be brought into liiiht contact with the
lower face of disk 13 at a point in the diam-
eter of said disk which is parallel with shaft 6.

20 Xear the middle of its length a hole is pro-

duced through the stylus, and a pin 42, formed
at one end of a metal block 43, passes through
said hole and into the central bore in a simi-

lar block 44. Between each block and the

25 adjacent face of the stylus a soft -rubber
washer 45 is inserted, and the two blocks are
forced together and are made to clamp the
stylus between the rubber washers by means
of the pointed screws 4G, working in the sup-

30 ports 47. The screws 46 46 thus constitute
the pivotal supports of the stylus, which is a
true two-armed lever. A piece of soft-rub-

ber tubing 48 is inserted between the outer
arm of this lever and the casing 31, and an-

35 other piece of soft-rubber tubing 49 is slijDped

over the stylus between the elastic support
48 and the outer end. Thus it will be seen
that the stylus is elastically supported and
amply dampened, and that if the diaphragm

40 vibrates under the imjiact of sound-waves
the free end of the stylus Avill move to the
right and to the left of its ijosition of rest

and parallel to the face of disk 13.

The disk 13 is jjreferablj' made of glass.

45 It is of suitable diameter and thickness, and
has two holes 12' 12', corresponding to the
pins 12 12 projecting from flange 10, and is

placed in position upon said flange with the
pins entering the holes. The nuts 50 50 are

50 then screwed down, whereby the glass disk
is securely clamiDed.
The method of recording and reproducing

recorded sounds by means of this apparatus
will now be easily understood.

55 As has been stated above, the non-resisting

material upon which the sound-record or
phonautogram is produced is a semifluid, and
I can use for this purpose any ink, as, for in-

stance, printers' ink, of the required con-
160 sistency. An even layer of this ink may be

spread over the under surface of the glass
disk in any suitable manner, as, for instance,
hj means of a brush or roller while the disk
is slowly turned; but I prefer to produce

65 the ink directly upon the disk itself, and I

proceed in the following manner : The under
surface of the glass disk is first carefidly pol-

ished and dried, and is then covered with a
thin film of oil by means of a camel's-hair

brush. This is done while the disk is rotated 70
with moderate speed. Any oil or fat may be
used, but I have found linseed-oil speciallj'

adapted for tlie purpose. A smoky flame is

then held under the glass plate while the lat-

ter is slowlv rotated, whereby the lampblack 75
ascending from the flame is intercepted by
the plate and becomes deposited uj)on the
same in a very fine layer, which, however, is

instantly absorbed by and mixes intimatel}'

with the thin layer of oil, thus forming a 80
black amorphous ink, covering the under
surface of the glass disk in an even exceed-
ingly thin layer. It is essential that the lamp-
black be deijosited upon the oiled disk by the
described process of sublimation; that is to 85
say, the carbon particles must reach the disk
and mix with the oil at the moment when
their transition from the gaseous into the
solid state takes jjlace. If it were attemijted
to api^ly lampblack already formed bj' dust- 90
ing upon the oiled disk, no intimate mixture
resulting in an even layer of amorj)hous ink
would be obtained. Tlie coating of ink thus
directly formed upon the disk has just the con-
sistency and the thickness required. It will 95
not flow spontaneously, and while it adheres
well to the glass plate, it requires only a min-
imum force to remove it from the same, and
the iDoint of the stylus in its passage through
the substance of the ink experiences no per- 100
ceptible resistance. The disk is now read}'

to receive the phonautogram, and it is moved
to the position shown in Fig. 1, with the point
of the styhis near the outer edge. The point
of the stylus is then adjusted into light con- 105
tact with the disk, so that the coat of ink is

barely penetrated by the same, and the weight
26 is allowed to descend and to rotate shaft 6

in the manner hereinbefore described. If

now the stylus remained immovable, it would no
describe uj)on the under surface of the disk
a smooth spiral the convolutions of wliicli

continuously decrease toward the center of
the disk The i^itch of the sj)iral is deter-
mined by the pitch of the screw upon shaft 6 115
and by the relative angular ^-elocities of said
shaft and of bevel-gear 9, and may in j)ractice

be made as small as one-fiftieth of an inch.
If now during the progress of the disk sound-
waves are directed against the diaphragm 120
through the mouth-piece 34 and tubes 33 and
32, the stylus will vibrate to the right and
left of the spiral line, inscribing upon the
disk an undulatory line of even depth, which
line will truly and accurately represent the 125
sounds uttered against the diaphragm. The
stjdus removes a very sharj) line of ink from
the disk, leaving the latter quite transparent
at this line, while it is quite opacjue and will

not transmit light at the places not touched 130
by the stylus. The ink removed by the stylus
drops awaj' from the disk, as stated above,
and does not accumulate in and about the
grooves.
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An approximate idea of the plionautogram
thus produced can be obtained by inspection
of Fig. 9, which represents an'undulatory
spiral line upon a disk, with the pitch of the

5 spiral and the undulations of the record
greatly exaggerated. In the drawings, the
undulatory line appears black upon a white
ground, while in fact the line is transparent
upon a black ground,

lo The phonautogram may extend to within a
short distance from the edge of flange 10, and
in practice the cords or chains 27 27 are made
just long enough to drive the disk up to that
limit, or the apparatus is mounted at the

15 proper height above the ground so that the
weight will be arrested before the limit of
progress of the disk is reached. Bevel-gear
14 is then disengaged from bevel-gear 9 by
unclamping the same from shaft 6' and slid-

20 ing it upon the same a short distance to the
left hand, (in the view shown in Fig. 1,) and

- -^^_ the disk is then given a single rotation by
hand, whereby the stylus describes a true
circle 51 upon the disk. Tliis circle, which

25 I call the "centering -circle," is afterward
utilized, as will presently appear. The glass
disk, with the sound-record and centering-
circle upon the same, is now removed, and
the record may be fixed by applying a thin

30 coat of varnish. Itmay then be handled with
impunity. From this record I produce a
copy in copper or any other metal by the
process of photo-engraving, and in this proc-
ess I use the original record as a negative,

35 which enables me to work by transmitted
light and with parallel raj's, tlie negative be-
ing applied directly in contact with the sensi-
ti-' photographic plate. The copy thus pro-
duced will have the exact size of the original,

40 as is well understood by those skilled m the
art. In the photo-engraved copy the sound-
record appears as an undulatory line of even
dep'h upon a solid metal disk, and the cen-
tering-circle 51 is reproduced in the same

45 manner.
For reproducing the original sounds, the

Center of the centering-circle is determined
by well-known simple geometrical construc-
tions, and a small hole is drilled through that

50 center, which hole corresponds to tlie math-
ematical axis about AA'hich the glass disk had
been rotated, and also marks the axis about
which the metal disk must be rotated by the
apparatus shown in order that the pointed

55 stylus applied to the starting-point of the
record may follow the same from beginning
to end. Two holes corresponding to the hole^
12' 12' in the glass-disk are also made in the
metal disk, but these holes are preferably

60 made large enough to permit the disk to be
adjusted in either direction when placed upon
flange 10. Before this is done a well-fitting
cylindrical block 52 is placed into that part
of the cylindrical hole through the common

65 center of flange 10 and bevel-gear 9 which
is occupied by the head of screw 11, as
shown in Fig. 8. This block, Avhich I call

70

75

the "centering-block," has a fine axial hole
53, which corresponds exactly to the mathe-
matical axis of rotation of bevel-gear 9. If
now the photo-engraved copy of tlie record is

placed upon flange 10, with pins 12 12 pass-
ing through corresponding holes in the metal
plate, a fine pin, say a sewing -needle, is

passed through the centering - holes in the
disk and in block 52, and the clamp-nuts 50
are tightlj^ screwed down. By this simple
process the metallic copy of the original rec-
ord is safely and quickly centered in posi-
tion. The stylus is then adjusted with its 80
point in engagement with the outer end of
the record-groove, and the weight 2G is al-

lowed to descend. It will now be clear that
the stj-lus will be forced positively to follow
the undulations of the record, and that the 85
diaphragm vibrating under the stylus will
emit the same sounds which produced the
original record, which sounds can be dis-
tinctly heard at the ear-piece 34.

Both the process and the apparatus thus 90
far described may be modified in various
ways without departing from the main fea-
tures of my invention." So, for instance, I

can dispense Avith the centering device and
can rotate the record upon a stationary axis, 95
if the diaphragm with its attached stylus is

mounted in a manner to make it follow the
spiral record. An arrangement of tliis char-
acter is shown in Fig. 10. The reproducing-
disk 54 is in this case mounted as hereinbefore i oc

described, but without regard to the center-
ing device. The support 7' may be fixed in po-
sition so that the bevel-gear 9, mounted upon
the same in the manner described Avith ref-
erence to Fig. 3, will turn without progressive. 10^
motion. Bevel-gear 9, and with it the repro-
ducing-disk 54, are rotated bj- a bevel-gear
14' upon a shaft 6', to which power is applied
bj^ a weight, as shown, or in any other suit-

able manner. The diaphragm-casing 31 is

secured to a small truck 55 upon rails 5G ar-
ranged vei-tically above and parallel with a
diameter of the reproducing -disk, and at
such height above the same that the stjdus
29 will be in engagement with the undulatorj'-
grooves of even depth which represent the
record of sounds.
The listener applies his ear to the ear-piece,

and when the shaft 6' is rotated tlie stylus
and diaphragm will be forced to vibrate, as
in the apparatus shown in Fig. 1, but will at
the same time move with the truck 55 across
the face of disk 54. A tolerably good repro-
duction may also be obtained hy simply hold-
ing one end of a reed between the teeth and the
other pointed end of the same in engage-
ment -with the record-grooves while the disk
is rotated.

The frictional contact of the reproducing-
stylus with the surface of the ordinary me-
tallic record gives rise to disturbing sounds,
and with a view of avoiding the same I

mount the reproducing-disk 54 (see Fig. 11)
upon a rigid plate 58, and with a sheet 57, of

" =

12

130
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felt, soft rubber, blotting-paper, or other non-
sonorous substance intervening. This damp-
ens the extraneous vibrations of the repro-
ducing-disk and renders the sounds emitted

5 by the diaphragm verj^ clear.

Additional clearness is obtained by nickel-
plating the metallic record, which is ordina-
rily made of copper, since I have found that
the sound due to the frictional contact of the

lo stylus viith a i^olished surface of nickel is

verj^ faint.

In place of the metallic copy of the original

record I can use a copy made or sealing-wax,
which is made from a metallic or other copj"

15 having the record in raised lines. The me-
tallic eopj- is for this purpose first oiled and
the molten sealing-wax is then poured over
it and is then backed by plaster -of -paris or
other rigid material. The cast is then easily

20 removed from the metallic matrix and maj'
be used for the reproduction of the recorded
sounds, which will be quite clear and re-

markably free of the disturbing sounds due
to the friction of the stj^lus, especially when

25 the surface is first gently rubbed with iilum-
bago.
The metallic copy of the original record is

in effect an engraved copper plate, and it may
be used as such for printing upon paper,

30 which then yields a copy in raised lines, as
is well understood, and from this paper copy
the sealing-wax copy or a copj' of any other
similar material may be made.

I desire to emphasize the fact that my re-

35 cording and reproducing stylus is a flat elas-

tic striij, which will yield in one direction,
but not in the other. For this reason the
recording and rei^roducing surface need not
be absolutely plane, and tlie stylus will still

40 retain contact with tlie same, while it will be
positively moved to follow the undulations
of the record in reproducing. The point of
the stylus may be made of iridium.

Ha\'ing now fully described my invention,

45 Avhat I claim, and desire to secure by Letters
Patent, is

—

1. The method of producing a iihonauto-
gram, which consists in removing an undii-
latory line of even depth of a deposit of ink

50 from a traveling plate, by and in accordance
with sound-vibrations; substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The method of producing a i)honauto-
gram, Avhich consists in removing an undu-

55 latory line of even depth of a deposit of amor-
j)hous ink from a traA'eling support, by and
in accordance with sound-vibrations; sub-
stantially as described.

3. The method of producing a transparent
60 phonautogram, which consists in removing

an undulatory line of even depth of a deposit
of ink from a traveling plate of glass, bj" and
in accordance with sound-vibrations; sub-
stantially as described.

65 4. The method of producing a transparent
phonautogram, which consists in removing

an undulatory line of even depth from a de-
posit of amorphous and opaque material from
a traveling support of glass, by and in ac-

cordance with sound- vibrations; substau- 70
tiallj' as described.

5. The method of iji'odueing a transparent
phonautogram, which consists in removing
an undulatory line of even depth extending
along a volute, of a deposit of amorphous and 75
opaque material from a rotating disk of glass,

by and in accordance with sound-vibrations;
substantially as described.

(3. The method of producing a layer of semi-
fluid ink uj^on a phonautographic sui^i^ort, 80

which consists in first applying a coat of oil,

or other fat, upon the suj)port, and then sub-
limating upon the oiled surface a thin layer
of lampblack; substantial!}" as described.

7. The method of producing a phonauto- 85

gram, which consists in removing an undu-
latorj- line of non-resisting inaterial from the
under surface of a traveling plate, by and in

accordance with sound-vibrations; substan-
tiallj^ as described. 90

8. In a gramophone, the combination of a
sound-receiving sonorous body; with a piv-

oted styhis controlled by and controlling the
same, and a support adai^ted to cany a pho-
nautogramic recording-surface, or a copy of 95
such record in solid resisting material, trav-

eling in the jjlane of vibration of the x)oint of

the st3"lus; substantially as described.

9. In a gramophone, the combination of a

sonorous diaphragm and a pivoted stylus;

with an elastic connection between the dia-

phragm and stj'lus, and an elastic reaction-

ary dampening-support for the free arm of

the stylus; substantially as described.

10. In a gramophone, the combination of

pivoted stylus, with an elaisticconnectlirji be-

tween the diaphragm and the stylus; sub-
stantially as described.

11. In a gramophone, the combination of a

vibratory diaphragm and a stylus controlled no
thereby and controlling the same; with a rub-
ber tube clamped to the diaphragm and con-

necting the stylus with the latter, and a piv-

oted support for the stylus between its free

end and its connection with the diaphragm ; 115

substantially as described.
12. In a gramophone, the combination of a

vibratory diaphragm and a styhis elastically

connected therewith ; with a pi-s'oted supi^ort

for the stj'lus located between the free end of 120

the same and its connection with the dia-

phragm; dami)ening-washers between the
stylus and its pivotal support, and a reac-

tionary dampening-supi)ort for the free arm
of the stylus; substantially as described. 125

13. In a gramophone, the combination of a
horizontal traveling sui^port for the record-

surface; with a vibratory diaphragm, and a
recording-stj^lus bearing upon the under sur-

face of the sujiport; siibstantially as de- 130
scribed.

14. In a gramophone, the combination of a

ICO

105
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metallic record of spoken words or other

sounds; with a backing of non-resonant ma-

terial; substantiallj' as described.

15. In a gramophone, the combination of a

5 sound-receiving diaphragm, mounted in a

suitable casing; with a tubular sound-con-

veying stem projecting from the casing, and

an adjustable support for the tubular stem;

the connection between the casing and tubu-

lo lar stem being such as to permit of the rota-

tion of the casing relative to the stem for ad-

justment, substantially as described and for

the i^urpose set forth.

16. A device for centering a spirally-ex-

iS tending record, of sounds upon a reproducing

apparatus, consisting of a rotatable record-

support having a central recess, a block fit-

ting the said recess and having a perforation

coincident Avith the mathematical center of

rotation of the record-support, and means for

holding the record upon the support, substan-

tially as described.

In testimony whereof I have signed my
name to this specification in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses.

EMILE BERLINER.
Witnesses

:

Jacob G. Cohen,
Chas. W. Handy.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, A'ictor II. Emerson, a

citizen of tlie United States, residin.Q- at New-
ark, in the county of Essex and State of New

5 Jersej^ have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Diaphragm-ClamiDs for Pho-
nographs; and I do hereb}' declare the follow-
ing to be a full, clear, and exact description
of the invention, such as will enable others

10 skilled in the art to M'hicli it appertains to
make and use the same, reference being had
to the accompanying drawings, and to letters
of reference marked thereon, which form a
part of this specification.

15 The object of this invention is to facilitate
and render more convenient the operation of
removing, replacing, and adjusting the dia-
phragm in and from its arm or carrier in the
phonograpli, whereby a material saving of

20 time is effected, especially when the operator
IS before an audience and desires to reproduce
audible expressions immediately after tliey
are rendered, all in the presence of said au-
dience.

The invention consists in the improved pho-
nograph, in the improved diaphragm arm or
carrier for the same, and in tlie arrangements
and combinations of parts, all substantial!

v

as will be hereinafter set forth, and finally
embraced in the clauses of the claim.
Referring to the accompanying dra^^ings,

in whicli like letters indicate corresponding
parts in each of the figures. Figure 1 is a plan
of a diaphragm arm or carrier of a phono-

35 graph embracing my improvements. ^Fig. 2
is a side elevation of the same. Fig. 3 is a de-
tail plan of a clamp or holder for securing the
diaphragm in position on the arm or carrier.
Fig. 4 is a perspective view of a clip forhold-

40 mg the free end of said clamp or holder, and
Fig. 5 is a sectional detail on line x.

In said drawings, a indicates an ordinary
diaphragm-liolding arm or carrier having the
usual relation with the cylinder h. (Shown

45 m outline in Fig. 2.) At its forward end the
said arm is provided with the annular seat
a', m which the diaphragm c maybe arranged.
Said diaphragm c is also of usual construc-
tion. It may be such as will engrave the cyl-
inder 6 when audible sounds are directed
against it or will be operated upon by a cyl-

25

30

50

inder already engraved to effect a reproduc-
tion of such sounds. The said diaphragm c
is provided with an outwardly-projecting fin-
ger-piece c', adapted to serve in lifting said 55diaphragm from its seat. It also acts as a
guide, in connection with an adjusting-screw
(?, by which the said diaphragm mav be di-
rected into proper relation to its seat to bring
the retracing or reproducing point in proper 60
operative position. It also acts somewhat
similarly in connection with the terminal pro-
jection cj"" of the clamp q, as will be herein-
after described. The adjusting-serew d has
its bearings in an extension a" of the arm a, 65
said extension being provided with a female
thread to receive said screw, as will be un-
derstood. Said finger c' is formed in a plate
c", integral with a segmental flange c'", said
plate being fastened hx screws / upon the dia- 70
phragm, so that the concavous edge of the
segmental portion will lie against the periph-
eral sides of the diaphi-agm and on a shoulder
thereof, and thus, when screwed, be firmly
and with exactness held in position in a plane 75
with a clamp next to be referred to. At the
opposite side of the annular portion of the
arm a the same is provided withasemiannu-
lar or curved clamp g, consisting of a piece
of sheet metal corresponding in thickness, 80
more or less closel}^ with the thickness of the
plate c". Said clamp is adapted to be moved
laterally with respect to the diaphragm to and
from the peripheral sides of the same to en-
ter the groove or peripheral recess / of the ?>-,

said diaphragm and provide a holding-lip for
the same, as shown in Fig. 5. At one end,
as at /;, said curved clamp is pivoted on the
face of the arm, and at its opposite end it is
provided with an outwardly -projecting fin-
ger extension or handle g' and also a recess
g" in from its inward concavous edge q'".

The annular portion a' is also provided with
a limiting-clip ?», Figs, land 4, which is seated
so as to lie in the recess g" and limit the os-
cillating movements of the clamp to and
from the diaphragm. Said clip is bent as
shown in Fig. 4, and at its projecting end
overlies the clamp g, so that the latter is pre-
vented from being raised from the face of
the arm and thus being bent or rendered in-
operative. By simply turning the clamp on

90

95
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its pivot away from the diapliragm the latter

can be raised frora its seat and be removed.
A reverse action after inserting the dia-

pliragm in its seat holds the said diaphragm
5 with sufficient firmness and security in place.

The clamp extends a little beyond its pivot
and forms at g"" a guide or stop to engage
the nearest end of the segmental portion c'"

of the plate c" lying in i)lane therewith when
lo the diaphragm is employed in recording sound

in connection with the ordinary stjde. The
clamp is held where placed in any of its ad-
justments by friction, the several parts be-
ing close-fitting to secure a limited binding

15 sufficient for the purpose. The projecting
arm m of the clip bears on the clamp gr with a
resilient pressure whereby, an even frictional

contact is obtained at the free or handled
end thereof.

20 I am aware that the construction of the
device can be modified and the arrangement
of parts varied without departing from the
invention, and consequently I do not wish
to be understood as limiting myself by posi-

25 tive terms employed in describing the con-
struction, excepting as the state of the art

may require.

Having thus described the invention, what
I claim as new is

—

30 1. The combination, in a phonograph, with
the arm, having the annular portion and the

!iragm, of a diaphragm-clamp compris-
• a curved piece pivoted to said arm and

!',! v'ing a movement to and from the periph-

35 erj' of the diaphragm, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

2. The combination, in a phonograph, with
the diaphiagm-arm a, and diaphi'agm c, of the
pivoted and curved clamp Qf, and clip m, sub-

40 stantialiy as and for the purposes set forth.

3. In a phonogiaph, the combination with
the diaphragm-arm a, and diaphragm c, of a

pivoted, curved and recessed clamp and a
clip m, arranged in the recess of said clamp,
substantially as set forth. 45

4. In a phonograph, the combination with
the diaphragm-arm a, and diaphragm c, of a
pivoted diaphragm-clamp, arranged and op-
erating, sub.stantially as set forth.

5. In a phonograph, the combination with 50
the diaphragm-arm a, and diaphragm c, of a
diaphragm-clamp arranged on said arm, and
having a limited movement to and fromhold-
ingcontact with the diaphragm, substantially
as and for the purposes set forth. 55

G. In a phonograph, the combination with
the diaphragm-arm, having the annular por-

tion in which is seated the removable dia-

phragm, of a clamp pivoted on said arm at

one end, intermediately curved to engage 60

the periphery of the diaphragm, and at the
opposite free end having a finger g' and
means for holding said free end down upon
said arm, substantially as set forth.

7. In a phonograph, the combination with 65
the diaphragm-arm, a, and diaphragm c, of a
pivoted clamp g, having a finger-piece g'

,

recess g" , concavous edge g"\ and an exten-
sion g"" , serving as a diaphragm-stoji, sub-
stantiall.y as set forth. 70

8. In a phonograph, the diaphragm-clamp,
consisting of the concavous portion f/, having
the outwardly-extending finger-piece g' , a
limiting-recess g" and a diaphragm-stop ex-
tension g"" , near its pivoted end, said parts 75
being combined stibstantially as set foi'th.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing I

have hereunto set my hand this 12th day of

December, 1895.

VICTOR H. EMERSON.
Witnesses:

Charles H. Pell,
C. B. Pitney.
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To all inliom, li iivaij coiiceTii :

Be it kuown that I, George Washington
!MooRE,a citizen of tlie Uuited States, residing

at Atlanta, in tlie county of Fulton and State

5 of Geoi'.uia, have invented certain new and
iiseful Improvements in Phonographs; and I

do declare the following to be a full, clear,

and exact description of the invention, such
as will enable others skilled in the art to which

ID it appertains to make and use the same, ref-

erence being had to the accompanying di-aw-

ings, and to the letters and figures of I'efer-

enee marked thereon, which form a part of

this specification.

1 ^ This invention has relation to phonographs,
graphophones, or other sound recording and
reproducing instruments; and it has for its

object, generally, to improve the construc-
tion of the means heretofore employed for

2o supporting a plurality of phonogram-cylin-
ders, so that any one of them may^, by the
movement of the lever, be brought into op-
erative relationship with the rotary device of

the apparatus and take the place of the one
25 lireviously engaged herewith.

The specific objects and the advantages of

the invention will readil}' appear from the
following description.

The invention consists in certain peculiari-

30 ties in the construction, arrangement, and
combination of the sevei-al parts substan-
tially as hereinafter described, and particu-
larly iDointed out in the subjoined claims.

In the accompanying drawings, illustrating

35 the invention. Figure 1 is a plan view of part
of a phonograph embodj'ing mj' improve-
ments with one of the shafts carrying llie

phonogram-cylinders in operative relation-

ship with the main operating-shaft. Fig. 2

40 is a vertical sectional view thereof with all

of the phonogram-cylinder shafts out of en-
gagement with the main operating - shaft.

Fig. .3 is a sectional view taken on the line

3 3 of Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is an end elevation of

45 the forward disk and the cylinders and their

shafts. Fig. 5 is a side view of the lever
mechanism for operating the ej'linders to

bring one of the latter out and another into

operative relationship with the main ojDerat-

50 ing-shaft. Fig. (J is a sectional view on the
line G G of Fig. 0. Fig. 7 is a detailed view
of parts of the phonogram-cylinders and le-

ver mechanism therefor, showing in dotted
lines the position of the iDai-ts when said le-

ver mechanism has pushed said cjdinders Ion- 55
gitudinally upon shaft I>. Fig. 8 is a detailed
view showing the connection of dog L with
lever II. Fig. li is an end view of one of the
shafts supporting a phonogram - cylinder,

showing the series of openings therein. 60
The same letters and figures of reference

designate the same j)arts in the several views.

A designates the shaft of a phonograph,
graphophone, or other sound recording and
reproducing machine, which shaft is driven 65
hj the usual or any suitable means and re-

volves the phonogram-cylinder for the pur-
pose of recording sound-waves thereupon or

of reproducing the recorded sound-waves.
B designates a stationary' bar or axle upon 7c

which is mounted a frame embod3'ing two
disks C and C, that are movable longitudi-

nally upon, as well as being rotatable around,
said bar or axle. These disks support the
journaled shafts 1, 2, 3, and 4, to which are 75
respectively secured the tapered cylinders D,
D', D^ and D-\ which carry the tablets cZ, d'

,

d^, and cZ'^, upon which the sound-waves are re-

coi'ded. One end of each of said cjdindei's

has a threaded engagement with its shaft, 80
while its opposite end is provided with a split

and tapered threaded thimble d^, which em-
braces the shaft and is held closeh' thereto
by a threaded nut cP. This construction is

very advantageous, because it enables the 85

cylinders to be most nicely and accurately
adjusted upon their respective shafts and
rigidly held in their adjusted position. The
extremities of the shafts are also formed with
tapering recesses, of which those at one end 90
receive the tapering ends of pins c' and those
at the other end receive pins a and a', pro-

jecting from the adjacent end of the rotating
shaft A. It will be obvious that when one of

the shafts 1, 2, 3, and 4 is attached to the 95
shaft A, the former with its cylinder and tab-

let is revolved with the latter, while the oth-

ers of said fii-st-mentioned shafts remain sta-

tionary. The iiins c' serve as center-pins,

and upon them the respective shafts 1, 2, 3, ico

and 4 rotate, and .said center-pins are remov-
ably attached to the disk C by screws c'^. If

it is desirable or necessarj^ to change the
cylinder, such change may be accomplished,
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after the sliaft and cylinder have been re-

moved from the machines, by unscrewing nut
cP and the cylinder in the order named, and
by screwing another cjdinder upon the shaft

5 and a nut upon the thimble thereof. The
axle B is also removably supported in posi-

tion, as will readily be seen by an inspection
of the accomj)anying drawings.
To remove a cj-linder and its shaft from

lo the machine, it is only necessary to release

the center-pin engaging one end of said shaft
from engagement with its sci'ew c- by loosen-
ing the latter, and then to slide the cylinder
and its shaft endwise until said shaft is dis-

15 engaged from the driving-shaft, which move-
ment is permitted by reason of the fact that
the center-pin maj^ now slide outwar'd within
its opening in disk C.
The series of circularly-arranged recesses

20 in the end of each shaft 1, 2, 3, and 4, that
receive the pin a', projecting from shaft A,
are set closely together, as shown in Fig. 9,

and they are preferably reamed out, so that
the walls between them present sharp edges,

25 as by such construction the pin a' will be
caused unfailingly to enter one of said re-

cesses when the shaft provided with the lat-

ter is brought into operative relationship with
the shaft A, provided with the former.

30 Disk C is provided with a plurality of re-

cesses E, corresponding in number and posi-

tion with the phonogram-cylinders, as clearly
shown in Fig. 4. Said recesses receive, one
at a time, a taiDcred projection F, extending

35 from the adjacent part of the frame of the
phonograph. A suitable spring C^, prefer-
ably of the form shown, engages disk C and
exerts a pi'cssure which keeps the pins and
recesses above mentioned normally in en-

40 gagement with each other. Arranging the
spring C^ so that it presses the disks and the
parts carried thereby toward the driving-
shaft is productive of important advantages,
in that with such construction one spring

45 only is necessarj^ and the lever mechanism
need only be of such nature that it will foi'ce

the disks, &c. , first longitudinally to disengage
the pins and recesses from each other and
then rotatively until the shaft of the desired

50 cylinder is opposite the main driving-shaft.
The means for etfecting the combined

movement of the disks and parts carried
thereby will now be described.
Formed in the face of disk C is a circular

55 groove G, within which are a series of teeth

g, corresponding in number with the number
of phonogram-cylinders emiiloyed and rela-

tively so arranged in the groove G as respec-
tively to register with the space between two

60 cjdinders.

H designates a normally vertical lever, the
upper end of which is loosely sleeved upon a
stud h, projecting from the phonograph-frame
and the lower end of which is connected with

65 an approximately^ horizontal iDivoted link I,

having a slide J, which travels in guides j,
secured to the under side of the phonograph

table or support, and is provided with the
outwardly-extending operating-handle K. A
dog L projects diagonallj^ from said lever into 70
the groove G in the disk C, and a projection
M enters a groove m in the phonograph-frame
and guides the lever in its movement. The
dog L is secured to the lever II by a ball-and-
socket or other suitable joint /, which will 75
enable its free end to travel freely in the cir-

cular groove G, and to said ball is secured
one end of a pin I', the other end of which
extends through a slit in the socket, so that
the dog will thereb}' be prevented from turn- 80
ing out of position, which would disengage it

from said groove. The dog is also engaged
by a spring L' of suitable construction, which
tends -to hold its free end within groove G, so
that it will accomplish its function more efifi- 85
ciently, and at the same time permits it to

move upon its joint 7.

From the foregoing the operation of my in-

vention will be readily understood to be as
follows: In Fig. 1 shaft 1 is shown engaged 90
with shaft A. When it is desired to bring
another shaft, as, for example, 2, into opera-
tive relationship with said operating-shaft,
the operator pulls handle K toward him. thus.

.

turninglever H upon its fulcrum and causing 95
dog L first to traverse groove G until it is

brought into engagement with the adjacent
tooth g, and then gradually to overcome the
power of spring C^ and turn upon its joint I

and assume a position at substantiall}" right 100

angles with said lever H, thereby forcing said
disks C and C' longitudinallj' ujjon axle B
and disengaging said cylinder-shaft 1 from
the driving-shaft and disk C from projection
F. Further outward movement of the han- 105

die rotates said disks around said axle and
brings the next shaft 2 in line with the driv-

ing-shaft. At this point movement of the
handle may be automatically stopped bj" any
suitable means, such as the adjustable collar no
Ix, arranged to engage the frame of the ma-
chine. A spring will preferably be provided,
so arranged that the operator maj^ now re-

lease the handle and the lever mechanism
will automaticalh' be returned to its original 115

position. During this return movement of

the lever mechanism the free end of the dog
moves backward in the groove G and rides

over the next succeeding tooth g and stojjs in

position which will enable it to engage said 120

tooth when another cylinder is to be brought
into operation. When the handle is released,

spring C^ forces the disks longitudinallj' to-

ward the driving-shaft and pins a, a', and F
are caused to engage their respective recesses 125

in the end of said shaft 2 and face of disk C.

The pin F and recess E above referred to

are imx^ortant and advantageous elements of

my construction, as they coact to turn the
disks, &c., so as to bring the pins of shaft A 130
into direct alinement with the recesses in the
adjacent cjdinder-shaft 1, 2, 3, or 4 when the

latter is brought to within, sa}% one-sixteenth
of an inch of its proper position by the means
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above specified. In order to cause said pin
F positively and properly to engage said re-
cess E when the latter is brought fo it by the
rotation of the disk, said pin is made consid-

5 erably longer than pin a on sliaft A, and sup-
plemental recesses eare formed in the face of
disk C. These supplemental recesses are ar-
ranged concentric with recess G and commu-
nicate, respectiveh', with the recess E and are

lo ofgradually-increasingdepth from their outer
ends to the recesses E.
X designates shields which are arranged to

partly encircle the cylinders and serve to keep
the particles of wax cut from one cylinder

15 from falling onto another. These shields ex-
tend throughout the whole length of their re-
spective cylinders and empty their contents
when their mouths open downward.

>Yhile I have shown four cjdiuders, I wish
20 it understood that the use of any number

more than one is contemplated bjnne. I also
wish it understood that while the construc-
tion herein shown and described is prefei-red
by me to all others with which I have experi-

25 mentcd,'yet many of its details may be va-
ried without departing from the spirit of my
invention, and the liberty to vary such details
I therefore reserve to myself.
Having now described my invention, what

30 I believe to be new, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is

—

1. la a sound recording and reproducing
machine, the combination with the drivings-

shaft, having pins projecting from one end,
35 an axle, disks rotatably and slidably mount-

ed upon said axle and formed with recesses
and supplemental recesses, said supplemental
recesses comniunicating with said first-men-
tioned recesses and being of gradually in-

40 creasing depth, a pin designed to engage said
recesses, and the cylinder-shafts, carried by
said disks and formed with recesses to receive
the pins of the driving-shaft, substantially
as described.

45 2. In a sound recording and reproducing
machine, the combination with the driving-
shaft, of the journaled cylinder-shaft, having
means for locking it to said driving-shaft and
exteriorly threaded near one end, the cylin-

50 der adjustably mounted upon said cylinder-
shaft and revolved therewith, said cylinder
having threads at one end engaging the
threads of its shaft and being provided with
a split and tapered thimble at its other end

55 through which said shaft extends, and a
threaded nut engaging said thimble and forc-
ing the same against said shaft, substantially
as described.

3. In a sound recording and reproducing
'60 machine, the combination with the driving-

shaft, the cj'linder-shaft, detachably engaged
with said driving-shaft and threaded near one
end, and the slidably-suj^ported center-pin,
of the cylinder, threaded at one end to en-

65 gage said threaded end of its shaft and hav-
i^ig its other end provided with a split ta-
pered thimble having threads on its outside,

and the threaded nut engaging said thimble,
substantially as shown and described.

Jr. In a sound recording and reproducing 70
machine, the combination of a plurality of
phonogram-cylinders, and shields partly en-
circling said cylinders and preventing the wax
cut from one from dropping into another, snb-
stantiallj' as described. 75

5. The combination with the driving-shaft
of a sound recording and reproducing ma-
chine, of an axle, disks rotatably and slidablj^
monilted upon said axle, one of said disks hav-
ing a circular groove and teeth in said groove, 80
a spring engaging one of said disks, cj'linder-
earrying shafts carried by said disks and pro-
vided with means for locking them to said
driving-shaft, a dog the end of which is adapt-
ed to tj-avei'se said groove and to engage the S5
teeth, and a lever to which said dog is jointed,
substantiallj^ as described.

6. In a sound recording and reproducing
machine, the combination with the driving-
shaft, the rotatable and slidable disks, one of 90
said disks having a circular groove provided
with teeth, a spring engaging the other disk,
and the cylinder -shafts designed to be de-
tachably locked to said driving -shaft, of a
pawl engaging said groove and teeth, and 95 .

means for operating said pawl to move said
disks and shafts away from the driving-shaft
and then to rotate them, substantially as de-
scribed.

7. In a sound recording and reproducing ico
machine, the combination with the driving-
shaft, an axle, a frame loosely mounted upon
said axle, a plurality of phonogram-cylinders
carried by said frame, and means for locking
said cylinders one at a time to said shaft, of 105
mechanism for bringing a different cjdinder
into operative relationship with said shaft,
consisting of a lever mechanism for forcing
the frame longitudinally upon the axle to dis-
engage the cylinder from the shaft and then no
move it rotatively around said axle until the
proper cjdinder has been brought opposite
said shaft, and a spring engaging the end of
the frame remote from the driving-shaft and
operating to press said frame toward said 115
shaft, substantially as described.

8. The combination with the driving-shaft,
having pins a and a' projecting from one of
its ends, of the longitudinally-movable and
rotative frame, and the phonogram-cylinder 120
shafts carried by said frame and each having
in one end a main recess to receive pin and
a circular series of closelj^-set recesses to re-
ceive pin a', substantially as described and
for the purpose specified. 125

9. The combination with the driving-shaft
of a sound recording and reproducing ma-
chine, of the rotative and slidable plates car-
rying a plurality of phonogram-cjdinders, one
of said plates having recesses corresponding 130
in number with the number of phonogram-
cylinders, and also having supplemental re-
cesses of gradually-increasing depth commu-
nicating with said first-mentioned recesses, a
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projection from the plionograpli- frame do-

signed to enter said recesses, and means for

pressing tlie plates toward said projection,

substantially as described.

5 10. The combination with the driving-shaft

of a sonnd recording and reproducing ma-

chine, disks rotatablj^ and slidably mounted

upon said axle, one of said disks having a cir-

cular groove and teeth in said groove, cylm-

lo der-carrying shafts carried by said disks and

provided ^Yi"th means for locking them to said

driving-shaft, a pivoted lever, a dog having

a ball-and-socket connection with said lever,

a spring engaging said dog, and an operating-

15 handle connected with said lever substan-

tially as specified.

11. In a sound recording and reproducing

machine, the combination with a longitudi-

nally-movable and rotative frame provided

20 with plurality of cjdinder-carrying shafts, of

a lever mechanism for moving said frame

longitudinally and rotating it, said lever

mechanism embodying a dog having one end

engaged with said frame, a pivoted lever to

25 which the other end of said dog is jointed,

and an operating-handle for said lever sub-

stantially as specified.

12. In a sound recording and reproducing

machine, the combination with a rotative

30 frame carrying a plurality of cylinder-sup-

porting shafts, and with the phonograph-

table having guides, a slide traveling in said

guides, a lever connected with said frame, a

link connecting the lower end of said lever

35 with the slide, and a handle for operating

13. In a sound recording and reproducing

machine, the combination of the table hav-

ing a a:roove m, a frame carrying a plurality

40 of cyfinder - supporting shafts, said frame

having one of its ends formed with a groove

provided with teeth, an axle upon which said

frame is loosely mounted, a lever having a

projection extending into said groove in the

45 table, a normally-inclined dog pivoted to said

lever and extending into the groove m said

frame, and mechanism operating said lever

to cause the dog first to assume a horizontal

position and then to turn, substantially as

50 described.
14. In a sound recording and reproducing

machine, the combination of a spring-pressed

frame, provided with a plurality of cylinder-

carrying shafts and rotatably and slidably

55 mounted upon its support, said frame having

its end remote from the spring provided with

teeth, a normally-inclined dog engaging said

teeth, and means for causing said dog first to

assume horizontal position and then to turn,

substantially as described. 60

15. In a sound recording and reproducing

machine, the combination of the frame, the

driving-shaft, the revoluble disks, the jour-

naled cylinder-shafts carried by said disks,

and a projection from the frame, the inner 65

ends of the cylinder-shafts being formed to

present locking-surfaces to the adjacent end

of the driving-shaft, and the inner of said

disks having recesses cooperating ^vith said

projection to guide the cylinder-shafts into 70

engagement with said driving-shaft.

16. In a sound recording and reproducing

machine, the combination with the frame, the

driving-shaft, the revoluble disks, the jour-

naled cylinder-shafts, carried by said disks 75

and having their inner ends formed to lock

with the adjacent end of the driving-shaft,

and a lever mechanism for bringing a differ-

ent cvlinder to the driving-shaft, of a spring

and g\iiding means operating to cause the cyl- 80

inder-shaft brought adjacent to the driving-

shaft to engage the same.

17. The combination with the revoluble and

slidable frame, the plurality of cylinders car-

ried thereby, and the spring pressing said 85

frame in one direction, of a lever, an operat-

ing-handle connected with said lever, and a

dog, one end of which engages the end of the

frame remote from the spring and the other

end of which has a ball-and-socket connec- 90

tion with said lever, said dog having a pin

extending through a slot in the wall of the

socket, for the purpose specified.

18. The combination with the slidable and

revoluble frame, the plurality of cylinders 95

carried thereby, and the spring pressing said

frame in one direction, of a lever, an operat-

ing-handle therefor, a dog one end of which

engages the end of the frame remote from

the spring and the other end of which has a ico

ball-and-socket connection with said lever, a

spring engaging said dog, and a pin extend-

ing from the ball through a slot in the wall

of the socket, for the purpose specified.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature 105

in presence of two witnesses.

GEOKGE WASHLXGTOX 3I00KB.

Witnesses:
Henry S. Cave,
Frank E. Welch.
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i

To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that I,Thomas H. Macdonald,

of Bridgeport, Connecticut, have invented
new and useful Improvements in Grapho-

5 phones, Avhich are fully set forth in the fol-
lowing specification.
This invention relates to apparatus for re-

cording and reproducing sounds, generallj^
known as " graphophones," and its object is to

lo improve such apparatus in point of efficiency
and convenience in use.

_
The present improvements relate more par-

ticularly to the carriage which supports the
recorder and reproducer, (and also the shav-

15 ing-knife, when one is employed,) to the sup-
port of the mandrel or tablet-holder, and to
the starting and stopping mechanism.
The carriage slides, as heretofore, on a

tube fixed rigidly in the side frames and in-
20 closing the feed-,serew. A handle and a de-

vice (such as a cam) actuated thereby are
provided, one movement of which both lifts
the reproducer or recorder from contact with
the record-cylinder and also disengages the

25 feed-screw. This improvement has several
advantages. It avoids the necessity of touch-
ing the recorder or reproducer for the pur-
pose of putting them into and out of opera-
tive position, it provides a positive lock for

30 the recorder or reproducer when out of posi-
tion and permits them to be let down easily
upon the record, (the pitch of the cam being
gradual,) and it furnishes a handle by which
the carriage and parts supported by it can

35 be slid along the guide-tube.
Heretofore one bearing of the mandrel or

tablet-holder has been carried by a vertically-
pivoted swinging arm, and a locking device
has been provided to lock this arm in place,

40 two movements being required. Such swing-
ing arm has a journal-bearing on one end
onlj^, and it has been found in course of time
that through wear on this bearing the per-
fect alinement of the arm is disturbed, re-

45 suiting in a corresponding alteration of aline-
ment of the mandrel. This defect is avoided
by the swinging gate hereinafter described.
Furthermoi'Cjthrough carelessness or inatten-
tion the user of the instrument often fails to

150 swing the arm completely around, and conse-
quently in removing the fragile record-eydin-

der fi-om the mandrel its end or side strikes
the arm and is broken or marred. This has
been a fruitful source of broken records. Ac-
cording to this invention the movable bear- 55
ing of the tablet-holder is carried by an end
gate, which when unlocked and partly turned
will fall by its own weight down and which
automatically locks itself when raised into
position. 60

Special improvements in the construction
of the latch are provided whereby a tight
connection is insured and rattling prevented.
Another improvement consists in arrang-

ing a bearing close to the fixed end bearing of 65
the mandrel, with which intermediate bearing
the shaft of the mandrel is ordinarily not in
contact. When, however, the end gate or
support is removed and the mandrel is un-
supported at that end, its shaft is brought by 70
the weight of the mandrel into contact with
the intermediate bearing, which thus acts as
a brake and stops the shaft. Thus the with-
drawal of the support at one end of the man-
drel for the pui-pose of removing and replac- 75
ing a cylinder automatically arrests the man-
drel. This improvement is useful in small
machines driven by spring-motors easily ar-
rested by friction and would not be employed
with electric motors. 80
The ordinary start and stop mechanism has

been improved to give the clutch a double
action, so that in one position it engages the
mandrel with a running shaft and in the other
not only disengages it, but positively stops 85
and holds it. This improvement has been
found advantageous because with heavy tab-
lets the momentum would keep the tablet and
cylinder in motion after disengagement of the
same by the clutch. 90
In the accompanying drawings, illustrating

what is deemed the best embodiment of mj
improvements in a practical machine. Figure
1 is a plan view; Fig. 2, a front elevation,
partly in section, showing a diffei-ent form of 95
driving-gearing; Fig. 3, an end elevation from
the left of Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a transverse sec-
tional view through the carriage, and Fig.
is a detail in elevation of the carriage.
Referring to the drawings, A represents the 100

frame, supporting at its front the usual guide-
tube a, longitudinally slotted on its under
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side and inclosing the feed-screw a'. Sleeve

h, constituting part of the carriage, encircles

and slides upon tube a. To facilitate the as-

semblage of the parts, the carriage proper is

5 divided into an upper part B and a lower part

B', each having a semicircular seat resting

against and together surrounding the tube,

to which they are fastened b^^ suitable screws.

A leg h' depends from the carriage and is

lo forked at its lower extremity to embrace a

rail h'^ on the frame A. To take up all wear

and insure a close contact of the rail and leg

6', thereby preventing even the slightest os-

cillation of the carriage, which would be det-

15 riniental to the perfect operation of the re-

corder or reproducer carried thereby, a pin

h% pressed by a spring h\ passes through an

opening in the leg and bears against the side

of the rail.

20 A ring c, having caui-surfaees c' c^ and a

projection c^on its periphery, is arranged con-

centrically about and bears against the sleeve

h and has an operating-handle c*. This ring

is arranged at about the middle of the tube

25 and works in suitable recesses or grooves in

the parts B and B' of the carriage, as clearly

shown in the drawings. A divided segmental

nut d for communicating movement from the

feed-screw a' to the carriage is located in a

30 recess in the bottom of the semicircular seat

on the lower part B' of the carriage and pro-

jects upwardly through the sleeve &, at the

same time spanning the ring c, against which

it is held by spring-pressure, said pressure

35 also holding it in engagement with the feed-

screw during the operation of the machine.

A sound -conducting passage E through

part B of the carriage has at its front end a

nozzle e for the rubber tube (not shown) and

40 at its rear end a pivoted tubular joint e', over

which the recorder or reproducer F is adapted

to slip in a definite position determined by
cross-bar /and notches e^

g is a pintle sliding in a suitable w%ay, bear-

45 ing at one end against a projection e^ on the

joint e' and at its other end against the pe-

ripheral surface of the ring c, whereby it is

moved to lift the reproducer or recorder wdien

desirable, as hereinafter described. An open-

50 ing h is bored through the metal of the frame

above and opening into the passage E at one

end, in which is housed a very sensitive spring

7i', secured to a plug li^ at one end and at its

other end connecting with a pin e* on the

55 joint e', projecting into the opening. Such

an arrangement is desirable Avhen the weight

of the recorder or reproducer is excessive, to

regulate the pressure with Mhich the instru-

ment in use rests against the tablet.

60 In describing the operation of the improve-

ments above referred to I will first call at-

tention to the stop action of the projection

c^ limiting movement of the ring c by engage-
ment with the parts B' and B of the carriage

65 when in the positions shown in Figs. 3 and 4,

respectively. In the latter position both the

pi ntle e"' and the segmental nnt (7 are in contact

with the peripheral surface of the thickest

part of the ring c, thus holding and locking

the recording or reproducing instrument in 70

its elevated position (out of contact with the

record-cylinder) and the segmental nut out

of engagement with screw a', leaving the car-

riage free to be moved along the tube a by

grasping the handle c\
. 75

Upon lifting the handle to the position

shown in Fig. 3, after having moved the car-

riage to the desired position, the pintle g is

allowed to ride down the cam-surface c' and

the nut d down the cam-surface c^ permit- 80

ting the recorder or reproducer to descend

gradually to contact wath the tablet and the

nut to be elevated to engagement with the

feed-screw. . -, o
A shaving knife or cutter t for cutting down 85

the tablet to remove an old record and pre-

sent a new surface to the recorder is mounted

on the end of a stem i', enlarged in diameter

at its outer end, forming a shoulder /'. About

this stem and fixed in a chamber extending 90

transversely through the part B' of the car-

riage is a sleeve P, split along its under side

and for about half-way along its npper side

and having an interior shoulder iK This

sleeve has an interior diameter approximat- 95

ing that of the larger part of stem i ,
which it

slightly overlaps. A spring Ic surrounds the

smaller part of stem /, being confined between

the shoulders i^and i^and exerting its tension

to force the stem to the right, as shown m 100

Fi«- 4, and hold the cutter away from con-

tact with the tablet. To prevent rotation of

the stem and consequent alteration m the

position of the cutter, splines or lugs i^ i

thereon engage, respectively, m the slots 105

formed by the splits in the sleeve z^, lug ;=

also making contact with a screw A.' to limit

the movement of the stem under the tension

of the spring. A cap or deflector l-% through

which the cutter projects, is secured on the no
inner end of stem i-'.

When it is desired to bring the cutter to an

operative position, the stem /' is pushed for-

ward to contact with the tablet against the

tension of the spring, in which position it is 115

gripped and held through the action of a,

screw I, abutting against one side of sleeve r^

and adapted to be manipulated by a lever /

,

carrying a stop-arm /^ which makes contact

with sleeve h to compress the sleeve against 120

the enlarged portion of the stem /'. During

the operation of the shaviug-knife it is pref-

erable to remove the recorder or reproducer

from the joint e' before raising the handle c

to throw the carriage into gear, or a more 125

rapid movement can be effected by hand.

I will next describe that part of my inven-

tion relating to the end-gate arrangement for

' one of the mandrel-bearings. As herembe-

fore stated, one of the bearings has been car- 13d

ried by a swinging arm adapted to swing

rearwardly in a horizontal plane and having

a rocking lever swinging in a vertical plane,

two movements being required to close and
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secure the arm. Aceoriliiig to the present in-
vention a vertically-swinging- gate M, eany-
ingonebearingot the mandrel O, is hinged on
a pivot-pin w to one end of the frame A and

5 is adapted to be dropped to the position shown
in dotted lines in Fig. 2. The end gate car-
ries a vertically-moving spring-actuated piv-
oted latch ??i', having an upwardly-extending
lever m- and lying in a suitable recess in said

io gate. The latch projects beyond the side of
thegate, saidprojectingend havinga rounded
under edge which rides up an incline vf' on
the framework and dops into a notch m^
therein, automatically locking the gate when

15 it is elevated to the position shown in full
lines in Fig. 2. Toinsure a close engagement
of the latch in the notch ?u*, the latter is
slightly flared, (one wall being inclined,)
thereby preventing even the slightest move-

20 mentand rattling of thegate, or an equivalent
construction would be to employ a wedge-
shaped latch with either a flaring or straight
notch.
The driving mechanism and starting de-

?5 vices are illustrated in particular in Figs. 1,
2, and 3, wherein is the mandrel-shaft, and
iJ the pulley for driving the same. Referring
to Figs. 1 and 3, pulley p is loose, r is a pul-
ley fixed on shaft and having peripheral

30 pins, r' is a similar but larger pulley on
screw-shaft a' and connected with pulley r
by a perforated strap i-l To throw the shaft
o in gear, a clutch s, having a double set of
teeth and splined on said shaft, is adapted to

35 be engaged with teeth on the side of the driv-
ing-pulley p. This clutch is manipulated
from a keys' through suitable leversand con-
necting-rods. Upon throwing the clutch out
of gear the momentum acquired will ordi-

40 narily prolong the rotation of the mandrel
and tablet. To avoid this and stop the shaft
immediatel}-, a fixed lug or projection .s^ is
arranged on the frame A in such position
that when one set of the teeth of clutch s is

45 thrown out of gear with wheel p one of the
teeth of the other set will engage said lug.
Ihis IS advantageous either in recording or
reproducing when pauses are made.
In Fig. 2 I have shown a stop mechanism

50 which operates automatically upon dropping
the gate M. As here shown, the pulley p is
fast on shaft o, which also carries a pinion t,

from which motion is communicated throu"-!!
gears to the screw-shaft. At this end the

55 shaft has two bearings i' f^ on each side, re-
spectively, of the pinion t and necessarily
arranged close together. In the normal po-
sition of the parts the shaft o runs in the
bearing f, in which it has a slight plav, not

00 touching auxiliary or intermediate bearing /2

whose internal diameter is somewhat greater
than that of the shaft. When, however, the
gate IS dropped, allowing the mandrel to de-
scend to the position shown in dotted lines,

65 f ig- 2, the shaft makes contact with bear-
ing /-. The friction generated by the contact

and incliiuition of the shaft in the two bear-
ings is sufficient to automatically stoo rota-
tion when the machine is actuatedby a spring-
motor, or rotation due to the moineutum of 70
the jjarts.

What I claim as new, and desire to secure
by Letters Patent, is—

1. In a graphophone the combination with
the carriage and its actuating -screw, of a 75
guide -tube inclosing said screw and upon
which the carriage slides, an arm or support
on the carriage for the recorder or reproducer
a ring on the carriage arranged concentric to
the tube, and a handle for manipulating said 80
ring to both lift the reproducer or recorder
from the record-cylinder and disengage the
carriage from the feed-screw and for lower-
ing the recorder or reproducer to the record
and engagingthe carriage with the feed-screw, 85
by a reverse movement, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. In a graphophone the combination with
the feed-screw and its inclosing tube, of a car-
riage sliding on the latter, a nut for throwing 9c
the carriage into gear with the feed-screw, a
ring having peripheral cam-surfaces thereon,
one for disengaging the nut from the feed-
screw and the other for lifting the recorder
or reproducer off the record-cylinder, and ar- 95ranged concentrically to the inclosing tube,
and a handle or device for actuatingsaid ring,
substantially as described.

3. In a graphophone the combination Avith
the carriage and a recorder or reproducer car- 100
ried tliereby, of a device—such as a cam-
mounted on the carriage for lifting the re-
corder or reproducer and simultaneously
locking it in its raised position, and a handle
for actuating said cam and for manually mov- 105
iug the carriage, substantially as described.

4. The combination with the carriage, of a
shaving knife or cutter carried by a spring-
actuated stem adjustable in said carriage, and
normally held out of contact with the record- no
cylinder, a split sleeve around said stem, a
device—such as a screws—for compressing
the sleeve to clamp and hold the stem in an
adjusted position, and a lever for actuating
said device, substantially as described. 115

5. In a graphophone, the combination with
the carriage, of a shaving knife or cutter ear-
ned by a spring-actuated stem adjustable in
said carriage, and normally held out of con-
tact with the record - cjdinder, a split tube 120
around said stem forming a chamber about
the same, in which chamber the actuating-
spring is inclosed, and means for compress-
ing said sleeve to clamp the stem in an ad-
justed position against the tension of said 125
spring, substantially as described.

6. In a graphophone, the combination with
the carriage, of a shaving knife or cutter car-
ried by a stem adjustable in said carriage, a
spht sleeve around said stem, means for com- 1 30
pressing said sleeve to clamp the stem in an
adjusted position, and a spline on the stem
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engaging in the slot or groove formed by the

split in the sleeve, substantiallj^ as described.

7. In a graphophone, the combination with

the mandrel, of a gate carrying one bearing

5 thereof and adapted to drop on a horizontal

axis when opened, and means for locking said

gate in a closed position, substantially as de-

scribed.

8. The combination with the mandrel, ot a

o gate carrying one bearing thereof and adapt-

ed to drop on a horizontal axis when opened,

and an automatically-operating latch on said

gate for locking it in its closed position, sub-

stantially as described.

9. Tlie combination with the mandrel, of a

gate carrying one bearing thereof, a spring-

actuated latch for automatically locking said

gate in its closed position and adapted to en-

gage in a flaring notch in the frame of the

machine, substantially as described.

10. In a graphophone the combination with

a mandrel and its shaft, of bearings one sta-

tionary and the other movable, upon which

15

said shaft normally rests, a gate carrying said

movable bearing, and an auxiliary bearing in 25

proximitvtothe stationary bearing and with

which said shaft makes engagement to arrest

and prevent rotation of the mandrel when

said gate is open, substantially as described.

11. In a graphophone the combination with 30

a tubular pivoted joint to which the recorder

or reproducer is adapted to be connected, and

through which the sound is communicated of

a spring connected therewith, of a tension

not sufficient to overcome but acting to di- 35

minish the force of gravity by which said in-

strument is held in contact with the record-

cylinder, substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I have signed this

specification in the presence of two subscrib- 40

ing witnesses.

THOMAS H. MACDONALD.

Witnesses:
Clement March,
G. L. HUBBELL.
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To all vJiont. it inuij concern:

Be it knoAvn that I, Frank L. Capps, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Newark,
in tlie county of Essex and State of New Jer-

sey, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Spring-Motors for Phono-
graphs, etc. ; and I do hereby declare the fol-

lowing to be a full, clear, and exact descrip-

tion of the invention, such as will enable oth-

ers skilled in the art to which it appertains to

make and use the same, reference being had
to the accompanying drawings, and to letters

and numerals of reference marked thereon,

which form a part of this specification.

The object of this invention is to reduce
the cost of construction, to provide a motor
for phonographs which will be more conven-
ient for the operator and more effective in

producing an even and regular movement,
and to secure other advantages and results,

some of which will be referred to hereinafter
in connection with the description of the
working pai'ts.

The invention consists in the improved mo-
tor for phonographs, &c., and in the arrange-
ments and combinations of parts, all sub-
stantially as will be hereinafter set forth, and
finally embraced in the clauses of the claim.

Referring to the accompanying drawings, in

which like letters and numerals indicate corre-

sponding parts in each of the several views,

Figure 1 is an inverted plan of the improved
motor, i^artly broken away to show the interior
construction of a certain spring-containing
barrel. Fig. 1'' is a detail section showing the
construction of certain bearings for a supple-
mental plate. Fig. 2 is an inverted front ele-

vation of the motor. Figs. 3 and 4 are detail

views illustrating the construction and oper-

ation of a governing mechanism. Fig. 5 is a
detail elevation of a frictional lever and its

cooperating disk; and Fig. G is a perspective
view, on an enlarged scale, of the lever. Fig.

7 is a detail plan of a certain ratchet-wheel
and escapement -pawl. Fig. S is a section

illustrating the bearings for the arbors of the
governor gear-wheels, and Fig. 9 is a detail

perspectiv-e of the bed-plate.

In said drawings, a indicates a bed-plate
adapted to receive on its upper side the phono-
graph in anj' suitable and convenient man-

ner. It may be the phonograph-bodj'. On
the under side of the said plate the same is

provided with rear bearings a' a', upon which
a supplemental adjustable frame or plate h 55
is secured, said plate 6 being correspondingly
socketed, as shown in Fig. 1'^, and rubber
blocks or washers a'" being interposed be-
tween said bearings and the said supple-
mental frame or plate, admitting of a limited 60
plaj' or hinge action of the said supplemental
plate and preventing the transmission of
sound from the motor to the phonograph.
At its forward side a spiral spring a"" is in-

terposed between the bed-plate and the said 65
supplemental frame or plate, said spring serv-
ing to hold said i^lates normally apart with
an elastic pressure, but easily' giving to the
adjusting-screw a'"" when adjusting the mo-
tor to the phonograph and tightening or loos- 70
ening the driving-belt 0", which transmits
power and motion from the said motor to

said phonograph. The said frame or plate h

is in plan of an L shape in general outline
and is loosely held on its cushioned rear bear- 75
ings b\' screws a" and at the front by the ad-
justing-screw above referred to. It is pref-

erably of a single casting. On the under side

it is provided with integral downwardly-pro-
jecting hangers, as indicated clearlj^ in Fig. 80
9, for the train of governor-gearing and co-

operating motive devices. To secure a more
smooth and even movement, attain greater du-
rability, and to enable the arbors of the gear-
wheels to be more readily placed in position, I 85
form in said hangers holes A'" A'", larger in
diameter than the arbor, and into said holes
are fitted bushings A"", Fig. 8, of hardened
steel. These are held in place after adjtist-

ing the arbors therein hy set-screw A"'". 90
Upon the longer arm of the L-shaped frame

or plate 6, at the I'ear of the same, are formed
hangers h' h", and in the same is pivoted a
winding-arbor c. This latter is held in place,

so as to prevent longitudinal movement, by 95
a pinion d at one side of the hangers h" and
a collar e at the other. Tlie outer extremity
of the said winding-arbor is angular, made
to receive a winding-crank in any ordinarj'

manner. ic<

The cog-wheel or pinion d of the winding
•shaft or arboi' meshes with a cog-wheel /, car-
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ried by a shaft r/, extending from the hanger
h" to another hanger b'" of the supplemental
plate b at the opposite end of the si^i-ing-bar-

rel h. The said shaft r/ is fixed in its bear-

5 ings bj^ a set-screw g', or in any suitable man-
ner, and ni^on the said shaft the spring at-

tachments, including the cog-wheel / and
parts hereinafter to be referred to, revolve
looselJ^

lo To the cog-wheel /is rigidly connected a
ratchet-wheel /, adapted, in cooperation with
an escapement-pawl i on the plate b, to pre-
vent back movement of said cog-wheel and
to maintain the springin its wound condition.

15 By emploj'ing an escapement -pawl rather
than a spring-pawl I avoid the noise due to
the spring bearing positivelj^ on the ratchet
o. The barrel h is preferably in sections, and
three springs are employed, as in the con-

20 straction shown.
The section k' contains interiorly a dia-

phragm or web h'", having at the axial center
of the barrel a hub j, through which the shaft

<j extends, the hub holding the barrel-section

25 h' so that it will have regular and even move-
ment on said shaft g. At the side of the
ratchet-wheel /, between it and the end of the
barrel, a barrel end piece or head I may be
employed to prevent the entrance of dust to

30 the spring-chamber and to prevent the spring
A from working laterally outward and inter-

fering with the bearings of the ratchet-wheel.
On opposite sides of the said web of the sec-

tion li' are arranged springs A A', one of

35 which springs is fastened to the sleeve or hub-
like extension n of the ratchet-wheel i. The
second spring A', on the opposite side of the
web from that first referred to, is also fas-

tened to a sleeve at its inner end, which sleeve
40 is also loosely arranged on the shaft g and ex-

tends lateral)}' from the barrel-sections /t' into
the second barrel-section h", where it receives
a third spring A". The sleeves and barrel-
sections are i^rovided with buttons, such as

45 11",on which the perforated ends of the springs
ai'e removablj' secured.
The first two springs A A' are each attached

at their outer ends to the barrel-section li'.

The third spring A" is in like manner at-

50 tached to the section li" at its outer end. The
springs in the section li' are wound oppositely',

so that the power of one spring will communi-
cate its power to the other. The inner ends
of the sijrings A' A" are secured to the loose

55 sleeve n'".

At the periphery of the barrel-section li"

the same is provided with a cogged surface
7i"", by which movement is transmitted from
said barrel-section to a train of gearing 0,

60 having bearings in the hangei-s of the shorter
branch of the L-shaped supplemental fi-ame,

as above referred to, and by which power is

transmitted to a driving-wheel 0', the said
driving-wheel being preferably adapted to re-

65 ceive a belt 0'' to convey power to the phono-
graph. The said driving-wheel is arranged
on an outside bracket or extension ;/""" of

the frame, as indicated in Fig. 9, so that the
belt can be conveniently detached from or
applied to the motor without disarranging 70
the adjustment of the working parts. In
train with the said gearing is arranged a
governor of peculiar construction for regu-
lating and controlling the movements of said

IDarts. The said governor consists, prefer- 75
ably, of the parts shoAvn in detail in Figs. 3,

4, 5, and 6, where jj indicates the shaft re-

ceiving power by means of the cog-wheel jj'

from the train of gearing and spring motive
devices, qis a collar fixed to said shaft j), 80

and r r are sijrings fastened upon said collar

and extending substantially parallel with said

shaft p to a loose collar s, movable longitudi-

nallj^ on said shaft 2?. The said springs r

are provided at their centers with weights /, 85

which tend to bow the springs outward as

centrifugal force is exerted, the bowing in-

creasing or diminishing in accordance with
the increasing or diminishing spe(>d of rotarj*

movement. The bowing of the springs pro- 90
duces a corresponding longitudinal move-
ment of the sliding sleeve or collar .5, as will

be evident. Upon said sleeve or collar s is

formed or secured a frictional disk s', adapted
to engage an arm of a frictional rocking or 95
canting lever u, seated on bearings of the

supplemental bed-plate and having an irreg-

ular shape. The said lever v is preferably
fulerumed upon two pointed lugs v v, Figs.

3, 4, and 5, formed upon and extending up a 100

short distance from the supplemental plate,

so that when said lever is turned to one side

or the other of said fulcrumal lugs it will be
stopped and held at an inclination bj' the ad-

justing-screw ic in said supplemental plate. 105

Said lever is provided with an arm u' to en-

gage the frictional disk or flange .s-', the said

arm being provided with a cushion-like bear-

ing u", preferably of leather, to provide a

l)roper and eifective frictional contact. The no
said supplemental plate, as above intimated,

is provided with an adjusting-screw ir, and
the lever u with an arm u'" to engage the

same and control the movements of the fric-

tional lever, limiting its movements and 115

thereby i-egulating and controlling the speed
of the motor. The said lever is held in its

fulcrumal bearing r r by a spring-arm x,

which bears on a curved ridge u"", said ridge

at its line of greatest projection crossing the 120

axis or fulcrumal line indicated by the line.

Fig. 4, on which the latter vibrates. The
spring X operates in connection with a hand-
lever 5, by turning which latter the spring is

caused to move over said ridge or rib of the 125

lever from one end to the other, so that it ^

will bear upon the opposite side of the ful- ''

crumal line from what it did before turning,

and thus cause the arm 11' to oscillate from
or toward the disk s', as will be understood. it,<^-

When the spring x bears on the lever at the

side of the axial line 4 toward the disk s',

as shown in Fig. 3, the said lever at its point

of frictional bearing ?/" engages the side of
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tlic disk aud causes such a liard pressure upon
it as to cause the motor mechanisiu to stop
operations. Wlien turned to tlie second po-
sition, as shown in Fig. 4, the bearing n" will

5 be entirely disconnected from the sjiid disk,
and thus the motor devices will be free to o\)-

erate until a normal speed is reached. A
greater speed will cause the weights to be
thrown out to such a degree and the springs

lo /-to be so flexed as that t]ie disk s' will be
drawn into frictional contact with the said
arm u', and the speed of said disk and the
parts to which it is attached will be brought
back to the normal speed desired. By ad-

15 justing the lever by means of the screw w
the normal speed maybe increased oi dimin-
ished at will.

The construction thus described provides
a convenient and easily-operable means of
controlling the motor, is of small cost, and is

consequently a desirable and advantageous
device.

The operation of the invention, it is thought,
has been sufficiently described, and a further
description is deemed to be of no advantage
to a full and clear understanding of the in-
vention by one skilled in the art and would
onlj' tend to prolixity'.

Having thus described the invention, what
I claim as new is

—

1. A speed-governor for motors, comprising
j

a shaft which is driven by the motor, a disk
or flange rotating with said shaft, centrifu-
gal devices for moving said disk or flange lat-

35 erally, a brake device with which said disk
or flange engages, jneans^oii.adj,ustin^ the
jDfisitionof the brake device whereby the disk
or flange may be moved into frictional engage-
ment therewith at varying rates of speed pro-

40 duced by the centrifugal devices, and indc;
pendent meansfpr moving said brake device
into engagement with said disk or flange with
sufficient friction to prevent i-otation thereof,
substantially^ as set forth.

2. A speed-governor for motors, comprising
a shaft which is driven by the motor, a sleeve
rotating with but movable laterally on said
shaft, a disk or flange cari-ied by said sleeve,
centrifugal devices for moving said sleeve
latei'ally, a brake device with which said disk
or flange engages, meansfor_cK]jjisting the
position of Jjie brake device, whereby the
disk or flange may be' moved into frictional
engagement therewith at varying speeds pro-
duced by the centrifugal devices, and inde-
pendent means for moving said brake device
into contaxrt with said disk or flange with
sufficient friction to prevent rotation thereof,
substantially as set forth.

3. In a motor for operating phonogi-aphs,
the combination of a bed-plate adapted to re-
ceive the phonograph, a frame beneath said
plate and supported therefrom, a motor and
speed-governing device carried on said frame,
an adjusting-screw for regulating said speed-
governing device, said screw passing through

45

50

55

95

' an opening in said plate, a belt-wheel for said
motor to which power is applied, said belt-
wheel being adapted to receive the belt to the
phonograph, and means for adjusting said 70
frame in its relation to said bed-plate, where-
by said belt may be tightened or loosened,
substantiallj' as set forth.

4. In a motor for operating phonographs,
the combination of the bed-plate to receive 75
the phonograph, a frame beneath said bed-
plate and supported therefrom, a motor and
speed-governing device carried on said frame,
an adjusting-screw for regulating the speed-
governing device, a controlling-arm for stop- 80
ping and starting the motor, said screw and
said arm passing through openings in said
plate, a belt-wheel for said motor to which
power is applied, said belt-wheel being adapt-
ed to receive the belt to the phonograph, and 85
means for adjusting said frame in its relation
JbD^said-bed-plate/ whereby said belt maybe
tightened or loosened, substantially as set
forth.

0. In a motor, the combination with the 90
sliding flange or disk and centrifugal means
for operating the same, of a bed-plate, a le-
ver pivotally mounted on said bed-plate and
adapted to cant to one side or the other of its

pivot-point, and having a frictional arm to
engage the said disk or flange, and means for
holding said lever in either of its canting po-
sitions to throw the arm to or from frictional
relation to the disk or flange, substantially
as set forth.

6. In a motor, the combination with the
sliding flange or disk and centrifugal means
for operating the same, of a bed-plate, a le-
ver pivotally mounted on said bed-plate, and
having a frictional arm to engage the said disk
or flange, and a spring engaging said lever
anjj^xlapted^^o cant the-same to one side or
tIie~other of its pivot-point^,_substantiallv as
set forth.

7. In a motor, the combination with the
sliding flange or disk and centrifugal means
for operating the same, of a bed-plate, a le-
ver pivotally mounted on said bed-plate, and
having an arm to engage said flang-e or disk,
and an adjustable spring adapted to force
said lever so that it will change its direction
of inclination and cant to one side or the
other of its pivot-point, and a finger-piece for
operating said spring, substantially as set
forth.

8. The improved spring-motor, comprising
a bed-plate, springs and means for transmit-
ting movement from said springs, and a gov-
ernor comprising a shaft receiving power
from said springs, a disk or flange sliding on
said shaft, centrifugal devices governing the
sliding movement of said disk or flange, a
lever having an arm movable from or toward
the side of the said flange or disk, an adjust-
ing-screw, and a hand-operable spring adapt-
ed to be adjusted in its relation to said lever
to bear on said lever at one side of the ful-

105
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crum thereof, or the other, all of said i^arts

being arranged and adapted to oi^erate, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

9. The imi^roved spring-motor, comprising
5 a bed-i)late, springs, means for transmitting
motion from said springs, and a governor
comprising a shaft, springs rotating there-
with, weights on said springs, a sliding flange
or disk, an adjustable lever having a fric-

lo tion-arm, and a spring pivoted upon the bed-
plate and adjustably arranged with relation

to said lever, whereby said spring may press
upon said lever upon either side of the ful-

crum, all of said parts being arranged and
15 combined, substantial!}^ as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

10. In a spring-motor, the governor having
a laterally-movable disk or flange, and a piv-

oted friction-lever having a ridge or bearing
20 across the axial line, and a spring adapted to

slide on said ridge or bearing to throw said

lever to or from frictional relation to said
disk or flange, substantially^ as set forth.

11. In a spring-motor, the governor having
25 a laterally-movingd isk or flange, operable un-

der centrifugal force, a friction-lever having
a ridge or bearing across the axial or ful-

ci'umal line of said lever, a pivoted spring,

and a finger-piece "for operating said spring,

30 substantially as set forth.

12. In a spring-motor, the governor having
a laterally-moving disk or flange, a lever piv-

otally mounted cidjacent to said disk or flange,

a friction-arm carried by said lever near one
35 end for engaging said disk or flange, an arm

secured to said lever near its other end, and
an adjusting-screw cooperating with the last-

mentioned arm for regulating the lever and
moving the friction-arm toward and away

40 from said disk or flange, substantially as set

forth.

13. In a spring-motor, the governor having
a laterally-moving disk or flange, a friction-

lever having a rib u'" and arms u.' , u!'" , an
45 adjusting-screw ir, and an arm a", and a fin-

ger-piece 5 for turning said arm x in its rela-

tion to said lever, substantially as set forth.

11. In a spring-motor, the governing-lever
having a frictional arm, an arm to receive an

50 adjusting-screw, a ridge across the fulcriimal

line of said lever, in combination with said
adjusting-screw, a spring-arm adapted to be
adjusted in its relation to said ridge, and gov-
erning devices adapted to receive said fric-

55 tional arm, substantially as set forth.

15. In a spring-motor, the combination with
the centrifugal device, of a bed-plate having
two bearings, a lever fulcrumed thereon and
having a ridge or bearing crossing the ful-

60 cruraal line of the bearings for the lever, an
arm at one end of said lever engaging or

adapted to engage said centrifugal device,
and control its rotary movement, an arm at

the other end of said lever, an adjtisting-

65 screw cooperating with the last -mentioned
arm, a spring-arm cooperating with said ridge
or bearing, and a finger-piece for operating

the same, stibstantially as and for the piir-

i:)Oses set forth.

IG. In a motor, the combination with the 70
sliding flange or disk and centrifugal means
for operating the same, of a bed-plate having
fulcrumal projections, a lever seated on said
projections and adapted to cant to one side

or the other of the same and having a fric- 75
tional arm to engage the said disk or flange,

and means for liolding said lever in either of

its canting positions and throw the arm to or

from frictional relation to the disk or flange,

substantially as set forth. 80

17. In a niotoi*, the combination with the
sliding flange or disk, and centrifugal means
for operating the same, of a bed-plate having
a fulcrum, a lever seated on said fulcrum and
having a frictional arm to engage the said 85

disk or flange, and a spring holding said le-

ver on said fulcrum and adapted to cant said

lever to one side or the other of the same,
substantiallj' as set forth.

18. In a motor, the combination with the 90
sliding flange or disk and centrifugal means
for operating the same, of a bed-plate hav-
ing a fulcrum, a lever seated on said ful-

crum, and having an arm to engage said

flange or disk, and an adjustable spring 95
adapted to force said lever so that it will

change its direction of inclination and cant
to one side or the other of said fulcrum, and
a finger-piece for operating said spring, sub-

stantially as set forth. 10

19. The improved phonograph-motor here-

in described, comprising a bed-plate adapted
to receive the phonograph, an integral frame
hinged ttpon said bed -plate and having a
limited movement thereon, said frame having ic

hangers, motive devices arranged on said

hangers and having a belt-wlieel which is

adapted to receive the belt to the phonograph,
a governor for controlling or regulating the

movements of the motor and phonograph, 11

and means for adjusting said frame in its re-

lation to the bed-plate, wherebj^ said belt may
be tightened or loosened at will, said parts be-

ing combined, substantially as set forth.

20. The improved phonograi^h-motor com- n
prising a bed-plate adapted to receive the

phonograph, an adjustable frame hinged
upon said bed-plate and having a limited

movement thereon, motive devices supj)orted

on said frame and having a belt-wheel adapted i

:

to receive the belt which communicates power
to the phonograph, a governor also carried

hj said frame, an adjusting screw or device,

and elastic springs or cushions disposed be-

tween the frame and bed-plate, said parts i.

being combined, substantiallj^ as set forth.

21. The combination with a i^honograph
bed-plate, of a supplemental plate having a

hinge-like movement, cushions being inter-

posed between said plates, motive devices i,

and a governor, and means for adjusting said

plates and thus tightening or loosening the

belt convejdng power from the motor to the
'

phonograph, substantiallj" as set forth.
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•2-2. Tlie iiJiprovcd phoiiogi-apli-molorhci-e-
iu descnbed, coniprisiuga bed-plato, an inte-
gral L-sliaped frame adjustable in its rela-
tion to said plate, interposed cushions and

5 means for adjusting said frame, a spring-
barrel arranged on the longer arni of tlio L-
sliaped frame, springs and means for Avind-
ing the same, governing devices arranged on
the shorter arm of the frame, gearing for

lo transmitting power from the springs to the
governor and phonograph, the said L-shaped
frame and the parts supported thereby- being
all disposed between the plane of the bed-
plate, and said parts being all combined, sub-

15 stautiallj' as set forth.

23. The combination of a bed-plate having

projecting bearings at the rear, an adjust-
able frame having corresponding sockets,
and interposed elastic cushions, screws hold-
ing the parts together and admitting a limited
hinge action, means for adjusting said frame
in its relation to the bed-plate, motive and
governing devices carried by said frame, and
means for transmitting power adjustable with
said frame, substantially as set forth.
In testimony that I claim the foregoing I

have hereunto set my hand this 29th day of
Xovember, 1S95.

FRANK L. CAPPS.
Witnesses

:

Charles H. Pell,
C. B. Pitney.
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EDWARD IT. AMET, OF WAUKEGAN, ILLINOIS.
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To all luhom it ma.j concern:
Be it known that I, Edward II. Amet, a

citizen of the United Stales, residing in Wau-
kegan, in tlie county of Lake and State of Illi-

5 nois, liave invented a new and useful Im-
provement in Talking-Macliine Apparatus, of

Avhich tlie following is a specification.

3Iy invention relates to imiDrovements in

talking-machine apparatus.
lo Heretofore in the ordinary' slot-machine or

coin-controlled talking-machine apparatus it

has been customary to employ at each sta-

tion a complete graphophone and motor for

running it in connection with a coin-control-

15 ling mechanism. The first cost of this com-
plete machine for each station is tlierefore

considerable, and it is a matter of continual
expense to keep it in repair, as the jnachine
is frequently manipulated by careless and in-

20 experienced persons.
The object of my improvement is to pro-

vide a talking-machine apparatus wlierein a
large number of stations may be supplied or
operated bj^ a single talking - machine or

25 graphophone at a central station, thus sav-
ing the expense of the large number of grapho-
phones necessarily employed heretofore, (one
for each station,) and whereby, also, at tlie

same time the words, songs, or music repro-

30 duced at the several stations maj^ be freed
from the disagreeable harsh ancl scratchy
noise due to the moA'ement of the grapho-
phone-needle over the wax cjdiuder, Avhile at
the same time the use of the apparatus at

35 each and every station may be controlled \>y

coin or token through a slot-machine mech-
anism located at each station.

To this end my invention consists, in con-
nection with a graphophone or other talkiug-

40 machine located at a central station, of a va-
riable-resistance ijile supported upon and
connected with the needle of the talking-ma-
chine, this variable-resistance pile being in-

cluded in the jirimary circuit of an induction-

45 coil the secondary circuit of which leads to
the several stations, each of which stations
lias a telephone adapted to be included in this

secondary or telephone circuit by a circuit-

breaker operated by the coin or token and
50 controlled by a time-train or clock mechan-

ism located at each station, so that ilirongh

the action of the variable-resistance pile all

the vibi'ations of the talking-machine needle
will be reproduced in each and all of the tele-

phones that may be in circuit.
"

55
Mj' improvement also consists in the novel

features and combinations herein shown and
described, and particularly specified in the
claims.

In the accompanjung drawings, which form 60

a part of this specification, I have shown at
Figure 1 a diagram of a system or apparatus
embodying my invention. Fig. 2 is a verti-

cal transverse section taken through the nee-
dle of the talking-machine. Fig. 3 is a front 65
view of the box or case located at each sta-

tion furnished with the slot for receiving the
coin or token and containing the circuit-

breaker and time-train or clock mechanism
for regulating the time the telephone remains 70
connected with the circuit. Fig. 4 is a view
similar to Fig. 3, with tlie front of the case
broken away to disclose the clock mechanism
and circuit-breaker.
In the drawings the same part is indicated 75

by the same reference-letter in all the differ-

ent figures.

In the drawings, A represents the central
station, at which is located the talking-ma-
chine B, the motor C for running it, the va- 8c

riable-resistance pile D, the primary circuit

E, batterj' F, and the induction-coil G.
The talking-machine B maj' be of anyknown

or suitable construction, and its parts need
no detailed description, h being the wax cyl- 85
iuder; }j\ the needle; \r, the lever carrying
the needle; ?>', the diaphragm; 6^, the con-
nection between the diaphragm and needle-
lever; y^ the XDivoted leA'er supporting the
needle-lever; 6", the ring or pin to which the 90
diaphi'agm is secured, and 6'^ the thimble upon
which the ear-tube is ordinarily secured.
The variable-resistance pile D consists,pref

-

erably, of a terminal carbon disk f?, a series of

loose carbon disks f?', and the other terminal 95
carbon disk, d?. The lower carbon disk d has
fixed to it a core or pin of wood fiber or other
insulating material J;\ upon which the loose

carbon disks d' and cZ- are supported. The vari-

able-resistance pileD is supiDorted upon alight 100

spring^*, preferably of a U shape, one limb of

which is fixed to the thimble 5' and the other
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limb of wlucli is fixed to the tei'iuiual disk cZ,

and the cavbon ]}\\e is couuected with the dia-

phragm 6" of tlie talking-machine hy a piu cV',

whicli is preferabl^^ furnished with a rubber
5 cushion d' on the end bearing against the
diaphragm. The loose terminal carbon disk
(I- is made thicker and heavier than the in-

termediate disk cV, so that its gravity will

serve to maintain the requisite pressure or
lo contact between the several carbon disks of

the i^ile. . By reason of the connection be-
tween the variable-resistance or variable-con-
tact pile D and the needle of the talking-ma-
chine the vibrations of the needle produce

15 corresponding pulsations in the electric cur-
i-ent on the circuit E, (one terminal of Avhich
is connected to the fixed terminal d and the
other to the loose terminal d~,) owing to the
variation in contact and pressure between the

20 several carbon disks of the pile produced by
the vibrations of the needle communicated to

the pile, and the pulsations or variations in

tlie primary current E are of course repro-
duced in the induced current on the tele-

25 phone-circuit II, leading to the several sta-

tions K, at which ai"e located the boxes L, con-
taining the telephones M, circuit-breaker N",

and time-train or clock mechanism P.
The box or case L may be of any ordinai'j'

30 form or construction, and is furnished with
a slot or opening L' for receiving the coin or
token and a chute or conductor JJ for con-
veying the coin or token to the j)ivotal arm
or lever K', which moves or operates the cir-

35 cuit-breaker spring or contact-piece N. The
other contact-piece, which engages the con-
tact-piece N, consists of a pin or iDrojectionj)

on one of the wheels p' of the time-train or
clock mechanism P, so that the secondar}^ or

40 telephone ciicuit II, which remains normall3'
closed through the contact-pieces X and p
and the clock mechanism, may be broken dur-
ing the interval that the wheel j/ makes one
revolution, so that during this interval the

45 telephone M will thus be included in the cir-

cuit and ready for use, as clearlj^ illustrated

in Fig. 4. The time required for cue revolu-
tion of the wheel p' of the clock-train is suf-
licient to complete the song, piece of music,

50 or other composition on the wax cylinder of

the talking-machine B.
The spring-contact or circuit-breaker X is

preferably made of the forni indicated in the
drawings, and the strength of the spring

55 should be comparativel}' slight, so that when
the contact-pin p strikes against the spring
and the clock-train is thus stopiDcd the siting
will be slightly compressed and thus caxise

the spring to come on the opposite side of the
60 pin p, when the spi'ing is again momentarily

swung out of the i)ath of the pin 2^ ^^iid re-

turned to position. But for this compression
of the spring-contact X there would be dan-
ger of its again striking on the ^^rongside of

65 the pin j), as the clock-train naturally starts

somewhat slowl}^, and the wheel p', having a
very slow movement, and as the coin dropping

against tlie lever X" only momentarilj^ moves
the circuit-breaker X out of the jiath of the
pin p on the wheel p'. 70

I preferably provide two telephones jNI M
at each station, so that the user may hold one
to each ear, as this adds somewhat to the ease
of hearing and serves in some measure to ex-

clude outside noises or sounds. 75
The operation is as follows: By the mr^-^'-

C the talking-machine B is kept continu6'asi

running at the central station, so that when-.,

ever a coin or token maj' be dropped into'the

slot L' of the box L at any one or more of the 80

working or sub stations K the short circuit R, ' :,

through the clock mechanism P and contacts '"^
.

X p, will be broken by action of the coin '^; '

against the circuit-breaker lever X' for the
time or interval required for the wheel j>' to 85
make one complete revolution, thus putting
the telephones M M in the circuit II readj'

for use. When the wheel p' completes its

revolution, the short circuit R, through the
clock mechanism, will be again automatically 90
closed by the pin striking against the contact
X, thus cutting out the telephones. As the
circuit H is a closed circuit at each and all

the stations K, either through the clock mech-
anism or through the telephone, one or more 95
or all the telephones may be used at one and
the same time, thus reproducing at one or

more or all the substations the composition
on the cylinder of the talking-machine. Or-
dinarily I arrange the clock mechanism so 100

that the time required for one complete revo-
lution of the wheel pj' is suflficient to repeat
twice the song or other composition on the
cylinder of the talking-machine, so that anj"

user may hear the same from its beginning 105

to its end once at whatever point the opera-
tion maj' happen to begin, ovring to the fact

that the cj'linder of the talking-machine is

revoh'ing continuously. At the central sta-

tion A, I i)referabl3' also include in the sec- 110

ondary or telephone circuit II a telephone M',

so that the operator at the central station

maj^ at all times be able to tell whether the
talking-machine is operating properly.
By combining the variable -resistance or 115

variable-contact pile D directly with the nee-
dle of the talking-machine the sound vibra-

tions or pulsations are x>roduced with great
distinctness and clearness on the telephone-
circuit and in the telephones. 120

I have illustrated in the drawings what I

believe to be the simplest and best means for

connecting the carbon j)ile D with the needle
of the talking-machine; but my invention is

not limited to the particular mechanism em- 125

ployed for thispurjiose, as any suitable mech-
anism maj^ be used which will serve to trans-

mit the vibrations of the needle to the pile of

carbon disks, as will be obvious to those
skilled in the art. 130

I claim

—

1. The combination with a talking-machine
located at a central station, of a motor run-
ning the same continuonsl}^, a A''ariable-re-
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sistauce pile eonueotecl with and operated bj'

the needle of the talking-machiue, apriinaiy
cirexiit in which said pile is included, a sec-

ondary or telephone circuit leading to a se-

ries of substations, each of which is fur-

nished with a time-train, a coin or token con-
ti'olled circuit-breaker and a telephone adapt-
ed to be included in the telephone-circuit

"•id telephone-circuit is broken through
time-train bj' opei'ation of the coin or

toKen, substantial!}' as specified.

2. The combination with a talking-machine
^-^cated at a central station, of a variable re-

•stance connected with and operated by the
.-,odle of the talking-macliine, a primary cir-

^uit in which said variable resistance is in-

cluded, a telephone-circuit, and a series of
telephones therein located at a series of sub-

stations, and a series of slot-machine or coin-

controlled mechanisms at said substations for

liutting said telephones in and out of circuit,

substantiallj- as specified. •

3. The combination with a telephone-cir-
cuit, of a series of telephones located at a se-

ries of substations and adapted to be in-

cluded in said circiiit, a series of slot-ma-
chines or coin-controlled mechanisms at said
substations for puttingsaid telephones in and
out of circuit, a talking-machine at a central
station and means for transmitting its sound-
vibrations to said telephone-circuit, substan-
tial Ij' as specified.

EDWARD II. AMET.
Witnesses

:

ii. m. munday,
Edmund Adcock.

25
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 575,151, dated January 12, 1897.
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To all ivhoin it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edisox a

citizen of the United States, re.sidingat Llew-
ellyn Park, in the county of Essex and State

5 o± ^ew Jersey, have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Phonographs,
(Case No. 887,) of which the followino- is a
specification.

My invention relates to improved reeordin"-
10 and reproducing devices for phonographs"

and the invention consists in a two-point re-
corder or reproducer adapted to make or

.
travel m a double track on a phonogram-
blank or recording-surface; and the inven-

TS tion also consists in certain combinations, as
hereinafter described and claimed.
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

a view of one form of recorder embodying the
improvement, and Fig. 2 is a view of a modi-

20 fied form.

1 is the phonogram-blank, adapted to be
turned m any suitable manner.

2 is the mouthpiece or speaking-tube, be-
low which is diaphragm 3. To the diaphragm

25 1.S connected a block or post i, to which is
pivoted the arm 5, carrying at each end a re-
cording-pomt 6 6', both points bearing simul-
taneously on the surface of the blank, but
preferably at a slightly -different distance

30 trom the pivot, the difference being substan-
tially one-half of the pitch of the feedin"--
screw. ^

To use this phonograph, the recorder is set
back so that point G is near the end of the

35 plionogram-blank. The blank is then turned
in the ordinary or any suitable manner, and
at the same time the recorder is fed alono-
toward the opposite end of the blank. When
the diaphragm is set into vibration by speak-

40 ing into the mouthpiece, both points 6 C are
vibrated and both make an independent rec-
ord of the same sounds on the surface of the
blank A similar two-point instrument is
used for reproducing, one point traveling in

45 the record made by point G and the other
trayehng in the record made by point 6'

this apparatus gives a very true record, and

50

60

the reproduced vibrations give a very clear
and Avell-defined reproduction of the original
sounds.
In Fig. 2 the arm 5, having the recording-

points G G', is pivoted to an arm 4', instead of
being pivoted directly to the block mounted
on the diaphragm. Said arm 5 is, however
connected to the diaphragm by means of the ^=;
link or yielding connection 7. This recorder
also makes two separate records, but it will
be clear that one point will move up as the
other moves down, and vice versa, instead of
moving in the same direction as in the other
apparatus.
Having thus described my invention, what

1 claim is

—

1. In a phonograph, the combination with
the diaphragm, of two recording or reproduc- 6sing points arranged to act on the same side
o_t the blank and having a common connec-
tion with the center of the diaphragm, such
points being located at different distances
trom said center, substantially as set forth 70

2. In a phonograph, the combination with
the diaphragm, of two recording or reproduc-
ing points arranged to act on the same side
or a blank, and carried by an arm pivoted
upon a support independent of the diaphragm 7 c
said arm having a pivoted connection with
the diaphragm whereby the movements of
the diaphragm will move the points in oppo-
site directions, substantially as set forth.

o. In a phonograph, the combination with 80
the diaphragm, of two recording or reproduc-
ing points carried thereby and arranged to
act on the same side of the blank, said points
being arranged at different distances from
the center of the diaphragm, whereby the Zk
points will form, or trace over, two separate

forth^'^'''"^

i-ec'ords, substantially as set

This specification signed and witnessed this
1st day of December, 1890.

TIIOS. A. EDISON.
\V itnesses

:

John F. Randolph,
W. Pelzek.
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To all ivliom it may concern:

Be it kno^Yn that we, Lewis W. Briggs and
Daniel E. Boswell, citizens of the United
States, residing at Chicago, in the county of

Cook and State of Illinois, have invented a cer-

tain new and useful Improvement in Phono-
graphs, (Case No. 1,) of which the following

is a full, clear, concise, and exact description,

reference being had to the accompauyina-
drawings, forming a part of this specification.

Our invention relates to a phonograph, and
more partieularlj' to the mechanism for mov-
ing the i'>honograph - cylinder and the dia-

phragm relatively, our object being to sim-

plifj^ and cheapen the construction of the

mechanism, and, furthermore, to provide a
construction wherein the wax cylinder may
he more readily placed in position and re-

moved than has been possible in construc-

tions heretofore employed.
A farther object is to provide mechanism

for releasing the traveling parts from the driv-

ing-screw and for raising the phonograph-nee-
dle from engagement with the wax cylinder

when it is desired to move the parts back to

their initial positions after the operation of

the phonograph.
In phonographs as usuall}' constructed here-

tofore the wax cjdinder has been mounted to

rotate, while the diaphragm carrying the nee-

dle adapted to engage the surface of the wax
cjdinder has been mounted upon a carriage
adapted to be moved forward by means of a
rotating screw. It is usual to rotate the cyl-

inder one hundred times while the needle is

traveling through a distance of an inch along
the cylinder, and for this purpose it has been
customary to provide a rotating screw having
one hundred threads to the inch for impart-

40 ing the desired movement to the diaphragm-
needle.

In the phonograph of our invention the dia-

phragm-needle is mounted stationarily, while
the phonograph - cylinder is adapted to be

45 moved longitudinally, the cylinder being
movmted upon a carriage adajjted to be ad-
vanced by means of a rotating screw. Upon
the end of the shaft carrying the screw is pro-

vided a gear-wheel which meshes with a pin-

50 ion carried upon the shaft of the cylinder, the
ratio of the gear-wheels as preferably em-

:o

15

20

25

S-^

35

ployed being four to one, wherebj' the cylin-

der makes four revolutions to each revolution

of the screw. The screw may thus be pro-

vided with twenty-five threads to the inch to 55
secure the same results as have been secured
with a screw having one hundred threads to

the inch, as in constructions heretofore em-
plo3'ed; that is, as thus constructed a rela-

tive movement of one inch between the cyl- 60

inder and the diaphragm-needle results while
the cylinder is rotating one hundred times.

We are thus enabled to greatlj^ cheapen the
cost of the phonograph, since the cost of an
accurately-threaded screw with one hundred 65

threads to the inch is quite expensive, while

a screw with but twenty-five threads to the
inch can be made of the necessaiy accuracy
quite cheaply.
The phonograph-cylinder is made hollow 70

and is adapted to be clamped between two
face-plates carried upon the traveling car-

riage, wherebj^ the cylinder may be readily

Ijlaced in position or removed.
A lever is provided upon the traveling car- 75

riage carrying the wax cylinder, which, when
rocked, is adapted to disengage the carriage

from the driving -screw and to lift the dia-

phragm-needle out of engagement with the

surface of the cylinder, whereby the parts 80

maj^ be moved to their initial positions after

the operation of the phonograph.
We have illustrated our invention in con-

nection with the accomi^anying drawings, in

which—
Figure 1 is a view in elevation, partially in

section, of the phonograph embodying our in-

vention. Fig. 2 is a sectional view on line 2

2 of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a detail view showing
the means for fastening in position one of the

adjustable standards carried upon the travel-

ing carriage. Fig. 4 is a detail of the paral-

lel rod-movement employed for raising the
arm that carries the needle. Fig. 5 is a plain

view of the phonograph.
Like letters refer to like parts in the sev-

eral figures.

The threaded shaft a is mounted to rotate

in bearings a' a', carried upon the frame of the
machine, and a driving-wheel a~ is mounted ico

upon the screw-shaft a, whereby the shaft

may be rotated. Upon the end of the shaft

85

90

95
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a is mounted a gear-wlieel Jj, mesliing with
the pinion h' , carried nj^on the shaft c, .jour-

naled at one end in a bearing c~, carried upon
the frame of the machine, and at the otlier

5 end journaled in a bearing d\ carried upon
the traveling carriage d. Tlie carriage d is

mounted upon ways d^ d^, the way d^ being
V-shaped and moving in engagement -svith

the V-sliaped groove or eliannel provided on
10 the carriage, the right line travel of the car-

riage being thus insured. The ^vay cF has a
plane surface and is not V-shaped, the ne-
cessitj' of accurate!}^ alining the two ways be-
ing thus avoided. Upon the carriage d is

15 carried a half-nut e, adapted to engage the
shaft a to move the carriage longitudinallj' as
the shaft rotates. The half-nut e is carried
upon a shank e', moving longitudinally with-
in a bearing provided upon the carriage d,

20 whereby the half-nut may be moved out of en-
gagement with the screw-shaft. For this pur-
pose a pin fe-, carried njDOu the shank e', en-
gages a slot/', provided in the lever /, j)iv-

oted at/~ to the carriage, the rocking of the
25 lever/thus serving to raise the nut e out of

engagement with the screw-shaft. The end
/" of the lever /is adapted to rest beneath a
bar g, extending parallel to the carriage and
mounted upon links g' g^, pivoted to the side

30 of the carriage. When the lever /is rocked
and the end /^ thereof raised, the bar g is en-
gaged and moved upward into engagement
with the extension h', carried upon the arm
7;, pivoted at Jt^ and carrying upon its end the

35 phonograph-diai)hragm. The rocking of the
lever/ thus rocks the arm 7t upon its pivot
and moves the needle carried upon the dia-

phragm out of engagement with the wax cjd-

inder. The single lever/ thus serves to dis-

40 engage the sliding carriage from the driving-
screw and to move the needle out of engage-
ment with the cjdinder, whereby the carriage
may be retnrned to its initial position.

Upon the shaft c and rotating within the

45 standard d' is a sleeve I; splined to the shaft
c by means of a pin k^, engaging the slot c' in

the shaft c. The sleeve thus rotates with the
shaft, while the sleeve maj" move longitudi-
nally relatively to the shaft. Upon the sleeve

50 h is carried the face-plate h', between which
and a similar face-plate V the wax cjdinder
m is adapted to be held. The face-plate V is

carried ui^on a plunger 1, adapted to move
within a bore provided in the standard d'

5 5 carried upon the carriage d. The plunger I

is limited in longitudinal movement by pin V.

The plunger I has a cone bearing against a
piston I'', pressed outward by a spring l^, to

thus impart to the face-j)late V a j'ielding out-
60 ward movement to maintain the wax cylinder

firmly in position between the two face-plates.
The standard cZ- carries a horizontal exten-

sion d^, adaj^ted to move in a slot provided
in the carriage. A screw d^, provided with a

6'{ handle d^, passes through the extension d^

and engages a threaded hole provided in the
block fl", which when the handle d^ is swung

upon its pivot is clamped against the under
face of the carriage to lock the standard d-
in an adjusted position. 70
The Avax cjdinder m is made hollow, and its

ends rest upon the cj'lindrical extensions 7c- 1-

of the face-plates, the ends of the cylinder
being beveled and adapted to be engaged by
the projections 7.-"' 7i" F I", provided upon the 75
face-plates.

When it is desired to place the cylinder in

position, the handle f7"' is swung to unlock the
standard d~, after which the standard may be
moved to the right to permit the placing of 80
the wax cylinder in position between the two
face-plates. The standard d- may be then
moved to the left and clamped in position to

thus secure the wax cylinder in position be-
tween the face-plates. 85
The face-plates are preferablj" cut away at

several points, as shown in Fig. 2, to permit
the insertion of the finger to grasp the inte-

rior of the wax cylinder as the same is being
placed in position. As the shaft a rotates yo

the carriage d is moved to the left, the end of

the shaft c projecting into the interior of the
wax cylinder as the carriage advances.
When, as constructed in practice, the screw

is provided wnth twentj^-five threads to the 95
inch, the carriage moves to the left through
the distance of an inch while the cylinder is

rotating one hundred times, and the same re-

sult is thus produced as results from the con-
structions heretofore emploj'cd, wherein a 100

screw having one hundred threads to the inch
was employed.

Instead of i^roviding twenty-five threads
to the inch it is evident that any other num-
ber may be provided, and any preferred ratio 105
between the gear-wheels h and h' may be
adoi)ted, but we find the relations above men-
tioned to give very desirable results.

When the phonograph-cylinder has moved
to the left to its extreme position, the lever iic

/ maj' be rocked to release the carriage from
the driving-screw and to move the diaphragm-
needle out of engagement with the w^ax cylin-

der, and the car-riage may then be moved by
hand back to its initial position.

Having described our invention, what we
claim as ncAv, and desire to secure bj' Letters
Patent, is—

1. In a phonograph, the combination with a
traveling carriage, of ways whereon the said 120

carriage rests i^ermitting the moA*ement there-

of only in a plane parallel with the axis of

the phonograph, a i)honograpli - cylinder ro-

tatablj^ mounted upon the said carriage,a non-
ti'aveling diaphragm -needle engaging said 125

cyliuder,a driving-shaft for rotating the ejdin-

der, a threaded shaft or screw, meshing gear-

wheels connecting the said driving-shaft and
screw adai)ted to rotate the latter at a lower
rate of speed, a threaded nut or other part 130
carried upon the traveling carriage uormallj^

engaging the said screw and imparting to the
said carriage a lateral movement directly pro-

portional to the rate of rotation of the said

"5

/
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phouograph - c\ liiulci-, snbslanlially as do-

scribed.

2. In a phonograpli, the combination willi a
traveling carriage, of a hollow j)honograph-

5 cj'linder mounted thereon, a non- traveling
diaphragm-needle engaging said j)honograph-
ej'linder, a driving-shaft for rotating said ejd-

inder having one end journaled in a station-

ary bearing and the other end movable longi-

lo tudinally in a bearing carried ni^on said car-

riage, the end of said shaft projecting into

the interior of said hollow cjdinder as the
carriage advances, a threaded shaft or screw
mounted in stationary bearings, reducing-

15 gears between said driving-shaft and said

screw to cause the shaft to rotate at a higher
rate than the screw, a nut or part carried uijon
the carriage and engaging said screw to pro-

pel the carriage as the screw I'otates, and
20 means for moving the diaphragm-needle out

of engagement with the cylinder and for mov-
ing the nut out of engagement with the screw;
substantially as described.

3. In a phonograph, the combination with a

25 carriage, of a pair of face-plates mounted
upon said carriage, a phonograph - cylinder
adapted to be held between said plates, a driv-

ing-screw for moving said carriage and a driv-
ing-shaft splined to one of said face-plates

30 and geared to said driving - screw; substan-
tiall}^ as described.

4. In a phonograph, the combination with a
traveling carriage, of a pair of face-i^lates

journaled to rotate in standards eai'ried upon
35 said carriage, one of said face-plates being

3'ieldingly pressed toward the other, a phono-
graph-cylinder adapted to be held between
said plates, a rotating screw for driving said
carriage, and a driving-sliaft geared to said

40 driving-screw and splined to one of said face-

plates; substantially as described.
5. In a phonograph, the combination with a

traveling carriage, of a pair of face-plates
journaled in standards carried upon said car-

45 riage, one of said standards beingadjustably
movable toward and from the other phono-
graph-cylinder adapted to be held between
said plates, a rotating screw for driving said
carriage, and a driving-shaft geared to said

screw and splined to one of said faec-plalcs; 50
substantially as described.

G. In a phonograph, the combination with a
traveling carriage, of a phonograph-cylin-
der adapted to be su^jported thereby, a driv-

ing-screw, a nut carried upon the carriage 55
and adapted to engage said driving-screw, a
lever adapted when rocked to disengage said

nut from said driving-screw, and means op-
erated by the rocking of said lever for rais-

ing the diaphragm-needle from engagement 60
with the phonograph-e^'linder; substantially
as described.

7. In a phonograph, the combination with
the carriage d of the driving-screw a, the nut
e carried upon said carriage and adapted to 65
engage said screw, j)ivoted lever /connected
with said nut e, pivoted arm li carrying the
phonograph-diai^hragm, and the bar g linked
to the carriage and adapted when raised bj'

the end of the pivoted lever /to engage and 70
rock the arm h to move the diapliragm-nee-
dle out of engagement with the phonograph-
cylinder; substantially as described.

8. In a phonograph, the combination with
the carriage d, carrying the standards d' d^, 75
of the surface-plate V mounted in said stand-
ard d'^ and having a yielding longitudinal
movement therein, said standard cP being ad-
justably movable toward and from the stand-
ard d', the face-plate k' mounted in the stand- 80

ard d', the shaft c splined to said face-i)late

h', driving-screw a and gears h b' connecting
screw a and shaft c.

9. In a phonograph, the combination with
two face-plates between which the hollow 85
phonograph-cylinder is adapted to be held,
of openings in one or both of said face-plates

to permit the insertion of the finger to facili-

tate the placing of the phonograph-cylinder
in position; substantially as described. 90

In witness whereof we hereunto subscribe
our names this 14th daj^ of September, A. D.
1895.

LEWIS ^Y. BRIGGS.
DANIEL E. BOSWELL.

Witnesses:
Geokge p. Barton,
John W. Sinclair.
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